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GENERAL
Introduction

PCMCIA PC CARD STANDARD
Release 2.01

t GENERAL
1.1 Introduction

The Personal Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA) was formed with the
goal of promoting interchangeabilty of Integrate Circuit Cards (IC Cards) among a variety of
computer and other electronic products. Both data storage ("Memory") and peripheral expansion
("1/ 0") card types are defined by this standard. Many implementations wil permit either type of
68-pin card to operate in the same slot. This standard governs a 68-pin interchange or I/O type card
only. Cards compliant with this standard are referred to as PC Cards.
óO-pin and 88-pin Dynamic RAM (DRAM) cards are standardized primarily by EIA/JEDEC and
JEIDA, and are not covered by this standard. DRAM cards are used primariy as main memory
expansion, and are not used for data interchange among systems.
PCMCIA serves both as a technical standards setting body and a trade association. To address these
areas, the assoåation operates both Technical and Marketing committees. The Technical

Committee is concerned with the standard itself, and the Marketing Committee is primarily
concerned with market development and promotional activities. It is the stated charter of PCMCIA
to be marke\; driven in its development of technical standards.

1.2 Relationship to Other Standard-Setting Bodies
Corresponding documents have been issued in the U.S., by PCMCIA, and in Japan, by the Japan
Electronics Industry Development Association UEIDA). The two organizations work closely
together to ensure compatibilty between the u.s. and Japanese releases of the standard.
The electrical and physical aspects of the initial release (1.0) of this standard are also recognized by
the Electronics Industry Assoáation (EIA) JEDEC JC-42 and JC-ll committees which standardize
memory modules and packaging. JEDECrecognizes and endorses the software component of
release 1.0, hut does not publish those Sections. This release, 2.0, is being taken to EIA/JEDEC, but
its approval is stil pending.

'.11I,
Ii

:1
i'

:jl

, i
I

D

.1 ,3 History
The basis of this standard is the 68-pin "2-piece connector" pin and socket type of Integrated Circuit
Card, referred to herein as the PC Card. This form factor was originally defined by JEIDA in 1985.
Prior to the publication in September 1990 of Release 1.0 of this standard, the existence and
distribution of many proprietary and incompatible IC cards presented a major impediment to
market acceptance.

1.4 Standardization Goals

The primary goal of this standard is to enable system and card manufacturers to build products
operable by end-user's unfamilar with the underlying technology. In order to satisfy this goal, the
specific requirements (Electrical, Physical and Software) of numerous memory technologies,
plug-in peripheral devices and the needs of various card applications had to be satisfied.
The standard was initially focused on IBM PC-compatible systems. A major goal of the standard,
however, is to allow a variety of computer types and non-computer consumer products to freely
interchange these cards. This standard is also applicable to embedded systems to the extent that the
embedded system needs to be able to transfer its data back and forth to a host computer.

t
PCMCIA @ 1992 1 - 3
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GENERAL
Differences Between Release 1.0 and 2.0

1.5 Differences Between Release 1.0 and 2.0

In release 1.0, all required hardware and software aspects required to build in "Standard PC"
functionality were included. Release 1.0 fully defined issues relating to handling memory cards
used as data storage devices in vanous environments.
In the electncal and software areas, Release 2.0 adds the software specification for "XIP", the
eXecute In Place mechanism which allows pes to execute programs diredly from a Memoi"y Card.
This mechanism frees up the system's RAM for data and "I/O," the hardware and software

protocols which wil alow Credit-Card-Sized Perip1ierals, such as network adapters and FAX
módems, to be inserted in the same card slots as the memory cards. Other additions extend support
for dual-voltage memory cards and add geometry and interleaving tuples, pnmanly used in
support of Flash-type memory. Vanous editonal clanfications and corrections are also
incorporated.
In the card's physical area, Release 2.0 adds a section dealing with card environmental
requirements and test methods. Additionally, some connector parameters, including contact
resistance, have been modified per discussions with other standards groups.
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SCOPE
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SCOPE
Elements of the Standard: Physical, Interlace, Softare

PCMCIA PC CARD STANDARD
Release 2.01

r. SCOPE
2.1 Elements of the Standard: Physical, Interface, Softare

The goals of PC Card interchangeabilty are achieved by dividing the standard into three major

sections. These are: Card Physical, Card Inteiface and Card Data Format. A brief overvew of each of
these sections is provided below.

2.2 Card Physical

This section spells out the dimensions and mechanical tolerances for memory cards and connectors.
Specific pin lengths are defined to ensure that power is applied first and removed last during card
insertion and removaL. Reliabilty factors, such as connector mate/unmate cycles, environmental
operating conditions and test methods are also specified. Two different card thicknesses are
allowed: The more common Type I (3.3 mm thick) and the Type II (5.0 mm thick). In both types,
connectors, guides and other factors are identicaL.

2.3

.

2.4

'.

Card Interface
The card interface (electrical) section provides detailed pinout and signal definitions for both
Memory- and I/O-type cards. Detailed functional and timing information is provided including
the provision for reading 16-bit data on the low-order 8 data bits (useful in 8-bit host systems) and
the interpretation of status infonnation returned by the card.
Operations for both memory- and 1/ O-interface technologies are defÎned. The principal aspects of
the card irtterface are byte addressabilty, random access to bytes of data, and the exitence of a
separate "register" aUribute memory space selected. by the REG signaL. This allows a system to
obtain highly detailed manufacturer and chip-type information from a card without the end user
having to know or enter it. This also allows access to control registers in some configurable types
of cards.

The interface has a 64-Mbyte addressing capabilty and numerous hardware provisions to support
the various memory technologies, including ROM, OTPROM, UV-EPROM, Flash, SRAM and
PSRAM. I/O-card support is provided by Interrupt, 16-bit cycle, 10read/lOwrite, INput ACK,
Reset, Wait, Status Change, Enable and Power signals, some of which are dynamically redefined to
these uses once an I/O card is recognized by the host.

Card Software
The software section deals with the organization of the data on the card. It accommodates both
memory and configurable types of cards, and handles the I/O-card interface in a consistent
manner. This information is conveyed to the host system via a Metafo17nat header also caled the
Card Information Structure (CIS). The Metaformat is the header at the beginning of the card which
describes the low-level organization of the data on the card as well as the addressing and control
requirements for 1/ 0 cards.

Various types of memory chips (ROM, SRAM, Flash, etc.) have different write and erase properties.
In order to make most effective use of each type, different data structures or organizing schemes are
needed for each type. Certain card applications, such as XIP, or proprietary, dedicated systems also
impose data organization constraints. The Metaformat allows system designers to choose the
appropriate format and stil maintain interchangeabilty among systems. The Metaformat also
conveys card architectural information such as data blocking or interleaving requirements imposed
by a card's hardware.

PCMCIA @ 1992 2 - 3
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CARD PHYSICAL
Card Dimensions

PCMCIA PC CARD STANDARD
Release 2.01

CARD PHYSICAL
This section of the specification defines the PC Cards physical outline dimensions, connector
system and qualification test parameters. The test specified in subsections 3.4 Connector Relibilty,
3.5 Connector Durabilty and 3.6 PC Card Environmental are the minimum parameters which must
be met.

Each manufacture wil qualify their products using this specification confirmed by recognized
standard qualification test procedures.

3.1 Card Dimensions

There are two types of PC Cards in this specification. They are Type I (Figure 3-1) and Type II
(Figure 3-2). The two PC Card types differ only in thickness (Figures 3-3 and 3-4). Type II PC Card
thickness is greater than Type I in the substrate area (Figures 3-2 and 3-4). Type I PC Card is
preferred and Type II PC Card is optional.
The PC Card dimensions for the Type I and Type II are shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3.1: PC Card Dimensions

i8

LENGTH (:.008)
INTERCONNECT AREA SUBSTRATE

WIDTH (:.004) (:.002)' AREA (:.00) 1

TYPE I 3.370 2.126 .065 .065

(85.6) (54.0) (1.65) (1.65) --
TYPE" 3.370 2.126 J¡65 .098 MAX

\ (85.6) (54.0) (1.5) (2.5) ~-
1. Interconnect area and substrate area thickness are specified from the PC Card center line til either the top or bottom surface.
2. Milimeters are shown in parentheses ( ).

Connector location and pin numbers for Type I and Type II PC Cards are shown in Figures 3-1 and
3-2. PC Card polarization technique and dimensions are also shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. A
mismated PC Card and connector shall withstand a minimum static load of 13 pounds (6 kg)
without damage to the PC Card or connector.
PC Cards must be opaque (non see-through).

3.1.1 Write Protect Switch (WPS)

The WPS, if installed, shall be located to the right of the PC Card centerline when viewed from the
end opposite the connector (Figures 3-1,3-2,3-3 and 3-4).

The write-protected position of the WPS shall be the far-right position, and shall be indicated by an
arrow and the words "Write Protect" or "Protect". The arrow and indication may be on the end of
the PC Card, as shown in Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4, or on the bottom cover, as shown in Figure
5, or on both the end and bottom cover.

If a WPS is used, it is recommended that it pass all requirements, as applicable, in subsection 3.6 PC
Card Environment. It is also recommended the WPS function as specified for a minimum of 100
(Write Protect/Write Enable) cycles.

I...."I .

3.1.2 Battery Location

The battery, if installed, should be located to the left of the PC Card centerline when viewed from
the end opposite the connector (Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4).

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 3
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CARD PHYSICAL
Connector

The battery holder, if installed, should be designed so that the positive ( +) side of the battery facesthe top surface. ")
3.1.3 Label

Use of the label is optional. If used, the label shall be located on the bottom cover (Surface B - see
Figures 3-1 and 3-2).

The thickness of the label, if used, (Figure 3-5) shall not cause the PC Card to exceed the thickness
specified in Figure 3-1,3-2 and Table 3-1.

The label, if used, must withstand all environmental test specified in subsection 3.6 PC Card
Environmental.
The JEIDA and PCMCIA logos may be displayed by the manufacturer if authoried by the
r~spective organizations. Logo location is shown in Figure 3-5.

3.2 Connector

The specified PC Card interconnect system shall be a 68-position, 2-piece pin-and-socket. The
socket contacts shall be the PC Card connector.

3.2.1 Card Connector

The socket contacts are located on the PC Card as shown in Figures 3-1,3-2,3-3 and 3-4. The PC
Card connector socket shall be configured as shown in FigUre 3-6.

The PC Card connector socket contacts shall make contact with the connector pin for a minimum
length of 0.050 (1.27) as shown in Figure 3-7.

The PC Card connector socket layout shall match the host pin-connector layout as shown in
FigUre 3-8.

,)

3.2.2 Host Connector

The host pin connector shall be a 68-pin connector with opening, polarzation and pin location as
shown in Figure 3-8. The host connector-pin configuration is shown in Figure 3-9, and the host-pin
lengths are shown in FigUre 3-9 and Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: Host Connector Pin Configuration
Pin Type Pin Length (L) ,..004 Pin Number

Detect .138 36,67
(3.5)

General .167 All Other Pins

(4.25)

Power .197 1,17,34,35,51,68
(5.0)

The outermost plating of socket and pin contact area shall be gold, or other plated materials
compatible with gold, and shall meet the requirements specified in subsections 3.4 and 3.5.
The recommended host connector PCB footprints for: the right angle connector (Figure 3-10), the
straight connector (Figure 3-11), two row surface mount (Figure 3-12), one row surface mount
(FigUre 3-13) and double (136 position) surface mount (Figure 3-14) are shown without mounting
or hardware hole locations. "'¿
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CARD PHYSICAL
PC Card Guidance

PCMCIA PC CARD STANDARD
Release 2.01

The interconnect system shall pass all requirements of subsection 3.4 (Connector Reliabilty) and
subsection 3.5 (Connector Durabilty).
If a connector ejector mechanism is used, it is recommended the ejector mechanism pass all
requirements for reliabilty and durabilty, as applicable, in subsections 3.4 and 3.5.

3.3 PC Card Guidance
The PC Card shal be guided by the host connector for a minimum distance of 0.394" (10.0) before
the socket connector bottoms on the host (pin) connector (Figure 3-15).

To ensure algnment of the PC Card to connectors, the PC Card should be guided for a minimum
distance of 1.570" (40.0) before engagement.

3.4 Connector Reliabilty

The interconnect system as specified in subsection 3.2 shall meet or exceed al reliabilty test
requirements of this subsection. Unless otherwise specified, all test and measurements shall be
made at:

Temperature lS.Cto 3S.C

Air pressure 650 to 800 mm mercury

(860 to 1060 mbar)

Relative humidity 25% to 85% 

If conditions must be closely controlled in order to obtain reproducible results, the parameters shall
be:

Temperature: 23.C +1.1.C

Air pressure 650 to 800 mm mercury

(86 to 1060 mbar)

Relative humidity 50% +1- 2%

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 5
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CARD PtiYSICAL
Connector lReliabilty

3.4.1 Mechanical Performance

The interconnect system mechanical performance is specified as follows:

3.4.1.1 Offce Environment

')
STANDARD TESTING
Guaranteed number 01 insertions/ejections =10.00 min. Paragraph 3.5.1

3.4.1.2 Harsh Environment

STANDARD TESTING
Guaranteed number 01 insertons/ejections = 5.000 min. Paragraph 3.5.2

3.4.1.3 Total Insertion Force

STANDARD TESTING
a.albs (4kg) max.

Insert and extract at speed 011. (25mm)/min.

3.4.1.4 Total Pullng Force

STANDARD TESTING
1.51bs (.68kg) min. Insert and extract at speed of 1. (25mm)/min.

3.4.1.5 Single Pin Pullng Force

STANDARD TESTING

O.0221bs (10g) minimum initial value only. Pull the gauge pin shown to left at speed of 1. (25mm)/iin.
i Gauge pin'S surface must be wiped clean 01 dirt and lubrication oiL.

.)..~.~~.~~.~~.~................lI
0,0165 ~0.OO5 (0.42) --

Gauge:
Material. Tool making steel
Hardness. HRC = 50 to 55

,y

3.4.1.6 Single Pin Holding Force

STANDARD TESTING
Pin shall not push out 01 the insulator whn 2.21bs (1 kg) minimum Pus pin on the axis with 2.2 Ibs (1 kg) minimum force while holding
force is applied to the pin. insulator rigid.

1.11bs
Min Fore-

'. -~''i

PCMCIA @ 1992
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CARD PHYSICAL
Connector Reliabilit

PCMCIA PC CARD STANDARD
Release 2.01

3.4.1.7 Single Socket Holding Force
STANDARD TESTING

Socket shall not push out of the insulator when 1.1 ibs (0.5 kg)
minimum force is applied to the socet.

Push socket on the axis with 1.1 ibs (0.5kg) minimum force wiile
holding insulator rigid.

3.4.1.8 Vibration and High Frequency

STANDARD TESTING

a. No mechnical defect should occr on the pans. MIL-STD-202F
b. Must not cause current fnterruption of iOOns or moe. METHOD204D

Test condition B (15G peak),
10Hz to 2000Hz; (Figure 3-16)

3.4.1.9 Shock
STANDARD TESTING

a. No mechanical defect should ocur on the pans. MIL.STD-202F
b. Must not cause current interruption of 100ns or moe METHOD 213B,

Acceleration 50G, Standard holding time 6ms, Semi-sine wave;
(Figure 3-16)

3.4.2 Electrical Performance

The interconnect system electrical performance is specified as follows.

3.4.2.1 Contact Resistance (low level)

STANDARD TESTING

a.lnitally... 40 mQ maximum MIL-STD-1344A
b. After test.. 20 mQ maximum change. METHOD 3002.1

Open voltage 20 mV
Test current 1mA
a. Measure and record the initial resistance (Ri) of th connecr

system (from attachment of the pin connecor to the PCB, to the
attachment of the socket connector to the PCB)

Ri,,40mQ
b. Measure and record resistance of the connector system after test

(Ri) of the connector system. Resistance value after test:
RI=R¡",20mQ

3.4.2.2 Withstandable Voltage

STANDARD TESTING

a. No shorting or other damages when 500 vrms AC is applied for 1 MIL.STD-202F
minute METHOD 301 

b. Current leakage 1 mA max.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 -7
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CARD PHYSICAL
Connector Reliabilty

3.4.2.3 Insulation Resistance

¡
Nn
"

STANDARD TESTING

a.lnitially... 1,000 MQ min. MIL-STD.202F
b. After test. 100MQ min METHOD 302 

Measure within 1 minute after applying SOOV DC

3.4.2.4 Current Capacity

I STANDARD
O.S A per pin

I TESTNG

3.4.2.5 Insulation Material

I STANDUL 94 V-o equivalent
I TESTNG

3.4.3 Environmental Performance

3.4.3.1 Operating Environment
STANDARD TESTING

Operating Temperature: -20'C to +60'C
Relative humidity: 95% Max. (non-condensing)

3.4.3.2 Storage Environment

STANDARD TESTING

Storage Temperature: -40'C to +70'C
Relative humidity: 95% Max. (non-condensing)

3.4.4 Environmental Resistance

3.4.4.1 Moisture Resistance

STANDARD TESTING

Contact resistance: 3.4.2.1.b. MILSTD-202F
Insulation resistanc: 3.4.2.3.b. METHOD 106E

(excluding vibration);

10 cycles (1 cycle = 24 hours) with connector engaged.

3.4.4.2 Thermal Shock

STANDARD TESTING

No physical damage should ocur during testing. MIL-STD.202F
Contact resistance: 3.4.2.1.b. METHOD 107G.Test condition A, -SS'C to +70'C
Insulation resistance: 3.4.2.3.b. 5 cycles (1 cycle = 1 hour) with connector engaged

3.4.4.3 Durabilty (High Temperature)
STANDARD TESTING

Contact resistance: 3.4.2.1.b. MIL-STD-202F
METHOD 108A
Test condition B, 8S'C, 2S0 hours min. with connector engaged

3 - 8 PCMCIA @ 1992
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CARD PHYSICAL
Connector Durabilty

PCMCIA PC CARD STANDARD
Release 2.01

3.4.4.4 Cold Resistance

STANDARD TESTING

Contact resistance: 3.4.2.1.b. JIS C 5021, .55.C, 96 hours min. with connecor engaged

3.4.4.5 Humidity (Normal Condition)

STANDARD TESTING

Contact resistance: 3.4.2.1.b. MIL.STD-202F
Insulation resistance: 3.4.2.3.b. METHOD 103B

Test condition B. 4Q.C. 90 to 95% RH with connector engage

3.4.4.6 Hydrogen Sulfide

STANDARD TESTING

Contact resistance: 3.4.2.1.b. JEIDA 38 3ppm hydrogn sulfde

4O.C. approx 80% RH

96 hours min., with connector engaged

3.4.4.7 Salt Water Spray

STANDARD TESTING

No harmful corrosion (or degradation of contact performance) MIL.STD-202F
should ocur on the pin and socket contaCts. METHOD 1010

Test condition B, Concentration 5%
35.C. 48 hours, with connector disengaged

3.5 Connector Durabilty
i

The interconnect system as specified in subsection 3.2 shall meet or exceed all durabilty

requirements of this subsection.
Test conditions for the mate/unmate cycles are:

Cycle Rate 40-60 cycles per hour

Temperature 15.C to 35.C

Relative Humidit 25%-85%

Barometric Pressure 650 to 800 mm mercury (860 to
106 mbar)

3.5.1 Offce Environment

The office environment is defined in EIA-364A as class 1.1 - year round air conditioning
(non-fitered) with humidity control.
Test Sequence

Contact resistance per 3.4.2.1.a.

Mate and unmate the connetor for a total of 10,000 cycles

Contact resistance per 3.4.2.1.b.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3.9
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CARD PHYSICAL
PC Card Environmental

3.5.2 Harsh Environment

The harsh environment is defined in EIA-364A as class 1.3 - no air conditioning, no humidity f'j

control with !normal heating and 'ventilation.

Contact resistance per 3.4.2.1.a.

Mate and unmate th connetor 1.00 cycles TOTAL CYCLES = 1.000

Humidit per 3.4.4.5.

Mate and unmate the connetor 1.00 cycles TOTAL CYCLES = 2.00

Humidit per 3.4.4.5. .'

Mate and unmate the conetor 3.00 cycles TOTAL CYCLES = 5.000

Humidit per 3.4.4.5.
.'

Hydrogen sulfide per 3.4.4.6.

Contact resistance per 3.4.2.1.b. .

3.6 PC Card Environmental

The PC Card as specified in Section-3 CARD PHYSICAL shall meet or exceed all environmental
tests of subsection 3.6.2. The battery, if part of the PC Card, shall be installed for all tests. Unless
otherwse specified, all test and measurements shall be made at:

Temperature 15'Cto35"C

Air Pressure 650 to 800 mm mercury
(860 to 106 mbar)

Relatie Humidit 25% to 85% 

If conditions must be closely controlled in order to obtain reproducible results, the parameters shall
be:

.....~......."

-~-

Temperature 23'C + 1-1"C

Air Pressure 650 to 800 mm mercury

(860 to 106 mbar)

Relative Humidit 50%,,2%

3.6.1 Environmental Penormance

The PC Card storage and operating environment are specified in this subsection. The storage and
operating environment test parameters are specified in subsection 3.6.2 Environmental Resistance.

3.6.1.1 Operating Environment
STANDARD TESTING

Ambient temperature O"C to 55"C

Relative humidity 95% max. (non condensing)

SRAM data retention per 3.6.2.18.

3.6.1.2 Storage Environment
STANDARD TESTING

Storage temperature -20'C to 65'C

Relative humidity 95% max. (non condnsing)

SRAM data retention per 3.6.2.18.

,2
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3.6.2 Environmental Resistance

The PC Card shall be tested per the Environmental Resistance specifications listed below. The
manufacturer shall ensure adequate testing in order to ensure the PC Card conforms to this
specification.

3.6.2.1 High Storage Temperature

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to funcon as specified after test and all non.volatile MIL-STD-202F
memory to retain the data stored prir to test. SRAM data retention Method 108A
per 3.6.2.18. Test Condition 6S'C and 90% minimum humidity for 96 hors min,

Vcc"O

3.6.2.2 Low Storage Temperature

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to function as specified after test and all non- volatie Test Condition -20'C for 96 hours minimum,Vcc"O
memory to retain the data stored prior to test. SRAM data retention
per 3.6.2.18.

3.6.2.3 High Operating Temperature

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to functon as specified during test. MIL-STO.202F
Meth 108A
Test Condition SS'C for 96 hours minimum
Vet " manufacturer specified.

3.6.2.4 Low Operating Temperature

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to funcion as specfied during test. MIL-STO.202F
Method 10BA
Test Conditin O'C for 96 hours minimum
Vcc .. manufacturer specified.

3.6.2.5 Thermal Shock

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to funcon as specified after test and all non. volatile MIL.STO.202F
memory to retain the data stored prior to test Method 107G

SRAM data retention per 3.6.2.18 TEST TEMP (e) TIME (Min)

1 -20'C 30
2 2S'C cS
3 6S'C 30
4 2S'C cS

Repeat for 100 cycles Vce"O, Card connecor engaged.

.
PCMCIA @ 1992 3.11
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3.6.2.6 Moisture Resistance
/~

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to fuction as speified during test. MIL.STD.202F
Method lOGE

STEP TEMP (e) RH(%) TIME (Hra)

1 25 to 55 90.98 2.5
2 55 90-98 3.0
3 55 to 25 80.98 2.5
4 25100 N/A 2.5
5 0 N/A 3.0
6 Ot025 N/A 2.5

Repeat test for 10 cycles (excluding vibration)
Vee = manufacturer specified. Card connector engaged.

3.6.2.7 Electrostatic Discharge

STANDARD TESTING
PC Card to functon as speifd after test 1 and 2 and all
non.volatile memory to retain the data stored prior to test

ISO 7816.1
TEST 1. Discharge four (4) times on the top cover. Repeat test on
bottom cover. Total discharge cycles = 8 (Figure 3-17)
TEST 2. Discharge total twelve (12) times each side as indted in

Figure 3.18.
Turn PC Card over and repeat test.Total discharge cycles = 24.

3.6.2.8 X-ray Exposure

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to funcon as specified after test and alt non- volatile iSO 7816-1

memory to retain th data stored prior to test 140kv@5ma
Intensity 10K roentgen
Exposure time 5 minutes.

3.6.2;9 Ultraviolet Light Exposure

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to funcon as specified after test and aU non. volatile iSO 7816.1

memor to retain th data stored prior to test Wavelength 254 nm
Intensit 15000 IJW/cm

Exposure time 20 minutes

3.6.2.10 Electromagnetic Field Interference

STANDARD TESTING

PC Card to function as speified after test and all non. volatile iSO 7816-1

memory to retain the data stored prior to test Place PC Card in uniform magnetic field of 1,000 Oersted
Exposure time 10 seconds

3.6.2.11 Card Inverse Insertion

STANDARD TESTING

No visible damage to PC Card or connecor after test. No electrical Insert PC Card with top side down. Exert a force of 13 Ibs for 1

contct to PC Card during test. minute.
Repeat 5 times

3 -12 PCMCIA @ 1992
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3.6.2.12 Vibration and High Frequency

18 STANDARD TESTING

No visible damage to PC Card alter test. PC Card to function as MIL.STO.202F
speified alter test and all non-volatile memor to retain the data Metho 2040
stored prior test Test Condition B, 15G peak, 10 to 2,00 Hz, Vcc=O,

With battery installed (Figure 3.19)

3.6.2.13 Shock
STANDARD TESTING

No visible damage to PC Card alter test. PC Card to funcion as MIL-STO.202F
speified after test and all non.volatile memory to retain the data Method 213B 
stored prior to test Test Condition A (Figure 3.19)

3.6.2.14 Bend Test

STANDARD TESTING

No visible damage to PC Card after test. PC Card to funcion as Test 1: Clamp the connector end of the PC Card with surface A
specifid after test and all non-volatile memor to retain the data facing upward. Apply 4.4 Ibs (2 kg) to the undamped end using the
stored prior to test force bar as shown in Figure 3-20. Time.. 1 minute.

Test 2: Clamp the non-cnnector end 01 the PC Card wit surface A
facing upward. Apply 4.41bs (2 kg) to the unclamped end using th
force bar as shown in Figure 3.20. Time.. 1 minute.
Test 3 and 4: Repeat test 1 and 2 with surface B facing upward.
Total test must include all four procedures.

3.6.2.15 Drop Test. STANDARD TESTING

No visible damage to PC Card after test. PC Card to funcion as Drop PC Card from 30' (75 cm) onto a no-cshioning, vinyl.lile
speifid after test and all non-volatile memory to retain the data surface.
stored prior to test Repeat 6 times.

3.6.2.16 Torque Test
STANDARD TESTING

No visible damage to PC Card after test. PC Card to function as ISO 7816-1

speced after test and all non.volatile memory to retain the data Apply clock-wise torque to the unsupported end of the PC Card
stored prior to test (torque = 11 in.lbs max. and/or angle = 10. max., whichever ocrs

first)
Time = 5 minutes. Repeat test applying counter clock.wise torque.
Repeat test five (5) times in each direction (Figure 3-21).

3.6.2.17 PC Card Warpage

STANDARD TESTING

Type i PC Card shall exhibit warpage less than or equal to: Measure the PC Card (Type I or II) interconnec and substrate

Interconnect Area 1 s .006' (.15)
thicknesses. Then place the PC Card (Type I or II) on a flat plate and

Interconnec Area 2 s .014" (0.35)
measure the maximum warpage (Figures 3-22 and 3-23).

Substrate Area 3 s .020" (.5)

Substrate Area thickness shall not exceed .150" (3.8).
Type II PC Card shall exhibit warpage less than or equal to: 

Interconnect Area 1 s .006" (.15)

Interconnect Area 2 s .014" (0.35)
Substrate Area 3 s .020" (.5)

Substrate Area thickness shall not exceed .211" (5.35).

If.a'."VI
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3.6.2.18 SRAM Data Retention

STANDARD TESTING

SRAM PC Card to retain all data after each test (1 and 2). Test 1: Test condition 55'C for 24 hours min. Vcc=O
Test 2: Test condition O'C for 24 hours min. Vcc=O

3.14 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Surface A
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& RECOMMENDED BATIERY LOCATION. THE BATIERY HOLDER SHOULD BE
DESIGNED SO THAT THE POSITIVE SIDE OF THE BATIERY IS UP

2. THE PC CARD SHALL BE OPAQUE (NON SEE THRU)

& POLAIZATION KEY LENGTH.

& INTERCONNECT AREA TOLERANCE = '.002
SUBSTRATE AREA TOLERANCE = '.00

5 MILLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ().

Figure 3.1. TYPE I PC Card P.ackage Dimensions

.
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x-1~ €SUrfaceA x-1t
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1-: :::: ----.---..--==---.-----.---.--....-: :---
N68 N35

Surface B

Y

Surface A

l

~~~t~

0. '.
__:. .....'~ - ì i
;, /,~,J,¿-

&. RECOMMENDED BATIERY lOCATlON, THE BATIERY HOLDER 
SHOULD BE

DESIGNED SO THAT THE POSITIVE SIDE OF THE BATIERY IS UP

2. THE PC CARD SHAll BE OPAQUE (NON SEE THRU)

ff POLARIZATlON KEY lENGTH.

4 MilliMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ( ).

Figure 3-2~ TYPE II PC Card Package Dimensions

il\,U
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C'a
~A,/~C'~,. 0-9

~o.

Figure 3.3. TYPE I PC Card

tJ

"".s

Figure 3.4. TYPE II PC Card

¡..-a."-.V.
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CONNECTOR END
t)...... '.'.

. .
,,:

,

&
11

L2Max
1.681

(42.70)

WMax
1.886

(47.90)

f~
';Y:~-,;.

ff IF WRITE PROTECT SWITCH INSTALED

ff OTHER REGULATORY LOGOS

3. LAEL MUST WITHSTAND ALL PC CARD ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIFICATIONS IN SUBSECTION 3.8

.& PC CAD CENTERLINES

5 LAEL, IF USED, SHAL BE ATTACHED TO THE BOTTOM COVER
(SURFACE B - AGURES 3-1 AND 3.2).

6 MILLIMETRS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ( ).

Figure 3-5. PC Card Bottom Cover Label

~
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~ ~ .037 (0.94) MIN

PIN INSERTION

Figure 3-6. Card Connector Socket

PIN SOCKET CONTACT

& PIN/SOCKECONTACT AREA

2. MILUMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ( )

Ll MAX L2 L3REF
.020 PIN TYPE. SEE TABLE 3.2 .024
(0.5) DETECT .059 (1.5) ".039 (0.6)

GENERA .084 (2.1) ".064
POWER .098 (2.5) ".078

Figure 3.7. Pin/Socket Contact length with Wipe

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 -19
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I. 33EQSP=L1 -Ii- -$ -$ -$ -$ -$
---iff,$W-- ---- --- - --w ----

(j

PIN LAYOUT
2 ROW. 88 PINS

.. _T Y~r " '34 :\
l \. '35 '68 J l

x T.. --

L2

FRONT VIEW

Figure 3-8. Pin Connector a.,'.:::

Q
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ff

S?
AREA.&~

l~

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 21

l3~
l2

(Tabl~ 3-2)

lENGTH"l GIVEN IN TABLE 3-2

& MINIMUM CONTACT AREA (2 PLACES)

& PIN TAPER lENGTH

.& SOCKET CONTACT ENGAGEMENT AREA

5 MilLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ().

Figure 3-9. PC Card Contact Pins
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INSERT CARD

~ .r~æ .._m________________+____________æ .. Û"
~ (Ð (Ð_.._..-.._.._..-.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._"--'-"-"-"-.._.._(Ð (Ð c/ ti l W2

'''1 ~:~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~;~~ l" (,.w,1. L1 a

~

1. Millmeters are in parenthesis().

Figure 3-10. Recommended Right Angle Connector PCB Footprint

" .r~' æ__________+_m______.. æ ¿;~" ,-
~ (Ð (Ð_.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._(Ð æi c/ iI l W2

N3 Ai ~:~~~~~~~~~..~~I~~~~~..~~..~.~;;~~ f"' Cf

. Ll ~
~~

Figure 3-11. Recommended Straight Connector PCB Footprint

INSERT CARD

0- L3TYP-j i-
w. "" j ~ "' 00000000000000000. DDDDDDDDDDnDDD9_~Dø35

",,,3 .. ~~aQOOOOOOOOOOOÐOOOOOOOOOOOO~.~ "
2x L1

L1 :t..004 L2:t .002 L3:t .002 L4Ref W1:t .004 W2:t .004

1.50 .050 .031 .025 .059 .098

(41.91) (1.27) (.079) (0.635) (1.50) (2.50)

1. Millmeters are in parenthesis ().

Figure 3-12. Recommended Surface Mount Connector PCB Footprint

4
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1~l2TYP INSERT 

CARD+-~m
-. ~ L 1 TYP~ U.~=~

1/1

L1 :1.002 L2 z .002 L3z .002 W:i.002

.025 .016 1.675 .123
(0.635) (0.40) (42.54) (3.10)

1. Milimeters are in parenthesis ( ).

Figure 3-13. Recommended Sunace Mount Connector PCB Footprint

~ ~ui -- i. L3 TYP ~ l2 TYP
. nononononOOOOOOOooooooonoooonoow ~W~~:

1/3500000oooooooooooo'OooooooOOOOOOooOoM6 Connector. W4 :
Jti.nonoonooooonooooinoooooononoooooont34 Bottom

\ 1/35.oononononooooonoo:oooooooonoonoonoW 168 Connector

3. W2 Û -- L3 TYP
INSERT CARD

Ll :1.00 L2:1 .00 L3 z .002 WL z.OO W2:1 .002 W3:1 .002 W4Ref

1.650 .050 .025 .075 .126 .051 .378
(41.91) (1.27) (0.635) (1.90) (3.20) (1.30) (9.60)

. .
1. Millimeters are in parenthesis ().

Figure 3-14. Recommended Double (136 Position) Sunace Mount P.C.B. Footprint

-
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&
W2

&.

ff
WI

& THE PC CARD SHOULD BE GUIDED FOR A MINIMUM
DISTANCE OF 1.570 (40.0)

ff THE CONNECTOR MUST GUIDE THE PC CARD FOR A
MINIMUM DISTANCE OF .197 (5.0) BEFORE ENGGEMENT

& THE CONNECTOR POLARIZA nON KEYS ARE
DEFINED IN FIGURE 3-.

4 MILLIMETRS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ( ).

Figure 3-15. PC Card Guide Guidance

Pin Connector with
Card Guide

1.6 az (30g) "'n

PC Card or
Dummy Card

.15 (4.0)

PC Card Stop

PCB

::::::::::::::::~~n~i~~:R~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Figure 3-16. Connector Shock & Vibration Test Fixture

3.24 PCMCIA @ 1992
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(~ 15000

ri 100F
~ 0.2 SO IN Max

/ Contact Are
1SOV ozV

pc CARD 

INSULATOR

& Conne to th four (4) ground contct (Pin No'. 1, 34, 35 end 68)

Figure 3-17. Electrostatic Discharge Test-1 Fixture

tl
1.5KQN 0...........~o.. ......a..:..... ......cf ".. ....:ci .I I

I

1. PC Ca to make co wi th conduc plae. Disge to top cor, left side, non-cneor en an riht sid
1h ti each. Tota disge cy . 12 on eac sid.

2. Th pc ca co facing th coucng ple. shoul make con wi th conduc ple during tes.

Figure 3-18. Electrostatic Discharge Test-2 Fixture

.
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1. Th pc card shoc and vibration test fixture shall entrap th pc card such that all shoc and vibration shall be transmited into

Figure 3-19. PC Card Shock and Vibration Test Fixture

2.37 (60.2) Min

" i ....~8 .:;A£if . dt¡."'

&. Th conta radius force bar is 0.197. :t.039. (5.0).
2. The force bar shall apply a uniform force across the end of the

PC Can!.
3. Milimeters are in parenthesis ().

Figure 3.20. Bend Test Fixture

-I
fJ.I

i: 2.87 (7.8) Min.5 (12.7) MI

&

& Ap torque to unclemped end 01 PC cerd. The torque end engle Mu ere :
Torque 11ln-l'" (12.8 kii-em) or 10. whichever occure n,.i

1. Millmeters are in parenthesis ().

Figure 3.21. Torque Test Fixture

3.26 PCMCIA @ 1992
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-l~~NlTERCONNECTAREAi&

CONNECTOR

,

SUBSTRAtE AREA 3~

INTERCONNECT
AREA 2 &INTERCONNECT

AREA 2 &
,

PCQARD

'i~"~
INTERCONNECT AREA 2'

AND SUBSTRATE AREA 3

& PC CARD THICKNESS (T MIN) MEAUREMENT AREA

& WARPAGE IN INTERCONNECT AREA i AND 2
AND SUBSTRATE AREA 3 ARE DEFINED AS:

AREA WARPAGE SPECIFICA11N

INTERCONNECT AREA i Tmax s Tmin+O.OO (0. i 5)

INTERCONNECT AREA 2 Tmax s Tmin+O,Oi 4 (0.35)

SUBSTRATE AREA 3 Tmax s Tmin+O.02 (0.5) s 0.150 (3.8)

3. MILLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ( ).

Figure 3.22. Type I PC Card Warpage Test Fixture

~
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-.
Æ~:;:;:5j);;;;7ERCONNECT AREA 1 &

,

SUBSTRAk AREA 3~

PCQARD

:'.--i-"-"¡

_____.._i_¡-______
,-,

CONNECTOR

INTERCONNECT
AREA 2 &

SUBSTRATE AREA 3
INTERCONNECT AREA 2

& PC CARD INTERCONNECT THICKNESS (T MIN) MEAUREMENT AREA

& PC CARD SUBSTRATE THICKNESS IT SUB) MEASUREMENT AREA

~ WARPAGE IN INTERCONNECT AREA 1 AND 2 AND

SUBSTRATE AREA 3 ARE DEFINED AS:

AREA WARPAGE SPECIFICATION
INTERCONNECT AREA 1 Tmax . Tmin+O.OO (0.151

INTERCONNECT AREA 2 Tmax . Tmin+O.014 (0.35)

SUBSTRATE AREA 3 Tmax . Tsub+0.020 (0.5) . 0.211 (5.35)

4 THE PC CARD SUBSTRATE AREA 3 THICKNESS SHALL NOT
EXCEED: T SUB.O.OO (0.2)

5. MILLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS ().

Figure 3-23. Type II PC Card Warpage Test Fixture

3.28 PCMCIA @ 1992
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CARD INTERFACE
4

4.1 Pin Assignments 1

Table 4-1: PCMCIA PC Card Pin 1 To Pin 34 Assignments

Memory Only Card Interface: I/O and Memory Card Interface:

(Always available at card insertion') (Available only after card and socket are configured)

Pin Siiinal VO Function +/. Notes Pin Signal VO Function +/-

1 GND Ground 1 GND Ground

2 03 I/O Data bit 3 2 03 I/O Data bit 3

3 04 I/O Data bit 4 3 04 I/O Data bit 4 

4 05 I/O Databit5 4 05 I/O Data bit 5

5 06 I/O Data bit 6 5 06 I/O Databit6
6 07 I/O Data bit 7 6 07 I/O Data bit7

7 CEl I Card enable - 3 7 CEl I Card enable -

8 Al0 I Address bit 10 8 Al0 I Address bit 10

9 OE I Output enable - 9 OE I Output enable

10 All I Address bit 11 10 All I Address bit 11

11 A9 I Address bit 9 11 A9 I Address bit 9 

12 A8 I Address bit 8 12 A8 I Address bit 8

13 A13 I Address bit 13 13 A13 I Address bit 13

14 A14 I Address bit 14 14 A14 I Address bit 14

15 WE/GM I Write enable - 15 WE/GM I Write enable

16 RDY/BSY 0 Ready/busy +/- 2,4 16 IREO 0 Interrupt Request

17 Vyc 17 Vee

18 Vppl Programming 2,3 18 Vppl Programming and

Supply Voltage 1 Peripheral Supply

19 A16 I Address bit 16 19 A16 I Address bit 16

20 A15 I Address bit 15 20 A15 I Address bit 15

21 A12 I Address bit 12 21 A12 I Address bit 12

22 A7 I Address bit 7 22 A7 I Address bit 7

23 A6 I Address bit 6 23 A6 I Address bit 6

24 AS 1 Address bit S 24 A5 I Address bit 5

25 A4 I Address bit 4 25 A4 I Address bit 4

26 A3 I Address bit 3 26 A3 I Address bit 3

27 A2 I Address bit 2 27 A2 I Address bit 2

28 Al I Address bit 1 28 Al I Address bit 1

29 AO I Address bit 0 29 AO I Address bit 0

30 DO I/O Data bit 0 30 DO I/O Data bit 0 

31 01 I/O Data bit 1 31 01 I/O Data bit 1

32 02 I/O Data bit 2 32 02 I/O Data bit 2 

33 WP 0 Write protect + 2.3 33 10LS16 0 10 Port Is 16-bit

34 GND Ground 34 GND Ground

4

NOTES: Acive 'Iow. signals are indicated by .(minus). Acive "high' signals are indicated by _(plus).

1. Wait and Reset are RFU (no connect) in PCMCIA PC Card Standard. Release 1.0. Both must be implemented in the system lor compliance with PCMCIA PC
Card Standard, Release 2.

2. Use 01 signal changes between memor only and i/O Inteiface.
3. Signal must not be connected between cards. Ii it is an output signallrom the card. it must not be directly connected to any signal source within the host. It must

not be wire-OR'd or wire.ANO'd with any host signals.

1. The glossary in Appendix A defines many of the technical terms in this chapter. ~

4 - 2 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Table 4-2: PCMCIA PC Card Pin 35 To Pin 68 Assignments

~,:~~

Memory Only Card Interface I/O and Memor Card Interface

(Alway. available at card In.ertlon) (Available only after card and Bocket are configured)

Pin Signal I/O Function +/- Notee Pin Signal I/O Function +/-

35 GND Ground 35 GND Ground

36 COL 0 Card detec . 3 36 COL 0 Card detec

37 011 I/O Data bit 11 37 011 I/O Data bitll

38 012 I/O Data bit 12 38 012 I/O Data bit 12 

39 013 I/O Data bit 13 39 013 110 Data bit 13 

40 014 I/O Data bit 14 40 014 I/O Data bit 14

41 015 I/O Data bit 15 41 015 I/O Data bit 15

42 CE2 I Card enable 3 42 CE2 I Card enable -

43 RFSH I Refresh 43 RFSH I Refresh

44 RFU Reserved 2 44 lORD i 10 Read -

45 RFU Reserved 2 45 10WR i 10 Write -

46 A17 i Address bit 17 46 A17 I Address bit 17

47 A18 I Address bit 18 47 A18 I Address bit 18

48 A19 I Address bit 19 48 A19 i Address bit 19

49 A2 I Address bit 20 49 A20 I Address bit 20

50 A21 I Address bit 21 50 A21 I Address bit 21

51 Vee 51 Vee

52 Vpp2 Programming 2,3 52 Vpp2 Programming and
Supply Voltge 2 Peripheral Supply 2

53 A22 i Address bit 22 53 A22 I Address bit 22

54 A23i I Address bit 23 54 A23 I Address bit 23

55 A24 I Address bit 24 55 A24 I Address bit 24

56 A25 i Address bit 25 56 A25 I Address bit 25

57 RFU Reserved 57 RFU Reserved

58 RESET i Card Reset + 1,5 58 RESET I Card Reset +

59 WAIT 0 Extend bus cycle 1,3 59 WAIT 0 Extend bus cycle -

60 RFU Reserved 2,3 60 INPACK 0 Input Port -
Acknowledge

61 REG I Register select 2, 61 REG I Register selec & 10
Enable

62 BVD2 0 Battery voltage 2.3 62 SPKR 0 Audio Digital -

detect 2 Waveform

63 BVD1 0 Battry voltage 2,3 63 STSCHG 0 Card Statuses -

detec 1 Changed
i

64 DB I/O Data bit 8 64 08 I/O Data bit 8 

65 09 I/O Data bit 9 65 09 I/O Data bit 9 

66 010 I/O Data bit 10 66 010 I/O Data bit 10

67 CO2 0 Card detec 3 67 CO2 0 Card detect -

68 GNO Ground 68 GNO Ground

NOTES, I . Input to card, 0 . Outputlrom card, I/O . Bidireconl
4. Signal must not be conneced betwee cards when 110 interace is supprted. II it is an output signal,irom the card. if must not be direcly connected to any

signal source within the hot. It must not be wire.OR'd or wire.ANO'd wih any host signals
5. Rese must not be conneced between cards unless all cards are reset when any card has Vcc power removed.

6. In systems which swtch Vee individually to cads, no signal should be direcly connected between cards olh.. than g¡ound.

.
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4.2 Memory Card Features
I.:

; ',\
:-;""'1

Table 4-3: Features of PCMCIA Memory Card

Item Fe.ture

Accss Random accss

Data Bus Bus 16 bits/S bits

Memory Types MaskROM. OTPROM, EPROM, EEPROM, Flash-Memory, SRAM

Memory Capacity 64MB (AO-A25) maximum

REG functon Attribute Memory for storing card identification

I/O Address Space 64 Mbyte (AO.A25) maximum (64 Kbyte for PC compatible architectures)

I/O Space Decoding Overlapping I/O Address Window: card performs partial selection decding
Independent i/O Address Window: system performs entire selection decoding

I/O Interrupts 1 Interrupt Request signal per card. Routed to specific interrupt level by the host system

4.2.1 Memory Types and Speed Version

Table 4-: Memory Types and Speed Version
Spee Version

Memory Type 6On.' 250n. 2oon. 150n. 100n.

SRAM Defined defined defined defined defined

MukROM, OTPROM, EPROM, EEPROM, FI.sh.Memory Defined defined defined defined defined

1. Spefied lor Dual Operating Voltage Cards while operating at Reduced Operating Voltage (Vee = 3.3 volts).

4.2.2 Memory Address Space G.
A separate memory address space of 64 megabytes (AO-A25) is permitted for each memory card
installed in a system. The Common Memory may be accessed by a host system for memory read
and write operations. Direct-memory access (DMA) read and write operations to Common
Memory are possible when Common Memory is mapped directly into a DMA controller's address
space.

There is an additional 64 megabyte address space for Attribute Memory which is selected by the
-REG signal at the interface. This memory space may not be used for DMA operations.
The Attribute Memory space may be divided into areas for:
1. Card Information Structure - a description of the cards capabilties and specifications and

(optionally) its use,
2. Configuration Registers - an optional set of registers which allow the card to be configured by

the system, and

3. Reserved Area- the portion of the Attribute Memory space which has not yet been specified.
The size of each of these areas is determined by the card vendor. The Card Information Structure
must begin at address 0 but need not be a single, contiguous region. It is recommended that the
Card Information Structure and the Card Configuration Registers be located at relatively low
addresses to ensure their accessibilty by all hosts.

G

4.4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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4.2.3 Memory Only Interface

The Memory-Only Interface supports memory cards, but does not contain signals which support
I/O Cards. The signals +RDY/-BSY, WP, BVDl and BVD2 are present on the Memory-Only
Interface but replaced by other signals when the 1/ 0 Interface is selected. Cards and systems which
are designed to PCMCIA PC Card Statldai-d, Release 1.0, do not support the RESET or -W AIT signals.

The Memory-Only Interface is the default selected in both the socket and the card whenever a card
is inserted into a socket, and immediately following the application of Vcc or the RESET signal to
a card. This interface is required to be implemented in all Release 2 compliant systems..
After a Card's Card Information Structure has been interpreted, the card and the socket may be
configured, if appropriate, to use the I/O Interface (described in Section 4.2.5).

4.2.4 I/O Address Space

The hardware interface supports a single 1/ 0 address space of 64 megabytes (AO to A25) for
peripheral-device access. The 1/ 0 address space is shared and divided among aU the cards
installed in the system. However, many system architectures (such as the 80x86 architectures found
in many PCs) support only a 64 kilobyte 1/ 0 address space.

I/O registers (ports) may be 8 or 16 bits wide. An -101516 signal is activated by each I/O card when
the address at the interface corresponds to a 16-bit I/O register. This permits hardware' in a system
to adjust the access width (8 or 16 bits) to match the size of 1/ 0 port being addressed,. When a 16-
bit operation is attempted to an 8-bit 1/ 0 port, the system hardware may divide the operation into
two consecutive 8-bit operations as is done in PC systems that support the ISA bus stmdure.
Peripheral cards may be designed such that the host system alone determines when the card is
selected. Alternatively, both the host and card may playa role in determining when the latter is
selected. The card includes information in the Card Information Structure which tells the host the
address decodings the card may be configured to perform. The host then programs the card to
perform a particular decoding using the card's Configuration Registers.
To ensure compatibilty in peripheral cards which completely emulate existing fixed-address
peripherals, the cards may decode a portion of the address space. For example, a card might decode
only AO through A9 and respond only when a range of addresses corresponding to the peripheral's
registers are selected. Correspondingly, the system could decode address lines A 9 and A8 and
simultaneously select all the appropriately configured peripheral cards only when A9 or A8 is high.
A peripheral card drives the Input Port Acknowledge signal (-INPACK) low when an input port
on the card is being accessed. This allows any data buffers in the host between the card and the
host's internal bus to be activated during the access.
Peripheral cards must be configured by the system before their 1/ 0 address sp,¡(:e becomes

accessible. It is recommended that new devices which do not require software compatibilty with
existing drivers decode only enough address lines to address the number of I/O ports
implemented. Furthermore, they should allow the system to locate them arbitrarily in the I/O
address space, thereby eliminating conflicts with other 1/ 0 devices.

4.2.5 I/O Interface

The I/O Interface requires that the Memory-Only Interface also be implemented within the same
socket, and that the Memory-Only Interface be selected in the socket when no card is inserted and
immediately following Card reset and the application of Vcc to the card. The 1/ 0 interface contains
all the signals in the Memory- Only Interface with the exception of the +RDY / -BSY, WP, BVDl and
BVD2 signals.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 - 5
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The II 0 interface also supports the following additional signals, some of which replace Memory
Only signals not supported on the II 0 interface:

Interrpt Request (-IREQ), I/O Port is 16 bits (-101516), 1/0 Read strobe (-lORD), I/O Write
strobe (-IOWR), Input Port Acknowledge (-INPACK), audio digital waveform intended for a
speaker (-SPKR), and a card Status Changed (-STSCHG) signaL.

The Extend Bus Cycle (-WAIT) and Card Reset (+RESET) signals, which are not required in a
PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 1.0 memory interface, are required for both the Memory-Only
and the I/O-Card interfaces in all systems supporting Release 2.
Peripheral cards must be configured by the system before their I/O Interface becomes active.
Before configuring a card, the system must examine the card's Card Information Structure to
determine the 1/ 0 address space, interrupt request, and other requirements of the possible card
configurations. The system uses this information to select the best configuration from those
available in the card, as detemiined by the system's hardware and software capabilties, as well as
the requirements of other cards installed concurrently. If no card 

configuration is suitable for the
system, because the card requires resources which are not available in the system, or which have
already been assigned by the system to other cards, the system may reject the card without
configuring it.

Unless otherwise specified, all signals must be implemented by the system to be compliant with
I/O portion of the standard. Since, systems with 8-bit data buses are not required to implement
16-bit data buses or 16-bit operations, they must keep the -CE2 signal in the inactive state at alltimes. .

4.2.6 Custom Interfaces

Sy~tems may provide custom interfaces through a standard socket. Custom interfaces are expected
to support enhanced features, such as internal-bus extensions, or customized signals not applicable
across architectures. A card or a socket may support more than one custom interface.
A custom interface is handled by the system and the card in a manner similar to an I/O interface.
Both the socket and the card must use a Memory-Only Interface when a card is inserted, or when
power is removed from a card. After a card is powered up, the system reads the card's Card
Information Structure. If the card is found to support a custom interface also supported by the host
socket, . the card and the socket may be configured to the custom-interface mode_ The card is
configured using its Configuration Index Register.
Refer to Section 4.15 for information on configurable cards and to Section 5.1.3 for information on
Card Information Structure data relating to custom interfaces.

4.2.7 Conflgurable Cards

Certain memory and all peripheral cards may be configured by the system. This is to ensure that
cards incompatible with the system, or with other cards installed in the system, are either
compatibly reconfigured, or rejected, if a compatible configuration is not available on the card.
The system adjusts the card using the Card Configuration Registers. These are located in the card's
Attribute-Memory space, at the location indicated in the card's Card Information Structure.
Refer to Section 4.14 for information on configurable cards.

4.2.8 Compatibilty Between Revision Levels of this Standard
PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 1.0 defined the Memory-Only interface without a Card Reset
(RESET) input signal and Extended Bus Cycle (WAIT) signaL. Systems built to the Release 1.0
interface have the option of leaving the RESET pin as no connect or (card) Vee and the WAIT pin

4 _ 6 PCMCIA@1992
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as a no connect. When a Release 2 Memory Card is inserted into a Release 1.0 socket the +Reset
signal will appear asserted continuously. In order to be backward compatible a Release 2.01
Memory Card inserted into a Release 1.0 socket must appear to the host system on Power-on, after
the 20 millsecond Vcc settling time, as a Release 1.0 compliant card in its initial default power-on
state.

Release 2 cards which are not intended for operation in Release 1.0 host-system sockets (e.g. I/O
cards or mixed I/O-memory cards) need not present a valid cis while RESET is asserted, and must
not reply to read commands or act on write commands while RESET is asserted.
A Release 2 host system socket, upon recognizing a Release 2 Memory Card, can subsequently take
advantage of the RESET and WAIT signals employed on the card.

4.3 Signal Description

Signals on the PCMCIA interface, whether operating at the standard operating supply level of 5
volts or the reduced operating supply voltage of 3.3V, are considered asserted within the range of
VOH and negated within the range of VOL' However, the VOH and VOL ranges are detemiined by
the supply voltage as shown in the following table. VOH, VIH, VOL and V1L for 3.3V operation are

under review in JEDEC, and the resulting JEDEC standard wil be adopted by this standard. All
signals are considered to be active when the line is asserted,( + ), unless the signal name is preceded
by the minus sign, (-), in which case it shall be considered active when the line is negated.

Table 4-5: PC Card Logic Levels

:t)

DC Lavals Host Card

Paramater Conditions Min Max

VIH Vee = 5 V +/- 5% 2.4V Vee+.25 V TT or CMOS 

VIL : Vee = 5 V +/- 5% 0.0 V- 0.8V TT or CMOS 

VOH Vee = 5 V +/- 5% 2.8V (.9VCC)' Vee TT or CMOS 

VOL Vee = 5 V +/- 5% O.OV 0.5 V (.1 Vee)' TIL or CMOS 

VIH Vee = 3.3V +/- 5% Pending JEDEC Review

VIL Vee = 3.3V +/- 5% Pending JEDEC Review

VOH Vee = 3.3V +/- 5% Pending JEDEC Review

VOL Vee = 3.3V +/- 5% Pending JEDEC Review

1. (for CMOS Loads)

All signals are grouped under four classifications: I (Input), 0 (Output), I/O (Bidirectional), and
R (Reserved). Input signals are those driven by the host and output signals are those driven by the

PC Card.

All pins identified as ground shall be connected to signal ground at the host. Signal pins identified
as resel1Jed shall have no connection at either the host or the card.

The data path to the memory card is 16 bits wide and consists of signals DO-DIS. The card supports
a 26-bit address bus, (AO-A25), for a maximum 64 megabyte addressing range.

4.3.1 Address BUS (AO-A25)

Signals AD through A25 are address-bus-input lines which enable direct address of up to 64
megabytes of memory on the card. Signal AD is not used in word-access mode. Signal A25 is the
most significant bit, and bit number (and significance) decrease downward to AD.

(I
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4.3.2 Data BUS (00-015)

Signals DO through D15 constitute the bidirectional data bus. The most significant bit is D15. Bit l

number (and significance) decrease downward to DO.

4.3.3 Card Enable (-CE1 & -CE2)

The -CEI and -CE2 lines are active-low, card-enable, input signals. The -eEl input enables
evennumbered-address bytes and -CE2 enables odd-numbered-address bytes. A multiplexing
scheme based on AO, -CEI and -CE2 allows 8-bit hosts to access all data on DO through D7 if
desired. See Table 4-7.

To ensure data retention on battery-backed-up SRAM cards, and permit power-up initialization of
peripheral cards, a minimum of 20 miliseconds must elapse after:
1. the application of Vcc to the card, or

2. the end of the RESET signal to the card (in systems which support the RESET signal),

whichever event occurs latest.
The card enables are used to access both Common and Attribute Memory, and to access 1/ O.
Refer to Section 4.7 for additional infoffiation on Common Memory Read Functionality.
Refer to Section 4.14 for additional infomiation regarding I/O Read and Write Functionality.

4.3.4 Output Enable (-OE)

The -OE line is the active-low, input signal used to gate Memory Read data from the memory card.
SRAM m,emory cards fall into two categories: ..
1. cards where the -OE signal must be negated during write operations, and 'I

2. cards that do not use the -OE signal during write operations and allow the signal to be in either
state.

Hosts must negate the -OE signal during write operations.

4.3.5 Write Enable/Program (-WE/-PGM)

The -WEI -PGM input signal is used for strobing Memory Write data into the memory card. This
line is also used for memory cards employing programmable-memory technologies. See Section
5.2.6 for identification of Programmable Memory Technology cards.

4.3.6 Ready/Busy (+RDY/-BSY)

The Ready /Busy function is provided by the +RDY / -BSY signal when the card and the host socket
are configured for the Memory-Only Interface. When a host socket and the card inserted into it are
both configured for the 1/ 0 interface, the + RDY / -BSY function is provided by the + RDY / -BSY

status bit in the card's Pin Replacement Register. When the Pin Replacement Register is not
implemented on a card configured for the I/O Interface, the +RDY / -BSY function is continuously
in the Ready condition. The following descriptions of the +RDY / -BSY signal apply equally to both
the +RDY / -BSY signal of the Memory- Only Interface and to the +RDY / -BSY bit in the Pin

Replacement Register of a card configured for the 1/ 0 Interface. See Section 4.14.3 for a description
of the Pin Replacement Register.

~
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The +RDY / -BSY signal is a status signal polled by the host, or used by the socket to generate an
interrpt on the Busy to Ready transition or on both transitions. It is intended to indicate the
completion of potentially lengthy operations within the a card. It is not intended to delay the
completion of a machine cycle at the PCMCIA interface or on the Host's internal bus, the -WAIT
signal is available for that purpose.

The + RDY / -BSY line is driven low by the PC Card to indicate that the PC Card circuits are busy

and unable to accept some data-transfer operations. The + RDY / -BSY signal is set low while the

card is busy processing a previous command or performing initialization. The signal +RDY / -BSY
is set high when the PC Card is ready to accept a new data-transfer command.
When independent, unrelated sources for the +RDY / -BSY signal are present on the card,
+RDY / -BSY signal shall by Busy while any of the unrelated sources of the +RDY / -BSY on the card
require the blocking of certain host accesses and are indicating Busy. A group of related devices on
the card and managed by the same host software shall be treated collectively as a single
independent source of +RDY / -BSY.

A PC Card is permitted to process subsequent operations from the host while the +RDY / -BSY

signal is low if its internal circuits allow proper operationo It is the responsibilty of the card or
device vendor to communicate (through cis descriptions or other means) those operations which
are permitted to a card while the +RDY / -BSY signal is asserted. In the absence of any such

knowledge, the host shall not attempt any access to the card while the card is Busy.
The host must not access a card until a minimum of 20 miliseconds has passed after Vcc is stable,
and, for Release 2.0 and later systems, after the RESET signal is negated. In addition, the card's
+RDY / -BSY line must be high (RDY) before the initial access. If the card wil not be initialized and
ready for operations at the end of the 20 milisecond waiting period, the +RDY / -BSY signal will be
set low (BSY) within 10 microseconds of reset or application ofVcc to the card. A card that: requires
more than 20 miliseconds for internal initialization before access shall drive +RDY / -BSY to a low
(BSY) condition until it is ready for initial access.
Release 1.0 required that cards containing battery-backed-up SRAM not be accessed before 20
milseconds after stable' power is applied. However, some systems otherwise conforming to
Release 1.0 may access a card before the end of the initialization period. Therefore, it is
recommended that during the initialization period the cards Card Infomiation Structure contain
the correct card description. If that is not possible, then it should contain a valid cis descrption of
a null or ROM device. This wil prevent the Release 1.0 system from presuming that the card is an
unitialized SRAM card.

(Note that a Release 1.0 system wil never remove the reset condition (as + Reset is not connected in
a Release 1.0 system).)

If the card will require more than 10 microseconds to enter the Sleep Mode, or to return to operating
condition following Card Wakeup, the +RDY / -BSY signal wil be set low (BSY) within 10

microseconds after the power-down bit in the Card Configuration and Status Register is changed.
Following Card Wakeup the host must not access the card until a minimum of 10 microseconds has
passed and the Card's +RDY / -BSY line is in a high (RDY) state. If a card requires more than 10
microseconds following Wakeup, and before the card is ready for operation, the card shall hold the
+RDY / -BSY in a low (BSY) state until the card is ready for operation.

When a card and its socket have been configured for the I/O Interface, the +RDY / -BSY status may
be available in the Pin Replacement Register and the signal is replaced on interface pin 16 with the
-IREQ (Interrupt Request) signaL. See Section 4.6.2 regarding the Interrupt Request function.

tl'.~-.".'
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4.3.7 Card Detect (-CD1 & -C02)

The -CD1 and -CD2 signals provide for proper detection of PC Card insertion. The signal pins are l;

at opposite ends of the connector to ensure a valid detection (Le. ensuring both sides of the card are
firmly inserted). The -CD1 and -CD2 signals are connected to ground internally on the PC Card and
will be forced low whenever a card is placed in a host socket. The host socket interface circuitry
shall provide 10K or larger pull-up resistors to Vcc on each of these signal pins.

4.3.8 Write Protect (+WP)

The WP output signal is used to reflect the status of the card's Write Protect switch. If the Write
Protect switch is present, this +WP signal wil be asserted by the card when the switch is enabled,
and negated when the switch is disabled. If the memory card has no Write Protect switch, the card
wil connect this line to ground or V cc depending on the condition of the card memory. For
example, if the card can always be written to, the pin wil be connected to ground, and if the card
is permanently Write Protected, the pin wil be connected to Vcc.
When a card or socket is configured for the I/O Interface, the Write Protect status may be available
in the Pin Replacement Register, and the signal is replaced in the interface by the I/O Port is 16 bits
(-101516) signaL. Refer to Section 4.6.1 for information on the -101516 signaL.

4.3.9 Attribute Memory Select (-REG)

The -REG signal is kept inactive (high) for all Common Memory access. When this signal is active
(low), access is limited to Attribute Memory (-OE or -WE active) and to the I/O space (-lORD or
-IOWR active). Attribute Memory is a separately-accessed section of card memory and is generally
used to record card capacity and other configuration and attribute information. Attribute Memory
is also used. to access standardized Card Configuration Registers.
The timing of Attribute Memory may be different than that of Common Memory. Refer to l
manufacturets specifications for details. When Attribute Memory is accessed, only data 

signals
DO-D7 are valid and signals DB-DIS shall be ignored. Signals -CE1, -CE2 and AO are stil valid, but
it is only possible to select even-numbered addresses. A combination of signals -CE1 / -CE2/ AO that
requests an odd-numbered byte wil result in invalid data on the bus. See Table 4-6.

I/O space is used for access to peripheral devices via the -lORD and -IOWR strobe signals. Systems
which generate the -lORD and -IOWR strobe signals during DMA operations must keep -REG
inactive (i.e. high) during DMA transfers to prevent spurious I/O accesses while a memory address
is present on the address lines.

4.3.10 Battery Voltage Detect (BVD1 & BVD2)

The signals BVD1 and BVD2 are generated by the memory card as an indication of the condition of
its battery.

Both signals are kept asserted when the battery is in good condition. A replacement warning
condition is signalled by BVD1 asserted and BVD2 negated, although data integrity on the card is
stil assured. If BVD1 is negated, with BVD2 either asserted or negated, the battery is no longer
serviceable and data is lost. Refer to Table 4-15.

When the I/O Interface is selected the BVDl and BVD2 signals are replaced at the interface by the
card Status Changed (-STSCHG) and the Audio Digital Waveform (-SPKR) signals respectively.
The battery voltage status information may be available in the card's Pin Replacement Register
while the I/O Interface is configured. Refer to Sections 4.6.3, 4.6.4 and 4.15.3.

.."
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4.3.11 Program and Peripheral Voltages (Vpp1 & Vpp2)

The Vppl and Vpp2 signals supply programming voltages for programmable-memory operation,
or additional supply voltages for Peripheral Cards. These pins are to be connected to the Vcc
voltage level until the Card Information Structure (CIS) of the card has been read and other
permissible values for Vppl or Vpp2 have been determined. Vpp voltages are used on the card for
Peripheral Card operation and for altering programmable memory on the card. The voltage
applied to the Vpp pins of a card must never be greater than the Vpp level appropriate for the card.
If the appropriate Vpp voltage for a card cannot be determined, the voltage applied to the Vpp pins
must not exceed Vcc. Refer to Section 5.3.2.1 and the Card Information Structure for more
information on the characteristics of Vppl and Vpp2.
Systems are required to be able to supply the Vce level on the Vpp pins.

It is recommended that systems be able to supply at least the Vpp voltage of +12 Volts :5% in
addition to the V cc leveL.

For low power applications it is recommended that the system be able to apply a low logic level to
Vpp.

When the Vpp value required by a card is unavailable in a system, the system may reject the card.

4.3.12 Card Voltage and Ground (Vee & GND)

The Vcc and GND input pins have been placed at symmetrical positions on the memory card to
provide safety in the case of an inverted-card insertion. Two power pins (#'s 17 and 51) and four
ground pins (#'s 1, 34, 35 and 68) are employed to reduce the impedance between the memory card
and the system.

In order to C¡etermine a card's characteristics, Vcc must be within the Operating Voltage range (e.g,
5 Volts) when a card is read initially. If the Card Information Structure indicates that the card is a
Dual Operating Voltage Card capable of operating at the Reduced Operating Voltage (3.3 Volts),
then the Vcc supply voltage may be lowered to the Reduced Operating Voltage, and access timing
adjusted according to the indicated information.

4.3.13 Refresh (RFSH)

The Refresh signal is intended for pseudostatic SRAMS (PSRAM). Its use will be more clearly
defined in a future version of this standard.

4.3.14 Reserved Pins (RFU)

Several pins have been identified as Reserved for Future Use (RFU). Neither memory cards nor
host systems shall make any electrical connections to these pins.

4.4 Release 2 Signals Affecting Both Memory Only and i/O Interfaces

4.4.1 Card Reset (RESET)

The +RESET signal clears the Card Configuration Option Register thus placing a card in an
unconfigured (Memory-Only Interface) state. It also signals the beginning of any additional card
initialization. The system must place the +RESET signal in high-impedance during card power-up
(including both Vcc turn-on and hot insertion). The signal must remain in high impedance for at
least 1 ms after Vcc becomes valid. All configurable cards (including all II 0 Cards) must monitor
+RESET and return to the unconfigured state when +RESET is active. A card remains in the
unconfigured state until the Card Configuration Option Register has been written with a valid
configura tion.

PCMCIA @ 1992
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Cards requiring RESET must enter the unconfigured state each time power is applied. For example:

1. the card may generate a power-on RESET internally, or .
2. the +RESET signal may be pulled up to Vcc through a ~lOOK resistor on cards requiring reset.

This ensures when a card is inserted into a socket it is reset before the signal pins make contact with
the socket, and the card is reset (continuously) when placed into a Release 1.0 compatible socket.
All new system designs - including those which support just the Memory-Only Interface -
should support the +RESET and -WAIT function.
System compatibilty with Release 2.0 and above requires support of the +RESET signaL.

4.4.2 Extend Bus Cycle (-WAIT)

The -WAIT signal is asserted by a card to delay completion of the memory-access or 1/0- access
cycle then in progress.

All new system designs - including designs which support just the Memory-Only Interface -
should support the -WAIT and +RESET function.

System compatibilty with Release 2.0 and above requires support of the -WAIT signaL.

4.5 I/O Interface Signals Replacing RFU Pins

4.5.1 I/O Read (-lORD)

The -lORD signal is made active to read data from the card's I/O space. The -REG signal and at
Jeast one nf -CEI or -CE2 must also be active for the I/O transfer to take place. A PC Card wil not
respond to the -lORD signal unti it has been configured for 1/ 0 operation by the system. l

4.5.2 I/O Write (-IOWR)

The -IOWR signal is made active to write data to the card's 1/ 0 space. The -REG signal and at least
one of -CEI or -CE2 must also be active for the I/O transfer to take place. A PC Card wil not
respond to the -IOWR signal until it has been configured for I/O operation by the. 

system.

4.5.3 Input Acknowledge (-INPACK) (I/O Operation)

The Input Acknowledge output signal is asserted when the card is selected and the card can
respond to an I/O read cycle at the address on the address bus. This signal is used by the host to
control the enable of any input data buffer between the card and the CPU. This signal must be
inactive until the card is configured.

(Note: In cases where a card is configured to respond to 1/ a read cycles at all addresses, the
-INPACK signal may be asserted whenever the Card Enable (-CEI and-CE2) inputs are true.)

~
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4.6 I/O Interface Signals Replacing Memory Interface Signals

4.6.1 I/O 18 16 Bit Port (-101816) (replaces WP)

The -101516 output signal is asserted when the address at the socket corresponds to an 1/ 0 address
to which the card responds, and the 1/ 0 Port being addressed is capable of 16-bit access.
When this signal is not asserted dunng a 16-bit 1/ 0 access, the 

system wil generate 8-bit references
to the even and odd byte of the 16-bit port being accessed.

4.6.2 Interrupt Request (-IREQ) (replaces+RDY/-BSY)

The Interrupt Request signal is available only when the card and the interface are configured for
the I/O and Memory Interface (indicated as Interface Type 1 in the TPCE_IF field of the TPCE
tuple, see Section 5.2.8.3). Interrupt Request is asserted by an I/O Card to indicate to the host that
a card device requires host software service. The interrupt signal at the interface is routed by the
system to one of the interrupt request signals on the system's internal bus. The signal is held at the
inactive level when no interrupt is requested.

4.6.2.1 Interrupt Request Routing

A general-purpose system should be able to route each card's interrupt request to any
of the interrupt-request levels used for installable devices within the system. A system
which is both hardware- and software-dedicated to a particular application may
support only the subset of interrupt-request levels necessary for the application. Dnver
software customization wil be necessary to support I/O cards in the dedicated-system
environment.
;lmplementation Note:

For "PC" compatible computers it is recommended that -IREQ from the card 
,be able

to be routed to at least the following interrupt signals in the system.

Function ATlRQ XTIRO

Communications 2 (COM2) IR03 IR03

Communications 1 (COM1) IR04 IR04

Fixed Disk IR014 IROS

Floppy Disk IR06 IR06

Parallel Port (LPn) IR07 IR07

Network/Otr IR010 Not Available

COM21RO
COM11RO
Fixed Disk IRO
Floppy Disk IRO
ParallellRO
Netwk IRO

Interrupt
from card Personal

Computer
Block

DiagramInterrupt
Select from

System

4.6.2.2 Pulsed- and Level-Mode Interrupt Support
The Interrupt Request may be either a pulse or a level depending upon the needs of the
system.

I/O cards designed to operate in a variety of machines should support both level-
mode and pulsed-mode interrupts. Therefore, it is recommended that I/O Cards
support both of these modes.
The host system selects the mode of interrupt - level or pulsed - through the Card

Configuration Registers. Refer to Section 4.14.2.
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4.6.2.3

4.6.2.4

4.6.2.5

Pulsed-Mode Interrupt Signal
A pulsed-mode interrpt is asserted by placing an active- going (i.e. low) pulse on the
interrpt line. Pulsed-mode interrpts are generaly utilzed by systems using the
"ISA" PC architecture in which interrpts are edge sensitive. The pulse width must be
at least 0.5 microseconds, and the interrupt wil be recognized by the host on the
trailg (i.e. rising) edge of the pulse.

(Note: The pulsed-mode interrpt may be lost when more than one interrpting device
shares an interrpt-request signal at the system bus, and standard system and
application software is used. Interrpt requests may be lost if they arrve at the system
before a prior request on the shared interrupt-request signal has been fully servced.)

Level-Mode Interrupt Signal

A level-mode interrpt is asserted by placing the Interrpt Request signal in an active
(i.e. low) state unti the interrpt has been servced by the system. The
interrpt-request signal is then held in the inactive state. The level-mode interrpt is
standard in PC- compatible systems using the Micro Channel Architecture, as well as
in many non-PC-compatible systems.
Cards must support the level-interrupt-request mode.

Interrupts and +RDY/-BSY

Pin 16 serves as +RDY / -BSY in memory-only cards, and as -IREQ for I/O cards. Pin 16

is used as +RDY / -BSY while an I/O-capable card is configured for the Memory-Only,
Interface. See the +RDY / -BSY description in Section 4.3.6.

4.6.3 Audll Digital Waveform (-SPKR) (replaces BVD2)

Ths Binary Audio signal is an optional signal which may be available only when the card and the
socket have been configured for the I/O Interface. It provides a single-amplitude, on-off, (binary)
audio waveform intended to drive the host's loudspeaker. The signal to the speaker should be
generated by takig the exclusive-OR function of the -SPKR signals from all those cards providing
Binar Audio, and from the system speaker source. When no audio signal is present, or if the card
does not support the Binary Audio function, the -SPKR signal shall be held inactive (i.e. high).
Cards which supply the Binar Audio function are required to support the Audio Enable bit in the
Card Confguration Registers. This allows the system to selectively enable or disable the audio
function. Refer to Section 4.15.2.

PCMCIA recommends, but does not require, that systems support the Binary Audio function.
The BVD2 signal is avaiable on the same pin as -SPKR when the Card and Socket are configured
for the Memory Only Interface.

4.6.4 Status Changed (-STSCHG) (replaces BVD1)

Status Changed is an optional signal used to alert the system to changes in the Ready/Busy
(RDY /BSY), Write Protect (WP), or Battery Voltage (BVD) conditions of the card while the I/O
Interface is configured.

The signal is held inactve (i.e. high) if the function is not supported by the card or when the
"SigChg" bit in the Card Status Register is false (logic 0). When the "SigChg" bit is true (logic 1),
the Status Changed signal is active (i.e. low) when the "Changed" bit in the Card Status Register is
tre (logic 1), and the signal is inactive (i.e. high) when the "Changed" bit is false (logic 0). The
Changed bit is the logical OR result of the individual changed bits - CBVDl, CBVD2, CWP, and
CRDBSY - in the Pin Replacement Register.

4.14 PCMCIA@ 1992
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The system mechanism used for BVD1 fail detection may be used to detect a change of status
signals. Therefore cards which are configured for I/O operation may continue to notify the system
of changes of these status signals although the status signals no longer appear as independent
signals on the card interface.

While the card and socket are configured for the Memory-Only Interface, the BVD1 signal is
available on this pin. Refer to Section 4.15.3.

4.7 Operating Conditions
hem Symbo Condition.

Opeating Voltge Vee 5V. ..5%
(All Cards)

Reduced Operating Voltage (Dual Vee 3.3V. ..5%
Operating Voltge Cards Only)

Signal Interlce Level - TI or CMOS Level

4.7.1 Default Conditions and Card Identification

When a card is first inserted, or when the system cannot determine whether or not the card has been
changed, the following procedure must be followed before the Reduced Operating Voltage 'may be
applied to the card.
When power is initially applied toa card, the normal Operating Voltage (5 volts) must be applied.
to the card. If the system determines from the card's Card Information Structure (CIS) that the card
is operable at the Reduced Operating Voltage (3.3 volts), then at the system's option the Reduced
Operating Voltage may be applied to the card. While the Reduced Operating Voltage is applied to
the card, the card's access timing must be adjusted to meet the criteria indicated in the card's cis.
If the system cannot determine (from the card's CIS) that the card is capable of operation at the
Reduced Operating Voltage, then the card must be accessed at the normal Operating Voltage.

4.8 Memory' Function

4.8.1 Common Memory Function

This section describes operations of the Common Memory area.

4.8.2 Common Memory Read Function

The memory card can be configured with different types of memory devices (such as SRAM,
MaskROM, etc.), however, the Read function shares common signal-state sequencing.

To access Common Memory, the signal -REG shall be kept inactive, and the signal -OE shall be
active during the Read cycle. Signals -CEI and -CE2 control the activation of the Memory Card and
AO control-byte ordenng on the data- bus lines DO-DI5. Table 4-6 shows the signal states and data
bus valdity for the Read functions described below.
When both -CE1 and -CE2 are inactive, the card is in standby mode. When either -CEl or -CE2
become active (low), the memory card is activated and ready for data transfers. When -CEl is active
and -CE2 is not active, Byte Access mode is enabled (8-bit transfers). Both the even-byte data and
odd- byte data outputs wil be valid in data bus lines DO-D7. The selection of an even-byte or an

odd-byte is controlled by signal AO.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4.15
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When using word access (16-bit transfers), both -CEI and -CE2 are active (low), and the even-byte ~
data and odd-byte data outputs are valid in data bus lines DO-DIS. During Word mode, signal AD ~
is ignored.

Odd-Byte-Only access is enabled by -CEI being inactive and -CE2 active. During Odd-Byte-Only
access, only data lines 08-015 contain valid data, and address signal AO is ignored.

Table 4-: Common Memory Read Function for all types of Memory

Function Mode -REG -CE2 -eEl AO -OE -WE Vpp2 Vppl 015-08 07.00

Standby Mode X H H X X X Vcc' Vcc' High.Z High-Z

Byte Ace... (8 bit.) H H L L L H Vcc' Vcc' High-Z Even-Byte
H H L H L H Vcc' Vcc' High-Z Odd-Byte

Word Acct.. (16 bitt) H L L X L H Vcc' Vcc' Odd-Byte Even-Byte

Odd-Byte Only Ace.. H L H X L H Vcc' Vcr Odd-Byte High.Z

. Additional Vpp2 and Vpp1 values are permitted when cards use Vpp voltages as additional power supply levels for other card functions
as indicated by Card Information Structure. Refer to Sections 4.14 and 5.2.7.

4.8.3 Common Memory Write Function for SRAM. EEPROM and Single-Supply Flash Cards.

During Write mode, the function of signals -REG, -CEI, -CE2 and AO are the same as in the Read
mode.
During Write mode, signal-OE must be kept inactive, and signal-WEI -PGM is active. The Memory
Card can perform Write operations in 3 modes: Byte access, Word access, and Odd-Byte-Only
access. Refer to Table 4-7 for signal states and data-bus validity for Common Memory Write modes.

Table 4L7: Common Memory Write Function for SRAM. EEPROM and Single-Supply Flash 4
Cards

Function Mod -REG -eE2 .eEl AO -OE .WE Vpp2 Vppl 015-08 D7-00

Standby Mode X H H X X X Vcc' Vcc. XX XX

Byte Ace.. (8 bit.) H H L L H L Vcc' Vcc. XX Even-Byte
H H L H H L VCC Vcc. XX Odd-Byte

Word Ace... (16 bit.) H L L X H L Vcc' Vcc. Odd.Byte Even-Byte

Odd-Byta-nly Ace... H L H X H L Vcc' Vcc. Odd. Byte XX

. Additional Vpp2 and Vpp1 value are permited when cards use Vpp voltges as additional power supply for other card functions as
indicated by the CiS. Refer to Sectns 4.14 and 5.2.7.

4.8.4 Common Memory Write Function for OTPROM. EPROM and Flash-Memory

Memory write functions for programming operations are vendor specific.

4.8.5 Attribute Memory Function

Attribute Memory is an optional space intended for storing memory-card identification and
configuration information, and does not require a large address space. Attribute Memory is limited
to 8-bit wide access for economical reasons.

c
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4.8.6 Attribute Memory Read Function

For the Attrbute Memory Read function, signals -REG and -OE must be actve during the cycle. As
in the Common Memory Read functon, the signals -CEl and -CE2 control the even-byte and
oddbyte address, but only even-byte data is valid during the Attribute Memory Read function.
Refer to Table 4-8 for signal states and bus valdity for the Attribute Memory Read functon.

Table 4-: Attribute Memory Read Function
Function Moc -REG .cE2 .cE1 AD -oE -WE Vpp2 Vpp1 015-08 07.00
518ncby Moc X H H X X X Vcc. Vcc. Hlgh.Z Hlgh-Z

By Ac.. (8 blt) L H L L L H Vee Vce Hlgh-Z Even-Byte
L H L H L H Vcc. vce Hlgh.Z Not Valid 

Byt A_. (18 bite) L L L X L H Vcc. Vcc. Not Valid Even-Byte

Odd-Byt Only ACC8 L L H X L H Vcc. Vcc. Not Valid High-Z

· Additonal Vpp2 and Vpp1 values for Read Functon are permlted whn cards use Vpp volt as additional power suppl levels rathr

than only fo programmable memory. Howver. no voltge levl ot than Vcc may be applied to th Vpp pins until a card has bea
Idented as supportng anernate Vpp leves by reading ilS Cad Information Struture, Refer 10 Sectns 4.14 and 5.2.7.

4.8.7 Attribute Memory Write Function for SRAM, EEPROM and Single-Supply Flash Cards

Whe writig to Attrbute Memory, signals -REG and -WEI -PGM must be kept active for the entire
cycle while the signal-OE is kept inactive for the entire cycle. See Table 4-9 for signal states and bus
valdity for the Attribute Memory Write functon.

Table 4-9: Attribute Memory Function for Single Supply SRAM and EEPROM

Funct Mode I -REG .cE2 .cE1 AD -OE -WE Vpp2 Vpp1 D15-8 07-00
518ncby Mode X H H X X X Vee Vce XX XX
Byt A_ (8 blt) L H L L H L Vcc. vce XX Even-Byte

L H L H H L Vee Vcc. XX XX
Byte Ace.. (18.blte) L L L X H L Vee Vce XX Even.Byte

Odd-Byts-nly Ac.. L L H X H L Vee vce XX XX

· Aditonal Vpp2 and Vppl values fo Write Functon are permlted when cards use Vpp voltage as additiona powr supply levels rathr

than only for prorammable memory. Refer to Secons 4.14 and 5.2.7.

4.8.8 Attribute Memory Write Function for Dual Supply OTPROM, EPROM and Flash Cards
Memory wrte functions for programming operations are vendor specific.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 -17
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4.8.9 Write Protect Function

Table 4-10 below, describes the write-protection options and corresponding write-protect (WP) ~
switch and signal states.

Table 4-10: Write Protect Function

Memory Wrlt.abllty Symbol WP Switch WPSlgnal MInimum Card Information Contenta Rllated to

Comblnatlona on Card Write Protect

Always Writable A None Low No WP Information Needed - Memory follow WP signal
which is always Low (Not Protected). Optinally the

Card info may specify all devices as Always writeable.

Never Writable N None High No WP Information Needed. Memory follows WP signal
which is always High (Protected). Optionally the Card

.
info may specify all devices as Never wriable.

Switch Controlled S Protect High No WP Information Needed - Memory follow WP signa.

No prot Low

Always/Never AN None Low Card info must specify devices (addresses) which ignoe
the WP signal and are Never writeable. The remaining
devices follow the WP signal and are ti-efore Always
writeable.

Always/Switch AS Protect High Card inlo must specify devices (addresses) which ignore

No prot Low
the WP signal and are Aiways writeable. The remaining
devices follow the WP signaL.

Never/Switch NS Protect High Card info must specify devices (addresses) which ignore

No prot Low
the WP signal and are Never writeable. The remaining
devices follow the WP signal.

Always/Never/Switch ANS Protect High Card info must speify both devices (addresses) which

No prot Low
ignore the WP signal and are Always wriable as well
as the devices which ignore the WP signal and are
Never writeable. The remaining devices follow the WP
signal .

.:1
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4.9 Timing Functions

4.9.1 Common Memory Timing Specification

This section describes Common Memory Access Timing.

4.9.2 Common Memory Read Timing for all types of Memory

There are several tyes of Memory Cards - SRAM, OTPROM, etc.- and within a memory card,
several tyes of memory devices may be mounted. To maitain compatibilty among several types
of memory devices, read-timing speòfcations are common. The read-timing specifications are
shown in Table 4-11.

Table 4-11: Common Memory Read Timing Specification for all types of Memory

Spe V.,.lon ec',2 2!1.3 20. 1 !I. 1GO.

IEEE
Item Symbol Symbo Min Max Min Mu: Min Max Min Mu: Min Max

Read Cycle TIme teA tAVAV 6f 2505 20 150 100

Address Accss Time4 ta (A) tAVQV 60 2503 20 150 100

Card Enable Acces TIme ta(CE) tELQV 60 2503 20 150 100

Ouut Enable Accss TIme ta (OE) tGLQV ~ 1253 100 75 50

Output Disable Time from CE tdis (CE) tEHQX 150 100 90 75 50

Outut Disable TIme from OE tdis(OE) tGHQZ t50 100 90 75 50

Outp Enable Time from CE ten (CE) tELQNZ 5 5 5 5 5

Ouut Enab~ Time from OE ten(OE) tGLQNZ 5 5 5 5 5

Data Valid from Add Change4 tv (A) tAXQX 0 0 0 0 0

Address Setup TImeS tsu(A) tAVGL 100 30 20 20 10

Address Hold Time S th (A) tGHAX 35 20 20 20 15

Card Enable Setup TImes tsu (CE) tELGL 0 0 0 0 0

Card Enable Hold TImeS th (CE) tGHEH 35 20 20 20 15

Wait Valid from OES tv (W-OE) tGLWT 100 35 35 35 35

Wait Pulse Widh 6 tw (W tWTWT 12us 12us 12lJ 12us 12us

Data Setup for Wait Released 6 tv (W tQVW 0 0 0 0 0

1. 60 nsec cyle times apply for 3.3 volt reduc operating voltge.
2. 3.3V timing for cycles ",60 It n sec are equal to value given + (cycle time-6). All othr paramters are identica.
3. 5V timing fo cyles ",25O n sec are equal to value given + (cye time-250). All othr parameters are identicL.
4. Th -REG signal timing is idtil to address signal timing.

5. Thse timing are speifed for hots and cards which support.th -WAIT signal.
6. Thse timings speifed only whn -WAIT Is aserted wihin th cye.
7. All timings measured at card. Skews & delays from the system dnver/receiver to the card must be accunted for by the system.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 4.19
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4.9.3 Write Timing for SRAM Card

Write Timig Specs are shown in Table 4-12.

Table 4-12: Common Memory Write Timing Specification SRAM

!,

Spe Veralan 6On.3,8 250.5 20e 150n. 100.
Item Symbo IEEE Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min MaxSymbo
Wrie Cycle Time tcW tAVAV 808 250" 20 150 100

Wrie Pulse Width tw (WE) tWLWH 308 150' 120 80 60

Address Setup Time4 tsu (A) tAVWL 50 30 20 20 10

Address Setup Time fo WE4 tsu tAVWH 358 180" 140 100 70
(A-WE H) 

Card Enable Setup Time for WE tsu tELWH 30" 180" 140 100 70
(CE-WEH)

Data setup Time for WE tsu tDVWH 150" 80" 60 50 40
(D-WEH)

Data Hold Time th (D) tWMDX 70 30 30 20 15

Wrie Recver Time trec (WE) tWMAX 70 30 30 20 15

Ouput Disable Time from WE tdis (WE) tWLOZ 150 100 90 75 50

Output Disable Time from OE tdis(OE) tGHOZ 150 100 90 75 50

Output Enable Time from WE ten (WE) tWHONZ 5 5 5 5 5

Output Enable Time from OE ten(OE) tGLONZ 5 5 5 5 5

Outp Enable Setup from WE tsu tGHWL 35 10 10 10 10
(OE.WE)

Output Enable Hold from WE th tWHGL 35 10 10 10 . 10

(OE-WE)

Card Enable Setup Time 1 tsu (CE) tELWL 0 0 0 0 0

Card Enable Hold Time 1 th (CE) tGHEH 35 20 20 20 15

Wait Valid from WE 1 tv tWLWT 100 35 35 35 35
(W-WE)

Wait Pulse Width 2 tw (W tWTWTH 12us 12us 12us 12us 12us

WE High from Wait Released 2 tv (W tWTWH 0 0 0 0 0
i

,ii

~
':~

~I
11

.1
iI
:1
:1

Notes: 1) These timing are specified for hosts and cards which support th -WAIT signal.
2) These timings speified only when -WAIT is asserted within th cycle.
3) -600 nsec cycle times apply for 3.3 volt reduced operating voltge.
4) The -REG signal timing is identical to address signal timing.
5) 5V timing for cycles ,.250 It n sec are equal to value given + (cycle time-250). All othr parameters are identicaL.

6) 3.3V timing for cycles ,.600 It n sec are equal to value given + (cycle time-60). All other parameters are identicL.
7) All timings measured at card. Skews & delays from the system driver/receiver to the card must be accunted for by the system.

4.9.4 Common Memory Write Timing for OTPROM, EPROM, and Flash Memory

The programming speåfication of various memory devices are not standardized. Moreover,
programming specifications may vary among different generations of the same device.
Consequently, it is not practical to set standardized programming specifications for these memory
cards.
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4.9.5 Attribute Memory Read Timing Specification
The Attribute Memory's access time is defined as 300ns at standard operating voltage of Vcc=5V
::5%. Detailed timing specifications are shown in Table 4-13.

Table 4.13: Attribute Memory Read Timing Specification for all types of Memory
Spee Version 300ns

Item Symbol IEEE Symbol Min Max

Read Cycle TIme tcR tAVAV 300

Address Accss Time ta (A) tAVOV 300

Card Enable Access Time ta (CE) tELOV 300

Output Enable Access Time ta(OE) tGLOV 150

Output Disable Time from CE tdis (CE) tEH02 100

Outpt Disable Time from OE tdis (OE) tGHQ2 100

Output Enable Time from CE ten (CE) tELONZ 5

Output Enable Time from OE ten (OE) tGLONZ 5

Data Valid from Add Change tv (A) tAXOX 0

Address Setup Time 1 tsu (A) tAVGL 30

Address Hold Time 1 th (A) tGHAX 20

Card Enable Setup Time 1 tsu (CE) tELGL 0

Card Enable Hold Time 1 th(CE) tGHEH 20

Wait Valid from OE 1 tv (W-OE) tGLW1 35

Wait Pulse Width 2 tw (W tWTLWTH 12us

Data Setup for Wait Released 2 tv (W tOVWH 0

Notes: 1) These timing are speified for hosts and cards which support the -WAIT signaL,
2) These timings speified only when -WAIT is asserted within the cycle.

4.9.6 Attribute Memory Write Timing Specification

In the absence of other information, Attribute Memory Write timing wil be 250 nsec SRAM timing.
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4.9.7 Memory Timing Diagrams

-0

teR
~

Ani-REG

talA) .'

NOTE 2
Do (Dout)

Note 1: Th shaed porton may be either high or low.

Note 2: Outut Load = 1 TIL + 100pf.

Note 3: -WE remains high throughout this diagram.

Figure 4-1. Read Timing Diagram
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II
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Do (Dout)

Note 1: The shaded poon may be eitr high or low.

Note 2: Applies to cad only whn -WAIT is not asserted by card. However, the host shall always provide at leastthis accss
lime before sampling data.

Note 3: Applies only whn -WAIT is asserted by card.

Figure 4-2. Read Timing Diagram (Wait Supported by Socket)
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(. tcw

-WE

Ani-REG
t..(CE.WEH)

-CE

-QE

On (Din)

tcls(OE)

Do (Oout)

Note 1: The shaded portn may be eiter high or low.
Note 2: Whn the data I/O pin is in the outut state, no signals shall be applie to th data pins (D 015) by the system.

Figure 4-3. Write Timing Diagram (WE control)
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Nole 1: Th halched porton may be eiter high or low.

Note 2: Whe the data I/O pin is in the outut state, no signals shall be applied to th data pins (00- 015) by the system.

Note 3: Minimum write pulse with must always be met wheter or not card aser1 -WAIT.

Note 4: May be high or low for Write timing, but restrictis 01 -DE timing in Figure 4-2 apply.

Figure 4-. Write Timing Diagram (Wait Supported by Socket)
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Figure 4-5" Write Timing Diagram (CE control)
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4.10 Electrical Interface

4.10.1 Signal Interface

Electrical specifications must be maitained to insure data reliabilty.
The Memory Card normal Operatig Voltage for Vcc is 4.75 to 5.25 DC. Dual Operating Voltage
Cards also permit a Reduced Operatig Voltage for Vcc of 3.135 to 3.46. Interface signal levels are
compatible with standard TIL or CMOS for the Operating Voltage used.

Table 4-14: Electrical Interface
Item Signal C.rd He C8 Oupu Fon
Contol Signa -CEt pull-up to Voo R ~ tOK ohm and must be

-CE2 si:nt to kee input inactve ~n th

.REG pins are not conn at th hot
-lORD
-IOW
-OE pu-up to Voo R ~ tOK ohm.3
-WEM
+RESET pun-up to Voo R ~ 100K ohms.

RFSH NC NC Not Defi 

Sta Signal +RDY/-BSY pu_up4
-INPACK
-WAlT
+WP

Address AD-A25 pull-down R ~ 100K ohms"s

Data Bus DO-015 pull-down R ~ 100 ohms.2 2

Card Dete -COt connct to GND in th card pull-up ~ 10K ohs
-CO2

Reserved Pin RFU NC NC

Batt/Dtec BVOt pu-up, NOTE 1 assered or deasseed
BV02

*Resistor is optional

1, BV02 was not define in th JEIOA Verion 3 document. Systems fuy supprtng JEDIA version 3 SRAM cards must pull up pin 62
(BVD2) to avoid sensing their batteries as "Low.

2. Data Signals: The hot and each card shall present a load no larger than 50 pF at a DC cuent 45 i. low state and 150 i. hi state.

Th hot and each card shall be able to drive at least the following lod while meeting all AC timin requirement: 100 pF wi DC current
1.6mA lo state and 3O high state. This permit th host to wire tw sokets in parallel witout derating th card ac spes.

3. Cotrol Signals: Each card shall present a lo to the socket no larger thn 50 pF at a DC current of 700 iA low state and 150 i. high
state, Including pullup resistor. Th socket shall be able to drive at least the following load while meeting all AC timing requiremenlS: (the
number of socets wired in parallel) multiplied by (50 pF with DC current 700 i. low state and t 50 i. high state pe socket).

4. Status Signals: The socet shall present a load to th card no larger than 50 pF at a DC current of 40 i. low state and 100 i. high

state, including pullup resistor. The card shall be able to drie at least th followng load while meeting all AC timing requirement: 50 pF
at a DC current of 40 i. low state and 100 i. high state.

5. Address Signals: Each card shall present a load of no more thn tOO pF at a DC current of 450A i. low state and 150 i. hig state.

The host shall be able to drive at least th following load while meetig all AC timing requirements: (the number of sockets wired in

parallel) multplied by ( 100 ¡g pF wi DC curren 45 i. low state an 150 i. high state per socket).

4.10.2 Memory Address Decoding

The PC Card's maxmum memory-address space is 64 megabytes. The address bus is defied in
AO-A25 with AO being the LSB and A25 the MSB. Address bit AO is a "don't care" when card is in
word-access mode.
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In the case of SRAM without Attnbute Memory, address decoding is required as follows:

1. Miimum memory unit is 16KB
2. Memory address starts from OOH
3. Memory units exist continuously.

.
4.10.2.1 Card Configuration Registers Address Decoding

PC Cards that can be confgured by the system - including cards which support 1/ 0

and those which exceed nomial system requirements - contain Card Configuration

Registers located in the Attbute Memory space. The Card Configuration Registers are
a set of numbered, standardied, 8-bit registers. These registers are addressed at
consecutive even-byte addresses starng at the Base Address indicated in the

Confguration Tuple. Whether Card Confguration Register number N is present on
the card or not, the location of the register is always given by: Base Address + 2 .. N.
Refer to Secton 4.15.

4.10.3 I/O Address Space Decoding

Dunng 1/ 0 operations, the 1/ 0 address spaces of each PC Card may be either independent or
overlapping. An independent I/O-address window is a porton of the system's I/O space which is
assigned solely to a single PC Card and not shared with any other system resource. Each system
must be able to allocate to each card an independent 1/ O-address window of at least 8 bytes of
contiguous address space. The window must begin exactly on an 8-byte boundary. An
overlapping I/O-address widow is a porton of the system's I/O space which is assigned to any
combination of PC Cards and other system resources. When the Overlapping Window method is
used by the card, the card responds to only a limited number of the I/O addresses in the window.
Also with this method, the card may permit the system to choose from a selection of addresses to .-

which the card can respond.
Dunng a card reset, and immediately followig a card reset, a card wil not respond to any 1/ 0-
read or I/O-wnte cycles unti it has been confgured.
The standard permts PC Cards which implement 1/ 0 functions to use either an Independent or
Overlapping Window, or to permit selecting between the two methods. The types of I/O address
decoding performed by the card, as well as the specific range of addresses to which the card wi
respond (in Overlapping I/O Window mode), are descnbed in the Card Configuration Table
located within the Card Information Structure. To select a particular card configuration, the system
wntes the index number of one table entry back to the Card Configuration Registers.
Refer to Sections 4.15 and 5.2.8 regarding card configuration.

In order to be able to accommodate cards which require higher number of 1/ 0 ports, such as LAN,
VGA, multifnction cards and game cards, PCMCIA recommends that the system reserve 128
contiguous bytes of its 1/ 0 space.
Typically this wil be avaiable in systems that decode I/O addresses above 400H
PCMCIA recommends that when the system reserves addresses above 400H the base address wil
begin at 128 byte boundanes.

4.10.3.1 Independent I/O Address Window

Independent I/O-Address windows for PC Cards provide a straightforward
mechanism for 1/ O-space allocation among PC Cards and other system resources
instaled in the system. The method can be applied to systems which permit 1/ 0
drivers to determine the cards I/O-port assignment at execution time. -
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4.10.3.2

For each PC Card socket, the system mu~t reserve a minimum of 8 contiguous byt~s of
its 1/ 0 address space starting at a Base Address with AO through A2 all zero.

(Note: This should not be interpreted as preventing a system from actually allocating
a smaller or discontiguous space to a particular 1/ 0 card whose 1/ O-space

requirements are met thereby.)

The location of the Independent II O-Address Window for each PC Card socket may
be fixed permanently, or may be allocated when an I/O card is detected in the socket.
The system must include a software method permitting dnver software (or application
software, if I/O is permitted from applications) to determine a card's I/O space Base
Address.
Cards which use the Independent I/O-Address Window need decode only enough
address lines to distinguish among the I/O ports actually implemented on the card.
When two identical cards are installed in the system, they automatically reside at
different addresses. They rely upon the system to provide sufficient address decoding
to prevent conflcts with other installed devices, and may be located anywhere in the
1/ 0 space of the system.

Example: An example of this concept is used in the EISA bus. Each EISA card slot is
uniquely assigned the first 256 bytes of a corresponding 1 kilobyte of 1/ 0 space.

Overlapping i/O Address Window

The Overlapping I/O-Address Window is provided for those systems whose I/O
dnvers have their 1/ 0 addresses bound before execution time. This includes both
systems for which execution-time binding is not possible, and those having existing
dnvers which do not take advantage of execution-time binding of I/O addresses.
The system assigns the same block(s) of its I/O space to each PC Card using the
Overlapping I/O-Address Window. Other resources in the system may also use
portions of the block. Each card and system resource is responsible for decoding
addresses within the block and responding to I/O only within a unique subset of those
addresses. This mechanism relies on the cards and system resources having

non-overlapping subsets of addresses to which they respond.
When each PC Card is installed in a system that uses an Overlapping 1/ O-Address
Window, the addresses used by the card must be compared with the addresses used
by other installed PC Cards, and the addresses used by other system resources. If the
addresses conflct, the new card may be gracefully rejected by the system.
A PC Card may allow operation at several alternative sets of addresses. The host
selects the desired alternative from the Card Configuration Table and informs the card
by wnting the index of the selected entry to the Card Configuration Registers. Refer to
Section 4.15.

Example: A desktop computer example of Overlapping 1/ O-Address Windows occurs
in both ISA and EISA bus-based computers. In these systems all expansion slots are
selected dunng I/O accesses to the last 768 bytes of each 1 kilobyte of I/O space. The
expansion cards individually determine to which addresses within that range they wil
respond. The specific set of addresses is often set by configuration switches, or
jumpers, on the expansion card. A service technician is responsible for ensunng,

. dunng installation, that no address conflcts wil occur.

Cl

/1.7

"
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4.11 Card Detect

......'
'\

The Memory Card provides a means of allowing the system to detect card insertion and removaL.
Signal lines CDl and CD2 are connected to GND in the card. A pull-up resistor must be connected
to CDl and CD2 on the system side. .

vee

-C01A

vec

-" B -C02

DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT

MEMORVCARO

Figure 4-6. Card Detect

4.12 Battery Voltage Detect

When using SRAM Cards, it is critical for the system's data integrity to be able to qetermine the
status of the on-card battery. The SRAM card provides two status signals for this purpose: BVOl
and BVD2. The Memory Card contains one or two voltage comparators and one or two reference
voltages. The Memory Card compares the battery voltage with the reference voltages. Battery
status is expressed on 2 digital signal lines, BVDl and BVD2. If signal BVD2 is not supported, it is
held to Vcc through a pull-up resistor on the card.

Table 4-15: Battery Voltage Detect

il¡ ;
L
;,1

BVD1 ('63) BVD2 ('82) COMMENT
H H 'GREEN' Battery Operational

H L 'YELLOW' Battery should be replaced. Data is OK.

L H 'RED' Battery & Data integrity is not guaranteed.

L L 'RED' Battery & Data integrity is not guaranteed."

" If BVD2 is not supported, BVD2 is held to Vee and only one reference voltage is required.
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4.13 Power-up And Power-down

4.13.1 power-uplPower-down Timing

To retain data in the SRAM Card during power-up or power-down cycles, and to permit peripheral
cards to perform power-up initialization, a timing specification is defined as follows.

Table 4-16: Power-up/power-down Timing
Value

Item SymbOl Condition Min Max Unit

CE signaiievei1 Vi (CE) OV 0( Vee c 2.0V
0 ViMAX V

2.0V 0( Vee cVIH Vee.0.1 ViMAX

VIH cVee VIH ViMAX

CE Setup TIme tsu (Vee)
20 ms

CE Setup Time tsu (RESET)
20 ms

CE Recoer Time tree (Vee)
0.001 ms

Vee Rising Time2 tpr 10%-..90 of (Vee +5%)
0.1 300 ms

Vee Falling Tlme2 tpf 90% 01 (Vee .5%)-..10%
3.0 30 ms

RESET Width tw (RESET)
10 lI

th (Hi.z Reset)
1 ms

ts (HI.z Reset)
0 ms

1 ViMA means Absolute Maxmum Voltage for Inpu in the period of OV 0( Vee 0( 2.0V, Vi (CE) is only OV-ViMAX

2 The tpr and tpf are defne as .lInear waveform. in the period of 10% to 90'" or vic-versa, Even if the waveform is not "linear waveform",
it riing and fallng time must be met this specifcation.

Vee

H- ti (Hi.z RESET

H¡.z----- ------------0.

lW(RESET-J

lplVee

-eE1, -eE2

____..____________________ Hi.Z

Figure 4-7. Power-Up/Down Timing for Systems Supporting RESET

-.
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¡:
IJ

II
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i
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¡:
"
I

ii

Vee

4

.CE1, -eE2

from sys~~-------______,~z~_________.always "",
- - - - - J " Supplied by pull-up resistor on card (if present)RESET

Vee

-eE1, .CE2

Figure 4-8. Power-Up/Down Timing for Systems Not Supporting RESET

4.13.2 Data Retention

This specification does not guarantee data retention in memory cards that conform to it. The
conditions in the preceding tables indicate the minimum requirements to ensure data retention.
Card vendors and system vendors may have to negotiate with each other to determine the detailed
method of guaranteeing data retention for specific memory-card models.

G
4.13.3 Supplement

During card insertion or removal, with power active, its data-retention capabilty wil depend on
the individual Memory Card model, the manufacturer's environmental specifications, and other
conditions. Therefore, there is no guarantee of data retention during card insertion or removal
when under power.

4.14 I/O Function

This section describes the operation and configuration of 110 Cards inserted into a

PCMCIA/JEIDA socket.

4.14.1 I/O Transfer Function

This section describes the operation of I/O transfer cycles (Input and Output Instructions) on 1/0
Cards.

l
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY DEPT.

4.14.2 I/O Input Function for I/O Cards
1/ O-input transfers from 1/ 0 cards may be either 8-bit or 16-bit.

When a 16-bit transfer is attempted from a 16-bit port, the signal -101516 m~t be a~ed by the
I/O Card. Otherwise, the -101516 signal must be negated. When a 16-bit tran~a~pted, and
the -101516 signal is not asserted by the card, the system generates a pair of 8-bit references to access
the word's even byte 

and odd byte.

An 1/ 0 card may extend 
the length of an input cycle by assertng the -WAIT signal at the star of

the cycle.

JUL 28 1994

Table 4-17: I/O Input Function for I/O Cards

Function Mod -REG -CE2 -CE1 AO -lORD -iOWA 015-08 D7-D0

Standby Mod . X H H X X X High-Z High.Z

Byte Input (8 blta) L H L L L H High-Z Even-Byte

L H L H L H High-Z Odd.Byt

Word Acce.. (16 bite) L L L L L H Odd-Byt Even-Byte

I/O Inhibit 
H X X X L H High-Z High-Z

(e.g. during DMA)

High Byte Only L L H X L H Odd-Byt High-Z

Note: Th Vpp1 an Vpp2 signals to th I/O Card are not required to be othr thn Vee speifcally for input transfes. hove, thy may
be required to be at othr voltage levels for proper card operation as indicated in the card Inforation Strucure. If th require Vpp levels
cannot be provided by the system, th card may be rejec by th system.

4.14.3 I/O Output Function for I/O Cards

I/O-output transfers to I/O cards may be either8-bit or 16-bit.
When a 16-bit transfer is attempted to a 16-bit port, the signal-I0I516 must be asserted by the 1/ 0
Card. Otherwse, the -101516 signal must be negated. When a 16-bit transfer is attempted, and the
-101516 signal is not asserted by the card, the system generates a pair of 8-bit references to access
the word's even byte and odd byte.
An I/O card may extend the length of an output cycle by asserting the -WAIT signal at the start of
the cycle.

Table 4-18: I/O Output Function for I/O Cards

Function Mode -REG -CE2 -CE1 AO -lORD .IOWR D15-8 07-00

Standby Mode X H H X X X X X

Byte Input (8 blt)
L H L L H L X Even.Byte

L H L H H L X Odd-Byte

Word Acce.. L L L L H L Odd.Byte Even-Byte

(16 bite)

I/O Inhibit
H X X X H L X X

(e.g. during OMA)

High Byte Only L L H X H L Odd-Byte X

Note: Th Vpp1 and Vpp2 signals to th I/O Card are not required to be other than Vee speifcally for output transfers, hover. thy may
be required. to be at othr voltge levels for proper card operatin as indicated in th Card Information Strure. If th required Vpp levels
cannot be provided by the system, th card may be rejeced by th system.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
July, 1993
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4.14.4 I/O Read (Input) Timing Specification 4

I

An

-REG

-CE

\WIOR

-lORD

\SA (lORD)

-1NPACK

-101S16
tdr IOIS16(10RD)tdlIOIS16(ADR)

-WAIT

(iORD~

I

All timings are measured at the Card. Skews and delays from the system driver/reciver to the card must be accounte
for by the system design.
Minimum time from -WAlT high to .IORD high is a nsec, but minimum .IORD width must still be mel
Dout signifes data provied by the card to the system.

'4

Table 4-19: I/O Read (Input) Timing Specification for AII5V I/O Cards
Item Symbo IEEE Symbol Min. Max

Data Delay after lORD td (lORD) tlGLOV 100

Data Hold following lORD th (lORD) tlGHOX a

lORD Width TIme twlORD tlGUGH 165

Address Setup before"lORD tsuA (lORD) tAVlGL 70

Address Hold following lORD thA(IORD) tlGHAX 20

CE Setup befoe lORD tsu CE (lORD) tELlGL 5

CE Hold following lORD thCE (lORD) tlGHEH 20

REG Setup before lORD tsu REG (lORD) tRGLIGL 5

REG Hold following lORD tt REG (lORD) tlGHRGH a

INPACK Delay Fallng from lORD tdf INPACK (lORD) tlGLlAL a 45

INPACK Delay Rising from lORD tdr i NPACK OORD) tlGHIAH 45

10lS16 Delay Fallng from Address tdf 10LS16 (ADR) tAVISL 35

lOiS 16 Delày Rising from Address tdr 10LS16 (ADR) lAVISH 35

Wait Delay Falling from lORD tdWT(IORD) tlGLWT 35

Data Delay from Wait Rising te (W tWTHOV 35

Wait Width Time tw (W tWTLWT 12,00

Nole: The maximum load on WAIT, INPACK and 10LS16 are 1 LSTIL with 50 pF total 
load.

All timing in nsec.
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4.14.5 I/O Write (Output) Timing Specification

An t
i

I l
I

..¡ tdlOWA (W

L

~thØOWA)

I--AEG \
j" ..! ti REG ØOWA)

I--CE \
j"

-IOWA

.. i ti CE (IOWA)

\
¡. A ØOWAi-I \ I
i_ ..: 1d10lS16 !AO

j

.: ti ØOWR) l .
+- Ir WT (lOWR) -! lW (W

twøOW

-101816

f---WAIT

DinQÐ ..............................................-(

All timing are measured at the Card.
. Skews and delays from the system driver/receiver to the cad must be acunted for by th system design.
Minimum time from .WAlT high to -IOWR high -l is 0 ns. bu minimum -IOWA timing must still be me.

Din signiflBs data provied by the system to th card.

Table 4-20: I/O Write (Output) Timing Specification for All 5V I/O Cards
Item Symbol IEEE Min Max

Data Setup beforelOWR ISU (IOWR) tDVlWL 60

Data Hold following IOWA th OOWA) tlWHDX 30

IOWR Width Time twlOWR tlWUWH 165

Address Setup before IOWR tsuA (IOWR) tAVlWL 70

Address Hold following IOWR thA(IOWR) tlWHAX 20

CE Setup before IOWR tsu CE (IOWR) tELIWL 5

CE Hold following IOWA thCE (IOWR) tlWHEH 20

REG Setup before IOWR ISu REG (IOWR) tRGUWL 5

REG Hold following 10WR th REG (IOWR) tlWHRGH 0

10lS16 Delay Falling from Address tdf 10LS16 (ADR) tAVlSL 35

10lS16 Delay Rising from Addres tdr 101516 (ADR) tAyiSH 35

Wait Delay Failng from 10WR tdWT(IOWR) tlWLWTL 35

Wait Width Time tw (W tWTLWT 12,00

IOWR high from Wait High tdr IOWR (W tWTHIWH 0

Note: The maximum load on WAIT. INPACK and 10LS16 are 1 LSTT with 50 pF total 
load.

All timing in nsec.

X
..!th 

A øOW 

II
H th REG (I)

!(
~! th CE ØOWR

!
~ td 101818 (A

.1

;.........................................
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4.15 Card Configuration

Each confgurable card is identied by a Card Configuration Table in the card's Card Information
Structure. These cards must have one or more of a set of Card Confguration Registers which are
used to control the confgurable characteristics of the card. The configurable characteristics include
the electrical interface, 1/ O-address space, interrpt request, and power requirements of the card.
All of the Card Confguration Registers may be both read and written. The registers are each one
byte in size and located only on even-byte addresses to ensure their single-cc1e access by both 8-bit
and 16-bit systems.

These registers also provide a method for accessing some status information about a card. The
information may be used to arbitrate between multiple-interrpt sources on the same interrpt

request leveL. It may also be used to access status information which appears on pins 16, 33, 62 and
63 (Ready/Busy, Write Protect, and Battery Voltage Detect 1 and 2) in Memory Only cards

Table 4-21: Card Memory Spaces

-CE1 -REG -oE -WE Addre.. Ofset AD Seleced Register or Space

H X X X X X Standby

L H L H X X Common Memory Read

L H H L X X Common Memory Write

L L L H X L Card Info Strure or Configuration

Register Read

L L H L X L Card Info Strure or Confguratin
Register Write

L L X X X H Invalid Acss

Table 4-22: Card Configuration Registers
-CE1 -REG -oE -WE Addr.. Ofset' AD Seleced Register or Space Reg'

L L L H NNNNO L Confgurtin Optin Register Read 0

L L H L NNNNO L Confuration Option Register Wrie 0

L L L H NNNN2 L Card Confiurati and Status Register 1

Read

L L H L NNNN2 L Card Cofiguration an Status Register 1

Wrie
L L L H NNNN4 L Pin Replacement Register Read 2

L L, H L NNNN4 L Pin Replacement Register Wrie 2

L L L H NNNN6 L Soket and Copy Register Read 3

L L H L NNNN6 L Socket and Copy Register Write 3

Note1:NNNNO is the Cofiguration Registers Base Address speifed in th TPCC _RADR field of the Configuration Tuple.
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4.15.1 Configuration Option Register

The Configuration Option Register is used to configure the card and to issue a soft reset to the card.
The register is a read/write register which contains two fields. The Configuration Option Register
must be implemented in all configurable cards.
The Configuration Option Register is organized as follows:

Table 4-23: Configuration Option Register
01

The fields are as follows:

SRESET SRESET Card. Setting this bit to one (1) places the card in the reset state. This is equivalent to assertion of
the +RESET signal except that this bit is not cleared. Returning this bit to zero (0) leaves the card in the
same unconfigured, reset state as following a power-up and hardware reset. This bit is set to zero by power
up and hardware reset.

LevlREQ Level Mode Interrupts selected when bit is one (1), Pulse Mode Interrupts selected when bit is zero (0).

Conflndex Configuration Index. This field is written with the index number of the entry in the card's Configuration Table
which corresponds to the configuration which the system chooses for the card. When the Configuration
Index is O. the card's I/O is disabled and wil not respond to any I/O cycles, and will use the Memory Only
Intenace.

4.15.2 Card Configuration and Status Register

The Card Configuration and Status Register is an optional register which contains information
about the card's condition.

Table 4-24: Card Configuration and Status Register Organization

07 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 I 01 DO

Changed SigChg I IOis8 I Reserved (0) I Audio I PwrOwn T Intr Reserved (0)

Changed This bit indicates that one or more of the Pin Replacement Register bits CBV01, CBV02, CRdy/-Bsy or
CWProt is set to one. When the Changed bit is set. the BVOl pin is held low if the SigChg bit is 1 and the card
is configured.

SigChg This bit is set and reset by the host to enable and disable a state-change "signal" from the status register.
When this bit is set and the card is configured for the I/O Intenace. the Changed bit controls pin 63 and is
called the Changed Status signaL. If no state change signal is desired, this bit should be set to zero and the
BVOl (-STSCHG) signal wil be held high while the card is configured for I/O.

IOis8 When the Host can provide I/O cycles only with an 8-bit 00.07 data path, the Host shall set this to 1. The card
is guaranteed that accesses to 16-bit registers wil occur as two, byte accesses rather than a single 16-bi
access. This information is useful when 16-bit and 8-bit registers overlap.

Reserved Reserved bits must be 0

Audio This bit is set to one to enable audio information on the BV02 pin while the card is configured.

PwrDwn This bit is set to one to request that the card enter a power-down state, if any. The system shall not place the
card into a power-down state while the card's +ROY/-BSY line is in the low (Busy) state.

Intr This bit represents the internal state of the interrupt request. This value is available whether or not interrupts
have been configured. This signal remains true until the condition which caused the interrupt request has
been serviced.

The Card Status Register must be implemented if the card generates audio, shares interrupts or
requires other status information available in the register.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4.35
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4.15.3 Pin Replacement Register Organization

The pin replacement register is used to provide the card status information which is otherwise ~
provided on pins 16, 33, 62 and 63 on the Memory-Only Interface.

The register may be read and written, however, when written the lower 4 bits act as mask bits for
changing the corresponding bit of the upper 4 bits.

The upper 4 bits are set when the corresponding bit in the lower 4 bits changes state.

Table 4-25: Pin Replacement Register Organization

I 07 06' 05 I 04 03 I 02 01 I DO

I CBVD1 CBVD2 CRdy/-Bsy I CWProt RBVDl I RBVD2 RRdy/-Bsy I RWProt

:1
i.
I

CBVD1, CBVD2 These bits are set to one when the corresponding bit RBVDl and/or RBVD2 change state. These bits may
also be written by the host.

CRdy/-Bsy This bit is set to one when the bit RRdy/.Bsy changes state. This bit may also be written by the host.

CWProt This bit is set to one when the bit RRWProt changes state. This bit may also be written by the host.

RBVD1, RBVD2 When read, these bits represent the internal state of the Battery Voltage Detect circuits on cards which contain
a battery. They correspond to the values which would be on pins 63 and 62, BVDl and BVD2 respectively.
When this bit is written as 1 the corresponding "changed" bit is also written. When this bit is written as 0, the
corresponding changed bit is unaffected.

RRdy/-Bsy When read, this bit represents the internal state of the Ready/-Busy signal. This bit may be used to determine
the state of Ready/-Busy as that pin has been reallocated for use as Interrupt Request on 10 Cards.
When this bit is written as 1 the corresponding "changed" bit is also written. When this bit is written as 0, the
corresponding changed bit is unaffected.

RWProt This bit represents the state of the Write Protect switch. This signal may be used to determine the state of the
Write Protect switch when pin 24 is being used for -10IS16.
When this bit is written as 1 the corresponding "changed" bit is also written. When this bit is written as 0, the
corresponding changed bit is unaffected.

The Pin Replacement Register must be implemented if the card requires information about
+Ready / -Busy, Write Protect or the Battery Voltage Detect status while the Memory Only Interface
is not active. A logic 1 permits writing the corresponding bits; a logic 0 inhibits writing the
corresponding bits.

4.15.4 Socket and Copy Register

This is an optional read-write register which the card may use to distinguish between similar cards
installed in a system. This register, if present, is always written by the system before writing the
card's Configuration Index Register.

Table 4-26: Socket and Copy Register Organization

0607
Reserved (0)

DO

Reserved This bit is reserved for future standardization. This bit must be set to zero (0) by softare when the register is
written.

Copy Number Cards which indicate in their CiS that they support more than one copy of identically configured cards, should
have a copy number (0 to MAX twin cards, MAX=n-l) written back to the socket and copy register.
This field indicates to the card that it is "n'th" copy of the card installed in the system which is identically
configured. The first card installed receives the value O. This permits identical cards designed to do so to share
a common set of i/o ports while remaining uniquely identifiable. and consecutively ordered.

Socket Number This field indicates to the card that it is located in the n'th socket. The first socket is numbered O. This permits
any cards designed to do so to share a common set of i/o ports while remaining uniquely identifiable.
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4.16 Future Tasks And Remarks

4.16.1 Insertion/Removal with Power Active

PCMCIA recognizes the market need for card insertion or removal while under power. PCMCIA
has been discussing this issue but has not yet achieved consensus on a specification which would
guarantee a card's data retention during active-power insertion or removaL. PCMCIA wil continue
to discuss this issue at future meetings.

4.16.2 Standardization of EPROM and EEPROM Programming

Programming specifications for EPROM and EEPROM are not yet standardized at the device leveL.
Instead, the programming voltage, timing, and other conditions vary with individual vendors.
Consequently, it is impossible to standardize at the memory-card leveL. PCMCIA urges device
vendors to standardize their programming voltage, timing, and other conditions. The
memory-card committee wil continue to work towards a standard memory card which is reliable
and easy to use.

4.16.3 Wide Operating Voltage

There is a large potential market of memory cards for battery-powered equipment. Low-voltage
operation is urgently needed by this market. To respond to these needs, PCMCIA has specified a
Dual Operating Voltage card (5 Volt and 3.3 Volt) and is investigating additional means by which
low-voltage memories can be supported by the standard.

4.16.4 I/O Functionality

PCMCIA has defined an I/O interface as described in this document. This I/O functionality allows
a variety of I/O cards - such as communications cards or disk emulation cards - to be

implemented. The PCMCIA is continuing to address issues of additional I/O functions.
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CARD M ETAFORMAT

5.1 The Metaformat 1

5.1.1 Goals of This Standard

The following goals guided the development of this standard.
1. The standard must support several different file-system formats on a single card, both DOS

compatible as well as other file systems (e.g., XENIX). It should also support applications such
as data storage for VCRs or musical instruments, which might not use any traditional fie sys-
tem to record their data. At the same time, any computer system should be able to look some-
place on a card and determine such things as the card's overall size, type and other low-level
information.
Given the wide potential scope of applications for memory cards, the abilty to read non-DOS
cards on DOS-based systems wil be of significant value to users.
The abilty to detect that a given card is fomiatted (though perhaps not readable by the com-
puter into which it is plugged) is particularly valuable in that it allows system designers to pro-
tect users against common mistakes. Such a capabilty could be used, for example, to inform
the user during the format routine that the card is already formatted as a data-storage card for
a VCR.

2. Because application requirements differ, the standard should support various low-level data

recording strategies (akin to physical formatting for floppies). These strategies would include
sequential recording of blocks of bytes with no error checking; sequential recording of blocks
of bytes with embedded error checking (CRC codes); sequential recording of bytes with sepa-
rate error checking (e.g., non-sequential checksum bytes); or sequential non-blocked recording
of bytes.

3. For compatibility with existing operating systems and application programs, the standard

should be most focused on those environments where all media are organized in a disk-like
way (Le. with sectors, tracks and cylinders). On the other hand, the standard should also sup-
port those environments that simply address media as sequences of blocks.

4. The standard should support cards that include directly-executable ROM images, and cards
that include a mixture of directly-executable images and DOS fie systems.

5. The standard should support cards for the DOS environment that include programs that can

be directly executed from ROM, or executed from RAM in the usual fashion, depending on the
capabilties of the computer system.

6. The standard should be reasonably general, and should allow for future expansion without

major rewriting of existing software. At the same time, for common (MS-DOS) environments,
the standard should not be excessively general.

5.1.2 Overview

PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.01 Metaformat goals include the abilty to handle numerous,
somewhat incompatible data-recording formats and data organizations. As is done with

networking standards, the Metaformat is a hierarchy of layers. Each layer has a number, which
increases as the level of abstraction gets higher.

1. The glossary in Appendix A defines many of the technical terms in this chapter.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 3
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The layers are:
O. The Physical Layer - the lowest layer of possible standardization. This layer specifies the in- ·terface and electncal characteristics of PC Cards. ·
1. The Basic Compatibility Layer specifies a minimal 

level of card-data organization. To be com-
patible at this level, each card should contain a small Card Information Structure ("CIS") or
conform to the requirements of Section 5.5.3. This structure contains certain Level-I informa-
tion, pnmanly some fundamental information about the card's devices, such as size, speed,
and the like. The information contained in the Card Information Structure is commonly called
the Metaformat. In addition, this structure contains information about the card's organization
at Levels 2, 3, and 4. References to Levels 1 through 4 pertain to levels of compliance.

A card can comply at Level 1 without being required to comply at any higher leveL. Thus,

PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.01 is an open standard. Cards that comply only at Level
1 need not reserve space for the higher-level information.
The CIS can be thought of as being separate from the data recorded on the media. Under DOS,
only the BIOS (or device dnver) would be aware of its existence.
The information block must be located such that it can be easily found by low-level software.
This standard requires that the pnmary ciS be recorded in Attribute Memory starting at ad-
dress zero.

The first tuple starting from address 0 in the ATTRIBUTE memory space must be either a "De-
vice Information tuple" (tuple code OIH), a "Null Control tuple" (tuple code OOH), or an "End

of List tuple" (tuple code FFH, see Section 5.2.5.5 for processing).

For flexibilty, the CIS can be extended into Common Memory. This allows application param-
eters to be changed by the user. To facilitate automatic identification of "blank" cards, Attnbute
Memory can be read-only memory.
At this level, the standard defines two kinds of information:

. Data structures and concepts used by all layers of this standard, and

. Physical device information.

2. The Data Recording Format Layer specifies how the data on the card is organized at the lowest
leveL. This layer is analogous to the physical format of a floppy disk.

The use of a traditional DOS file system or boot block, is not specified (or required) for compat-
ibilty at Level 2.

Specific formats supported are:

. Blocked, Unchecked - the bytes are recorded in blocks with no error checking,

. Blocked, Checksummed - the bytes are recorded in blocks with checksums for error
checking,

. Blocked, with CRC - the bytes are recorded in blocks with CRC codes for error checking,

. Unblocked - individual bytes of the card may be accessed or modified by software direct-
ly at random. The bytes are recorded in a way that does not correspond to a disk organiza-
tion.

3. The Data Organization Layer specifies how the data is logically organized on the card. Possi-
bilties are:

. DOS (or other operating system) fie system,

. Flash fie system,

. Execute-In-Place (XIP) ROM image (see Section 6),

. Application-specific organization.

5 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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A DOS file system can be used with any of the appropriate (blocked) Level- 2 organizations.
4. The System-Specific Layer defines standards that by their nature are specific to a particular op-

erating environment.

· The DOS XIP Standard defines a standardized way of prepanng DOS-executable images
on ROM cards. Programs that conform to this standard wil execute correctly on any sys-
tem that can read the ROM card and includes the appropriate address translation hard-
ware and support software. A standard "RAM execution".EXE or.COM fie can also be
loaded into system RAM memory from a ROM card if XIP is not supported. See Section 6.

5.1.3 Vendor-Specific Information

Vendor-specific information allows card and software vendors to implement proprietary functions
while remaining within the general framework of this standard.
Vendor-specific information is of two kinds:
. Vendor-specific fields are areas reserved in the data structures for free use by vendors. These

fields have no meaning to the standard software.

. Vendor-specific codes are encoding values reserved to represent non-standard values in stan-

dard fields. In the absence of other information, standard software must interpret vendor-spe-
cific codes as meaning "the information in this field is not specified."

The card-manufacturer field in the CIS gives (knowledgeable) system software enough information
to interpret vendor-specific fields and code values in the card Physical-Description tuples.
Similarly, the OEM and INFO fields in the CISTPL_ VERS_2 tuple give (knowledgeable) system
software enough information to interpret vendor-specific fields and code values in the card
Logical-Format tuples.
In general, a system wil not be able to interpret all possible vendor-specific fields or code values.

5.1.4 System Rejection of Unsupported Cards

This standard requires the following behavior when a system encounters an unrecognized
vendor-specific field:

. If the unrecognized field itself is vendor-specific, the system shall ignore that field.

. If a standard field contains an unrecognized vendor-specific code, the system must refuse to

perform any operation that requires the information encoded in that field.

5.2 Basic Compatibilty (Layer 1)

This layer is the cornerstone of the standard. Any card that complies with this standard shall have
at least a rudimentary Card Information Structure (referred to as the "CIS") starting at address zero
of the card's Attribute-Memory space.

The Card Information Structure is a vanable-Iength chain (or linked list) of data blocks or tuples. All
tuples have the format shown in Table 5-1. One or more chains of tuple lists can be used. Longlink
tuples are used to connect chains (see Section 5.2.5.2).

Table 5-1: Tuple Format
Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 1 2 T 1 I 0

0 TPL CODE Tuple code: CISTPL xxx; see Table 5.2.

TPL_L1NK Offset to next tuple in lisl. This can be viewed as the number of additional bytes in tuple,
excluding this byte. (n-1)

Bytes specific to this tuple.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 5
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Byte 0 of each tuple contains a tuple code. A tuple code of FFH is a special mark indicating that there
are no more tuples in the list. Byte 1 of each tuple contains a link to the next tuple in the list. If the
link field is zero, then the tuple body is empty. If the link field contains FFH, then this tuple is the
last tuple in the list.

There are thus two ways of marking the end of the tuple list: A tuple code of FFH, or a tuple link
of FFH. See Section 5.2.5.5 for end of tuple list processing.

An End of List tuple should be used if the tuple list is intended to be extendable. A link field of FFH
conserves one (1) byte of memory space but does not describe the actual length of the last tuple in
the chain. It is recommended that ciS chains be terminated with an End of List tuple.
The use of an FFH link value is allowed for backward compatibilty, but it is recommended to use
the end of list tuple whenever possible. System software must use the link field to validate tuples.
No tuple can be longer than 256 bytes. Some tuples provide a termination or stop byte that marks
the end of the tuple. In this case, the tuple can effectively be shorter than the value implied by its
link field. However, software must not scan beyond the implied length of the tuple, even if a
termination byte has not been seen.
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The followig tuple codes are defined:

Table 5-2: Tuple Codes

Co I Name I Dnr1ptlon
Lay.. 1 Baalc Compatlbllhy Tupl..

OOH CISTPl_NUll Null tuple - Ignre

01H CISTPl_DEVlCE The devi information tuple (common memory)

02H-Q7H . (Reserved for fure, upward-cmpatble versions of the device infrmatin tuple).
08H-QF - (Reserved for fure, incopatibl versios of the device information tuple).

10H CISTPl_ CHECKSUM The chksum cotrol tuple.

l1H CISTPl_lONGLlNK_A The Iong-link-control tuple (to Attbute Memory).

12H CISTPl_lONGLlNK_C Th long-lInk-cntrol tuple (to Common Memory).

13M CISTPl_L1NKTARGET Th link-target-cntrol tuple.

14M CISTPL_NO_LINK Th no-lInk-cntol tuple.

15H CISTPL_VERS_l level 1 versionlproduct-infrmation tuple.

16H CISTPL_ALTSTR Th alternate-language-string tuple.

17H CISTPl_DEVICE_A Attibute Memory device information.

18H CISTPL_JEDEC_C JEDEC programming infomatiCi (for Comon Memory).

19H CISTPl_JEDEC_A JEDEC programming information (for Attibute Memory).

1AM CISTPl_CONFIG Th Configuration tuple.

1BH CISTPl_ CFT ABLE_ENTRY The Configuration. Table-Entry tuple.

lCH CISTPL_DEVICE_ OC Otr operating conditons device information for Common Memory.

lDH CISTPl~DEV1CE_OA Otr operating conditons device information for Attribute Memory.

IEH CISTPL_DEVICE_ GEO Deic geoetry info tuple.

IFH CISTPL_DEVICE_ GEO_A Device geoetry infor tuple.

Layer 2 Data Recording Format Tupl..

20H CISTPL_MANFID Manufacturer Identification Tuple

21H CISTPLJUNCID Function Identification .tuple

22H CISTPL_FUNCE Function Exension Tuples

23H CISTPL_SWIL Softare interleave iuple.

24H-3FH - (ReseNed for future standardization)

40H CISTPL_VERS_2 The level.2 version tuple.

41H CISTPl_FORMAT The format tuple.

42H CISTPl_ GEOMETRY The gemetry tuple.

43H CISTPL_BYTEORDER The byte order tuple.

44H CISTPL_DATE The card initialization date tuple.

45H CISTPl_BATIERY The battery replacement date tuple.

Layer 3 Data Organization Tupl..

46H CISTPL_ORG The organization tuple.

47H.7FH. - (Reserved for Mure standardization).

Layer 4 System-Speific Standard Tupl..

8OH.FEH - Vendor unique tuples.

FFH CISTPL_END The end-of.list tupie.

. Note: The use of vendo-spefic tuples is under revi_ and subjec to change. PCMCIA recmends resricting their use to th 8O-8FH range.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 -7
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PCMCIA expects that the cis wil be wrtten once when the card is formatted and then rarely (if
ever) updated. The standard is not designed to alow incremental updating of the cis on Flash
media. On EEPROM devices that require the cis to be erased occasionally (for example when a
Flash-type fie system is reorganied), it is suggested that a buffer-page strategy be used, with an
appropriate utilty that can recover from a power-faiure.
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Note that most implementations wil be limited to reading cards of a specific formt, or at most, of
a few different formats. Thus, many combinations of values available in the tuples wil be

non-portable. PCMCIA suggests that implementors restrict themslves to the suggested low-level
formats presented in Setion 5.3.3.

5.2.1 Byte Order Within Tuples

Within tuples, all multi-byte numeric data shall be recorded in little-endian order. That is, the
least-significant byte of a data item shall be stored in the first byte of a given field.

Within tuples, all character data shall be stored in the natural order. That is, the first character of
the field shall be stored in the first byte of the field. Fixed-length character fields shall be padded
with null characters, if necessary.

5.2.2 Byte Order on Wide Cards

If a card has a data path wíder than 8-bits, one must assign a byte order to the data path, at least for
fields within the cis that are recorded in Common Memory space.1 This standard requires that the
low-order byte of word 0 be use to record byte 0 of the ciS. Ascending bytes of each word shall
be used to sequentially record bytes from the ciS. When the first word is filed, the same process
shall be repeated on subsequent words until the entire ciS is recorded. On Inter.family machines,
this byte order is equi valent to the native order; other machines may need to reorder the bytes when
reading or writing the ciS.
The basic compatibilty layer does not impose any particular byte order on non-header portions of
the card. However, some data-format layers wil impose further requirements.

. 5.2.3 Tuple Format in Attribute Memory Space

PC Cards have two address spaces: Attribute-Memory space and Common-Memory space. The

electrical specification for PC Cards requires that information be placed only in even-byte
addresss of Attribute-Memory space. The contents of odd-byte addresses of Attribute-Memory

space are not defined.
For simplicity, this specification describes the tuples of the Metaformat as if the bytes of each tuple
were recorded consecutively. When a tuple is recorded in Common-Memory space, the bytes wil
indeed be recorded consecutively. However, when a tuple is recorded in Attribute-Memory space,
the data wil be recorded in even bytes only.

Link fields of tuples stored in Attribute-Memory space are handled as follows. If only the even
bytes are read, and the tuples are packed into consecutive bytes in system memory, the link fields
shall be set appropriately for byte addressing. This means that the link-field values are
conceptually the same whether a tuple resides in Common or in Attribute memory. However, this
does mean that if Attribute Memory is directly addressed, the offset to the next tuple in Attribute
Memory is (2*link field).

.
5.2.4 Use of Commón Memory Space for Attribute Memory Storage

For cost reasons, many ROM cards and some cards of other types wil not implement a separate
Attribute-Memory space. On these cards, regardless of the state of the -REG line, memory cycles
will always access Common Memory. These cards will provide an Attribute-Memory-style ciS
starting at byte zero of the card, and recorded in even bytes only. If, for space reasons, the
manufacturer wants to switch to a Common-Memory-style ciS (packed into ascending bytes), a

1. At preent, Attrbute Memory is byte-wide only; only the even byte are preent.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 8
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long link to Common Memory shall be embedded in the cis. The target address of this long link
will be non-zero, and the Common-Memory cis wil be stored immediately following the
Attnbute-¥emory cis.

It is important to distinguish between Attnbute-Memory space and Attnbute Memory. All PC
Cards will have Attnbute-Memory space, accessed by asserting the -REG pin. In addition, some PC
Cards wil have a distinct physical Attribute Memory. In this case, the contents of location 0 in
Attnbute-Memory space wil be different and distinct from the contents of location 0 in
Common-Memory space. However, some PC Cards wil not have Attnbute Memory distinct from
Common Memory. Here, memory-read operations from a given location in Attnbute-Memory
space wil return the same data as read operations from the same location in Common-Memory
space. Data accessed from Attnbute-Memory space must be stored in the even bytes only, even if
Attnbute Memory is not distinct from Common Memory. Regardless of the presence or absence of
Attnbute Memory, the cis for PC Cards always begins at location 0 of Attribute-Memory space.
This standard allows attnbute information to be stored both in Attnbute-Memory and Common-
Memory space. Tuples stored in Common-Memory space are recorded in sequential bytes. Both the
card's even and the odd bytes are used to record data.

Note: The use of odd bytes to represent tuple data is controlled by the logical-address space in
which the tuple resides, not by the type of memory actually used to record the tuple. If the tuple is
intended to be accessed via Attnbute-Memory space, it must be stored only in the even bytes. If it
is intended to be accessed via Common-Memory space, it must be stored in both even and odd
bytes following a long-link target.

5.2.5 Control Tuples

Multiple instances of a tuple are allowed unless otherwise specified.

5.2.5.1 CISTPL_NULL: The Null Control Tuple

The null-control tuple is simply a placeholder. It has a non-standard form and 
consists

solely of the code byte. See Table 5-3.

Table 5-3: The Null Control Tuple
B~.I 7 I 6
o I TPL_CODE

5 I 4 I 3 I 2r I 0 I
ICISTPL_NULL (OOH): ignore this tuple.

5.2.5.2

Software shall ignore these tuples. The next tuple begins at the next byte in sequence.

CISTPL_LONGLlNK_A, CISTPL_LONGLlNK_C: The Long-Link Control Tuples

The long-link tuples are used to jump beyond the limits of the I-byte link field, from
one tuple chain to another. The target tuple chain may be in Attribute-Memory or
Common- Memory space, as indicated by the tuple code. See Table 5-4.

Table 5-4: Long Link Tuple

B~. 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 T 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE Long-link tuple code (CISTPL_LONGLlNK_A, 11H; or CISTPL_LONGLlNK_C,
12H)

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (at least 4).

2..5 TPLL_ADDR Target address; stored as an unsigned long, low.order byte first.

The tuple-code byte selects the new address space. For example,
CISTPL_LONGLINK_A indicates that the target is in Attribute-Memory space;
CISTPL_LONGLINK_ C indicates Common-Memory space.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.9
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5.2.5.3

5.2.5.4

5.2.5.5

A given tuple list shall contain at most one long-link tuple. The long-link tuple need
not appear as the last tuple in a given list because the entire list containing the long-link ".~
tuple wil be processed before the link is honored.
Software shall verify that the long-link tuple points to a link-target tuple before

processing the target list. Because a long-link tuple may point to uninitialized RAM, it
is important that software simply reject target-tuple lists that do not begin with a
link-target tuple.

CISTPL_LINKTARGET: The Link-Target Control Tuple

The link-target tuple is used for robustness. Every long-link tuple must point to a valid
link-target tuple. The link-target tuple has one field- the string "CiS". The link field
of the link target should always point to the next byte after the link-target tuple.
Processing software is required to check that the link-target tuple is correct before
deciding to process the tuple list at the new target address. See Table 5-5.

Table 5-5: Link Target Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 5 I
4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE CISTPL_L1NKTARGET (13H)

1 TPL LINK Link to next tuple (at least 3).

2 TPLTG_TAG .C" (43H)

3 .1. (49H)

4 .S" (53H)

CISTPL_NO_LINK: The No-Link Control Tuple

To save Attribute-Memory space, processing software shall assume the presence of a .

CISTPL_LONGLINK_ C, OL tuple as part of the primary tuple chain. This is the tuple ~

chain which starts at address 0 of Attribute-Memory space. This assumption can be
overridden by placing an explicit long-link tuple in the Attribute-Memory CiS. To
prevent software from trying to execute any long-link operations, the card
manufacturer can place a no-link tuple in the Attribute-Memory CiS. See Table 5-6.

Table 5-6: No-Link Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL CODE CISTPL NO LINK (14H)

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (may be zero).

(Note: The body of this tuple is always empty.)
A given tuple chain shall contain at most one no-link control tuple. No-link tuples and
long-link tuples are mutually exclusive. A given chain may contain either a no-link
tuple, or a long-link tuple, but not both.

CISTPL_END: The End-Of-List Tuple

The end-of-list control tuple marks the end of a tuple chain. It has a non-standard form
and consists solely of the code byte. See Table 5-7.

Table 5-7: The End-of-List Control Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I
3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE I CISTPL END (FFH): end of this tuple chain.

5 - 10
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5.2.5.6

Upon encountering this tuple, system software shall take one of the following actions.

If a long-link tuple was encountered previously in this chain, continue tuple
processing at the location specified in the long-link tuple.
If processing a tuple chain (other than the primary cis tuple chain), and no
long-link tuple was seen in this chain, then no tuples remain to be processed.
If processing the primary cis tuple chain (the list starting at address 0 in
Attribute- Memory space), and neither a long-link nor a no-link tuple were
seen in this chain, then continue tuple processing as if a long-link to address 0
of Common-Memory space were encountered. For validation of the implied
long link to COMMON memory, as with an explicit Long Link tuple, the
secondary tuple chain in COMMON memory must begin with a valid Link
Target tuple.

. If a no-link tuple was encountered previously in this chain, no tuples remain

to be processed.

CISTPL_CHECKSUM: The Checksum Control Tuple

For additional reliabilty, the cis can contain one or more checksum tuples. This tuple
has three fields:

The relative address of the block of cis memory to be checked;
The length of the block of cis memory to be checked; and
The expected checksum.

The checksum algorithm is a straight modulo-256 sum. Relative addressing is used to
make the cis, as a whole, position-independent. The checksum tuple can only validate
memory in its own address space. See Table 5-8.

f.....,....
U

~':'"

. Table 5.8: Checksum Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I
0

0 TPL CODE CISTPL CHECKSUM (10H)

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (at least 5).

2..3 TPLCKS ADDR Ofset to region to be checksummed, stored with LSB first.

4..5 TPLCKS LEN Length of region to be checksummed, given with LSB first.

6 TPLCKS CS The checksum of the region.

i.

The checksum is calculated by summing the bytes of the selected region using modulo
256. The result must match the value stored in byte 6 of the checksum tuple.
TPLCKS_ADDR contains the offset, relative to the start address of this tuple, of the
region to be checksummed. The address is a signed, 2-byte integer. Negative values
indicate locations prior to the checksum tuple; positive values indicate locations after
the checksum tuple. The exact interpretation depends on the address space containing
the tuple.

TPLCKS_LEN contains the number of bytes to be checksummed. The number is
expressed as an unsigned, 2-byte integer.
If the tuple appears in Common-Memory space, the checksum is calculated in the
obvious way. The contents of TPLCKS_ADDR (as a signed integer) are added to the
base address of the tuple, yielding the target address. Starting at the target address, the
algebraic sum is calculated of all the bytes included in the range. Then, the low-order
8-bits of this sum are compared to the value stored in TPLCKS _ CS. If identical, the
region of tuple memory covered by the checksum passes the checksum test.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 11
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If the tuple appears in Attribute-Memory space, the checksum operation is a bit more
complicated. Again, the data structures are recorded in such a way as to minimize the
differences between Attribute space representation and Common Memory
representation. To form the target address, 2 .. offset is added to the base-byte target
address of the tuple. Then, the algebraic sum is formed of the even bytes in the address
range (i.e. target, target +2 *lel1gt/i-l), ignoring the odd bytes. The low-order 8-bits of this
sum is then compared to the value stored in TPLCKS _ CS.

CISTPL_AL TSTR: The Alternate-Language String Tuple

Several tuples contain character strings which are intended to be displayed to the user
only under certain circumstances. Some international applications need the abilty to
store strings for a number of different languages. Rather than having various
languages used in the tuples, this standard provides alternate-string tuples. Strings in
the primary tuples are always recorded in iso 646 IRV code using characters in the
range 20h-7Eh. Multiple instances of this tuple are allowed; each associates with most
recent (previous) "NON-ALT STRING" tuple. Tuple codes affected are I5H
(CISTPL_ VERS_I) and 40h (CISTPL_ VERS_2).

Alternate-string tuples contain two kinds of information:

A code representing the language (an ISO-standard escape sequence), and
· A series of strings.

These strings are to be substituted for the primary strings when operating in a different
language environment. See Table 5-9.

Table 5-9: Alternate Language String Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 ~ 0

0 TPL CODE CISTPL ALTSTR (16H)

1 TPL LINK Link to next tuple (at least p-l).

2..m-1 TPLALTSTR_ESC ISO-standard escape sequence to select the character set for these strings.
Indicates which character set is associated with these strings. The leading
ESCAPE is not recorded.
Terminated by a NUL (COH).

A special escape sequence denotes the PC Extended-ASCII character set; see
appendix

m.. n.l Alternate string 1; translation for first string in most recent non-AL TSTR tuple.
Terminated by COH.

n.. 0-1 Alternate string 2; translation for second string in most recent non-AL TSTR
tuple. Terminated by OOH.

... Etc.

P FFH - marks end of strings.

5.2.6 Tuple Processing Recommendations

This standard requires that system software be carefully coded in order to prevent incompatibilties
from one system to another. The following are some specific recommendations.
The routine that reads a given tuple should be coded to start by examining the tuple code. If the
tuple code is not recognized by the routine (e.g. if the code is vendor specific or represents an
extension under a future standard), then the tuple should be ignored. If the code is not recognized,
it is safe to read the code byte and the link byte. However, other bytes within the tuple may
represent active registers.

I,

5.2.6.1 If the tuple code is known, and if the tuple does not contain active registers (which is
the case for all standard tuples), then the routine should copy bytes into a buffer in
main storage. Bytes should be copied from the code byte up to the last byte before the
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next tuple. If the link field is FFH (meaning end-of-list) then a maximum of 256 bytes
- the code byte, the link byte and 254 byte of potential tuple data - should be copied
from the card to the main store.

When processing a long-link tuple, software should merely record the target address
and address space. The software should not validate the target address, nor should it
immediately begin processing of tuples from the target address. Similarly, when a
no-link tuple is found, that fact should be recorded for later use.
Long-link and no-link tuples should be processed after reaching the end of the tuple
chain. At that time, if a long-link is to be processed, software should validate the target
address (by checking for a link-target tuple) and begin processing the target chain if it
appears to be valid.

A long-link that points to an invalid tuple chain should not usually cause any
diagnostic messages to be displayed to the user. This situation may result from an
uninitialized card, from a card which was initialized for some unanticipated use, or
from corrupted data. Since only the corrupted-data case merits a diagnostic message,
it is better to assume either that the card is uninitialized, or that it is initialized in some
non-conforming way.

.
5.2.6.2

5.2.7 Basic Compatibilty Tuples
5.2.7.1 CISTPL_DEVICE, CISTPL_DEVICE_A: The Device Information Tuples

The device-information tuples contain information about the card's devices. The tuples
contain: device speed, device size, device type, and address-space layout information
for either Attribute-Memory or Common-Memory space. These are determined by the
tuple code. A device-information tuple for Common-Memory space,

(CISTPL_DEVICE, 01H), must be the first tuple in Attribute Memory: The
device-information tuple for Attribute Memory is optional. See Table 5-10..
Table 5.10: Device Information Tuples

Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I
0

0 TPL CODE CISTPL_DEVICE (01H) or CISTPL DEVICE_A (17H)

1 TPL LINK Link to next tuple (at least m.1)

Device Info 1 (2 or more bytes)

Device Info 2 (2 or more bytes)

(etc.)
... Device Info n (2 or more bytes)

m FFH (marks end of device info field)

The tuple code CISTPL_DEVICE indicates that this tuple describes Common-Memory
space. The code CISTPL_DEVICE_A indicates that this tuple describes
Attribute-Memory space.

5.2.7.1.1 The Device Info Field

The device-information tuples are composed of a sequence of device info fields. Each
info field is further composed of two variable-length byte sequences - the device il
and the device size. Each info field defines the characteristics of a group of addresses
in the appropriate memory space.

.
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5.2.7.1.2 Device 10

The device ID indicates the device type and the access time for a block of memory. See
Table 5-11.

Table 5-11: Device 10

Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I
4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 Device Type Code I WPS I Device Speed

1 Extended Device Spee (if Device Speed Code equals 7H, otherwise omitted)

2..m-1 Additional Extended Device Speed (if bit 7 of Extended Device Speed is 1, otherwise omitted)

m..n Extended Device Type (if Device Type Code equals EH, otherwise omitted).

The WPS bit indicates whether the Write Protect Switch is in control of the device(s)
in this address range. When the bit is 0, the Write Protect Switch and WP signal
indicate whether or not the device(s) is(are) writable. When the bit is 1, the device is
always writable unless the device code is DTYPE_ROM, in which case this address
range is never writable. See Section 4.8.9: Write Protect Function.

5.2.7.1.3 Device Speed Field

If the device speed/type byte is OOH, the effect is unspecified. If the device-size
information is valid, the address range shall be treated as a NULL device. If the device
speed/ type byte is FFH, it shall be treated as an end marker.

Bits 0 through 2, and up to one or two additional bytes, represent the speed of the
devices associated with this part of the address space. The speed value indicates the
external card access time to this address range. See Section 4.9 for card-level timing.

The device-speed field contains one of the following values:

Table 5-12: Device Speed Codes
Code Name Meaning

OH DSPEED_NULL Use when device type=null

1H DSPEED_250NS 250 nsec

2H DSPEED_200NS 200 nsec

3H DSPEED _150NS 150 nsec

4H DSPEED _ 1 OONS 100 nsec

5H-6H (Reserved)
7H DSPEED_EXT Use extended speed byte.

The extended speed byte has the following layout:

If the extended speed byte is zero, then the byte should be ignored.
The EXT bit, if set, indicates that. an additional extended-speed byte follows. The
meaning of that byte is not presently defined. However, the string of extended-speed
bytes may be arbitrarily long. It extends through (and includes) the first byte with bit
7 reset.

. !
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. The extended-device speed mantissa and exponeiit specify the speed of the device, as
follows:

Table 5-13: Extended Device Speed Codes

Mantiiia Exponent part

Codi Meaning Code Meaning

OH Reserved OH 1 ns
lH 1.0 lH 10 ns

2H 1.2 2H 100 ns
3H 1.3 3H 11,s
4H 1.5 4H l0I'S
5H 2.0 5H 1001,s
6H 2.5 6H 1 ms

7H 3.0 7H 10 ms
8H 3.5
9H 4.0
AA 4.5
BH 5.0
CH 5.5
DH 6.0
EH 7.0
FH 8.0

5.2.7.1.4 Device Type Field

Bits 4 through 7 of byte 0 of the device-speed/ID sequence indicate the device type.
The following device types are defined:

Table 5.14: Device Type Codes. Code Name Meaning
0 DTYPE_NULL No device. Generally used to designate a hole in the address

space. If used. speed field should be set to OH.

1 DTYPE ROM Masked ROM

2 DTYPE_ OTPROM One-time programmable PROM

3 DTYPE_EPROM UVEPROM
4 DTYPE_EEPROM EEPROM

5 DTYPEfLASH Flash EPROM

6 DTYPE_SRAM Static RAM (JEIDA has Nonvolatile RAM)

7 DTYPE_DRAM Dynamic RAM (JEIDA has Volatile RAM)

.8-CH Reserved
DH DTYPEfUNCSPEC" Function-specific memory address range. Includes

memory-mapped i/O registers, dual-ported memory,
communication buffers, etc., which are not intended to be used
as general-purpose memory.

EH DTYPE_EXTEND Extended type follows.

FH Reserved

"Notes
l. Device Type Cods are used to describe only devices which are fixed in their memory address. not dynamically relocatable devices.

Relocatable devices are describe by the configuration tuples.

2. Accesses to function-specific address ranges. DTYPE_FUNCSPEC, may be configuration-dependent

The extended-device type, if specified, is reserved for future use. Bit 7, if set, indicates
that the next byte is also an extended-type byte. The chain of extended-type bytes can
continue indefinitely. The end is marked by an extended-device-type byte with bit 7
reset.

.
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5.2.7.1.5 The Device Size Byte

Within a device-ID structure, following the device-speed/type information, is a
device- size byte.

,
Table 5-15: Device Size Byte

I 7 I 6 1# oLddre:s uniL 1 4

3 2 o
Size Code

Code Units Max Size

o . 512 bytes 16K
1 2K 64K
2 BK 256K
3 32K 1M

4 12BK 4M
5 512K 16M
6 2M 64M
7 Reserved Reserved

5.2.7.2

Bits 3 through 7 represent the number of address units. A code of zero indicates 1 unit;
a code of 1 indicates 2 units; and so on.
If the device-size byte is FFH, then this entry should be treated as an end marker for the
device-information tuple. The device-type and speed information encoded for this
entry should be ignored.

CISTPL_ VERS_1: The Level 1 Version/ Product Information Tuple

This tuple contains Level-I-version compliance and card-manufacturer information. It
applies to Level-l tuples only. It should appear only once in each partition-descriptor
chain. See Table 5-16.

~

Table 5-16: Level 1 Version / Product Information Tuple

Byte 7 I 8 T 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 1 1 I 0

0 TPL CODE CISTPL_ VERS_1 (15H).

1 TPL LINK Link to next tuple (at least m.i).

2 TPLLVl MAJOR Major version number (04H)

3 TPLLV1_MINOR Minor version number (01 H) for Release 2.0 and 2.01.

4 TPLLVUNFO Product information string: name of the manufacturer. terminated by OO.

Name of product. terminated by OOH.

Additional product information, in text; terminated by OOH. Suggested use: lot
number.
Additional product information. in text; terminated by COH. Suggested use:
programming conditions.

m FFH: marks end of list.

5.2.7.3 CISTPL_JEDEC_C, CISTPL_JEDEC_A: The JEDEC Identifier Tuples

This optional tuple is provided for cards containing programmable devices. It

provides an array of k entries, where k is the number of distinct entries in the device
information tuple (codes 01H or 17H). There is a one-to-one correspondence between
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.

JEDEC identifier entnes in this tuple and device-information entnes in the
device-information tuple. See Table 5-17.

. Table 5-17: The JEDEC Identifier Tuples

Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE Format tuple code (CISTPL_JEDEC C,18H, or CISTBL_JEDEC A,19H).

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (at least m-1).

2.3 JEDEC identifier for first device-info entry.

4.5 JEDEC identifier for second device-info entry (if needed).

6.m JEDEC identifiers for remaining device-info entries (if needed).

The TPL _CODE field indicates to which device-information tuple the JEDEC-identifier
tuple corresponds. If the value is 18H (CISTPL..EDEC_CJ, this tuple corresponds to
the Common-Memory device-information tuple (CISTPL_DEVICEJ. If the value is 19H
(CISTPL..EDEC_AJ, this tuple corresponds to the Attnbute-Memory device-
information tuple (CISTPL_DEVICE_AJ.

JEDEC identifiers consist of two bytes. The first byte is the device-manufacturer ID, as
assigned by JEDEC committee JC-42.4. This byte, if valid, must always have an odd
number of bits set true. The MSB (bit 7) of the byte is used as a parity bit to ensure that
this constraint is met. The values of 0 and FFH are ilegalJEDEC identifiers (due to their
even panty). The value OH indicates "no JEDEC identifier for this device."
The second byte contains manufacturer-specific information representing device type,
programming algonthm, and the like. If the manufacturer ID is DOH, then this byte is
reserved and should be set to zero.

JEDEC identifiers wil only be provided for device-info entries that indicate some kind
of programmable device. For all other entries, the corresponding JEDEC identifier field
shall be absent, i.e. set to DOH.

Examples:

If a card consists of four "Company X" 27C512 devices, whose JEDEC identifier is (hypothetically)
manufacturer: 40H, device ID:15H, then the header block might be laid out as follows:

/reg(OJ:
/reg(2J:
/reg(4J:
/reg(6J:
/reg(8J:

/reg( 10 J:

/reg( 12 J:

/reg( 14 J:

/reg(16J:

(CISTPL_DEVICE,
/"link"/
/..type/speed" /
/"size: units/code" /

/"end of tuple" /
);

3,
DTYPE OTPROM I DSPEED_250NS,

( (loeoe3) I 4)
FFH

(CISTPL_JEDEC_C,
/"link"/
/"manufacturer 10" /
/"mfr's info" /
);

/"18h"/
OFF~, /"(end of 1ist)../

40H,
ISH,

(Note: In the above example, the size byte indicates that 2 x 128K bytes are available, for a total of
256K. Programming software would use the JEDEC information to determine that in fact 4, 64K x
8 devices are present. Since JEIDA V4 /PCMCIA cards are always 16-bits wide, programming
software could therefore deduce the organization of the card.).',-.-./
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The following tuples might be used to describe a card with 256K of OTPROM and 16 Kbytes of
RAM. In this example, RAM occupies locations (0 - 03FFFH1, and ROM occupies locations (20000H
- 5FFFFHl (for ease of decoding).

/reg(O J:
/reg(2):
/reg( 4 J:
/reg(6J:
/reg(BJ:
/reg( 10 J :

/reg( 12 J:

/reg( 14 J:

/reg(16):

/reg(lB):
/reg(20 J:
/reg(22 J :
/reg(24 J:
/reg(26) :
/reg(2BJ:
/reg(30 J :
/reg(32) :

(C1STPL_OEV1CE,
/*link*/
/*type/speed* /
/*size: units/code* /

/*type/speed* /
/*size: units/code* /

/*type/speed* /
/*size: units/code* /

/*end of tup1e* /

)l

7,
DTYPE_SRA I OSPEEO_100NS,

. ( ( 1':':3) I 2)
OTYPE_NULL I OSPEEO_NONE,

( (00H':':3) I 2)
OTYPE_OTPROM I OSPEEO_250NS,

((1':':3) I 4)

FFH

(C1STPL_JEOEC_C,
/*link* /
/ * RA : no code* /
/*no info*/
/*ho1e: no code* /

/*no info*/
/ *manufacturer 10* /
/*mfr's info*/
)l

OFFH, /*(end of 1ist)*/

0,
0,
0,
0,
40H,
15H,

(Note: Place holders were left in the CISTPLJEDEC tuple corresponding to the RAM and hole
entries in the device tuple.

5.2.7.4

!

CISTPL DEVICE OC, CISTPL DEVICE OA: The Other Conditions Device
Information Tupies - -
The Other Conditions device-information tuples contain information about the card's
devices under a non-default set of operating conditions. The tuples are identical in
format to the device-information Common and Attribute Memory tuples except that
an Other-Conditions-information field precedes the first device-info field. There may
be several CISTPL _DEVICE _ OC and CISTPL _DEVICE _ OA tuples in the cis - one to

describe the card under each set of alternative operating conditions.
There must be a one- to-one correspondence between entries in the CISPTL_DEVICE
tuple and each CISTPL_DEVICE_OC tuple, as well as between the entries in the
CISTPL_DEVICE_A tuple and 

each CISTPLE_DEVICE_OA tuple. Null devices are
counted in the matching process. See Table 5-18.

Table 5-18: Other Conditions Device Information Tuple
Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 1 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE CISTPL_DEVICE_OC (1CH) and CISTPL_DEVICE_OA (1DH).

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (at least m-1 ).

Other Conditions Info (1 or more bytes)

Device Info 1 (2 or more bytes)

Device Info 2 (2 or more bytes)

.., (etc.)
Device Info n (2 or more bytes)

m FFH (marks end of device info field).

The Other-Conditions-information field is a sequence of one or more bytes each with
seven bits of conditions and one extension bit. The condition bits indicate the set of
defined conditions which apply to the device information in the tuple. There are
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presently two condition bits defied - the MW AIT bit and the 3VCC bit. All
undefined bits are reserved for future standardization and must be zero. Bit 7 of each
byte is' the extension bit which indicates that another byte of conditions follows the
present byte. See Table 5-16.

Table 5-19: Other Conditions Information Field
Byte 7 I . I II I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 EX I Reserved. must be 0 I 3VCC I MWAIT

l.n Additional Bytes I Each is present only if EX bi is set in previous byte

5.2.7.5

The 3VCC bit, when set to logic 1, indicates the card is a Dual Operatig Voltage card,
and the tuple defies the device characteristics at 3.3 volt operation. When this bit is set
to logic 0, it defines device characteristics at other than 3.3 volts Vcc. The default (5
volt) operating conditions apply unless modified by another (yet to be defied)
condition bit.

The MW AIT bit, when set to logic 1, indicates the device information applies to the
minimum cycle with WAIT states. When logic 0, the MW AIT bit indicates device
information applies when the wait signal is ignored by the host.
When both the 3VCC bit and MW AIT bit are logic 1, the tuple defines the minimum
memory access when using WAIT at 3.3 volts V cc.

lf al the condition bits are zero, the tuple is invald, as these cases would duplicate the
CISTPL_DEVICE and CISTPL_DEVICE_A tuples.

Manufacturer Identification Tuple
The manufacturer identifcation tuple contains information about the manuflUturer Of!l PC
Card. Two types of information are provided: the PC Card's manufacturer and a manuflUturer
card numbei'. Only one manufacturei" idtification tuple may be present in the card
information structure.

.
BY'elSlt 7 I , I 5 I .. I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE CISTPL_MANFID (2OH)

1 TPL_LlNK Unk to next tuple (at least 4)

2..3 TPLMID_MANF PCMCIA PC Card manu1etrll coe

4..5 TPLMID_CARD Manufacturer information (Par Numbr andor Revision)

Thè TPLMID_MANF field identifies the PC Card's manufacturei'. Th code is assigned by
PCMCIA. The first 256 identifiers (DDDDH through DDFFH) ai'e i"eseroed for manufacturei"s
who have JEDEC IDs assigned by JEDEC Publication 106. Manufacturei's with JEDEC IDs
may use their eight-bit JEDEC manufacturer code as the least significant eight bits of their
PCMCIA PC Card manufactui'er code. In this case, the most signifcant eight bits must be zero
(0). For example, if a JED.EC manuflUturer code is D89H, their PCMCIA PC Card
manufacturer code is DD89H.

The TPLMID _CARD field is rese1"ed for use by the PC Card's manufacturer. It is anticipated
that the field wil be used to store card identifiei' and revision information.
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5.2.7.6 Function Identification Tuple
Th function identifation tuple contains information about the functionality provided by a PC

Card. Information is also provided to enable system utilties to decide if the PC Card should be
automatically configured during system initialization. If the PC Card provides more than one
function, more than one function identification tuple is present. If additional function-specif
information is available, one or more function extension tuples wil follow this tuple.

BytelSIf 7 I , I 6 I .. I 3 I 2 I 1 I ø

0 TPL CODE CISTPL FUNCID (21H)

1 . TPL_LlNK Unk to next tuple (at least 2)

2 TPLFID FUNCTION PC Card functon coe (see Table 5-19a)

3 TPLFID SYSINIT Sytem initialization bit mas (SBf Table 5-19b)

I
I.

Th TPLFID_FUCTION field identifs the function provided by the PC Card. If the PC
Card provides multiple functions, multiple function identifcation tuples wil be present. Th
first function identifcation tuple identifies the PC Card as a multi-function card and additional
function identifcation tuples are present for each function provided.

As noted above, additional information about a specifc function may be available in function
extension tuples. These extension tuples follow their related function identification tuple. On
mult-function cards, the first function identifiction tuple indicates the PC Card has multiple
functions with a PC Card function code of ze1' (0). The next function identification tuple
identifies the first function p1'vided by the card. If additional information about that function
is available, one or more function extension tuples specific to the function follow. For each
additional function present on the card, an additional function identification tuple is present,
optionally followed by its function extension tuples.

The defined function codes are listed in Table 5-19a: PC Card Functions.

~

111 :

~,
t;!

Table 5-19a: PC Card Functions

Cod N.", Meaning

0 Muft-Function PC Card has muftple function, see following functio identifcation
tuples for individual functions

1 Memory Memry Card (RAM, ROM. EPROM, nash, etcetera)

2 Serial Port Serial I/O port, includes modem cards

3 Parallel Port Parallel printer port, may be bi-directional

4 Fixed Disk Fixed drie, may be silicon may be removable

5 Video Adapter Video interface, extension tuples identif type and resolutions

6 NetwrkLAN Adapter Locl Area Netwrk adapter

7 AIMS Auto Incrementing Mass Storage card

8..FFh Reserved Unused in this release. Reserv by PCMCIA for future use.
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system resources to be installed during system initialization. Th bit definitions are described
in Table 5-19b: System Initialization Byte.

Table 5-19b: System Initialization Byte
7 I . I 6 I .. I 3 I 2 1 ø I

Resered fo fure us, must be set to zero (0) ROM POST I

. 5.2.7.7

The POST bit indictes that the Power-On Self Test routines should attempt to configure the
PC Card during system initialization. Th POST routines in the system initialization code
may attempt to resolve resource conflicts. How this is handled is implementation-specifc
within the host system.
The ROM bit indicates the PC Card contains a system expansion ROM which should also be
installed during system initialization. Information descibing the ROM to be installed is in the
TPCE_FS Feature Selection Byte (see section 5.2.8.3.4.) and related Memor Space
Descrption Strcture (see section 5.2.3.8.9.).
Function identifcation tuples indicating a multi-function card (a function code of zeo) require
special handling for the System Initialization Byte. In this case, the System Initialization Byte
is the logical OR of the System Initialization Bytes for all the specific function identifcation
tuples that follow the initial function identification tuple indicating the PC Card contains
multple functions. This allows system initialization code in the host computer to quickly
determine whethe any further processing of the Card Information Structure is required to
configure a PC Card or install an expansion ROM.
Only the specific function requiring POST or BOOT procssing should have the appropriate
bits set in the System Initialization Byte. (With the exception of the multi-function function
identification tuple, as noted above).

Function Exension Tuple
The function extension tuple contains information about a specifc PC Card function. Th
information provided is determined by the function identifcation tuple that is being extended.
Each function has a defined set of extension tuples. Th are descibed in subsections followingthis one. .

Byte/B1t 7 I . I II I .. I 3 I 2 I 1 I ø

0 TPL_CODE CISTPLJUNCE (22H)

1 TPL LINK Unk to next tuple (see followng sections)

2 TPLFE_TYPE Typ of extended data (see follong secons)

3..n TPLFE_DATA Function information (see following secions)

.

The TPLFE _TYE field identifies the type of extended information provided about a function
by this tuple. This information varies depending on the function being extended.
The TPLFE_DATA field is the specific information being provided by the extended function.
The content of this field va1'es depending on- the function being extended and the TPLFE _7YE
field.
Each of the function classes identified in Table 5-19a: PC Card Functions may be extended.
Function extension tuples are optional. If present, the relate to the function identification
tuple preceding them in the Card Information Structure.
Actual card identification extensions are to be determined by working groups concerned with

. specific PC Card function classes. The following subsections describe specific extension tuples.
Multi-function function identification tuples are not extendable. The subsections are numbered
cOITesponding to the function code being extended. If a particular function may be extended
with multple types of extended data, a further division is p7"vided for each type of extension
data within the subsection.
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5.2.7.7.1 Modem Function Exension Tuples

Th tuples defined in this document contain information which describe the opeational features
of a modem. Modems are identifed using a PCMCIA Card Function Id of a Serial Port and
defined further using CIS TPLJUNCID Extension Tuples to descibe specific capabilities. The
structure of the tuples are determined by a code appearing in the TPLFE_TYPE field (See
section 5.2.7.7). CISTPLJUNCID Extension Tuples are intended for informational use and
not configuration control. Only those features commonly available and of particular interest to
application software are included.

Th TPLFE_TYPEfild presented below, distinguishes each successive CISTPL_FUNCE seial
port/modem extension tuple. Since all CIS 

TPLJUNCE extension tuples contain the same
code (22H), both the position and the value of the TPLFE ..TYPE field must be used to identify
the functionality described by a particular extension tuple. Consequently, the serial
port/modem extension tuples defined in this document must always appar immediately after
the CISTPLJUNCE tuple defined for serial port deices.
The codes defined for the TPLFE_TYPE field are presented below. Please note that separate
cods are provided to descibe the modem and seial pot interfacs for individual modem

services. Separate codes are also provided to descibe the modem and seial port interfaces
common to all modem services.

Table 5-19c: TPLFE_ TYPE: Extension Tuple Type Codes

PC Card Subfunctlon Id: Identifies a category of servces provided by the moem.

Code Description
0 Identifes the extension tuple as a description of a serial por interlace.

Identifes the extension tuple as a description of the cabilities of /he moem interfe, common to atl
1 modem serces.

2 Identifes the extension tuple as a description of da'" modem servces.

3 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of flcslmlle modem servces.
4 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of voice encing servce.

5 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of the caabilities of the data modem interlace.

6 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of the caabilities of the flcs/mlle modem interlace.
7 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of the caabilities of the voIce modem interlace.
S Identifies the extension tuple as a description of a serial port interlace for data modem serices.

9 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of a serial port interlace for 'acs/mlle modem services.
10 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of a serial port interlace for voice modem services.

11-15 Reserved for future standardization, set to zero.

PC Care Subfunctlon Descriptor: Identifies a subctegory of services provided by the modem.
Coe Description

1-15 Identifies the extension tuple as a description of the EIA/IA Servic Class speifed in the numeric value
of the coe. 
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5.2.7.7.1.1 Serial Port Interface Function Exension
This tuple indicates the type and capabilities of the seial port inteifac used in communicating
with the modem. A specifc code in the TPLFE _1YPE fild is defined to descibe the seial pot
interface to all modem serices. Additional cods are also defined to descibe the seial pot
interface for each available modem seice (data, facimile, and/or voice). Pleas refer to the

Table 5-19.c for a list of all TPLFE_1YPE fild cods.
Th UART is identifed with a generic reference to the de-facto standard it conforms to ( i.e.
16450, 16550) not, however, a specific product identiftion. Th UART capabilities fild is
provided to descibe the asynchronous data formats suppoted in UART implementations
which vary from the standard. Whn describing a de-facto standard UART the contents of this
field may be set to zero.
The structure of the tuple and the codes cU1'.ently defined for each field are presented below.

Table 5-19d: Serial Port Interface Function Extension Tuple

Byte/Bit 7 I , I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
0 TPL_CODE CISTPLJUNCE (221)
1 TPL_UNK Unk to next hJple (04 minimum)

2 TPLFE_TYPE Type of extend data (OlO.8,9.A)H. se Table 5-19. c)

3 TPLFE_UA Identiftion of the tye of UART in use.

4-5 TPLFE_UC Identifcation of the UART caabilities.

Table 5-1ge: TPLFE_UA: UART Identification Field

7 8 I 5 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
Reserved for future standardization, set to interfac
zero.

Intei1ece: The type of the UAAT is describe using th coes defined below.

Coe Description
0 Indicates tht an 8250 UART is present
1 Indicates that a 16450 UART is present.

2 Indicates that a 16550 UART is present.

3-31 Reserved for future standardization, set to zero.

Table 5-19f: TPLFE_UC: UART Capabilties Field

7 I 8 I 5 I 4 3 2 1 0
Reserved for fure standardization, set to zero. even perlty odd perlty mark parity epeC4 perlty
reserved (set 12 etop blta 11.5 etop bite 

11 etop bit
8 bit cher 7 bit char 8 bit char 5 bit char

to zero) .

epece perlty: Th protocl whre th parity bit is always reset.
Code Description

0 Indicates that space parity is not supported.

1 Indicates that space parit is supported.

merk perlty: The protocl where it parity bit is always set.
Coe Description

0 Indicates that mark parity is not supported.
1 Indicates that mark parity is supported.
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odd parit: The protocl where th pari bit is generated to create an odd numbe of set bits.
Coe Description

0 Indicates that odd pari is not supported.

1 Indicates that odd pari is supported.

r\,)

even parit: Th protocl whre th pari bit is generated to create an even number of set bits.
Co Description

0 I ndicates that even pari is no supported.
1 Indicates tht even pari is supported.

5 bit char: The encing of data whre each serial data unit contains 5 data bi.
Coe Description

0 Indicates that the 5 bit data format is not supported.

1 Indicates that the 5 bit data format is suppoed.

8 bit char: The encoing of data where each serial data unit contains 6 data bi.
Code Description

0 Indicates that the 6 bit data format is not supported.

1 Indicates that the 6 bit data format is supported.

7 bit char: The encoing of data where each serial data unit contains 7 data bit.
.

Code Description

0 Indicates that the 7 bit data format is no supported.

1 Indicates that the 7 bit data format is supported.

8 bit char: The encoing of data where each serial data unit contains 8 data bit.
Coe Description

0 Indicates that the 8 bit data format is not supported.

1 Indicates that the 8 bit data format is supported.

\:

i!

1 atop bit: The number of stop bits enced in each serial data unit.
Code Description

0 Indicates that the use of 1 stop bit is not supported.

1 Indicates that the use of 1 stop bit is supJ)rted.

1.5 atop bit: The number of stop bits encoed in each serial data unit.
Code Description

0 Indicates that the use of 1.5 stop bit is not supported.
1 Indicates that the use of 1.5 stop bits is supported.

2 atop bit: The number of stop bits encded in each serial data unit.
Code Description

0 Indicates that the use of 2 stop bits is not supported.

1 Indicates that the use of 2 stop bits is supported.

5.2.7.7.1.2 Modem Interface Function Extension
This structure describes the characteristics of the modem inteiface when considered separately
from the UART. This includes an indication of the types oj flow control supported, the size oj
the command buffer, DCE to DTE buffer, and the DTE to DCE buffer.

A specific code in the TPLFE_1YPE field is defined to describe the modem inteiface to all
modem services. Additional codes are also defined to describe the modem inteiface for each
available modem sei'vice (dita, facsimile, and/or voice). Please refei' to the Table 5-19.c for a list .

of all TPLFE_1YPEfield codes. ,.
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Table 5-199: Modem Interface Function Extension Tuple

Byte/Bit 7 I . I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
0 TPL_CODE CISTPL_FUNCE (22h)

1 TPL_L1NK Unk to next tuple (09h minimum)

2 TPLFE_TYPE Typ of extended data (0(1,5,6,7)), see Table 5.19.c)
3 TPLFE_FC Supported fl control meths.
4 TPLFE_CB Size In bytes of th DCE command buffr.

5-7 TPLFE_EB Size in bytes of th DCE to DTE bufr.
8-10 TPLFE_TB Size in bytes of th DTE to DCE bufr.

Table 5-19h: TPLFE_FC: Flow Control Methods

7 I . I 5 4 3 2 1 0
Reserved fo future standardization, set to tren.parwnt rxh/llow be h/ flow rxxonof bexonon
zero. ctrl ctrl

be xonlxon: DTE to DCE transmit flw contol using DC1/DC3 for XON/xOFF

Code Description
0 Indicates that XON/XOFF DTE to DeE trnsmit flow control is not supported.

1 Indicates that XON/XOFF DTE to DeE transmit flow control is supported.

rx xonon: DeE to DTE recive flow control using DC1/DC3 for XON/XOFF

Code Descrptin
0 Indicates that XON/XOFF DCE to DTE receive flw control is not supported.

1 Indicates that XON/XOFF DCE to DTE recive flow control is suppoed.

be h/W flow ctrl: DTE to DCE transmit flow control (CTS)
Code Description

0 Indictes that hardware baed DTE to DCE transmit flow corol is not supported.

1 Indicates tht hardware based DTE to DCE transmit flow control is supported.

rx h/W flow ctrl: DCE to DTE recive flow control (RTS)

Code Description
0 Indicates tht hardware based DCE to DTE recve flow control is not supported.

1 Indictes that hardware baed DCE to DTE recive flow contol is supported.

tran.parent: DCE to DCE flow control

Coe Description
0 Indicates that transparent flow control is not supported.

1 Indicates that transparent flow control is supported.

Table 5-19;: TPLFE_CB: DCE Command Buffer

I 1 I ø I.Ize of DCE command buffer

3 25 4 o

.Ize of DCE command buffer: The size of the command line buler in bytes (v) where the field value is computed by
v/4 - 1.

Code Description
v/4 - 1 Indicates the number of bytes within the command line buffer. To compute th actual size of the command

buffer, th value of this field (represented in the formula as n) is increased by " then multplied by 4
((n+1)*4). A command buler of 256 bytes is represented by a field value of3l (63).
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Table 5-19/: TPLFE_EB: Modem DCE to DTE Buffer Field

7 I e T 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

alze of DCE-DTE bufer -- LSB of LSW

alze of DCE.DTE buffer _. MSB of LSW

alze of DCE-DTE buffer _. LSB of MSW

alZi of DCE to DTE buffer: Th largest posible size In bytes of th moem's DCE to DTE bufr used in buring
recived data, not Including the UART FIFO bur. Th acual number of bytes in the bufer
appears in this field to allow a more precise definitn of it size.

Coe Description
0 Indicates that no DCE to DTE bufer is present.

1-16777215 Indicates that a DCE to DTE buffer is available and it size In bytes.

Table 5-19k: TPLFE_ TB: Modem DTE to DCE Buffer Field

7 I e I 5 I 4 T 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

alze of DTE.DCE buffer .- LSB of LSW

alze of DTE-DCE bufer -- MSB of LSW

alze of DTE.DCE buffer -- LSB of MSW

alze of DTE to DeE buffer: The largest posible size in bytes of th modem's DTE to DCE bufer used in buffering trans-
milled data. not including th UART FIFO bufer. The actual number of bytes in the buffr
appears in this field to allow a more precise definition of its size.

Coe Description
0 Indicates tht no DTE to DCE bufer is present.

1-16777215 Indicates that a DTE to DCE bufer is available and its size in bytes.

5.2.7.7.1.3 Data Modem Function Extension
This structure describes the capabilties of the data modem. This includes the level of error
con"ection and data compression supported, the highest possible data rate supp01.ted in the DTE
to UART inteiface of the data modem, the command set in use for DYE to DCE control and
configui'ation (eg. AT command set), the CCI1T standard and non CCI1T standard
modulations supported, the standardized data enciyption methods supported, and the ccnT
defined country code of the target market Th escape codes supported for the return to command
mode ai'e also described. Features which cannot be included in the categories reserved for the
capabilities mentioned above are included in the "Miscellaneous End User Feature Selection"
field.
The CCITT country code field defines the countries targeted for distribution of the data modem.
This field has been specified to support a maximum value of 254 (255 or FFh is reserved as a
country code list terminator, see below) in accordance with the Ccirr standard T.35 which has
assigned each membei' countiy or area a unique 8 bit value. Please refer to T.35 Annex A for a
list of countiy or aI'ea codes cun'ently assigned.
To specif support of multple countri~s, the countiy code field TPLFE _ CD was positioned as

the last field in the Data Modem Function Extension Tuple. Additional countiy codes may be
specified by increasing the value of the TPL_LINK field by one for each additional countiy
specified. A value of FFh is used to indicate the end of the country code list if it does not extend
to the end of the tuple. Any additional fields which follow this value must be rep,'esented by an
appropriate increase in the value of the TPL_LINK field and are considered a description of
manufacturei' specific capabilities.
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Table 5-191: Data Modem Function Exension Tuple

Byte/Bit 7 I . I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
0 TPL_CODE CISTPL_FUNCE (22h)

1 TPL_L1NK Unk. to next tuple (OCh minimum)

2 TPLFE_TYPE Typ of extended data (02h, see Table 5-19.c)
3-4 TPLFE UD Th highet possible bit rate in the DTE to UART interfce.

5.6 TPLFE_MS Modulation standards supprted

TPLFE_EM Error oorecoivdetecn protocls and no CCITT modulation scheme

7 supported
8 TPLFE_DC Data compresion protols support

9 TPLFE_CM Comman protols support
10 TPLFE_EX Indication of th esca mechanisms supported

11 TPLFE_DY Standardized data encrtion

12 TPLFE_EF Miscellane end user feature selectn
13..n TPLFE_CD The CCITT defined count coe (CCITT T.35fT.35 Annex A)

Table 5-19m: TPLFE_UD: UART Interface Field

7 I . I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
Reserved for future standardization, set to zero. I DTE to UART mlllmum dBtB rate - MSB
DTE to UART maximum det rate - LSB

DTE to UART maximum det rate: Th highest bit rate supported for communications with th DTE (v) in increments of
75bps, where the field value is computed by v/75.

Code Descnption
v/75 Indicates lhe highest DTE to UART bit rate supported. To compute the actual bit rate, th value oftlis field

(represented In th fonnula as n) is multplied by 75 (n. 75). A bit rate of 115,20 would be represented
by a field value of 600h (1536).

Table 5-19n: TPLFE_MS: Modulation Standards Field7

7 I . 5 4 3 2 1 0
V.26bll I V.26 V.22bll Bell 212A V.22A&B V.23 V.21 Bell 103

Reserved for fure

standardization, set to zero. VFAST V.32ble V.32 V.2e V.27bl. VFAST

Bell 103: 3O-bps duplex modem standardized for use in lhe GSTN.

V.21: 3O-bps duplex moem standardized for use in lhe GSTN.

V.23: 6O/12O.baud moem standardized fo use in th GSTN.

V.22A&B: 1200-bps duplex modem standardized for use in th GSTN and for telephone-type leased circuits.
Bell 212A: 2400-bps duplex moem standardized for use in th GSTN.

V.22bl.: 2400-bps duplex modem using lhe frequency-division technique standardized for use on lhe GSTN and on
point-to.point lwwire leased telephone.type circuit.

V.26: 2400-bps modem standardized for use on 4-wire leased telephone-type circuits.

V.26bl.: 240-bps duplex moem standardized for use in lhe GSTN, speifing tw alternate encoing schemes (
AorB).

V.27bll: 4800/2400-bps modem wilh automatic equalizer standardized for use on leased telephone-type circuit.

V.2e: 9600/7200/4800-bps modem standardized for use on point-to-point 4-wire leased telephone-type circuit

V.32: A family ofiwo-wire, duplex modems operating at data rates of up to 9600-bps for use on the GSTN or on
lease telephone.type circuits.

.V.32ble: A family of tw-wire, duplex modems operating at data rates of up 14.4-Kbps for use on th GSTN or on
lease telephone-type circuit.

VFAST: A proposed standard supportng data rates as high as 2B,BOO.bps.

Code Description
0 Indicates that the specified standard Is not supported.

1 Indicates lhat support of lhe specified standard is provided.
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TableS-19t: TPLFE_EF: Miscellaneous End User Feature Selection

C.II.r Id: A protocl which define the encoing 01 specific information to allow the answering statin to identify th calling
station.

Coe Descption
0 Indicates that caller id decing serice are not provided.

1 Indicates that caller id decing service are provided.

Table 5-19u: TPLFE_CD eelTT Country Code

I 7 Icountry cod.

4 3 2 o58

country cod.: CCITT numeric coe assigned to the countr targeted for distrbuton 01 this moem (Annex A,
Recmmendation T.35).

Code Description
0-254 The assigned CCITT countr coe.

Indicates th end 01 the variable lengt contry code list if it does not extend to the end 01 th tuple. The
255 fields which lollow this field when a value 01255 is present represent manufactrer specc capabilti.

5.2.7.7.1.4 Document Facsimile Function Extension
The Document Facsimile Function Extension Tuple desaibes the capabilities of the facsimile
modem. This includes the highest possible data rate in the DTE to UART inteiface of the
facsimile modem, the CCI1T modulation standards supported, the CCI1T defined country code
of the target market, the standardized data encryption methods supported, and the various
document facsimile features supported.

A separate tuple shall be used to desaibe the capabilities of each supported Service Class. Thus
a facsimile modem supporting the EINTIA-578 Serice Class 1 standard and the draft standard
Service Class 2 must include two separate extension tuples. The PC Card Subfunction
Desaiptor represented in the least significant nibble of the TPLFE _1YPE field would vary with
each tuple.
The document facsimile services of EI1'or COl1'ection Mode, Voice Request, Pollng, File
Transfer, Password, Selective Polling, Character Mode, and Copy Quality were not included in
this tuple. Many have not yet achieved wide spread use and are stil in the midst of the CCI1T
approval procss. Othe1's require control and configuration through the use of manufacturer
specific AT commands and are consequently not within the scope of this document.
The CCirr country code field defines the country targeted for distribution of the facsimile
modem. This field has been specified to support a maximum value of254 (255 01' FFh is reserved
as a countiy code list terminator, see below) in accoi'dance with the Ccirr standard T.35which
has assigned each membe1' country 01' area a unique 8 bit value. Please refer to T.35 Annex A
for a list of countiy 01' area codes cUI1'ently assigned.

To specify support of multiple countries, the country code field TPLFE_CF is positioned as the
last field in the Document Facsimile Function Extension Tuple. Additional country codes may
be specified by increasing the value of the TPL_LINK field by one for each additional counhy
specified. A value of FFh indicates the end of the country code list if it does not extend to the
end of the tuple. Any additional fields which follow this value must be represented by an
appropriate increase in the value of the TPL_LINK field and are considered a description of
manufacture1' specific capabiliies. .
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Table 5-19z: TPLFE_FY Standardized Data Encryption u'

Table 5-19aa: TPLFE_FS Document Facsimile Feature Selection

i

I
i

7 e !l 4 3 2 1 0

paee-word IIle trenef.. poling yolee ..rorcorni T.e T.4 T.3
requeet mo

ReseNed for fuure standardization, set to zero.

T.3: Standardization of group 2 facsimile apparatus for document transmission.
Code Descriptin

0 Indicates tht T.3 is not supported in th speified 5eNic Class.

1 Indicates tht T.3 is suppoed in the speifi Seric Clas.

T.4: Facsimile coing schemes and coing control functions for group 3 facsimile apparatus.

Coe Descnption
0 Indicates that T.4 is not supported in the specifed SeNice Class.

1 Indicates that T.4 is supported in the speifed SeNice Class.

T.e: Facsimile coing schemes and coding control functions for group 4 facsimile apparatus.

Code Description
0 Indicates that T.6 is not supported in th speified SeNice Class.

1 Indicates that T.6 is supported in the specifed SeNice Class,

\j)!error eretn. mode: A mode of operation allowing error correcion of docment facsimile page data.

Code Description
0 Indicates that ECM is not supported in the specified SeNice Class.

1 Indicates that ECM is supported in the specified SeNice Class,

yolee reque.t: Interruption of the transmission of a facsimile image to allow voice contact with the remote station.

Code Descnption
0 Indicates that voice request is not supported in the specified SeNice Class.

1 Indicates that voice request is supported in the specified SeNice Class.

pollng: A request to receive or send a facsimile regardless of which station is considered the originator.

Code Description
0 Indicates that pollng is not supported in the specifed SeNice Class.

1 Indicates that pollng is supported if! the specified SeNice Class.

file tran.fer: ccin defined procdure for transferring files between PC based facsimile DCE 'so

Code Descnption
0 Indicates that file transfer is not supported in the specified 5eNice Class.

1 Indicates that file transfer is supported in the specified SeNice Class,

pa..word: A mode of operation allowing secured facsimile transmissions.
Code Description

0 Indicates that password is not supported in the speified SeNice Class.

1 Indicates that password is supported in th specified SeNice Class.

.~..)N..Ò \'..'WI
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Table 5-19ab: TPLFE_CF CCITT Country Code

I 7 Icountiy code
o3 245.

countiy cod: ccin numeric CQe asigne to the countr targeted for distribution of this mom (Annex A,
Recommendation T.35).

Co Description
0-254 The asigned ccin countr coe.

Indictes th end of the variable lengt country coe list if it doe not extend to the end of th tuple. The
255 fields which follow this field whn th value of 255 Is present represent manufctrer speific capabilties.

5.2.7.7.1.5 Voice Function Extension
This structure descibes the capabiliies of a modem equipped to process digitally encoded voice
data. The highest possible data rate in the DTE to UART interface of the voice modem is
descibed. The PC Card Subfunction Desciptor specifies the number of the Service Clas used
to activate the voice command mode. .

The sample rate, size, and compression methods supported are rep'esented in a series of three
separate tuples. Each tuple is repeated for the supported sample rates, sizes, and compression
methods. These fields serve only to desc1'bed the range of supported options not, howev, the
various combinations of each. As extended voice AT commands are defined Ù'!I the EINTIA and
the operation of a voice equipped modem is standardized this tuple wil be appropriately
updated.

Table 5-19ac: Voice Function Extension Tuple

Byte/Bit 7 I . 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL CODE CISTPL FUNCE (22h)
1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (06h minimum)

2 TPLFE_TYPE Type of extended data (84h assuming Servce Class 8, see Table 5-19.c)

TPLFE_UV Th highest possible data rate in the DTE to UART interfce.
3-4
5.. TPLFE_SR A variable length list of the sample rates suppoed.

.. TPLFE_SS A variable length list of the sample sizes supported.

..n TPLFE_SC A variable length list of th EIA/IA Compression Metho Identifiers. It I. not yet
certain If the EIAIIA will maintain the a..lgnment of the.e numec Id'..
Consequently, until the outcome I. determined, If manufacturer speific
data Is present et the end of the tuple, this field shall remain set to zero.

Table 5-19ad: TPLFE_TYPE Type ofCISTPL_FUNCE Exended Data

I
I

I
I

I

PC Card Subfunctlon Id:

Code Description
Indicates the presence of PCM voice encing capabilities. See Table 5.19.c for a list of all Subfuncln

4 Coes defined.

PC Card Subfunctlon Descriptor:
Code Description

Indicates that voice encoding service are provided using a protocol other than that defined in th
0 applicable Service Class.

The numeric value of the Service Class reserved for the definition of the extended voice AT commands
4-15 (currently beIng standardized). The actual value used by th manufacturer shall be indicated in this field.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 -19.n
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7 I e I
5 I 4 I

3 2 I
1 I

0

Reserved for fure standardization, set to zero.
OTE to UART maimum datil rate -
MSB

OTE to UART maximum data rate - LSB

0\".Table 5-19ae: TPLFE_UV: UART Interface FIeld

OTE to UART mllmum dat rate: The highest bit rate supported for communications with the DTE (v) in increments of
75bps. where the field value Is computed by v(75.

Coe Description
Indicates th highest DTE to UART bit rate supported. To copute th actual bit rate th value of this fid
(represented in th formula as n) is multplied by 75 (n. 75). A bit rate of 115,200 would be represented

v(75 by a field value of 600h (1536).

Table 5-19af: TPLFE_SR: Sample Rate Field

7 e I
5 I

4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

Resvd., set Semple Rate In KHz
to zero
Resvd., set Siimpie Rate In KHz/100
to zero

Siimpie Rate In KHz: The voice sampling rate supported in incements of a 100Hz. A value of 11.025 KHz would be
represented in this field as OBh.

Code Description
Indicates th end of the variable length list of supported sample rates. The next byte represents the

0 beginning of the variable lengt list of supported sample sizes.
Indicates th sample rate supported as a multiple 100 Hz. A value of 11.025 KHz is be represented in

1.99 this field as OBh.

Sample Rate In KHzl100: The voice sampling rate supported in units of 1/100 KHz. The fractional component of 11.025
KHz is represented in this field as 02h. The final sample rate is derived by adding th fractonal
component in this field to the whole number value in the field Sample Rate in KHz. A value of
11.025 KHz would be derived by adding OBh KHz or 11 KHz to 02h/100 KHz or .02 KHz for a
value of 11.02 KHz in four signifcant digits.

Code Description
Indicates the fractional coponent of 

th supported sample rate in units of 1/100 KHz. A 
value of 11.025

0-99 KHz would be represented in this byte as 02h.

~~~)

Table 5-19ag: TPLFE_SS: Sample Size Field

I
I
I

7 1 8 I 5 T 4 T 3 I 2 T 1 I 0

Reserved, set to zero I Sample Size In Blta

Reserved, set to zero 1 Sample Size 
In Blta/10

Sample Size In Blta: Th sample size supported in bit.
Code Description

Indicates the end of the variable lengh list of supported sample sizes. Th next byte represents the
0 beginning of the variable lengt list of supported data compression methods.

1-15 Indicates the supported sample size in unit of 1 bit. A value of 2.66 bits is represented in this field as 02h.

Sample Size In Blta/10: The sample size supported in units of 1/10 bits.

Code Description

0-9 Indicates the fractional component of the supported sample size in units of 1/10 bits. A value of 2.66 bits
is represented in this field as 06h. The final sample size is derived by adding the fractonal component in
this field to the whle number value in th field Sample Size in Bits. A value of 2.66 bits would be derived
by adding 02h or 2 bits to 06h or .6 bit for a value of 2.6 bits in 2 significant digits.

''1..'1'.Vi

I
I

I
i

I
I

I
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Table 5-19ah: TPLFE_SC: Voice Compression Methods

Voice Compr...lon M.thocld: Asuming the EIAfIA presides over the asignment of id's to th many compression
methods currenty available, this field represents the EIAfIA assigned Copresion
Meth Identifer.

Coe Description
Indicate th en of th variable lengh list of supported Compression Method Identifiers. The next byte

represent th beginning of fields contining manufacrer speifc data. This byt ne not be present if 
0 the list extens to th end of the tuple.

Indicates the EIAfIA assigne Compressio Meth Identir asiated wi th supported compression
1.255 method.

5.2.7.7.2 Disk Device Function Exension Tuples

See the PC Card ATA Specifcation for Disk Device Function Extension Tuples. Additional
function extension tuples may be added in the future for PC Card AT A and other disk
inteifaces.

Device Geometry Tuple
The device geometry info tuple CISTPL_DEVICEGEO is required for certain mem01Y
technologies (e.g. Flash MemOlY, EEPROM) or card-integrated memory subsystems. While
conceptually similar to a DOS disk geomehy tuple (CISTPL_GEOMETRY), it is not a
format-dependent property; this deals with the fixed architectui"e of the mem01Y device(s) or
subsystem(s). Rather than being specifc to a partition within a larger device type, this applies
to the entire address mnge of that device type. AccOl.dingly, each device entry in

CISTPL_DEVICE or CIS TPL_DE VICE_A, including null device space, must have a
cOlTesponding device geomehy tuple (CISTPL_GEODEVICE) enhy when this tuple is
employed:

5.2.7.8

Byte 7 I , I s I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
0 TPL_ CODE Tuple coes for Ihe devic gemelry tuples.

(CI5TPL_DEVICEGEO, 1Eh, CI5TPL_DEVICEGEO_A, 1Fh)
1 TPL LINK Unk 10 next tuple (at least 6*).

2..7 Device Geometry info for Device 1.
S..13 Devic Geometry info for Device 2.

.. (etc.)
Device Geomeiry info for Device k.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 - 19.p
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5.2.7.8.1 Device Geometry Info FIeld
Device geometry info fild have a 1:1 correspondence with their associated device info tuple
fields. The codes for device geometry info are as follows:

4

, i

I

:1

:i
:1.

, ,i

;1
¡'I

:1
"
if

i l\

I

Byte 7 I . 6 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I ø
1 DGTPL_BUS Value = n. where system bus widt = 2(n-1) bytes. N = 2 for standrd PCMCIA

Release 1.012.0 Cards. The value n = 0 is not allowe.
2 DGTPL_EBS Value = n, where memoiy aray/subsystem's physica memoiy segments have a

minimum erase blo size of 2(n-1) address increments of DGTPL_BUS-wi
accses. The value n = 00 is not allowed.

3 DGTPL_RBS Value = n. where memoiy array/subsystem's physica memoiy segments have a
minimum read bloc size of 2(n-1) addres increments of DGTPL_BUS-wide
aces. Th value n = 00 is not allowe.

4 DGTPL_WBS Value = n, where memoiy array/subsystem's physical memoiy segments have a
minimum write blk size of 2(n-1) address incements of DGTPL_BUS-wide
aces. The value n = 00 is not allowe.

5 DGTPL_PART Value = p, where memoiy array/subsyste's physical memoiy segments can
have partns subdiviing the arrays in minimum granulari of 2(p-1) numbe of

eras blocs. P = 1 where 8rray partitioning at erase bl boundariøs is
allowed. The value p = 00 is not allowe.

6 DGTPL_HWIL Value = q. where cad architectures employ a multiple of 2(q-1) times interleaving
of th entire memoiy arrays or subsystems with the above characteristics.
Non-interleave cards have values of q = 1. The value q = 00 is not allowed.

,,'

"
it
1.J;
¡ ~

I!
if
Ii

i If

i í:
'I!

¡¡
..

If the Device Geomehy table is used, the entire six byte enhy must be filled out for each entry
in CISTPL_DEVICE or CISTPL_DEVICE_A, even 

for deices without any special 
geometries

(e.g. ROM, RAM), so that a 1:1 c017"spondence between Device and Device Geometiy tables of
both COMMON and A ITRIBUTE regions exists. The table length is 6Jlk + 2 bytes, where k
= the number of devices described. Bit 7 of the last (sixth) byte of each detailed device geometry
info flags extended device geomehy info (format to be determined) for that particular device.
The DGTPL_BUS tuple has a value of n = 2 for 16-bi bus width of PCMCIA Release 1.0 and
2.0 cai'ds i"egardless of word- or byte-wide ope'ation (byte-wide ope1'tion is logically low- and
high-byte sequencing of a fundamental 16-bit-wide card-intemal bus). The purpose of this
enhy is to accommodate possible wider-width PCMCIA cai'ds of the future and/or to allow file
systems to use this tuple structui"e in non-PCMC1A envimnments (e.g. system-resident
mem01yal1'ays using the same file system).

.~

! '

NOTE:
The device geometr info is normalized to byte-equivalent geometr
to simplify the contet for the 0/5- or driver-level softare which
utilzes it. Subsystems usi.ng internal bus widths less than 8-bits wide

must employ low-level drivers which accept 8-bit minimum data
from the higher levels.

,

: ¡

iii,
1 i.i I

Ii I

¡ I

! i

The DGTPL EBS, DGTPL RBS, and DGTPL WBS (address increment- or bus
operation-based values) are muitiplicative of the DG TPL_B us entry (denoting bus width) to

define the non-interleaved physical memoiy erase-, read-, and write-block sizes in bytes,
respectively. The DGTPL _ HWlL value for cards employing hardware-interleaved (i.e "banks"

'1 i

1;1
.. ~

J
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of) memory arrays or subsystems (whee DGTPL_HWIL_2) is multiplictive of the resulting
non-interleaved erase-, read-, and write geometries. Th product of these three geomtry info
layers yields the resulting card-level minimum physicl block geometries.
DGTPI,_PART is a special partitioning info fild based on physically distinct segmts of the
memory array(s) such that data are not affected by read/write/erase opeations in. adjacnt
partitions. It is multiplicative of the resulting ERASE geometry (only) and tkJines the
minimum partition size allowd for that card. P = 1 whee array partitioning at erase block
boundaries is allowd (i.e. thee are no special partitioning requirements).

Examples:

1. A particular non-interleaved (DGTPL_HWIL: q = 1) PCMC1A Release 2.x Cird-based
memor array (DGTPL_BUS = 2) employs a new EEPROM-type of byte-wide memordevice. which erases in 4K bytes (DGTPL_EBS = 13) and writes in 256-bte pages
(DGTPL_WBS = 9). It ha no special pti.titioning requirements (DGTPL_PART = 1).
The resulting physicl geometries are:

Bus x Bloc x Interleave

ERASE Geometry = 2 x 4096 x 1 = 8192 bytes
READ Geometry = 2 x 1 x 1 = 2 bytes

WRITE Geometiy = 2 x 256 x 1 = 512 bytes

PARTlTiON Boundaiy = ERASE Geometr x 1 = 8192 bytes

2. A particular 4-layer-interleaved (DGTPL_HWIL: q = 3) PCMCIA Release 2.x Cird-ba
memor array (DGTPL _BUS = 2) employs a new type of wod-wide flash memar deic
with built-in PCMCIA byte-/word-mode opration. Internal components erase in blocks
that are 64KB, or 32KB times their 16-bit bus (DGTPL_EBS = 16) and write in single
words (DGTPL_ WBS = 1). .It requires partitioning in erase block groups of four
(DGTPL_PART: p = 3). The resultng physical geometries are:

ERASE Geometry =

READ Geometiy =
WRITE Geometiy =

Bus x
2 x

2 x

2 x

262,144 bytes

8 bytes

= 8 bytes

Block

32768
1

1

x Interleave
x 4 =
x 4 =
x 4

PARTlTION Boundaiy = ERASE Geometiy x 4 = 1,024K bytes
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5.2.8 Configuration Tuples

The Configuration and Configuration-Entry tuples descbe the configurable charactenstics of
Memory-Only and 1/ 0 Cards. The card charactenstics descnbed by these tuples include:

· Class of interface (Memory Only, 1/ 0 or other);
Use of Wait, Ready/Busy, Wnte-Protect, BVDs, and Interrpts;

· Card configurations requinng currents in excess of the nominal levels;
· Confgurations of Vpp or Vcc;

1/ 0 port and memory mapping requirements;
Interrpt levels;

· Unique identication of identical cards.
The Configuration tuple contais a number of fields withi it which describe the interface(s)
supported by the card, and, when present, the locations of the Card Configuration Registers and
the Card Configuration Table.
Specific card configurations and their vanations are defined in the Configuration-Entry tuples
which make up the Card Configuration Table. (Note: The terms "attnbute space" and "register
space" are used interchangeably in this section for clanty)

5.2.8.1 CISTPL_CONFIG: Configuration Tuple

The Confguration tuple is used to descnbe the general charactenstics of cards which
can be configured for operation. This includes cards containing 1/ 0 devices or using
custom interfaces. It may also descnbe PC. Cards, including Memory-Only cards,
which exceed nominal power-supply speåfications, or which need descnptions of
their power requirements or other information.
The default interface, in the absence of a Confguration tuple is a Memory-Only
interface.

5 - 19.s
July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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There may be no more than one Configuration tuple in the cis.
There are presently two ty of PCMCIA-defined host interfaces:

. Those supporting Memory-Card-oiy interface and,

. Those supporting both the Memory- and the I/O-Card interfaces.

In addition, custom interfaces are also penn tted which can be recognized and enabled
in a standardized manner.

The card indicates which type(s) of custom interface(s) it can support in
Custom-Interface sub tuples of the Configuration Tuple. The interpretation of the rest
of the bytes of the configuration tuple is determined by the size-of-fields byte, and
consist of two Confguration-Registers-Deptors, and a Reserved field.
The Card Configuration Table allows the system to determne the characteristics of the
card for each allowable configuration. The system may then configure the card into
any allowable configuration, or leave the card unconfigured. It may use the
configuration to gracefully rejt the card if the card is found to be incompatible with
the system hardware and software.
Following the Reserved field there may be optional, additional tuple-formtted
Interface subtuples. These relate to the interfaces available on the host. Each of these
fields consists of a an Interface Subtuple Code - a link to the next subtuple and the
content of the subtuple. There is presently only one such subtuple defined. However,
Interface subtuple codes SOH through BFH are reserved for Vendor Spefic subtuples.
Se Table 5-20.

Table 5-20: COnfiguration Tuple

Byte 7 I i; I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_COOE Configuration tuple co (CISTPL CONFIG, 1AH)

1 TPL_L1NK Unk to next tuple (n-1 ; minimum 1)

2 TPCC SZ Sie of Fields Byte

3 TPCC_LAST Index Numbe of the last entr in the Card Cofiguration Table.

4.. TPCC_RADR Configuration Registers Base Address in Reg Space.
1.2.3 or 4 bytes deening upon the size fild in TPCC_LAST

.. TPCC_RMSK Cofiguration Registers Present Mask.

1 to 16 bytes as indicated by the count in TPCC_SZ.

.. TPCC_RSVD Rerved area 0 - 3 bytes. Must be 0 bytes until define.

q+1..r TPCC_SBTPL The rest of th tuple is reserved for subtules contaning stadardized optional
additional informatin related to th Card Configuration.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -20
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PCMCIA recommends, but does not require, that the Configuration Register's Base
Address be placed near the beginning of the Register-Memory space. .'

5.2.8.1.4 TPCC_RMSK: Configuration Register Presence Mask Field for Interface Tuple

Table 5-24: Configuration Register Presence Mask Field for Interface Tuple
7 I 6 , 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I

1 I
0

Configuration Register Presence Mask for Registers 7 to 0

(this byte is always present)

Configuration Register Presence Mask for Registers 15 to 8

(this byte is present only iITPCC_RMSZ;,= 1)
...

The presence mask for the Configuration Registers is given in this field. Each bit
represents the presence (1) or absence (0) of the corresponding Configuration Register.
The least-significant bit represents the lowest Configuration Register represented by
the byte, and the represented registers increase with higher bit significance. Those
registers which would be indicated by bytes extending beyond the end of the field are
not implemented on the card.
The system uses this information together with the information in the Configuration
Registers Base-Address field to determine which registers are present on the card, and
where they are located in the card's register space.
The address of each configuration register is given by the formula:
Base Address + (Register Number" 2)
regardless of whether or not the register is present.

5.2.8.1.5 TPCC_SBTPL: Additional 
Information Stored in Tuple Format

The TPCC_sBTPL field extends to the end of the tuple. It contains tuple-formatted
information relating to the card's configuration. These tuples are subtuples of the
cisTPL_CONFtuple and cannot extend beyond the end of the configuration tuple.
The chain of subtuples is ended by reaching an FFH subtuple, or reaching the end of
the CisTPL_ CONF tuple. Any subtuple is invalid if it contains a link field which links
beyond the first byte of the tuple following the CisTPL_ CONF tuple. The tuple codes
of the subtuples have meaning only within the CisTPL _ CONF tuple. Sub 

tuple codes
from 80H through BFH are vendor specific whereas the rest are reserved for standard
definition. The only subtuples presently defined are the list-terminating subtuple, FFH
(a I-byte-long subtuple), and the CCsTPL_ CIF, custom-interface subtuple.

5.2.8.1.6 CCST _ CIF: Custom Interlace Subtuples

The custom-interface subtuple provides a code which uniquely identifies a
card-supported interface. These interfaces are referenced in the configuration-entry
tuples by their relative positions in the cisTPL_ CONF tuple. A 1- to 4- byte, unique,
Interface Number may be followed by series of strings which describe the interface.
A maximum of four custom-interface subtuples may be present.
Vendors who wish to define custom interfaces must register with PCMCIA and wil be
assigned 2- or 3-byte vendor 10(s), which wil provide the initial portion of the
interface 10.

The first-byte codes - 41H, 81H and Cl in the field sTCI_IFN- define 2-,3- and 4- byte
numbers for interfaces which may be jointly standardized by PCMCIA and JEIOA in
the future, if necessary.
To simplify initial assignments, manufacturers who possess a JEOEC programmable- .;.:I.'i.'I.)
semiconductor manufacturer's 10 may use first-byte codes 42H, 82H and C2H followed ~

a......'.~_1)
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5.2.8.1.1 TPCC_SZ: Size of Fields Byte

Table 5-21: Size of Fields Byte

7 I 8 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 1 I 0
TPCC_RFSZ TPCC_RMSZ TPCC_RASZ

(Reserved Size) (Size 01 TPCC _RMSK field) (Size QtTPCC_RADR)

Table FIeld Description
TPCC_RASZ Indicates thatthe number of bytes in the Configuration Registers Base Address in Reg Space field

(TPCC _RADR) of this tuple Is the value of this field plus 1.

TPCC_RMSZ Indicates that the number of bytes in the Configuration Register presence mask field
(TPCC_RMSK field) 01 the tuple is this value plus 1.

TPCC_RFSZ Size 01 area presently reserved for future use O. 1, 2 or 3 bytes. Must be 0 at present.

5.2.8.1.2 TPCC_LAST: Card Configuration Table Last Entry Index
The Card-Configuration-Table size is a one-byte field which contains the

Configuration Index Number of the last configuration described in the Card
Configuration Table. Once the host encounters this configuration, when scanning for
valid configurations, it wil have processed all valid configurations.

Table Field Description
Last Index

\
The Index Number of Ihc final cniry in thc Card Configuration Tablc (the last entry
encountered when scanning the CIS).

RFUO This area is reserved for future standardization and must be O.

5.2.8.1.3 TPCC_RADR: Configuration Registers Base Address In REG Space

i

Table 5-23: Configuration Registers Base Address In REG Space
7 I 8 I 5 I 4 I 3

J 2 I 1 I 0
Base Address Bits 7..0

(always present)

Base Address Bits 15..8

(present if TPCC _ RASZ is :.: 1)
Base Address Bits 23..16.'

(present itTPCC_RASZ is~: 2)
Base Address Bits 25..24

(present if TPCC_RASZ is = 3)

PCMCIA @ 1992
5 - 21

The Base Address of the Configuration Registers, in an even byte of Attribute Memory
(address of Configuration Register 0), is given in this field. The system uses this
information together with the information in the Configuration Register's presence-

mask field to determine which registers are present on the card and where they are
located in the card's register space.'
The Base Address is a field which may be from i to 4 bytes long depending upon the
number of bits needed to represent it. High-order address bits, not present in the field,
are always interpreted to be zeros. The size of this field in bytes is one greater than the
value of the TPCC _ RASZ size field in the TPCC _ SZ byte.
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5.2.8.2

5.2.8.3

by a second byte, which is their JEDEC ID. They may use up to two additional bytes of
their own designation.
The subtuple is defined as follows:

Table 5-25: Custom Interface Subtuples
Byte 7 I 8 I 5 I 4 I

3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 ST CODE Interface subtuple code (CCST CIF. COH)

1 ST UNK Unk to next tuple (m-1: minimum 1)

2.. STCUFN Interface 10 Number 1 to 4 bytes
Least significant byte first

..m STCI_STR Interface Description Strings

STCUFN This field provides a unique 8- to 32. bit number which identifies the interface.
Within the 10 number are two bits (bits 6 and 7 of byte 0) which give the size of this field.
The first tw or three byt of the 10 number is assigned by PCMCIA or its designer.

When a vendor has been assigned a tw. or three. byte initial poon the remaining one or tw bytes of
the field are assigned by that vendor to uniquely identify the interface.

Bits 7,6 of byte 0 1 Byte long STCUFN field
o give the Size 1 2 Byte long STCUFN field
ofSTCUFN 2 3 Byte long STCUFN field

3 4 Byte long STCI IFN field

STCI_STR A list of strings, the first being ISO 6461RV coed and the rest being coded as ISO alternate language
strings with the initial escape character suppressed. Each string is terminated by a 0 byte and the last
string. if it does not extend to the end of the subtuple, is followed by an FFH byte.

Card Configuration Table
The initial portion of each entry of the Card Configuration Table is given in a compact
standard fomi. Additonal information may be added to the compact information by

a~pending tuple-formatted information (tuple-code, offset to next tuple, and tuple
contents) within the interface-definition or configuration-entry tuples containing the
. Configuration Table Entry. Subtuple codes 80-BFH are reserved for vendor-specific
configuration information.
The Card Configuration Table organization for a Memory-Only Card and an 1/ 0 Card
are the same. However, a Memory-Only Card should not include 1/ O-specific fields 01'
tuples. Fields related to Vee, Vpp and timing apply to all cards.

CISTPL_CFTABLE_ENTRY: Card Configuration Table Entry Tuple

Configuration Table Entry tuples are used to specify each possible configuration of a
card and to distinguish among the permitted configurations. The Configuration tuple
must be located before all Configuration Table Entry tuples. The Configuration Table
Entry, whose Configuration Table Index matches the last index in the Configuration
tuple, must appear after all other Configuration Table Entries.
When the default bit is set in an entry's Configuration-Table index byte, thait

Configuration Table Entry provides all default values for following entries in the Card
Configuration Table

While the default bit is not set in an entry's Configuration-Table index byte, the entry
provides default values. which apply only to the configuration indicated by the that
entry's Configuration-Table Index (TPCE_INDX) byte.
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Values which are not present in a specific entry are taken from the card's most recently
scanned default entry, as indicated in the specific fields below. G
Table 5-26: Configuration Table Entry Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL COD Configuration Entry tuple code (CISTPL_CFTABLE ENTRY, 1BH)

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (n-1. (2 minimum))

2 TPCE INOX Configuration Table Index Byte

.. TPCEJF Interfce.definition byt.
This field is present onty when the interface bit of the Configuration. Table Index
Byte is set.

.. TPCE FS Feature-selection field indicates which optional fields are present.

.. TPCE PO Power.description structure

.. TPCE_TO Timing-description struure

.. TPCE 10 1/0-description structure

.. TPCEJR Interrupt-request-description structure

.. TPCE_MS Memory-space- description structure

.. TPCE_MI Miscellaneous. information structure

..n TPCE ST Additional information about the configuration in subtuple formal.

5.2.8.3.1 TPCE_INDX: The Configuration Table Index Byte

The Configuration-Table index byte contains the value to be written to the Card

Configuration Register in order to enable the configuration described in the tuple. In
addition, this byte contains a bit to indicate that the configuration defined in this tuple

: should be taken as the default conditions for Configuration Entry tuples that follow.

Table 5-27: Configuration Index Byte
.

Configuration Entry Contains the value to be written to the Card Configuration Register to enable the configuration
Number describe in the tuple

Default This bit indicates that this entry provides default values for succeeding entries until another entry
is encountered with its Default bit set.

When the default bit of the entry is set, the default conditions for following table entries are exactly
those conditions speified in this entry.
When the default bit of the entry is not set, the default conditions are the conditions speified by
the last entry encuntered with its default bit sel.

In!face 0 No interface.configuration byte is present following this byte.

See 5.2.8.3.2 When the default bit is set in this byte or no Configuration Entry tuple has been scanned with
its default bit set then the standard. Memory. Only Interface with RDY/BSY, Write Protec
and Battery Voltage Detects are present at pins but not necessarily in a Pin Replacement
Register. WAIT is not generated for memory cycles. (TPCEJF value of 70H)
Otherwise. the timing is specified by the most recently scanned Configuration-Entr tuple
with its defaull bit sel.

1 An interface configuration byte follows this byte.

..1.1'! .'V,
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5.2.8.3.2 TPCE_IF: Table Entry Interface Description Field
The Table Entry interface-description field indicates the particular card interface which
the configuration uses. The interface type (Memory-Only or Memory-I/O) is specified.
In addition, the card's requirements for system support of the Battery Voltage Detect,
Write Protect, Ready /Busy and Wait functions may be indicated.

Table 5.28: Entry Interface Description Field
7 8 !l 4 3 I 2 T 1 I 0

MWait RdyBsy WPActe avos Interface Type
Req'd Acte Actve

Interface Type o Memory 

11/0
2 Reserved for future standardization
3 Reserved for Mure standardization
4 Custom Interface 0
5 Custom Interface 1
6 Custom Interface 2
7 Custom Interface 3
8-15 Reserved for future standardization.
Interfaces 4 through 7 correspond to interfaces which are define in CCSTPL_ CIF subtuples in the
Confguration Tuple.The custom interface number is th relative position of the CCSTPL_ CIF
subtuple used by this configuration in the set of CCSTPL_ CIF subtuples within the Cofiguration
Tuple for this card.

BVOsActive aV01 and BVD2 Statuses are active and should be recovered from the Pin Replacement Register
if no availabl on Pins 62 and 63.

WPActve Wrie Protect Status is active and should be recovered from the Pin Replacement Register if not
available on Pin 33.

RdyBsy Active ReadylBusy Status Active and should be recovered from the Pin Replacement Register if not
available on Pin 16.

MWaitReq'd Wait Signal suppo required for Memory Cycles

Nole: The status bits 8VOs Acve. WP Ace. RdyBsy Acive. and MWail Req'd are TRUE wien selto the'" state.

5.2.8.3.3 TPCE_INFO: Configuration Table Entry Information
This group of fields contains information which applies to this configuration. This
information is in addition to, or in contrast with, the information given in the default
conditions at the time the field is read.

5.2.8.3.4 TPCE_FS: Feature Selection Byte
The feature-selector byte indicates which compact descriptive fields are present within
the table entry. Those fields which are present are indicated by a i in the corresponding
bit of the selector byte. Within the entry, the fields are ordered in the order of the
selector bits starting from bit 0 (LSB) to bit 7 (MSB).
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Table 5.29: Feature Selection Byte

Power The power supply requirements and load characteristics for this configuration are indicated. There

See 5.2.8.3.5 may be 0, 1. 2 or 3 fields following representing Vcc. Vpp, or both Vpp 1 and Vpp2 in that order.
The coding is as follows:

Code Description
0 No power-description structures

Use the default

1 Vee power.description-structure Only

2 Vcc and Vpp (Vpp1 = Vpp2) power-description-structures
3 Vee. Vpp1 and Vpp2 power-description.structures

Timing 0 When the default bit is set in this tuple. or no Configuration-Entry tuple has been scanned

See 5.2.8.3.6 with its default bit set, then no timing is specified. RDY/BSY may indicate busy indefinitely,
WAIT will be active from 0 to 12 microseconds.
Otherwise. the timing is specified by the most recently scanned Configuration-Entry tuple
with its default bit sel.

1 A timing-description structure is present following the power-description structure.

10 Space 0 When the default bit is set in this tuple. or no Configuration-Entry tuple has been scanned

See 5.2.8.3.7 with its default bit set. then no I/O space is used.
Otherwise. the I/O-space requirement is specified by the most recently scanned
Configuration-Entry tuple with its default bit sel.

1 An I/O. space-description structure is present following the timing-description structure.

IRQ 0 When the default bit is set in this tuple. or no Configuration.Entry tuple has been scanned

See 5.2.8.3.8 with its default bit set. then no Interrupt is used.
Otherwise, the Interrupt-request requirement is speified by the most recently scanned
Configuration- Entry tuple with its default bit sel.

1 An Interrupt.request.description structure is present following the 1/0- space-description
structure.

MemSpace Memory address space mapping requirements for this configuration. There may be O. 2, 4 or N

See 5.2.8.3.9 bytes of information following the Interrupt Reques! Structure. The coing is as follows:

Code Description
0 When the default bit is set in this tuple. or no Configuration-Entry tuple has been scanned

with its default bit set, then no configuration-dependent. memory.address space is used.
Otherwise. the memory-address-space requirement is specified by the most recently
scanned Configuration-Entry tuple with its default bit sel.

1 Single 2-byte length specified.
2 Length (2 bytes) and Card Address (2 bytes) specified.

3 A memory. space-selection byte followed by table-memory-space descriptors (length
determined by selection byte)

Misc 0 When the default bit is set in this tuple. or no Configuration.Entry tuple has been scanned

See 5.2.8.3.10 with its default bit set. then the miscellaneous fields are interpreted to be all zero.
Otherwise, the miscellaneous fields are specified by the most recently scanned
Configuration-Entry tuple with its default bit sel.

1 A miscellaneous-fields structure is present following the memory.space.description
structure.
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5.2.8.3.5 TPCE_PD: Power Description Structure
Each power-description structure has the following format:

Table 5.30: Power Description Structure
Parameter Selection Byte

First Parameter Definition

Last Parameter Definition

Each bit in the parameter-selection byte indicates whether or not the corresponding
parameter is described by parameter definitions which follow that byte. The parameter
definitions are present for each logic-l bit in the parameter-selection byte. Each byte in
a parameter definition, except the last byte, has a logic-l in bit 7 of the byte. The
parameter definitions are ordered corresponding to bits 0 through 7 of the parameter-
selection byte.
1) Parameter Selection Byte

Table 5.31: Power Description Structure Parameter Selection Byte

Byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 RFU POwn Peak Avg Static Max Min Nom
(0) I i i i V V V

NomV Nominal operating supply voltge. In the absence of other
information the nominal operating voltage has a tolerance
01:15%.

Min V Minimum operating supply voltage.

Max V Maximum operating supply voltage.

Static I Continuous supply current required.

Avgl Maximum current required averaged over 1 second.

Peak I Maximum current required averaged over 10 milisecnds.

PDwnl Power.down supply current required.

RFU Reserved lor future standardization.

2) Parameter Definitions

Parameter definitions consist of a first byte containing a mantissa and exponent as
described below. Additional bytes appearing after the first byte serve to modify the
initial value as described below. An arbitrary number of additional bytes may be
defined with the last byte in the list having a 0 in bit 7. The next parameter defini-
tion, or the next field of the I/O tuple, is in the byte immediately following the last
byte of the parameter definition.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.27
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Table 5.32: Power Description Structure Parameter Definitions
Byte 7 6 I

5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 EXT Mantissa I Exponent

11 EXT Extension

1. The extension bytes may be continued indefinitely until the first byte which contains a 0 in bit 7. which is the final byte
of the extension

Exponent The Exponent of the Current and Voltage Values are given below:

Exponent Current Scale Voltage Scale

0 100nA 10iiV
1 1..A 100 "V 

2 10..A 1 mV
3 100 I. 10mV
4 1 mA 100mV
5 10mA 1 V

6 lCOmA 10V
7 lA 100V

Mantissa The mantissa of the value is given by the following table:

0 1

1. 1.2
2* 1.3
3. 1.5
4 2
5. 2.5
6 3
7* 3.5
8 4
9. 4.5
Al 5
BH. 5.5
CH 6
OH 7
EH 8
FH 9

. - These values are not permilled when the EXT bit is set

iii,

: .~

EXT An extension byte follows this byte.

Extension The extension field is defined as follows:

O..63H Binary value for next two decimal digits to the right of the
current value.

64..7CH Reserved.

7DH No connection (I.e. high impedance) permitted during
sleep or power.down only. (Must be last extension byte).

7EH Zero value required (Must be only extension byte).

7FH No connection (I.e. high impedance) is required (Must
be only extension byte)

Extension bytes may be concatenated indefinitely. The final
extension byte contains a 0 in bit 7.
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Here is an example power descriptor of a card with the following characteristics:
Operates over a Vee range of 2.5 to 7 volts. Operating current is 1 mA standby (static),
30 mA average operating current. When in power down mode, the card requires only
75 microamps. It uses a Vpp of 12 volts :t5% at SOmA peak which need not be
connected during sleep or power down.

Table 5-33: Power Description Example
Byt. V.lu. 07 D8 05 04 03 02 01 DO nøtu

lO+O 021 0 0 0 0 0 0 2Vcc& Vpp Feature Byte

+1 5EH 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 Parameter
RFU Power No Peak Avgl Slaticl Max V MinV No Selection Byte for

Down i Nominal Vee
V

+2 20 0 5 5 Vee Minimum 

No Ext 2.5X 1 Volt Voltage

+3 6DH 0 Oil 5 Vee Maximum 

No Ext 7X 1 Volt Voltage

+4 04 0 0 4 Vcc Static Current
No Ext 1...0 1mA

+5 35H 0 6 5 Vee Average Current

No Ext 3.0X 10mA

+6 EA 1 Oil 2 Vcc Power Down
Ext Next 7.0X 1Ol'A Current

+7 321 0 32H Vee Power Down
No Ext +.50 (gives 7.50 x 10 i.) Current Extension

Byte

+8 21H 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 Vpp Parameter
"

RFU NoPw Peak i NoAvg I No Static No Max NoMinV Nominal Selection Byte,

Down I Specifie i V V Nominal V, and Peak
d i given

+9 8EH 1 1 6 Nominal Vpp is 12.oi
Ext Next 1.2 )( iOVolts Volts~5%

+Ah 7DH 0 7DH Extension byte

No Ext Vpp may be made no connect during power down and sleep modes indicates that No
Connec ispermiiiedJ
on Vpp during Sleep
and power Down

I
+BH 55H 0 AH 5 Peak Vpp current is

No Ext 5.0X 10mA 5OmA.

5.2.8.3.6 TPCE_ TO: Configuration Timing Information

Timing information for Wait, Ready /Busy and Initialization Delay are given in scaled,
extended-device-speed-code format. The first byte contains the scale factors and the
other bytes contain the unsealed factors in the extended-devïce-speed-code format.
See Section 5.2.7.1.4 Device ID Speed Field for encoding of extended-device-speed
code.

Table 5-34: Configuration Timing Information
Byt. 7 I 8 I 5 I 4 I 3

I
2 1 I 0

0 Reserved Scale 7 I Ready/Busy Scale Wait Scale 
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The timing descnptions, when present, occur in the same order as the fields are listed
below.

WAIT Scale This field is the power of10 scale factor to be applied to 
the MAX WAIT time in extended-devi.

spe format which follows. The value 3 indicates that the WAIT signal is not used and the MAX
WAlT Speed is not present following the timing byte.

RDYIBSY Scale This field is the power of10 scale factor to be applied to the MAX time in the BUS State for th
ReadylBusy signaL. A value of 7 indicates that Ready/Busy is not used and no maimum time is
present following the timing-scale-factor byte.

Reserved Scale 7 This field is the power of 10 scale factor which is to be applied to a reserved- time definition. A
value of 7 indicates that no initial or extended reserved-speed bytes follow the ReadylBusy
extended-sped bytes.

5.2.8.3.7 TPCE_IO: I/O Space Addresses Required For This Configuration
The 1/ O-space entr consists of a set of 3- byte fields, each of which represents a range
of 110 addresses occupied by the card in this mode. If more than one contiguous
group of 1/ 0 addresses is present on the card, then the EXT bit is set on each group but
the last

Table 5-35: I/O Space Addresses Required For Configuration

10Addrllnes Total number of address lines which are used by the card to determine when the card is seleced.

0 When 10Addr Lines is zero. th card will respond to all addresses preented to the
card. The system is entirely responsible for when th card is seleed. and at what
addresses the card is selected. The system must assign to the card a porton of the
address space which is at least as large as the number of bytes indicted in th leng

field of the following range entry. The Base Address for the I/O space (assigned to the
card by the system) must bein on a 2AN address boundary such tht 2AN is greater
than the number of bytes indicated in the length field.

1-26 When i OAddrLines is non-zero, the card performs address decding to determine
when it is selected. In this cae, the card and the system share the determination of
when a card is actually selected. The card must indicate in 10AddrUnes the highest
address line (plus 1) which it decdes to determine when it has be selected. Th
card provides a list of ranges of addresses for which it is seleced within the I/O space
that it decoes.
The system and the card then share the tak of determining when the card is selected.
The system controls when th Card Enables are activated during 110 cycles, and the
card determines to which addresses it wil respond when it is enable by thse Card
Enables. The card returns th Input.Acknowledge signal to th system whenever the
card can actually respond to an input at the I/O address on th bus.

27-31 Reserved.

5 - 30
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Recommended values are:
. 0: card - responds to all 1/ 0 cycles when eEls are true, and specifies the

desired address ranges to enable. It is suitable for all architectures.

. N: Where card has 2N.1 d/O ports.. = 2N, and can be placed on any 2N
boundary. It is suitable for any machine architecture. For example, if a card has
32 8-bit I/O ports and the card decodes 5 address lines (A4-AO), N = 5, but the
card can stil be places on a 32-byte II 0 boundary; it does not need to be placed
on a 64-byte 1/ 0 boundary.

. 10 : 1 Kiobyte I! 0 address space - Software compatible for decoding in the

top 768 bytes of each 1 Kbyte of 1/ 0 space. This is the same as is done in the
ISA and EISA PC's.
16: Full decoding of 64 Kbyte I/O Space. (Note: This is not compatible with
EISA or ISA bus architectures.)

Table 5-36: 8/16 Bit Bus Width Description
Bus16

Bus8

The cad fuctons properly with 8/16.bitI/0 accesses data transferred on DO through 015.

The card's I/O functions properly with hosts providing only 8.bit data on DO through 07.

Table of Bus16 and Bus8 values

Bu.
18/8 Card Oe.crlptlon Hoat Requirement.

00 Reserved.

01 All registers accsible only with byte accesses on DO Host must be able to access 1/0 on card using byte
throug 07 only. accesses only on DO through 07. When 16.bit

registers are accssed using byte accses, both
bytes must be written with the even byte first.

10 All registers accesible by 16-bi hosts which generate Host must access 16-bit registers using 16-bit
byte acceses fo byte registers and 16-bi accsses for acceses, and accs 8.bit registers using 8.bit
word registers. Eight-bit acceses to 16.bit registers are accesses. 101516 is used to determine whether
not supported. Byte accses to odd.byte registers may an access is to an 8- or 16.bit register.
take place on eitr DO through 07 or 08 through 015.

11 All registers are accessible by both 8-bit or 16-bit. Host may use either metho 01 or 10 above. The
101s8-bit in Configuration Index Register permits host to 101S8-bit is used by the card to determine whic
determine whthr or not to expec that all accesses to access method to expect.
16-bit registers will be 16-bits or 8-bits.

Rang The range of addresses to which the card responds follows this byte. If not present, the card responds to all
addresses and uses 10AddrLines address lines to distinguish among its I/O port. In this case. the amount
of addres space which should be allocted to the card is indicated by the number of address lines deced
by th card (e.g. 4 lines means 16 addresses).

The I/O range-descriptor byte contains the number of 1/0 address ranges field following
the descriptor byte. Each I! 0 address range contains 0 or 1 address and 0 or 1 length.
Each address has the same number of bytes as indicated by the address-size field. All
length fields have the number of bytes indicated by the length-size field.
The number-of-I! O-address-ranges field contains the number of address range
descriptions following minus 1. A value of 0 indicates 1 address range and a value of
15 indicates 16 address ranges.
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The size fields are coded as follows:
0- length/ address is not present.

1 - length / address is 1 byte long.

2 - length / address is 2 bytes long.

3 - length/ address is 4 bytes long.

The length- and size-fields may not both be zero.

()

Table 5-37: Length and Size fields

The bits which are not required to be specified should be set to 0 in both the start
address and length fields.
When the address field is not present, this indicates the starting address of the block is
on an arbitrary 2N boundary, where N is the number of address lines decoded by the
card.

Byte 7 I 8 I 5 r 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0.. Start of I/O Address Block
0, 1, 2 or 4 bytes long.

Address bits in bytes which are not present are zeros.

0-4.. Length of i/O Address Block -1
0, 1, 2 or 4 bytes long.

Length bits in bytes which are not present are zeros.

5.2.8.3.8 TPCE_IR: Interrupt Request Description Structure

When the IRQ bit is set, it indicates that an interrupt description follows the I/O
address bytes, if any. The interrupt request levels specified by the Configuration Table
Entry Tuple describe the preferred routing for the card's -IREQ line. Routing of the
-IREQ interrupt is performed by the host system which actually determines the system
interrupt level used. A client which is the sole consumer of the card's -IREQ interrupt
may elect to route the -IREQ line to a level not specified by the Configuration Table
Entry Tuple. A generic card configuration utilty which is not the ultimate consumer
of the card's -IREQ interrupt should only route to the specified interrupt levels. There
are either one or three interrupt description bytes as shown below:

o

i

Table 5-38: TPCE_IR Interrupt Request Description Structure

Byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 Share Pulse Level Mask IRON
Line 0-15

VEND BERR lOCK NMI

1" IRO? IRoe IROS IR04 IR03 IR02 IROl IROO

2" IR01S IR014 IR013 IR012 IROll IR010 IROS IROS

'" These bytes present only when bit 4 of byte 0 is one. See Mask below.

Q,:¡
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Share The card contins interrupt sharing support logic in the Card Control and Status Register which may be
used to allow interrupt levels to be shared among several cards.

Pulse When this bit is one, the interrupt request pin in this mode may be pulsed low momentarily to request
an interrupt.

Level The Level Bit. when set, indicates that in this configuration the card's interrupt request pin can remain
asserted at th active low- level until the interrupt is serviced. When a configuration is capable of
supporting level-mode interrupts, the IROLEV bit in th Configuration Register controls whethr the
level- or pulsed-moe interrupts are selected.

Mask The Mask bit indicates whethr the possible destinations of the interrupt request line are indicated by a 
single interrupt line value, or a mask of possible interrupt lines.
When this bit is zero. th destination is given by the IRON field, formed from right-hand nibble of byte 0,
which selecs 1- of-16 possible interrupt request lines. In this case, bytes 1 and 2 are not present.
When this bit is a one, the 4 least-significant bits of byte 0 are masks for possible interrupt destinations.
In addition, tw additional bytes are present which contain mask bits for 16 possible interrupt request
lines.

NMI

lOCK

BERR

VEND These bits are valid only when the Mask bit is 1. When set, each of these bits indicates that the
corresponding special- interrupt signal may be assigned by the host to the card's interrupt-request pin.
Systems are not required to support these interrupts.
NMI is non-maskable interrupt.
lOCK is the I/O-check signaL.
BERR is Bus-Error signaL.
VEND is a Vendor-Specific signaL.

IROO.15 These bytes are present only when the Mask bit is a 1. When set, each of these bits indicates that the
corresponding interrupt signal may be assigned by the host to th card's interrupt.request pin. lOCK is
the I/O-check signaL. General purpose systems must support all those interrupts which are available on
the I/O bus normlly associated with the environment they are supporting.

5.2.8.3.9 TPCE_MS: Memory Space Description Structure
The MemSpace descnption indicates the card requires a configuration-entry-related

. portion of its Common-Memory space be mapped into the host's address space. This
memory may be either direct mapped (no address translation is performed by the
host), or may require that the host translate the host address to the corresponding card
address in order to support the card. In either case, for the host to support the card
under this configuration, the host must access the card when the corresponding
addresses are accessed by software.
The MemSpace field is encoded as follows:
0- No memory mapping required.
1 - Single length specified. Card's Base Address is 0 and any host address may be

mapped. The length is 2-bytes long and is the number of 256-byte pages which are
to be mapped.

2 - Single length and card Base Address specified. Host address equals card address.

The length and card address are each 2-bytes long and represent the number of
256- byte pages which are mapped, and the starting page, which is mapped,
respectively. The length field appears before the card address field.

3 - A Memory-Space descriptor byte is present, followed by a table of Memory-Space
descnptors.

/,....-
l
I,
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Table 5-39: Memory Space Descriptor Byte é
Byte 7 I 6 I 5 4 I

3 2 1 1 I 0 I

O. HostAddr I Card Address Size Length Size Number of Windows I

· This byle is present only if the MemSpace field in Ihe feature Scleciion byte is 3.

The memory descriptor contains the following fields:

Number of Windows The number of window descriptors following minus 1.

Length Size The size of the length fields in byles. The length is in 256-byle pages

Card Address Size The size of the card address fields in bytes. The card address is in 256-byle pages.

Host Address This bit is set if a host address field, the same size as the card-address field, is present.
This bit is zero, and no host-address field is present, when the host address is arbitrary.

BytlH 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0-3 Length of Window in 256.byte blocks. 0 - 3 bytes depending upon length-size field above.

0-3 Card Address for Window in 256 byle-blocks. 0 - 3 byles depending upon card address-size field aboe

0-3 Host Address for Window in 256-byte blocks. Present only if host-address bit is set to 1 above.

o - 3 bytes depending upon card address-size field above

Length The length of the block is given in units of 256 bytes. The least significant part appears in
byte O.

Card Address This field contains the address to be accessed on the card corresponding to the host

, address. The least significant part appears in byte O.

Host Address The physical address in the host-address space where the block of memory must be place.
This field is present only when the host.address bit is set to 1. The least significant part
appears in byle O.

0;

5.2.8.3.10 TPCE_MI: Miscellaneous Features Field
When the Misc bit is set in the feature-selection byte, it indicates that the byte(s)
following the memory-ad dress-space bytes contain additional information. There is
presently one byte defined in the Misc structure, however, additional bytes may be
defined in the future.

iI.':i\'~
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Table 5-4: Miscellaneous Features Field
Byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 1 I 0

0 EXT Resv'd (0) Pwr Read Audio Max Twin Cards
Down Only

Max Twins This field is used to indicate the card requires tht identical cards installed in the system be
differentiated frm each other in a sequential manner. For example, first twin is card 0, secnd is
card 1. and so on. This allows the cards to share I/O port and interrupts in a manner consistent
with some periherals commonly used in PC computers. such as fixed-disk drives.
The ma-twns field speifies the maximum number of other identical cards which can be
confiured identically to this card. This permits more than one card to be installed in host which
responds to the identical 110 addresses. The host allows the cards to distinguish among
themselves by- writing their 'Copy" numbers ( e.g. 0, for the first card, 1 for the second, etc.) into
the copy field at the Socket and Copy Register in the Card Configuration Registers.

Audio This bit indicates the card allows the BVD2 signal to be used as Audio Waveform for the speaker.
This operation is controlled by the Audio Enable Bit in the Card Control and Status Configuratiin
Register.

Read Only This bit indicates the card contains a data-storage medium which is read.only lor this
configuration. There may be other configurations for which the storage medium is read/Wrie.

PwrDown This bit indicate the card support a power-down mode controlled by the power-down bit in tle
Control and Status Register.

Resv'd (0) These bits are teserved for future delinition and must be O.

EXT An extension follows this byte. A series 01 extension bytes, which wil be delined by PCMCIA. will
be terminated when an extension byte is encountered which does not have the EXT bit sel.

5.2.8.4 STCE_EV: Environment Descriptor Subtuple

The environment-descriptor subtuple is an optional subtuple used to describe the
environment in which the configuration is used. It describes the system and,
optionally, the operating system for which the configuration is intended.
The subtuple contains one or more strings, the first of which contains 3 parts. The three
parts are: 1) System Name, 2) Operating System Name, and 3) Comment.
The Operating System Name is preceded by a colon (:) and the comment is preceded
by a semicolon (;).

The remaining strings conllain comment (and, optionally, the system name and OS
name) in alternate languages.

Each string is terminated by a OOH byte. The list of strings is terminated by reaching
the end of the subtuple
When the default bit is set in this configuration-entry tuple, the environment

descriptor becomes the defaiult-environment descriptor for succeeding entries as welL.

Table 5-41: Environment Descriptor Subtuple
Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 ST_CODE Code value indicating that this is th environment subtuple (STCE_EV, COD-

1 ST_L1NK Link 10 next subtuple (at least m.l).

2..m STEV_STRS A list of strings. the first being 150 646IRV coded, and the rest being coded as
150 alternate language strings, with the initial escap character suppressed~
Each string is terminated by a 0 byte, and the last string, if it doe not extend to
the end of the subtuple, is followed by an FFH byte.
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5.2.8.5

5.2.8.6

STCE_PD: Physical Device Name Subtuple
The physical-device-name subtuple is an optional sub tuple used to describe the

physical device being implemented by the configuration.

The subtuple contains one or more strings, the first of which contains up to two parts.
The first part is the physical-device name; the second part, preceded by a semicolon (;)
is comment.

The remaining strings contain comment (and, optionally, the physical-device name) in
alternate languages.
When the default bit is set in this configuration-entry tuple, the environment

descriptor becomes the default-environment descriptor for succeeding entries as well.

Table 5-42: Physical Device Name Subtuple

Byte I 7 I 8 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 ST CODE Code value indicating that this is th environment subtuple (STCE PD. C1 H).

1 ST LINK Link to next subtuple (at least mot).

2..m STPD_STRS A list of strings. the first being ISO 646 IRV coded. and the rest being coded as
ISO alternate language strings. with the initial escape character suppressed.
Each string is terminated by a 0 byte. and the last string. if it does not extend to
the end of the subtuple. is followed by an FFH byte.

Additional I/O Feature Definitions within Entry
Additional information about the configuration may be embedded, at the end of, but
within, a table entry in the Card Configuration Table. The information takes the form
of configuration-en try-specific subtuples. These tuples begin at the byte following the
last feature-description byte indicated by the feature-selector byte. These additional
tuples must be in standard tuple form (tuple code, followed by offset to next tuple,
followed by tuple info) and may not extend beyond the size for the entry, indicated by
the offset to the next table entry. The tuple-codes definitions used are valid only within
the interface- definition tuple, or the configuration-entry tuple.

Use of Additional Tuples
Cards that comply only with the standard's basic-compatibilty layer need only contain the basic-
device~information tuple for the Common Memory space. Cards that comply with one of the data-
format standards (listed in Section 5.3.3) wil need to supply additional information as specified in
that secton. In many cases, an implementation wil need only to verify that certain subfields in
specific tuples are compatible with its requirements.

Data Recording Formats (Layer 2)
This level defines the data-recording format for the card. If none of the layer-2 headers are present,
software should assume that the card is organized as an unchecked sequence of bytes.
Card data-recording formats fall into two categories:

· Disk-like - the card consists of a number of data blocks, where each block consists of a

fixed number of bytes. These blocks correspond to the sectors of rotating disk drives.
Conceptually, an entire block must be updated if any byte in the block is to be changed.

· Memory-like - the card is treated as a sequence of directly-addressable bytes of data.
Formats are further categorized according to how error checking is performed.

5.36 PCMCIA @ 1992
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r. This standard recognizes four basic possibilties:
· Unchecked - no data checking is performed at the data-fomiat layer.

Checked with in-line codes - data checking is performed by the data-format layer using

check codes. The check code for a given block is recorded immediately after the block.
· Checked with out-of-line codes - data checking is performed by the format layer using

check codes. The check code for a given block is recorded in a special table that resides
separately from the data blocks.

· Checked over entire partition - data checking is performed only over the complete
partition.

This standard recognizes two kinds of check codes: arithmetic checksum and CRe. Arithmetic
checksums are typically one- or two-bytes long; CRCs are always two-bytes long.
When cards with 16-bit data paths are used to record byte data, it is necessary to specify how the
bytes of the data card correspond to sequential bytes of data. In this standard, all disk-like
organizations require that bytes be assigned to words, with the lowest-byte-address mapping to the
least-signficant byte of the word, and subsequent-byte-address mapping to increasingly

signficant bytes.

Memory-lie formats also require that the byte mapping be specified. For maximum flexibilty,
both little-endian and big-endian byte orders are supported.

5.3.1 Card Information Tuples

The tuples listed in the following subsections provide generic information about how the card is to
be used.

5.3.1.1 CISTPL_ VERS_2: The Level-2 Version and Information Tuple
i

'The Level-2 information tuple serves to introduce information pertaining to the logical
organization of the card's data. The layout of the Level-2 tuple is shown in Table 5-43.
This tuple should appear only one time in a ciS.

Table 5-43: Level-2 Information Tuple

.
Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL_CODE Code value indicating that this is the Level-2 tuple (CISTPL_ VERS_2. 40H).

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (at least m.i).

2 TPLLV2_VERS Structure version (DOH).

3 TPLLV2_ COMPLY Level of compliance claimed.

4..5 TPLLV2_DINDEX Byte address of first data byte in card (LSB first).

6..7 TPLLV2_RSV6, Reserved; must be zero.
TPLLV2_RSV7

B..9 TPLLV2_VSPECB, Vendor-specific bytes.
TPLLV2_VSPEC9

10 TPLLV2_NHDR Number of copies of CiS present on the device.

11 .. k TPLLV2_0EM Vendor of softare that formatted card (ASCII. variable length. terminated with
a NUL(OOH)).

k+l .. m TPLLV2-,NFO Informational message about the card (ASCII, variable length, terminated with a
NUL (OOH)).

.
TPLLV2_ VERS represents the standardization version of the tuple. This byte should
always be zero.

TPLLV2_ COMPLY indicates the claimed degree of compliance with this standard. At
present, this should always be zero.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.37
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TPLLV2_DINDEX specifies the address of the card's first data byte. Setting this to
non-zero reserves bytes at the beginning of Com.mon Memory. (Note: The first data .-

byte on the card must always be somewhere in the first 64 Kbytes of the card. This field V

should be consistent with infomiation provided in the format tuple (if that tuple is
present)).

TPLLV2_NHDR specifies the number of copies of the CiS that are present on the card.
For compatibilty with this standard, this value should be 1.
TPLL V2 _OEM specifies the vendor of the machine, or format program, that formatted
the card. This is a text stnng terminated by a NUL byte (OOH). The value of
TPLLV2_0EM, combined with the value of TPLLV2)NFO, determines how to
interpret vendor-specific fields in the Level-2 tuples.1 For alternate languages,

CISTPL_ALTSTR tuples may 
follow this tuple, specifying the string value to be

substituted when using alternate languages.
TPLL V2 _INFO contains a text message terminated by a NUL byte (OOH). This message
should be displayed to users, by a computer, whenever the host needs to describe the
type of card that is in the drive. For alternate languages, CISTPL_ALTSTR tuples may
follow this tuple, specifying the string value to be substituted when using alternate
languages.

(Note: If the computer system's format-routine determines that the card is already
formatted, it wil display a message like: Caution! Tliis card coiitains data for .:info::, from
.:vendor:. The contents of the information field should be chosen appropriately. For
example, a VCR setup card for a VCR by AlphaBeta Electronics might have .:info:: as
"Mode19770 VCR" and the .:vendor:: field would be "AlphaBeta".)

The characters used in TPLLV2_INFO and TPLLV2_0EM shall be chosen from the
printing 7-bit ISO 646 IRV set (codes 20H through 7EH, inclusive). "

TPLLV2_RSV6 and TPLLV2_RSV7 are reserved for use in future versions of this
standard. They shall be set to zero.

TPLLV2_ VSPEC8 and TPLLV2_ VSPEC9 are vendor specific. If not used, they shall be
set to zero.

5.3.1.2 CISTPL_DATE: The Card Initialization Date Tuple

This optional tuple indicates the date and time at which the card was fomiatted.
Only one CISTPL_ DATE tuple is allowed per card.

Its format is given in Table 5-44.

Table 5-44: Card Initialization Date Tuple
Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 T 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPL CODE Initialization-date tuple code (CI5TPL_DATE, 44H).

1 TPL_L1NK Link to next tuple (at least 4).

2 TPLDATE_TIME:
IMMMlo 555

3 HHH I
MMMhi

4 TPLDATE_DAY:
\MONlo DAY

5 YYYY I MONhi

..'....).'~..i
t. The PCMCIA will mainlain a registry of vendor names.

PCMCIA @ 1992
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5.3.1.3

Bytes 2-3 (TPLDATE_TIME) indicate the time at which the card was initialized. It
should be a 16-bit number stored with LSB first.

. The field HHH contains the hour at which the card was initialized. It is a
number between 0 and 23.

. The field MMM contains the minute at which the card was initialized. It is a
number between 0 and 59.

. The field SSS represents the two-second interval at which the card was

initialized. It is a binary number between 0 and 29. To convert SSS to seonds,
it should be multiplied by two.

Bytes 4-5 (TPLDA TE_DA Y) indicate the date the card was initialized. It should be a
16-bit number stored with LSB first.

. The field YY represents the year. It is a binary number between 0 and 127,
with 0 representing the year 1980.

. The field MON represents the month. It is a binary number between 1 and 12,
with 1 representing January.

. The field DAY represents the day. It is a binary number between 1 and 31.

If the date and time components of the date. are both zero, "this should indicate that the
date and time when the card was first initialized were unknown.

CISTPL_BATTERY: The Battery-Replacement Date Tuple

This optional tuple shall be present only in cards with battery-backed storage.. It
indicates the date at which the battery was replaced, and the date at which the battery
is expeted to need replacement.
: Only one CISTPL _ BA TIERY tuple is allowed per card.

Its format is given in Table 5-45.

Table 5-45: Battery Replacement Date Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 5 I . 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I
0

0 TPl_CODE Initialization-date tupl code (CISTPl_BATIERY. 45H).

1 TPl_lINK link to next tuple (at least 4).

2 TPlBATI_RDAY: tMOIo DAY

3 YYY I MOhi

4 TPlBATI _XDY:
IMOlo DAY

5 yy I MOhi

Bytes 2-3 (TPLBATCRDAY) indicate the date on which the battery was last replaced.
It should be a 16-bit number stored with LSB first. This field has the same
interpretation as the field TILDA TE_DAY.

Bytes 4-5 (TPLBATCXDAY, "expiration day") indicate the date on which the battery
should be replaced. This field has the same format as TPLBATI_RDAY.

If either field is zero, it indicates that the corresponding date was not known when the
tuple was recorded.
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5.3.2 Data Recording Format Tuples

All information about a card's data-recordig format is given in speåal tuples in the Card
Information Structure. Each card that conforms to this standard's Layer 2 shal contai at least one
format tuple defining how the data is recorded on the card.
If the format is disk-like, the format tuple may be followed by a geometry tuple. This tuple
indicates the cylinder, track and sector layout for operatig envionments that need to treat all
mass-storage devices in that way.
If the format is memory-lie, the format tuple may be followed by a byte-order tuple. The
byte-order tuple species two independent (but related)' parameters:

· How multi-byte numbers are recorded on the media, and
. How byte addresses are assigned within each word (for cards with 16-bit or wider

data-paths).

5.3.2.1 CISTPL_FORMAT: The Format Tuple

The format tuple defines the data recordig format for a region (usually all) of a card.
Its layout is shown in Table 5-46.

Table 5-4: Format Tuple

Byte 7 I 8 I II I 4 I 3 I 2 T 1 I 0

0 TPL CODE Format tuple coe (CISTPL FORMAT,41H).

1 TPL_LINK Link to next tuple (n-1: at least 12, typically 20)

2 TPLFMTJVPE I Format type code (TLFMTTPE xx); see Table 5-47.
3 TPLFMT_EDC I

; RFU I Error-detecton-ce ty. I EDC Len

4..7 TPLFMT _OFFSET I Byte address of th first data byte in this parton.

8..11 TPLFMT NBYTES I Number of data bytes In this parton.

12.. n Additonal infomation, interpreted based on value of TPLFMT TYPE.

Each format tuple implicitly begins a partition tuple set. Subsequent geometry, byte
order, software intel'leave and data organization tuples are implicitly associated with the
preceding format tuple.
Byte one of the tuple speåfies the link to the next tuple, and, therefore, (implicitly) the
length of this tuple. Two ranges of values are permitted. Normally, the value wi be
at least 20 (014H), however, if the format tuple is specifyng a memory-like format, the
value may be as little as 12 (OCH), as bytes 13 through 21 must be zero for memory-lie
formats. If the partition does not use error-detecting codes, then the

TPLPMf _ EDCLOC field may be omitted.

5 - 40 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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Byte two of the tuple (TPLFMT _TYPE) specifies the kind of format used for this
partition. The permitted values for this field are given in Table 5-47.

Table 5-47: Format Type Codes

Cod Name DescrIption

0 TPLFMTIPE_DISK This parttion uses a disk-like format.

1 TPLFMTIPE_MEM This partition uses a memory.like format.

2.. 7FH (Reserved for fuure standardization.)

SOh.. FFH TPLFMTIPE VS This parttion uses a vendor.specifi format.

. Byte 3 (TPLFMf_EDC) specifies the error-detection method, and the length of
the error-detection code. Byte 3 is generally only meáningful for disk-like
formats. Bit 7 is reserved; it must be zero. Bits 3-6 specify the error-detection
code. The legal values are given in Table 5-48. Bits 0-2 (TPLFMf _ EDCLEN)
specify the length in bytes of the error-detection code; this is a number
between 0 and 7. The legal values for the length field are determined by the
error-detection method in use.
Memory-like regions may use the PCC method of error detection..

Table 5-4: Error Detection Type Codes
Code Name Description

0 TPLFMTEDC _NONE No error.detecion code is used. lithe
length field is non. zero, space will be
reserved for the check coe, but no
checking will be performed.

1 TPLFMTEDC_CKSUM An arithmetic checksum is used to
check the data. The length field must
be 1 if this code is seleced. See
Section 5.3.2.1.3 for details in
calculating the checksum.

2 TPLFMTEDC_ CRC A cyclical redundancy check is used to
check the data. The length field must
be 2 if this coe is seleced. The CRC
value is always recorded low-order
byte first; see Section 5.3.2.1.4 for
details.

3 TPLFMTEDC_PCC An arithmetic checksum is used to
check the data. However, a single
checksum is provided for the entire
data partition. This technique is
intended for use with static data on
ROM or OTPROM cards.
The PCC code itself is recorded in byte
18 of the tuple (field
TPLFMT _ EDCLOC, byte 0).

The length field must be 1 if this option
is seleced.

4.. 7H (Reserved for future standardization.)

SH.. FH TPLFMTEDC _ VS A vendor.specific method of error
checking is used.

The code in TPLFMT_EDC only specifies the method to be used to verify data
integrty. The value in TPLFMT_EDCLOC must be consulted to determine whether
the code is to be interleaved with the data, or stored in a separate table.
Bytes 4-7 (TPLFMf_OFFSET) specify the absolute byte address of the first data byte
governed by this tuple. The value is stored as a 32-bit quantity with LSB first.
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Bytes 8- 1 1 (TPLFMT _ NBYTES) specify the n umber of bytes in the 
partition, including

(if present) the error-detection codes. The value is stored as a 32-bit quantity with LSB ~"first. V
5.3.2.1.1 The Format Tuple for Disk-like Regions

When the TPLFMT_TYE field of the format tuple has the value TPLFMT_DISK, bytes
12 through 21 of the tuple are interpreted as shown in Table 5-49.

Table 5-49: Format Tuple for Disk-like Regions
Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

12..13 TPLFMT_BKSZ Block size. For unblocked formats, this value should be O. This field
corresponds to the number of data bytes per sector. The value in this field mut
be a power of 2.

14..17 TPLFMT NBLOCKS Number of data blocks in this partition.

18..21 TPLFMT _EDCLOC Location of th error-detecon code. If zero, the error-detection code is
interleaved with the data blocks. If non-zero, the error-detection coe is stored
in a linear table startng at the specified address on the card.
II using pce, the first byte 01 this lield contains the check code and bytes
19..21, il present, must be zero.

Bytes 12-13 (TPLFMT_BKSZ) specify the number of data bytes in each block in the
partition. This value does not include error-check bytes. The value in this field must
be a power of 2 between 128 and 2048. This standard recommends that 512 be used
wherever possible. The value is stored as a 16-bit quantity with LSB first.
Bytes 14-17 (TPLFMT_NBLOCKS) specify the number of data blocks in the partition.
This value is stored as a 32-bit quantity with LSB first. The quantiy:
Tl'LFMT _NBLOCKS "(TPLFMT _ BKSZ + TPLFMT _ EDCLEN)
shall be less than or equal to TPLFMT_NBYTES.

Bytes 18-21 (TPLFMT_EDCLOC) specify where the error-detection codes are stored.
This value is stored as a 32-bit quantity with LSB first. If the value stored in this location
is zero, or if this field is not present, then codes (if present) are interleaved with the data
blocks, with the code for a given data block to follow immediately after that block. If
the value stored in this location is non-zero, it shall be the address of the first byte of
the error-detection code table. This table shall be an array of values, with
TPLFMT _ NBLOCKS entries, containing the error-detection codes for each data block.
Each entry in the table shall have a byte length as indicated by TPLFMT_EDCLEN.
The value stored in TPLFMT _ EDCLOC shall be at least the value in TPLFMT _OFFSET,
and shall be no greater than the result of TPLFMT _OFFSET + TPLFMT _NBYTS -
(TPLFMT _ EDCLEN . TPLFMT _NBLOCKS).l
If PCC error checking is selected, then the TPLFMT _ EDCLOC field is used to add the
actual CRC value, rather than pointing to the cell that holds the PCe.

The bit TPLFMT_EDC_RFU is reserved for future use and shall always be zero.

I. In oiher words,lhe table musl be eiiiirely conlained in Ihe range ofbyles !ielwci'1i11'LFMT_ OI.l'SET aiid TI'LFM1'- OFFSET + 11'LFMT_NBYTES . I. Since ihe
filSt dala byle of block (I resides al TPLFMT_OFFSET.lhe staiidard rrquires ihallhe ElK iahle appear alkr aiiihe dala hlocks iiiihe pariii;oii. The siaiidard does
nor require thaiihe iable occur immediaiely afler Ihe lasi block, iior does ii preclude "sr of sparr spare for vendor-specific purpses.
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Table 5-50 summarizes some possible error-detection strategies.

. Table 5-50: Error Detection Format Summary

.

.
(--

EDC EDC
EDC Formit Length Locetlon Description

TPLFMTEDC_NONE 0 0 No error checking is performed and no room is reserved for
error.detecton tables. The data blocks are recrded
sequentially.

TPLFMTEDC_NONE 2 0 No error checking is perfrmed, but room is reserved for a
tw.byte error-detecion coe after each data block.

TPLFMTEDC_NONE 1 non.zero No error checking is performed, but room is reserved for an
out-of-line table of error-detecion coes. with one byte per
data block. The data blocks themselves are recorded
contiguously.

TPLFMTEDC _ CKSUM 1 non-zero Data is checked using a one-byte arithmetic cheksum of the
data. The checksum is stored in an out-of-line table. The
data blocks themselves are recorded contiguously.

TPLFMTEDC_ CRC 2 0 Data is checked using SDLC CRC coes. Th check-ce
for a data block is stored immediately following the data
block.

TPLFMTEDC_PCC 1 special Entire partition is checked using a one byte arithmetic
checksum. The checksum is stored in th
TPLFMT EDCLOC field of the tuple itself.

5.3.2.1.2 The Format Tuple for Memory-like Regions

When the TPLFMT _TYPE field of the format tuple has the value TPLFMf _ MEM, bytes
12 through 21 of the tuple are interpreted as shown in Table 5-51.

Table 5-51: Format Tuple for Memory-like Regions
Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 1 0

12 TPLFMT fLAGS Various flags AUTO ADDR

(Reserved)

13 (Reserved; must be zero)

14.. 17 TPLFMT _ADDRESS Physical address at which this memory parttion should be mappe, if so
indicated by TPLFMT FLAG. Four bytes stored with LSB fist.

18.. 21 TPLFMT _EDCLOC Error-deteetion code location, with same meaning as for disk-like regions. Used
for PCC checking only. Byte 18 holds the chek value, and bytes 19.. 21 must
be zero or omitted.

As with the format tuple for disk-like regions, zero bytes may be omitted at the end of
the format tuple for memory-like regions. To do this, the next tuple must begin
immediately after the last non-zero byte in the format tuple.
Byte 12 (TPLFMf _FLAGS) contains several control bits.

· Bit 0 (TPLFMTFLAGS_ADDR), if set, indicates that bytes 14-17
(TPLFMT_ADDRESS) represent a physical address to be associated with the first
byte of this region. If clear, bytes 14-17 do not represent a physical address and
must be zero.
Bit 1 (TPLFMfFLAGS_AUTO) tells the system whether to automatically map the
region into memory when the card is inserted (or at system start-up). If set, the
system should attempt to map the region into memory. If TPLFMTFLAGS _ADDR
is set, the system should attempt to map the code at the specified address. A
system shall ignore these fields if it cannot perform the specified mapping. It may
also, at the designer's option, ignore these fields even if it could perform the
mapping.

Byte 13 is reserved and, if present, must be set to zero.
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Bytes 14 through 17 (TPLFMT _ADDRESS) represent the physical address at which the
partition should be mapped into the host's address space. For 80x86-family machines, f~)
this is a linear address, not a segment/offset address. If the flag
TPLFMTFLAGS _ ADDR is not set, then this field is reserved and must be zero.

(Note: A system can comply fully with this standard and not honor these fields. The
automatic mapping feature is not intended for general-purpose use, or for building
interchangeable BIOS extensions for general-purpose systems. The standard's
automatic mapping feature is included for use in low-cost embedded systems, and
is not intended as a general, execute-in-place, specification. Many important issues
are deliberately not addressed by this part of the standard, such as what to do when
the card is removed, or how to resolve conflcts when cards in different sockets both
need to be mapped to a specific physical address. It is anticipated that general
purpose DOS-based systems wil ignore these fields.)
Bytes 18-21 (TPLFMT_EDCLOC) have the same meaning for memory-like regions that
they have for disk-like regions. A memory-like region has only two options for error
checking: none or PCe. Therefore, if this field is used, byte 18 contains the check code,
and bytes 19-21 are reserved and must be zero.

5.3.2.1.3 Arithmetic Checksums As Error-Detection Codes

Arithmetic checksums shall be computed by summing together all the data bytes of the
block using eight-bit, twos-complement addition and ignoring any overflow that
occurs. The resulting sum shall be stored in an external table (for block-by-block
checksum,) or in the fomiat tuple itself (for PCC checking).l

5.3.2.1.4 CRC Error-Detection Codes

CRC codes shall be computed using the SDLC algorithm.2 In this algorithm, the data
toibe checked is considered as a serial-bit stream, with the low-order bit of the first byte .')

taken as the first bit of the stream. This bit stream is conceptually taken as the .t~,

coefficients of a polynomial in X"/ where /I is the number of bits in the stream, and
where the first bit is the coefficient of the term in xii-J. This polynomial is multiplied
by x16 and then divided (modulo 2) by the polynomial x16 + x12 + x5 + 1, leaving a
remainder of order 15 or less.3 The one/s complement of this remainder is the
error-check code. It is recorded with the complemented coeffcient of xJS as its
least-significant bit, and with the complemented coeffcient of xO as its most-significant
bit.
The SDLC CRC has a convenient property. When the check code is appended to the
data stream, and the algorithm is run on the result, the remainder wil always be xJ2 +
xl1 + xlO + x; + x3 + ;x + xl + xO (assuming that neither the data nor the CRC have been
corrupted).
Despite its complicated formal definition, the SDLC CRC is quite easy to compute both
in hardware and in software. Commercially available chips (such as the 9401) can
compute the CRC directly from a serial-data stream. There are several well-known
methods for computing the CRC, one-byte-at-a-time, using a lookup table. Even so,
computing a CRC in software is somewhat slower than computing a simple checksum.

I. This method has the disadvaniage thallhe checksum ofa block of zero daia is also zero; however, ii is consiSlenl wiih currell praclice. Most imp!emeniors will nol
want 10 interleave checksums and dala. Ihome dO,lhe slandard should introdu,'e anoiher ernir.d,'le("lion code lypC. one's complcmeni of checksum.

2. Also known as CRC.CCITf or HOLC CRe.

3. If Ihe register initial.condilion is seiio all ones, Ihe CRC code ror a hloek of all zeros will he non-zero.

.~\""
.y;l¡,'I..

;f
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5.3.2.1.5 Byte Mapping for Disk-like Media

Within a disk-like partition, cards with 16-bit data paths shall be byte mappe with the
lowest-byte address of each word corresponding to the least-significant byte of that'
word, and with increasing-byte address corresponding to increasingly significant
bytes.

CISTPL_ GEOMETRY: The Geometry Tuple

Ths tuple shall only appear in partition descriptors for disk-like partitions. It provides
instructions to those operating systems that require that all mass-storage devices be
divided into cylinders, tracks and setors.

5.3.2.2

Table 5-52: Geometry Tuple
Byte . 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

0 TPl CODE Geometr tuple co (CISTPl_GEOMETRY, 42H).

1 TPl_L1NK link to next tuple. (at least 4) 

2 TPlGEO SPT Setors per trade

3 TPlGEO_TPC Traks per cylinde.

4..5 TPlGEO NCYl Number of cylinders. total.

Byte 2 (TPLGEO_SPT) speifies the number of setors per simulated track on the

memory card. This is a number between 1 and 255. A value of zero is not permtted.

Byte 3 (TPLGEO_TP) speifies the number of tracks per simulated cylinder on the
device. This is a number between 1 and 255. A value of zero is not permitted.

Bytes 4-5 (TPLGEO_NCYL) spefy the number of simulated cylinders on the device.
i This is a number between 1 and 65535, stored as a 16-bit integer with LSB first,)
The product

TPLGEO_NCYL .. TPLGEO_TPC'" TPLGEO_SPT

shall be less than or equal to the number of blocks recorded in field
TPLFMT_NBLOCKS of the format tuple (substion 5.3.2.1.2).

5.3.2.3 CISTPL_BYTEORDER: The Byte-Order Tuple

Ths tuple shall only appear in a parttion tuple set for a memory-like partition. It
speifies two parameters: the order for multi-byte data, and the order in which bytes
map into words for 16-bit cards.

Table 5-53: Byte Order Tuple

Byte 7 I 6 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0
0 TPl_CODE Tupl coe (CISTPl BYTEORDER. 43).

1 TPl_L1NK link to next tuple; shold be. at least 2. 

2 TPlBYTE_ORDER Byte order co: se Tabl 5-54.

3 TPlBYTE_MAP Byte mapping coe: see Table 5-55.

1. Th value is one greter than the sae quantity as rerete by the PC BIOS. This standard feoids th number of simulate cylider; the PC BIOS reords the
maximum cylider numbe. Since cylider numbers on the PC start at zer, the maximum cylider numbe on th PC is one les than the numbe of cylide.
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Byte 2 (TPLBYrE_ORDER) specifies the byte order for multi-byte numeric data. 11.....
Symbolic codes for this field begi with the text "TPLBYTEORD _", and are listed in ,.,

Table 5-54.

Table 5-54: Byte Order Codes

Code Nime Oescrlptlon

0 TPLBYTEORD _LOW Specifes that multi-byte numeric data is recrded in litle-endian order.

1 TPLBYTORD HIGH Speifies that mult-byte numeric data is recrded in big-end 
ian order.

2-7FH Reserved for future standardization.

BOH.FFH TPLBYTORD VS Vendor-specif.

Byte 3 (TPLBYrE_MAP) specifies the byte mapping for 16-bit or wider cards.
Symbolic codes for this field begin with the text "TPLBYTEMAP _", and are listed in
Table 5-55.

Table 5-55: Byte Mapping Codes

Code Name Oeacrlptlon

0 TPLBYTMAP _LOW Specifies that byte 0 of a word is the least-significant byte (multi-byte cards).

1 TPLBYTEMAP HIGH Specifies that byte 0 of a word is the most-signifcant byte (mult-byte cards).

2.7FH Reserved for fuure
standardization.

BOH-FFH TPLBYTEMAP VS Vendor-specific.

5.3.2.4

If a byte-order tuple is not present, the data shall be recorded using little-en 
dian byte

order (TPLBYTEORD_LOW), and shall be mapped with byte 0 of each word
corresponding to the least-significant byte (TPLBYrEMAP _LOW).

For applications involving DOS fie systems, little-endian byte order and low-to-high
byte mapping are mandatory.

Softare Interleave Tuple

This tuple allows the software interleaving of data within a partition on a card. The presense of
this tuple depicts that the partition that it is associated with is 2n (n=TPL_SWILjNTRLV)
interleaved. The presence of this tuple implies the non-sequential physical address sequence
used to read and write data. The data is reconstructed after J'eading the data fmm the card using
an noway interleaved sequence. Note, this tuple is associated with the previous format tuple.

l.
of,

i
.'~'"fl
'\
fi

~

î

i

I
i

Byte 1 I B .5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I
1 I

0

0 TPL_CODE Tuple coe for this tuple.

(CISTPL_SWIL.23h)

1 TPL_LlNK Unk to next tuple (at least 2).

2 TPL_ SWIL_INTRLV Value = n, where data is recorded via softare interleaving by 
a factor of 2n. The

partition total size divided by this interleaving factor defines the higher-crder
address "offet" by which addresss are incremented until the interleave 'Iop" is
completed. Between loo, lOW-Older addresses are incremented to the next
physical word whereupon offet incements are used through the next loop (and
so on). The value of n = 0 is resered for null tuples and is niether a/lowed nor
meaningful (n=O =;. 20=1 =;. noninterleaved).

..1...~"
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Assumptions:
Th software interleave tuple must be associated with a Fòrmat Tuple (partition tuple set) that
descibes a homogeneous partition beginning and ending on a physical deice boundary and
hence refering to one and only one Device Info entry and associated Device Geometry Info

entry within the Device Information Tuple and the Device Geometry Tuple respectively.
Th DGTPL_HWIL fild within the Device Geometry Info entr must equal 1, i.e.
non-hardware interleaved.

The following provide the association of the Software Interleave Tuple and the implied "software
interleave partition" with the Devic Information Tuple, Device Geometry Tuple, and Formt
Tuple.

"software interleaved partition" base address = TPLFMT _OFFSET
"software interleaved partition" length = TPLFMT_NBYTES

Note - the size or length of the partition must be a multiple of the stride (see below).

"software interleaved partition" interleave width = DGTPL_WBS · DGTPL_BUS
"software interleaved partition" stride = DGTPL _BUS · (size in bytes of a physical deice)

Note - the device size is determined from the Device Info entry of the Device Infm'mation Tuple.
Th Device Size Byte is found within table 5-15 of the PCMCIA 2.0 specification.

5.3.3 Standard Data Recording Formats

This standard allows great flexibilty in adjusting the card format to meet specific requirements.
For simplicity, this standard further specifies recommended formats for low-level data recording-
formats which are expected to be commonly used. Higher level data formats will be specified in
addition to this leveL.

Gellenc - the bytes are recorded in 512-byte blocks with no error checking.The card's fist

data byte appears at byte address 512 (200H).

· Single-byte checksum format - the bytes are recorded in 512-byte blocks, with a separate
region reserved for errr-checking codes, and with a sector buffer.

· Two-byte Embedded CRC format - the bytes are recorded in 512-byte blocks, with each
block followed by a 16-bit CRe.

· Raw- byte format - the bytes are recorded sequentially in an unblocked form.
In order to maintain a reasonable degree of interchangeabilty, this standard recommends that al
Layer-2 conforming implementations be able to read and wnte genenc-format cards.

When an implementation is presented with a card, whose format is not supported by that
implementation, the implementation shal refuse to wnte on the card, except to reinitialie it. If the
basic format is not supported by the implementation at al, the implementation shall return an error
to applications whenever they attempt to access the card. The implementation may alow
read-only access to a card whose basic format is supported, but whose error-detecting code is not.
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Byte 2 (TPLORG_TYE) speåfes the tye of data organization in use. The possible
values of this byte are given in Table 5-57.

Table 5-57: Data Organization Codes

'\1

Cod Name Dllcrlptlon

0 TPLORGTYPE_FS This parttin cotains a file system. The descriptin field spefies th file
system type and version.

1 TPLORGTYE_APP This partn contains application.spefi infrmation. Th descnpti
field speifes th applicti name and version.

2 TPLORGTYE_ROMCOOE This parttion contins execble coe images. The descrption fild
speifies th name and version 01 the organization schme.

3-7FH (Reserved for Mure standardization.)

8OH-FFH TPLORGTYPE_ VS This parton uses a vendor -spefi organizatio. Th cotems 01 th

descriptin fild are vendor.spelfc.

Bytes 3 through the end of the tuple (TPLORG _ DESC) contai a NUL-terminated
ASCII-text description of the organization. For fie-system organizations, this field
should specify the fie-system type. This field shal contain only characters in the
printing ASCII set, 020H through 07EH. (For international use, one or more
CISTPL_ALTSTR tuples can follow this tuple.)

For DOS-fie systems, TPLORG_TYlE shall contain TPLORGTYlE_FS, and
TPLORG_DESC shall contain the strig "DOS". For version one of the Flash fie
systems, TPLORG_TYlE shal contain TPLORGTYlE1S, and TPLORG_DESC shall
contain the string " Flash" . For version two of the Flash file system, TPLORG _TYPE shall
contain TPLORGTYPE_FS, and TPLORG_DESC shall contain the st1"ng "FFS20". All

: TPLORG_DESC fields must be null terminated.

The intent of this field is two-fold:
For operating systems with sufficient flexibilty, it allows the appropriate
fie-system driver to be selected based on the value of this field.

. If a card cannot be read due to software incompatibilties, a utilty program can

display to the user the contents of this field along with other card information.
This would inform the user what kind of information is actually on the card.

IJ,

5.5 System-Specific Standards (Layer 4)

Layer 4 of this standard specifies things that are only relevant in certain operating environments.
At present, all layer-four standards are specific to the DOS environment. The following
DOS-specific standards are defined:

An interchange format for cards formatted with the DOS FAT-based fie system (Section
5.5.1).

. A standard for directly-executable programs (see Section 6).

. A standard for interpreting older cards formatted without the Card Information Structure(Section 5.5.3). .

.
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5.5.1

5.5.2

Interchangeable Card Format

This standard would be of little use if it did not allow the free interchange of information between
DOS systemls. Rather than limiting all DOS implementations to a single fomiat, this standard
requires that all implementations support the following format, in addition to any other formats.
The Interchangeable card format has the following characteristics:
Layer 1 - the Card Information Structure shall contain at least a device-information tuple.
Layer 2 - the Card Information Structure shall contain the following tuples:
1. Level-2-information tuple, with the following fields set.

· TPLLV2_ COMPLY shall be O.
. TPLLV2_NHDR shall be 1, indicating that only one copy of the CIS is present.
. TPLL V2 _ VSPEC8 and TPLL V2 _ VSPEC9 shall be zero.

2. A single format tuple. This tuple shall indicate that the partition uses a disk-like format with
512-byte blocks. It shall further indicate that the card uses no errror- detection code, that the
EDC length is zero, and that the cards first data byte appears at byte 512, or higher. This tuple
shal indicate that the partition covers all but the first 512 bytes of the card, and that there are
(parition_size / 512) blocks in the partition.

In addition, the cis may optionally contain the following tuples:

A single geometry tuple. If present, this tuple shall contain information that matches the
information presented in the boot block BPB.

A single card-initialization date tuple.

A single battery-replacement date tuple.

Layer 3 -¡the card shall contain a DOS-compatible file system. The boot sector shall be recorded
in data-block zero (that is to say, starting at byte 512 of the card). The BPB in the boot sector shall
describe the geometry of the file system in any convenient fashion. This standard recommends that
geometry parameters be set to appropriate powers of two.

Execute In Place
The format for cards supporting direct execution of application programs from the card ("execute
in place") is described in Section-6.

5.5.3 Interpreting Cards Without Card Information Structures

Some existing systems use RAM cards with a pseudo-floppy organization. Pseudo-floppy cards
have the following format:

A series of contiguous logical sectors, as viewed by MS-DOS.

The BIOS sector addressing scheme (head, cylinder, sector) is mapped one-to-one to the
logical sectors.
The logical sectors are arranged exactly as in the case of a floppy disk, i.e. the first is the
Boot Sector, then comes a variable number of File Allocation Table (FAT) sectors, then a
number of Root Directory sectors, and finally the card is filed up with Data sectors.
Sectors are a standard MS-DOS size: 128, 256 or 512 bytes with 512-byte sectors as the
default, since this allows room for executable code in the first (Boot) sector.
The Boot sector is defined exactly as for a floppy. It thus contains the BIOS Parameter Block
(BPB), and, therefore, a definition of the number of bytes per sector, number of copies of
the FAT, and so on.
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Boot-Sector Structure

The boot sector would typically be 512 bytes if it were to contain bootstrap code as well
as the BPB. Otherwise, it could be as small as 128 bytes. However, the first 30 to 50
bytes of the bootstrap sector are always recorded in a standard format.
The first three bytes of the boot sector are reserved for a short or a near jump:

E9XXXX
or

EB XX 90

This gives us a simple way to detect a pseudo-floppy boot block. The BIOS Parameter
Block would then follow.

The format of the boot-sector header is shown in Tables 5-35 and 5-36.

(Note:The information in these tables is controlled by DOS. The data formats are
included here only for reference.)

Table 5-58: DOS Boot-Block Structure
Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 , 3 I 2 I

1 I
0

0..2 Short or near jump: OE9H XX XX or OEBH XX 090H.

3.. OAt System ID (OEM name and version) (8 bytes)

OBH.. OCH Bytes per sector (2 bytes)

ODH
Sectors per cluster

OEH.. OFH
1/ reserved sectors

10H Number of FATs

llH.. 12H
1/ root directory entries

13H.. 14H
1/ sectors in logical volume

15H Media descriptor byte

16H.. 17H
I/sectors per FAT

18H.. 19H
1/ sectors per track

1AH.. lBH number of heads

lCH ..10H
1/ hidden sectors

With DOS 4.0, and later versions, the following additional fields are defined:

Table 5-59: Extended BPB

Byte 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 T 3 r 2 I 1 I
0

1EH.. 1FH
1/ hidden sectors (most significant word)

20H.. 23H
1/ sectors in logical volume (4 bytes)

24H Physical drive number

25H Reserved

26H Extended boot signature (29H)

27H.. 2AH
Volume 10 (binary) (4 bytes)

2BH.. 35H
Volume label (11 bytes)

36H.. 30H Reserved (8 bytes)
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5.5.3.1

The information in the BPB can be accessed by the device driver whether embedded in
the ROM BIOS, external to the BIOS, or separately loaded as an MS-DOS Installable
Device Driver. In this way, differing configurations of ROM BIOS-to-Logical Sector
Mappings can be used. A card can have "multiple logical heads", for instance.

Handling Pseudo-Floppies In a Conforming System

Pseudo-floppies can easily be handled from within a conforming system, if the
following procedure is followed during card-insertion processing:

1. Read the first byte of Attribute Memory. If it is OlH, process the CIS from Attribute
Memory in the usual way. If all Metafomiat information is present in Attribute Mem-
ory, or in Common Memory as specified by the AttributeMemory, then this is not a
pseudo-floppy. If no CIS is present, or if a CiS is present in Attribute Memory, but no
Layer-2 information is present, proceed to step 2.

2. Read the first few bytes from the card's Common Memory (starting at physical address
0) into a local buffer.

3. Compare the first five bytes of the buffer to the cis link-target tuple signature (13H, xx,
"ciS", where xx is a link value in the range (03H, FEH)). If they match, then this card
has the CIS Metaformat structure in RAM (and probably has no Attribute Memory).
Process by the usual rules. If they do not match, no CIS is present and proceed to step
4.

4. Compare the first three bytes of the buffer to the DOS boot block signature: OE9H, XXh,
XXH, or OEBH, XXH, 90H. If it matches, assume that this is a DOS-format,
pseudo-floppy. Extract the relevant geometry and block-size information from the
BPB, assume that there is no error detection, and assume that the card consists of a
single data partition encompassing the number of blocks indicated in the BPB.

5.6 Compati~ilty Issues

5.6.1 Buffer Pages

Some vendors use a buffer page to improve the reliabilty of memory cards in the face of power
faiures. This standard does not directly provide a means for specifying the location of the buffer
page. Space can easily be reserved for a buffer page by proper adjustment of the values in the
format tuple. If needed, a vendor-specific tuple can be added to specify the location of the buffer
page within the partition.

5.6.2 Formatting Cards Under DOS

Use of a ciS does not require a special (non-DOS) format utilty in the common case where the
entire card is to be formatted as a DOS fie system. For example, the memory card BIOS could
determne all the relevant information (including the pseudo-disk geometry) using information
that is passed to the BIOS format function. It could then transparently construct the CIS during the
format operation. DOS is unaware of the existence of the ciS. When it reads block 0 of the disk, the
BIOS returns the first user-accessible block.

For multi-format cards, a special format utilty is required in order to get the proper

partition information in the ciS.
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Format, Size, Organization of Data in a PC Memory Card
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EXECUTE IN PLACE (XIP)
6.1 Format, Size, Organization of Data in a PC Memory Card1

This specification describes the Metaformat tuples, data structures, driver architecture, and
Application Programming Interface(API) for eXecute In Place (XIP).

6.1.1 LXIP and EXIP

Two types of XIP support are defined: LXIP and EXIP. LXIP refers to applications structured to
operate in a 16KB paged-execution environment similar to that defined by the
Lotus/Intel/Microsoft (LIM) 4.0 standard. EXIP refers to applications structured to operated in an
Intel 80386 extended- addressing-mode-execution environment. These differences have no effect
on the Metaformat, data structures, or driver architecture. They are only noticeable in the API
described later in this document. There is significant difference in the hardware support required,
and in the way applications are structured in the two environments. Discussion of how to construct
XIP applications is outside the scope of this specification.

6.1.2 Card Partition Format and Size

The tuple data structures describe the format, size, and organization of various partitions within
the memory space of a PC Memory Card. In the context of a PC Memory Card a partition is simply
a region of memory within the card's address space.

6.1.3 File System Partitions

This specifi~ation assumes that an XIP partition is used only to store XIP applications and is not

being used as part of a FAT or Flash file-system partition.

6.1.4 XIP Partition Identification

There are two tuples relevant to XIP. The "Format Tuple (CISTPL FORMAT)2" defines the card's
data-recording format as well as the location and size of the card's associated memory region. The
"Organization Tuple (CISTPL ORG)3" defines the organization of the data in a specific partition.
This tuple must follow a format tuple to be associated with it.
The format tuple for an XIP partition should have a TPLFMT_TYPE field value of
TPLFMTTYlE_MEM. An error-detection method may be specified. The TPLFMT_OFFSET and
TPLFMT _ NBYTES fields define the location and size of the XIP partition. The TPLFMT _FLAGS
should be set to O. The TPLFMT_ADDRESS field is not used, and should also be set to O.

If the partition does not begin and end on a 16384 byte (16KB) boundary, portions of memory
outside of the XIP application may be mapped into system. address space during application
execution. Also, if an XIP partition is not aligned on erase block or device boundaries, data outside
of the XIP partition can be destroyed if the Erase XIP Partition function is invoked.
The" Organization Tuple (CISTPL ORG)" contains the field - TPLORG _TYPE - that identifies the
type of organization associated with a specific partition. If the TPLORG _TYPE field is equal to the
TPLORGTYPE_ROMCODE code, the partition contains XIP images. For a DOS-compatible XIP
partition the TPLORG_DESC field should have a value of "DOS_XIP".

1. The glossary in Appendix A defines many of the technical terms in this chapter.
2. See Section 5.3.2.1.
3. See Section 5.4.1.1.
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(Note: Even though the TPLORGTYPE_ROMCODE suggests that the XIP partition is read-only,
writing to areas of the partition is allowed when the card technology supports write access.)

~~,'.': ):\t,/

6.1.5 XIP Partition Structure

Within the XIP partition, a fomiat for the XIP images needs to be defined so that the XIP manager
can locate the XIP images it is supposed to manage and map. Based on the size of the data structure
used to descrbe each entry, and its offset within the first 16-Kbyte block of the partition, up to 511
XIP applications could reside within a single XIP partition. (Note: The XIP directory is not required
to be 16Kbyte in size, but it must be located starting in the first 16-Kbyte block.)

The XIP partition is structured as follows:

An XIP header is located at the beginning of the XIP partition. The header consists of:
2-byte field defining the number of possible entries in the XIP directory,
4-byte partition serial number (similar to a DOS volume serial number),
2-byte field for data-structure-version number (OOO1H for this release),

24 bytes reserved (set to OFFH)

The total length of the directory for an XIP partition can be determined by:
directory length = (number of directory entries) .. 32 bytes.

The XIP partition is divided into an integer multiple of 16 Kbyte fixed-length "pages", where each
16-Kbyte page is aligned on 16-Kbyte boundaries. Each 16-Kbyte region is assigned a page number.
The relationship between the page numbers and the byte offsets, relative to the beginning of an
n-byte-Iong XIP partition, is partially listed in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1,: Page Numbers & Relative Byte Offsets into an XIP Partition
Byte Of.et relative to

18K Page Number the Beginning of an XlP
Partition PageUeage

0 OOOOOH...03FFFH XIP Header & Directory Struture

1 0400...07FFFH XIP Applications

2 oaOOH...OBFFFH . .

3 OCOOH...OFFFFH . .

4 1 OOOH... 13FFFH . .

5 14oo0H...17FFFH
6 18oo0H... 1 BFFFH .

7 1 COOOH...1FFFFH
. .

. .

((nJ400H)-1 ) (n.40ooH)...(n-1)
. .

e\'. t'i.¡.;':vß

XIP directory entries are stored as an array of fixed-length structures. The layout of an XIP
directory entry is similar to that of a DOS FAT -file-system-directory entry.

The XIP driver uses the XIP directory to determine the number of applications which are present,
their names and extensions, time and date of creation, and their locations within the partition. The
XIP directory starts immediately after the XIP header.

An XIP application occupies some number of contiguous 16-KB pages. All XIP application entries
are allocated from the beginning of the XIP directory. That is, all directory entries are allocated
contiguously, and all XIP pages are allocated from the beginning of the partition' sa available XIP
memory pages.

The XIP driver can determine the next non-allocated memory page, and directory entry, by
sequentially searching the XIP directory and finding the first entry that has never been allocated .~.

'j
"
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(i.e. XIP _STATUS = Oxxxx111b). This directory entry is available for allocation, and the previous
directory entry contains the information necessary to determine the next available XIP memory
page.
The XIP driver may need to read the directory, at driver initialization time, and whenever a card
with an XIP partition is installed in a slot. This is in order to determine any information the driver
may need to operate properly. The XIP driver wil also read the "directory" at driver run time in
order to support XIP functions that access the XIP directory. If the type of memory making up the
XIP partition permits it, the XIP driver may be able to add new XIP applications into the partition.
ROM XIP partitions cannot support adding new XIP applications, but Flash or EPROM XIP
partitions could support this functionality.
Each XIP directory entry has the following format:

Table 6.2: XIP Directory Entry Structure

Byte Name

0...7 XIP_NAME

8...10 XIP_EXT

11 XIP_STATUS

12...13 XIP _APP _BEGIN

14...15 XIP _ APP _OFFSET

16..21 XIP _RESERVED

22...23 XIP _CREATION_TIME

24...25 XIP_CREATION_DATE

26...27 XIP _FIRST _APP _PAGE

28...31 Xi P_SIZE

Bytes 0-7 (XIP _NAME):

Specifies an ASCII string that is the primary name of this XIP application. The format of this
name is the same as the DOS primary-fie name, that is, a maximum of eight (8) characters. If
the name is less than eight (8) characters it must be padded with blanks (20H).

Bytes 8-10 (XIP _EXT):

Specifies an ASCII string that is the name extension of this XIP application. The format of this
name is the same as the DOS file-name extension, that is, a maximum of three (3) characters. If
the extension is less than three (3) characters it must be padded with blanks (20H).

Byte 11 (XIP _ ST A TUS):

Specifies the status of this XIP directory entry (see Table 6-3). This XIP status bears absolutely
no relationship to the DOS fie-attribute byte. Values for the status bits are chosen so that an
XIP directory can be updated in media like Flash memory, without first erasing and then
re-recording it. Flash memory has unique constraints placed on how bit values in it may
change.
If XIP _STATUS has a value of FFh, the previous XIP directory entry was the last one in the XIP
partition. New entries in the XIP directory can be made at this point in the directory. If the first
byte in the first directory entry has a value of OFFH, the XIP directory is completely empty. If
the XIP directory is completely empty, the first page occupied by the directory maybe partially
available, the last page may be partially available, and all remaining pages of the partition are
available for allocation. Whether there are any partially-available pages is determined by the
total size and location of the partition, and the size of the XIP directory. The size and physical
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location of the XIP partition, within the card s physical-address space, is determined by the
tuple data structures.
If XIP_STATUS indicates a deleted entry, the XIP_FIRST_APP_PAGE and XIP_SIZE are stil
necessary for managing which pages may be allocated to new XIP applications that are being
copied into this partition. Also note that the XIP pages that have been deleted are not reusable
because they have not been erased. When an entry is marked deleted, the name and extension
fields of the directory entry must be ignored, since they are not required to be cleared.

Table 6-3: XIP Directory Entry Status Bit Flag Definitions

Bit Dellnltlon

0..2 XIP allocation status
111 XIP direcory entry is Iree to be used to store the next XIP directory entry. The previous XIP directory entry is the last valid 

entry in the XIP direcory.
011 XIP directory entr and the contents 01 its associated XIP application are in the procss 01 being created. Since this XIP
direcory entry has not yet been completely processed, an XIP loader must not load and execute this application becuse the
XIP application code has not been completely copied! However, the XIP fiRST _APP _PAGE and XIP _SIZE fields are valid lor
this directory entry. An XIP utility program must "close" the XIP directory entry before an XIP loader can load an XIP application.

001 XIP directory entry is allocted and contains an XIP application that may be executed.CO XIP directory entry was alloted
but has been deleted. It no longer contains a valid XIP application that may be executed. An XIP loader should not load and
execute it! The fields XIP _FIRST _APP _PAGE and XIP _SIZE contain valid data that must be used when searching lor the next
Iree page within the XIP partition.

3 LXIP/EXIP application.
o. The application is structured for LXIP.
1 - The application is structured for EXIP.

4...7 Reserved for future use. Must be all ones.

Bytes (12-13) XIP _APP _BEGIN

Specifies the offset in the first page for the application's entry point. The offset should be
located an a 16-byte boundary.

Bytes (14-15) XIP _APP _OFFSET

Specifies the offset in the first page of the application to the application's first byte. The offset
should be located on a 16-byte boundary.

Bytes (16-21) XIP _RESERVED

These bytes are reserved for future use. All reserved bytes must be set to a value of FFH.

Bytes (22-23) XIP _ CREATION_TIME

Specifies the time that this XIP directory entry was created, or added, to the XIP partition. For
media such as Flash memory, it is not possible to "update" an XIP directory entry without first
erasing the entire XIP partition. Therefore, the time only refers to the time that the XIP
application was added to the XIP directory. The format of the create time is DOS compatible
and is described in Table 6-4.

Table 6-4: Creation Time Bit Field Definitions
Bits Dellnltlon

0...4 Binary number of 2 second increments (0-29, corresponding to 0-58 seconds)

5...10 Binary number of minutes (0-59)

11.15 Binary number of hours (0-23)

6ì"'~'

.'"~."..'..

" \. t

Bytes (24-25) XIP _CREATION_DATE

Specifies the date that this XIP directory entry was created, or added, to the XIP partition. For
media such as Flash memory, it is not possible to "update" an XIP directory entry without first
erasing the entire XIP partition. Therefore, the date only refers to the time that the XIP .
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application was added to the XIP directory. The format of the create date is DOS compatible
and is described in Table 6-5.

Table 6-5: Creation Date Bit Field Definitions
Bits Definition

0...4 Day of month (1-31)

5...8 Month (1-12)

9...15 Year (relative to 1980)

Bytes (26-27) XIP _FIRST_APP _PAGE

Specifies the first 16-Kbyte page, within an XIP partition, that is allocated to this XIP
application. Pages allocated to an XIP application should be allocated contiguously within the
XIP partition. Based on the way pages are allocated to XIP applications, one must locate the last
valid entry in the XIP directory structure to find the next free page. This may be done by
searching through the XIP directory from the beginning, and inspecting the XIP _ STATUS flags
until the last entry is located. Note that in addition to entries that have not been closed,
allocated and deleted entries are valid and possible. The next free page is determined by
applying the following formula to the last valid entry in the XIP directory.
new_page_offset =(XIP _SIZE + XIP _OFFSET) mod 4000H

next_free-page = XIP _FIRST_APP _PAGE + INT ((XIP _SIZE + XIP_OFFSET)/4000H)

Pages from the next_free-page to the partition's last page number can be allocated to new XIP
applications. If page-aligned allocations are desired, and if new page _offset is not zero, then
the indicated page is a partially-allocated page, and the next page should be used.

(Note: It is possible to pack multiple (small) applications into a single page and have unique
directory entries for each application.)

Bytes (28-31) XIP_SIZE

Specifies the size, in bytes, of this XIP application. This size must include any padding required
to achieve any application-specific alignment. The size can be zero to allow an entry to simply
be a "label".

6.2 XIP Device Driver Architecture

The XIP device-driver functionality is split between two device drivers: a high-level driver
(XIP.SYS), and a low-level driver (PCMCIA.SYS). The high-level driver simply manages the data in
the XIP partition and provides all the services required by an XIP application. Essentially, this
driver provides the XIP API services to the XIP application. Another lower-level driver
(PCMCIA.SYS) provides the hardware-related services to the high-level driver when it actualy
needs to manipulate the mapping hardware (i.e. mapping pages, saving or restoring mapping
contexts, etc.)

By removing the hardware dependencies, the high-level driver becomes generic and can be used
on any type of system with XIP capabilties. A system software company could then create this
driver and license it to various system hardware OEMs. That would relieve them from having to
create such a driver. The OEM can then concentrate on developing the relatively simple low-level
driver specific to their hardware. Nothing prevents a systems OEM from supplying both levels of
functionality within the high-level driver.

The overhead imposed by this dual-layer-driver approach is not expected to cause perceptible
performance degradation in XIP applications.
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6.2.1 Migration Path of Drivers

Implementations of this architecture are expected to migrate into BIOS functions over time. The
two-level-driver architecture wil initially be implemented as DOS-Ioadable drivers. Some
manufacturers may initially provide both drivers as a single unit. This type of implementation wil
provide PCMCIA support on existing desktop systems using add-in, interface-cards with external
card sockets.

Next, the PCMCIA.SYS driver is expected to be included in the BIOS for new systems. This could
result in more optimized implementations with better memory utilzation. It is even possible for
some implementations to include the XIP driver as a built-in capabilty. There should be no impact
to applications that run on these systems because they wil not be able to distinguish between a
loaded driver versus a BIOS driver.

6.2.2 High Level Device Driver Functions

Most of the functions in the XIP API perform operations that require hardware-specific knowledge.
That is, they require information about a system's hardware configuration, and knowledge of how
the system's XIP-mapping hardware operates. By defining a high- and low-level architecture, this
hardware dependency can be removed from the high-level driver, and moved into the relatively
simple low-level driver.

6.2.3 Low Level Device Driver Functions

The functions required by the low-level-device driver are defined in the Socket Services

specification.

6.2.4 Sharing ~he Hardware Interface Between Device Drivers

It is possible that other device drivers ,unrelated to the XIP driver, wil need to access the memory-
mapping-interface hardware that maps memory on the card into the system's address space. It
should be obvious that a memory-mapping interface is required for XIP. However, a
memory-mapping interface would be perfectly acceptable for a disk device-driver as well. The
same hardware interface could be used for XIP driver, a DOS FAT-fie-system driver, and a DOS
Flash-file-system driver.

Consequently, it is very important for system designers to provide the ability to read, as well as
write, the state of their XIP-mapping hardware. Write-only, memory-mapping-hardware registers
are not acceptable. This is because a disk-device driver would have to save and restore the state of
the XIP-mapping hardware, before and after a disk access, as the mapping hardware may be in use
by an XIP driver and XIP application. (Note: An XIP driver should not do saves/restores of its
mapping hardware between XIP function calls!)

6.3 LIM 4.0 Compatibilty

A LIM 4.0 driver and an XIP driver perform similar operations on memory. They both map regions
into the system's memory space of any private memory space that they manage. Since XIP drivers
and applications must be compatible with LIM drivers and LIM applications, an XIP driver must
determine two things:

1. whether a LIM driver is installed in the system, and,

2. what regions of memory the LIM driver maps.

6.8 PCMCIA @ 1992
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The descnption of an integrated LIM and XIP dnver is beyond the scope of this specification.The
following are the steps for working out LIM and XIP compatibilty.
1. The LIM dnver must be loaded first.

2. The XIP dnver must check for the presence of a LIM dnver. The XIP dnver must not use the
areas of memory mapped by the LIM dnver. The XIP dnver can determine what these areas
are by querying the LIM dnver using a LIM function that returns this information.

3. The XIP dnver should not use system-memory areas that are occupied by RAM, ROM, or BIOS
shadow areas. The XIP dnvershould use typical industry practices, such as checking for BIOS
extension signatures, in detecting the presence of ROMs and RAMs. (A complete discussion of
these practices is beyond the scope of this specification.)

4. XIP dnver should use command-line parameters to exclude or include regions of system
memory that are appropnate for the XIP driver to use for XIP-application mapping. The
command- line parameters should overnde any algorithms that the XIP driver uses to
"automatically" determine the presence of RAM or ROM.

6.3.1 Device Driver Load Order

The XIP.SYS and PCMCIA.SYS device drivers would be loaded like any other device driver dunng
CONFIG.SYS processing.

For the purposes of LIM compatibilty, the XIP.SYS and PCMCIA.SYS drivers must be loaded after
a LIM driver that is being loaded during CONFlGSYS processing.
For the XIP drivers, the PCMCIA.SYS driver must be loaded before the XIP.SYS driver. During
XIP.SYS initialization, information about the system's mapping capabilties, which can only be
provided by the PCMCIA.SYS driver, is required by the XIP.SYS driver.

6.4 XIP Loader

The XIP loader invokes the functions supplied by the XIP driver. The function of the XIP loader is
to look up/ map, and start the XIP application execution.
There are several possibilties for implementing a loader. The XIP loader could be supplied by the
application developer or the system manufacturer. The goal is for users to invoke XIP applications
on DOS PC platforms in the same way that they invoke non-XIP applications. The following
outlines a possible loader implementation which achieves this goal. (Note: Other types of systems
could stil make use of the XIP definition with different loader implementations.)
First assume the following:
1. A fie-system partition has been created on the same card that contains the XIP partition.
2. This fie system contains a loader stub for each XIP application. If applications are added to the

XIP partition, corresponding loader-stub entries are made to the file-system partition.

3. There are two environment variables - SLOTP A TH and CURSLOT - that define the order in
which to search slots for XIP partitions (similar to drive order for fie searches), and define the

current "logged" slot (similar to current directory).
In this environment, the same loader stub can be used for all applications and behaves as follows:
1. When the loader is executed, it determines the name with which it was invoked and searches

the XIP partition for an entry of the same name. The search starts with an XIP partition (if one
exists) in the current slot (defined by CURSLOT) and then searches for other XIP partitions in
the order specified by SLOTP A TH.
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2. If no matching application name is found, an error is returned. Otherwise, the first page of the
application is mapped and execution is transferred to the entry-point offset, as specified in the ~.".(.".!
directory entry. If the mapping request fails, an appropriate error message can be displayed. 'Wi

(Note: if an extended XIP loader is used instead, it could map in the whole application using the
information included in the directory entry and then transfer control.)

.)

I'~;¡ "
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6.5 XIP Applications Programming Interface

6.5.1 XIP API Callback Interface

The XIP device driver uses a procedure-call interface rather than a software-interrupt interface. The

callback interface, being private, means that other software, not directly related to the operation of
the XIP device, will not be chained into the execution path. The benefit of this interface is that there
are no software interrpt-chaining-compatibilty problems.

6.5.2 Initializing the XIP Interface
In order for an XIP application to use the XIP device driver, the XIP application needs to know the
entry point of the XIP servces within the device driver. The process of determining whether the
XIP driver is installed, and getting its entry point, is outlined in the following steps.
1. Issue a DOS "open read-only mode." This function requires a far pointer to the ASCIIZ string

containng the device name to open. In this case, the device name is actually the internal name
found in the XIP device driver's header. The pointed-to ASCIIZ string should have the follow-
ing format:

XIP_device_name DB "XIP$$$$$",O

If DOS does not return an error status, one can assume that either a device with the name
"XIP$$$$$" is installed, or a fie with this name is on the current disk drive. Proceed to step 4/
otherwse, proceed to the next step.

2. If OOS returned a "too many open fies" status, one can modify one's application so that it
opens the XIP device before it opens any other fies. The XIP handle is not used after the entry
point ¡is obtained. If this was not the error one's application received, proceed to the next step.

3. If DOS returned a "fie/path not found", the XIP-device driver is not installed. If one's
application requires the XIP-device driver, there is only one way to correct the problem. The
user must install the XIP-device driver, modify the CONFIG.SYS file to reflect the installation,
and reboot the system before proceeding. One's application cannot proceed further.

4. Issue a DOS IOCTL "get device data" using the handle obtained in step i. This function returns
device data that allows one to determine whether XIP is a device or a fie.
If DOS returns any error status, one may assume that the XIP device driver is not installed. The
user wil have to follow the procedure outlined in step 3 to correct the problem.

5. Check that "XIP$$$$$" is a device and not a fie with the same name. The device data returned

by the previous DOS function contains the ISDEV bit (DX bit 7). If the ISDEV bit is a i then
"XIP$$$$$" is a character device and not a fie. If ISDEV is bit is a 0 then "XIP$$$$$" is a fie
and there is no XIP-device driver installed. The user wil have to follow the procedure outlned
in step 3 to correct the problem. Also, the fie named XIP should be renamed so that the user
may access it after the XIP driver is installed. This should be an extremely rare situation.

6. Issue a DOS "IOCTL read" using the handle obtained in step i for a maximum of 4 bytes.

If OOS returns any error status, or the driver does not transfer the specified number of bytes,
one may assume that the XIP-device driver is not a compliant driver. The user wil have to
follow the procedure outlined in step 3 to correct this problem.

7. Save the device driver entry-point address returned by the" read" .
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8. Issue a DOS" close" command using the handle obtained in step 1. Doing so frees up the handle
allocated by the original" open". The handle is not used again.

The following procedure is an example of the technique outlined in this section.
f¡~,

i ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
open_XIP_driver;
The procedure verifies that the XIP driver is installed in the system and

returns a handle so that driver IOCTLs may be done if it is present.
If XIP driver is installed

CARRY CLEAR

(bx) = handle for XIP device driver get/set calls
else

CARRY SET
; -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_....--------------..--------

open_XIP_driver proc
; -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ;

Open the XIP device.;
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

mov
mov
int
jc

dx, offset XIP_device_name
ax, 3DOOh

21h
oXd_02

(ds:dx) = far ptr to device name string
(ax) = open read-only function
issue device read-only open
error during device open

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ;
Get the info flags for the XIP handle. ;

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------

mov bx, ax (bx) = handle returned by open

mov ax, 4400h (ax) = IOCTL get device data function
Ivint 21h issue get device data IOCTL

jc oXd-01 error during IOCTL get device info

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Test the ISDEV bit in the device info flags.;

---------_..----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
test
j z

dx, 0080h

oXd_01
(dx) = file or device data

; XIP is a file, NOT a device

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
XIP driver is installed in this system.

Return:
(bx) = XIP driver handle.

(CARRY CLEAR) to indicate that the XIP device is installed.

clc
ret

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ;
XIP driver is not installed in this system.

Close the file named XIP$$$$$.

.
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oxd_Ol:
movah, 3Eh
int 2lh

(bx) = handle returned by open

(ah) = close function
close XIP$$$$$ file/driver

XIP driver is not installed in this system.

Return:
(CARRY SET) to indicate that the XIP device is not installed.

oXd_02:
stc
ret

open_XIP_driver endp

XIP driver name.

XIP _device_namedb "XIPS$$$S", °

6.5.3 XIP IOeii References

The XIP device driver requires that applications use ioeTLs to get, and/ or set, the entry point for
the XIP device driver. This allows an arbitrary chain of applications to monitor or patch the device
driver. The entry point of the XIP device driver is actually the procedure that an application calls
whenever it needs to call the XIP API (Application Programming Interface).
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6.5.4 IOCTL Read (Get Current XIP API Entry Point)

The DOS "IOCTL read" function (INT 21H, function 4402H) is used to obtain the XIP API entry 6"1

point. This function will read, into a buffer supplied by the application, a dword pointer supplied
by the XIP driver. The dword pointer in the buffer is a far pointer to a far pointer to the XIP API.
All applications needing to use the XIP API must obtain this entry point before they can make an
XIP API cal.
The following example builds on the previous example and demonstrates how an application
obtains the XIP API entry point.

Get the current XIP
If XIP API services

CARY CLEAR;
(bx)
(XIP_callback)

else;
CARY SET;

API entry point.
are available

handle for future XIP device driver get/set calls;
far pointer to far pointer to the XIP API

get_XIP_callbackproc
call open_XIP_driver
jc gXc_02

check for the XIP driver & open it
XIP driver not installed

Get the XIP API entry point.;

mov dx, offset XIP_callback
mov cx, 4
mov ax, 4402h
int 2lh
jc gXc_Ol

(bx) = XIP driver handle returned by open

(ds:dx) = far ptr to XIP callback buffer
(cx) = # bytes to transfer (dword size)
(ax) = IOCTL read device data
issue IOCTL read device data
error during IOCTL read device data

~~~

Verify that only the XIP API entry point was transferred.;

cmp
jne

ax, 4

gX_Ol
; (ax) = # bytes actually transferred
; drive did no tranfer th spified # of by

XIP API services are available.;

Return: ;
(XIP_callback) = far pointer to far pointer to the XIP API.;

(CARRY CLEAR) to indicate that the XIP API services are available.;

clc
ret

Close the XIP device.;

gXc_Ol:; (bx) = handle returned by open_XIP_driver callmov ah, 3Eh (ah) = close function
int 2lh ; close XIP device

XIP API services are not available.;

Return: ; .
6 - 14 PCMCIA @ 1992
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(CARY SET) to indicate that the XIP API services are not available.;

gXc_02:
stc
ret

"get_XIP_callbackendp

XIP callback storage.;

XIP _callbackdd ?
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6.5.5 IOCTL Write (Set New XIP API Entry Point)

The DOS "IOeTL wnte" function (I NT 21H, function 4403H) is used to set a new XIP API entry fi

point. This function wil wnte a dword pointer, supplied ""y the application, to the XIP dnver. This
dword pointer is a far pointer to the new XIP entry procedure. The function provides an XIP utilty,
or another device dnver that needs to trap XIP API accesses, with the abilty to chain into the XIP
API's path of execution.

If one is creating an XIP utility that absolutely must chain into the XIP API, remember to restore the
onginal XIP entry point before one's utilty exits back to DOS. If one does not, and one's code exits,
the next application that attempts to use the XIP API wil probably hang the users system.
The following example builds on the previous examples and demonstrates how an application sets
a new XIP API entry point.

Get the current XIP API entry point and set a new XIP API entry point.;

If XIP API services are available;
CARY CLEAR;
(bx)
(KIP_callback)
(old_XIP_ent_pt)
(new_XIP_ent,Jt)

else;
CARRY SET;

.. handle for future XIP device driver get/set calls;

.. far pointer to far pointer to the XIP API;

.. address of the current XIP API entry point.;

.. address of the new XIP API entry point.;

set_XIP_callbackproc

Open the XIP driver and get the XIP callback.;

callgetLXIP_callback; get XIP callback
jc sXc_Ol ; could not get the XIP callback .
Save the address of the current XIP API entry point so that it can be restored;

later. The example assumes that the old XIP entry point is accessible via the;

example code segment.;

les
les
mov
mov

di, XIP_callback

di, dword ptr esi (di)
i. pt cs:old_XI_entß(O), di

'-ro pt csiold_XI_en..(2), es

(esidi) .. far pt to far pt to XI API en pot
(esidi) = far pt KI entI pot ac

( old _ XI _ ent..) .. cu XI entI poin ac

Initialize a far pointer in a buffer so that it points to the new;
XIP API entry point.;

mov word ptr new_XIP_ent,Jt(O), offset XIP_trap
1l' i. pt nE_KI_ent..(2), cs ; (nE_XI_ent..) = nE XI en point aàs

Send the new XIP API entry point to the XIP driver.;

mov
mov
mov
int
jc

dx, offset new_XIP_ent,Jt

ex, 4

ax, 4403h

2lh
gXc_Ol

(bx) = ha reur by ge _ XI _ calJ
(dsidx) .. far pt to nE KI entI point bifer
(cx) = # bytes to transfer (dword size)

(ax) = IOCTL write device data
issue IOCTL write device data

error during IOCTL read device data I
6 - 16 PCMCIA @ 1992
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New XIP entry point has been set.;
Return: ;

(bx) = handle for future XIP device driver get/set calls;

(CARY CLEAR) to indicate that the XIP API services are available.;

clc
ret

XIP API services are not available.;

Return: ;
(CARRY SET) to indicate that the XIP API services are .not 'available.;'

sXc_Ol:
stc
ret

set_XIP _callbackendp

New XIP entry point storage.;

new_XIP_ent-ptdd?

Old KI en point stoag. 'I exle assu tht tl pointe reid in th ¡
same CODE segment as do the set_XIP_callback and XIP_trap procedures.;

old_XIP_Fnt-ptdd?
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6.5.6 Chaining into the XIP API

The following example builds on the previous examples and demonstrates how an XIP utilty "

would properly chain into the XIP API. The hypothetical example provided assumes that the
original XIP driver cannot either write or erase the special devices the XIP _trap code supports.
However, the original driver is capable of doing all other functions. Therefore, the example inspects
the function codes passed to the XIP API and traps only erase and write functions rather than
permitting the original XIP driver to do them. All other function wil be passed on through.
The example also assumes that set_XIP _callback has been called and has completed successfully.

"
.: 'I exle cx smply ch to se if th XI API cx pase to th XI drive pefOD

write or eras. If it à:, it seic th eras or write. If it ckn't it cha thgh:
to the original XIP API entry point.:

XIP_trapprocfar

Trap the three XIP functions that perform writes or erases.:

cmp
je

ah, XIP_Add
Xt_Ol

(ah) = XIP function code
trap Add XIP Directory Entry

cmp
je

ah, XiP_COpy

Xt 02 trap Copy XIP Directory Entry

cmp
je

ah, XIP_Erase

Xt_03 trap Erase XIP Partition

Chain into the original XIP API entry point.:
IiI~"'

jmp dword ptr cs : old_X I P_ent_pt

Your special trap code continues here.:

Xt_Ol: .

Xt_02: .

Xt_03:.

Your trap code has finished its work.;

XIP_trap_OK:
clc
ret CARRY CLEAR indicates operation passed

XIP_trap_err:
stc
ret

XIP_trap endp

CARRY SET indicates operation failed

(ah) = error status of operation

6 - 18 PCMCIA @ 1992
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6.5.7 Callng the XIP API

As the previous sections discussed, the XIP _callback is really a far pointer to a far pointer. Callng
the XIP API from one's application involves a simple two-step process. First, use an LDS or LES
instruction to obtain the contents of the XIP _callback returned from the example get_XIP _callback
procedure. Second, call the address pointed to by the address pointed to by the LDS or LES. This
address is the XIP API entry point.
Again, note that the XIP _callback is a pointer to a pointer. 

It does not contain the address of the XIP

API entry point, but rather a pointer to a location that does contain this entry point. This extra level
of indirection adds flexibilty in being able to both chainaind unchain into an XIP driver.
As an example, suppose the application wanted to get the XIP API version.

Assume that the XIP_callback was correctly initialized by the;

get_XIP_callback that you would have done only once at the beginning of;
your programs start-up code.;

mov
lds
call
jc

ah, BOh
si, XIP_callback
dword ptr (si)

process_XIP_API_err

(ah) = get XIP version function
(ds:si) = far pt to far pt to XIAPI entr point
cal th XI AP. No th in far caI
an KI en status wa re't igr it!

The XIP API call completed. Your code continues here.;

; (al) = XIP version

i

process_XIp_APi_err:

The XIP API call failed. Your error processing code continues here.;

; (ah) = XIP error status

Note that this is exactly the same operation that one's application would do to call the XIP API, even
if it, or another driver, had chained itself into the XIP API's execution path. Nothing special need
be done by one's application to account for other drivers being chained into the XIP API.
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6.6 XIP API Functions
The following functions comprise the entire set of XIP functions that are required to be a fully
compliant XIP version 1.0 driver. f'1

6.6.1 Get XIP Version (Both)

Purpose:
This function returns the version of the XIP driver installed in the system. An application uses
this function to determine if the set of XIP functions it requires are supported by this XIP driver.

Callng Parameters:

AH=BOH Get XIP Version function.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

AL = version number

Contains the XIP driver's version number in binary coded decimal (BCD) format. The
upper four bits contain the integer digit of the version number. The lower four bits
contain the fractional digit of version number. For example, version 1.0 is represented
like this:

0001 0000\ /
1. 0

.'..:......"
. "

".-,

When checking for a version number, an application should check for a version
number or greater. Vendors may use the fractional digit to indicate enhancements or
corrections to their XIP drivers. Therefore, to allow for future versions of XIP drivers,
an application should not depend on an exact version number.

AH = type(s) of XIP functions supported by this driver.

The rest of the function descriptions in the API are labeled with Write, LXIP, EXIP, or
"Both" to indicate when they are supported by this driver. AH returns with bits set to
indicate which functions this driver supports.

Reserved(O) bits 7..3 Write Functions EXIP Functions LXIP Functions

LXIP Functions = 1: Functions labeled with LXIP or Both are supported by this driver,

EXIP Functions = 1: Functions labeled with EXIP or Both are supported by this driver,

Write Functions = 1: Functions BBH to BFH are supported by this driver.

Registers Modified:
AX

.k.....h.;~
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Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.2 Get XIP Mappable Segments (LXIP)

Purpose:
This function returns an array containing the segment address for each mappable XIP region
in a system. The array is sorted in ascending segment order.

Callng Parameters:

AH= 81H Get XIP Mappable Segments function.

ES:DI = mappable _XIP _segment_array -ptr

Contains a far pointer to an application-supplied memory area where the XIP driver
wil copy the array.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

ES:DI = mappable_XIP _segment_array-ptr

C¡ontains a far pointer to an application-supplied memory area where the XIP driver
wil copy the array. The first word of the memory area is the maximum number of
entries allowed in the array. The remainder of the memory area is the array. The driver
fills in the array. Each entr in the array is a single word. (Note: An 8-entry array will
probably provide sufficient space in most cases.)
segment_struct STRUC
length OW ?
mappable_XIP_segment OW ?

segmen t _ s truct ENDS

Each member is a word which contains the segment address of a mappable XIP
segment in the system. Each mappable segment is 16-Kbytes long. The array entries are
sorted in ascending segment address order.

CX = desired number of entries in the mappable_XIP _segment_array

If CX is greater than the maximum array size, a larger array is required. In this case,
the provided array only has the first part of the information.

Registers Modified:
AX,CX
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Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH::FFH

PASSED

FAILED
t,

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.3 Get XIP Partition IDs (Both)

Purpose:
This function returns an array of XIP partition IDs currently accessible in the ,system. XIP

partition IDs are byte tokens used to uniquely identify each XIP partition. Token values are
implementation specific and are only valid after this function is called.
Partition IDs are assigned at initialization time by the XIP driver. These IDs are only valid
during a given system boot. That is, IDs can change from boot to boot. Normally IDs wil not
be reassigned to a different partition once they have been assigned to a specific partition.
However, the Disable Partition ID function can be used to allow a partition ID to be reassigned.
This function will not return a partition ID that has been disabled. However, it can return new
partition IDs that correspond to XIP partitions on a newly inserted card.

Callng Parameters:

AH:: 82H Get XIP Partition ID List function.

ES : DI :: partition_IDs-ltr
. Contains far pointer to an application supplied memory area where the XIP driver wil .

copy the Partition IDs. The first byte contains the maximum length of the provided ,,:'

array.
IDs struct

length
IDs

IDs struct

STRUC

DB ?
DB ?

ENDS

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

ES : DI :: partition_IDs -Itr

CX :: desired length of list

If CX is greater than the maximum array size, a larger array is required. In this case,
the provided array only has the first part of the information.

Registers Modified:
AX,CX

.1;,.'
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Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.4 Get XIP Handle Range (Both)

Purpose:
This function returns the range of handle values that the XIP driver manages. Handle values
8oo0h through, and including, 8FFFH are reserved for use by the XIP driver. The handle value
returned by an XIP driver wil have a value in this range.
The XIP driver assigns a unique handle value, in the specified range, to every XIP application
present in the XIP directory. An XIP application uses a handle as a parameter whenever it calls
the XIP driver to perfomi a map, unmap, or copy function.

Callng Parameters:

AH = 83H Get XIP Handle Range function.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

BX = First inclusive XIP handle

This is the value of the first handle managed by the XIP driver. Should be in the range
8000H through and including 8FFFH (unsigned word).

DX = Last inclusive XIP handle

This is the value of the last handle managed by the XIP driver. This value should be
. greater that the value returned in BX. Should be in the range 8000H through and
including 8FFFH.

CX = Total handles

The maximum number of handles that this XIP driver is capable of supporting.

Registers Modified:
AX, BX, CX, DX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The function failed. Cause unknown.
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6.6.5 Map/Unmap an XIP Handle's Pages (LXIP)

Purpose:
This function maps or unmaps one, several, all, or none of the logical pages associated with a
handle into as many mappable segments as the system supports. Both mapping and
unmapping pages can be done in the same invocation. Mapping or unmapping no pages is not
considered an error. If a request to map or unmap zero pages is made, nothing is done and no
error is returned. The segment map array passed to this function does not have to have any
special order with respect to mappable_segment elements.
The function should allow mapping a specific logical page at more than one mappable segment
address. This same "feature" is also a part of the LIM specification.
The handle needed for this function is obtained through the "Search for XIP Directory Entry".
The total number of logical pages associated with this handle are also returned by these
functions. The logical pages associated with a handle are all 16 Kbytes in length and are
numbered zero relative to the beginning of the XIP application represented by the handle.

Callng Parameters:

AH=84H Map /Unmap XIP Pages function.

AL = XIP partition il

Contains the ID of the partition containing the XIP application pages to be mapped.

DX = handle

Cc,mtains the XIP handle associated with these pages.

CX = map_count

Contains the number of entries in the array. For example, if the array contained four
pages to map or un map, then CX would contain four.

DS:SI = far pointer to seg_ map array

Contains a far pointer to an array of structures that contains the information necessary
to map the desired pages. The array is made up of the following structure:
seg_map_struct STRUC
log_page_number OW ?

. mappable_segment OW ?
seg_map_struct ENOS
.logJage _number

The first member is a word which contains the number of the logical page to be mapped.
Logical pages are numbered zero relative with respect to the beginning of the
XIP application with which they are associated. Therefore, the number for a
logical page can range from zero to (number of logical pages allocated to the
handle - 1).

If the logical page number is set to FFFFH, the mappable segment associated with it is
unmapped rather than mapped. Un mapping a mappable segment makes it
inaccessible.

.mappable _segment

6 - 24 PCMCIA @ 1992
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The second member is a word which contains the segment address within the system-memory
address space at which the logical page is to be mapped. This segment address
must correspond exactly to a mappable segment address. The mappable
segment addresses are available through the Get XIP Mappable Segments
function.

Results:

CX = mapped count

Contains the count of the numbers of segments actually mapped whether the function
succeeds or fails. If the function fails, the first CX segments requested are mapped and
wil eventually need to be unmapped by the application.

Registers Modified:
AX,CX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = 83H

AH=8AH

AH=8BH

AH=F8H
AH=FBH

AH= FCH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The XIP driver could not find the specified XIP handle. The XIP driver
does not have any information pertaining to the specified XIP handle. The
program has probably corrupted its XIP handle.

One or more of the logical pages to be mapped is out of the range of logical
pages allocated to the XIP handle. The program can recover from this con-
dition by mapping a logical page which is within the bounds for the spec-
ified XIP handle. When this error occurs, the only pages mapped or
unmapped were the ones valid up to the point that the error occurred.
One or more of the mappable segment addresses specified is not mappa-
ble, the segment address does not fall exactly on a mappable address
boundary, or the map_count exceeds the number of mappable segments
in the system. The program can recover from this condition by mapping
into memory on an exact mappable segment address. When this error oc-
curs, the only pages mapped were the ones valid up to the point that the
error occurred.
The specified partition does not exist.
One or more of the logical pages specified is already mapped at a mappa-
ble segment. The previous logical page mapped at the specified mappable
segment is stil mapped. The new logical page specified is not mapped.

The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.6 Get XIP Mapping Context Size (Both)

Purpose:
The Get XIP Mapping Context Size function returns the storage requirements for the array
passed to the "Get XIP Mapping Context" and "Set XIP Mapping Context".

PCMCIA @ 1992 6 - 25
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Callng Parameters:

AH= 8SH Get XIP Mapping Context Size function. ~..r
Results

These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

AL = size_of_mappin8-context

Contains the number of bytes that wil be transferred to/ from the memory area an
application supplies whenever a program requests the Get or Set XIP Mapping Context
functions.

Registers Modified:
AX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.7 Get XIP Mapping Context (Both)

Purpose:
This fu'lction saves the mapping context for all XIP mappable memory regions by saving the
state of the systems XIP mapping hardware in a destination array. The XIP application must
pass a pointer to the destination array.

.:....,
'.

.J-

Callng Parameters:

AH=86H Get XIP Mapping Context function.

ES:DI = destyage_map

Contains a far pointer to the destination array address in segment:offset fonnat. Use
the Get XIP Mapping Context Size function to determine the maximum size of this
array.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

ES:DI = dest_page_map

The array contains the state of the XIP mapping hardware. It also contains any
additional infomiation necessary to restore the XIP mapping hardware to its original
state when the XIP application program invokes a Set XIP Mapping Context function.
The content and size of this information is vendor specific.

Registers Modified:
AX

t..,..,
if
..,
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CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=FCH

AH = FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.8 Set XIP Mapping Context (Both)

Purpose:
This function restores the mapping context for all XIP mappable memory regions by copying
the contents of a source array into the systems XIP mapping hardware. The application must
pass a pointer to the source array.

Callng Parameters:

AH= 87H Set XIP Mapping Context function.

DS:SI = source_page_map

Contains a far pointer to the source array address in segment:offset format. The XIP
application must point to an array which contains the XIP mapping hardware state as
returned by Get XIP Mapping Context. Use the Get XIP Mapping Context Size function
to determine the maximum size of the array. The size and content of this infomiation
is vendor specific.

i

Results:
None.

Registers Mo.dified:

AX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=A3H

AH=FCH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The contents of the source array have been corrupted, or the pointer
passed to the function is invalid.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.9 Search for XIP Directory Entry (Both)

Purpose:
This function searches the XIP directory for an XIP application with a specific name. If the
name is found, this function returns the handle associated with the name as well as the number
of logical pages allocated to it.
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The XIP handle returned by the XIP driver always specifies the same XIP application within the

XIP partition. For example, if you searched the XIP directory six times for an existing XIP
application named "WORDPROC.XIP", the XIP driver would return the same handle value
each time because the position of the XIP application within the XIP directory structure had not

changed.
An XIP handle is somewhat analogous to an index into an array of fixed length structures. The
handle returned can be used by as many processes as need access to the XIP application.

Callng Parameters:

AH= 88H

l....
,:
,,
""

Search for XIP Directory Entry function.

AL = partition ID

Contains the ID of the partition containing the XIP directory to be searched.

DS:SI = XIP_app_name

Contains a far pointer to an 8.3 string that contains the name of the entry to be searched
for. Name and extension must both be padded with blanks (20H).

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

Registers Modified:
AX,CX, DX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH= AOH

AH= AIH

AH=F8H
AH = FCH

AH= FFH

PASSED

FAILED

No corresponding handle could be found for the XIP application specified,
i.e. the entry name was not found.
The XIP application name is invalid.
The speåfied partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

.~,c~
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6.6.10 Get First XIP Directory Entry (Both)

Purpose:
This function returns the name, total allocated pages, and handle corresponding to the first
active entry in the XIP directory in the specified partition.

Callng Parameters

AH=89H Get First XIP Directory Entry function.

AL = partition il

Contains the ID of the partition containing the XIP directory.

ES:DI = pointer to XIP _app _name

Contains a far pointer to a 32 byte buffer in RAM memory into which the XIP dnver
will copy the name of the XIP application if it can find one in the XIP directory.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.
.
DX = XIP_app_handle

The value of the handle assigned to the first XIP application in the XIP directory.

CX = logical_page_count

T,he number of logical pages allocated to the first XIP application in the XIP directory.
This value can be zero.

ES:DI = pointer to XIP _app _name

Contains a far pointer to an area of RAM memory into which the XIP dnver has copied
the first XIP application's name if the XIP directory is not empty. This name buffer is
formatted exactly the same as the XIP Directory Entry Sturcture (Table 6-2).

Registers Modified:
AX,CX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH= AOH

PASSED

FAILED

No XIP application was found in the XIP directory. The XIP directory is
empty.
The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

AH=F8H
AH=FCH

AH=FFH The function failed. Cause unknown.
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6.6.11 Get Next XIP Directory Entry (Both)

Purpose:
This function returns the handle, total allocated pages, and name corresponding to the next
active entry in the XIP directory.

fè,

Callng Parameters:

AH= BAH Get Next XIP Directory Entry function.

AL = partition ID

Contains the ID of the partition containing the XIP directory.

DX = XIP_app_handle
The value of the handle returned from a "Get First XIP Directory Entry" call or from the
previous "Get Next XIP Directory Entry" call. The XIP driver uses this handle value to
begin the search for the next active entry in the XIP directory.

E5:DI = pointer to XIP _ app _name

Contains a far pointer to a 32 byte area of RAM memory into which the XIP driver wil
copy the name and other information of the XIP application if it can find another active
entry in the XIP directory.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

DX = XIP_app_handle

The value of the handle assigned to this XIP application in the XIP directory.

,
CX = logical_page _count

The number of logical pages allocated to this XIP application in the XIP directory. This
value can be zero.

ES:DI = pointer to XIP _app_name

Contains a far pointer to an area of RAM memory into which the XIP driver has copied
this XIP application's information. The structure is defined in Table 6-2 of this section.

Registers Modified:
AX,CX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = B3H

PASSED

FAILED

The handle passed to the XIP driver is invalid. The XIP driver doesn't have
any information pertaining to the specified XIP handle. The program has

t.,',/G:-
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AH:: AOH

AH::F8H
AH:: FCH

probably corrupted the XIP handle it obtained from the previous "Get First
XIP Directory Entry" or "Get Next XIP Directory Entry" calls.

No more entries were found in the XIP directory.

The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

AH::FFH The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.12 Add XIP Directory Entry (Both) (Write)

Purpose:
This function allows an XIP utilty to insert a new XIP application into the XIP directory. The
utilty would use this function to name the XIP application and allocate space for it within the
XIP partition. The utilty would subsequently map the pages which had been allocated to the
XIP application into memory and then copy the new XIP application into them. Not all media
wil support this operation. Specifically, only programmable devices allow the creation,

copying, and deletion of XIP applications. This function is only supported by a driver that

returns from Get XIP Version with AH :: OOOOOlxxb (which indicates support for Write

functions).

Callng Parameters:

AH::8BH Add XIP Directory Entry function.

AL :: part~tion il
i

Contains the il of the partition containing the XIP directory which is to have a

directory entry added to it.

DS:SI:: pointer to a new XIP _dir entry

Contains a far pointer to a 32 byte area of RAM memory which contains the
information of a new XIP application to be added to the XIP directory page (page zero)
within the XIP partition. Refer to the structure defined in Table 6-2 of this section. The
XIP _ ST A TUS field bits 0-2 of this structure are ignored, but all other fields must be set

by the caler.

Results:
These results are valid only if the status returned is PASSED.

DX:: XIP_app_handle

The value of the handle assigned to the newly added XIP application.

Registers Modified:
AX
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CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH= 8SH

AH= 87H

AH=88H

AH=AIH

AH= A2H

AH= F7H

AH=F8H
AH=F9H
AH=FCH

AH=FEH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED
f::\." .'"
i )

;/

There aren't enough handles to satisfy the application's request. The XIP
directory entry was not added.
There aren't enough logical pages in the XIP partition to satisfy the appli-
cation's request. The XIP directory entry was not added.

There aren't enough unallocated logical pages in the XIP partition to satis-
fy the application's request. The XIP directory entry was not added.
An XIP application with this name already exists. The XIP directory entry
was not added. If your application wants to replace an old XIP applica-
tion, it must first delete the old one and then add the new one.
The XIP application name is invalid. The XIP directory entry was not add-
ed.

This function is supported on the media the XIP partition is implemented
on. However, the driver or system does not support this function for this
media type.

The specified partition does not exist.
The XIP directory has insufficient remaining space to add a new entry.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

This function is not supported on the type of media the XIP partition is im-
plemented on (ROM). The XIP directory entry was not added.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

,\")"
.'.!i.: )t,,,'. .

.- '. .'

6.6.13 Copy XIPPage (Both) (Write)

Purpose:
This function allows an XIP utilty to copy a new XIPapplication code and data located in a
RAM buffer into the logical pages allocated to a newly added XIP directory 'entry. The XIP
driver does the copying because the type of programmable memory the XIP application is
being copied into may not respond to simple memory writes issued by an application program.
Not all media wil support this operation. Specifically, only programmable devices allow the
creation, copying, and deletion of XIP applications. This function is only supported by a driver
that returns from Get XIP Version with AH = OOOOOlxxb (which indicates support for Write

functions).

Updates to existing memory pages can be made if the càrd technology and system supports
write access.

Callng Parameters:

AH = 8CH Copy XIP Page function.

Gd~;-\:)..\
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AL = partition ID

Contains the ID of the partition which is to have a page copied into it. This must be the
same partition that was specified in the Add XIP Directory Entry call used to create the
application directory entry.

BX = logical-page_number

The logical page number associated with the XIP application specified by the handle
into which the RAM buffer is to be written. If logical page zero is specified, the buffer
is copied to the offset in the XIP page specified in the XIP _OFFSET field of the directory
entry for this application.

CX = write byte count

Number of bytes to write to XIP page.

DX = XIP_app_handle

The value of the handle assigned to the newly added XIP application. This is the
handle value returned by the" Add XIP Directory Entry" function.

DS:SI = pointer to RAM buffer to be copied into logical_page

Contains a far pointer to an area of RAM memory which contains the XIP application
code or data to be copied into the logical page specified.

Registers Modified:
AX

Results:
None.

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = 83H

AH=8AH

AH= F7H

AH=F8H
AH= FAH

AH=FCH

PASSED

FAILED

The XIP driver could not find the specified XIP handle. The XIP driver
doesn't have any information pertaining to the specified XIP handle. The
program has probably corrupted its XIP handle. The buffer was not cop-
ied.

The logical page to be copied to is out of the range of logical pages allocat-
ed to the XIP handle. The buffer was not copied.

This function is supported on the media the XIP partition is implemented
on. However, the driver or system does not support this function for this
media type.

The specified partition does not exist.
The number of bytes requested to write is larger than the available space
in the page.

The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.
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AH = FDH The function failed due to a error in copying. The media supports this
function but the logical page the new XIP application is being copied to is
not blank and the data cannot be correctly copied. The buffer was not
copied.

This function is not supported on the type of media the XIP partition is im-
plemented on (ROM). The buffer was not copied.
The function failed. Cause unknown.

AH = FEH

AH=FFH

6.6.14 Delete XIP Directory Entry (Both) (Write)

Purpose:
This function allows an XIP utilty to delete an old XIP application from the XIP directory. The
utility would use this function to name the XIP application to be deleted from the XIP partition.
Not all media wil support this operation. Specifically, only programmable devices allow the
creation, copying, and deletion of XIP applications. This function is only supported by a driver
that returns from Get XIP Version with AH = OOOOOlxxb (which indicates support for Write

functions) .

Callng Parameters:

AH= 8DH Delete XIP Directory Entry function.

AL = partition ID

Contains the ID of the partition containing the XIP directory which is to have a
directory entry deleted from it.

DS:SI = pointer to a old XIP _ dir entry to delete

Contains a far pointer to an area of RAM memory which contains the name of an old
XIP application to be deleted from the XIP directory page (absolute page zero) within
the XIP partition. The old XIP application's directory structure consists of the
following elements:

XIP dir struct STRUC
name DB

DB

ENDS

8' DUP (?)
3ì DUP (?)ext

XIP dir struct

.name

The first member is an 8 byte array which contains the name, padded with
blanks (20H), of the old XIP application to be deleted.

.ext

The second member is a 3 byte array which contains the name extension,
padded with blanks (20H), of the old XIP application to be deleted.

Results:
None.

Registers Modified:
AX
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CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH= AOH

AH= AIH

AH= F7H

AH=F8H
AH=FCH

AH=FEH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

No corresponding handle could be found for the XIP application specified.
The XIP directory entry was not deleted.

The XIP application name is invalid. The XIP directory entry was not de-
leted.
This function is supported on the media the XIP partition is implemented
on. However, the driver or system does not support this function for thi
media type.

The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

This function is not supported on the type of media the XIP partition is im-
plemented on (ROM). The XIP directory entry was not deleted.
The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.15 Erase XIP Partition (Both) (Write)

Purpose:
This function allows an XIP utilty to erase the entire contents of an XIP partition in preparation
for reuse, The entire XIP partition must be aligned on erase block or device boundaries for thi
function to only erase the XIP partition and nothing else. This function is only supported by a
driver that returns from Get XIP Version with AH = OOOOOlxxb (which indicates support for

Write functions).

Callng Parameters:

AH=8EH Erase XIP Partition function.

AL = partition ID

Contains the il of the partition to be erased.

Registers Modified:
AX
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CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=F7H

AH= F8H

AH=FCH

AH=FEH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED
f~

This function is supported on the media that the XIP partition is imple-,
men ted on. However, the driver or slot does not support this function for
this media type.

The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

This function is not supported on the type of media the XIP partition is im-
plemented on (ROM). The XIP partiion was not erased.
The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.16 Close XIP Directory Entry (Both) (Write)

Purpose:
This function closes the process of adding a new XIP entry to an XIP partition. Unti this
function is executed, a newly added XIP application cannot be loaded or executed by an XIP
loader. The function "activates" the newly added XIP application by setting the status bits of a
newly added XIP directory entry to a value indicating that it may be loaded and executed. Not
all media wil support this operation. Specifically, only programmable devices allow the

creation, copying, and deletion of XIP applications. This function is only supported by a driver
that, returns from Get XIP Version with AH = OOOOOlxxb (which indicates support for Write ..:.:.'.'.......functions). ~

Callng Parameters:

AH= 8FH Close XIP Directory Entry function.

AL = partition ID

Contains the ID of the partition containing the XIP directory entry which is to be
closed.

DX = XIP _ app _handle

The value of the handle assigned to the newly added XIP application. This is the
handle value returned by the "Add XIP Directory Entry" function.

Registers Modified:
AX

t
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Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=83H

AH = F7H

AH=F8H
AH=FCH

AH=FEH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

The XIP driver could not find the specified XIP handle. The XIP driver
doesn't have any information pertaining to the specified XIP handle. The
program has probably corrupted its XIP handle. The XIP application di-
rectory entry was not closed.
This function is supported on the media the XIP partition is implemented
on. However, the driver or slot does not support this function for this me-
dia type.
The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP partition has changed since the last XIP API
call.

This function is not supported on the type of media the XIP partition is im-
plemented on (ROM). The XIP application directory entry was not closed.
The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.17 Map Extended Segment (EXIP)

Purpose:
This function maps PCMCIA memory cards into or out of the system's extended address space.
The specified application on the PCMCIA memory card wil appear at the address range
returned! by this function. A system may support simultaneously mapping of multiple
segments.

Callng Parameters:

AH =9QH

AL = partition ID

Contains the Map Extended Segment function code.

DX = XIP application handle.

Results:
EDX = System memory address corresponding to the specified application.

ECX = Number of bytes mapped.

The number returned can be more than the number requested.
Note: More memory than was requested can be mapped depending on the granularity
of mapping supported by a particular system.

Registers Modified:
AX, ECX, EDX
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Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = F4H

AH = F5H

AH = F6H

AH=F8H
AH= FCH

AH=FFH

PASSED

FAILED

f".'.\.'î'.1
~/

Unable to map requested segment. All hardware mapping currently in
use.
Function not available. Hardware extended memory mapping is not
available.

Function not available. Processor does not support extended memory ad-
dressing.
The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP application has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.6.18 Unmap Extended Segment (EXIP)

Purpose:
This function maps PCMCIA memory cards out of the system's extended address space. The
specified application on the PCMCIA memory card wil no longer appear in the address space.

Callng Parameters:

AH = 91H

AL = partition il

Contains the Unmap Extended Segment function code. ~.).r
DX = XIP application handle.

Registers Modified:
AX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH=83H
AH=F5H

AH = F6H

AH = F8H

AH = FCH

AH = FFH

PASSED

FAILED

XIP handle not found.

Function not available. Hardware extended memory mapping is not
available.

Function not available. Processor does not support extended memory ad-
dressing.
The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP application has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

..~
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6.6.19 Get Partition 10 from Address (Both)

Purpose:
This function returns the ID of the partition onto which the specified system address is
currently mapped. If the system address is not currently mapped, failure is indicated.

Callng Parameters:

AH=92H Contains the Get Partition 10 from Address function code.

ES:DI = 32 bit system address, (may be real, protected, or virtual mode).

Results:
AL = Partition ID

Registers Modified:
AX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH= F3H

AH=FCH

AH=FFH

6.6.20 Get Slot Number (Both)

PASSED

FAILED

System address not currently mapped.
The card containing the XIP application has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

Purpose:
This function returns the number of the slot that contains the specified partition. If the partition
ID is not valid, a failure is indicated.

Callng Parameters:

AH= 93H

AL = partition ID

Results:

Contains the Get Slot Number function code.

AL = slot number.

The specific value returned is vendor specific.

Registers Modified:
AX
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Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = F8H

AH = FCH

AH = FFH

6.6.21 Disable Partition 10 (Both)

PASSED

FAILED

~,
');"::.,l

The specified partition does not exist.
The card containing the XIP application has changed since the last XIP API
call.

The function failed. Cause unknown.

Purpose:
This function marks a partition ID as invalid and allows it to be reassigned to some different
XIP partition (via Get XIP Partition IDs).

Callng Parameters:

AH=94H

AL = partition ID

Results:
None.

Registers Modified:
AX

Status:
CARRY CLEAR

CARRY SET

AH = F8H

AH=FFH

Contains the Disable Partition ID function code.

.',a'

PASSED

FAILED

The specified partition does not exist.
The function failed. Cause unknown.

6.7 Example of XIP API Use

An example is included to ilustrate some of the more complex processes involved in using an XIP
driver and the companion XIP directory structure managed by the driver.

Suppose one wants to install a new XIP application named "WORDPROC.Xlpli to an XIP partition
within a users PC Memory Card. Further assume that the new XIP application is 109 Kbytes long.
Assume that the XIP partition on this hypothetical PC Memory Card already has some XIP
applications in it, but absolute-page 17 through absolute-page n within this partition are free. The
following steps ilustrate how one might copy this new XIP application into the partition. This
example assumes an XIP installation tool that adds applications on page boundaries.
1. An XIP-copy-utilty would search the existing XIP directory structure, using the "Search for XIP

Directory Entry" function, for an existing XIP application with the same name.

I'".\ .y).
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2. If an XIP application with the same name already existed in the XIP directory, the
XIP-copy-utility might inform the user of this condition and, if instructed to do so by the user,
delete the old XIP application by using the "Delete XIP Directory Entry" function.

3. The XIP-copy-utilty, knowing the size of the new XIP application, and that no XIP application
is in the current XIP directory with the same name as the new one being added, would create
for the new application using the" Add XIP Directory Entry" function.

The data structure for adding this XIP application would look like:
XIP_dir_struct STRUC

name DB "WORDPROC"

ext DB "XIP" if necessary

status DB 8h ths is an EXIP aplication

begin DW xxxxh entry point offset

offset DW 0 beginning of page

reserved ow 0,0,0 reserved words

creation time ow xxxxh OC fonrttig of tim bits
creation_date DW xxxxh OC fonrtting of date bits
first-page DW xxxxh based on previous entry
size DD ( 109 *1024); size in Kbytes

XIP_dir_struct ENDS

After this structure is written into the XIP partition, pages 17, 18, 19...23 are now used
by the XIP application named "WORDPROC.XIP".

i
4. The XIP-còpy-utilty would then copy the first 16-Kbyte portion of the new XIP application,

from whatever media it was contained on, into a RAM buffer. The XIP-copy-utilty then copies
this buffer into the first logical page allocated to the new XIP application by using the "Copy
XIP Page" function. Realize that the type of memory that XIP applications are stored wil
typically not be normal RAM. It is necessary to have the XIP driver do the copying because it
is aware of the nature of the memory on the card. The call may even fail if the memory type
happens to be ROM, which is not writeable. The call may also fail if a defect is discovered in
the memory in the XIP partition. The important point to remember is that the status of every
operation must always be checked.

5. The process begun in step 4 is repeated for logical pages 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
6. The last step required is to use the "Close XIP Directory Entry" function. This essentially makes

the XIP directory entry and its corresponding application "active" so that it can be loaded and
executed.

7. Once all logical pages of the new XIP application have been initialized and the entry has been
closed, the process of adding a new XIP application to the partition is complete. At this point,
the XIP-copy-utilty is done and the user would have a new XIP application in their XI
partition.
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6.8 Summary of XIP Status Codes
The following status codes are returned by a comforming XIP driver. Their value, status of the
operation, and a brief description of the possible cause are listed in Table 6-6.

Table 6-6: XIP Status Codes

Code Possible Cause

83H XIP handle not found.

85H Insufficient XIP handles to complete the operation.

87H Insufficient total logical pages within the XIP partition to complete the operation.

88H Insufficient unallocated logical pages within the XIP directory to complete the operation.

8AH Logical XIP page out of the range of logical pages allocated to the XIP application.

8BH Mappable segment address is not mappable by the XIP driver.

AOH XIP application not found in the XIP directory. or there are no more XIP applications present in this XIP directory.

A1H XIP application name already exists.

A2H XIP application name is invalid.

A3H XIP mapping array contents are invalid.

F3H Address not currently mapped.

F4H All mapping hardware currently in use.

F5H Function not available. Hardware extended memory mapping not available,

F6H Function not available. Processor does not support extended memory addressing.

F7H The function (write/erase) is supported on the media the XIP partition is implemented on.
However, the driver or system does

not support this function for this media type.

F8H The specified partition does not exist.

F9H Insufficient space in the XIP directory to complete the operation.

FAH The number of bytes requested is too large to write.

FBH Page already mapped into system.

FCH The card containing the XIP application has changed since the last XIP API call.

FDH An error occurred in copying the a new XIP application into the XIP partition.

FEH This function is not supported on the type of media the XIP partition is implemented on (ROM).

FFH The function failed. Cause unknown.
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6.9 Summary of XIP Function Codes
The following function codes are used by a comforming XIP driver. Their value, and the functions
they perform are listed in Table 6-7.

Table 6-7: XIP Function Codes

Code Function

SOH Get XIP Version (Both)

81H Get XIP Mappable Segments (LXIP)

82H Get XIP Partition IDs (Both)

83h Get XIP Handle Range (Both)

84 Map/Unmap an XIP Handle's Pages (LXIP)

8SH Get XIP Mapping Context Size (Both)

86 Get XIP Mapping Context (Both)

87H Set XIP Mapping Context (Both)

88H Search lor XIP Directory Entry (Both)

89H Get First XIP Directory Entry (Both)

BAH Get Next Direcory Entry (Both)

8BH Add XIP Directory Entr (Both) (Write)

8CH Copy XIP Page (Both) (Write)

80H Delete XIP Direcory Entry (Both) (Write)

8EH Erase XIP Partition (Both) (Write)

8FH Close XIP Directory Entry (Both) (Write)

90 Map Extended Segment (EXIP)

91H Unmap Extended Segment (EXIP)

92H Get Partition 10 from Address(Both)

93H Get Slot Number (Both)

94 Disable Partition 10 (Both)
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GLOSSARY
A.1 Metaformat Glossary

attbute memory: ....................... PCMCIA/JEIDA standard memory cards provide a separate
memory address space for recording fundamental card
information. This memory is intended to be used by the card
manufacturer to record basic configuration information. This
memory is selected by asserting the / REG line on the card
interface. It is typically, but not necessarily, read-only.
Attribute memory space need not be physically distinct from
common memory space; but it must be logically distinct.

basic compatibilty layer: .......... The layer of this standard (layer 1) which mandates the use of a
card-information structure (CIS) at the beginning of any
complying card.

big-endian byte order:................ A means of specifying the order in which multi-byte numeric
objects are recorded, when broken into bytes. Big-endian byte
order specifies that the most-significant byte shall be recorded in
the lowest byte address; bytes of decreasing significance shall be
recorded sequentially in subsequent bytes. Cf. little-endian byte
order.

block: ............................................. For disk-like data formats, a block is the fixed-length sequence of
bytes. In such formats, data must usually be read or written as a
series of one or more blocks.

i

byte: ............................................... In this standard, a byte is eight bits.

byte mapping: .............................. The sequence in which byte data is recorded on cards. For 8-bit
memory cards, the byte mapping is one-to-one, and not at issue
for standardization. For 16-bit and wider cards, the byte mapping
within words of the card is arbitrary, and so is governed by this
standard.

buffer page: .................................. A region of memory on a card used to improve reliabilty when
updating a card. A buffer page typically includes an indication of
the region of the card being updated, an image of the desired
value for the region of the card, and a flag that indicates that the
buffer page is valid. If power fails while a card is being updated,
the buffer page can be used to automatically complete the transfer
when power is restored.

Card Information Structure: ..... A data structure written at the beginning of every card that
complies with this standard, containing information about the
formatting and organization of the data on the card.

checksum: ..................................... An arithmetic error-checking code for data recording based on
summing the bytes of data to be checked. Checksums are

frequently used by systems that perform error-checking in
software.

CIS: ................................................ Card information structure.
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common memory: ....................... PCMCIA /JElDA standard cards provide two memory address
spaces. The term "common memory" denotes the primary ,~-
address space, containing the memory used for application data ( ,

storage. See also attribute memory.

CRC:............................................... Cyclical redundancy check.

cyclical redundancy check:........ An error-checking code for data recording based on bitwise
polynomial division of the data bytes to be checked. As used in
this standard, refers to the 16-bit SDLC version of this code, using
the polynomial x16 + x12 + xS + 1, with the check-register
initialized to all ones. CRCs are typically used by systems that
perform error-checking in hardware.

cylinder: ........................................ A unit of disk organization. A disk is typically viewed as a
collection of cylinders. Each cylinder on a disk is divided into
tracks; each track is further divided into sectors. Typically, all of
the sectors within a cylinder can be accessed without moving the
arm of the disk. See sector.

data organization: ....................... The logical organization of data on a card, independent of the
data-recording fOff1at. The data organization of a memory card
wil almost always be some kind of fie system.

data organization layer: ............. The layer of this standard covering the data organization of the
card.

data-recording format: ............... The organization of a memory card into sequences of bytes that
are updated or accessed by a single logical operation. The
data-recording format of a card includes such details as whether
the cards data is organized into blocks of bytes; whether the card
includes error checking codes for each block; and so forth. The
data-recording format does not specify whether a file system is
used. The data-recording format of a card is akin to the physical
fOff1at of a diskette. Cf. data organization.

data recording format layer:...... The layer of this standard (layer 2) that specifies the
data-recording format of a card.

DOS: .............................................. The disk operating system for 80x86 architecture systems, such as
the IBM Pc. DOS is available in several different versions, which
are largely compatible with each other; the term generically
designates all of them.

EDC:............................................... Error-detection code

EEPROM:...................................... Electrically-Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory. A
non-volatile memory device which can be programmed
electrically, and in which individual bytes can be erased
electrically. Usually writes and erasures are much slower than
reads.

EPROM: ........................................Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory. A memory device
which can be programmed electrically, and erased in bulk by
some means, usually by exposure to ultraviolet light.

error-detection code: ................... A numeric code derived from the contents of a data block, used to
determine whether the data read from the block are probably
correct.

A-4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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file system: ................................... An operating-system specified method of structuring data on a
mass-storage device. A fie system standard consists of a set of
data structures and the rules by which those structures are
interpreted. We sometimes say that a card has a fie system
recorded on it; by this we Olean that an operating system utilty
program has placed the appropriate information on the card,
allowing the card to be interpreted and manipulated by the
operating system.

Not all cards have fie systems on them. Some cards are managed
directly by application programs.

Flash EPROM: ............................. A type of EPROM that can be electrically erased. It differs from
EEPROM in that generally the entire memory must be erased at
once.

FlaSh:............................................. A trademark of Microsoft, describing a fie system designed for
use with UV -erasable or Flash EPROM memory cards.

Kbyte: ............................................ kilobyte. i Kbyte = 1024 bytes.

litte-endian byte order: ............. A means of specifying the order in which multi-byte numeric
objects are recorded, when broken into bytes. Little-endian byte
order specifies that the least-significant byte shall be recorded in
the lowest byte address; bytes of increasing significance shaii be
recorded sequentially in subsequent bytes. Cf. big-endian byte
order.

iSO 646 IRV: ................................ International Standards Organisation standard number 646
(Character codes), Inteernational Reference version. A character
set very similar to ASCII, used internationally for representing

textual information. It differs from ASCII only in that code 24h
represents the international currency symbol rather than the
dollar sign ("$"). Except in the alternate/ national string tuple, all
character data shall be represented using the printing characters
from this character set.

LSB:................................................ Least-significant byte.
\metaformat: .................................. In this standard, the word metaformat is used to encompass the

contents, layout, and interpretation of the card information
structure. The PCMCIA Metaformat Standard is outlned in
Section 5 of this document.

one-time programmable: ........... A term describing memory that can be programmed to a specific
value once, and thereafter cannot be changed (or can only be
revised in a limited way). One-time programmable EPROMs are
ordinary EPROMs that have been packaged in such a way that
ultra-violet light cannot be used to erase the contents of the
EPROM. Such packaging is ususlly less expensive.

OTP: ............................................... One-time programmable

paragraph:..................................... On Intel 80x86 family machines, a paragraph is a block of sixteen
bytes, aligned on a sixteen-byte boundary.

PCMCIA @ 1992 A.5
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GLOSSARY
Metaformat Glossary

partition: ....................................... A region of a mass storage device. In this standard, partitions are
used to allow a single card to contain two different kinds of data;
for example, a card might contain a normal DOS file system in one
partition, and directly-executable ROM images in another
partiion. Most RAM cards wil contain only a single partition
that contains all the usable storage of the device.

partition check code: .................. A simple method of verifying the contents of an entire partition.
A checksum is computed by summing together all the data bytes
of the partition; this sum is compared to a value stored in the
format tuple that defines the partition. This method is typically
used for partitions that change relatively infrequently, such as
data partitions in OTP memory.

PCC: ................. ................... ........... Partition check code

PSP: ........................................~....... Program-segment prefix. Under DOS, the PSP is the primary data
structure for a process, containing its command line, information
about exception handling, and so forth.

Release 2: ...................................... Refers to all PCMCIA PC Card Staiidnrd, releases 2.0 through
current.

reserved:........................................ As used in this standard, a reserved field or code value is set aside
for use in future standardization. Vendors shall not use reserved
fields or code values for any purpose except compliance with
future versions of this standard.

sector:............................................. As used in this standard, a sector is the fundamental data storage
unit of a disk. A sector is the smallest unit of data that can be

individually read or updated. Disk sectors correspond to memory
card blocks.

TPL:................................................ Abbreviation used in symbolic codes to represent the word
"tuple" .

TSR: ............................................... Acronym for terminate-and-stay-resident. Under DOS, a TSR is a
program that is loaded semi-permanently into memory,
extending the system's functionality.

tuple:.............................................. In this standard, a tuple is a block that appears in the Card
Information Structure. Tuples are used to record various items of
information about the card layout. All tuples have a common
format, shown in Table 19, page 49.

vendor specific: ........................... In this standard, this term indicates bits, fields, or code values that
are specific to a particular vendor and are not defined by this
standard. This standard further distinguishes two kinds of
vendor: the card manufacturer, and the supplier of the card data
contents.

word: ............................................. As used in this standard, a word is the smallest addressable unit
of a given card. Eight-bit cards have eight-bit words composed of
one byte; 16-bit cards have 16-bit words, composed of two bytes;
and so forth.
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INDEX
A

AIMS - see AIMS Specification

ATA. see PC Card ATA Specification
Attibute Memory 4.4, 4-10, 4-17, 4-21, 4-26, 5,8. 5-9

B

Basic compatibilty tuples 5.13-5-18

device information 5-13

JEDEC 10 tuple 5-16
Level 1/product info 5-16

Boot-Sector Structure 5.50
Buffer Pages 5-51

BVD 4-10, 4-14, 4-25. 4-28

c
Card

bend test 3-26
configuration 4-34

connector 3-4

contact pins 3-21

dimensions 3-3 i
electostatic discharge test 3-25

environmentaI3-1lM-14
guide 3-24

guides 3-5
host connector 3-4

label 3.4, 3-18
pin connector 3-20
shock/ibration test 3-26
torque test 3-26

type 13-3,3-15,3-16.3-17 .
type I extended - see Recommended Exensions
type" 3-3, 3-15, 3-17

type " extended - see Recmmended Extensions
tye II - see Recmended Extensions
warpage test 3-27, 3-28
write-protect switch 3-3

Card Configuration Register 4-6, 4-10. 4-26. 4-34
Card Configuration Table 4-34, 5-20, 5-23
Card Information Structure 4-5, 4-6, 4.11,5-4, 5-47,5-48
Card information tuples

battery-placement date tuple 5-39
card initialization date tuple 5-38
level two version/information tuple 5-37

ccin Country Code 5-19.k, 5-19.n
ccin Modulation Standards 5-19.1

CD 4-25, 4-28
CE 4-10, 4-12, 4-15, 4-16,4-25,4-29
CISTPL_ALTSTR 5-12
CISTPL_BATIERY 5-39
CISTPL_BYTEORDER 5-45

CISTPL_CE 5-24
CISTPL_CHECKSUM 5-11
CISTPL_ CONF 5-20, 5-22
CISTPL_DATE 5-38
CISTPL_DEVICE 5-13, 5-17,5-19
CISTPL_DEVICE_A 5-19
CISTPL_DEVICE_OA 5.18
CISTPL_DEVICE_ OC 5-18
CISTPL_DEVICEGE05-19.p
CISTPL_DEVICEGEO _A 5-19.p
CISTPL_END 5-10
CISTPL_FORMAT 5-40
CISTPL_FUNCE 5-19.b
CISTPLfUNCE Extended 5-19.n
CISTPL_FUNCID 5-19.a, 5-19.c
CISTPL_GEOMETRY 5-19.p, 5-45
CISTPL_JEDEC_C 5-17
CISTPL_L1NKTARGET 5-10
CISTPL_LONGLlNK_A 5-9
CISTPL_LONGLlNK_C 5-9
CISTPL_MANFID 5-19
CISTPL_NO_L1NK 5-10
CISTPL_NULL 5-9
CISTPL_ORG 5-47
CISTPL_VERS_15-16
Command Protocols 5-19.i

Common Memory 4-4,4-10.4-19,4-20,5-4,5-8.5-9,5-36
Configurable Card

configuration table 5.23

configuration tuple 5-19.5

configuration-entry tuple 5-23

Configurable Card Metaformat 5-19.s-5-36
Configuration 4-34

configuration /status register 4-35

option register 4-35

pin-replacement register 4-36
socket/copy register 4-36

Configuration Register 4-5

Configuration Registers 4-5

Configuration subtuples
environment-descriptor 5-35

physical device name 5-36
Configuration tuples

custom intenace subtuples 5-22 .
last-entry index 5-21'

presence mask field 5-22
REG space base address 5-21
size-of-fields byte 5-20

storing additional info 5-22
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Configuration-entry tuples

feature-selection byte 5-25

I/O space required 5-30

interface description field 5-25

IRQ description structure 5-32
memory-space description structure 5-33
misc. features field 5-34
power-description structure 5-27
table index byte 5-24

table-entry information 5-25

timing information 5-29

Connector
durability 3-9--10
electrical 3-7-3-8
environmental 3-8--9

mechanical 3-6--7
PCB footprint 3-22, 3-23
pin 3-19
reliability 3-5--9
shock/vibration test 3-24

socket 3-19

connector, one-row surface mount 3-4

connector, two-row surface mount 3-4

connector, right-angle 3-4

connector, straight 3-4

Control tuples
checksum control 5-11
end-of-Iist control 5-10

link-target control 5-10

long-link control 5-9

national-language string 5-12
null control 5-9
processing recommendations 5-12

CRC 5-46.a, 5-47
CRC codes 5-3, 5-44

DCE 5-19.1
DCE Command Buffer 5-19.1

Default Conditions 4-15

Device Geometry Info Field 5-19.q

Device Geometry Tuple 5-19.p
Device information tuple

device ID 5-14

information field 5-13
speed field 5-14

Device information tuples
device size byte 5-16

ID type field.5-15
other conditions 5-18

Disk Device Function Extension Tuples 5-19.p

Document Facsimile Feature Selection TPLFE CF
5-19.m

Document Facsimile Function Extension 5-19.k
Document Facsimile Function Extension Tuple 5-19.1
DOS Boot-Block Structure 5-50
DOS formatting 5-51
Dual Operating Voltage 4-37.5-19

E

D

Electrical interface
I/O address decoding 4-26
memory-address decoding 4-25
signal 4-25

Electrical standards
Contact Resistance 3-7

Current Capacity 3-8

Insulation Material 3-8

Insulation Resistance 3-8
Withstandable Voltage 3-7

EMI Grounding Clip - contact PCMCIA Office

Environmental standards

Cold Resistance 3-9

Durability (High Temperature) 3-8
Humidity (Normal Condition) 3-9
Hydrogen Sulfide 3-9
Moisture Resistance 3-8

Salt Water Spray 3-9
Thermal Shock 3-8

Error Correction/Detection Protocols 5-19.i

Escape Mechanisms Field 5-19.j

Extended Facsimile Features Type 5-19.1

Extension Tuple Type Codes 5-19.c

Data Compression Protocols 5-19.1

Data Modem Function Extension 5-19.9
Data Modem Function Extension Tuple 5-19.h
Data organization

tuples 5-47

Data Recording Format
blocked, unchecked 5-4

Data recording format
Unblocked 5-4

Data Recording Formats 5-36-5-47

Data-recording format
byte order 5-45

CRC error-detection codes 5-44
disk-like media 5-45
format tuple 5-40

geometry tuple 5-45
mixed data 5-47
standard data recording formats 5-46.a-5-47

Data-recording format tuples -5-46
arithmetic checksums 5-44
disk-like regions 5-42-??
memory-like regions 5-43

F

Flow Control Methods 5-19.1
Function Identification Tuple 5-19.a

G

Grounding Clip - contact PCMCIA Office
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RDY/BSY 4-5
readylbusy 4-8

refresh 4-11

REG 4-10
reserved 4-11

RESET 4-6,4.11
RFSH 4.11
RSU 4-11
signal descriptions 4-7

SPKR4-5
status changed (STSCHG) 4-14
STSCHG 4-5
Vcc 4-11
voltage and ground 4-11

VPP1/24-11
WAIT 4-6
wide-operating voltage 4-37

WP4-5
write protect 4-10

Interrupts and RDY/BSY 4-14

10CTL
Read 6-14
Write 6-16

lORD 4-10,4-12,4-25
10WR 4-10. 4-12. 4-25
IREQ4-13
IRQ 5-32

I/O
function 4-30

input function for I/O cards 4-30
input read timing 4-32

input timing 4-32

input timing diagram 4-32
output timing 4-33

transfer function 4-30

I/O Card 4-5, 4-13
I/O Interlace 4-5, 4-6, 4.8. 4-9. 4-10
I/O interlace 4-5

INPACK 4-12,4-25

Input Port Acknowledge, INPACK 4.5

Interlace
address bus 4-7
Attribute Memory 4-4
Attribute-Memory Select 4-10
audio digital waverlorm (SPKR) 4-14
Battery Voltage Detect 4,10, 4.28
BVD1/2 4-5. 4-10
cad configuration 4-34
card detect 4,10, 4-28

card enable 4-8

Card Information Structure 4-4. 4-5, 4.6
CE1/24-6
Common Memory 4-4
configurable card~ 4-6

Configuration Index Register 4-6

Configuration Registers 4-5

custom interlaces 4-6
data bus 4-8

data retention 4-30

electrical 4.2&--27
extend bus cycle 4-12
hot insertion/removal 4-37

I/O address space 4-5
I/O functon 4-30
I/O functionality 4-37
I/O interlace 4-5

I/O read (lORD) 4-12

I/O write (IOWR) 4-12
INPACK4-5
input acknowledge (INPACK) 4-12
interrupt request 4-13
10IS164-5,4-13
lORD 4.5
IOWR4-5
IREQ 4-5, 4-13
memory card features 4-4
memory card speed versions 4-4
memory card types 4-4
memory space 4-4
Memory-Only Interlace 4-4, 4-6
memory-programming standards 4-37
operating conditions 4-15

output enable 4-8

pin assignments 4-2-4-3
power up/down timing 4-29
power up/down timing diagram 4-29
Program and peripheral voltages 4-11

L

Layer Four
System-specific standards 5-48--51

Layer One 5-5-5-36
byte order 5-8

Card Information Structure 5-5
control tuples 11-5-13
storing Attribute Memory in Common Memory 5-8
tuple codes 5-7
Tuple format 5-5

tuple format, Attribute Memory 5-8
Layer Three

Data organization 5-47-5-48

Layer Two
cad-information tuples 5-37

Level-Mode Interrupt Signal 4-14

M

Manufacturer Identifcation Tuple 5-19
Memory

Attribute Memory function 4-16
Attribute Memory read 4-16
Attribute Memory read timing 4-21
Attribute Memory write 4-17
Attribute Memory write timing 4.21
Common Memory read 4-15
Common Memory write 4-16
function 4.15

read timing 4-19
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read-timing diagram 4.22
read-timing wlWAIT diagram 4-22
timing functions 4-19

write timing 4-20
write-protect function 4-18

write-timing diagram 4-23
Memory-Only Interface 4-5, 4-6, 4-8
Metaformat

basic-compatibilit layer 5-4

data-organization layer 5.4
data-recording format layer 5-4
goals 5-3

layer four 5-5

layer one 5.4
layer three 5.4

layer two 5-4

layer zero 5-4

overview 5-3

system-specific layer 5-5
vendor-specific information 5-5

Miscellaneous End User Feature Selection 5-19.k

Modem DCE to DTE Buffer Field 5-19.g
Modem DTE to DCE Buffer Field 5-19.g
Modem Function Exension Tuples5-19.c
Modem Interface Function Extension 5-19.e
Modem Interface Function Extension Tuple 5-19.f

Modulation Standards Field7 5-19.h

N

Non ccin Modulation Schemes 5-19.i

o
OE 4-15, 4-16, 4-25
one 3-4

Operating Environment 3-8

Operating Voltage 4-11

Other Conditions Information Field 5-19
Overlapping I/O-Address Window 4-27

p

PC 3-3
PC Card 3-3, 3.4, 3-5, 3-11, 4-5, 4-12, 4-26, 5-4, 5-8

PC Card Functions 5-19.a
PCMCIA Memory Card 4-4
Pin Replacement Register 4-8, 4.36

Pin-replacement register 4-36

Pseudo-Floppies, handling 5-51

Pulsed-Mode Interrupt Signal 4-14

R

ROY /BSY 4-25

Reduced Operating Voltage 4-11

REG 4-12,4-15,4-16,4-17.4-25.5-8
Reliabilty standards

. Harsh Environment 3-6

Ofice Environment 3-6

Shock 3-7
Single Pin Holding Force 3-6

Single Pin Pullng Force 3.6

Single Socket Holding Force 3-7

Total Insertion Force 3-6
Total Pulling Force 3.6
Vibration and High Frequency 3-7

RESET 4.5, 4-6, 4-8, 4-9, 4-11, 4-25. 4-29

RFSH4-25
RFU 4-25, 5.21

l))'Ó".

s
Sample Rate Field 5-19.0

Sample Size Field 5,19.0

SDLC algorithm 5-44
SDLC CRC 5-44
Serial Port Interface Function Extension 5.19.d
Serial Port Interface Function Extension Tuple 5.19.d
Signal descriptions 4-7

Socket register 4-36

SPKR 4.14
ST _CODE 5-23. 5-35
ST _LINK 5-23, 5-35
Standardized Data Encryption 5-19.j, 5-19.m

STCUFN5-23
STCI_STR 5.23
STEV_STRS 5.35
Storage Environment 3-B

STSCHG 4-10, 4-14
surface mount 3-4

System Initialization Byte 5-19.b

.1

T

Tests
Card Inverse Insertion 3-12
Drop Test 3-13

Electromagnetic Field Interference 3-12
Electrostatic Discharge 3-12
Harsh Environment 3-10

Low Operating Temperature 3-11

Low Storage Temperature 3-11

Moisture Resistance 3-12

Office Environment 3-9
PC Card Warpage 3-13
Shock 3-13
Thermal Shock 3-11

Torque Test 3-13
Ultraviolet Light Exposure 3-12
Vibration and High Frequency 3-13
X-ray Exposure 3-12

&;
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TPCC_RASZ 5-21
TPCC_RFSZ 5.21
TPCC_RMSZ 5-21
TPCC _ SBTPL 5-22
TPCE_FS 5-24, 5-25

TPCE_FS Feature Selection 5-19.b

TPCE-'F 5-24, 5.25
TPCE_INDX 5-24
TPCE-,NFO 5-25
TPCE_IO 5-24, 5-30
TPCE_IR 5-24
TPCE_MI5-24
TPCE_MS 5-24
TPCE_PD 5-24, 5.27
TPCE_ ST 5-24

TPCE_TD 5-24, 5-29
TPCID_FF 5-19.1
TPL_CODE 5-5.5-19, 5-19.a, 5.19.b
TPL_L1NK 5-5,5-19. 5-19.a. 5-19.b
TPLBYTE_ORDER 5-~

TPLBYTEMAP _HIGH 5-46
TPlBYTEMAP _LOW 5-~

TPLBYTEMAP _ VS 5-~

TPLBYTEORD_HIGH 5-~

TPLBYTEORD _LOW 5-~

TPLBYTEORD_ VS 5.46
TPlCKS -.DDR 5-11
TPLCKS_CS 5-11
TPLCKS_LEN 5-11
TPLFE_CB 5-19.1
TPLFE_CD 5-19.h. 5-19.k
TPLFE_CF 5-19.n
TPLFE_CM 5-19.h, 5-19.i
TPLFE_DATA 5-19.b
TPLFE_DC 5-19.h, 5-19.1
TPLFE_DY 5-19.h, 5-19.¡
TPLFE_EB 5-19.f, 5-19.9
TPLFE_EF 5-19.h, 5-19.k
TPLFE_EM 5-19.h, 5-19.i
TPLFE_EX 5-19.h, 5-19.;
TPLFE_FC 5-19.1
TPLFE_FM 5-19.1
TPLFE_FS 5-19.m
TPLFE_FY 5-19.m
TPLFE_MS 5-19.h
TPLFE_SC 5-19.p
TPLFE_SR 5-19.0
TPLFE_SS 5-19.0

TPLFE_TB 5-19.9
TPLFE_ TYPE 5-19.b, 5-19.c, 5-19.1

TPLFE_UA 5-19.d
TPLFE_UC 5-19.d
TPLFE_UD 5-19.h
TPLFE_UF 5-19.1
TPLFE_UV 5-19.0
TPLFID_FUNCTION 5-19.a
TPLFID_SYSINIT 5-19.a, 5-19.b
TPLFMT _ADDRESS 5-44

TPLFMT _BKSZ 5-42

TPLFMT _ EDCLEN 5.41
TPLFMT _ EDCLOC 5-42, 5.44

TPLFMT _NBLOCKS 5-42
TPLFMT _NBYTES 5-42
TPLFMT_OFFSET 5-41
TPLFMTFLAGS _ADDR 5-43
TPLFMTFLAGS _AUTO 5-43
TPLFMTTPE _DISK 5-41
TPLFMTTPE_MEM 5-41
TPLFMTTPE_ VS 5-41
TPLGEO_NCYL 5-45
TPLGEO _ SPT 5-45

TPLGEO _ TPC 5-45

TPLLV2_COMPLY 5-37,5-49
TPLLV2_DINDEX 5-37
TPLLV2_INFO 5-37
TPLLV2_NHDR 5-37, 5-49
TPLLV2_0EM 5-37
TPLLV2_RSV 5-37
TPLLV2_ YEAS 5-37

TPLLV2_ VSPEC 5-37, 5-49
TPLMID_CAAD 5-19
TPLMID_MANF 5-19
TPLOAG_DESC 5~47
TPLORG_TYPE 5-47
TPLOAGTYPE _ APP 5-48
TPLOAGTYPEfS 5-48
TPLOAGTYPE_ROMCODE 5-48
TPlORGTYPE_ VS 5-48

u
UART Capabilities Field 5-19.d
UAAT Identifcation Field 5-19.d
UART Interface Field 5-19.h, 5-19.1, 5-19.0

v
Voice Compression Methods 5-19.p
Voice Function Extension Tuple 5-19.n

VPP 4-11
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w XIP _APP _OFFSET 6-6

XIP _callback 6-19

XIP _CREATION_DATE 6-6

XIP CREATION TIME 6-6- -
XIP EXT6-5

XIP FIRST APP PAGE 6-7- - -
XIP NAME6-5

XIP _RESERVED 6-6

XIP SIZE 6-7
XIP STATUS 6-5

WAIT 4-5,4-6,4-12,4-25,4-31,5-19

WE/PGM 4-25
WP 4-25
Write Enable/Program 4-8

Write Protect 3-3

x
XIP

API 6-11, 6-16, 6-19
API Use 6-40
API, callng 6-19

API, chaining into 6-18
API, functions 6-2~-40
Card Partition Format and Size 6-3
Device Driver Architecture 6-7
Device Driver Load Order 6-9
directory 6-4

driver 6-4,6-9,6-16
EXIP 6-3
File System Partitions 6-3
format, size, data organization 6-1, 6-3

header 6-4
High Level Device Driver Functions 6-8
IOCTL References 6-13
LIM 4.0 Compatibility 6-8
Loader 6-9
Low Level Device Driver Functions 6-8
LXIP 6-3
partition 6-4

Partition Identification 6-3

Partition Structure 6-4

Status Codes 6-42

utility 6-16
XIP API functions

Add XIP Directory Entry 6-31
Close XIP Directory Entry 6-36
Copy XIP Page 6-32
Delete XIP Directory Entry 6-34
Disable Partition ID 6.40
Erase XIP Partition 6-35
Get First XIP Directory Entry 6-29
Get Next XIP Directory Entry 6-30
Get Partition ID from Address 6-39
Get Slot Number 6-39
Get XIP Handle Range 6-23

Get XIP Mappable Segments 6-21
Get XIP Mapping Context 6-26
Get XIP Mapping Context Size 6-25
Get XIP Partition IDs 6-22
Get XiP Version 6-20

Map Extended Segment 6-37
Map/Unmap an XIP Handle's Pages 6-24
Search for XIP Directory Entry 6-27
Set XIP Mapping Context 6-27
Unmap Extended Segment 6-38

XIP Interface initialization 6-11

XIP _APP _BEGIN 6-6
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose

PCMCIA SOCKE SERVICES SPECIFICAnON
Release 2.01

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose

This document describes the softare interface provided by PCMCIA Socket Servces. Ths
interface provides a hardware independent method of managig PC Card sockets in a host
computer.

1.2 Scope
Ths document is intended to provide enough information to software developers to utie PC
Card sockets in a host computer without any knowledge of how the actual hardware performs the
desired functons. It is also intended to provide enough inormation for an implementor to crate
a Socket Servces handler for a parcuar adapter.

1.3 Related Documents

PCMCIA, PC Card Sel1Jices InteJfac Specification, Release 2.1 ~, April 1993 ~ieJle&leJ' 199-,
Personal Computer Memory Card International Assoåation.
PCMCIA, PC Card Standard, Release 2.1 2r, April 1993 Neve&ler i99~, Personal Computer

Memory Card International Assoåation:

1.4 Terms and Abbreviations
This secton descbes the terms and abbreviations used in this document:

Term Definition
Adapter ......................................... The hardware which connects a host computer bus to 68-pin PC

Card sockets.
ASCIIZ .......................................... A text string in ASCII format terminated with a byte of zero.

cis ................................................. Acronym for Card Information Structure.

Client............................................ Withi this docment, the term clent refers to the user of Socket
Servces, typicaly Card Services, and not the end-user of the host
computer.

End.user........................................ A person who uses a computer.

Host................................................ A computer which contais an adapter with PC Card sockets.

Page................................................ A subdivision of a widow. If there is more than one page in a
window, all pages are 16 KBytes in size.

PC Card ......................................... A memory or 1/ 0 card compatible with the PCMCIA PC Card
Standard.

PCMCIA ....................................... Acronym for Personal Computer Memory Card International
Assoåation.

Reset .............................................. Refers to the state of a bit within a register. Reset is equivalent to
off or zero (0).

Set.................................................. Refers to the state of a bit within a register. Set is equivalent to on
or one (1).

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 1 - 3
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Socket .......:.................................... The 68-pin socket a PC Card is inserted in.

Window......................................... An area in a host computer's memory or I/O port space through
which a PC Card may be addressed.

XIP .................................................. Acronym for eXecute-In-Place. Refers to specification for directly
executing code from a PC Card.

PCMCIA (I 1992
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Release 2.0

OVERVIEW
Socket Servces is the lowest layer in a multi-layer architecture that manages resources on
PCMCIA-compatible memory and I/O cards (collectively known as PC Cards). Socket Servces
provides a universa software interface to the hardware that controls sockets for PC Cards. It masks
the detais of the hardware used to implement these sockets, allowing higher-level software to be
developed which is able to control and utilze PC Cards without any knowledge of the actual
hardware intenace.
Software layers above Socket Servces provide additional capabilties. Immediately above Socket
Servces is Card Servces which arbitrates the use of Socket Services resources. Card Servces is
responsible for takg requests from multiple processes and sharing the resources provided by
Socket Servces among these processes. In this manner, Card Servces may actually provide the
same hardware to different processes alowing the use of the hardware to be time-multiplexed.
For example, if a BPB-FAT partition and a Flash File System partition both reside on a Flash card,
Card Servces might provide the same hardware.mapped windows into system memory for both
of the device drivers involved in accessing those partitions. Card Services is responsible for
handlig overlapping requests, insurig that the appropriate partiton is mapped into system
memory at the right time.
Socket Servces approaches the handling of the hardware it manages by addressing it as a number
of objects with different areas of functionality. Adapters are the hardware that connects a host
computer's bus to PC Card sockets. Host computers may have more than one adapter. Socket
Servces reports the number of sockets, windows and EDC generators provided by each adapter
installed. Adapter power consumption and status change reporting may be controlled separately
for each adap~er.

An adapter may have one or more sockets. Sockets are receptacles for PC Cards. Socket Servces
descbes the characteristics of each socket and allows socket resources to be manipulated and
current settigs determined.

Socket Servces also provides services to deal with PC Cards. These services report on current card
status and allow data to be read andlor written on cards which are not mapped into system
memory.
For performance reasons, it is often beneficial to map PC Cards into system memory or 1/ 0 space.
(XIP requires the abilty to map PC Card memory arrays into system memory space.) Adapters
mayor may not provide this capabilty. An area of PC Card memory and I or 1/ 0 space is mapped
into the corresponding system area through a window. A memory window is composed of one or
more pages. If there are multiple pages in a memory window, all pages within the window are the
same size (16 KBytes) and are located contiguously within the window.
Memory windows may address common or attribute memory. Memory windows may overlap in
system memory space only if they are time-multiplexed. In other words, only one window at a time
may be mapped into system memory at the overlapping addresses. Other windows which also use
those addresses must be specificaly disabled.
Windows that deal with 1/ 0 space do not have any concept of pages. I I a windows respond to 1/0
bus requests within their range by asserting Card Enable for the socket. It is then up to the PC Card
to decode the address lines to determine how to respond to the request. I I 0 windows may overlap,
sharing 1/ 0 space, if the socket supports the INP A CK signal from the PC Card. However, only one
card may respond to an 1/ 0 request.

PCMCIA @ 1992 2.3
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 System Architecture

Socket Servces is a software interface to the hardware used to manage PC Card sockets in a host
computer. Above Socket Servces, an operating system-specific layer known as Card Servces
virtales Socket Servces to allow it to be shared by multiple processes. These processes may

include such things as eXecute-In-Place (XIP), Flash File System (FFS), and other types of device
drivers.
Socket Servces provides only the lowest level access to PC Cards. For example, Socket Servces
alows the attribute memory space to be read, but it does not interpret the Card Information
Structure (CIS) that may reside there.

Socket Servces is invoked in a processor and operating system dependent manner. All function
arguments are passed to Socket Servces in a binding specific fashion. Status of the Socket Services
request is returned in the status argument. See Appendices for specific binding information. Using
functional notation, a Socket Servces request generically can be considered as:

status = Function ( argl, arg2 ...)
While this notation resembles a C language function call, Socket Servces is implemented in an
appropriate manner for its environment. For example, on an IBM-PC compatible platform a ROM
BIOS Socket Servces interface is handled through Interrupt lAH with functions based at 80H. A
clent simply sets the host processor's registers for the function desired and executes the Socket
Services software interrupt. Status is returned using the Carry flag (( CF )) and registers specific to
the function invoked.
Special handliilg is required to be able to write many types of memory cards. It is not feasible to
attempt to include all the necessary handlers within Socket Services for all the possible types of
wrte/erase routines. Handling of technology-specific write requirements is intended to be

performed by a software layer above Socket Services. Socket Services provides access to the
hardware for these card technology routines.

3.2 Initialization
Socket Servces is internally initialized during installation and no specific installation is required by
the client before making function requests. It is expected the client of Socket Services wil check the
Socket Servces version to determine the level of service available.

3.3 Configuration

The next step is to enumerate the capabilties of the implementation. This entails determining the
number of adapters installed, how many windows and sockets are supported by each adapter, and
exploring the power management and indicators available for each adapter.
As noted above, it is expected that Socket Services is virtualized by Card Services. Above Card
Servces are device drivers for different types of PC Cards. These drivers map PC Cards into
system I/O and/or memory space to implement their servces. Multiple drivers may share PC
Cards and sockets and may even share windows. Card Services arbitrates requests for Socket
Servces resources and is responsible for preserving any state inforniation required to share these
resources.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 3
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3.4 Status Change Notification
A Socket Servces client may desire notification when a status change occurs. Status changes
include the following: card removal or insertion, battery low or dead, and ready /busy changes.
Socket Servces supports steering and enabling status change interrupts from an adapter. A client
installs a status change interrupt handler on the host interrupt level selected to receive such
interrpts. A client may choose to poll for changes in socket and card status.

When an adapter configured for status change interrupts detects a status change, it generates an
interrpt which invokes the client's status callback handler. This handler uses the Socket Seivices
Acknowledgelnterrupt function to detemiine which socket or sockets experienced the status
change. It records this information and completes the hardware interrupt processing. Later,
durig background processing, the client notes which sockets require attention and uses the
GetStatus function to determine current PC Card and socket state. This state is used to determine
what action should be taken by the client. The PCMCIA Card Services riiteiface Specification descrbes
status change interrupt handling by Card Servces.

3.5 Power Management

The Socket Servces interface provides controls for conserving adapter power. Two power
conservation modes are provided: reduced with all state information maintained and reduced
without state information being maintained. These levels are established with the SetAdapter
function.

. Socket Services may also be used to manage power to PC Card sockets. Independent controls and
levels are provided for Vcc, Vppl and Vpp2. Since available power levels are generally limited,
Socket Servces provides a list of supported levels and then allows power adjustment based on an
index into that list. Power Management is performed at the socket leveL. How Socket Seivices
resolves power management requests in hardware implementations that only allow control of
power at the adapter level is vendor specific. Socket Services reports the level of power

management control available through the InquireAdapter function.

3 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
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ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

4.1 ROM Located

The Socket Servces interface is intended to allow the handler to be located in ROM on a host
platform. To promote this capabilty, the use of RAM to store status and/ or state information is
minimized.

4.2 Hardware Implementation

While the Socket Servces interface has been developed to mask the details of the actual hardware
used to implement PC Card sockets, some hardware implementations do provide advantages. As
noted above, Socket Servces is intended to be located in ROM. This requires that the amount of
RAM used by Socket Servces is as small as possible. Using hardware registers which are
read/wrte, rather than wrte-only, allows state infomiation to be determined by reading the

hardware and not by maintaining RAM-based copies of values previously wntten to wrte-only
registers.
Another area where hardware implementation can simplify or complicate Socket Servces is status
reporting. Hardware registers that are automatically reset when read force Socket Servces to keep
RAM-based copies of values read to insure status information is not lost when read by routines not
interested in the particular status returned. On the other hand, if status registers require explicit
resets, status information is maintained until acknowledged by the appropriate software routine.
This provides a positive acknowledgment that the status condition has been noted and resolved.
For the same reason, if multiple status bits reside in. the same register, they must be able to be reset
on an individual basis.

4.3 Adapters Supported
The Socket Services interface allows multiple adapters containing one or more PC Card sockets.
The actual number of adapters supported is limited by a several factors. These include: the
specifics of the platform binding, the constraints imposed by locating Socket Services in ROM, and
a particular vendor's implementation.
Adapters are numbered from zero (0) to the maximum (one less than the number of adapters
installed as returned by GetAdapterCount).

4.4 Sockets Supported

The Socket Servces interface allows multiple PC Card sockets per adapter. The maximum number
of sockets an adapter can support is pnmanly limited by the fact that a bit-map of assignable
sockets is returned by the InquireWindow function. As with adapters, the constraints imposed by
locating Socket Servces in ROM may impose a smaller limit on the number of sockets supported.
An adapter may support any number of sockets, from one to the theoretical maximum imposed by
the number of bits in the field used to return the bit-map of assignable sockets. If a system has more
than one adapter, each adapter may support a different number of sockets.
Sockets are numbered from zero (0) to one less than the number on the adapter (as returned by
InquireAdapter). The maximum number of sockets that may be supported depends on the Socket
Servces binding.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 - 3
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4.5 Windows Supported
The Socket Services interface is designed without any assum ptions about how or whether PC Cards
are mapped into the host's I/O or memory space. This requires a mechanism to indicate which
windows can be mapped to a particular socket Socket Services uses a bit-map to return this
information as described in the InquireWindow function.
A particular implementation may choose not to provide any mapping of PC Cards into the host
system's I/O or memory space. In this case the number of windows supported by a particular
adapter should be set to zero (0).

If a hardware implementation provides a single window per socket, the InquireAdapter function
indicates the same value as the number of sockets supported by the adapter. If a hardware
implementation allows any of an adapter's windows to be mapped to any of its sockets, the number
of windows available should be returned. (Do not multply the number of windows by the number
of sockets, in this case. Just use the number of individual windows on the adapter.)
There is no requirement that hardware allow a window to be mapped to more than one socket.
However, the Socket Services interface does not prevent a window from being assignable to more
than one socket. It is assumed that a window is mapped to only one socket at a time. A window
may be shared between sockets if it is specifically remapped between uses by the Socket Servces
client.
Higher-level software is expected to evaluate the window descriptions returned by Socket Services
to determine capabilties available. Socket Services shall fail requests that are invalid, such as
attempting to map a window to an unsupported socket. As noted above, Socket Services does not
consider it an error to map a window that has been previously mapped. Window mapping state
information must be preserved by the Socket Services client. While Socket Services does not
preserve prior state information, the client may request current state information. In this case, the
client uses the various 'Get' functions prior to setting new state with the various 'Set' functions.
Windows are numbered from zero (0) to one less than the number on the adapter (as returned by
InquireAdapter). The maximum number of windows that may be supported depends on the
Socket Servces binding.

4.6 EDC Generators

Error Detection Code generators are optionaL. EDC generators are numbered from zero (0) to one
less than the number on the adapter (as returned by InquireAdapter). The maximum number of
EDC generators that may be supported depends on the Socket Services binding.

4.7 Power Management and Indicators

Power management and indicators may be available on a per adapter or per socket basis. To
provide a consistent interface, Socket Services provides access to these services on a socket basis. It
is expected that a hardware implementation that only provides power management and/or
indicator control at the adapter level shall provide a Socket Services implementation that manages
those resources for the entire adapter based on requests to Índividual sockets.
Socket Servces does indicate whether power management and indicator control is performed at
the adapter or socket leveL. However, by providing only one control point (the socket), a client of
Socket Services is not required to provide two types of controllng routines.

4 - 4
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

4.8 Callng Conventions

The Socket Servces interface uses a common set of conventions for all functions. They are
described below.

4.8.1 Reserved Fields

Any reserved fields or undefined bits in entry fields may be ignored by a handler implementing
this release of Socket Servces. However, reserved fields and undefined bits should be reset to zero
before invoking a Socket Servces function because future releases of Socket Services may define
them. Future releases wil use the reset value for behavior compliant with this release of Socket
Servces.
Any reserved fields or undefined bits in fields returned by Socket Servces are reset to zero by
Socket Servces so future releases of Socket Services wil be able to notify clients in a manner
compliant with this release.

4.8.2 Register Usage

The use of registers to pass arguments and return status is specific to the binding defined for the
host platform. See the appropriate binding for register usage conventions. Please note that
conventions are guidelines used to develop the function interfaces and exceptions have been made
in speåfic cases.

Whenever possible the interface preserves the contents of all arguments unless they are used to
return information. For bit-mapped fields, bits within a field (or register) are numbered beginning
with zero. The location of Bit 0 in a field is binding specific.

4.9 Socket Services Generally Not Re-entrant

Except for the AcknowledgeInterrupt function, Socket Services is not intended to be re-entrant.
Attempting any other Socket Services function while there is a thread of execution within Socket
Servces may be invalid depending on the implementation. Should a client attempt to re-enter
Socket Servces for any request other than AcknowledgeIntemupt, the request may be failed
returning BUSY.

4.10 Critical Areas and Disabled Interrupts
Socket Servces implementations should strive to minimize the amount of time interrupts are
disabled. However, a Socket Services implementation NEVER enables interrpts during

AcknowledgeInterrpt processing.

4.11 Request Rejection

Socket Servces valdates all parameters before changing any hardware. A client is assured that if
a request is rejected due to an invalid parameter, no hardware changes have been made based on
the request.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4.5
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PROGRAM INTERFACE

5.1 Presence Detection

The presence of Socket Services is determined by performing the GetAdapterCount request
descrbed on page 5-14. If this function returns with a RETCODE other than SUCCESS, the client
may assume that the Socket Servces functions are not available. If it returns SUCCESS in the status
field and the ASCn characters 'SSt in the Signature field, at least one Socket Services handler is
installed.

5.2 Overview of Functions

5.2.1 Non-specific Function

There is one socket servces function which applies to the interface in general and not to any objects
manipulated by the interface. It is:

GetAdapterCount

5.2.2 Adapter Functions

The following Socket Servces functons deal with adapters:

AcknowledgeInterrpt GetSSInfo
GetSelPriorHandler GetVendorInfo
GetSetSSAddr InquireAdapter
Ge~AccessOffsets SetAdapter
GetAdapter VendorSpecific

5.2.3 Socket Functions

The following Socket Servces deal with sockets:

GetSocket ResetSocket
GetStatus SetSocket
InquireSocket

5.2.4 Window Functions

The following Socket Services functions deal with windows:
GetPage SetPage
GetWindow SetWindow
InquireWindow

WARNING:

Windows have one or more pages. If a Window contains multple
pages, each page must be 16 KBytes and windows must be sized as a
multiple of the 16 KByte page size.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 3
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5.2.5 Error Detection and Correction Functions

Adapters and/ or Sockets may optionally provide error detection and correction support. The
following functions handle EDe capabilties:

GetEDC ResumeEDC
InquireEDC SetEDC
PauseEDC StartEDCReadEDC StopEDC

t-,','"

,',
"

.~

5.2.6 Status Change Handling

Socket Services provides for asynchronous notification when a socket's status changes. Each
adapter may provide a hardware interrupt when there is a status change. This interrupt is
processed by a handler installed by the Socket Services client.

While only one interrupt per adapter is anticipated, the Socket Services interface allows status
changes to be masked on a per socket basis. Masking must be performed in hardware since the
hardware interrupt is handled directly by the Socket Services client.
If status change interrupts are supported, each Socket Services client determines which interrupt it
uses for status changes based on the set of supported interrupts reported by InquireAdapter. A
Socket Servces client may enable or disable this capability and may steer the interrupt to a
supported host interrupt leveL.

5.2.7 Reserved Functions

Depending on the binding, some Socket Services functions may be reserved for historical reasons
and should not be used. If a client requests one of these functions, an implementation should return
BAD_FUNCTION. "

.ii.
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5.3 Data Types
Socket Servces uses a number of defined data types to describe arguments and return codes. Each
Socket Servces binding describes how these types are defined within the binding. The data types
used to descrbe Socket Servces function parameters are listed below:

Data Type Meaning
ADAPTER..................................... Speåfies a physical adapter. Ranges from zero to one less than the

number of adapters present in the host system as reported by
GetAdapterCount

BASE .............................................. Describes the base address in a host systems of a window use to
map a PC Card into a host's memory or I/O spce

BCD................................................ Binary Coded Deximal value. For example, 0221H represents 2.21.

BYfE .............................................. An 8-bit quantity.

COUNT ......................................... Number of objects of the specified type.

EDC ................................................ Specifies an Error Detection Code generator. Ranges from zero to
one less than the number of EDC generators on the adapter as
reported by InquireAdapter.

FLAGS8 ......................................... Bit-mapped field with 8 significant bits.

FLAGS16 ...................................... Bit-mapped field with 16 significant bits.

FLAGS32 ....................................... Bit-mapped field with 32 significant bits.

IRQ ................................................. IRQ status or control. Includes host system IRQ level, active level
(low or high) and state (enabled or disabled).

OFFSET .......................................... An address in a PC Card's attribute or common memory plane.

PAGE ............................................. Subdivision of a window. Ranges from zero to one less than the
number of pages in a window. Windows are a single page of any
size or multiple pages of 16 KBytes.

PTR................................................. A pointer to a location in system memory.

PWRENTRY.................................. An entry in an array of PWRENTRY items returned by
InquireAdapter. Describes a specific power level and its valid
signals (Vee, Vpp1 and Vpp2).

PWRINDEX .................................. Index into power management table. Ranges from zero to one less
than the number of power levels in the array of PWRENTRY items
returned by InquireAdapter.

RETCODE ..................................... Value returned by Socket Servces when a function has been
processed.

SIGNATURE................................. Two ASCII characters ('SS') used to validate a Socket Servces
handler is installed.

SIZE................................................ The size of a window. Memory and I/O windows may use
different units.

SKTBITS......................................... Bit-map of valid sockets to which window or EDC generator may
be assigned.

SOCKET ........................................ Specifies a physical socket. Ranges from zero to one less than the
number of sockets on an adapter as reported by InquireAdapter.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 5
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SPEED............................................ Encoded value representing a memory window access speed.
Format defined by PC Card Standard Release 2.01.

WINDW..................................... Specifies a physical window. Ranges from zero to one less than
the number of windows on an adapter as reported by
InquireAdapter.

WORD ........................................... A 16-bit quantity.

5 - 6 PCMCIA @ 1992
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5.4 Function Descriptions
Each Socket Servces function is descbed in detail on the following pages. The descptions are
intended to be processor and operatig system independent. Specific bindings for particuar
environments are specified in appendices to this specification.

Function names are constructed from an action verb and a noun. The noun identifies the type of
object being manipulated. If the verb is Inquire the capabilties of the object are returned by the
function. If the verb is Getfhe current configuration of the item is returned. If the verb is Set the
item is confgured by the function.

The follo\Yng notation conventions are used:

Convention Meaning
bold................................................ Bold type is used for keywords. For example, the names of

functions, data types, structures, and macros. These names are
spelled exactly as they should appear in source programs.

Defined data types are also in uppercase.

italics............................................... Italic type is used to indicate the name of an argument. The name
must be replaced by an actual argument. Italics are also used to
show emphasis in text.

monospace................................... Monospacetype is used for example program code fragments. .
ALL_UPPER ................................ Type in all uppercase is used to indicate a constant value with the

exception that defined data types are all uppercase and bold.
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RETCODE Acknowledgelnterrpt (Adapter, Sockets)
ADAPTER Adapter;
SKTITS Sockets;

The AcknowledgeInterrpt function returns information about which socket or sockets on the
adapter specified by the input parameters has experienced a change in status.

Parameter va
i
o

Adapter
Sockets

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Returns a bit-map representing the sockets which have experienced a
status change.

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter is valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

Comments
A Socket Services client enables status change interrupts from adapter hardware with the
SetAdapter function. The client is responsible for installng an interrupt handler on the
appropriate vector. Specific events are masked or unmasked on a per socket basis using the
SetSocket function. When a status change occurs, the handler installed by the client receives
control. For each adapter capable of generäting that interrupt, the interrupt handler makes an
AcknowledgeInterrupt request.
The AcknowledgeInterrupt request allows Socket Services to prepare the adapter hardware for
generating another interrpt if another status change occurs. Socket Services also informs the client

which socket or sockets have experienced a status change. Socket Services must preserve state
information relating to the cause of the status change interrupt if it is not preserved by the adapter
hardware. This information wi later be requested with the GetStatus function.
After pollng all possible adapters with the AcknowledgeInterrupt request, the client's interrupt
handler prepares the host system for another status change interrupt for the adapter. Some time
later, outside of the hardware interrupt handler, the client polls Socket Services for new socket state
using GetStatus. This function returns a combination of socket and card state information.
By separating the acknowledgment of the interrupt from the retrieval of specific socket and card
status, the client may reduce the amount of RAM required to store state information. The client
may elect to recover state information only when it is able to fully process the information. In thi

manner, a client only needs to evaluate complete state information for one socket at a time.

5.8 PCMCIA @ 1992
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PROGRAM INTERFACE
Function Descriptions

PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Note:
Since adapters may share a status change interrupt, it is possible for this
functon to be called even if no status change has occurred on the

adapter specified. In this case, Socket Services returns indicating

success with all bits in Sokets reset to zero (0).

WARNNG:

Acknowledge Intept takes place within the status change hardware
interrpt. Socket Services must not enable interrupts at any time

during the processing of an Anknowledge Interrpt request.

See Also GetStatus

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 9
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RETCODE GetAccessOffsets (Adapter, Mode, NiimDesired, pBiiffel', NiimAvail)
ADAPTER Adapter;
BYTE Mode;
COUNT NumDesil'ed;
PTR pBuffer;
COUNT NumAvail;

The GetAccessOffsets function fills the buffer pointed to by pBuffer with an array of offsets for
low-level, adapter-specific, optimized PC Card access routines for adapters using register-based
(I/O port) access to PC Card memory. Adapters which access PC Card memory through windows
mapped into host system memory do not support this function.

Parameter I/O-
Adapter I

Mode I

NumDesii"ed I

pBuffer I

NumAvail

Return Codes:

a

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies the processor mode. This is specific to the type of host platform.
See the platform-specific binding for additional detaiL.
Specifies the number of access offsets desired. Indirectly specifies the size
of the client-supplied buffer.
A pointer to a client-supplied buffer for the array of access offsets.
NumDesired specifies the number of entries that wil fit in the buffer.
The offsets are specific to the type of host platform. See the
platform-specific bindings for additional details.
Returns the number of access offsets supported by this Socket Services
handler for the specified adapter.

f

SUCCESS if Adapter is valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD fUNCTION if request is not supponed

BAD_MODE if Mode is not supponed

Comments
It is assumed that all of these offsets are in the Socket Services code segment. All sockets on an
adapter must use the same entry points for a mode. However, these offsets may vary depending
upon the mode specified.

A client uses the returned values to create an internal table which allows these routines to be called
in a manner appropriate to the mode in which they wil be used.
There is no requirement that an implementation support every possible mode. If a mode is not
supported, this request should return BAD_MODE.

.....1.,

~;'.i..
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Offsets for the access routines are returned in the following order:
Set Address
Set Auto Increment
Read Byte

Read Word
Read Byte with Auto Increment
Read Word with Auto Increment

Read Words
Read Words with Auto Increment

Write Byte
Write Word
Write Byte with Auto Increment
Write Word with Auto Increment
Write Words
Write Words with Auto Increment
Compare Byte
Compare Byte with Auto Increment
Compare Words
Compare Words with Auto Increment

The actual arguments passed to the above access routines for an Intel x86 processor are defined in
Appendix F of the PCMCIA Card Services Interface Specification.

See Also GetSelSSAddr

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.11
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RETCODE GetAdapter (Adapter, State, SCRoutilig)
ADAPTER Adapter;
FLAGS8 State;
IRQ SCRouting;

The GetAdapter function returns the current configuration of the specified adapter.

I/O
i
o

Description
Species a physical adapter on the host computer
Current state of the adapter hardware. This parameter can be a
combination of the following values:

Parameter
Adapter
AdapterState

SCRouting o

Value Meaning
AS POWERDOWN If set, adapter hardware is attempting to conserve

power. Before using adapter, full power must be
restored using the Set Adapter function.
If reset, adapter hardware is fully powered and
fully functionaL.

AS _ MAINT AIN If set, all adapter and socket configuration
information is being maintained while power
consumption is reduced.
If reset, adapter and socket configuration

information must be maintained by the client.
This value is only valid if the AS _ POWERDOWN
value is set.

Returns status change interrupt routing status. This parameter is an IRQ
data type. It is a combination of a binary value representing the IRQ level
used for routing the status change signal and the following optional

bit-masks:

,.

Value Meaning--------------
If set, status change interrupt is active-high.
If reset, status change interrupt is active-low.
If set, status change interrupt is enabled. If an
unmasked status change event occurs, the
adapter generates a hardware interrupt of the
specified leveL.

If reset, status change interrpts are not
generated by the adapter.

IRQ_HIGH

IRQ_ENABLE

",'..-"; ,
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Return Codes:

SUCCESS

BAD_ADAPTER

if Adapter is valid

if Adapter is invalid

Comments
Preservng state information may not' allow the same level of power reduction as not preservng
state information. The abilty to reduce power consumption is vendor specific and reduced power
settings may not result in any power savings.
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values required for the SetAdapter
function. This is intended to alow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration
information with this function, make changes and then use the SetAdapter function to modify the
configuration without having to create initial values for each parameter.
See Also InquireAdapter, Setdapter

PCMCIA@1992 5 -13
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RETCODE GetAdapterCount (TotaIAdapters, Signature)

COUNT TotaIAdaptei's;
SIGNATURE Signatu1'e;

The GetAdapterCount function returns the number of adapters supported by all Socket Servces
handlers in the host system. It is also used to determine if one or more Socket Services handlers are
installed.

Signature 0

Description
Number of adapters in host environment, if there is a Socket Services
handler installed.
If set to the ASCII characters '55' on return, there is at least one Socket
Services handler installed and TotalAdapters is set to the number of
adapters in the host environment.

Parameter I/O
TotalAdapters 0

Return Codes:

If a Socket Servces handler is not installed, the returned parameters are undefined. Most
environments return an undefined value not equal to SUCCESS. However, an environment may
use a calng mechanism shared with another, unrelated handler. There is no guarantee the other
handler will properly reject an unrecognized Socket Services request. Before accepting the value
in TotalAdapters as the number of adapters installed, the client must confirm Signatu1"e contains the

ASCII characters '55'.

Even if a Socket Services handler is present, there might not be any adapter hardware present. In
this case, SUCCESS is returned, Signature contains '55' and TotalAdapters is zero (0). Clients must
be prepared for this situation.

'".1.'.".'1',1:'.1
..~~~:),'

Comments
The client should insure Signature does not contain '55' before calling this function. This insures the
client does not use TotalAdapters if the routine handling the request does not support Socket
Services but sti returns SUCCESS.
See Also GetSSInfo

'Ii',
-iid~~._'"
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RETCODE GetEDC (Adapte1~ EDC, Socet, State, Type)
ADAPTR Adapter
EDC EDC;
SOCKET Socket;
FLAGS8 State;
FLAGS8 Type;

The GetEDC functon returns the current configuration of the EDC generator specified by the input
parameters.

Parameter I/O
Adapter I
EDC I
Socket 0

State 0

Typ

Descrption
Species a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical EDC generator on the adapter.
Returns the physical socket on the adapter that the EDC generator is
assigned.
Return the current state of the EDC generator. This field may be
combination of the following values:

o

Value Meaning
EC_UN If set, EDC generator is computing in only one

direction. EC_WRIE determnes whether
computation is on read or write accesss.
If reset, EDC generator is computing on both read
and write accesses.

EC WRITE If set, EDC generator is computing only on write
accesses.
If reset, EDC generator is computing only on read
accesses.
This value is only vald if EC _ UNI is set.

Returns type of EDC generated. This parameter may be one of the
followig values:

Value
ET_CHECK8
ET_SDLC16

Meaning
EDC generated is 8-bit checksum.
EDC generated is 16-bit CRC-SDLe.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.15
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Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter and EDC are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_EDC if EDC is invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values required by the SetEDC function.
This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration information
with this function, make changes and then use SetEDC to modify the configuration without having
to create initial values for each parameter.
See Also InquireEDC, SetEDC, Start EDC, PauseEDC, ResumeEDC, StopEDC, ReadEDC

5 -16 PCMCIA @ 1992
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RETCODE GetPage (Adapter, Window, Page, State, Offet)
ADAPER Adapter;
WINDOW Window;
PAGE Page;
FLAGS8 State;
OFFSET Offset;

The GetPage function returns the current configuration of the page speified by the input
parameters. It is only valid for memory windows (WS_IO is reset for the window).

Parameter I/O
I
I
I
o

Descrption
Speifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical window on the adapter.
Speifies the page within the window.
Current state of the page within the window. This parameter can be a
combination of the following values:

Adapter
Window
Page
State

. Offset

Value Meaning
PS_ATIRIBUTE If set and page is enabled, PC Card attrbute

memory is mappe into host system memory
space.
If reset and page is enabled, PC Card common
memory is mappe into host system memory
space.

PS_ENABLED If set, page is enabled and PC Card is mappe
into the host system memory or I/O space.
If reset, page is disabled.
Some hardware implementations may not allow
individual pages to be disabled, only entire
windows. Such implementations always return
with PS_ENABLED set unless the entire window
is disabled.

PS_WP If set, page is write-protected by page mapping
hardware in socket.
If reset, page is not write-protected by socket's
page-mapping hardware. However, PC Card
memory may be write-protected in other ways.

The offset of a PC Card's memory being mapped into host system memory .
space by this page. The following formula may be used to calculate the
system memory address to access the PC Card memory being mapped by
the page:

Base + (Page * 16 KBytes)

o

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -17
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Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter, Page and Window are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_PAGE il If Page is invalid

BAD_WINDOW if Window is invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values required for the SetPage function.
This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration information
with this function, make changes and then use the SetPage function to modify the configuration
without having to create initial values for each parameter.
All pages in windows which are subdivided into multiple pages are 16 KBytes in size. A window
with only a single page may be any size meeting the constraints returned by InquireWindow.
To map PC Card memory into system memoiy requires that both the WS _ENABLED value of the State field
used by Get/SetWindow be set and the PC_ENABLED value of 

the Statefield used by Get/SetPage be set.
For windows with WS_PAGED reset, the PS_ENABLED value is ignored by SetPage. The window is
enabled and disabled by the WS _ENABLED value of SetWindow. GetPage for windows with WS _PAGED
reset reports the value of WS _ENABLED for PS _ENABLED.

For windows with WS_PAGED set, WS_ENABLED acts as a global enable!disablefor all pages within the
window. Once WS_ENABLED has been set using SetWindow, individual pages may be enabled and
disabled using SetPage and PS _ENABLED.

If WC_WENABLE is reported as set by Inquii'eWindow, Socket SeJïices presei'ves the state of
PS_ENABLED for each page in the window whenevei' WS_ENABLED is changed by SetWindow. If
WC _ENABLE is reported as reset by Inqu 

ire Win dow, the client must use SetPage to set the PS _ENABLED
state for each page within the window aftei' WS _ENABLED is set with SetWindow.

See Also InquireWindow, GetWindow, SetWindow, SetPage

5 - 18 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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RETCODE Getage (Adapter, Window, Page, State, Offt)
ADAPTR Adapter
WINDOW Window;
PAGE Page;
FLAGS8 State;
OFFSET Offt;

The Getage functon returns the current confguration of the page specified by the input
parameters. It is only vald for memory windows (WS_IO is reset for the window).

Parameter
Adpter
Window
Page
State

I/O Descrpton

I Speåfes a physical adapter on the host computer.

I Speåfes a physical widow on the adapter.

I Speåfes the page within the window.

o Current state of the page within the window. This parameter can be a

combination of the following values:

Offset

Value Meaning
PS _A TIRIBUTE If set and page is enabled, PC Card attbute

memory is mapped into host system memory
space.
If reset and page is enabled, PC Card common
memory is mapped into host system memory
space.

PS_ENABLED If set, page is enabled and PC Card is mapped
into the host system memory or 1/ 0 space.
If reset, page is disabled.
Some hardware implementations may not allow
individual pages to be disabled, only entie

windows. Such implementations always return
with PS ENABLED set unless the entire window
is disabled.

PS _ WP If set, page is wrte-protected by page mapping
hardware in socket.
If reset, page is not write-protected by socket's
page-mapping hardware. However, PC Card
memory may be write-protected in other ways.

o The offset of a PC Card's memory being mapped into host system memory

space by this page. The following formula may be used to calculate the
system memory address to access the PC Card memory being mapped by
the page:

Base + (Page" 16 KBytes)

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -17
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Return Codes:

l
SUCCESS if Adapter, Page and Window are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_PAGE if Page is invalid

BAD_WINDOW if Window is invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values required for the SetPage function.
This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration information
with this function, make changes and then use the SetPage function to modify the configuration
without having to create initial values for each parameter.
All pages in windows which are subdivided into multiple pages are 16 KBytes in size. A window
with only a single page may be any size meeting the constraints returned by InquireWindow.
See Also InquireWindow, GetWindow, SetWindow, SetPage

f
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RETCODE GetetPriorHandler (Adaptei", Mode, pHandlel1
ADAPTR Adapter;
FLAGS8 Mod;
PTR pHandlei¡

The GetSetriorHandler function replaces or obtains the entry point of a prior handler for the
adapter specified by the input parameters.

Parameter I/O-
Adapter I
Mod I

pHandlei' I/O

Descption
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Species whether the request is to Get the prior handler or Set a new
handler. If Mod is zero, the request is to Get the prior handler, If Mode is
one, the request is to Set the prior handler.
If Mode is Get (equal to zero), this parameter is ignored on input and used
to return the entry point of the prior handler.
If Mod is Set (equal to one), this parameter contains a pointer to a new
prior handler and is used to return the entry point of the old prior handler.

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adater is valid

BA_ADAPTER I
if Adaer is invalid

. BAD _FIjNCTI if requet is to se a prior haler for a ROM-bas haler whic is
hard-ced to chain to anthr ty of hale

Comments
If the handler respondig to this request is installed in ROM and is the first handler on the Socket
Servces chain, a request to Set the prior handler may be failed.
One reason a Set request would fail is the Socket Services it is addressing is in ROM as the fist
extension of another type of handler which is sharing the cal chain. In this case, the vector to the
prior handler is probably hard-coded into the ROM and not in RAM prohibitig it from being
updated. Ths should not cause any difficulty to a clent wishing to revise the chain, sice ths
Socet Servces handler may be bypassed by registering the values returned from a Get request to
thi Socet Servces with a replacement Socket Servces implementation as its prior handler.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -19
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Note:
The entry point of the prior handler is always returned, even on Set
requests.

WARNING:

This function should only be used with the first adapter seroiced by a
Socket Seroices handler as returned by the GetSSInfo function. If a

handler seroices more than one adapter, subsequent requests to the
handler for adapters other than the first return the same information
and set the same internal data variables.

WARNING:

Clients should not attempt to add Socket Seroices which increase the

number of adapters and/or sockets supported. To support additional
adapters and/or sockets, new Socket Seroices handlers should be

added to the head of the handler chain. Adjusting intemal prior

handler values should be used only to replace a Socket Seroices

implementation with an updated version.

5.20 PCMClA @ 1992
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RETCODE GetetSSAddr (Adapter, Mod, Subfunc, NumAdData, pBuffer)
ADAPTER Adapter;
BYTE Mode;
BYTE Subfun~
COUNT NumAddData;
PTR pBuffer;

The GetSetSAddr function returns code and data area descptions and provides a way to pass
mode-specic data area descriptors to a Soket Servces handler.

Parameter I/O
Adapter IMod I
Subfunc I

.'
NumAddData I/O

pBuffer I/O

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies the processor mode. This is specific to the type of host platform.
See the platform-specic binding for additional detail.
Specifies the type of request.

If Subfunc is zero (0), Socket Servces returns a description of the code and
mai data areas in the clent-supplied buffer.
If Subfunc is one (1), Socket Servces returns a description of any additional
data areas in the client-supplied buffer.

If Subfunc is two (2), Socket Servces accepts an array of mode-specific
pointers to additional data areas in the client-supplied buffer.
Number of additional data areas.
If Subfunc is zero (0), Soket Servces returns the number of additional data
areas in this parameter.
If Subfunc is one (1), the clent-supplied buffer returns this number of
descriptors for additional data areas.
If Subfunc is two (2), Socket Servces accepts this number of mode-specic
pointers to additional data areas in the clent-supplied buffer.
A pointer to a client-supplied buffer of the appropriate length for the
request.
If Subfunc is zero (0), Socket Servces returns a description of the code and
main data segment in the buffer.
If Subfunc is one (1), Socket Servces returns a descrption of the additional
data areas in the client-supplied buffer.
If Subfunc is two (2), the client-supplied buffer contains mode-specific
pointers to additional data areas as input to Socket Services.

Comments
Some Socket Servces may require access to other memory regions than their main data area. If this
is the case, the value in NumAddData reflects the number of unique memory regions the Socket
Servces implementation needs to address besides the main data segment.
A Card Servces using an entry point returned by this function is expected to establish the
appropriate mode-specific pointers to the code and main data area prior to callng the entry point.
When using the ~ntiy point returned by this function, the client uses the absolute adaptei' number within the¿f¡.1

PCMCIA @ 1992, 19~3 5 - 21July, 1993
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host environment. For example, if two Socket SelïJices handlei's are installed, with the first handler
supporting two adapters and the second handler supporting three adapters, the client should use adapter
values of zero through one for the first handler and val 

lies of two through four for the second handlei'.

5 - 21.a .July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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When Subfunc is zero (0), the buffer pointed to by pBuffer has the following format:

Offset Size-----
OOH Double Word 

04H Double Word 

08H Double Word 

OCH Double Word 

10H Double Word 

14H Double Word 

Descrption
32-bit linear base address of code segment in system
memory
Limit of code segment
Entry point offset
32-bit linear base address of main data segment in system
memory
Limit of data segment
Data area offset

When Subfunc is one 0), there are entres in the client-supplied buffer pointed to by pBuffer
returned for each of the additional data segments. Each entr in the buffer has the following
format:

Offset
OOH

04H
08H

Size Description
32-bit linear base address of additional data segment
Limit of data segment
Data area offset

Double Word
Double Word
Double Word

When Subfunc is two (2), there are entries in the client-supplied buffer pointed to by pBuffer for each
additional data area. These entres are mode-speific pointers created by the client for each
additional data area. Each entry in the buffer has the following format:

Offset
OOH

04H
08H

Size Description
32-bit offset
Selector
Reserved

Double Word
Double Word
Double Word

Warning:

This function should only be used with the first adapter seroiced by a
Socket Seroices handler as returned by the GetSSInfo function. If a

handler serices more than one adapter, subsequent requests to the
handler for adapters other than the first return the same information
and set the same interal data variables.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 22
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Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter, Mode. an Subfune are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_FUNCnON if request is not supported

BAD_MODE if Mode is no supported

BAD_ATTIBUTES If number of additonal data segments speified when Subfune Is
one (1) or tw (2) dos not equal th number of additinal data
segments returned whn Subfune is zero (0)

See Also GetAccessOffsets

f
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RETCODE GetSocket (Adapter, Socket, SClrltMask, VccLevel, VppLevels, State, Ctlnd, IREQRouting,
IFType)
Adapter;
Socket;
SClntMask;
VccLevels;
VppLeels;
State;
Ctlnd;
IREQRouting;
IFType;

ADAPTER
SOCKET
FLAGS8
PWRINDEX
PWRINDEX
FLAGS 8
FLAGS8
IRQ
FLAGS8

The GetSocket function returns the current configuration of the socket identified by the input
parameters.

Parameter VO

I
I
o

Adapter
Socket
SCIntMask

VccLevel

VppLeels

State

Ctlnd

Description

o

Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer
Specifies a physical socket on the adapter.
Returns current setting of mask for events that generate a status change
interrupt when they occur on the socket. If a value is set the event
generates a status change interrupt if the following conditions are met:
The event is supported as indicated by the SClntCaps parameter of

InquireSocket and status change interrupts have been enabled by
SetAdapter.
This parameter is a combination of the SBM_x values defined in
InquireSocket.
Returns current power level of V cc signaL. This is an index into the array
of PWRENTRY items returned by InquireAdapter. Valid values range
from zero to one less than the number of levels returned by
InquireAdapter.
Returns current power level of Vpp signals. This is two indicies into the
array of PWRENTRY items returned by InquireAdapter. Separate values
are returned in this parameter for the Vppl and Vpp2 signals. Valid
values range from zero to one less than the number of levels returned by
InquireAdapter.
Returns latched values representing state changes experienced by the
socket hardware. Only those values set in the InquireSocket SCRptCaps
parameter wil ever be set. Once set, values must be explicitly reset using
SetSocket.
This parameter is a combination of the SBM _x values defined in

InquireSocket for the SClntCaps and SCRptCaps parameters.
Returns current setting of socket controls and indicators. If a value is set,
the corresponding control or indicator is on. If a value is reset, the
corresponding control or indicator is off. Values supported by the socket
are defined by the CtlndCaps parameter returned by InquireSocket.
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

IREQRouting o

Ths paraeter is a combination of the SBM_x values defied in
InquireSocet for the CtlndCaps parameter.

Return PC Card IREQ routing status. This parameter is an IRQ data ty.

It is a combination of a binary value representing the IRQ level used for
routing the PC Card IREQ signal and the following optional values:

IFType

Value Meaning
IRQ_lDGH If set, the PC Card IREQ signal is inverted.

If reset, the PC Card IREQ signal is routed
without inversion.

IRQ_ENABLE If set, IREQ routing is enabled.
If reset, IREQ routing is not enabled and
interrpts from a PC Card in the soket are
ignored.

Return the current interface settig. Settings are mutually exclusive. This
parameter may be set to one of the following values:

o

IF_MEMORY If set, socket interface is set to Memory-Only as
defied by the PCMCIA PC Card Standard
Release 2.01.

If set, socket interface is set to I/O and Memory
as defined by the PCMCIA PC Card Standard
Release 2.01.

IF 10

RelCodes:
SUCSS if AdBptef and Soket are valid

BA_ADAPER If AdBer Is invalid

BA_SOCKE if Soet is Invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values required by the SetSoeket
functon. Ths is intended to alow clents of Socket Servces to retreve current configuration
inormation with with this function, make changes and then use SetSoeket to modify the
confguration without having to crate initial values for each parameter.
See Als InquireSocet SetSocket

PCMCIA (0 1992 5-25
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Function Descriptions

~))
RETCODE GetSSlnfo (Adapter, Compliance, NumAdapters, FirstAdapter)

ADAPTER Adapter;
BCD Compliance;
COUNT NumAdapters;
ADAPTER FirstAdapter;

The GetSSlnfo function returns the compliance level of the Socket Services interface supporting
the adapter specified by the input parameters and identifies the adapters serviced by the handler.

Parameter I/O
Adapter I

Compliance a

NumAdapters a

FirstAdapter a

Return Codes:

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Each adapter may be handled by a different Socket Services handler. This
argument identifies a specific Socket Services handler. If a Socket Servces
handler supports more than one adapter, the same information is returned
for any adapter the handler supports.
Returns the PCMCIA Socket Services Interface Specification complianæ
level as a Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) value. If the handler is compliant
with Release 2.0 of the PCMCIA Socket Services Interface Specification,
0200H is returned.
Returns the number of adapters supported by this specific Socket Services
handler.
Returns the first adapter number supported by this specific Socket
Services handler. The first Socket Services handler installed always
returns zero (0) to indicate it supports the first adapter in the system.

l~\i.,.'.i:';i/p

SUCCESS if Adapter is valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid I

Example

If a host system had five adapters, two Socket Services handlers and the first handler supported
three (3) adapters, this request returns with FirstAdapter equal to zero (0) and NumAdapters equal
to three (3), for Adapter values of zero, one or two (0, 1 or 2). If this request was made with Adapter
set to three or four (3 or 4), it would return with FirstAdapter set to three (3) and NumAdapters set to
two (2).

See Also GetAdapterCount

6:,','\
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RETCODE Getatus (Adapter, Socket, CardState, SocketState, Ctlnd, IREQRouting, IFTyp)
ADAPTR Adapter
SOCKET Socket;
FLAGS8 CardS tate;
FLAGS8 SocketS tate;
FLAGS8 CtlInd;
IRQ IREQRouting;
FLAGS8 IFType;

The GetStatus functon returns the current status of the card, socket, controls and indicators for the
sockt identied by the input parameters.

Parameter I/O
Adapter I
Socket I
Cai'dState a

SocketState a

Ctlnd a

IREQRouting aIFType a

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Species a physical socket on the adapter.
Returns intantaneous state. This parameter represents the current state
of the socket and PC Card, if inserted. It is a combination of the 5MB_x
values defined in InquireSocket for the SClntCaps and SCRptCaps
parameters.
SBM_LOCKED, SBM_EJECT and SBM_INSERT are vendor specic and
may not be supported. See InquireSocket SCRptCaps.
SBM_ WP is the output of WP (pin 33). SBM_BVOl is the output of BVDl
(pin 63). SBM_BVD2 the output of BVD2 (pin 62). SBM_RDYBSY is the
output of ROY IBSY (pin 16) and SBM _CO is the AND-ed value of the COl
(pin 36) and CO2 (pin 67) outputs. Note that these bits are set when the
defined states are true. This is the inverted output of BVD1, BVD2 and the
Card Detect signals.
If the interface is set to II a and Memory mode, the meanig of many of
these signals changes. Values reported are always based on the signal
levels at the socket. If the IFlype is IF_ia, thi function does NOT read
status from the Pin Replacement Register. Ths is the responsibilty of the
clent.
Returns same latched information as State parameter of GetSocket.
This parameter is a combination of the SBM _ x values defied in

InquireSocket for the SClntCaps and SCRptCaps parameters.
Returns same information as Ctlnd parameter of GetSocket, the current
setting of socket controls and indicators. If a value is set, the

corresponding control or indicator is on. If a value is reset, the

corresponding'control or indicator is off. Values supported by the socket
are defined by the CtlndCaps parameter returned by InquireSocket.
This parameter is a combination of the SBM _ x values defined in

InquireSocket for the CtlndCaps parameter.
Returns same information as IREQRouting parameter of GetSocket.
Returns the same information as IFType parameter of GetSocket.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -27
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PROGRAM INTERFACE
Function Descriptions

Return Codes:

SUCCESS
if Adapter and Socket are valid

BAD_ADAPTER
if Adapter is invalid

BAD_SOCKET
if Socket is invalid

Comments
This function must NOT be invoked during hardware interrupt processing. It is intended to be
used by a client during foreground and background processing, but outside of the status change
hardware interrupt handler.
See Also InquireSocket, Get Socket, SetSocket

PCMCIA @ 1992
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RETCODE GetVendorinfo (Adapter, Type, pBuffer, Releas)
ADAPTR Adpter
BYT Type;
PT pBuffer;
BCD Release;

The GeVendorinfo functon returns inormation about the vendor implementing Socket Servces
for the adapter speåfed in the input parameters.

Parameter I/O-
Adapter I
Typ I

pBuffer I

Release

Descrption
Speåfes a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies the type of vendor information to return in the client-supplied
buffer. The only type currently defined is zero (0) which is an ASCIIZ
string descbing the implementor.
If Type is zero (0), this parameter points to a client-supplied buffer to be
fied with an ASCIIZ string describing the implementor. The buffer has
the following form:

typedef struct tagVISTRUCT t
WORD wBufferLength = (BUF_SIZE - 4) ¡
WORD wDataLength ¡
char szirnplernentor(BUF_SIZE - 4)¡

~ VISTRUCT¡

o

The wBufferLengt field is set by the client to the length of the
VISTRUCT structure provided less the size of the first two fields (4 bytes).
The wDataLength field is set by Socket Servces to the size of the
information it has to return. Only the information that fits in the buffer is
copied. If the wDataLength is greater than wBufferLengt, the
inormation is truncated.
Vendor's release number in BCD format. Each time a vendor releases a
new version of their Socket Servces implementation, they should change
the value returned. The initial release should use the value 0100H to
represent Release 1.00 of a vendor's Socket Servces implementation. A
subsequent release of an updated version compliant with the same level of
the PCMCIA Socket Services Interface Specication should change this
value according to the vendor's change control procedures.
The first release of an implementation compliant with a new PCMCIA
specification should again use 0100H to indicate this is the vendor's first
release compliant with the new Socket Services specification. Each Socket
Servces released by a vendor must be uniquely identified by the
combination of the compliance level returned by the Compliance

parameter of GetSSInfo and this parameter.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -29
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Function Descriptions

Retur Codes:

GfSUCCESS if Adapter and Type are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_FUNCTION if Type is invalid

.'

~1lW
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RETCODE GetWindow (Adapter, Window, Socket, Size, State, Speed, Base)
ADAPTER
WINDOW
SOCKET
SIZE
FLAGS8
SPEED
BASE

Adapter;
Window;
Socket;
Siz;
State;
Speed;
Base;

The GetWindow function returns the current confguration of the window specified by the input
parameters.

Parameter I/O-
Adapter I
Window I
Socket 0

I

Size 0

State 0

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical window on the adapter.
Returns the physical socket the window is currently assigned.
Returns the window's current size. If Size is equal to zeo (0), the window is
the maximum size that may be represented by the data type used foi' this parameter
plus one. For example, if the data type used for Size is a word and it is expressed
in units of a byte, a value of zero repi'esents a window size of 65,536 bytes.
Current state of the widow hardware. This parameter can be a
combination of the following values:

Value Meaning
If set, widow maps registers on a PC Card into
the host systems's 1/ 0 space.

If reset, window maps common or attribute
memory on a PC Card into the host systems's
memory space.
If set, window is enabled and mapping a PC Card
into the host system memory or 1/ 0 space.
If reset, window is disabled.
If set, window is programmed for a 16-bit data
bus width.
If reset, window is programmed for an 8-bit data
bus width.
If set, window is subdivided into multiple 16
KByte pages whose PC Card offset addresses
may be set individually using SetPage.
If reset, window is a single page.
This value is only valid for memory windows
(WS _10 reset).

WS 10

WS ENABLED

WS 16BIT

WS PAGED

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 5 - 31July, 1993
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WS_EISA

PROGRAM INTERFACE
Function Descriptions

WS_CENABLE

If set, window is using EISA I/O mapping.
If reset, window is using ISA 1/0 mapping.
This value is only valid for 110 windows (WS _10
set).
If set, accesses to I/ 0 ports in EISA common I/ 0
areas generate card enables.

5 - 31.a July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

If reset, accesses to II 0 ports in EISA common
II 0 areas are ignored.
This value is only valid for II 0 windows (WS _10
set) that have WS _EISA set.

Speed o This parameter is the actual access speed being used by the widow. It
uses the format of the Device Speed Code and Extended Device Speed
Codes of the Device Information Tuple. This is defined in the PCMCIA PC
Card Standard, Release 2.01, Section 5.2.7.1.3 Device il Speed Field. Tables
5-12: Device Speed Codes and 5-13: Extended Device Speed Codes in the
PC Card Standard list specific values.
This parameter may not match the value specified by a successful
SetWindow request. If Socket Servces does not support the speed
requested, it uses the next slowest speed it supports;
For Socket Servces, Bit 7 of Speed is reserved and is reset to zero (0).
This parameter is undefined for I/O windows (WS_IO set).
Returns the current base address of the specified window. It is the first
address within the system memory or I/O space to which the window
responds.

Base o

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter and Window are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adater is invalid

BAD_WINDOW: if WHlow is invalid

-.

Comments
AU parameters have been designed to map directly to the values required for the SetWindow
function. This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration

information with this function, make changes and then use the SetWindow function to modify the
configuration without having to create initial values for each parameter.
For memory mapping windows, the area of the PC Card memory array mapped into the host
system memory space is managed by Get Page and Set Page requests.
To map PC Card mem01Y into system mem01Y requires that both the WS _ENABLED value of the State field
used by Get/SetWindow be set and the PC _ENABLED value of the State field used by Get/SetPage be set.
F01' windows with WS_PAGED reset, the PS_ENABLED value is ignored by SetPage. Th window is
enabled and disabled by the WS _ENABLED value of SetWindow. GetPage for windows with WS _PAGED
reset 1"eports the value of WS _ENABLED for PS _ENABLED.

For windows with WS_PAGED set, WS_ENABLED acts as a global enable/disable for all pages within the
window. Once WS_ENABLED has been set using SetWindow, individual pages may be enabled and
disabled using SetPage and PS_ENABLED.

If WC _ WENABLE is reported as set by InquireWindow, Socket Services preserves the state of
PS_ENABLED for each page in the window whenevei' WS_ENABLED is changed by SetWindow. If
WC_ENABLE is reported as reset by Inquil'eWindow, the client must use SetPage to set the PS_ENABLED
state for each page within the window aftei' WS _ENABLED is set with SetWindow.

See Also InquireWindow, SetWindow, GetPage, SetPage

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 -32
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RETCODE InquireAdapter (Adpter, pBuffer, NumSockets, NumWindows, NumEDCs)
ADAPTR Adaptei';
PT pBuffei-;
COUNT NumSockets;
COUNT NumWindows;
COUNT NumEDCs;

The InquireAdapter functon returns information about the capabilties of the adapter specified by
the input parameters.

Parameter
Adpter
pBuffer

NumSockets 0
NumWindos 0
NumEDCs 0

I/O
i
I

Descrption
Species a physical adapter on the host computer
Points to a clent-supplied buffer to be filled with information about the
adapter. The buffer has the following form:

typedef struct tagAISTRUCT t
WORD wBufferLength;
WORD wDataLength;
ACHATBL CharTable;
WORD wNumPrEntries = NUM_ENTRIES;
PWRENTRY PwrEntry(NUM_ENTRIESJ;

L AISTRUCT;

The wBufferLength field is set by the client to the size in bytes of
AISTRUcrless the size of the first two fields (4 bytes). The wDataLength
field is set by Socket Servces to the size of the information it has to return.
Only the inormation that fits in the buffer is copied. If the wDataLength
is greater than wBufferLength, the infomiation is truncated.
The ACHARTBL structure is defined on page 5-34.
A PWRENTRY is a structure which has two members. One member is a
binar value representing a DC voltage level in tenth of a volt increments
(25.5 VDC maxmum). The other member indicates which power signals
may be set to the specified voltage leveL. It may be set to a combination of
the following: Vcc, Vppl, and/ or Vpp2.
The PWRENTRY structure is defined on page 5-35.
Returns the number of sockets provided by the adapter.
Returns the number of windows provided by the adapter.
Returns the number of Error Detection Code (EDC) generators provided
by the adapter.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.33
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Return Codes: ~c'
';;:;1\) .

SUCCESS
if Adapter is valid

BAD_ADAPTER
if Adapter is invalid

Comments
By convention, all sockets on an adapter use the same power levels. There is one PWRENTRY for
each supported voltage.
The PWRENTRY only indicates it is possible to set one or more of the power pins to that power
leveL. The PWRENTRY does not indicate acceptable power combinations for the power pins. The
example below indicates Vee, Vppl and Vpp2 can be set to No Connect and that Vppl and Vpp2
can be set to 12v. It is probably not valid to set Vee to No Connect and the Vpp pins to 12v at the
same time. It is up to the Socket Services client to determine if a particular combination of power
levels is valid for the PC Card in the socket.

Example
AISTRUCT Adapterinfo =

24,
24,
to,

3,
((VCC I VPP1 I VPP2)
((VCC I VPP1 I VPP2)
((VPP1 I VPP2) ~~ 8)

t
iisize of client-supplied buffer is 24 bytes
Iisize of data returned is 24 bytes
IIIndicators, power and data bus width
Ilcontrolled at the socket
IIStatus changes may be routed to IRQ levels
II 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, and 15
1/ as an active high signal
IIStatus changes are not available on any
II level as an active low signal
IINumber of PWRENTRY elements
~~ 8) I 0, II Vcc, Vppl and Vpp2 - No connect
~~ 8) I 50, / I vcc, Vpp1 and Vpp2 - 5.0 VDC

I 120 1/ Vppl and Vpp2 - 12.0 VDC

lj~\ ."',;1.'I! ¡
",.'."

OxDEB8,

o L ,

l ;

See Also GetAdapter, SetAdapter

Adapter Characteristics Structure
typedef struct tagACHARTBL f IISame format as Socket characteristics

FLAGS 16 AdpCaps; II except this field has different values
FLAGS32 ActiveHigh;
FLAGS32 ActiveLow;

L ACHARTBL;

Description -,- _...-...-~ .. _." ~.- ---.-...~..-...------
Flags indicating whether certain characteristics are controlled at an
adapter level or at a socket leveL. If set, the characteristic is controlled at
the adapter leveL. This member can be a combination of the following
values:

Member
AdpCaps

ii;\ j./J
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ActiveHigh

Value Meaning
AC_IN Indicators - If AC_IND is set, indicators for

write-protect, card lock battery status, busy
status and XIP status are shared for al soets on
the adapter.
If AC_IND is reset, there are individual
indicators for each socket on the adapter.

AC_PWR Power Level- If AC_PWR is set, even though the
interface provides for separate power level
controls for each socket using the SetSoeket

function, the adapter requires that al sockets be

set to the same value.
Socket Servces is responsible for resolvig
conflcts between settings for individual sokets.
When the AC _PWR flag is set, setting Vpp to 12v
results in 12v being applied to all of the sockets
on the adapter. Socket Servces does not remove
12v from the Vpp lines unti al sockets set Vpp
back to the V cc level.
If AC_PWR is reset, power levels may be
individually set for each socket on the adapter.

AC_DBW Data Bus Width - If AC_DBW is set, al widows
on the adapter must use the same data bus width.
If AC_DBW is reset, the data bus width is set
individually for each window on the adapter.

Bit-map of IRQ levels the Status Change interrpt may be routed with an
actve high state when an unmasked event occurs.
Bit-map of IRQ levels the Status Change interrpt may be routed with an
actve low state when an unmasked event occurs.

ActiveLo

Power Entr Strctre

typedef struct tagPWRENTRY t
PWRINDEX PowerLevel;
FLAGS 8 ValidSignals;

) PWRNTRY;

Member Descrption
DC voltage level in tenth of a volt increments. The power level ranges
from zero (meaning No Connect) to 25.5VDC in tenth of a volt increments.
Flags indicating whether voltage is valid for speåfc signals. This member
can be a combination of the following values:

PowLel

ValidSignals

Value
Vcc
Vppl
Vpp2

Meaning
Voltage level is valid for V cc signal.
Voltage level is valid for Vppl signal
Voltage level is valid for Vpp2 signal

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -35
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RETCODE InquireEDC (Adapter, EOC, Sockets, Caps, Types)
ADAPTER Adapter;
EDC EOC;
SKTITS Sockets;
FLAGS8 Caps;
FLASG8 Types;

The InquireEDC functon returns the capabilties of the EDC generator specified by the input
parameters.

Parameter
Adapter
EOC
Sockets
Caps

I/O
i
I
o
o

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical EDC generator on the adapter.
A bit-map of the sockets the EDC generator may be assigned.
Returns the capabilties of the EDC generator. This field may be
combination of the following values:

Value
EC UNI

EC BI

EC REGISTER

EC MEMORY

EC PAUSABLE

Meaning
If set, EDC generator supports unidirectional
code generation.
If reset, EDC generator does not support
unidirectional code generation.
If set, EDC generator supports bidirectional code
generation.
If reset, EDC generator does not support
bidirectional code generation.
If set, EDC generation is supported through
register-based access.

If reset, EDC generation is not su pported through
register-based access.

If set, EDC generation is supported during
window access.
If reset, EDC generation is not supported during
window access.
If set, EDC generation can be paused.
If reset, EDC generation cannot be paused.
This value is set if the EDC generator may be
paused during computation. This alows
algorithms which require multiple accesses to a
single location on a card from computing an
erroneous EDC value.
If this value is not set, the PauseEDC and
ResumeEDC functions are not available.
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Types o Returns types of EDC generation supported. This parameter may be a
combination of the folloiwng values:

Value Meaning
If set, EDC generator supports 8-bit checksum
code generation.
If reset, EDC generator does not support 8-bit
checksum code generation.
If set, EDC generator supports 16-bit CRC-SDLC
code generation.
If reset, EDC generator does not support 16-bit
CRC-SDLC code generation.

ET_CHECK8

ET_SDLC16

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter and EDC are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_EDC if EDC is invalid

Comments
A hardware implementation mayor may not provide EDe generation. This function descrbes the
capabilty of a particular EDC generator. EDC generators may be shared between sockets.
Higher-level software must arbitrate the use of EDC generators.
If ED gentlration is available, InquireAdapter returns the number of EDC generators available for
al the sockets supported by the adapter. The capabilties of each generator can be enumerated by
callig this function for each generator.

Soket Servces supports two types of EDC generation: 8-bit checksums and 16-bit CRC SDLC.
EDC generation may be produced by read or write accesses. Special programming algorithms
which require a combination of reads and writes must be aware of how EDC generation is
performed to avoid erroneous computations. Bidirectional EDC generation may not be usable with
Flash programming algorithms since these algorithms typically require a combination of reads and
wrtes.
EDC generation may not be available with memory-mapped implementations. EDC generators
must be configured before use with the SetEDC function.

See Also GetEDC, SetEDC, Start EDC, PauseEDC, ResumeEDC, StopEDC, ReadEDC
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RETCODE InquireSocket (Adapter, Socket, pBuffer, SClntCaps, SCRptCaps, CtlndCaps)
ADAPTER Adapter;
SOCKET Socket;
PTR pBuffel';
FLAGS8 SClntCaps;
FLAGS8 SCRptCaps;
FLAGS8 CtlndCaps;

The InquireSocket function returns information about the capabilties of the socket speåfied by the
input parameters.

I/O
i
I
I

Description -------
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer
Specifies a physical socket on the adapter
Points to a client-supplied buffer to be filled with information about the
socket. The buffer has the following form:

Parameter
Adapter
Socket
pBuffel'

typedef struct tagSISTRUCT ~

WORD wBufferLength¡
WORD wDataLength¡
SCHARTBL CharTable ¡

L SISTRUCT¡
fl", \ ì.!i._ ,.~/J

SClntCaps a

The wBufferLength field is set by the client to the size in bytes of
SISTRUCT less the size of the first two fields (4 bytes). The wDataLength
field is set by Socket Services to the size of the information it has to return.
Only the information that fits in the buffer is copied. If the wDataLength
is greater than wBufferLength, the information is truncated.
The SCHARTBL structure is defined below.
Returns a bit-map of events which can trigger a Status Change interrupt.
If an event can trigger a status change interrupt, its value in this parameter
is set. In order for the event to trigger a status change event on a socket,
the corresponding value in the SClntMask parameter of SetSocket must
be set and status change interrupts must be enabled. This parameter is a
combination of the values described below:

SBM_EJECT

Meaning
PC Card WP signal (write-protect).
Externally generated signal indicating the state of
a mechanical or electrical card lock mechanism.
Not the same as SBM _LOCK which is used to
control a card lock.

Externally generated signal indicating a request
to eject a PC Card from the socket has been made. ~)

Value
SBM WP
SBM LOCKED

PCMCIA @ 1992
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SCRptCap

CtlndCaps

a

SBM_INSERT Externally generated signal indicating a request
to insert a PC Card into the socket has ben made.

SBM_BVDl PC Card BVOI signL. When set, this signal
indicates the battery is no longer serviceable.

SBM_BVD2 PC Card BVD2 signaL. When set, this signal
indicates the battery is weak.

SBM_RDYBSY PC Card RDY /BSY signaL.
SBM_ CD PC Card Card Detec signals.
Returns Status Change events that the soket is capable of reporting. This
parameter is not the same as SCIntCaps. Some events may be reportable
by GetStatus, but not able to generate a status change interrpt as

indicated by SCIntCaps.
If an event is not reportable by GetStatus, its value in this parameter is
reset. In this case, corresponding values in the GetStatus CardStatus
parameter are undefined.
This parameter is a combination of the SBM_x values described under the
SCIntCaps paramter.

Returns control and indicator capabilities of the socket. If a value is set,
the control or indicator is supported. If a value is reset, the control or
indicator is not supported. This parameter may be a combination of the
following va'lues:

a

Value Meaning
Indicator for PC Card WP signal (write-protect)
state.
Indicator for, externally generated signal

indicating the state of a mechanical or electrical
card lock mechanism
Control for motor to eject a PC Card from the
socket.
Control for motor to insert a PC Card into the
socket.
Control for card lock.
Not the same as SBM_LOCKED which reflects
the state of an externally generated card lock
signaL.
Indicator for state of BVDl and BVD2 signals.
Indicator for showing card is in-use.
Indicator for eXecuteIn-Place application in

progress.

SBM_WP

'SBM_LOCKED

SBM_EJECT

SBM_INSERT

SBM_LOCK

SBM_BAIT
SBM_BUSY
SBM_XIP

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 39
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Return Codes: 6:.........'.....

'1)..\
SUCCESS if Adapter and Socet are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_SOCKET if Socket is invalid

Example
SISTRUCT SocketInfo i

10,
10,~

/ / Size of client-supplied buffer is 10
/ / Size of data returned is 10 bytes
II IA~iea~e£B, ~8we£ aA~ ~a~a ~ye wi~~~

eeA~£eiie~ a~ ~~e e8eke~

bytes

(IF_MEMORY \ IF_10,

++iiII
/ / PC

/ /
/ /
/ / PC

/ /

Socket supports Memory-Only and
Ilo and Memory interfaces
Card IREQ signal may be routed to IRQ levels
3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, and 15
as an active high signal
Card IREQ routing not available on any
level as an active low signal

OxDEB8,

01,

l;

See Also GetSocket, SetSocket

Socket Characteristics Stnicture
typedef struct tagSCHARTBL i
FLAGS 1 6 SktCaps;
FLAGS32 ActiveHigh;
FLAGS32 ActiveLow¡

L SCHARTBL;

'h.)1.
";,//

/ / Same as adapter characteristics
/ / except for this member

Member
SktCaps

Descri ption
Flags indicating socket characteristics. If set, the characteristic is
supported. This member can be a combination of the following values.

ActiveHigh

Value Meaning
IF_MEMORY Socket supports Memory-Only interface as

defined by PCMCIA PC Card Standard Release
2.01.

IF 10 Socket supports I/O and Memory interface as
defined by PCMCIA PC Card Standard Release
2.01.

Bit-map of IRQ levels available for routing an inverted PC Card IREQ
signal when an unmasked event occurs.
Bit-map of IRQ levels available for routing the normal PC Card IREQ
signal when an unmasked event occurs.
It is assumed that normal PC Card IREQ signals may be shared in a host
system.

ActiveLow

.:1....~
5.40 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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RETCODE InquireWindow (Adaptei., Window, pBuffei~ WndCaps, Sockets)
ADAPTR Adpter
WINDOW Window;
PT pBuffei'i
FLAGS8 WndCaps;
SKTITS Sockets;

The InquireWindow functon returns information about the capabilties of the window speced
by the input parameters.

Parameter
Adpter
Window
pBuffer

I/O
i
I
I

Descrption
Species a physical adapter on the host computer
Specifies a physical window on the adapter
Points to a client-supplied buffer to be filled with information about the
window. The buffer has the following form:

typedef struct tagWISTRUCT t

WORD wBufferLength;
WORD wDataLength;
WINTBL WinTable(NUM_TYPESJ;

) WISTRUCT;

The wBufferLength field is set by the client to the size in bytes of
WISTRUcr less the size of the first two fields (4 bytes). The
wDataLength field is set by Socket Services to the size of the information
it has to return. Only the information that fits in the buffer is copied. If the
wDataLengt is greater than wBufferLength, the information is
trncated.
A widow may support two types of mapping: memory or 1/0. Each
window type has associated characteristics descbed in tables returned in
the clent-supplied buffer.
Window characteristics vary if the hardware is used as a memory or as an
1/0 widow. For that reason, this function provides two tables of
information. The MEMWINTBL structure is defined on page 5-4. The
10WINTBL structure is defined on page 5-4.
If a widow supports both memory and 1/ 0 mapping, both characteristics
tables are copied to the client-supplied buffer. When a widow supports
both types of mapping, the memory window characteritics table is first in
the buffer, followed by the I/O window characteristics table. If only one
tye of mapping is supported, only the appropriate characteristics table is
copied into the buffer by Socket Services.

EISA 1/ 0 and Memory widows may be selected, but the supported 1/ 0
map is not programable. Card enables are asserted based on the
pre-defined address line settings returned in the 1/ 0 window
characteristics structure member EISASlot.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 41
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WndCaps o Ths parameter indicates the capabilty of the specified widow. It can be
a combination of the following values:

.,~\","
'.1

"

Sockets o

Value Meaning
WC COMMON If set, window may be used to map the common

memory plane of a PC Card into the host system
memory space.

WC A TIRIBUTE If set, window may be used to map the attrbute
memory plane of a PC Card into the host system
memory space.

WC 10 If set, window may be used to map 1/ 0 ports on
a PC Card into the host system 1/ 0 space.

WC WAIT If set, window uses the -WAIT 
signal from a PC

Card to generate additional wait states.
Depending on the hardware implementation, windows may be dedicated
to a particular socket or may allow assignment to one or more sockets on
an adapter.
If a window may be assigned to a socket, the corresponding bit in this
parameter is set. If a socket does not exist on an adapter its correspondig
bit is reset.
The first socket on the adapter is represented by the least signifcant bit of
this parameter.
Note: The size of this field constrains the number of sockets that may be
supported by an adapter.

Return Codes: .
SUCCESS if Adapter and Window are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_WINDOW if Window is invalid

See Also GeWindow, SetWindow

Memory Window Characteristics Table
typedef struct tagMEMWINTBL (

FLAGS 16 MemwndCaps:BASE FirstByte:BASE LastByte:SIZE MinSize:
SIZE MaxSize:
SIZE ReqGran:
SIZE ReqBase:SIZE ReqOffset:SPEED Slowest:SPEED Fastest:

L MEMWINTBL:

l
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Member
MemWndCaps

Descption
Flags indicatig memory widow charactenstics. This member can be a
combination of the following values.

Value
WC BASE

Meaning
If set, the base address of the window is
programmable within the range specied by the
FirstByte and lAtByte members.
If reset, the base address of the widow is fid in
system memory space at the address specified in
the FirstByte member. When reset, the ÚltByte
member is undefined.
If set, the window size is programmable within
the range specified by the MinSize and MæxSiz
members.
If reset, the window size is fixed to the size
indicated by the MinSize member. When reset,
both the MinSize and MaxSize members should be
the same value.
If set, the window may be disabled and enabled
without reprogramming its charactenstics.
If reset, the client must preserve window state
information before disabling the window.
If set, the window may be programmed for 8-bit
data bus width.
If reset, the window may not be used for 8-bit
data transfers.
If set, the window may be programmed for 16-bit
data bus width.
If reset, the window may not be used for 16-bit
data transfers.
If set, the window base address must be
programmed to algn with a multiple of the
window size. For example, a window 16 KBytes
in size needs to start on a 16 KByte boundar in
the host system memory space.
If reset, the window base address may be
programmed anywhere in the window's vald
range, subject to any constraint specied by
ReqBase.
If set, a window with WC _SIZE also set must be
sized between the MinSize and MaxSize members
as a power of two of the ReqGran member.
If reset, a window with WC _SIZE set may be any
multiple of the ReqGran member between the
Mil1Size and MaxSize members.

For example, if ReqGlQn is 4 KBytes, MinSize is 4
KBytes, MaxSize is 64 KBytes and WC_POW2 is
set, the possible window sizes are 4, 8, 16, 32 and
64KBytes.

WC_SIZE

WC WENABLE

WC 8BIT

WC_16BIT

WC BALIGN

WC POW2

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.43
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WC CALIGN

WC_PAVAIL

WC_PSHARED

WC_PENABLE

WC_WP

If WC_POW2 is reset, possible windows sizes
include all sixteen multiples of 4 KBytes between
4 and 64 KBytes.
If set, PC Card offsets are required to be specified
to SetPage in increments of the size of the
window.
If reset, PC Card offsets may be specified to
SetPage without relation to the size of the
window.
For example, if WC_CALIGN is set and the
window is 16 Kbytes in size, all PC Card offsets
specified to SetPage must be on 16 KByte
boundaries.
If set, the window has hardware available which
is capable of dividing the window into multiple
pages.
If reset, the entire window must be addressed as
a single page.
If set, a window's paging hardware is shared with
another window. A request to use the paging
hardware may fail if the other window is using
the paging hardware.
If reset, the window's paging hardware is
dedicated and a request to use the paging

hardware should never faiL.
This value is only valid if WC_PA V AIL is set.
A Socket Services client should check
WC_PSHARED if intending to use paging
services. If set, the client must insure that a
subsequent SetWindow request requiring
paging hardware succeeds before attempting to
utilize the window as the paging hardware may
have already been assigned to another window.
To determine if the pager is available, attempt to
assign it to a window using SetWindow and
check for successful return status from the
request.
If set, the page may be disabled and enabled
without reprogramming its characteristics.
If reset, the client must preserve page state
information before disabling the page.
If set, the window may be write-protected to
prevent writing PC Card memory mapped into
host system memory space.
If reset, the window may not be write-protected
to prevent writing PC Card memory mapped into
host system memory space.
Write-protection is enabled and disabled with the
SetPage function which requires this support to
be available on a page basis for windows which
have multiple pages.

".~..'."

~ly

ll."."..n,
i'
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FirstByte First byte addressable in host system memory space by widow. If
window base is not programmable, this is the fied base address of the
window.
Last byte addressable in host system memory space by window. The last
byte of the widow (base address programmed plus window size minus
one) may not exceed this value.
If widow base is not programmable, this member is undefied.
If LastByte is expressed in units other than bytes, any address bits of lesser
significance not directly expressed are assumed to be set to one (1). For example,
if LatByte is expressed in 4 KByte units, a value of A3H indicates the last
addressable byte within the window is at location A3FFFH in the host system's
memory address space.
The minimum widow size. When window size is programmed with
SetWindow it must lie in the range of the MinSize and MaxSize members
and meet al granularity and base requirements.
The maxmum window size. When window size is programmed with
SetWindow it must lie in the range of the MinSize and MaxSize members
and meet all granularity and base requirements.
The window size may be further limited by the base address of the
window. The base address plus the widow size minus one must not
exceed the LastByte member for windows with programmable sizes.
If MaxSize is zero, window size is the largest value that may be represented
by the SIZE data type plus one.
This member describes the required units for expressing window size due
to hardware constraints. If the window size is fied (WC_SIZE is reset),
this member will be the same as the MinSize and MaxSize members.
If WC_BALIGN is reset, tlus member describes any alignment boundary
requirement for programming the window's base address with
SetWindow.
If WC _ BALIGN is set, this field is undefined.
If WC _ CALIGN is reset, tlus member describes any alignment boundary
requirement for programmig the PC Card offset address with SetPage.
If WC _ CALIGN is set, this field is undefined.
This member represents the slowest access speed supported by the
window.
This member represents the fastest access speed supported by the
window.

LastByte

MinSize

MaxSize

ReqGran

ReqBase

ReqOffset

Slowest

Fastest

Comments
The Slowest and Fastest members use the format of the Device Speed Code and Extended Device
Speed Codes of the Device Information Tuple as defined in the PCMCIA PC Card Standai'd, Release
2.01, Section 5.2.7.1.3 Device il Speed Field. Tables 5-12: Device Speed Codes and 5-13: Extended
Device Speed Codes. in the PC Card Standard list specific values. For Socket Servces, Bit 7 of the
Slowest and Fastest members is reserved and is reset to zero (0).

The Device Speed Code values in Table 5-12 of the PC Card Standard are used when what would be the
mantissa of an Extended Device Speed Code is l"eset to zero (0). If the mantissa is non-zeo, suppoi.ted deice
speeds are coded according to Table 5-13: Extended Device Speed Code.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 -45
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Memory windows map accesses to host system memOlY into accesses to me mOlY located on a PC Card. How

the socket hardware peif arms this mapping determines the memoiy characteristics table definition. While
memory windows are described by a number of characteristics, most window mapping hardware falls into one
of two categories with each categoiy having a single set of characteristics.

Direct window mapping hardware selects a fixed combination of high order address lines (typically via mask
and match registers) on the PC Card whenever an access is made within the host system memory address
range assigned to the window. Low order address lines are routed directly to the PC Card.

The window size determines how many low order address lines are routed directly to the PC Card. The fixed
combination used for the high order address lines is set by the SetPage function. This type of window
mapping hardware requires the window size be a power of two and that the base addi"ess be aligned on a
multiple of the window size since mapping is related to the number of low order address lines routed directly
to the PC Card.

Translating window mapping hardware uses additional logic to compute a PC Card address. When an access
is made to a location within the host system address range mapped by the window, the hai"dware computes
the offset of this location fmm the beginning of the mapped range (typically via base and length registers) and
adds it to the starting offset on the PC Card as set by the SetPage function.

While high order address lines may still be set to a fixed combination and some number of low order address
lines may be directly routed to the PC Card, mid-order address lines are computed by the window mapping
hardware. This type of hardware does not i"equire the window be sized as a power of two or aligned on a
boundary related to the window size. However, the window size must be a multiple of the ReqGran field.

In summary, if direct window mapping hardware is used, the WC _BALlGN, WC _POW2 and WC _ CALlGN
parameters are set and the ReqBase and ReqOffset members are not used. If translating window hardware
is used, the WC_BALlGN, WC_POW2 and WC_CALlGN parameters are reset and the ReqBase and
ReqOffset members are significant.

The ReqBase, ReqOffset and ReqGran members are related to the number of low order address lines which
are routed directly to the PC Card. For example, if the twelve (12) least significant address lines are routed
directly to the PC Card, the ReqGran member will indicate the window must be sized as a multiple of 4
KBytes. If translating window hardware is used, the ReqBase and ReqOffset will also indicate the
requirement to align the window base address and the PC Card offset on a 4 KByte boundaiy.

The following table illustrates the relationship of Memory Window Characteristics Table members to the
type of hardware used to implement the window:

Member/Parameter Direct Translating
WC BALlGN Set Reset
WC POW2 Set Reset
WC CALlGN Set Reset
ReqGran Significant Significant
ReqBase Not Used Significant
ReqOffset Not Used Significant

5 - 45.a July, 1993 PCMCIA (Ç 1992, 1993
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I/O Window Characteristics Table
typedef struct tagIOWINTBL

FLAGSl6 iowndCaps;
BASE
BASE
SIZE
SIZE
SIZE
COUNT
FLAGS 8

IOWINTBL;

FirstByte;
LastByte;
MinSize;
MaxSize;
ReqGran;
AddrLines;
EISASlot;

Member
IOWndCaps

Descrption
Flags indicating I/O window characteristics. This member can be a
combination of the following values.

Value
WC_BASE

WC_SIZE

WC_WENABLE

WC_8BIT

WC_16BIT

WC_BALIGN

Meaning
If set, the base address of the window is
programmable within the range speified by the
FirstByte and LatByte members.
If reset, the base address of the window is fixed in
system I/O space at the address spefied in the

FirstByte member. When WC_BASE is reset, the
LatByte member is undefined.
If set, the window size is programmable within
the range speified by the MinSize and MaxSize

members.
If reset, the window size is fixed to the size
indicated by the MinSize member. When
WC_SIZE is reset, both the MinSize and MaxSize
members should be the same value.
If set, the window may be disabled and enabled
without reprogramming its characteristics.
If reset, the client must preserve window state
information before disabling the window.
If set, the window may be programmed for 8-bit
data bus width.
If reset, the window may not be used for 8-bit
data transfers.

If set, the window mày be programmed for 16-bit
data bus width.
If reset, the window may not be used for 16-bit
data transfers.
If set, the window base address must be
programmed to align with a multiple of the
window size. For example, an 8 byte window
needs to start on an 8 byte boundary in the host
system I/O space.
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FirstByte

If reset, the widow base address may be
programmed anywhere in the wido~'s vald
range, subject to any constraint specied by
ReqBase.

WC POW2 If set, a widow with WC_SIZE set must be sized
between the MinSize and MaxSize members as a
power of two of the ReqGran member.
If reset, a widow with WC _SIZE set may be any
multiple of the ReqGran member between the
MinSize and MaxSize members.
For example, if ReqGran is 4 bytes, MinSize is 4
bytes, MaxSize is 64 bytes and WC_POW2 is set,
the possible window sizes are 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64
bytes.
If WC_POW2 is reset, possible windows sizes
include al sixteen multiples of 4 bytes between 4
and 64 bytes.

WC INPACK If set, the widow supports the -INPACK signal
from a PC Card. This signal allows 1/ 0 widows
to overlap in the host system's I/O space.
If reset, the -INPACK signal from a PC Card is
ignored by the window hardware. In this case,
1/ 0 windows may not overlap in the host
system's I/O space.

WC EISA If set, the widow supports I/O mapping in a the
same manner as host systems with EISA buses.
The EISASlot member descbes the slot-specic

address decodes for this window.
If reset, the window does not support EISA-li
I/O mapping.

WC CENABLE If set, EISA-like common address space enables
may be programmed to be ignored.
If reset, if the window is programmed for
EISA-like I/O mapping, the PC Card wil receive
a card enable signal whenever an access is made
to an EISA common address.
This value is only valid if WC _EISA is set.

First byte addressable in host system I/O space by window. If window
base is not programmable, this is the fied base address of the widow.
Last byte addressable in host system I/O space by window. The last byte
of the window (base address programmed plus window size minus one)
may not exceed this value.
If window base is not programmable, this member is undefined.
If l.stByte is expressed in units other than bytes, any address bits of lesse

signifcance not directly expressed Q1'e assumed to be set to one (1). For example,

if l.stByte is expressed in 4 KByte units, a value of A3H indicates the last
addressable byte within the window is at location A3FFFH in the host system's
1/0 address space.

The minmum window size. When window size is programmed with
SetWindow it must lie in the range of the MinSize and MaxSize members
and meet all granularity and base requirements.

l.stByte

MinSize

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 -47
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MaxSize The maxmum window size. When widow size is programmed with
SetWindow it must lie in the range of the MinSize and MaxSize members
and meet all granulanty and base requirements.

5 - 47.a July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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ReqGran

The window size may be further limited by the base address of the
window. The base address plus the widow size minus one must not
exceed the ÙlstByte member for windows with programmable sizes.
If MaxSize is zero, window size is the largest value that may be represented
by the SIZE data type plus one.
This member describes the required units for expressing window size due
to hardware constraints. If the window size is fied (WC_SIZE is reset),
this member wi be the same as the MinSize and MaxSize members.

Number of address lines decoded by window. Typically ten (10) or
sixteen (16). If a window only decodes ten address lines, accesses to
locations above 1 KByte wil drive card enables to a PC Card when the ten
least signficant address lines fall within the range defined by the base
address and window size.
Upper byte used for window-specific EISA I/O address decoding.

Describes the upper four address lies used to determine EISA

slot-specific addresses used to drive card enables.
This member is undefined if We_EISA is reset.

AddrLines

EISASlot

5 - 48
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RETCODE PauseEDC (Adapter, EDC)
ADAPTR Adaptei";
EDC EDC;

The PauseEDC functon pauses EDC generation on a configured and computing EOC generator
specified by the input parameters.

Parameter I/O
I
I

Descrption
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Species a physical EDC generator on the adapter.

Adapter
EDC

Retu Codes:

SUCCESS if Adaptsr and EDC are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adaptsr is invalid

BA_EDC if EDC is invalid

Comments
This functon is used to pause EDC generation so some accesses to a PC Card are not involved in
the computation of an ED value. This function is only supported if EC_PAUSABLE is set in the
InquireEDC taps parameter.

See Also InquireEDC, GetEDC, SetEDC, StartEDC, ResumeEDC, StopEDC, ReadEDC
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RETCODE ReadEDC (Adapter, EOC, Value)
ADAPTER Adapter;
EDC EOC;
WORD Value;

The ReadEDC function reads the EDC value computed by the EDC generator speåfied in the input
parameters.

I/O
i
I

a

Description
Speåfies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Speåfes a physical EDC generator on the adapter.
Returns computed EDC value. If the generator was set to ET_CHECK8,
only the low byte is significant. If the generator was set to ET_SDLC16, all
16-bits are significant.

Parameter
Adapter
EOC
Value

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter and EDC are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_EDC if EDC is invalid _i.
", " ,hrr'

Comments
If the generator has been used inappropriately (generator not assigned a socket or a combination
of reads and writes were used), the computed value may be erroneous.

See Also InquireEDC, GetEDC, SetEDC, StartEDC, PauseEDC, ResumeEDC, StopEDC

6",
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RETCODE Resocket (Adapter, Socet)
ADAPR Adpter
SOCKET Socket;

The Reseocket functon resets the PC Card in the socket and returns socket hardwar to its
power-on default state.

Parameter
Adpter
Socket

I/O
i
I

Descption
Spedfes a physical adapter on the host computer
Spedfes a physical socket on the adapter.

Ret Codes:
.

SUCCESS if Adapter and Socet are valid an thre is a PC Cad In th soet

BA_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_SOCKE if Soket is invalid

NO_CARD if thre is no PC Card in th soket

Comments
This functon togges the RESET pin of the card in the specified socket on the specified adapter.
Ths functon completes an entie RESET pulse, toggling the pin to the RESET state and back to the
normal state. It inures the minium reset pulse width is observed. It does NOT wait afer
retug the RESET pin to its normal state. The client must insure that a card is not accessed before
it is ready after thi functon has returned.

All socket hardware is returned to its default power-on state:

IFType set to IF_MEMORY

IREQRouting dibled

Vee, Vppl and Vpp2 set to SVO
All widows, pages and ED generators disabled.
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RETCODE ResumeEDC( Adapter, fOC)
ADAPTER Adapter;
EDC fOCi

The ResumeEDC function pauses EDC generation on a configured and paused EDC generator
specified by the input parameters.

I/O
i
I

Descnption
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical EDC generator on the adapter.

Parameter
Adapter
fOC

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter and EDC are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_EDC if EDC is invalid

Comments
This function is used to resume EDC generation so some accesses to a PC Card are not involved in
the computation of an EDC value. This function is only supported if EC_PAUSABLE is set in the
InquireEDC Caps parameter. I,,"i'II-'- ,
See Also InquireEDC, GetEDC, SelEDC, StartEDC, PauseEDC, SlopEDC, ReadEDC

li,
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RETeODE Setdapter (Adpter, State, SCRouting)
ADAPTR Adpter
FLAGS8 State;
IRQ SCRouting;

The Setdapter function sets the confguration of the specified adapter.

Parameter
Adpter
State

SCRouting

VO Desaption
I Spees a physical adapter on the host computer
I Requested state of the adapter hardware. Ths parameter can be a

combination of the following values:

Value Meaning
AS_POWERDOWN If set, adapter hardware should attempt to

conserve power. Before an adapter conservg
power may be used, full power must be restored
using this function.
If reset, adapter hardware should enter the
fully-powered, fully functional state.

AS MAINTAIN If set, all adapter and socket configuration
information is maintained whie power
consumption is reduced.
If reset, adapter and socket configuration

information must be inaintained by the client.
This value is only valid if the AS_POWEROOWN value is set.

I Sets status change interrupt routing. The routing level and active-state are

valdated even if routing is being disabled.
Th parameter is an IRQ data type. It is a combination of a binar value
representig the interrpt level the status change interrpt is currently

routed to and the following optional bit-masks:

Value
IRQ_ffGH

Meaning
If set, status change interrpt is set to be
actve-high.
If reset, status change interrpt is set to
active-low.
On adapters that do not have programmable

status change level logic, the desired interrpt

level must match the actual hardware or the
request is failed returnng BAD_IRQ.
If set, status change interrupt is enabled. If an
unmasked status change event occurs, the
adapter generates a hardware interrpt of the

specified leveL.

If reset, status change interrupts are not

generated by the adapter.

IRQ_ENABLE
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Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter is valid

BAD ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_IRO if StatusChange specifies an unsupported state or IRO level

",è",,:;, \')

'I) :

Comments
Preserving state information may not allow the same level of power reduction as not preserving
state information. The abilty to reduce power consumption is vendor specific and reduced power
settings may not result in any power savings. For example, if an adapter supports a reduced power
consumption mode, but is unable to preserve state information in that mode, requests for reduced
power consumption and state preservation may be ignored and SUCCESS returned. The actual
adapter configuration is returned by the GetAdapter request.
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values returned by the GetAdapter
function. This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration

information with GetAdapter, make changes and then use this function to modify the

configuration without having to create initial values for each parameter.

See Also InquireAdapter, GetAdapter

6\.,.)
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RETCODE SetEDC (Adapter, EOC, Socet, State, Type)
ADAPTR Adpter;
EDC EOC;
SOCKET Socket;
FLAGS8 State;
FLAGS8 Type;

The SetEDC functon sets the configuration of the EDC generator specified by the input
parameters.

Parameter I/O-
Adpter I
EOC I
Socket I

State I

Typ

Descrption
Species a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical EDC generator on the adapter.
Specifies the physical socket on the adapter that the EDC generator is to be
assigned.
Sets the current state of the EOC generator. This field may be combination
of the following values:

I

Value Meaning
EC_UN If set, EDC generator is computes in only one

direction. EC_WRITE determines whether
computation is on read or wrte accesses.
If reset, EDC generator is computes on both read
and write accesses.

EC WRIE If set, EDC generator is computes only on write
accesses.
If reset, EOC generator is computes only on read
accesses.
This value is only valid if EC _ UNI is set.

Sets tye of EOC generated. This parameter may be one of the following
values:

Value
ET_CHECK8
ET_SDLC16

Meaning
EOC generated is 8-bit checksum.
EDC generated is 16-bit CRC-SDLC.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -55
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Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter, EDC. Socket. State and Type are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_ATTRIBUTE if State or Type is invalid

BAD_EDC if EDC is invalid

BAD_SOCKET if Socket is invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values returned by the GetEDC function.
This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration information
with GetEDC, make changes and then use this function to modify the configuration without
having to create initial values for each parameter.

See Also InquireEDC, GetEDC, Start EDC, PauseEDC, ResumeEDC, StopEDC, ReadEDC
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RETCODE SetPage (Adapter, Window, Page, State, Offet)
ADAPER Adapter;
WIOW Window;
PAGE Page;
FLGS8 State;
OFFSET Offset;

The SetPage function configures the page spefied by the input parameters. It is only valid for
memory windows (WS_IO is reset for the window).

Parameter I/O
Adapter I

Window I
Page I
State I

Offset

Descrption
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical window on the adapter.
Specifies the page within the window.
Programs the state of the page within the window. This parameter can be
a combination of the following values:

I

Value Meaning
PS_A TIIBUTE If set and page is enabled, page is programmed to

map PC Card attribute memory into host system
memory space.
If reset and page is enabled, page is programmed
to map PC Card common memory into host
system memory space.

PS_ENABLED If set, page is enabled and maps PC Card memory
into the host system memory or I/O space.
If reset, page is qisabled.

Some hardware implemetation may not allow
individual pages to be disabled, only entire
windows. If there is only a single page in the
window, the window is disabled by this reuest.
This request returns BAD _A TlBUTE for
multi-paged windows if the pages cannot be
individually disabled.

PS_WP If set, page is write-protected by page mapping
hardware in'socket.
If reset, page is not write-protected by socket's
page-mapping hardware. However, the PC Card

memory may be write-protected in other ways.
If set and the window doe not support
wrte-protection, BAD _A TfIBUTE is returned.

The offset of a PC Card's memory to be mapped into host system memory
space by this page. The following formula may be used to calculate the
system memory address to access the PC Card memory being mapped by
the page:

Base + (Page "'16 KBytes)
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Return Codes: .
SUCCESS if Adapter. Ofet, Page, State and Window are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adater is invalid

BAD_AITRIBUTE if State is invalid

BAD_OFFSET if Ofet is invalid

BAD_PAGE if Page is invalid

BAD_WINDOW if Window is invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values returned by the GetPage function.
This is intended to allow clients of Socket Servces to retrieve current confguration inormation
with GetPage, make changes and then use this function to modify the configuration without havig
to create initial values for each parameter.
All pages in windows which are subdivided into multiple pages are 16 KBytes in size. A window
with only a single page may be any size meeting the constraints returned by
Inquire WindowAElaf'teF.

To map PC Card memoiy into system memoiy i'equii"eS that both the WS _ENABLED value of the State field
used by Get/SetWindow be set and the PC _ENABLED value of the State field used by Get/SetPage be set.
For windows with WS_PAGED i'eset, the PS_ENABLED value is ignored by SetPage. The window is
enabled and disabled by the WS _ENABLED value of SetWindow. GetPage for windows with WS _PAGED
reset reports the value ofWS_ENABLED for PS_ENABLED.

For windows with WS_PAGED set, WS_ENABLED acts as a global enable/disable for all pages within the _
window. Once WS_ENABLED has been set using SetWindow, individual pages may be enabled and
disabled using SetPage and PS _ENABLED.

If WC_WENABLE is reported as set by InquireWindow, Socket Sel1Jices presel1Jes the state of
PS_ENABLED fOJ' each page in the window whenevel' WS_ENABLED is changed by SetWindow. If
WC _ENABLE is reported as reset by InquireWindow, the client must use SetPage to set the PS _ENABLED
state for each page within the window aftel" WS _ENABLED is set with SetWindow.

See Also InquireWindow, GetWindow, SetWindow, GetPage
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5.4.25 SetSocket

RETCODE SetSocket (Adapter, Socket, SCllitMask, VccLre/, VppLtVe/s, State, CtHnd, IREQRoiiting,
IFType)

ADAPTER Adapter;
SOCKET Socket;
FLAGS8 SCIntMask;
PWRINDEX VccLrod;
PWRINDEX VI'IiLeve/s;
FLAGS8 Statr;
FLAGS8 Ctl1l1d;
IRQ IREQRoiiting;
FLAGS8 IFType;

The SetSocket function sets the current configuration of the socket identified by the input

parameters.

Parameter I/O Description
Adapter
Socket
SCIntMask

Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer
Specifies a physical socket on the adapter.
Sets mask for events that generate a status change interrupt when they
occur on the socket. If a value is set the event generates a status change
interrupts if the following conditions are met: The event is supported as
indicated by the SClntCaps parameter of InquireSocket and status change
interrupts have been enabled by SetAdapter.
This parameter is a combination of the SßM_x values defined in
InquireSocket.
Sets current power level of Vcc si~al. This is an index into the array of

PWRENTRY items returned by InquireAdapter. Valid values range from
zero to one less than the number of levels returned by InquireAdapter.
Sets current power level of Vpp si~als. This is two indices into the array
of PWRENTRY items returned by InquireAdapter. Separate values are in
this parameter for the Vppl and Vpp2 signals. Valid values for each index
range from zero to one less than the number of levels returned by
InquireAdapter.
Resets latched values representing state changes experienced by the
socket hardware. Only those values set in the InquireSocket SCRptCaps
parameter are supported. Attempts to reset unsupported values are
i~ored.
This parameter is a combination of the SßM_x values defined in
InquireSocket for the SClntCaps and SCRptCaps parameters.
Sets socket controls and indicators. If a value is set, the corresponding
control or indicator is turned-on. If a value is reset, the corresponding
control or indicator is turned-off. Values supported by the socket are
defined by the CtlIndCaps parameter returned by InquireSocket. ,
1l,is parameter is a combination of the SßM_x values defined in
InquireSocket for the OlIndCaps parameter.
Sets PC Card JREQ TOuting. This parameter is an IRQ data type.

VCCL1'Vel

VppLevrIs

State

Ctllnd

IREQRoiiting
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This parameter is ignored if IFType is not IF _10. If IFType is IF _10,
routing level and inverter state are validated even if routing is being
disabled.
This parameter is a combination of a binary value representing the IRQ
level used for routing the PC Card IREQ signal and the following optional
values:

~""",",'
',' " ~

~ .-'

Value Meaning

IFType

IRQ_HIGH If set, the PC Card IREQ signal is inverted.
If reset, the PC Card IREQ signal is routed
without inversion.

IRQ_ENABLE If set, IREQ routing is enabled.
If reset, IREQ routing is not enabled and
interrupts from a PC Card in the socket are
ignored.

Sets the current interface type. Settings are mutually exclusive. This
parameter may be set to one of the following values:

I

IF 10

If set, socket interface is set to Memory-Only as
defined by the PCMCIA PC Card Standard
Release 2.01.

If set, socket interface is set to I/O and Memory
as defined by the PCMCIA PC Card Standard
Release 2.01.

IF MEMORY

Return Codes: -
SUCCESS if Adapter and Socket are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAO _P',TTRIBIcTE if IRéQRe!1g or ¡fTYfe Rot 61lJlJlorteEl

BAD_'RQ if IREQRouting not supported

BAD_SOCKET if Socket is invalid

BAD_TYPE if IFType not supported

BAD_Vee if vee level is invalid

BAD_VPP if VPP level is invalid

Comments
All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values returned by the GetSocket
function. This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current configuration

information with GetSocket, make changes and then use this function to modify the configuration
without having to create initial values for each parameter.

See Also InquireSocket, GetSocket

~;L,.".'
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RETCODE SetWindow (Adapter, Window, Socket,. Size, State, Speed, Base)
ADAPTER Adapter;
WINDOW Window;
SOCKET Socket;
SIZE Size;
FLAGS8 State;
SPEED Speed;
BASE Base;

The SetWindow function sets the confguration of the widow specied by the input parameters.

Parameter I/O
Adapter I

Window I

Socket I

I

Size I

State I

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical widow on the adapter.
Assigns the window to the specied socket.
Sets the widow's size. If Size is equal to zeo (0), the window is the maximum
size that may be represented by the data type used for this parameter plus one. For
example, if the data type used for Size is a w01"d and it is eXp"essed in units of a
byte, a value of ze1" rep"esents a window size of 65,536 bytes.
Sets the state of the window hardware. This parameter can be a
combination of the following values:

Value Meaning
If set, widow maps registers on a PC Card into
the host systems's 1/ 0 space.
If reset, window maps common or attribute
memory on a PC Card into the host systems's
memory space.
If set, widow is enabled and maps a PC Card
into the host system memory or I/O space.
If reset, widow is disabled.
If set, window is programmed for a 16-bit data
bus width.
If reset, window is programmed for an 8-bit data
bus width.
If set, window is subdivided into multiple 16
KByte pages whose PC Card offset addresses
may be set individually usig SetPage.
If reset, window is a single page.
This value is only valid for memory widows
(WS _10 reset).

WS 10

WS_ENABLED

WS 16BIT

WS_PAGED
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WS EISA If set, window is configured for EISA 1/ 0
mapping.
If reset, window is configured for ISA 1/ 0
mapping.
This value is only valid for 1/ 0 windows (WS _10
set).

5 - 61.a July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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Speed I

WS_CENABLE If set, accesses to I/O ports in EISA common I/O
areas are configured to generate card enables.
If set, accesses to 1/ 0 ports in EISA common 1/ 0
areas are configured to be ignored.
This value is only vald for 1/ 0 windows (WS _10
set) that have WS _EISA set.

This parameter is the access speed the client wishes to use for the widow.
It uses the format of the Device Speed Code and Extended Device Speed
Codes of the Device Information Tuple. This is defined in the PCMCIA PC
Card Standard, Release 2.01, Section 5.2.7.1.3 Device ID Speed Field. Tables
5-12: Device Speed Codes and 5-13: Extended Device Speed Codes in the
PC Card Standard list specic values.
If Socket Servces does not support the speed requested, it uses the next
slowest speed it supports.
For Socket Servces, Bit 7 of the Speed is reserved and is reset to zero (0).
This parameter is ignored for I/O windows (WS_IO set).
Programs the base address öf the speåfied window. It is the first address
within the system memory or I/O space to which the widow responds.

Base I

Return Codes:

SUCCESS

BAD_ADAPTER

BAD_ATTRIBUTE

BAD_BASE

BAD_SIZE

BAD_SOCKET

BAD_SPEED

BAD_TYPE

BAD_WINDOW

Comments

if all parameter are valid

if Adapter is invalid

if requested State does not match th windows capabilie

if the Ba is Invalid

if Size is invalid

if Socet is invalid for Windw

if Speed is too slow

if WS _10 settng is invalid

if Wind is invalid

All parameters have been designed to map directly to the values returned by the GetWindow
function. This is intended to allow clients of Socket Services to retrieve current confguration
information with GetWindow, make desired changes and then use this function to modify the
configuration without having to create initial values for each parameter.
For memory mapping windows, the area of the PC Card memory array mapped into the host
system memory space is managed by Get Page and Set Page requests.
To map PC Card memoiy into system memoiy requires that both the WS _ENABLED value of the State field
used by Get/SetWindow be set and the PC_ENABLED value of the State field used by Get/SetPage be set.
For windows with WS_PAGED rest, the PS_ENABLED value is ignored by SetPage. The window is
enabled and disabled by the WS _ENABLED value of SetWindow. GetPage for windows with WS _PAGED
reset reports the value of WS _ENABLED foi' PS _ENABLED.

For windows with WS _PAGED set, WS _ENABLED acts as a global enable/disable fOl' all pages within the
window. Once WS_ENABLED has been set using SetWindow, individual pages may be enabled and
disabled using SetPage and PS _ENABLED.
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If WC_WENABLE is reported as set by InquireWindow, Socket Services preseres the state of lJ,",'~1
PS_ENABLED for each page in the window whenever WS_ENABLED is changed by SetWindow. If .y:
WC_ENABLE is reported as reset by InquireWindow, the client must useSetPage to set the PS_ENABLED
state for each page within the window after WS _ENABLED is set with SetWindow.

See Also InquireWindow, GetWindow, GetPage, SetPage

.,~\),i ).;,
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RETCODE StaEDC (Adtpte,., EDC)
ADAPTER Adpter;
EDC EDC;

The StarED functon starts a previously configured EDC generator speåfied by the input
parameters.

Parameter
Adpter
EDC

Ret Codes:

I/O Description

I Speåfes a physical adapter on the host computer.

I Speåfes a physical EDC generator on the adapter.

if Adaer and EDC are validSUCCSS

BA_ADAP
BA_EDC

if Adaper is invalid

if EDC is invalid

Comments
Th functon loads the ED generator with any required initialization value to properly compute
the confgured type of ED.

\

See Also InquireEDC, GetEDC, SetEDC, PauseEDC, ResumeEDC, StopEDC, ReadEDC
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RETCODE StopEDC (Adapter, EOC)
ADAPTER Adapter;
EDC EOC;

The StopEDC function stops EDC generation on a configured and computing EDC generator
specified by the input parameters.

Parameter I/O
i
I

Description
Specifies a physical adapter on the host computer.
Specifies a physical EDC generator on the adapter.

Adapter
EOC

Return Codes:

SUCCESS if Adapter and EDC are valid

BAD_ADAPTER if Adapter is invalid

BAD_EDC if EDC is invalid

See Also InquireEDC, GetEDC, SetEDC, StartEDC, PauseEDC, ResumeEDC, ReadEDC
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RETCODE VendorSpedfic (Adapter ...J
ADAPTER Adapter;

This functon is vendor speåfc. The function is reserved for vendor's to add proprietary extensions
to the Socket Servces interface. No guarantee is made that any mode-specific pointer conversion
wi be handled correctly. Vendors should attempt to use the registers in a non-mode specic
manner.

Parameter I/O
i

Description
Species a physical adapter on the host computer.Adpter

Retu Codes:

SUCCESS
I if parameters are valid

Otr retum coes are spe to th Soet servce implementation

Comments
This functon may have additional parameters that are specific to a particular vendor's
implementation.
Before using this function, a clent should use the Get Vendor Info function to confirm the
implementor to valdate whether the vendor specific functions are available.

See Also Get Vendor Info
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USING SOCKET SERVICES
This section describes how various functions within Socket Services are intended to be used. This
secton has been included as an aid to understanding how Socket Services is intended to work. The
approaches outlined in this section are for clarification only and may not be required.

6.1 Determining Socket Services Resources
The fist task any client of Soket Servces performs is determining that Socket Services is installed.
The GetAdapterCount function is used for presence detection returnng Signature and
TotalAdapters. Next, the client verifies that the proper version of Socket Services is instaled. The
clent check that a compatible version is installed by verifying the Socket Servces Compliance
Level returned by GetSSInfo. If this version is acceptable, the client may also wish to verify
whether the implementor's version is acceptable by checking the ASCIIZ string and
Implementation Version Number returned by GetVendorlnfo. This last step is optional.
Once an acceptable Socket Services implementation has been verified, the client may begin to
determne the capabilties of the hardware. GetAdapterCount returns the number of adapters
present in NumAdapters. The clent may then call InquireAdapter for each adapter to determine
its capabilties.

InquireAdapter reports the number of sockets on each adapter, the number of memory or 1/ 0
mapping widows available on the adapter, the number of EDC generators and whether certain
capabilties are available on individual sockets or are implemented on an adapter basis. For
instance, an adapter may support hardware indicators only at the adapter leveL. If a client sets the
indicator for Busy Status on one socket and resets it on another socket, the indicator wil be left on
since the indicator must represent the state of all sockets.
Different hardware implementations may implement window management differently.
InquireAdapter reports the total number of windows available on the adapter. However, some
windows may only be avaiable on specific sockets. In other implementations they may be
assignable to any socket. The InquireWindow function is used to determine a specific window's
characteristics. The InquireSocket function is used to detemiine each socket's characteristics.
Errr Detecton capabilty is determined in the same manner, using the InquireEDC function.

Error detecton generators may be dedicated to a particular socket, or useable with more than one
socket.
Higher-level software determining Socket Servces capabilties may construct RAM-based tables
descbing the configuration found. These tables might contain information relating to the
assignment of Socket Servces resources.

6.2 Status Change Handling

A Socket Servces client may note status changes in two ways. First, the client may poll Socket
Servces on a socket-by-socket basis to determine if a change has occurred. This pollng may take
place at any time that Socket Servces is enterable. The software may poll at prescribed times (such
as before using a Socket Servces resource) or as prompted by an external source (such as a timer
interrpt).
The second approach is to program one or more sockets to generate an interrupt when a status
change occurs. Different hardware implementations may limit the number of interrupts available.
In these situations more than one socket may be assigned to the same interrupt. The status change
interrpt handler uses the Acknowledge Interrupt function to determine which socket
experienced the status change.

PCMCIA @ 1992 6 - 3
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The Acknowledge Interrupt function ret b't. 1ap representing all of the sockets. . i d urns a i n h d' . hadmimstered by a parhcu ar a apter. If a b't ' t th responding socket as a con ihon t atd h . Th i is se, e cor d . h h k icould have cause t e interrupt. is bit represents current socket status AND-e wit t e soc et s
status change enables.

The final act of the client's status change interru t handler is to complete interrupt processing by
resetting host hardware to prepare for fut p. t ts The handler then returns to theI d' ure in errup . . h . dinterrupted process cone u 109 interrupt handlin. Processing continues in t e interrupteroutine. ' g
During background processing, outside of th h d interrupt handler, the Socket Servicesh k . d' fear ware d I . d'client polls eac soc et in ica 109 a change with the GetStatus function. Returne va ues in icate
the cause of the interrupt.

6.3 Bus-Expanders or Docking Stations

In some instances, clients may choose to e d th ber of PC Card sockets on a host by. d f xpan e num .., dplugging an expan er 0 some type into a k tAt nsion to Socket Services is require to
dd h dd" i k t 'f soc e, n ex e k S . lia ress t ese a ihona soc e s, i they are to be handled transparently to Soc et ervces cents.

One app~oach mhight be tiod ~ddress these sockets as if they existed on another adaPdter. sofctware

resident in the ost cou intercept calls t S k t S . ces and filter the Get A apter ount. da1lf . dd' 0 oce ervi .funchon an unchons a ressing this new 'adapter' and the sockets it contains.

The above approach is only one example. Th t I . i mentation of expanding the number of
. . ti' e ac ua imp ePC Card sockets using an exis ng socket is d . f'ven or speci ic.

6.4 Using XIP

eXecute-In-Place (XIP) applic~tions require sockets which supporttt1emory-mapped windows. In
addition, unlike many other clen!s of PCCard sockets, XIP appli~an~ns require. exclusive, full-time
access to the these resources. Highel',.leYel software that utili~~~~9.i.ket Services resources must
insure that resources used by XIP are'~~"~ated and are not sM.' "'hother applications.

6.5

PCMCIA @ 1992

Power Management
Power Management can be an ext~
merely provides a means to ~a
adjustable in the hardware 1J

Management capabilties avaia:~
by card-aware drivers through

onments. Socket Services
an adapter, if they are
not deal with Power
e expected to be utilzed
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RETURN CODES PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

A.1 Return Codes

AetmCode De.crlptlon

SUCCESS The requet suceded

BAD_ADAPTER Spefied adapte'rrs invalid

BAD-"TIRIBUTE Specified attribute is invalid

BAD_BASE Speified base system memory address is invalid

BAD_ED Speifi EDC generator is Invalid

BADJRQ Spefied IRQ level is invalid

BAD_OFFSET Speifi PCMCIA card offet is invalid

BAD_PAGE Spcifi page is invalid

READ_FAILURE Unable to complete read request

BAD_SIZE Speifed size is invalid

BAD_SOCKET Sp socket is invalid

BAD_TYE Window or interfce type specified is invalid

BAD_VCC Speified Vee power level index is invalid

BAD_VPP Spified Vpp1 or Vpp2 power level index is invalid

BAD_WINDOW Spified window is invalid

WRITE_FAILURE Unable to complete wrte request

NO_CARD ¡ No PC Cardin socket

BAD_FUNCTION Funcn not supprted

BAD_MODE Requested procsor moe not suppoed

BAD_SPEED Spcifed spe is unavailable

BUSY Unable to procss request at this time - retry later

PCMCIA @ 1992 A.3
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PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

PC-COMPATIBLE BINDING

B.1 ROM BIOS Located

The Socket Servces interface is intended to allow the handler to be located within an IBM-PC
compatible ROM BIOS. However, if Socket Servces is not required for perfomiing Initial Program
Load (IPL) or bootstrap loading, Socket Servces may be implemented in MS-DOS compatible
environments as a device driver or Termnate and Stay Resident (TSR) program.

B.2 Adapters Supported

The Socket Servces interface allows multiple adapters containing one or more PC Card sockets.
Since the Adapter number is passed in the eight-bit (AL) register the theoretical limit is two
hundred and fifty-five (255) adapters. However, the constraints imposed by locating Socket
Servces in ROM BIOS may impose a smaler limit. The actual limit is vendor specific.

Adapters are numbered from zero (0) to th~ maximum (one less than the number of adapters
installed).

B.3 EDC Generators

Error Detection Code generators are optionaL. EDC generators are numbered from zero (0) to the
maxum (one less than the number returned by Inquire Adapter).

B.4 Sockets Supported
i

The Socket Servces interface allows multiple PC Card sockets per adapter. The socket number is
passed in the eight-bit (BL) register. However, due to the fact a bit-map of assignable sockets is used
in InquireWindow and in InquireEDC, the theoretical maximum is sixteen (16) sockets per adapter.
As with adapters, the constraints imposed by locating Socket Services in ROM BIOS may impose a
smaller linnt on the number of sockets supported. An adapter may support any number of sockets,
from one to the theoretical maximum of sixteen. If a system has more than one adapter, each
adapter may support a different number of sockets.
Sockets are numbered from zero (0) to one less than the number installed with a maxmum of
sixteen sockets per adapter.

8.5 Windows Supported

The Socket Services interface is designed without any assumptions about how or whether PC Cards
are mapped into the host's I/O or memory space. This requires a mechanism to indicate which
windows can,be mapped to a particular socket. Since the number of sockets per adapter is limited
to sixteen (16), the 16-bit (CX) register is used to indicate which sockets may be mapped with a
particular window.
Windows are numbered from zero (0) to the maximum (one less than the number available on the
adapter). Since the number of windows is returned in a byte-wide register, the theoretical
maxmum number is two hundred and fifty-five (255). However, since windows are identified
starting with zero (0), the maxmum window identifier is two hundred and fifty-four (254).

PCMCIA @ 1992 B-3
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B.6 Power Management and Indicators
Power management and indicators may be available on a per adapter or per socket basis. To
provide a consistent interface, Socket Services provides access to these services on a socket basis. It
is expected that a hardware implementation that only provides power management and/ or
indicator control at the adapter level shall provide a Socket Services implementation that manages
those resources for the entire adapter based on requests to individual sockets.
Socket Services does indicate whether power management and indicator control is performed at
the adapter or socket leveL. However, by providing only one control point (the socket), a client of
Socket Services is not required to provide two types of controllng routines.

íÆ,;~)'
1JJ

A,î
("i

B.7 Callng Conventions

The interface uses a common set of conventions for all functions. They are described below.

8.7.1 Register Usage

Whenever possible, the interface shall use the 80x86 CPUs registers to pass arguments and return
status. Registers are used consistently among the various functions with the following guidelines:

Entry: (AH) Function desired

(AL) Adapter
(SH) Window

(SL) Page or Socket

(cx) Counts
(ox) Attributes 6i!(OS):((E)SI) Reserved in ROM BIOS Int lAH Interface
(ES):((E)DiJ Pointer to Buffer

(OI) Offset (4 KByte units)

Exit: (CF) Status (set = error, reset = success)
If (CF) set

(AH) Non-SUCCESS RETCODE
else

(AH) SUCCESS RETCODE

Please note that these are guidelines used to develop the function interfaces and exceptions have
been made for specific functions.

Whenever possible the interface preserves the contents of all registers unless they are used to return
information. The only exception is the (AH) register which is used for RETCODE.

For bit-mapped fields, bits within a field (or register) are numbered beginning with zero. Bit 0 is the
least significant bit within the register.

B.7.2 Error Reporting

For all functions, the (CF) indicates whether the function was successfuL. If the (CF) is reset on exit,
the function was successfuL. If the (CF) is set on exit, the function failed. The (AH) register always
contains a RETCODE on exit. The only exception to this convention is determining the presence of
Socket Services with the GetAdapterCount function. I',',""

'i ij ,1

~.."/
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B.8 Individual Function Bindings
The following sectons describe how the individual functions are bound to IBM-PC compatible
architectures.

8.8.1 Acknowledgelnterrupt

Entr: (AH)

(AL)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

(ex)

8.8.2 GetAccessOffsets

Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(BH)

(CX)
(ES):((E)DI)

Ext: (CE1J

(AH)

(DX)

(ES):((E)DI)

ACK INTERRUPT
Adapter (0.. Max Adapter)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

Sockets

ACCESS_OFFSETS
Adapter
Mode

00 = Real Mode
01 = 16:16 Protect

NumDesiioed
pBuffer

02 = 16:32 Protec
03 = 00:32 Protect

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

NumAvail
pBuffer

All modes return 16-bit offsets. These offsets need to be combined with information returned by
GetSSAddr describing the location of the code segment. Offsets returned by this functon are

relative to the code segment.
For real-mode, 16:16 and 16:32, the routines at these offsets use FAR RET instructons to return to
the caller requiring they be invoked with a FAR CALL instruction. In 0:32 (flat) protect-mode, the
routies at the returned offsets use NEAR RET instructions and need to be invoked with a NEAR
CALL instrcton.

PCMCIA @ 1992 B- 5
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8.8.3 GetAdapter

Entry: (AB)

(AL)

Exit: (CF)

(AB)

(DB)
Bit 0
Bit 1

(01)
Bit 0..4
Bit 6
Bit 7

8.8.4 GetAdapterCount

Entry: (AB)

Exit: (CF)

(AB)

(AL)

(cx)

GET ADAPTER
Adapter

'"'C,,',?';,

i !
i

~
d':1

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

State
AS POWERDOWN
AS MAINTAIN

SCRouting
IRQ level
IRQ_HIGH
IRQ_ENABLED

GET ADP CNT- -

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

TotalAdapters (If (CF) reset, (AB) is SUCCESS and Signature is '55')
SignatII re

I,,
1;-.\.

v'/ '

Note:
This function is used to determine if a Socket Services handler is

installed in the host system. The handler may share the Socket Services
interrupt vector with other, un-related handlers. There is no guarantee
these other, un-related handlers wil properly reject a Socket Services
GetAdapterCount request. The client should confirm Signature contains
'55' before using TotalAdapters. It is suggested the client set Signature
to a value other than '55' before invoking this function to insure the
return value is from Socket Services and not just left over in the register
from prior client activity.

l
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B.8.5 GetEDC
Entry: (AB)

(AL)

(SB)

Exit: (CF)
(AB)

(SL)
(OB)

Bit 0 

Bit 1

(OL)
Bit 0 

Bit 1

B.8.6 GetPage
Entry: (AB)

(AL)
(SB)
(SL)

Ext: (CF) \

(AB)

(OL)
Bit 0
Bit 1

Bit 2
(Oi)

B.8.7 GetSetPriorHandler
Entry: (AB)

(AL)

(SL)
(cx):(ox)

Exit: (CF)
(AB)

(cx):(ox)

PCMCIA SOCKET SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

GET_EDC
Adapter
EDC

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

Socket
State

EC UN!
EC_WRITE

Type
ET CHECK8
ET SDLC16

GET_PAGE
Adapter
Window
Page

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

State
PS _A ITRIBUTE
PS ENABLED
PS WP

Offset (4 KByte units)

PRIOR_HANDLER
Adapter
Mode (0 = Get, 1 = Set)
pHandler

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

pHandler

If this Socket Services handler is the first installed in the Int lAH chain, the values returned by a Get
request should be the entry point of the Time of Day handler.

One reason a Set Prior Handler request would fail is the Socket Services it is addressing is in ROM

PCMCIA @ 1992 B -7
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BIOS as the first extension to the Time of Day handler. In this case, the vector to the Time of Day
handler is probably hard-coded into the ROM BIOS and not in RAM prohibitig it from being ~\ì
updated. This should not cause any difficulty to a client wishing to revise the chain, since ths .JlI

Socket Servces may be bypassed by registering the values returned from a Get Prior Handler
request to this Socket Servces with a replacement Socket Services implementation.

B.8.8 GetSetSSAddr

Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(BH)

(BL)
(ex)
(ES):((E)DI)

SS ADDR
Adaptei"
Mode

00 = Real Mode 02 = 16:32 Protect
01 = 16:16 Protect 03 = 00:32 Protect

All other values are reserved and must not be used.
Subfunc
NumAddData
pBuffer

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

(cx)
(ES):( (E)DI)

NumAddData
pBuffer

The entry points returned by this function must receive control from a CALL instruction. The real, Ii

16:16 and 16:32 entry points require a FAR CALL instruction to be used. The 00:32 entry point
requires a NEAR CALL. When using an entry point returned by this function for any mode other
than real, the client must establish a pointer to the main data area in (DS):((E)SI).

Note:
Subfunction 02 is invalid, if the desired processor mode is 00 indicating
real-mode.

WARNING:

Any (CS) selector created should be readable iii additio" to being
executable to allow a Socket Services impleme"tatio" to refere"ce
consta"t data which may reside in a ROM-ed code segment. The client
must also insure that Socket Services has the appropriate privileges to
allow I/O port access.

.,"',.:'
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Release 2.0

Mode speific comments have ben added to the buffer entry descriptions in the tables below:

When Subfunc is zero (0):

Offset Size-- -----
DOH Double Word 

04H Double Word 

OSH Double Word 

OCH Double Word 

lOH Double Word 

14H Double Word 

When Subfunc is one 0):

Offset
DOH

Size
Double Word

04H Double Word

OSH Double Word

When Subfune is two (2):

Offset Size
DOH Double Word

04H
OSH

Double Word
Double Word

Description
32-bit linear base address of code segment in system
memory
Limit of code segment - Must be less than 64K in rea and
16:16 protect-mode

Entry point offset - Must be less than 64K in real and16:16
protect-mode
32-bit linear base address of main data segment in system
memory - Ignored for 0:32 (flat) protect-mode

Limit of data segment - Must be less than 64K in real and
16:16 protect-mode

Data area offset - Only used for 32-bit protect-modes

Description
32-bit linear base address of additional data segmnt -
Ignored for 0:32 (flat) protect-mode
Limit of data segment - Must be less than 64K in real and
16:16 protect-mode

Data area offset - Only used for 32-bit protect-modes

Description-------------------------
32-bit offset -Ignored for 16:16 protect-modes (which assumes
zero)
Selector -Ignored for 0:32 (flat) protect-mode

Reserved

PCMCIA @ 1992 B - 9
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8.8.9 GetSocket

Entry: (AH)

(AL)
(aL)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

(aH)~Bl
Bi~
BK
BHBil*

(CH)

(CL)
(DB)
(OL)

BKßlBil*
(Oi)

Bit 0..4
Bit 6 &

Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9

8.8.10 GetSSlnfo

Entry: (AB)

(AL)

Exit: (CF)

(AB)

(AL)

(ax)
(CH)

(CL)

GET SOCKET

Adapter
Socket

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

SCIntMask (Uses the same bit masks as InquireSocket)
~BM WP
~BM LOCKf:D
SBM_r;f:CT
~BM I~¡Sf:RT
~BM BVDl
SBM BVDJ
SBM RDBSY
SBM CD

Vee level
VppLeels, Upper Nibble - Vpp1, Lower Nibble - Vpp2
State (Uses same bit masks as SCIntMask)
Ctlnd (Uses same bit masks as InquireSocket)

SBM LOCK
SBM BATI
SBM BUSY
~BM XIP

High Byte - IFType, Low Byte - IREQRouting
IRQ level
IRQ_HIGH
IRQ_ENABLED
IF MEMORY
IF 10

GET SS INFO
Adapter

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

Zero (0) - Insures backward compatibilty with Release 1.01
Compliance
NumAdapters
FirstAdapter

B -10 July, 1993 PCMCIA@ 1992,1993
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8.8.11 GetStatus

Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(BL)

Ext: (CF)

(AB)

(BH)

(DB)

(OL)

(DI)

8.8.12 GetVendorlnfo

Entry: (AB)

(AL)
(BL)
(ES):((E)OI)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

(ES):i(E)OI)
(DX) .

8.8.13 GetWlndow

Entry: ,(AB)

(AL)
(eB)

Ext: (CF)

(AB)

(eL)
(CX)

(OB)
Bit 0
Bitt
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4

(OL)

(01)

GET_STATUS
Adapter
Socket

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

CardState (same bit-masks as GetSocket SClntMask)
SocketS tate (same as GetSocket)
Ctlnd (same as GetSocket)
High Byte - lFType, Low Byte - lREQRouting (same as GetSocket)

GET_ VENDR_INFO
Adapter
Type
pBuffei"

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

pBuffer
Release

GET WINDW
Adapter
Window

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

Socket
Size (Bytes for I/O windows, 4 KByte units for Memory windows)
State

WS 10
WS_ENABLED
WS_16BIT
WS_PAGED (Memory window) or WS_EISA (I/O window)
WS_CENABLE (110 window with WS_EISA set)

Speed
Base (Bytes for I/O windows, 4 KByte units for Memory windows)

PCMCIA @ 1992 B -11
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8.8.14 InqulreAdapter

Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(ES):((E)OI)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

(BH)

(BL)
(cx)
(ES):((E)OI)

8.8.15 InquireEDC

Entry: (AH)

(ALl
(BH)

Exit (CF)

(AH)

(cx)
Bit 0.. 15

(OH)
Bit 0
Bit 1

Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4

(OL)
Bit 0
Bit 1

INQ_ADAPTER
Adaptei"
pBuffer for adapter characteristics and power levels

l\')

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

NumWindows
NumSockets
NumEDCs
pBuffer with adapter characteristics and power management tables

INQ_EDC
Adapter
EDC

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

Sockets
Bit-mask (Bit 0 is Socket 0, Bit 1 is Socket 1, etc.)

Caps
~)ii,.')~j'j

EC UNI
EC BI
EC REGISTER

EC MEMORY
EC PAUSABLE

Type
ET CHECK8
ET_SDLCI6

IJ))ì~
B .12 PCMCIA @ 1992
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8.8.16 InqulreSocket

Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(SL)
(ES):((E)OI)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

(SB)
Bit 0
Bit 1

Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7

(DB)

(OL)
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7

(ES):((E)OI)

8.8.17 InqulreWlndow

Entry: (AB)

(AL)

(SB)
(ES):((E)DI)

Exit: (CF)

(AB)

(SL)
Bit 0
Bit 1

Bit 2
Bit 7

(cx)
Bit 0..15

(ES):((E)OI)

INQ_SOCKET
Adapter
Socket
pBuffer for socket characteristics

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

SClntCaps
SBM_WP
SBM LOCKED
SBM_EJECT
SBM_INSERT
SBM_BVDl
SBM BVD2
SBM RDYBSY
SBM CD

SCRptCaps (same as SCIntCaps)
CtlndCaps (same as SCIntCaps with the following exceptions)

SBM_LOCK
SBM_BATI
SBM BUSY
SBM XIP

pBuffer with socket characteristics

INQ_WINDOW
Adapter
Window
pBuffei' for window characteristics

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

WndCaps
WC_COMMON
WC ATIRIBUTE
WC 10
WC WAIT

Sockets
Bit-mask (Bit 0 is Socket 0, Bit 1 is Socket I, etc.)

pBuffei' with window characteristics

PCMCIA @ 1992 B -13
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8.8.18 PauseEDC
Entry: (AH) PAUSE_EDC .

(AL) Adapter
(8H) EDC

Exit: (CF) Status, set:: error, reset:: success
(AH) RETCODE

8.8.19 ReadEDC
Entry: (AH) SET EDC

(AL) Adapter
(BH) EDC

Exit: (CF) Status, set:: error, reset:: success
(AH) RETCODE

(ox) Value

8.8.20 ResetSocket
Entry: (AH) RESET SOCKET

(AL) Adapter
(BL) Socket

Exit: (CF) Status, set:: error, reset:: success .
(AH) RETCODE

8.8.21 ResumeEDC
Entry: (AH) RESUME EDC

(AL) Adapter
(BH) EDC

Exit: (CF) Status, set:: error, reset:: success
(AH) RETCODE

8.8.22 SetAdapter
Entry: (AH) SET_ADAPTER

(AL) Adapter
(OH) State (same as GetAdapter)
(Oi) SCRouting (same as GetAdapter)

Exit: (CF) Status, set:: error, reset:: success
(AH) RETCODE .~i

B - 14 PCMCIA @ 1992
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8.8.23 SetEDC

Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(SB)
(SL)
(DB)

(DL)

SET_EDC
Adapter
EDC
Socket
State (same as GetEDC)
Type (same as GetEDC)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

8.8.24 SetPage
Entry: (AH)

(AL)

(BB)
(BL)
(OL)

(01)

SET PAGE
Adaptei"
Window
Page
State (same as GetPage)
Offet (4 KByte units)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

8.8.25 SetSocket
Entry: (AH)

(ALl
(sLl
(SB)
(CB)

(CLl
(DB)

(OL)

(DI)

SET SOCKET
Adaptei'
Socket
SClntMask (same as GetSockct)
Vee level, Upper Nibble - reserved, Lower nibble - Vcc
VppLeels, Upper Nibble - Vppl, Lower Nibble - Vpp2
State (same as GetSocket)
Ctlnd (same as GetSocket)
High Byte -IFType, Low Byte -IREQRoliting (same as GctSocket)

Exit: (CF)

(AH)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

PCMCIA @ 1992 B -15
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8.8.26 SetWlndow

Entry: (AR)

(AL)

(BR)

(BL)
(cx)
(DR)

(DL)

(01)

SET_WINDOW
Adaptei'
Window
Socket
Size (Bytes for I/O windows, 4 KByte units for Memory windows)
State (same as GetWindow)
Speed
Base (Bytes for 1/ a windows, 4 KByte units for Memory windows)

.

Exit: (CF)

(AR)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

8.8.27 StartEDC

Entry: (AR)

(AL)

(BR)

START_EDC
Adapter
EDC

Exit: (CF)

(AR)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

8.8.28 StopE DC

Entry: (AR)

(AL)
(8R)

STOP EDC
Adapter
EDC

.
Exit: (CF)

(AR)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

8.8.29 VendorSpeclfic

Entry: (AR) VEND_SPECIFIC
(AL 1 Adapter
All other registers are vendor specific

Exit: (CF)

(AR)

Status, set = error, reset = success
RETCODE

.'~',
p
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B.9 Assembly Language Definitions

This setion contains suggested assembly language definitions for values required by clients of the
Socket Services interface.

The following definitions are formatted for Microsoft

MASM 6.0.

GET ADP CNT

----- Function definitions

EQU 80H

GET SS INFO

INQ_ ADAPTER

GET ADAPTER

SET ADAPTER

INQ_WINDOW
GET WINDOW

SET WINDOW

GET PAGE

SET PAGE

INQ_SOCKET
GET SOCKET

SET SOCKÐT

GET STATUS

RESET SOCKET

81H and 82H reserved for

historical purposes

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

838
84B
85H
86B
87H
88H
89B
8AH
8BH
8Ca
80H
8EH
8FH
90H

91H thru 94H reserved for

historical purposes

INQ_EDC EQU
GET EDC EQU
SET EDC EQU
START EDC EQU
PAUSE EDC EQU
RESUME EDC EQU
STOP EDC EQU
READ EDC EQU
GET_VENDOR _ INFOEQU

ACK INTERRUP T EQU
PRIOR HANDLER EQU

SS ADDR EQU
ACCESS OFFSETS EQU

95H
96R
97H
98R
99B
9AR
9BR
9CE
90B
9EH
9FH
OA()H

OAIH
A2H thru ADH are reserved

for expansion

VEND SPECIFIC EQU

CARD SERVICES EQU
OAEH

OAFH
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SS lNT EQU Socket Services lnt vector

Return codes

lAH

B - 18 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993July, 1993
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WPAGE

PWRINDEX

TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF

BYTE
BYTE

PAGE is reserved by MASM 6.0

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 B - 18.aJuly. 1993
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RETCODE
SIGNATURE
WSIZE
SOCKET
SPEED
WINDOW

SKTBITS

TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF
TYPEDEF

BYTE
WORD

WORD

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
WORD

?
?

?
?

?
?

?
?
?
?
?

?
?

?
?
?

?
?

?
?

?
?
?

PCMCIA SOCKE SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Rellase 2.1

SIZE is reserved by MASM 6.0

Power level and valid signals

as returned by inquireAdapter

inquire Adapter and Inquire Socket

inquire Window for Memory Nindows

Window Capabilities Flags

System Address of First Byte

System Address of Last Byte

Minimum Window Size

Maximum Window Size

Size Granulari ty
Window Base Alignment requirement

Alignment Requirement for offsets,

Slowest Access Speed for Window

Fastest Access Speed for Window

Inquire Window for 10 Windows

Window Capabilities Flags

System Address of First Byte

System Address of Last Byte

Minimum Window Size

Maximum Window Size

Size Granularity
Address Lines Decoded by Window

; ----- Structures

PWRENTRY
powerLevel
Validsignals
PWRENTRY

STRUCT
FLAGSB
FLAGS 8
ENDS

CHARTBL STRUCT
UNION

Adpcaps FLAGS 16 

SktCaps FLAGS 16 

ENDS

ActiveHi FLAGS32
ActiveLo FLAGS32
CHARTBL ENDS

MEMWINTBL STRUCT
MemWndCaps FLAGS 16 

FirstByte BASE
LastByte BASE
MinSize WSIZE
MaxSize WSIZE
ReqGran WSIZE
ReqBase WSIZE
ReqOffset WSIZE
Slowest SPEED
Fastest SPEED
MEMWINTBL ENDS

IOWINTBL STRUCT
IOWndCaps FLAGS16
FirstByte BASE
LastByte BASE
MinSize WSIZE
MaxSize WSIZE
ReqGran WSIZE
AddrLines COUNT

PCMClA@ 1992.1993 July, 1993 B -19
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EISASlot
IOWINTBL

FLAGS8
ENDS

Upper 4 I/O Address lines for EISA?

; ----- Valid power level bit-masks

vee
VPP1
VPP2

EQU

EQU

EQU

10000000B
01000000B
00100000B

; ----- Adapter capabilities bit-masks

Ae IND

Ae PWR

Ae DBW

EQU

EQU
EQU

0000000000000001B
00000000000000 lOB

0000000000000100B

; ----- Adapter state

AS POWERDOWN

AS MAINTAIN

EQU
EQU

00000001B
00000010B

; ----- Generic window capabilities bit-masks

we eOMMON

we ATTRIBUTE

we 10

we WAIT

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

00000001B
00000010B
00000100B
10000000B

; ----- Memory and I/O window capabilities bit-masks

we BASE

we SIZE

we WENABLE

we 8BIT

we 16BIT

we BALIGN

we POW2

WG GMiIGlJ

EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU~

0000000000000001B
0000000000000010B
0000000000000100B
0000000000001000B
0000000000010000B
0000000000100000B
0000000001000000B
9999999919999999B

; ----- Memory window (page) capabilities only

WC CALIGN
we PAVAIL

we PSHARED

we PENABLE

we WP

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

0000000010000000B
0000000100000000B
0000001000000000B
0000010000000000B
0000100000000000B

B - 20 July, 1993 PCMCIA@ 1992, 1993
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; _____ I/O window capabilities only

WC_INPACK
WC_EISA
WC_CENABLE

EQU
EQU

EQU

0000000010000000B
0000000100000000B
0000001000000000B

; _____ Generic window state

WS_IO
WS_ENABLED
WS_16BIT

EQU
EQU

EQU

00000001B
00000010B
00000100B

; _____ Memory window state

WS PAGED EQU 00001000B

; _____ I/O window state

WS_EISA
WS CENABLE

EQU
EQU

00001000B
00010000B

; ----- Page state

PS_ATTRIBUTE EQU
PS _ENABLED EQU
PS_WP EQU

00000001B
000000108
00000100B

; _____ IRQ level bit-masks (low word of 32-bit mask)

IRQ_O
IRQ_1
IRQ_2
IRQ_3
IRQ_4
IRQ_S
IRQ_6
IRQ_7
IRQ_8
IRQ_9
IRQ_l 0
IRQ_ll
IRQ_12
IRQ_13
IRQ_14
IRQ_1S

0000000000000001B
0000000000000010B
00000000000001008
0000000000001000B
0000000000010000B
00000000001000008
0000000001000000B
00000000100000008
00000001000000008
0000001000000000B
00000100000000008
0000 1000000000008
0001000000000000B
00100000000000008
01000000000000008
10000000000000008

EQU

EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU
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. ----- IRQ level bit-masks (high word of 32-bit mask),

I RQ_NM I EQU 0000000000000001B
IRQ_IO EQU 00000000000000 lOB

IRQ_BUSERR EQU 0000000000000100B

; ----- IRQ state bit-masks

IRQ_HIGH EQU 01000000B
IRQ_ENABLED EQU 10000000B

; ----- Socket bit-masks

SBM WP EQU 00000001B
SBM LOCKED EQU 00000010B
SBM EJECT EQU 00000100B
SBM INSERT EQU 00001000B
SBM BVD1 EQU 00010000B
SBM BVD2 EQU 00100000B
SBM RDYBSY EQU 01000000B
SBM CD EQU 10000000B

SBM LOCK EQU 00010000B
SBM BATT EQU 00100000B
SBM BUSY EQU 01000000B
SBM XIP EQU 10000000B

; ----- Interface bit-masks

IF MEMORY EQU 00000001B
IF 10 EQU 00000010B

; ----- EDC definitions

EC UNI EQU 00000001B
EC BI EQU 00000010B
EC REGISTER EQU 00000100B
EC MEMORY EQU 00001000B
EC PAUSABLE EQU 00010000B

EC WRITE EQU 00000010B

ET CHECK8 EQU 00000001B
ET SDLC16 EQU 00000010B

B.22 PCMCIA @ 1992
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose

This document descnbes the interface provided by Card Servces which alows PC Cards and
sockets (these terms are defined below) to be shared by multiple clents. Clients are the programs
that access Card Servces and may be device dnvers, configuration utities or application
programs. This specification is intended to be independent of the hardware that actualy
manipulates PC Cards and sockets.

1.2 Scope
This document is interided to provide enough information for software developers to
a) create a Card Services implementation on a host computer, and

b) create programs that access and use PC Cards and sockets in a host computer.

1.3 Related Documents

This section identifies documents related to the Card Servces Interface Speåfication. Information
available in the following documents is not duplicated within tois document.

IBM, IBM-AT Technical Reference Manual, First Edition, March 1984, International Business
Machines.

PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.1 ~, April 1993 ~¡eyeæèeF 199;¡, Personal Computer
Memory CaM International Association.
PCMCIA, PCMCIA Socket Se1'Vices Inteiface Specification, Release 2.1~, April 

1993 N"e..'eæèef 199;¡,

Personal Computer Memory Card International Assoåation.

1.4 Terms and Abbreviations
Adapter.......................................... The hardware which connects a computer bus to PC Card sockets.

ASCIIZ........................................... A text stnng in ASCII format terminated with a byte of zero.

CIS .................................................. Acronym for Card Information Structure.

Client............................................. A user of Card Servces functions. May be a device dnver, utity
program or application program.

EISA ............................................... Acronym for Extended Industry Standard Architecture. Refers to
an expansion bus promoted by manufacturers of IBM-compatible
personal computers that feature 32-bit addressing and

bus-mastenng capabilties. Not compatible with Micro ChanneL.

Compat~ble with ISA 8-bit and 16-bit adapter cards.

End-user ........................................ A person who uses a computer.

Handle .......................................... A Card Servces assigned identifier assoåated with Card Services
managed system resources. MHst Be ReR í!eFe te Be yalid.

Host............................................... The computer which contains an adapter with one or more
sockets.
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15A.................................................. Acronym for Industr Standard Architecture. Refers to an
IBM-compatible expansion bus of the type incorporated in

IBM-AT compatible personal computers. Uses 16-bit addressing.

, Micro Channel.............................. Micro Channel Architecture. Refers to an IBM expansion bus of
the type incorprated in some of the personal computers in the

PS/2 line. Features 32-bit addressing and bus-mastering

capabilties. Not compatible with ISA or EISA.

MTD ............................................... Acronym for Memory Technology Driver. Embeded or
instaUable component of Card Services that contains
device-specific read, write, copy and erase algorithms.

Page................................................ A subdivision of a window. If there is more than one page in a
window, all pages are 16 KBytes in size.

Partition ......................................... A portion of a PC Card memory region used for one purpse, e.g.
a file system partition.

PC Card ......................................... A memory or I/O card compliant with the PCMCIA standard.
PCMCIA ........................................ Acronym for Personal Computer Memory Card International

Association.

Region............................................ A homogeneous area of memory on a PC Card using one type of
memory device.

Memory Handle........................... A Card Services assigned identifier for a memory area on a PC
Card.

ReseL............................................ Refers to the state of a bit within a register or variable. Reset is
equivalent to off or zero(O).

Set................................................. Refers to the state of a bit within a register or variable. Set is
equivalent to on or oneO).

SOcket............................................ The 68-pin PCMCIA socket or connector. This where the PC Card
gets plugged in.

User ................................................ Within this document the term user refers to the user of Card
Services, typically a higher-level software layer such as a client,
and not the end-user of the host computer.

Window......................................... An area in a host computer's memory or I/O port space where a
PC Card is addressed.

XIP .................................................. Acronym for eXecute-In-Place. Refers to specification for directly
execting code from a PC Card.

1 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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OVERVIEW
Card Servces has two goals. First, to support the abilty of PCMCIA-aware device dnvers,
configuration utities, and application programs (known as clients) to share PC Cards, sockets, and
system resources. Second, to provide a centralized resource for the common functionality required
by these clients.
The Card Servces interface is strctured in a client/server model. Application programs, device
dnvers, and utity programs are the clents requesting servces. A Card Servces implementation
is the server providing the functons requested by clients. The Card Servce interface specied in
this document defines how the clents and server communicate.

NOTE:
Throughout the remainder of this document clients may be referred to
as client device drivers without specifically mentioning application and
utility programs. This does not mean that only device drivers can use
Card Services. Card Services may be used by any resident or transient
program that observes the interface protocol defined in this
specification.

This document is divided into several sections:
Secton 3 is a functional descption of the Card Services interface. The overall architecture
is discssed with special focus on the programming interface, function groupings, calback
interfaces, reported events, Memory Technology Dnvers, and how Card Servces processes
the Card Information Strctre.

· Secton 4 identies several assumptions and constraints which apply globally to the Card

Senrces interface. The reader should keep these points in mind while reviewing other
seons of the specification.

· Secton 5 discusses each of the functions provided by Card Servces in detai. The purpose
of each function is descbed with its input and output parameters.

· The appendices enumerate the codes used to identi function, event and return values.
The functon reference for the MI Helper Functions also appears in the appendi.

PCMCIA @ 1992 2 -3
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Architecture

Safely using PC Cards and sockets in a non-conflicting manner involves the interaction of several
hardware and softare architectural layers.

Figure 3-1. Softare Architecture Diagram

I
Application

nii

,

I I

1------1
Operating System I Resource I

~ - I Management I - - Memory
.. I Table 1 .. .. Technoloy1______1 Driver

Card Services ~

. i
Client h, .

11
Socket Servicesi

.l

l I
i I I

I I I

I 1 Adapter i

i I I

.. .. ..
PC PC

Card Card

3.1.1 Hardware Layer (PC Cards, Sockets, and Adapters)

Cards compliant with the PCMCIA PC Card Standard are referred to as PC Cards. Release 1.0 of
the standard specified data storage or memory cards. Release 2.01 of the standard expanded the
defition of PC Cards to include peripheral expansion or 1/ 0 cards. Both types (memory and 1/ 0)

of these 68-pin PC Cards have the same physical characteristics and compatible electrical
characteristics.

PC Cards are plugged into sockets on a host system. Host systems may have one or more sockets
and these sockets may be grouped together on one or more adapters. An example of a host system
with more than one adapter would be one where an adapter was built into the motherboard and
another plugged into the system's expansion bus (ISA, EISA or Micro Channel).

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 -3
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Adapters usually generate maskable hardware interrupts when status changes occur in sockets or
on PC Cards. Status changes include:

card inserted or removed,
battery low or dead,
ejection or insertion request,

card locked or unlocked in socket, and
and a busy to ready transition.

3.1.2 Socket Services

Immediately above the hardware layer the Socket Services software provides a standardized
interface to manipulate PC Cards, sockets, and adapters. This interface is defined in the PCMClA
Socket Services Inteiface Specification.

As noted above, host systems may have more than one PC Card adapter present. Each adapter may
have its own Socket Services implementation. All instances of Socket Services are intended to
support a single instance of Card Servces. Card Services registers to receive notification of status
changes on PC Cards or in sockets.

By making all accesses to adapters, sockets, and PC Cards through the Socket Services interface,
higher-level software (including Card Services) is unaffected by changes in the hardware. Only a
hardware-specific Socket Services implementation must be modified to accommodate any
hardware changes.

3.1.3 Card Services

Above the Socket Services software layer is the Card Services layer. Card Services coordinates
access to PC Cards, sockets and system resources among multiple clients. These clients be resident
or transient device drivers, system utilities, or application programs. There is only one Card
Services implementation in a host system. (Unlike Socket Services where there may be multiple
implementations to accommodate multiple adapters).
Card Services makes all access to the hardware layer through the Socket Services software

interface. The single Card Services implementation is intended to be the sole client of all Socket
Servces implementations present. All Socket Services status change reporting is routed to this
single Card Services implementation. Card Services then notifies interested clients when status
changes occur.

To prevent conflicts with clients who are unaware of Card Services, direct access to all Socket
Services functions is blocked by Card Services. A method of bypassing the Card Services blockage
is provided for software developers of specialized applications which must access Socket Servces.
Programs which bypass Card Services and make direct access to Socket Services must insure such
access is benign and does not interfere with Card Services usage of Socket Services, PC Cards,
sockets, or adapters.

3.1.4 Memory Technology Drivers

The PCMCIA standard supports a wide range of memory devices on PC Cards. While all PC Cards
may be read as if they contained static-RAM devices, special programming algorithms may be
required to write or erase PC Cards. Card Services hides the details of what is required to write or
erase PC Cards from client device drivers through byte-oriented write and copy functions and a
block-oriented erase function.

3 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Within Card Servces, Memory Technology Drvers (MI) implement the specific programming
algorithms'required to access memory devices. These drivers may be embedded within Card
Servces or may register with a Card Servces implementation at run-time. When PC Cards are
installed, MTs monitorig insertion events register with Card ,Servces to support access to a PC
Card through the Card Servces read, wrte, copy, and erase functions.
Card Servces provides default MT for recognized regions. If Card Servces recognizes a region
as being composed of Static RAM devices, it installs a default MI that supports read and write
requests. Reads and writes are performed as simple memory accesses without any algorithmic

operation. Erase requests fail and return MEDIA_NOT_ERASABLE. If Card Servces recognzes a
memory region but not the type of devices in the region, it installs a default MI that supports read
and write requests and fais erase requests. The reads and wrtes are performed as simple memory
accesses without any algorithmic operation. Card Services may include MID support for other
device tyes that require specific programming algorithms.

The intenace between Card Servces and MTD is documented in Section 3.6.

3.1.5 Client Device Drivers

Client device drivers refers to all users of Card Services. These may be device drivers, utilty
programs, or application programs.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 5
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3.2 Programming Interface

3.2.1 Callng Conventions

The Card Servces interface uses a common set of conventions for all functions.

3.2.1.1

3.2.1.2

Basic Operation

Card Services is invoked in a processor and Operating System dependent manner. See
Appendix D for specific binding information.
All function arguments for Card Services requests are passed in binding specific
fashions. Card Services defines six generic arguments:

Function,
Handle,
Pointer,
Status,
Argument Length, and
Argument Pointer.

Many Card Services requests pass all data in the Function, Handle and Pointer
arguments. For such functions no argument packet (as referenced by Argument
Pointer) is required. If a request requires more than these generic arguments, an
argument packet must be used. Staius of the Card Services request is returned in the
Status argument. Using functional notation, a generic Card Services is as follows:
status = CardServices (Function, Handle, Pointer, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

All requests pass the function code of the request in the Function argument. Individual
functions and their function field values are described in later sections. Many requests
require a Card Services handle to identify some resource. These requests pass the
handle in the Handle argument. Some requests require an additional pointer value
which is passed in the Pointer argument.
Many Card Services requests have an additional argument packet which is pointed to
by ArgPointer. The length of the argument packet is passed in the ArgLength

argument. If the ArgLength argument is zero, there is no argument packet and the
value of the ArgumentPointer argument is undefined.
The ArgLength argument may be used by a Card Services implementation to validate
that the argument packet is appropriate for the indicated function. In future releases, a
request might define an extended length argument packet and Card Services could use
this field to determine if the extended length argument packet was being used by the
client requesting the function.
Appendix D defines the specific processor binding for the generic Card Services
arguments.

Argument Packet
Most argument packets are a fixed size determined by the particular function. Some
argument packets can be variable in length. The size of these variable packets is
determined by the caller. Variable length packets are used to contain data set by Card
Services, for example, the Vendor Name ASCII string used to identify a particular
version of Card Services.

The ArgLength argument indicates the length of the total packet. For variable length
argument packets, there are additional fields in the packet that indicate the maximum

3 - 6 PCMCIA @ 1992
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3.2.1.3

length of the variable porton (set by the caler) and the actual 
length of the returned

data (set by Card Servces). Also some requests have more than one variable length
argument. In this case, there is also an offset field that indicates where each additional
variable length field begins.
The specific content of an argument packet is defied for each request that requires an
argument packet.

Logical Sockets

All Card Servces functions, except MapPhySocket, use logical sockets to identify the
socket a function is intended to address. The first physical socket on the first physical
adapter is logical socket zeo (0) eRe (1). The maxmum logical socket is the total
number of sockets present minus one.

3.2.1.4 Reserved Fields

Any reserved fields or undefined bits in entry fields may be ignored by a client
implementing this release of Card Servces. However, reserved fields and undefined
bits should be reset to zero before invokig a Card Servces function because future,
releases of Card Servces may define them. Future releases wil use the reset value for
behavior compliant with this release of Card Servces.
Any reserved fields or undefined bits in fields returned by Card Servces are reset to
zero by Card Servces so future releases of Card Servces wil be able to notif clents

in a manner compliant with this release.

3.2.1.5 Multi-Byte Fields

All multi-byte fields are stored in binding specific format. Multi-byte data returned in,
bulk from a PC Card is kept in little-endian format with the lerist significant byte
appearing fist in memory. For example, the GetTupleData and
Read/rite/CopyMemory requests transfer the data without any byte swapping
processing.
See the Appendix D for more information.

3.2.2 Presence Detection

The Card Servces GetCardServicesInfo function is used to determine the presence of Card
Servces. If this request fails, Card Servces is not present. If it succeeds; Card Servces is present.

3.2.3 Initialization of Card Services

Card Servces is designed to be implemented as an Operating System Dependent Device Driver or
OS extension. If a processor supports different modes of operation, Card Servces can assume that
it is used in only a single mode. For example, Intel 80386 compatible processors can run in Real
Mode or Protect Mode. Card Servces can assume that it is only used in one of these modes at any
tie.
Durig initialization, Card Services determines the state of the host envionment. This includes
determinig available system memory, available 1/ 0 ports, IRQ assignments, instaled PC Cards,
and socket states.
Initialzation is implementation specific.

After Card Servces initializes, all Socket Servces requests (080H through OAEH) are blocked. Card
Servces returns an UNSUPPORTED_FUNCTION error if any attempt is made to use these
functions. This prevents Socket Servces clients who are unaware of the Card Servces interface
from crashing the system by making direct access to hardware through Socket Servces. Such
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crashes could be caused by changing hardware state without Card Services being aware of the
change. Should a Card Services aware client stil require access to Socket Services, it may do so by
using the entry point returned by the RetumSSEntr function.
During initialization, Card Services determines all Soket Services implementations present so that
it can manage the status change interrupt handling required for adapters. Socket Services status
events are enabled based on client event masks. If no clients request an event, Card Services does
not need to enable the event. Card Services records the event when it occurs and notifies any clients
who have registered for its status change event and who have unmasked the event specified.
Card Services notifies registered clients and Memory Technology Drivers when events requiring
callback notification have occurred. Notification is delayed until Card Services is in an enterable
statc which allows callback handlers registered with Card Services to make requests during event
notification so they may reconfigure immediately to react to the event.

lt\

3.2.4 Return Codes

Card Services indicates succcss or failure of a request with the generic Status argument. If the Status
argument is set to a nonzero value on return from a Card Services request, the request failed and
the value in the Status argument describes why the request failed. If the Status argument is reset to
zero on return from a Card Services request, the request succeeded. See Appendix C or an
individual function dcscription for specific return code values. See Appendix D for the processor
specific bindings of the Status argument.

&\ì~;:t)
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3.3 Function Groups

Card Servces functions may be divided into five functional groups:
· Client Servces,
· Resource Management,

· Client Utities,
· Bulk Memory Servces, and

Advanced Client Services.

Client Servces............................. provides for Client initialization and the callback registration of
Clients.

Resource Management............... provides basic access to available system resources, combining
knowledge of the current status of system resources with the
underlying Socket Services adapter control functions.

Client Utilities ............................. perform common tasks required by clients so that functions such
as basic cis tuple processing do not need to be duplicated in each
of the client device drivers.

Bulk Memory Services............... provides read, write, copy and erase memory functions for use by
fie systems or other generic memory clients that want to be
isolated from memory technology hardware details.

Advanced Client Services ......... provide specific functions for clients with special needs.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3.9
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Figure 3-2. Card Services Diagram
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3.3.1 Client Services

There are two types of functions in the Client Services group:
those that support client registration with Card Services to allow event notifications, and
those that provide basic inquiry of PC Cards.

3.3.1.1 Client Registration

Card Services keeps track of the clients that can manipulate PC Cards with Client
Services functions. The GetCardServiceslnfo function is used by a client to determine
the presence of Card Services. Clients invoke the RegisterClient function to inform
Card Services of their presence and their interests in various events. The
DeregisterClient function is used when a client is removing itself from the system.
A client specifies via RegisterClient whether it is a memory or I/O client device driver
or a Memory Technology Driver. It does this by setting the appropriate bits in the
Attributes field of the RegisterClient request.
Clients are notified of events of interest in an order dependent on the type of client and
the order of registration. 1/ 0 clients are notifed of PC Card insertion events first, and
the last I/O client registered is notified first. This order allows the most up-to-date I/O
client, which was the last to register, to configure the PC Card.

.i~lJ..."
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Memory Technology Drivers are notified next in the order of registration. This order
allows more up-to-date MTs to replace MTDs that previously registered for a region
of a PC Card since al installed MTs can register. Notifyng MTs after I/O clents
allows the 1/ 0 client to configure the PC Card and interface before an MID starts
accessing memory regions. MTs are assumed to be unaffected by the selected PC
Card configuration.
Finally, memory clients are notified in the order of registration. This alows memory
clients to make use of the PC Card in the appropriate configuration and also to make
use of MTDs that are already in place to provide access to their memory areas.
Clients can use RegisterClient to be notified of events for all sockets in a system.
RequestSocketMask can be used if a client only wants to be informed of events for a
particular socket. Get/SetEventMask are used to change the event mask for the client.
When a client registers for callbacks, one of the fields in the argument packet provided
is an event mask. This mask identifes the events that the clent wil be notified of by

Card Servces. The mask Card Servces uses can be modified by a client via
SetEventMask at any time to change the events of interest. When an event occurs,
Card Servces examines this mask. If enabled, Card Services notifies the client of this
event. If not enabled, the client is not notified of the event.

3.3.1.2 Basic Card Support
The ResetCard function performs a hardware reset of a PC Card in a speåfic socket. A
hardware reset may cause the card to lose client-speåfic state. Before the hardware
reset is performed, Card Servces generates a RESET_PHYSICAL event. After the
hardware reset, a CARD_RESET event is generated by Card Services. This alows
clients to restore their specific card state. The GetStatus function return information
about the current status of a PC Card and socket.

3.3.2 Resource Management

Card Servces maintains a table of system resources usable by PC Cards and sockets. Resources are
alocated to PC Cards via RequestIO/lRQ/indow functions. These resources inelude 1/ 0 and
memory address space and IRQs. For most effiåent resource utization, resources not needed
permanently by a client may be returned to the resource pool by correspondig
ReleaseIO/lRQ/Window functions. For example, a memory window used to write to a PC Card's
configuration registers on card initialization can be returned to the resource pool after card
intialzation is complete.

The ModifyWindow and MapMemPage functions allow a client to speci what portions of a PC
Card's memory space are mapped into a dedicated memory window. These functions also allow
control of varous attributes of accessing this memory, including access speed and memory space.
A client uses RequestConfiguration to configure a PC Card and socket for an 1/ 0 electrical
interface and a selected configuration entry. RequestIOIIRQ functions must fist be used to define
the 1/ 0 and IRQ requirements of the PC Card. After a suitable configuration is defned,
RequestConfiguration is used to set the PC Card and Socket to the requested configuration.
ModifyConfiguration can be used to make minor adjustments to a socket and PC Card
configuration. The ReleaseConfiguration function reconfgures the PC Card and socket back to
their initial memory only interface.

The RequestSocketMask function indicates that a client wishes to use the PC Card in a socket. This
function allows the client to specify the events it is interested in monitorig. The
ReleaseSocketMask function indicates that a client is no longer using a PC Card in a socket and is
no longer interested in socket event notifications. This also allows Card Services to remove power
from the socket when the last client releases the socket and no memory regions are open.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 11
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3.3.3 Bulk Memory Services -
Bulk Memory Services provide functions that can be used by clients such as fie system utilities or .

XIP install utilities to avoid dealing with all the details of the various memory technologies that can
be present on PC Cards. These functions support a simple Open/Close 

Memory and
ReadIritelCopyMemory model of memory access. This model is similar to open, close, read, and
write access to files in most operating systems.
Card Services determines PC Card memory regions during card insertion processing. Clients may
determine areas in PC Card memory they wish to access by parsing the CiS or using the Card
Services' functions GetFirst/extTuple, GetFirstIextPartition, or GetFirst/NextRegion. Once a
client determines the area of the PC Card they wish to access, they use the Open 

Memory request
and speci the absolute offset on the PC Card where the area begins.

OpenMemory returns a memory handle that is used for all subsequent read, write, copy and erase
operations. These operations specify the location to be accessed relative to the start of the opened
memory area. This allows clients to move data to and from PC Card memory as desired without
concern as to where on the PC Card this particular memory area lies. A client perfomis a
Close Memory request to inform Card Services that it wil no longer be accessing a memory area.
Performing an erase operation differs from the read, write and copy functions. A client that needs
to erase memory must register an erase queue with the RegisterEraseQueue request. The client
then fils an erase queue entry identifying the socket and region of memory to erase. Next, the
CheckEraseQueue request is used to notify Card Services that one or more erase requests have
been made in the erase queue. The actual erase operation is performed asynchronously. When the
erase operation completes, the client is notified through the callback entry point provided in the
erase queue header. In comparison, the read, write, and copy functions return only after the
requested action has been completed.
A client must use DeregisterEraseQueue to request Card Services to relinquish control of an erase .", Y

queue. This must be invoked before a client is removed from memory. DeregisterEraseQueue can W~
only be used when there are no queued erase requests in the erase queue.
Since erase operations return before the erase is complete, the client may be able to perform other
Card Servces functions while waiting for the erase completion. The physical construction of some
cards (or memory components) may prevent some functions until the erase operation in progress
has been completed. In this event, the other requested operation blocks (delays) behind the erase
request within Card Servces until the erase is completed. Card Services does not notify the
requester of erase completion until the blocked request is complete.

3.3.4 Client Utilties
Card Services clients may need to process a PC Card's Card Information Structure (CIS) to
determine if and how they wil interact with a card detected in a socket. (Some clients may receive
all the information they require from the CARD_INSERTION event). The Client Utilties functions
reduce the code required for individual clients to perform such processing. GetFirst/NextTuple
allow a client to traverse the CIS without being aware of how tuple links are evaluated. The client
may concentrate on what to do with tuple data without having to duplicate the link traversal code.
The client retrieves the contents of the tuple by using GetTupleData. Since many clients also
require information describing regions and partitions derived from multiple tuples,
GetFirst/NextRegion and GetFirstIextPartition functions are included to provide specific
information without a client having any knowledge of the specific tuples containing the necessary
data.

.iI1,.'
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Clents should be aware that tuples may change between calls to any of the tuple processing
functions. Tuples could be changed by other clients (such as formatting utilties) that write tuples.
RequestExdusive can be used to prevent other clients from accessing the PC Card during tuple
modifcation.

3.3.5 Advanced Client Services
Advanced Client Services provides a miscellaneous set of functions for use by client device drivers
with special needs. RetumSSEntry provides direct access to Socket Services. Clients that need
direct Socket Servces access can use this function to retrieve a reference to the location containing
the Socket Servces entry point. The MapLogSocket/indow and MapPhySocket/indow
functions have been provided to use Socket Services functions on physical adapter hardware that
has been allocated logically to a client by Card Servces.

WARNING:

Even though direct access to Socket Services is possible, such access
may cause resource management functions iii. Card Services to lose
synchronization resulting in degraded operation, system crashes, or
even hardware damage. Clients directly accessing Socket Services are
responsible to ensure their usage does not interfere with Card Services.

Some advanced PC Card utiities may want to browse information present in Card Servces to
inform the end user of what is present in the host system. GetFirst/NextClient and GetClientInfo
are provided to\retum information about clients registered with Card Services.
SetRegion can be used to define a memory region that an MID can support when Card Servces
doesn't automatically recognize the region.
RegisterTimer alows a client to be called back after the specified delay. The actual callback is only
performed when Card Services is enterable. This may result in a longer delay than specified.
Request/eleaseExdusive allow a client to gain exclusive access to a PC Card. This could be used
to alow a utilty that writes or updates the CiS to have safe access to a PC Card.

ValidateCIS can be used to check the validity of the tuple chains in the CiS.
AddSocketServces allows additional driver versions of Socket Services to be added to an already
initialed Card Services. ReplaceSocketServices allows a different and potentially newer version

of Socket Servces to replace an existing version.
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3.4 Callback Intenaces

Card Services notifies clients of all events through a single callback interface. A client may be called
back for any of the defined events. Except for CARD_INSERTION events, clients are not
guaranteed to be notified in any particular order for a specific event. A client may be notified of any
event at any time. Some events are sequenced in relation to other events. For example, Card
Services notifies all clients of RESET_REQUEST before any client is notified of RESET_PHYSICAL.
Specific event seqeuencing is defined in Section 3.5.

Each event passes information to the client callback handler based on the type of event. Each type
of event and the arguments it passes is discussed in the following sections. A client can make Card
Services requests during callback processing.
Generic argument descriptions are used to define the information that is passed to the client's
callback handler. Appendix H defines the processor specific arguments used. The generic
arguments are:

Function,
Socket,
Info,
MTDRequest,
Buffer,
Misc,
Status, and

ClientData.
Using functional notation, a Card Services callback is as follows:
Status = Callback (Function, Socket, Info, MTDReqest, Buffer, Misc, ClientData)
For all events, the Function argument contains a value identifying the event on entry to the client's
callback handler. These event values are defined so that a single callback procedure can handle all
types of events. The ClientData argument passes the information from the RegisterClient
function's ClientData field.

The Socket argument identifies the socket affected by the event. The Info argument contains other
information specific to the event being reported. The Status argument is used by callback handlers
to return information to Card Services. The Buffer argument is used to pass a buffer the client wil
fil for a GetClientInfo request. The Mise argument is used for miscellaneous information.
The MTDRequest is used specifically by MTDs to support read, write, copy, and erase requests.
A client event handler must preserve all callback entry arguments unless otherwise indicated. This
insures other callback handlers receive the same information and that Card Services may rely on
the information when all handlers have completed processing so it may perform any additional
processing required.

3.4.1 Insertion

The Function, Socket, and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for a
CARD INSERTION event.

~
.JVI

,/

a.'ii;.~~

A client registers for insertion events with the RegisterClient function. Once registered, the client
is notified each time a PC Card is inserted into a socket.

Each time a client registers for insertion events using the RegisterClient request, insertion events
are generated for PC Cards inserted in sockets before the client registered. These artificial insertion
events are intended to allow a client to establish its initial internal state without having to poll Ii
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sockets to determine whether PC Cards are installed. Artificial insertion events are generated only
once when a client first registers. Previously registered clients who have already completed
intialiation do not receive these artificial insertion events.

Since not all sockets may contain PC Cards and Card Servces only sends artificial insertion events
for occupied sockets, a client needs to determine when all such events have been generated. For this
reason, Card Servces generates a special registration complete event directly to the requester after
al artificial insertion events have been sent.

3.4.2 Registration Completion

The Function and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for the
REGISTRA TION_ COMPLETE event.

When a RegisterClient request is made to Card Services, it saves the client registration information
and immediately returns to the client. Card Services then attempts to perform the registration in
the background. When the registration processing is completed, Card Services notifies the
requesting client at its normal callback handler with a REGISTRATION_COMPLETE event.

3.4.3 Status Change

The Function, Socket and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for the
following events:

BATTERY_LOW BATTERY_DEAD
CARD_LOCK CARD_UNLOCK
CARD_READY CARD_REMOVAL

A client can receive events for any socket if it has enabled the event in its global event mask which
is initialy set by a client call to RegisterClient. The global event mask can also be set by
SetEventMask.
To receive specific event notifications for the socket, a client can also perform an optional
RequestSocketMask call before directly accessing a PC Card in a socket. A RequestSocketMask is
useful since it allows a client to be notified of events for a specific socket. If RequestSocketMask is
successful, the client receives events for the specified socket. Once installed, the client's callback
handler is notified of status change events for the socket or PC Card installed in the socket. Clients
may dynamicaly specify which status change events they are interested in by using the
SetEventMask function.

3.4.4 Ejection/lnsertion Requests

The Function, Socket, and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for the
following events:

EJECTION_REQUEST EJECTION_COMPLETE
INSERTION_REQUEST INSERTION_COMPLETE

For the _REQUEST events, the Status argument must be set to SUCCESS on return to Card Services
indicating that the client handled the request. If the Status argument is not set to SUCCESS, the
request is rejected and the ejection or insertion wil not be performed.

, PCMCIA @ 1992 3.15
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Note:
The EJECTION_REQUEST, EJECTION_COMPLETE, INSERTION
_REQUEST, and INSERTION_COMPLETE events refer to states related
to driving a motor to insert or remove a PC Card and are not the same as
the CARD_INSERTION or CARD_REMOVAL events described in
other sections.

ii,":\," '.~,",',
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3.4.5 Exclusive

The Function, Socket, and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for the
following events:

EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE
When a RequestExclusive request is made to Card Services, it saves any information needed and
immediately returns to the client. Card Services then attempts to make the PC Card available for
exclusive use of the requesting client. For the _REQUEST event, the Status argument must be set to
success on return to Card Services indicating the client to allows the request. If the Status argument
is not set to SUCCESS, the request is rejected and the exclusive access wil not be allowed.
When the exclusive processing is completed, Card Services notifies the requesting client at its
callback entry with an EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE event. If the EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST was
rejected, EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE is sent to the requesting client and the Info argument is set to
the return code set by the client that rejected the request.

3.4.6 Reset

The Function, Socket, and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for the
following events:

RESET_REQUEST
CARD_RESET

RESET_PHYSICAL
RESET_COMPLETE

ei:¡'

When a ResetCard request is made to Card Services, it notes that a reset has been requested and
returns from the request. When the reset processing has been completed, Card Services notifies the
client's callback handler with a RESET_COMPLETE event. If the RESET_REQUEST was rejected,
RESET_COMPLETE is sent to the requesting client and the Info argument is set to the return code
set by the client that rejected the request.

3.4.7 Client Information

The Function and ClientData arguments are passed to the client callback handler for the following
events:

CLIENT INFO

The Buffer argument is passed for the CLIENT_INFO callback and points to a data buffer to be
filed with information by the client.

~)
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For the CLIENT_INFO event, the buffer contains the following fields:

Ofet Field Size Type Value Detall/e8crlptlon

0 MaxLen 2 I N Maximum length of buller

2 Intoen 2 ° N Length of Info returned by Client

4 Attibutes 2 I/O N Bit-mappe

6 Revision 2 ° BCD BCD Value of Vendor CS Revision

8 CSLevel 2 ° BCD BCD Value of CS Release

10 RevDate 2 ° N Revision Date in DOS Format

12 NameOl 2 ° N OIet in packet to Client Name string

14 NameLen 2 ° N Length of Client Name ASCIIZ string

16 VStringOIl 2 ° N OIet in packet to Vendor string

18 VSlrngLen 2 ° N Length of Vendor ASCIIZ sIring

N NameSlrng N ° 'S Client Name ASCIIZ string

N VendorString N ° S Vendor String ASCIIZ string

These fields are defined in the Function Reference for GetClientInfo.

3.4.8 Erase Completion

The ERASE COMPLETE event passes Function, Socket, and ClientData arguments to the client
callback haiiler. The Info argument contains the erase queue entry number. The Mise argument
contains the QueueHandle.

When an erase operation is requested of Card Servces either via RegisterEraseQueue or
CheckEraseQueue, Card Servces only notes that there is new information in the erase queue and
returns from the request. When an erase operation completes after having been processed in the
background, the client callback handler specified in the erase queue header is notified of the
ERASE COMPLETE event.

3.4.9 MTD Request

The MT_REQUEST event passes Function, Buffer, MTDRequest, Socket and ClientData
arguments to the client callback handler. See Section 3.6 for a description of the MTDRequest.

3.4.10 Timer

The TIMER_EXPIRED event passes Function, Misc and ClientData arguments to the client callback
handler. The Mise argument contains the timer handle returned by RegisterTimer.

New Socket Servces
The SS _UPDATED event passes the Function, Socket, ClientData, and Info arguments to the client
callback handler. The Socket argument contains the logical socket number of the first socket
supported by the newly installed Socket Servces handler.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 -17
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The Info argument is bit mapped as follows:

BitsO..7 Number of sockets affected

Bit B New Sockets (set to one = true)

Bits9"15 RESERVED (reset to zero)

New Sockets bit is reset to zero if the previously installed Socket Services handler was replaced and
is set to one if a new Socket Services handler is now providing support for additional sockets.

3 -18 PCMCIA @ 1992
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3.5 Events

This secton describes the individual events that Card Services reports to clients. The following are
discussed for each event:

· Specific cause(s) of the event,
Pre-client processing by Card Services before notifying any clients,
Expected client processing of the event, and

. Post-client processing by Card Services after all clients are notified.

3.5.1 BATTERY_DEAD

Callback (BATTERY_DEAD, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The BATIERY_DEAD event indicates the battery on a PC Card is no longer serviceable and data
maybe lost.

Cause

Pre-Client

The BA TIERY _DEAD event occurs when the BVDI signal on a PC Card is negated

(asserted low). This signal may be available at the socket interface or in the pin
replacement register. The negation of this signal results in a status change

interrpt.
Card Servces notes a transition to a BATIERY_DEAD state. When the Card
Servces interface is available, Card Services notifies clients who have indicated
their interest in BATIERY_DEAD events.

Client A client processing BATTERY_DEAD notifications might warn the end-user that
the PC Card is no longer capable of safely storing data if the PC Card is removed.
How the client interacts with the end-user or what data loss preventive measures
are taken is implementation specific.
Card Services does not perform any additional processing after notifyng clients
using the socket of the BA TIERY _DEAD event.

i

Post-Client

Note:
If . the battery on a PC Card is dead when it is inserted, no
BATTERY_DEAD eventisgenerated. A BATTERY_DEAD event is only
generated when the BVDl signal is negated after a PC Card has been
inserted with the BVDl signal asserted.

See also BATIERY_LOW.

3.5.2 BATTERY_LOW

Callback(BATTERY_LOW, socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The BA TIERY _LOW event indicates the battery on a PC Card is weak and should be replaced. Data
integrty on the PC Card is stil assured.
Cause The BATIERY_LOW event occurs when the BVD2 signal on a PC Card is negated

(asserted low). This signal may be available at the socket interface or in the pin
replacement register. The negation of this signal results in a status change

interrpt.
Pre-Client Card Servces notes a transition to a BATTERY LOW state. When the Card

Services interface is available, Card Services notifies clients who have indicated
their interest in BATTERY LOW events.
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Client

Post-Client

A client processing BATTERY_LOW notifications might warn the end-user that
the PC Card battery needs replacing, but data integrity is stil assured. How the
client interacts with the end-user or what data loss preventive measures are taken
is implementation specific.

Card Services does not perform any additional processing after notifying clients
using the socket of the BATTERY_LOW event.

Note:
If the battery is weak on a PC Card when it is inserted, no
BATTERY_LOW event is generated. A BATTERY_LOW event is only
generated when the BVD2 signal is negated after a PC Card has been
inserted with the BVD2 signal asserted.

See also BATTERY DEAD.

3.5.3 CARD_INSERTION

Callback (CARD_INSERTION , Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The CARD )NSERTION event indicates a PC Card has been inserted in a socket or a client has just
registered for insertion events and Card Services is creating artificial insertion events for PC Cards
already in sockets.

Cause

Pre-Client

Client

The CARD_INSERTION event occurs when the Card Detect pins (CDl and CD2)
are negated by the insertion of a PC Card. Card Services issues an
AcknowledgeInterrupt request to Socket Services.
CARD_INSERTION events may also be artificially generated by Card Services
after a new client performs a RegisterClient request. Artificial
CARD_INSERTION events are only generated for sockets containing PC Cards.
Registering clients may indicate whether they wish artificial CARD_INSERTION
events for all PC Cards or only those without exclusive clients.
When a exclusive use of a PC Card is requested by RequestExclusive, a
CARD_INSERTION event is generated to the requesting client if exclusive use can
be granted. The ReleaseExclusive function also generates CARD_INSERTION
events to all registered clients.
If power was not previously applied to the socket, Card Services sets Vcc to 5 volts.
If the PC Card is not already in use, Card Services initiates a hardware reset of the
PC Card. Sometime later, Card Services completes the reset.

Card Servces then attempts to read the Card Information Structure (CIS).

Card Services uses device information from the Card Information Structure to
create region description structures in its internal data area. Region description
structures are created for both attribute and common memory on the PC Card.
This information is later used by Card Services when clients request memory
access. Other tuples processed by Card Services include the Function ID and
Manufacturer il tuples.

After the CIS is processed, all clients who have used the RegisterClient function
to indicate their interest in insertion events are notified by Card Services. Clients
may have enough information provided by a GetConfigurationlnfo request to
determine if they wish to use the PC Card. If they do not have enough information,
clients may use Card Services functions to further process the CIS. Clients may
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Post-Client

process tuples directly using the memory ReadMemory functions or use the tuple
processing functions GetFirst/NextTuple, GetFirst/extRegion or GetFirst

INextPartition.
If a client wishes to be notified of events for only a particular socket, it uses the
RequestSocketMask function which enables events for the specified socket.
Clients may request exclusive use of a PC Card with the RequestExclusive
function. If a previous client has requested the exclusive use of the PC Card, an
exclusive request is rejected. The function GetConfigurationlnfo can be used to
determine whether the PC Card is currently in-use and if it is being exclusively
used.

An 10 client can use RequestConfiguration to set the configuration desired for a
PC Card and socket. Before an 10 client uses RequestConfiguration it must use
the resource management functions to configure the PC Card and/ or socket as
required. These functions wil not succeed if a previous client has already
configured the PC Card and socket.
A memory clent can simply use the memory access functions to read, write, copy
or erase data on the PC Card.
If no clients indicate they wish to use the socket with a RequestSocketMask,
OpenMemory, or RequestConfiguration request after they have been notifed of
the CARD_INSERTION event, Card Services removes power from the socket.

See also CARD _ REMOV AL.

3.5.4 CARD_LOCK

Callback (CARD_LOCK, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The CARD_LOCK event indicates a mecanical latch has been manipulated preventing the
removal of the PC Card from the socket.
Cause

Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

Some sockets have hardware which can lock a PC Card into a socket to prevent
inadvertent removal durig operation. In addition, some sockets can report a
change in the status of the locking hardware to warn that the card may be removed
before it is actually removed. If a socket supports this capabilty, Card Services
generates a CARD_LOCK event when the mechanical latch is locked.

Card Servces does not perform any pre-client processing.

A client might respond to a CARD_LOCK event notifcation by setting internal
state that it is safe to perfmi direct code execution from a PC Card. With the
CARD_LOCK event, a client can be assured that directly executing code cannot be
interrpted by the removal of a PC Card. Any client processing is implementation
specific.

Card Servces does not perform any post-client processing.

See also CARD UNLOCK.
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3.5.5 CARD_READY

Callback (CARD_READY , Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData) ~\
The CARD_READY event indicates a PC Card's +RDY / -BSY line has transitioned from the busy to
ready state.
Cause
Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

A PC Card's +RDY / -BSY line changes from low to high.

Card Services does not perform any pre-client processing.
A client or MTD might respond to a CARD_READY event by completing an
operation that is partially automated by a PC Card's on-board logic. It is expected
that most clients wil ignore CARD_READY events, performing polling to
determine when PC Card's are in the ready state. Processing of this event is
implementation specific.

Card Services does not perform any post-client processing.

Note:
Most PC Card's drive the +RDY/-BSY line low (to the busy state)
whenever data is output to the card. As soon as the PC Card is ready to
receive additional data, the +RDY/-BSY line is returned to the high
(ready) state. For that reason, CARD_READY events may be extremely
frequent. Clients may completely ignore such events and improve
overall system response by resetting the READY bit in their global and
socket eventmasks by using SetEventMask as necessary.

3.5.6 CARD_REMOVAL

e"'" ,~,:',',y'il
Callback (CARD_REMOVAL , Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The CARD_REMOVAL event indicates a PC Card has been removed from a socket.

Cause

Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

The -CDI and -CD2 pins in a socket transition from low to high or a client requests
a PC Card be reset. The RequestExclusive function generates CARD_REMOVAL
events to clients that were registered for the socket. The ReleaseExclusive function
also generates a CARD _ REMOV AL event to the client exclusively using a PC Card
after a RequestExclusive.
Card Services does not perform any pre-client processing.
A client must perform corresponding Release_ resource requests for all
successfully performed Request_ resource functions. ReleaseConfiguration must
be requested first, followed by any additional Request_ functions. For example, if
a client has routed the PC Card's IREQ line with RequestlRQ then a ReleaseIRQ
request should be made. This allows Card Services to update its internal database
of system resource allocations and adjust socket hardware appropriately.
Card Services removes power from the socket.

-;
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Note:
Clients should not attempt to make any further access to a socket after
the CARD_REMOVAL event is received. Clients executing code
directy from PC Card memory must pay particular attention to this
event.

Warning:

Should a client fail to perform the appropriate Release_requests, Card
Servces' internal database of system resource allocations wil not
correctly reflect the resource state. Resources wil be marked as in-usc
when they are in fact available.

See also CARD_INSERTION and CARD_LOCK.

3.5.7 CARD_RESET

Callback ( CARD_RESET, Socket, ResetStatus, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The CARD_RESET event indicates a hardware reset has occurred on the PC Card in the specified
socket.

Cause
Pre-Client

Client

Post-Client

A client requested a ResetCard and the reset has been completed.
Card Services has successfully perfornied a RESET_REQUEST notification and has
physically reset the PC Card.
This is an opportunity for a client to re-establish any hardware state that existed
before the PC Card was reset. The Info argument contains SUCCESS if the reset has
been successfully completed. If the reset was rejected, the Info argument contains
IN_USE. If the reset was not successful, Info contains a return code indicating the
reason for the failure. Handling of the event is implementation speåfic.
Card Servces sends a RESET_COMPLETE notification directly to the client which
requested the ResetCard function.

See also RESET_COMPLETE, RESET_PHYSICAL and RESET_REQUEST.

3.5.8 CARD_UNLOCK

Callback(CARD_UNLOCK, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The CARD_UNLOCK event indicates a mechanical latch has been manipulated allowing the
removal of the PC Card from the socket.

Cause

Pre-Client

Some sockets have hardware which can lock a PC Card into a socket to prevent
inadvertent removal during operation. In addition, some sockets can report a
change in the status of the locking hardware to warn that the card can be removed
before it is actually removed. If a socket supports this capabilty, Card Services
generates a CARD_UNLOCK event when the mechanical latch is unlocked.
Card Services does not perform any pre-client processing.
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Client

Post-Client

A client might respond to a CARD_UNLOCK event notification by setting internal
state that it is not safe to perform direct code execution from a PC Card. Processing
of the event is implementation specific.

Card Services does not perform any post-client processing.

,,-'~';,.',',:
Ii

./

See also CARD LOCK.

3.5.9 CLIENT INFO

status = Callback(CLIENT_INFO, 0, 0, null, Buffer, 0, ClientData)

The CLIENT_INFO event requests that the client return its client information data.

Cause A requestor used GetClientInfo to ask Card Services to return information about
a client.

Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

Card Services calls the client for which information has been requested.
The client should copy its client information data into the buffer provided by Card
Services.

Card Services returns the client information data to the requestor.

WARNING:

This is one of the events that require a response from the client's
callback handler.

See also CLIENT INFOSIZE.
I'"ij\

'I,"","
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3.5.10 EJECTION_COMPLETE

Callback (EJECTION_COMPLETE, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The EJECTION_COMPLETE event indicates a motor has completed ejecting a PC Card from a
socket.

Cause

Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

If a socket has hardware which can eject a PC Card from a socket, this event is
generated when the ejection has been completed.

Card Services does not perform any pre-client processing.
A client might maintain an on-screen icon of the state of the socket. When this
event is received, the icon could indicate ejection was complete and the PC Card
could be removed from the socket. Processing of this even is implementation
specific.

Card Services turns off the ejection motor if this is not performed automatically.

See also EJECTION_REQUEST.

l/
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3.5.11 EJECTION_REQUEST

status = Callback(EJECTION_REQUEST, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The EJECTION_REQUEST event indicates an end-user is requesting that a PC Card be ejected from
a socket using a motor-driven mechanism.
Cause If a socket has hardware which can eject a PC Card from a socket, this event is

generated when an end-user requests ejection be performed.

Pre-Client Card Servces does not perform any pre-client processing.

Client A client may ignore the event by returning with the Status argument set to
SUCCESS. Card Servces wil then attempt to eject the PC Card from the socket. A
client may also choose to prevent the ejection. In this case, the client should return
from its callback handler with the Status argument not set to SUCCESS.

Post-Client Card Servces either starts the ejection motor after all clients are notified or ignores
the ejection request depending on the state of the Status argument on return from
the client's calback handler. After the ejection motor has completed ejecting the PC
Card, the EJECTION_COMPLETE event is generated.

WARNING:

This is one of the events that require a response from the client's
callback handler.

See also EJECTION_COMPLETE, INSERTION_COMPLETE and INSERTION_REQUEST.

3.5.12 ERASE_COMPLETE

Callback ( ERASE_COMPLETE, Socket, EraseQueueEntryNum,
EraseQueueHandle, ClientData)

The ERASE- COMPLETE event indicates a queued erase request that is processed in the
background has been completed. The client handle specified in the background erase queue data
structure header identifies the client callback handler that is notified of this event.

null, null,

Cause The processing of a client's queued erase request has been completed by Card
Servces.
Card Services performs the processing required by the client's queued erase
request.

The EraseQueueHandle is passed in the Misc argument. The
EraseQueueEntryNum of the erase that was completed is passed in the Info
argument. A client wil check the EntryState for the affected erase queue entries to
verify that the erase succeeded. The client then may immediately request that Card
Services perform writes to record initial data structures in the newly erased block.
Card Servces does not perform any post-client processing.

Pre-Client

Client

Post-Client
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3.5.13 EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE

Callback(EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE, Socket, ExclusiveStatus,
ClientData)

The EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE event indicates whether the client that requested exclusive access to
a PC Card via the RequestExdusive function has received it.
Cause A client uses RequestExdusive to gain exclusive access to a PC Card that may

already be in use by other clients.
Pre-Client Card Servces has completed its processing. The Info argument indicates the client

now has exclusive use if set to SUCCESS. If Info is not set to SUCCESS, the
RequestExclusive failed and the client does not have exclusive access to the PC
Card and the Info value (return code) indicates the reason for failure.

Client If the request was successfully handled, the client can now use the PC Card

exclusively.

Post-Client Card Services does not perform any post-client processing.

null, nullO, f)

See also EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST.

3.5.14 EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST

status = Callback(EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST event indicates that a client is trying to gain exclusive use of a PC Card
via the RequestExclusive function.
Cause A client uses RequestExclusive to gain exclusive access to a PC Card that may

already be in use by other clients. Card Services sends EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST
events to clients registered for the affected PC Card. The clients use the event
return code to indicate whether or not they are wiling to relinquish use of the PC
Card.

Card Servces has already returned from the RequestExdusive function. This
notification is being made from a background execution thread of Card Services.
The Card Services interface is available.

.',-"
Pre-Client

Client If the client is wiling to relinquish its use of the PC Card, it should return the status
argument set to SUCCESS. If the client is not wiling to relinquish its use of the PC
Card, the status argument should not be set to SUCCESS.
If any client rejects the event, Card Services terminates notification processing and
notifies the requesting client that the exclusive request failed. Once all clients have
accepted the EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST event, Card Services sends
CARD _ REMOV AL events to all clients registered and then sends a
CARD_INSERTION event to the requesting client. Finally, Card Services sends the
EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE event to the requesting client.

Post-Client

WARNING:

This is one of the events that require a response from the client's
callback handler.

See also EXCLUSIVE COMPLETE.

ld?
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3.5.15 INSERTION_COMPLETE

Callback(INSERTION_COMPLETE, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, clientData)

The INSERTION_COMPLETE event indicates a motor has completed inserting a PC Card in a
socket.

Cause If a socket has hardware which can insert a PC Card into a socket, this event is
generated when the insertion has been completed.
Card Servces does not perform any pre-client processing.
A client might maintain an on-screen icon of the state of the socket. When this
event is received, the icon could indicate insertion was complete and the PC Card
was in the socket. This functionality is implementation dependent.
Card Servces turns off the insertion motor, if this is not performed automatically.

Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

See also INSERTION_REQUEST.

3.5.16 INSERTION_REQUEST

status = Callback (INSERTION_REQUEST, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The INSERTION_REQUEST event indicates an end-user is requesting that a PC Card be inserted
into a socket using a motor-driven mechanism.
Cause If a socket has hardware which can insert a PC Card into a socket, this event is

generated when an end-user requests insertion be performed.

Pre-Client Card Servces does not perform any pre-client processing.

Client A client may ignore the event by returnng with the Status argument set to
SUCCESS. Card Servces wil then attempt to insert the PC Card into the socket. A
clent may also choose to prevent the insertion. In this case, the client should return
from its callback handler with the Status argument not set to SUCCESS.

Post-Client Card Servces starts the insertion motor after all clients are notified or ignores the
request depending on the state of the Status argument on return from the client's
callback handler. After the insertion motor has completed inserting the PC Card,
the INSERTION_COMPLETE event is generated.

WARNING:

This is one of the events that require a response from the client's
callback handler.

See also EJECTION_COMPLETE, EJECTION_REQUEST and INSERTION_COMPLETE.

3.5.17 PM_RESUME

This revision of Card Services does not specify how Power Management events are handled.

3.5.18 PM_SUSPEND

This revision of Card Servces does not specify how Power Management events are handled.
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3.5.19 REGISTRATION_COMPLETE

Callback(REGISTRATION_COMPLETE, 0, 0, null, null, 0, clientData)

The REGISTRATION_COMPLETE event indicates a registration request that is processed in the
background has been completed. The client handle specified in the RegisterClient request
indicates the only client that wil be notified of this event.
Cause The processing of a client's RegisterClient request has been completed by Card

Servces.

e\) .

post-Client

Card Services has completed notifying the client of any PC Cards that were already
installed when the RegisterClient function was requested.
Clients have probably been waiting for this event to signal they may continue their
foreground processes that generated the onginal request. In this case, clients will
most likely just set a semaphore indicating the request is complete. Then, when
their foreground process again receives control, it wil confirm the semaphore has
been set and continue processing. This functionality is implementation specific.
Card Servces does not perform any post-client processing.

Pre-Client

Client

3.5.20 RESET_COMPLETE

Callback (RESET_COMPLETE, Socket, ResetStatus, null, null, 0, clientData)

The RESET_COMPLETE event indicates a ResetCard request that is processed in the background
has been completed. The client handle specified in the ResetCard request identifies the client
callback handler that is notified of this event. Other clients that may be using the card wil not
receive the RESET_COMPLETE event.

Cause The processing of a client's ResetCard request has been completed by Card
Services.

l.i) ~

post-Client

Card Services has completed the reset processing for the specified card.
A Client has probably been waiting for this event to signal they may continue their
foreground processes that generated the onginal request. In this case, clients wil
most likely just set a semaphore indicating the request is complete. Then, when
their foreground process again receives control, it wil confirm the semaphore has
been set and continue processing. The Info argument contains SUCCESS if the
reset has been successfully completed. If the reset was rejected, the Info argument
contains IN_USE. If the reset was not successful, Info contains a return code
indicating the reason for the failure. Processing of this event by the client is
implementation specific.

Card Services does not perform any post-client processing.

Pre-Client
Client

3.5.21 RESET_PHYSICAL

callback(RESET_PHYSICAL, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, Clientoata)

The RESET_PHYSICAL event indicates a hardware reset is about to occur on the PC Card in the
specified socket.

Cause A client requested a ResetCard and no client rejected the previous
RESET_REQUEST event.

Pre-Client Card Services has successfully performed a RESET_REQUEST notification. tl
~ ~;
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Client This is an opportunity for a client to save any hardware state that may be lost when
the PC Card is physically reset. Client proæing is implementation spefic.
Card Servces sends a CARD_RESET to all clients and a RESET_COMPLETE
notification directly to the client which requested the ResetCard function.

Post-Client

See also CARD_RESET, RESET_COMPLETE and RESET_REQUEST.

3.5.22 RESET_REQUEST

status = Callback (RESET_REQUEST, Socket, 0, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The RESET_REQUEST event indicates a physical reset has ben requested by a client.

Cause A client has requested a ResetCard function.

Pre-Client Card Services has already returned to the client requesting the ResetCard
function. This notification is being made from a background execution thread of
Card Services. The Card Servces interface is available.

Client This is an opportunity for a client to prevent the reset request from occurrng. The

Status argument indicates whether the client will allow the reuest to complete. If
the Status argument is se to SUCCESS on return from client notification, Card
Servces continues to notify other clients. If the Status argument is not set to
SUCCESS on return from client notification, Card Servces sends a
RESET_COMPLETE event to the requesting client with the Info argument
indicating the request was rejected.

Post-Client Card Services sends a RESET_PHYSICAL notification and hardware reset is
" performed on the PC Card. Card Services then sends a CARD_RESET. Finally,
Card Servces sends a RESET_COMPLETE notification directly to the client which
requested the ResetCard function.

WARNING:

This is one of the events that require a response from the client's
callback handler.

See also CARD_RESET, RESET_COMPLETE and RESET_PHYSICAL.

3.5.23 TIMER_EXPIRED

Callback (TIMER_EXPIRED, 0, 0, null, null, TimerHandle, ClientData)

The TIMER_EXPIRED event indicates a timer registered by a client RegisterTimer request has
expired. The Mise argument contains the timer handle returned by RegisterTimer.
Cause The wait count has expired for a RegisterTimer request.

Pre-Client Card Services has received a timer tick interrupt, noted the Card Services interface
is available and the wait count is or will be decremented to zero (0) by this tick.

Client The client may perform any processing it may have delayed.

Post-Client No Post-Client processing is performed.
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3.5.24 55_UPDATED

Callback(SS_UPDATED, socket, SSinfo, null, null, 0, ClientData)

The SS _UPDATED event indicates that an AddSocketervices or ReplaceSocketServices request
has changed the support provided for sockets.
Cause AddSocketServices or ReplaceSocketServices has been called.

Pre-Client Card Servces uses the new Socket Servces handler to determine what hardware
resources are now available for the affected sockets.

e

Client
Post-Client

The client may react to the new or changed socket support.

No Post-Client processing is performed.

3.5.25 WRITE_PROTECT

Callback (WRITE_PROTECT, socket, wPState, NULL, NULL, NULL, ClientData)

The WRITE_PROTECT event indicates that the write protect status of the PC Card in the indicated socket
has changed.

Cause The write-protect switch on a PC Card ha been moved.

Card Services does not peiform any pre-client plOcessing.

The client may check the value of the WPState field. IfWPState is zero, the PC Card is note
write-protected. If WPState is non-zero, the PC Card is now write-protected.

Card Se1'vices does not peiform any post-client processing.

Pre-Client
Client

Post-Client

Note:
Not all socket hardware is capable of reporting a change in a PC Card's
write protect status. For this reason, a client should not rely on a
WRTE_PROTECT notification as the sole method of determining a PC
Card's write protect status.

eJ

3.6 Memory Technology Drivers

This section describes Memory Technology Drivers also known as MIDs. MIDs implement
specific programming algorithms required to access memory devices on PC Cards. Card Services
relies on MIDs to perform the actual read, write, copy, and erase functions. Card Servces uses the
MID Interface described in this section to access the MIDs which, in turn, use the MID Helper
Routines and the Media Access Table (MAT) Functions to access the PC card. Additional
information on the MID Helper Functions can be found in Appendix E.

3.6.1 Registration

MIDs register with Card Services like any other client by using the RegisterOient request. The
data provided as an argument to RegisterClient includes an attribute field to indicate the requester
is an MID. The MT's client callback handler is the entry point for MID read, write, copy, and
erase requests.

When an MID is notified of CARD_INSERTION events, it can use the GetFirst/extRegion
functions to determine if it wishes to handle read, write, copy and erase requests for memory on
the PC Card. If an MTD elects to handle a region, it performs a RegisterMTD request to inform
Card Services to use the MID for all access to the region. If an MID elects not to handle a region,
the region is then handled by a previously installed MID. By default, Card Services installs an ~)
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MT that supports read and write access to SRAM memory regions and non SRAM regions. In
general, a clent cannot depend on the state of memory after an erase request for a given M'the
value read from a memory area that was just erased is undefined.
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3.6.2 Card Servlces/MTDlnterface
All requests to MT are made via the MID_REQUEST event with the Function, Socket,
ClientData, Buffer and MTRequest arguments. The MIDRequest argument points to the
following structure:

Of." Field Size Type Value Oetall/De.crlptlon

0 Length 2 I N Length of this packet

2 Logical Socket 2 I N Soket containing PC Card to Access

4 SrcCardOfet 4 I N Source Card Ofet for request

8 DesICardOtlet 4 I N Destination Card Ofet for request

12 TransferLength 4 I N Length of Request
RW = Bytes
Erase = Powr of Two

16 Function 1 I N MTD request function

17 Access Spe 1 I N Acess Spe for Region

18 MTDID 2 I N MTD's token from RegisterMTD for Region

20 MTDStatus 2 I/O N MTD Returned Status

22 Timeout Count 2 I/O N TImeou Cont for Timer delayed requests

24 MAT N i N Media Acss Table

When Card Setvces receives a read, write, or copy request from a client, it builds an MTRequest
packet and generates the MT _REQUEST event to the appropriate MID. Also, when Card Services
fids an erase request in an erase queue, it constructs an erase request packet and passes it to the

MID for servcing.
Clients make read, write, copy, and erase requests using offsets relative to the beginning of the area
identied in the OpenMemory request. MIDs require the absolute offset from the beginning of the
PC Card. Card Services converts the offset address from relative to absolute in the MT request
packet before passing the request to the MID.
Card Servces performs some additional processing for a copy request. This processing varies
depending on whether or not the adapter supports direct memory mapping.
If an adapter does not support direct memory mapping, Card Services converts a copy request into
individual MID read and write requests. An MID does not receive a copy request in this case. Card
Servces breaks the request into a read followed by a write using an internal copy buffer. For
example, if a copy request for 32KB is made and the system only supports accessing through a 16
byte window, Card Services breaks the request into 16 byte reads and writes to the MT.
If an adapter supports direct memory mapping, Card Services maps the PC Card source area into
a system address range and indicates this as the system buffer address, it sets the PC Card source
offset, and requests an MID copy operation. The PC Card source offset is provided to allow the
MID to manage power to the PC Card. This may be required to read from the PC Card.
SrcCardOffset contains the first memory location on the PC Card to read from for a Read request.
For a copy request, it contains the memory offset on the PC Card that corresponds to the memory
address passed in the Buffer argument. For a copy, this PC Card offset can be used by the MID to
appropriately manage access to the devices on the PC Card (if required).

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 -31
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DestCardOffset contains the first memory location on the PC Card of the destination for a Write
and Copy request.
TransferLength contains the length in bytes of the request.
Function is a bit-mapped field defined as:

BitO..l Command:
Erase (OOH)

Read (OlH)
Write (02H)

Copy (03H)

Bit 2 DisableEraseBeforeWrite

Bit 3 VerifAfterWrite

Bit 4 Ready Continued

BitS Timeout Continued

Bit 6 Last in Sequence

Bit 7 First in Sequence

Command identifies the MTD function request.
VerifyAfterWrite and DisableEraseBeforeWrite are only valid for a Write command.

VerifyAfterWrite requires the MTD to verify that the data was written correctly.
DisableEraseBeforeWrite requires the MTD to not erase the memory before writing data. If this bit
is reset to zero, the erase is only done for requests that are erase block aligned and a multiple of
erase blocks. UNSUPPORTED_MODE is returned if an MTD doesn't support write verification.
Ready Continued indicates that this request was a continuation of a previous client request and is
being continued by a RDY event from the PC Card. Timeout Continued indicates that this request
is being continued by a timeout. If neither of these bits are set to one, this request is an original
request from a client. Both bits can be set to one if both events have occurred before Card Services
was able to make the MTD request.

For a read, write, or copy First in Sequence and Last in Sequence indicate whether the request is
part of a sequence that Card Services has broken up into smaller requests due to buffering or
window allocation limitations. This information wil typically be used to alloVl effcient power
management of the PC Card. If this is the first request of the sequence, First in Sequence is set to
one. If this is the last request, Last in Sequence is set to one. If a request corresponds to a single
client request, both bits are set to one. If this request is neither the first nor last in the sequence, both
bits are reset to zero.

Access Speed indicates the access speed for the memory being accessed. This field is defined the
same way as the field for GetFirst/NextPartition.
MTD 10 contains the value the MTD passed to Card Services in RegisterMTD. The MTD can use
this value for its own purposes.
MTDStatus is set by the MTD when it returns a request with an SUCCESS or BUSY return code.
This value is used by Card Services as the return code to the requesting client when SUCCESS is
returned by the MID. This field tells Card Services what event wil trigger a retry of this request
when BUSY is returned by the MTD.

3.32 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Timeout Count indicates the timeout count when an MID returns MTD _ W AITTIMER or

MID _ W AITRDY MIDStatus with a BUSY return code. A zero value causes the request to be
retried at the next opportunity. The count is specified in lms increments.

WARNING:

This timeout value along with the timeout grm,ularihj is not
guaranteed and depends on system implementation details (see
RegisterTimer).

MAT contains the Media Access Table (NOT a pointer to the table) defined in a later section.
The MT returns with the Status argument set to SUCCESS if the request has been completed. If
an error occurred, the MID places the error code in the MTDStatus argument. MIDs return the
same codes to Card Servces as are returned by Card Services to the client. If the MID returns to
Card Servces with a return code of BUSY, some of the MTDStatus values inform Card Services of
specific action that it should take for this MTD request.
These values determine the event that wil trigger Card.Services to retry the request:

MTDSt8tu. MTD State Card Service. reaction

MTD_WAITREO (OOH) not currently able to retries the request when MTD completes background operation
service request

MTD_WAITTMER (01H) waitng lor speifed period calls the MTD after the timeout period expires
before cotinuing request
service timeout count is specified in the Timeout Count field in the request packet

\
before notifying MTD of timer expiration, Tlmout Continued is set to one in the
Function field of the request packet

MTD_WAlTROY (02H) waiting for ROY before calls the MTO when the PC Card indicates ROY
continuing requet service

the Timeout Count field is the maximum time Card Services wil wait for ROY

the Ready Continued bit of the Function field is set to one to indicate a ROY
event continued request

if the request times out, the Timout Continued bit of the Funcion field is set to
one

MTD_WAITPOWER(03H) not currently able to retries the request after a power change occurs that could affec this request
service request due to lack
of power 

3.6.3 MTD Helper Interface

During the processing of a read, write, copy or erase request, MTDs can use the MID Helper
Functions to control low level details of card access. The MTD Helper Functions are all accessed via
the entry point at the end of the MAT table included in the MIDRequest packet. MIDs use these
services to perform socket and window management tasks. MTDs are NOT permitted to use Card
Services functions other than those provided by the Helper Service when processing read, write,
copy, and erase requests.
The complete MID Helper Service interface is described in Appendix E.
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3.6.4 Erase Queuing

Card Services accepts additional erase requests while erase operations are in progress. MTDs may Il'i
limit the number of simultaneous erases they can process. If an MTD cannot process an erase
request when received because it has an erase in progress can not obtain sufficient programming
current, it returns BUSY and MTD _ W AITREQ or MTD _ W AITPOWER to Card Services. Card
Services leaves the erase request in the erase queue. Later, when the MTD notifies Card Services the
erase in progress has been completed via a SUCCESS return code, any queued erase requests are
re-attempted by Card Services.

3.6.5 Blocking

MIDs may not be able to satisfy read or write requests while an erase operation is in progress.
MIDs handle this situation the same manner as simultaneous erases. The MTD returns BUSY and
MTD _ W AITREQ. Unlike simultaneous erase, Card Services does not queue the request internally
and return to the requesting client. In this case, Card Services blocks (delays) the request waiting
for the erase in progress to complete. When notified by the MID via a SUCCESS return code that
the erase has completed, Card Services saves the erase completion status, and attempts the blocked
request. Card Services notifies the client the blocked request has completed. Then, Card Services
notifies the requesting client that the erase causing the blockage has completed. If the erase request
was not the blocking request, the erase request completion status is saved until the blocking request
completes.

3.6.6 Card Services Request Retries

Card Services and MTDs cooperate to service client memory access requests. When an MTD
returns to Card Services after processing a request, it indicates whether the request has been fully
or partially processed. The code returned to Card Services helps determine what action Card ..

Services takes next. If a request is fully processed, Card Services informs the requesting client. It ..II

does this directly or via a callback for erase requests. If the request is not fully processed, the MTD
informs Card Services when to retry the request via the MTDStatus value in the MTDRequest, and
Card Services saves the request on in an internal list.

The specific implementation details of Card Services are vendor dependent, but from an MTD
perspective there are four logical lists of pending requests:

POWER,
MID,
TIMER, and

READY.

A power change triggers processing retries for all requests pending due to lack of power (the
POWEWR list). A SUCCESS return code from an MTD triggers processing retries for all requests
pending due to an WAIT_REQ (the MTD list). A timeout triggers a retry of the affected pending
request (the TIMER list). A RDY signal triggers processing retries for all requests awaiting a RDY
for the socket (the READY list).

Additionally, a request awaiting a RDY can timeout. If the timeout happens for such a request only
that request is retried. Finally, if there are requests awaiting a RDY event and Card Services notices
that the PC Card is RDY, the pending RDY requests are retried. Requests that were returned with
a MTD _ W AITPOWER or MTD _ W AITREQ can also specify a timeout value to defer retry

processing.

The Card Services response to specific MTD return codes and other events are described in the
following table. An MTD wil get retry requests from Card Services when the appropriate trigger
events occur. An MTD muat check whether it is possible to continue processing the retried request .ìi, ).o
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since the request may have been retried due to an unrelated event. If the request was not servced,
the MI simply uses the appropriate return code to request that Card Services retry the request
later.

For example, assume an Ml expects a ROY event to allow further servicing for a request. Also
assume there are other ROY pending requests. Now when a ROY is signalled from the PC Card, al
pending ROY requests for the soket wil be retried by Card Servces. The MID must determne
whether the RDY event applies to each request presented by Card Services.
Card Services may not retry all pending requests at one time. Since MI request retries are

tyicaly processed whie in an interrpt handler, extensive processing may adversely affect host
performance. Therefore, Card Servces may process some requests and then wait for some period
of time before continuing processing. However, Card Services ensures a single trigger event causes
al requests waiting for that event to be retried. For example, Card Servces ensures that all requests
pending a RDY event are processed after each ROY is asserted.

AetumCode MTDStatue Card Serlc.. AeaponaEvent

BUSY MTD_ WAlTPOWEA Put request on the power pending list

Retry an power pending requestsPower change

BUSY MTD_WAITTIMER Put request on the timer pending list

Time Retry the timed-out requet

BUSY MTD _ WAITROY Put request on the ROY pending list for this socket

ROY Retry all ROY pending requets for the socket

Timeout Retry timed.out ROY request

BUSY

SUCCESS

MTD_WAlTREQ Put request on the MTD pending list

Inform client of return cod and. if erase, generate callback event,
Retry all pending MTO requests for this MTO

3.6.7 Media Access Table

The Media Access Table is an array of pointers to the entry points for primitive routines that are
used to access memory on a PC Card. The MATis either built by using the Socket Servces function
GetAccessOffsets for register based sockets or is supported by Card Services itself for sockets with
memory window mapping hardware.

The entry points are ordered as follows:

Function Description
MA TData....................................... Pointer to the MAT data area

CardSetAddress ........................... Establishes access to a PC Card memory area

CardSetAutoInc............................ Enables autoincrementing addresses

CardReadByte............................... Reads a byte from the memory area

CardReadWord ............................ Reads a word from the memory area
CardReadWords........................... Reads words from the memory area. For use with AIMS PC Cards.

CardReadByteAI .......................... Reads a byte from the memory area and automatically increments
the memory address to the next byte.

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 35
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CardReadWordAI....................... Reads a word from the memory area and automatically
increments the memory address to the next word.

CardReadWordsAI ...................... Reads a block of memory incrementing the memory address.
CardWriteByte.............................. Writes a byte to the memory area

CardWriteWord ........................... Writes a word to the memory area

CardWriteWords.......................... Writes words to the memory area. For use with AIMS PC Cards.

Card Write Byte AI ......................... Writes a byte to the memory area and automatically increments
the memory address to the next byte.

CardWriteWordAI...................... Writes a word to the memory area and automatically increments
the memory address to the next word.

CardWriteWordsAI ..................... Writes a block of memory incrementing the memory address.

CardCompareByte ....................... Compares a byte with a byte in PC Card memory.
CardCompareByteAI.................. Compares a byte incrementing the memory address.

CardCompareWords ................... Compares a block of memory against a block of PC Card memory.

CardCompareWordsAI.............. Compares a block of memory incrementing the memory address.

MTDHelperEntry ......................... The entry point for MTD helper functions of Card Services.

The definition of the Media Access Functions are processor dependent and can be found in the
Bindings section of Appendix F.

A..............yÎ1'i

3.6.8 Virtual Memory Partitions/Regions

Some PC Cards have memory that cannot be directly accessed. For example, an Autolncrementing eù
Mass Storage (AIMS) PC Card has control registers located in common memory that are used to
access memory that is not directly addressable in common memory. Card Services defines such a
memory area as a Virtual Region. Any partitions in such a memory area are defined as Virtual
Partitions. A virtual region or partition is a memory area that is accessed by a client (via an MTD)
by using memory addresses that aren't the same as its PC Card physical memory addresses.
MTDs can use special Card Services features to allow clients to use the Open / Close / Read / Write
/ Copy / EraseMemory requests to access such memory. Get First/Next Region/Partition wil
return information about such memory areas to requesting clients.
For an MTD to provide access to a virtual region, it first uses SetRegion to inform Card Services of
the existence of the region and its characteristics. This allows Get First/Next Region requests to
return this information to other clients. Next, the MTD uses RegisterMTD to inform Card Services
that it supports access to this region.
A PC Card may have physical regions in addition to virtual regions. Virtual regions are not allowed
to overlap their address ranges with any accessible physical regions. If a physical' region would
otherwise overlap its address ranges with a virtual region, the physical region must also be treated
as a virtual region.
In order for an MTD to provide partition information about a partition in a virtual region, it may
need to replace and simulate access to attribute memory tuples. This can be done by first relocating
the attribute memory region as a virtual region to a different attribute memory address range. Then
the MID can create a simulated virtual attribute region that is located at the original physical
attribute memory location. Whenever a client accesses attribute memory, the MTD can return the
appropriate information.

3.36 PCMCIA @ 1992
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3.6.9 Tuple Usage

Card Servces performs automatic tuple processing in several cases. The tuples used by Card
Servces are listed below along with the situations where they are processed.

Tupl Event Uiiie

De Infrmatin CAD_INSERTION Determine accs spee and size of region

JEDEC Identer CAD_INSERTION Determine JEDEC Identifier

Fun 10 CARDJNSERTION Determine function tye. Determine system Init mask

Manuctrer 10 CARD_INSERTION Determine manufctrer coe. Determine manufactrer Info

Fort GetFrst/extart Determine startng offet of parttion, Determine parton size

Organizati GetFirst/extartlll Detemine parttin type

Device Geome GetFirst/exegio Determine devic characteritic.

Durig pre-clent processing of CARD_INSERTION events, Card Services identifes all of the
regions present on a PC Card. This may require processing multiple Device Information and
JEDEC Identifier tuples.
The tuple names listed above are from the PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.01. Specific tuple
codes may be determined by reference to the appropriate documents.
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ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

4.1 Power Management

This revision of Card Servces does not provide an interface for power management.

4.2 Auto Configuration of I/O Cards
Automatic configuration of I/O cards during a CARD_INSERTION event is implementation
specific.

4.3 Compression
Card Servces does not perform any compression or expansion of data presented to the read, wnte,
or copy requests. Since Card Servces has no knowledge of data structure or access patterns it is
unable to perform on-the-fly compression. Compression is better performed by clients or operating
systems.

4.4 EDC Generation
Card Servces does not provide any support for Error Detection Code generation or validation. At
present, there is no standard for how EDC should be handled in conjunction with stream 1/ 0 on a
PC Card. Clients requiring EDC generation using socket or adapter-based hardware should make
direct access to Socket Servces.

4.5 BIOS or Delice Driver
Card Servces can be ROM-able. Card Services is intended to be an Operating System dependent
loadable device driver or OS extension. During initialization, Card Services allocates its own RAM.
Card Servces may be dependent on specific details of the hardware, e.g. whether the system bus is
ISA, EISA, or MicrochanneL.

4.6 Interrupts Per Socket
The number of system interrpts available for routing PC Card IREQ lines is implementation
specific.

4.7 Mixed Media Memory Cards

Card Servces should be implemented to support more than one type of memory on a PC Card.
Card Servces describes each homogeneous area of PC Card memory as a region. The number of
regions supported per PC Card is implementation specific.

4.8 Multiple Partitioned Memory Cards

Card Servces should be implemented to support more than one partition on a PC Card or within
a region. The number of partitions supported per PC Card is implementation specific.

4.9 Use of Socket Services
Card Servces makes all access to socket hardware through the Socket Services interface.
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4.10 Interface Assumptions

4.10.1 Range Checking of Arguments

Card Servces performs range checking only on items directly managed and numbered. For
instance, Card Servces checks that the specified logical socket number is valid or a PC Card is
present in a socket being addressed. Card Services does not check that a specified card offset
address is valid.

4.10.2 Configuration

How Card Servces establishes its initial resource table describing the available system resources is
implementation specific. The structure of the resource table is also implementation specific.

4.10.3 Abnormal Termination

Card Services does not perform any explicit processing if the operating system aborts a client
process. It is the responsibilty of the client to defend against unexpected termination and
gracefully release any Card Services resources it may be using and deregister with Card Services.

4.11 Timeouts

Card Servces does not perform any explicit timeouts. Card Services makes available limited timer
servces to MTD to aid in monitoring the progress of background operations. If an MTD causes the
blocking of a foreground operation, the MID notifies Card Services when the blocking operation ,
completes. MTDs are responsible for performing any required deadman timing.

4.12 CiS Access

It is possible that a client could set a mode with some PC Cards that makes cis unavailable. If a PC
Card is to be used by more than one client, the card must allow the CiS to be read in any possible
configuration since there is no way to guarantee in what order clients wil initialize the card.

4 - 4
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
The followig seons descbe the Card Servces fuctons in detai. The fuctons are listed
alphabetically.
Each fucton is listed with its cang arguents identied for ease of reference. The fuctonal
notation use for a Card Servces cal is:

CardServices (Function, Handle, Pointer, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

For example:

CardServices (AddSocketServices, null, SSEntry, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

If an arguent has a different value on call versus return, ths is indicated by using a slash (" /") to
separate the input versus output values. For example,
CardServices (GetConfigurationlnfo, null/ClientHandle, null, ArgLength,

ArgPointer)

The arguent nae "null" is us for a pointer arguent that is ignore for a parcular request.
Descriptive naes are use to indicate the values reui for other arguents. The nae
"ArgLengt" indicates tht th value for the corrt si of the Arguent Pack should be use.
The nae iArgPointer" indicate tht a pointer to the Arguent Packt should be use.

The behavior, input and output pareters are desribe for each functon. For ease of reference

a parameer sumry table is included for each fucton. For each functon parameter ths table
speifies: offset in argument packet, name, siz (in bytes), ty, value, and a brief refeence

descption.

PCMCIA @ 1992 FUNCTION REFERENCE
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The following abbreviations ar use in the Card Servces parameter sumry tables. Parameter
offset values in a parameter summry table are always express in decma. Pointer values are in
bindig speific fonnt. Al other table values are expres in hexadecmal unless stated

otherwse.

~_1))

Pirameter Type

Cod. Funcion Deriptio
I Input Paramte written by it Client as an input ID 1he function.

0 Output Paramte returne by Cad Serces as an output of th functin. This paamte should
be cosidre Read-oiy and shold not be modifi by a Client.

110 Input and Outpt Paramter whidi requires an input value prvide by th Cliet but whic may haw ben
mofi by Cad Seices upon return from th functi.

Paramll.. VaiuM

Cod. Mesnlnii Deription

xxx Hex Data Explicit hex value for th paamte.

ZERO Zero Zero vaue'or th parameter.

N Number Variabl da'or a paamete.

BCD Binar-ed Deimal BC data fo a paamter.

.'~,'ì
.J

...;/'

8,
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.5.0 AccessConflguratlonRegister (36H)

cardServices (AcceSsConfiguatiOnRegister, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function allows a client to read or write a PC Card Configuration Register.

Oft Fie Siz Typ Value Det./I/iulptJon

0 Soet 2 I N Loicl Soet

2 Actn 1 I N Read!rite opratio

3 Of 1 I N Oft to Confiurati Register

4 Value 1 I/ N Value to read or to wrie

The Socket fild identifes the logical soct for the PC Card to access.

Th Action field may be set to READ (OOH) or WRITE (01 H). All othe values in the Action field are
reseed for future use. If the Action field is set to WRITE, the Value field is written to the specified
Configuration Register. Card Serices does not J"ead the Configuration Register after a write operation. For
that reason, the Value field is only updated by a read request.

Th Ofset field specifes the byte offset for the desired configiration registerfrom the PC Card configuration
register base specifed in R£questConfiguration.

The Value field contains the value read from the PC Card configuration register for a read operation. For a
WJ'ite operation, the Value fild contains the value to write to the configuration register. As noted abe, on
return from a write request, the Value field is the value written to the PC Card and not any changed value
that may have resulted from the write request (i.e. no read after write is peiformed).

A client must be very careful when WJ.iting to the Option configuration register at offset zero (0). This has
the potential to change the type of inteiTupt request generated by the PC Card or place the card in the reset
state. Either request may have undefined results. Th client should read the register to detei'mine the
appopriate setting for the interrupt mod (Bit 6) before writing the register.

If a client wants to reset a PC Card, the R£setCard function should be used. Unlike this function, the
R£setCard function generates a series of event notifcations to all clients using the PC Card, so the can
re-establish the appor'iate card state after the reset opeation is complete.

R£turn Codes:

I

I

I

I

BAD_ARG_LENGTH Arglenth is not equal to fie (5)

BAD_ARGS Speed arguments are Invalid

BAD_SOCKET Soet ;s invalid

UNSUPPORTED_FUNCnON This funcion is not supported

PCMCIA@ 1992,1993 July, 1993 5 - 5
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AddSocketServices (32H)

5.1 AddSocketServices (32H)

CardServices (AddSocketServices, null, SSEntry, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function alows a new Socket Servces handler to be added to those that Card Servces is
already using. The Pointer argument contains the Socket Servces entry point. Card Servces calls
Socket Servces at the provided entr point to determine supported hardware.

Ofset Field Siz Type Value Detall/Hcrlptlon

0 Attibutes 2 I N Information about 5S entr point

2 DataPointer N I N Pointer for S5 Data Area (binding specific)

The Attibutes field defines detais about the new Socket Servces entry point. The definition is
binding specific.

The DataPointer field is used to establish data addressabilty for the Socket Servces handler. Tls
value is passed to the Socket Servces handler in a binding specific way. This field is defined the
same as other (binding specific) pointers.
OUT_OF_RESOURCE is returned if Card Servces cannot successfully manage this new Socket
Servces.

Note:
A Card Services implementation may fail this request and return
UNSUPPORTED_MODE if the provided pointers are for a processor
mode unsupported by Card Services.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength value invalid - mode dependent

OUT_OF _RESOURCE Out of internal RAM Space

UNSUPPORTED_MODE Requested procssor mode not supported

5 - 5.a July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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5.2 AdjustResourcellifo(35H)

cardServices(AdjustRsourcelnfo, null/ClientHandle, null, ArgLengt, ArgPointer)

Tlus KtRelieR mal~es aEljllslmeRls le lThe Card Servces internal database of system resources that
are available for alloction to clients is managed by this function. Th function is used to adjust or inquire
about the system resource availability. eaR Be alleealeEl ier llS€ BY elieRls. Tlus ftRelieR v.ii Rel se

lypieaR aseEl sy eleRls; slll eiH Be aseEl le aEljasl lRe syslem researees lRal CarEl SefYiees
æaRages.

Ot.t Field Siz Type V.lue DellllIlptlon
0 Acn 1 I N AddlRemove/Quøl) resource

1 Resource 1 I N Th resourc ty to adjust

The Acton field has the followig defined values:

0 RemoveManagødRøsurcø

t AddManageRøsurcø

2 GøtFirstManagødRøsourcø

3 GøtNøxtManag8CRøsource

4..255 RESERVED (reiil te ;lIFS)

ReMsve iRElieales lRe l'eSellree is seiftg llseEl sy seMe elRel' eRlity iA lhe syslem aftEl sRelllEl Rel-æ
llseEl sy CarEl Se~ees. AElEl iftæeales lhe l'eS8aree is a...aiasle fer ase sy Carà SeMees.

RemoveManagedResource is used to 1'emove a system reSOU1"Ce from the internal Card Se1"ices database.
Once remaved, the reSOU1'ce is no longei' available for allocation by Card Sei-vices. It is assumed the resource

is in use by some othei' entity in the host system and is not available to Card Se1-vices clients. IN_USE is
returned if the 1"eSource, or any part of the 1"eSOUJ'ce is being used by a client when a Remove request is made.

AddManagedResource is used to add a system resource to the internal Card SeiïJices database. Once added,
the resource is available for alloction to a requesting client. IN_USE iS1'eturned if the resource, or any part
of the resource, is already being managed by Card SeiïJices.

GetFirst/NextManagedResource is used to 1'eturn the cun'ent state of the internal Card Sei-vices database.
Thse functions are intended to be used by system utilities to display Card SeiïJices resou1'ce utilization. If a
1'esource is currenty allocated to a client, the 1'eturned Attrbutes field indicates the resource is allocated and
the owning client's handle is J"eturned in the Handle argument. If a resource is not cU1Tently allocated to a
client; the returned Handle argument is NULL.

TRe Res8ll,ee fielEl iRElieales lRe type ef l'eSellree lRal is seiRg aElllsleEl The Resource field identifies
the system resource type:

0 SYSISIl Maiiiiallle Memory Range

1 Syslsil Maiiiiallis 110 Range

2 Systeii SlssFallls IRQ

,3"" 255 RESERVED (FSBSlls ;lSFS)

The remainder of the argument packet is structured based on the parlielllar system resource type
èeiRg aEljllsleEl.

PCMClA @ 1992, 1993 July. 1993 5 -6
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For Memory Range resource types a System Ma"aèle AlemsFY Raøge reS8æee adjustmeøt the
argument packet has the following fields.

Ofll Field Size Type Value Oetøll/D..crlptlon

0 Acton 1 I N AddlRemove/Query rElurce

1 Resource 1 I ON Memory Range resourc Tile FeseloFee 1),lle Ie
a6 ,

2 Attributes 2 I/O N Attributes of the memory range

4 Base 4 I/O N System bBse Mddres

8 Size 4 I/O N Memory Itndow sSze

The Attbutes field is bit-mapped. It is defined as follows:

Bit 0 .. 4 RESERVED (reset to zero)

Bit 5 Shared

Bit 6 ReseNe for Specific Requesst

Bit 7 Allocted (set to one = true. outut only)

BitSS"15 RESERVED (reset to zero)

5 - B.a July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992. 1993
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Shared is set to one if the memory range is being used but is shai'able eaR lJe slareEi by other clients.

Reserv for Specific Request is only valid for AddManagedRsource requests. It informs Card Serices
the memory range should only be assigned if it is specifically requested, or if there are no other resources that
satisfy an ambiguous request. If the memor range is typically used by a standard PC peipheral, setting this
bit can avoid having the range assigned to a client that doesn't care whee its memory is located. This can
improve the chnces that the range wil be available when a PC Card that needs the range is installed.

Allocated is only valid for GetFirst/NextManagedResource requests. It is set to one on return, if a client
is currently using the Memor Range.

The Base field is the physical location in system address space where KHthe system memory range
begins lJeiflg aEljl:steEi.

The Size field is the ~ size of the system memory range in bytes eeiflg aEljl:steEi.

Return Codes for memory adjustments:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equal to twlv (12)

BAD_ATTRIBUTE Spe attbutes invalid

BA_BASE Stang sGtem memory address is invalid

BAD_SIZE Size of Me Rane &1 is Invalid

IN_USE Memor Range, or pa of th range. is ReSeYfee already being
manage

NO_MORE_ITEMS Thre are no more Memo Ranges being managed by cad
Sf. Only valid fo GetFI,.IINø1t requests.

OUT_OF _RESOURCi: No rom in databas to store updated informati fr Add or
Remove request. ~le FReFR9Fy 19 R1iRtiR slale iwailallie

UNSUPPORTED_FUNCTION This functon is no supported

For a SysteM Alappasle I/O Range resource tyes atljl:stmeRt the argument packet has the
following fields.

Of.i Field Size Type Value Detall/Dnclptlon

0 Action 1 I N Add~eßKveAOus resource

1 Resource 1 I IN li Range resource "Re feSeYHle I)iie Ie ¡uljYeI

2 Base Port 2 I/O N Bae po address fo range

4 NumPort 1 I/O N Numbe of cotiguou port

5 Attibutes 1 I/O N Bit-mappe

6 10AddrLine 1 I/O N Numb of 1/0 address line decoded

The Base Port field is the first port addresseeiRg aEljøstetl of the 1/0 Range.

The Num Ports field is the number of contiguous ports lJeiRg aEljøsteEi in the 1/0 Range.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5.7
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
AdjustResourcelnfo (35H)

The Attributes field is bit-mapped. The following bits are defined: . /'

Bit 0 Shared (set = true)

Bits 1..5 RESERVED (reset to zero)

Bit 6 Reserve for Specific Request

Bit 7 Allocled (sello one = Irue. out(ut only)

Shared is set if the I/O range is being used but is shareable EaR Be sRared by other clients.

Reserve for SpecíficRequest is only valid for AddManagedResource l"equests. It informs Card Services
the I/O Range should only be assigned if it is specifically requested, or if there are no other ranges that satisfy
an ambiguous request. If the I/O Range is typically used by a standard PC peripheral, setting this bit can
avoid having the range assigned to a client that doesn 't care where its I/O ports are located. This can improve
the chances that the I/O Range will be available when a PC Card that needs therange is installed.

Allocated is only valid for GetFirst/NextManagedResource requests. It is set to one on return, if a client
is currently using the I/O Range.

The IOAddrLines field is specifies the number of ll address lines decoded by the device using an
tRe sfleEified I/O address rRange. If tRis vahie is Ret sixteeR (16), tRere are alised I/O addresses
tRat Card Sep,liEes wil alse adjust. If the device using an I/O Range does not decod all the I/O address
lines used in the host system, Card Services needs to manage each I/O Range that has addresses in common
with the number of address lines decoded. For example, if a device only decodes ten (10) address lines in a
host system which uses sixteen (16) address lines, Card Sei-uices must manage all sixty-Jour (64) I/O Ranges
that have common addresses in the lower ten (10) address lines. If such a device responds to an I/O range
from 2FBH to 2FFH, Card Services must not allocate addresses ranges from 6FBH to 6FFH, EFBH to EFFH,
etcetera. til'

~~,','"./
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"~,~~~crION REFERENCE
dd~jlJ$lesourcelnfo (35H)

Ret Codes for I/O Range resource types are aElllslReRl8:

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

BAD-fRG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equa to seven (7)

BAD_ATTIButE Spe attbutes invalid

BA_BASE Starng Sy I/O address is invalid

BAD_SIZE Size of I/O Rage el Is invalid

IN_USE I/ Ran or part of range Is Reeeiiree alreay being mage.

NO_MORE_'TEMS There are no more no Range beng manage by Card servs.
Only valid for G.tFllat/N.xt requests.

OUT_OF _RESOURCE No rom In databe to store updated Infortin from Add or
Remve request. Ne RIemer)' te maiRlaiR ete llailalile

UNSUPPORTED_FUNCTION This functn Is not suppoed

For aR System Stee.alle IRQ Leel resource types adjllstmeRt the argument packet has the
following fields.

f
Of.. Field Siz. Type Value Oatall/allrlptlon

0 Acton 1 i N Add/Remove/Quety resource

1 Resource 1 I 2N IRQ Level resurce 1=he reeeiiree Iye te aiIliet

2 1- 110 N

100-_3 110 NIr¡Q IRQ LeveliiRg adjllted

The Attbutes field is bit-mapped. It speåfies detais about the specifiedlffJe ef ~Q.
The following bits are defined in the Attbutes field:

Bit 0 ..1 IRQ type: 

o - Exclusive

1 - Time-Multiplexed Shared
2 - Dynamic Shared
3-Reselved

Bit2" 51 RESERVED

Bit 6 Reserve for Specific Reqest

Bit 7 Allocted (set to one =ture, outpt only)

IRQ Type is set to Time-Multiplexed Shared if the the IRQ is in use eeiRg llseEl but is shareable ea
ee sla.eEl with other clents with only one client using the IRQ at a timeiR a time ælltifJle)EeEl fasæeR.
IRQ Type is set to Dynamic Shared if the IRQ is being used but is actively shareable eaR lle ska.eEl
with other clents at all timeswilk afJfJ.efJriate ka.Elwa.e sUfJfJe.l.

Reserve for Specific Request is only valid f01' AddManagedRsource requests. It infm'ms Card Serics
the IRQ level should only be assigned if it is specifcally requested, 01' if there are no other levels that satisfy
an ambiguous request. If the IRQ level is typically used by a standard PC peripheral, setting this bit can avoid
having the level assigned to a client that doesn't care what IRQ level it uses. This can improve the chances
that the IRQ level wil be available when a PC Card that needs the level is installed.

Allocated is only valid for GetFirst/NextManagedResource requests. It is set to one on return, if a cliet
is cU1''ently using the IRQ Level.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5.8
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REÆRENCE
AdjustResourcel'nfo (35H)

The IRQ field is a binary value specifing the IRQ Level. It may range from zero (0) to a value one less than
the numbel' of IRQ Leels available in the host systemideRtiaes tRe IRQ tRat is èeiRg adj1:sted.

Return Codes for IRQ Level resource types areaEljøstæeøts:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to four (4)

BAD_ATIRIBUTE Specified attibutes invalid

BAD_IRa IRQ Level is invalid

IN_USE IRO Leve.fesellF99 is already being managed by Card Servces.

NO_MORE_'TEMS Ther are no more IRO Levels being managed by Card servces.
Only valid for GetFI'BtiNext requests.

OUT_OF _RESOURCE No room in database to store updated information from Add or
Remove request. ~¡9 FR9FR9F) 19 FRaiAlaiA slale available

UNSUPPORTED fUNCTION This function is not supported

5 - a.a July, 1993 PCMCIA@1992, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
CheckEraseQueue (26H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

5.3 CheckEraseQueue (26H)

CardServices (CheckEraseQueue, EraseQueueHandle, null, 0, null)

This function notifies Card Services that the client has placed new entres into the queue to be
servced. Any erase requests contained in the erase queue should be initiated by Card Servce.
The QueueHandle for the Erase Queue returned by RegisterEraseQueue is passe in the Handle

argument.

See also RegisterEraseQueue and DeregisterEraseQueue.

Return Codes:

I BAD_HANDLE
¡invalid erase queue handle

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 9
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
CloseMemory (OOH)

5.4 CloseMemory (OOH)

CardServices (CloseMemory, MemoryHandle/null, null, 0, null)

This function closes an area of a memory card that was opened by a corresponding OpenMemory.
Power may be removed from the socket if there are no other clients using the socket. The
MemoryHandle returned by OpenMemory is passed in the Handle argument.

See also OpenMemory, ReadMemory, Write 
Memory, Copy Memory, and CheckEraseQueue.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_ LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to zero (0)

BAD_HANDLE Invalid memory area handle

5 - 10 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
CopyMemory (01 H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

CardServices (CopyMemory, MemoryHandle, null, ArqLenqth, ArqPointer)

Th fucton reds data from a PC Ca in the sped logica soet and wrtes it to another
loction in th sae regon. The MemoryHadle retued by Openemoiy is pass in th
Hadle arent

0f F1Jc Siz Type Value Deiwpllo
0 Socet 4 I N Ca Sorc Add
4 Deset 4 I N ca Detiti Adre..

8 Cot 4 I N Nur of By te tD iriifl

12 Attbu 2 I N Bit-M

Th Source Offet is the relative stag loction on th PC Cad wher the data to be copied
origites
The Dest Offt is the relative stag location on the PC Cad wher the data is to be placed.

Both offts are relative to the physical offse spefied in the Openemory request tht retrn
th Memory Handle. For exple, if an offset of l00H was sped when the hadle was
requested, a Source Offet of SOH would acty addr physica offset l50 in th PC Cad's

memory aray.
Th Count field is the num of byte to copy. If th Count is ze, no trfer is made and the
request retu succesfuy.
Th futipn is not availale for memory hales which addres attute memory.
BAD_HALE is reed if such a request is made.
Th fucton doe not support overlappe copy requests. Attemptig such a copy reues reults
in undef behavior.

The Attbutes field is bit-mappe. The following bits ar def:

BitO "1. RESERVED (re88t ID zero)

Blt2 DieEraloeWri18 (88t 1D on - tr)

Bit 3 VerfyAftri18

Bit4"15 RESERVED (re88t ID zer)

DisableEraseBeforeWrite is set to one to reqest tht the mery area not be preas beore
data is wrtten to the PC Cad. Ths eras is only done for reuests that are erse bloc algned and
a multiple of eras blocks VerAfWrite is set to one to reues tht th data wrtt be veried
afr the wrte. If an MT doen't support vercation, Cad Seces may provide th support.
GetFirtIextPartion/egion ca be use to detenne the erase and ver capabilties of a
memory ar.

See also Openemory, ReadMemory, WriteMemory, CloseMemory, and CheckEraseQueue.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -11
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
Coy Memory (01 H)

Retu Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLengih not eqallD fon (14)

BAD_HAE Invaid meoi area hale

BAD3lFFSE Invaid of lor sorc or destination

REA_FAILURE Error reain fr soce

BA_SIZ SIe of tranfer is no vaid

WRITE_FAILURE Errr wnting to destinaon

NO_CARD No PC Cad In 8O1

WRITE_PROTECTED Meia I. wriie-prtø

5 -12 PCMCIA @ 1992
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#UNCTION REFERENCE
(jregisterClient (02H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.6 DeregisterClient (02H)

CardServices (DeregisterClient, ClientHandle/null, null, 0, null)

This function removes a clent from the list of registered clents maintained by Card Seces. The
ClientHandle returned by RegisterClient is passed in the Handle argument.
The clent must have returned al requested resources before this function is called. If any resources
have not been released, IN_USE is returned.
If the clent is an MID, it is removed from handling access to any memory regions, Le. the MI
had used RegisterMTD to support access to a region. Card Servces noties remaining MTs via
a CARD_INSERTION event for the affected sockets that the regions previously handled by this
MI need access support.

NOTE:
Only MTDs are notified of these CARD_INSERTION events. Card
Services first installs the default MTD for these regions so that if no
notified MTD registers for a region, minimal access to the region is stilavailable. '

WARNNG:

Clients should be prepared to receive callbacks until Card Seroices

returns from this request successfully.

See also RegisterClient.

Retur Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to zero (0)

BAD_HANDLE Client handle is invalid

BUSY MTD client ha background task in progress

IN_USE Resources not relased by this client

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 -13
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
DeregisterEraseQueue (25H)

5.7 DeregisterEraseQueue (25H)
CardServices (DeregisterEraseQueue, EraseQueueHandle/null, null, 0, null)

This function deregisters the erase queue that the clent previously regitered with Card Services.
DeregisterEraseQueue wil fail if used to deregister an erase queue that has any pending erase
entries. The QueueHandle returned by RegisterEraseQueue is passed in the Handle argument.
A return code of SUCCESS indicates the erase queue wi no longer be serviced by Card Servces.

L See also RegisterEraseQueue.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLengt is no equal to zero (0)

BAD_HANDLE Invalid erase quee handle

BUSY MTD client has background tak in progress

5 -14 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetCardServiceslnfo (OBH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.8 GetCardServiceslnfo (OBH)

Cardservices (GetCardServiceslnfo, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Ths function returns the number of logical sockets instaled and information about Card Servces
presence, vendor revision number, and release compliance information.

Ofli Flel Siz Type Value Dell/nptlon
0 Inlolen 2 0 N Length of data retrned by CS

2 Signature (0) 2-1 1/0 ZEROfO&' ASCII '0&' Returned if CS installe

3 Signature (I) 1 va ZERO/So ASCII '5' Returned if CS installed

4 Count 2 0 N Numbe of Sokets

6 Revisio 2 0 BCD BCD Value of Vendor's CS Revision

8 CSLevel 2 0 BCD BCD Value of CS Release

10 VStrO 2 0 N Ofet to Venor String in argument packet

12 VStren 2 0 N Vendor Strin leng (..:1)

N VendorString N 0 N ASCIIZ vendor string bufer area

The InfoLen field returns the length of the Card Servces Info that is vald in the argument packet
on return. If InfoLen is greater than ArgLength argument then not all data fit in the supplied
argument packet

Tile l'igøalø.e aeii: is retøæei: ~y llls hmetieø. It is set Ie tile ASCII ellareteFs 'CS' ~y CaFEI

Sep,ees if Cari: Sep,ees is iøstaUetl. The Signature fields are returned as two ASCII characters, with

SignaturelOJ set to the ASCII character 'c' (43H) and SignaturellJ set to the ASCII character'S' (53 H).
This Signature fields should It Rløst be reset to zero (0) before this functon is invoked to prevent false
sensing.

If Card Servces is not present, the Status argument may contain the return code
UNSUPPORTED_FUNCTION. However, since Card Servces may share its entry point with other
servce handlers, these other handlers may set the Status argument without a Card Servces being
present. In addition, if Card Servces is not present, other servce hadlers may not even set the
Status argument to indicate the functon is unsupported. The Signature field should be checked
for the ASCII characters 'CS' to confim that a Card Servces handler is present, if the Status
argument is set to SUCCESS. If the Status argument is set to SUCCESS and the Signature field is
set to the ASCII characters 'CS' on return, it may be assumed that Card Servces is installed.

The Count field returns the number of logical sockets managed by Card Servces. Ths value may
be zero (0); if no sockets are present. Logical sockets are numbered from one (1) to the value
returned in the Count field. Determining which physical adapter and socket correspond to a
logical socket number may be done with the MapLogSocket request.
The VendorStrng field is an Ascnz stnng descnbing the Card Servces implementor. It is
expected to be used by system utilties for display purposes. The offset of the stnng from the
beginning of the argument packet is specified in VStrOff. The actual length of the stnng (including

'the terminating zero) is returned in the VStrLen field. The stnng may include copynght legends
and may be formatted with carnage return and linefeed characters. If the VStrLen field is zero, the
ASCIIZ stnng descnbing the implementor is not present. The Revision field is the vendor's
internal revision number for this specific implementation of Card Seirces. It is stored as a BCD
value with an implied decimal point (e.g. Revision 3.10 would be 31OH.). 'The CSLevel field

indicates the level of compliance with an Card Servces Release number. It is stored as a BCD value
with an implied decimal point (e.g. Release 1.00 would be iooH).

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July,1993 5 -15
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Release 2.0

Return Codes:

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetCardServiceslnfo (OSH)

BAD_ARG_LENGTH

UNSUPPORTED_FUNCTION

ArgLength is less than four (4)

Card Services not installed

5 - 16 PCMCIA @ 1992
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetCllentlnfo (03H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

CardServices (GetClientlnfo, ClientHandle, null, ArqLength, ArqPointer)

Th fuon re inormtion desbing a clent Th inormtion is ex to be us by
browsin utities. Th OientHdle re by Registelient or GetFirtIexlien is pa
in the Hadle argut

em fild SLU T,.. v.i D.iuptlo
0 Maen 2 I N le oIlhla pit

2 Inlon 2 0 N Le 01 Info re br Clt

4 Ati 2 li N BI-m (clne bela)
S Cltlno N 0 N Cl Iiorll

Th InoLen field is the siz of the Oientlo art pack th clent ne for its Oient1
data. If th value is grter th the ArLeng argunt, then al of th clent's data was't copied
into th provided bufer. If th value is less th or eq to the ArLen argut, th aU of
the the clent's data was copied into the provided buff. MaLen also conta th maum
lengt of the argument packet. Th field is us by the clent supplyig th client ino data. Th

field should have th sa value as the ArLength arnt.
Th Attbutes field is bit-mappe. The field is defned as follows:

Bit 0 Me cl device dnve (lI - tr)
Bit 1 Mery Tec Dr (18 _ tre)
Bit 2 i 10 cI de dri (88t -tr)i

BI 3 CA_INSERTIO 8¥tl fo Il PC Ci (ee - tr)

BI 4 CARD_INSERTIO 8¥tilo ca beng eic uMd (ee - tr)

BltaS"7 RESERVED (re88t tI zer)

BltaS'.1S In Subfet

PCMCIA @ 1992 5.17
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetClientlnfo (03H)

The fit five Attbutes bits re the sae inonntion pa by the replyi clent to
Registeilient when it regitered. Th Ino Subfucton field provides a meham for a .\
reqestig client to request oth client speifc inonntion from the replyig clent. If Info
Subfuncton is zero, the Client Ino field is strcted as:

0f fild Siz Type Value Deluoptlo
0 MaLen 2 i N Lenth 01 thll pat

2 Inloen 2 0 N Lenth 01 Info return by Clent

4 Atiibute 2 li N Bi-map (define belo)

6 Client Info N 0 N Client inforti

6 Revision 2 0 BC BC Vale 01 Ven cliet Revlio

8 CSLeve 2 0 BCD BC Vale of CS Relea

10 RevDte 2 0 N Revision Date

12 Na 2 0 N OIt to ClletN String

14 Naen 2 0 N Lenth of Cliet Na ASIIZ sirng

16 VStringOf 2 0 N Oft in packet lD Vendo strng buffer

18 VSlrngLen 2 0 N Lenth of Venr ASCIIZ strg

N NamStrin N 0 N CHen Nae ASCIIZ str

N VenorString N 0 N Ven Siring ASIIZ sirng

The Revision field is the vendor's intern revision number for ths spifc implementation of the ....,

client. It is stored as a BCD value with an implied dec point (e.g. Revision 2.03 would be 203H).
The CSLevel field indicate the compliance level with a Cad Sece relea number. It is stored
as a BCD value with an implied decim point. (e.g. Release 1.00 would be 100H). 1h RevDate
field descbes the revision date of the client implementation. It is stored packe in the sae
maer as dates in an MS-DO diecory entr. Ths fonnt is:

BitsO"4 Da. Ras from 1 lD 31

Bits 5" 8 Moth. Ras fro 1 lD 12

Bits9"15 Yea. RelaivelD 198, (198 0.1992 _12. ele.)

The NameLen field is set by Cad Servæs to the lengt reuir for the NameStrg field. The

NameStrg field is the area Ca Servæs wil copy the ASII strg desbing the clent It is

locate at offse NameOff in from th beg of the arguent packet. It may be use by system

utiities for display purpse.Th strg should NOT inlude carnge return or liefee
characters. If InfoLen is greater th MaxLen, the entie clent NameStrng may not have ben
copied into the NameStrg field. If InoLen is les thn or equal to MaxLen, the enti stng was
copied.
The VStrgOff field is the offse from th beginnig of the arguent packet to the VendorString
area that Card Servces wi copy the AS strg desbing the client's implementor. The actual
lengt require for the strg is retued by Cad Servæs in th VStrgLen field. Ths strg is
expeed to be use by syste utities for display purpses. It may include copyrght legnds and
may be formtted with carrge retu and linefee characters. If InoLen is greater th MaxLen,
the entie client VendorStrg may not have ben copied into the VendorString field. If InoLen is
less than or equa to MaxLen, th entie strg was copied. .i
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetClientlnfo (03H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Th NameLe and VStrgLen fields can be zero to inicate tht no str are prest.

H the Ino SubFundion vaue is SO - OFF th Oient Ino field is strcted accordin to tht

clent spc subfon. The subfon coes 1 - i' ar rerved for futue Ca Sece
fuctons. Cad Sece only enre tht the data retu by th relyig clent is retu to
th reuestig clent and doe not interet or mo any such data.

Ret Codes:

I BA___LENG
BA_HAE 1_._....(6CHiHle 18 lnalle

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -19
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Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetConfigurationlnfo (04H)

CardServices (GetConfigurationInfo, null/ClientHandle, null, ArgLength,
ArgPointer)

Ths fuction retu inormtion about the spefied soket and PC Cad confguation. The

ClientHandle use to request ths configuation (via RequestConfguaüon) is returned in the
Handle arguent

OIf fild Siz Type Value Delllrlptlo
0 Sot 2 I N Logica Soet

2 Allibu 2 0 N Bit-map

04 Vcc 1 0 N VccSellng

S Vpp1 1 0 N Vpp1 Settng

6 Vpp2 1 0 N Vpp2 Settng

7 IntType 1 0 N Mery or Meoi+VO Inte

8 CofigBa 04 0 N Ca Ba address of amfi reistes

12 Statui 1 0 N Ca Statu registe settng. if present

13 Pin 1 0 N Ca Pin regster sellng. If preset

104 Co 1 0 N Ca Soetly register sell, If preset

1S Opti 1 0 N Ca Optin registe aetlng, if present

16 Presnt 1 0 N Ca Cofiguraion registes preset

17 RrstDvType 1 0 N From Devic ID Tuple

18 Func 1 0 N From Funcio ID Tupe

19 SyslntMlk 1 0 N From Funcio 10 Tuple

20 MafC 2 0 N From Maufaturer 10 Tup

22 Maflnfo 2 0 N From Maufacturer ID Tup

204 CaValuel 1 0 N Valid Car Reister Value

2S AagolRQ 1 0 N IRQ aaigne to PC Card

26 IRQ\1l18 2 0 N Attbute lo augne IRQ

28 BaPorU 2 0 N Ba port addess for range

30 Num Por1 1 0 N Numbr of coliuo po

31 Atilø1 1 0 N Bit-map

32 Ba Po 2 0 N Bae port add88 fo range

30 Nu Por 1 0 N Nu of coliuo po
3S Allibu182 1 0 N Bit-map

36 IOddlne 1 0 N Numbr of 10 adr88 Hne de
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetConfigurationlnfo (04H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

The fields from Socket to IntType are the same fields as for the RequestConfiguration functon.
'The Attbutes field additionally has the following bits èi defined.;:

BilO Exclusively Used (sei = tr)

VsJid Client (set = trw)Bi 8

Exclusively used is set to one when this PC Card is being Exclusively Used as requested by a
successful RequestExclusive request.
If Valid Client is set to one, the client handle returned in the handle argument is valide and configuration
is in progJ'ess or locked. If Valid Client is reset to zeo, the client handle returned in the handle argumnt is
not valid and configuration is not in progress or locked.

The fields Status to Option are the values actualy written to the registers by Card Servces during
RequestConfiguration and may not reflect the current values in those registers. The other fields
are the values that were passed to RequestConfiguration.

Note:
The Option field has two parts. The lower six bits are the Configlnde
field provided by the RequestConfiguration function. Bit 6 is determined
by Card Services based on the interrpt type required by the client and the

host hardware environment. Bit 7 is always reset to zero (0). This is the
value actually written to the Configuration Option Register by Card
Services.

The FirstDevType, FuncCode, SysInitMask, ManufCode, and Manuflnfo fields are the values
from the corresponding PCMCIA Tuples found on the PC Card. A value of OFFH in any of the
above tuple fields indicates that the corresponding tuple is not in the cis on the PC Card.

The CardValues field indicates which of the Card Configuration register values were written to the
PC Card. If the PC Card was configured durig POST by the BIOS, Card Servces may not know
what values were written to the PC Card registers. The field is bit-mapped as follows:

BilO Optin Value Valid

Bil 1 Statu Value Valid

Bil2 Pin Replacement Value Valid

Bil3 Copy Value Valid

Bit4"7 RESERVED (Resello zero)

The AssignedIRQ and IRQAttbutes fields are the same as defined in RequestIRQ. If the socket is
not configured to use an IRQ level (RequestIRQ() has not been successfully invoked), the AssignedIRQ
field is set to FFH.
The BasePortl to IOAddrLines fields are the same as defined in RequestIO. If the socket is not
configured to use I/O ports (RequestIO() has not been successfully invoked), the NumPortsl and
NumPorts2 fields are set to DOH.

Return Codes:

BAD _ ARG _LENGTH ArgLeng is nol equal to thirt-seven (37)

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

NO_CARD No PC Card in socel

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 5 - 21July. 1993
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Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GelEvenlMask (2EH)

5.11 GetEventMask (2EH)

CardServices (GetEventMask, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function returns the event mask for the client. The ClientHandle returned by RegisterClient
or GetFirstlNextClient is passed in the Handle argument.

. ~",,',,~;'
I."

i

Ofset Field Size Type Value Detail/Description

0 Attributes 2 I N Bit-mapped (defined below)

2 EventMask 2 0 N Bit-mapped (defined below)

4 Socket 2 I N Logical socket

The Attributes field is bit-mapped. It identifies the ty of event mask to be returned, The field is
defined as follows:

BitO Event mask of this socket only (set = true)

Bits 1 .. 15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

If Bit 0 is reset, the global event mask is returned. If Bit 0 is set, the event mask for this socket is
returned. RequestSocketMask must have been requested by this client before the socket event
mask can be returne. BAD_SOCKET is returned if the client has not specifically registered for this
socket.

The Event Mask field is bit-mapped. Card Services performs event notification based on this field.
The low-order eight bits specify events noted by Socket Services. The upper eight bits specify
events generated by Card Services. The field is defined as follows: l)\) 'l~

BitO Write Protect

Bit 1 Card Lock Change

Bit2 Ejection Request

Bit3 Insenion Request

Bit4 Batteiy Dead

Bit5 Batteiy Low

Bit6 Ready Change

Bit7 Card Detect Change

Bit8 PM Change 

Bit9 Reset events

Bit 10 SS Update

Bits 11" 15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

The Socket field identifies the logical socket when Attributes Bit 0 is set.

See the Insertion callback section for additional information about handling events.

.
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Arglength is not equal to size (6)

ClientHandle is invalid

Soket is invaid (soket event mask. only)

No PC Card in soket

ow)

;k for this
~e the socket.

, registered t:

nts.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetFirstClient (OEH)

CardServices (GetF irstClient, null /ClientHandle, null, ArgLength,
Argpointer)

This function returns the first ClientHandle of the clients that have registered with Card Services.
The ClientHandle is returned in the Handle argument. The Status argument is set to
NO _MORE_ITEMS, if there are no registered clients.

8)15.12 GetFirstClient (OEH)

Ofset Flsld Size Type Value OBtall/Bscrlptlon

0 Socket 2 I N Logical Socket

2 Attributes 2 I N Bit-mapped (defined below)

The Socket field identifies the logical socket if Attibutes Bit 0 is set to one (1).
The Attibutes field is bit-mapped. The bits are defined as follows:

BitO All clients (reset to zero) or clients for this
socket only (set to one).

Bits 1 .. 15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

If Bit 0 is set to one, only the clients accepting events for this socket are returned. If Bit 0 is reset: to
zero, all clients registered with Card Servces are returned.

WARNING -,.)1
If another client performs a successful RegisterClientO or

DeregisterClientO request between a GetFirstClientO and
GetNextClientO or two GetNextClient() requests, the results are not
predictable.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLenglh is not equal to four (4)

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid (socket request. only)

NO_MORE JTEMS No clients are registered

NO_CARD No PC Card in socket

.''. j'¡"
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FUNCTIO REFERENCE
GetArstParitlo (OSH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

CardServices (GetFirstPartition, null, null, ArqLength, ArqPointer)

Th funcon rern device inormtion for th first pation on th cad in th sped so
ba on th PC Ca's OS. If there ar no pations, th Statu argut is set to
NO_MORE_IT.

oø FIld 8I Type v.a Dewo
0 Soi 2 I N loca So
2 AII 2 Il N PI Atibut Fied

4 Tupl 1 0 N Bl-m (define belo
5 Ac Sp 1 0 N Wind Spe Fied

8 RII 2 0 N cs p.i RII Data

B LkOlet of 0 N cs p.i L. Da
12 CISOIet of 0 N CS p.i CIS Data

..

18 ca 0I1 4 0 N Ci Me Re 0f
20 PI SIe 4 0 N PI Size

24 ElIe 4 0 N E,. Bl SIe

28 Paltpl 2 0 N PI Muti (Eras Bl unm)

30 .EDECD 2 0 N Pa .EDEC Me ID Coe

32 PITyp 2 0 N Pa Type F"ie

Th Socet field desbe th logica so contang th desir cad.
Th Attbutes field is bit-mappe. The bits ar def as follows:

BlO Mery type ("I. 8lbu, ,... .
como)

Bi1-7 RESERVED (Rel lD ze)

Bit 8 VI Par (se lD on . tr)
Bl9"10 WrÆru 1n1l1:o - Wr wi E,.

1 . Wr wi Eru2- Re3 . Wri wi DiII Eru
BI 11 Wn wi Ver

BI 12 Eru Reelm SU
Bi 13 "15 RESERVED (Re lD ze)

Vir Partion is se to one when th pation ca only be acces vi an approprite MT, i.e.
th pation is not addresble siply by pretig addre to th PC Cad (e.g. vi a mery
widow).
Write without Erase incate no eras is done beore a wrte. Write with Eras incate wrtes
tht are er bloc align and multiple eras bloc siz ar eras beore being wrtten. Write

with Disableable Eras incate th WriteMemory attbute DisableEraseBeforeWrite ca be

use to control if an eras before wrte is not done. Write with Ver is se to one if wntes ca be

PCMCIA @ 1992 5-25
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetFirstPartition (OSH)

venfied afer wntig. The WriteMemory attrbute Ver is use to request a verfied wrte. Erase
Requests Supported indicates that erase requests via an Eraseeue are supported for ths A, "~',~,, \partition. .;,
The Tuple Mask field is bit-mappe. Some fie systems which use the entie common space on PC
Cards and do not have wntable attbute space do not create patition-related tuples in the Card
Informtion Strcte. Card Servce may be able to recgnze pation inormtion without
defition in tuples. BPB/FAT partitions which use al the commn memory space on a static-RA
PC Cad is one exaple. Ths field indicate whether pation informtion was derived from tuple

informtion or wheter Cad Servce determned reed values empincally. The following bits
are defined:

Bit 0 Acss Sped from tuples (set- true)

Bit 1 ca OIset from tuple (set- tr)

Bit 2 Par Size from tupls (set- tr)

Bit 3 EfllokSlze from tues (se - tre)

Bit 4 Par Multipl from tule (set- tr)

BitS .EDEC 10 from tues (set - tr)

Bit 6 Pa Type from tus (set - tr)

Bit 7 Rerved (rest lD zero 0).

The Access Speed field is bit-mappe as follows:

BitsO"2 Deviæ sp co. if spe mali is zero
BitsO"2 Sp expont, If sp manti88 is not zero

Blts3-6 Spd mati

Bit 7 Wait (set - us waiL, if availabe)

£\'"W;'

The above bit defitions use th formt of th extended spe byte of the Device ID tuple. If the
mantiss is zero (noted as resrved in the PCMCIA PC Card Standard - Relea 2.0), the lower bits are
a binary coe representing a spe from the following table:

Cod Sp
0 (Reed . do no U8)

1 2Snø
2 20ns
3 150 ns

4 100nsec

S"7 (Reed, do not us)

The fields itaci in the argument packet desnption above are for internal use by Cad Servces.

Card Servce initilizes them to the appropnate values. The client must preserve thes values for
subseuent GetNextPartition requests. The Flags byte is a bit-mappe field use by Cad Servces
to mainta state informtion for subseuent GetNextPartition reuests. The Lin Offt and cis

Offset fields are use by Card Servces to mata state informtion for subseuentGetNextPartition reuests. .

5 - 26 PCMCIA @ 1992
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetFirstPartitio (OSH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Th CardOffetfield is se by Ca Servce It is th off on the ca where ths pation be.
Th Par Siz is the tota sioflh pation.
Th EflocSize field is th efve er bloc siz ba on the devce er bloc si an how
device sati mery cad acc. ''If one device supplies th odd by an anth even byt,
th eftive eras bloc si is twce th device eras blo siz.

Th JEEC m fild is th JEDEC Identier of th device in th reon. If no Jedec ID tuple is
prent in the OS, th field is se to zeo (0) by Ca Sece

Th lower fi bits of the Par Tye field is a const desbin th ty of pation. Th
followi ar cuently def:

00 No pøli Inlci tu

001H DO BPBlAT pa

OOH FFS I pado

00 FFS H pado

OOH X1P pøon ..

7FFFH Un petI
AI oi.. V8lI are RESERVED.

Th uppe bit of th Par Tye field inicates if th pation ha EOC inormtin. It wi be se if
th eror deton coe ty in the TPLF_EOC field of th OS_FORM T tuple is non-ze.
Oients may ignore th pation if th ar not pre to dea with ED. If a clent can hadle
HDe, it should us th Ca Inormtion Strcte proin fuons to reover detled EOC
inormtion. \I clent must fit locte the approprite formt tuple an then pr th EOC
inormtion.
The Parultiple is th mium siz tht may be us for a pation with th device spce. It
is exre as a num of efve bloc si. For exple, if th Eflocize field is 128
kby an th Parultiple field is four (4), the actal mium pation si is 512 kby. In
addition, pation siz greate th th mium must be a multiple of th value. Parultiple
for most reons is relate to devce siz rath th eras bloc siz, sin pations may not

crss devce which have inteloc inteactons with a device. As with Eflocize, th
Parultiple value accounts for th interleavi of multiple device. Th Parultiple field is
incuded for completenes. It save th clent the overhea of deteng which reon the
pation lies in and obtag th inormtion from a GeirtIexegion reues

WARG:
Pørttions whic contøin more tln on ty of de møy reqire

speciøl Memor Techlogy Dr'Det (Ms). Cliefl should use Cle
in creøting pørtioii which spøn multiple tl tyes. Pørtioii

tMt splU multiple tlic ty. møy not be usøble in øll systems.

PCMCIA C 1992 5-27
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GeRrtRegion (OS H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.14 GetFirstReglon (06H)

CardServices (GetFirstRegion, ~ull/MTDhandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This functon returns device inormation for the fist region of devices on the card in the specied
socket. Card Servces obtais this information by diectly accessing the PC Card's cis. If there are
no regions, the Status argument is set to NO_MORE_ITEMS. The ClientHandle for the MI
supportg access to this region is returned in the Handle argument.

Ofet Fie Size Typ Veil.. Detall/Dcrlptlon

0 SOket 2 I N Logical Soket

2 Attibutes 2 I/O N Regio Attbutes Field

4 TupleMask 1 0 N Bit-mapp (define below)

5 Acc Spee 1 0 N Window Spe Field

6 Rags 2 0 N CS Regio Rags Data

8 UnkOf 4 0 N "- CS Regio Unk Data

t2 CIS Ofet 4 0 N CS Regio CIS Data

16 Card Ofet 4 0 N card Memory Region Ofet

20 Regio Size 4 0 N Region Size 

24 EfllokSize 4 0 N Erase Blok Size

28 Partultple 2 0 N Partion Multple (Erase Blok units)

30 JEOECIO 2 0 N Region JEOEC Memory 10 Coe

The fields in this argument packet are the sae as in GetFirstPartiton. The fields italcized in the
argument packet described above are for internal use by Card Servces, Card Servces intialized
them to the appropriate values. The clent must preserve these values for subsequent

GetNextliRegion requests. The Virtual Parttion attribute bit is interpreted as a viual region
attribute for regions.

Note:
This function requires a PC Card be initialized with a cis. This function

does NOT interact with MTDs to determine region information.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equal to thrt-tw (32)

BAD_SOCKET Socket Is Invalid

NO_CARD No PC card in socet

NO_MOREJTEMS No regions or CI S on PC card

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 5.29July, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetFirstTuple (07H)

5.15 GetFirstTuple (07H)

CardServices (GetFirstTuple, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function returns the first tuple of the speified typ in the cis for the specified socket. If there
are no tuples, the Status argument is set to NO_MORE_lTEMS.

.
Ofset Field Size ,Type Value DetallJOscription

0 Socket 2 I N Logica Socket

2 Anributes 2 I N Bit-mappe (defined below)

4 DesiredTuple 1 I N Desired Tuple Code Value

5 Reserved 1 I 0 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

6 Flags 2 0 N es Tuple Flags data

8 Unk Offset 4 0 N es Unk State Information

12 cis Offset 4 0 N eseis State Information

16 TupleCode 1 0 N Tuple found

17 TupleLink 1 0 N Link value for tuple found

The Socket field describes the logical socket containing the desired card.

The Attributes field is bit-mapped. The following bits are defined:

Bit 0 Return link tuples (set = true)

Bits 1..15 RESERVED (Reset to zero). .
The Desired Tuple field is the tuple value desired. If it is OFFH (255), the very first tuple of the cis
is returned (if it exists). If the DesiredTuple field is any other value on entry, the cis is parsed
attempting to locate a tuple which matches.
The fields italicized above are for internal usc by Card Services. Card Services initializes them to
the appropriate values. The client should preserve these values for subsequent GetNextTuple
requests. The Flags field is used by Card Services to maintain state information during CiS
processing requests. The Link Offset field and the CiS Offset field are also used by Card Services
to maintain state information during CiS processing requests.
The TupIeCode and TupleLink fields are the values returned from the tuple found.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not aqualto eighteen (18)

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

NO_CARD No PC Card in soket

NO_MORE_ITEMS No Card Information Structure (CIS) or desired tuple not found

.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetNextlient (2AH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.16 GetNextClient (2AH)

CardServices (GetNextClient, ClientHandle/ClientHandle, null, ArgLength,
ArgPointer)

This function returns the ClientHandle for the next registered clent. The ClientHandle previously
returned by GetFirstClient or GetNextClient is passed in the Handle argument. - The next

ClientHandle is returned in the Handle argument. H there are no more clients, the Status argument
is set to NO_MORE_ITEMS.

Of. Field Siz. Type V.lue D.t&llIncriptlon

0 Soket 2 I N Logical Socket

2 Attibutes 2 i N 8it,mappd field (defined below)

The Socket field descbes the logical soket if Attributes Bit 0 is set to one (1).
The Atbbutes field is bit-mapped. The bits are defined as follows:

Bit 0 All client (rese 10 zero) or clients for this
sockel only (sello one).

Bits 1 .. 15 RESERVED (Reseiio zero)

If Bit 0 is set to one, only the clents accepting events for this socket are returned. If Bit 0 is reset to
zero, al clents registered with Card Servces are returned.

WARNING:

I

If another client perorms a successful RegisærClientO or
DeregisærClient() request between a GetFirstClientO and
GetNextClient() or two GetNextClient() requests, the results are not
predictable.

Return Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGTH AtgLengt is not equal to for (4)

BAD_HANDLE C/ientHande Is Invalid

BAD_SOCKET Soet is invalid (soket request, only)

NO_CARD No PC Card in soket

NO_MORE_ITEMS No more clients are registered

PCMIA @ 1992, 1993 July. 1993 5 - 31
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Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetNextPartition (OSH)

5.17 GetNextPartition (OSH)

CardServices (GetNextPartition, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function returns device information for the next partition on the card in the specified socket
based on the PC Card's ciS. If there are no more partitions, the Status argument is set to
NO_MaRE_ITEMS.

e.

Ofset Reid Size Type Value DetaillDcription

0 Soket 2 I N logical Socket

2 Attributes 2 itO N Partition Attibutes Field

4 TupleMask 1 0 N Bit-mappe field

5 Acæss Speed 1 0 N Window Sped Field

6 Flags 2 VO N CS Paritin Flags Data

8 Link OffseT 4 VO N CS Parrtin Link DaTa

12 CIS OffseT 4 VO N CS Partition CIS DaTa

16 Card Offset 4 0 N Card Memory Region Offset

20 Part Size 4 0 N Partition Size

24 EffBlockSize 4 0 N Erase Block Size

28 PartMultiple 2 0 N Partition Multiple (Erase Block units)

30 JEOEC 10 2 0 N Partition JEOEC Memory 10 Code

32 PartType 2 0 N Partition Type Field .
The fields italicized above are for internal use by Card Services. Card Services initializes them
during a GetFirstPartition or previous GetNextPartition request. If necessary, Card Services

updates them during this request. The client must preserve these values between

GetNextPartition requests. The Socket field must be the same as the original GetFirstParition
request. The Flags byte is a bit-mappe field used by Card Services to maintain state information
for subsequent GetNextPartition requests. The Link Offset and cis Offset fields are used by Card
Services to maintain state information for subsequent GetNextPartition requests. The Attributes
field must be the same as the original GetFirstParition request.
SUCCESS is returned if there is another partition on the card. Other return codes are the same as
GetNextTuple.

WARNING:

Partitions which contain more than one type of device may require

special Memory Technology Drivers (Mils). Clients should use care
in creating partitions which span multiple device types. Partitions
that span multiple device types may not be usable in all systems.

.;
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetNextParitlon (OSH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Ret Codes:

BA_AR_LENGlH Arlh I. no eqll to lhrtfo (34)
BA_ARGS O1 rn pr Getlrllll Is copt
BA_SO Sot Is invaid

NO_CARD No PC cad In lI

NO_MOE_ITMS No moe paan on PC cad

PCMCIA@ 1992 5 -33
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetNextRegion (09H)

CardServices (GetNextRegion, null/MTDHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Ths fucton ret devce inormtion for the next regon of device on th card in the speed
soet base on the PC Cad's ,OS. H there ar no more regons, th Status arguent is se to
NO _MORE_IT. The ClientHdle for the MI supportg acces to ths reon is retued in
the Hadle argument.

0f fild SID Typl V.lue Delllptlo
0 Sot 2 I N l. Soet

2 Attes 2 li N Reg Atbus Fie

4 Tupl 1 0 N B1-mep fild

5 Ac 5p 1 0 N Mi Sp Fiø

6 Fl. 2 li N cs Psr Flag Da

B LiOfet .. li N cs pll Unk Data

12 CIS Ofet .. li N cs PII CIS Da

16 Ca Oft 4 0 N Ca Me Reio Oft
20 Reion Size 4 0 N Reio Size 

24 ElIloize 4 0 N Er_ Bl SIe

28 Parl1pl 2 0 N Pii Wli (Er Bl unta)

30 .EDECIO 2 0 N Par .EDEC Me 10 Coe

The fields itaci abve are for intern us by Cad Sece. Ca Sece initializ them
durng a GetFirtRegion or prevous GetNextRegion reest. H nec, Card Servce update
them durg th request The client must presrve thes values beee GetNexegion requests.
The Socket field must be the same as the origi GetFirtRegion request The Flags byte is a

bit-mappe field us by Cad Servce to mata stte inormtion for subsuent
GetNextRegion reuests Th Lin Offst and as Offet fields ar us by Cad Sece to
mainta state inormtion for subsuent GetNextRegion reues. Th Attbutes field must be
the same as the origi GetFirtRegion reues.
SUCCE is retued if ther is anth reon on th cad. Ot re codes ar th sa as
GetextTuple.

Ret Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH Arglenth Ie no eq to thrt-tw (32)

BA_ARGS Da fr pr Geirallxt Ie copt

BAD_SO Sot Ie invaid

NO_CARD No PC cad in ao

NO_MOEßEMS Sot II invaid

5.34 PCMCIA @ 1992
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GetNe M') Release 2.0

11, ArgLength, AJ: rdServices (GetNextTuple, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

device on th car in iÏfucton retu the ne tuple of th speed ty in th as for the sped so If there
ions, the Status . no more tuples, the Statu arguent is set to NO_MORE_IT.
; acc to ths regi~n ii 0f fild Siz Type V.lue D"'llIcrp11o

0 Sot 2 I N l. Soet"'llIptlo
2 AI 2 I N Bi-map

'Ø Soet
4 Derecup 1 I N Der. Tuple Coe ValueS( Als F1
5 R8 1 I 0 RII (ffet b Zf)

l-map fi
6 F1 2 li N CS Tup Fl daJII $p FI
B '-Of .. li N CS Li Sflflnloati

; psr F1 Dati
12 CI Of .. li N- CS CIS Sfre Inlomiati

l Pwr Unk Da
18 Tuplod 1 0 fl Tupl fond

r Pwr CIS Data

17 Tupllnk 1 0 N li vaue fo bJple foundrd Me Re Ofl
gi SIe ,he fields itaci above are for intema use by Cad Servce. They must be th sa values
1M Bl SIe ' mimed by a GetFirtTuple or previous GetNextTuple request They wil be updted by Cad

_":ce Thei ext values shuld be preed by th clent for subsuent GetNextTuple1f Aü (Er Bl . ._.' ..._ests Th Socet field desbe the logca so conta th desre cad. Th Fls field,
't .EDE Me I) Co, in Oft field, and CiS Offet field ar use by Cad Seces to manta stte inormtion

ur as p~ocg requests.
I. Ca Sece inti he Attbutes field is bit-mappe. The following bits ar def:
nec, Ca Se
eteen Getexegi" :lO Røiun lin bJpl (se - ir)
ion reqest. Th FIa ,

te inrmtion for ' Ds1-15 RESERVED (Ret II zer ).

,ds ar us by Cad;
!' Desired Tuple field is the tuple value desired. If the field is set to OFF (255), the very nex!S. Th Attbutes fi
uple of the as is reed (if it exsts). If the DesiredTuple field is any other value, the as is

I\ re codes ar t
I)ar frm th loction ret by th previous GetFirtIexTuple rees attemptig to locate
tuple which matc

, UCCE is reed ü th spefied tuple was foun. If a spec tuple ty was sped an it
" ould not be locte, NO_MORE_ITMS is retu. If there was no as presnt,
'lO_MORE_IT is retued. If no cad is in the sot, NO_CA is ret. U the entire CI

i to lhrttw (32 ia be pro, NO_MORE_ITMS is retrn. Contiuig to ca GetNextTuple afer

Illxt II copt eævi an NO_MORE_ITMS re coe reults in more NO_MORE_ITS ret codes.
lh.. TupleCode an TupleLi fields are the values retued from the tuple found.
~etTupleData ca be us to reeve th actual tuple data.

Note:
GetNexTuple attpts to matc the contents of the DesiredTuple field.
If the nex physica tuple in the ch is desird, th clent should inure
the DesirdTuple field is OFF (25) prior to invokig GetextTuple.
The DesiredTuple field may be modüied between GetFirtIexTuple
requests

PClt( @1992 5-35
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetNextTuple (OAH)

Ret Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGTH Arglenth Ii no eqii to eite (18)

BAD_ARGS Data fr pr GelFlrllxtTup Is c:pt

BA_SO Sot IIlnvald

NO_CARD No PC Cad In ao

NO_MOE_ITEMS Desired tuple not fond

5 -36 PCMCIA @ 1992
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

GetStatus (aCH)

CardServices (GetStatus, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function returns the current status of a PC Card and its socket.

0f Field Size Typl DealllcriptionValue

o Soket 2 N

N

Logical Socket

2 CardState 2 o Card State Output Data

4 SoketState 2 o N Soket State Output Data

The Socket field identifies the logical socket which contains the PC Card.
The CardS tate field is the bit-mappe output data returned from Card Services. The bits identify
the current state of the installed PC Card. They are:

Bit 0 Write Protected (set = true)

Bit 1 Card Locked

Bit 2 Ejecton Request

Bit 3 Inserton Request

Bit 4 Battery Voltage Detect 1 (set = dead)

Bit 5 Battery Voltage Detect 2 (set = warning)

Bit 6 ReadyIBusy (set = ready)

Bit 7 Card Detected (set = tre)

BitsS"15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

This information is obtained from the Socket Services GetStatus function. The CardState field is
created from the Socket Services Card State. If an I/O card is installed in the speified soket, card
state is returned from the pin replacement register. If certain state bits are not present in the pin
replacement register (se PC Card Release 2.0 Setion 5.2.8.3.2 ), a simulated state bit value is
returned as defined below:

WP (Write Protected) Not write protected

BVDl (Battery Voltage Detect 1 )

BVD2 (Battery Voltage Detect 2)

RDYIBSY (ReadyIBusy)

Power Goo

Power Goo

Ready

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -37
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetStatus (OCH)

The Soc~etState field is the bit-mapped output data returned from Card Servces. These bits .1

identify the current socket state. They are: '

Bit 0 Write Protec Chang

Bit 1 Card Lock Change (set = tru)

Bit 2 Elecion Requet Pending (set = true)

Bit 3 Insertn Request Pending (set = true)

Bit 4 Baner Dead Chang (set = true)

Bit 5 Banery Warning Change (set = tre)

Bit 6 Ready Change (se = tr)

Bit 7 Card Detec Change (set = tr)

Bit8'.15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

This information is obtained form the Socket Services Get Socket function for memory cards. The
SocketState field is created from the Socket Servces Socket Attributes.
SUCCESS is returned if the Socket field is vald.

I

Note:
NO_CARD wil not be returned if there is no PC Card present in the
socket.

Return Codes: .
BAD_ARG_LENGTH

BAD_SOCKET

ArgLength is not equal to six (6)

Socket is invalid

.
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;.tfi1NCl'ION REFERENCE
~~t'rupleData (ODH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5~21 GetTupleData (ODH)

cardServices(GetTupleoata, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This functon returns the content of the last tuple returned by GetFirst/extTuple. The TupleData
returned is packed so that all Tuple Data bytes are contiguous and not even byte only (if the data
came from attribute memory). This function only retums data bytes from the tuple body. The tuple code
and link fields are never retumed in the TupleData fild.

Ofet Field Siza Type Valll Oatøll/a.crptlon

0 SOket 2 I N Logicl SOket

2 Attibues 2 I N Bit-mappe (definfK bew)

4 DøiredTuple 1 I N Deire Tupl Coe Value

5 Tuple Ofet 1 I N Ofet into tuple from link byte

6 Flags 2 I/O N CS Tuple Rag data

8 Unk Ofet 4 I/O N CS Unk State Informtion

12 CISOft 4 I/O N CS CIS State Informtion

16 TupleDataMax 2 I N Maximum size of tupl data area

18 TupleDataLen 2 0 N Number of bytes in tuple boy

20 TupleData N 0 N Tuple Data

The argument packet has been structured to use the same fields as GetFirst/extTuple. This
alows a client to locate a tuple with those functions and then retrieve tuple data with this function
using the same argument packet.
The Socket field identifies the logical socket containing the PC Card.
The Attbutes, DesiredTuple, Flags, LinkOffset, and CISOffset fields (italcized above) are for
internal use by Card Servces. They must be the same values returned by a GetFirstTuple or
previous GetNextTuple request Their exit values should be preserved by the client for subsequent
GetNextTuple requests.
The Socket field describes the logical socket containing the desired card. The Flags byte, Link
Offset field, and CiS Offset field are used by Card Servces to maintain state information durig
CiS processing requests. The Attbutes and DesiredTuple fields descrbe the tuple being
processed.
The Tuple Offset field allows partial tuple information to be retrieved starng anywhere withi
the tuple. The actual number of tuple bytes in the tuple body is returned in the TupleDataLen field.
This value wil be larger than TupleDataMax if the tuple body is larger than the space provided in
TupleData. Attempting to read beyond the end of a tuple returns with a return code of
NO _MORE_ITEMS.

Ne
~O _CARi) wil Ret i,e l'ehll'Re.t if there is Re PC Cal'.t l'l'eSeRt ifl tle
seelieti

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5 - 39
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
GetTupleData (ODH)

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is less than twenty (20)

BAD_ARGS Data from prior GetFirsUNextTuple is corrupt

BAD_SOCKET Soket is invalid

NO_CARD No PC Card in soke

NO_MORE_ITEMS No more tuple data on PC Card

5 - 40 PCMCIA @1992
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
MapLogSocket (12H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

,5.22 MapLogSocket (12H)

CardServices(MapLogSocket, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Ths function maps a Card Servces logical socket to its Socket Servces physical adapter and socket
values.

Ofet Field Siz. Type V.lu. D."IIIO.8Clptlon

0 Log Soet 2 I N Logicl Socket

2 Phy Adapter 1 0 N Phyic Adapter Number

3 PhySoet 1 0 N Physic Soet Numbe

The Log Socket field contais the socket to convert to Socket Servces adapter and physical socket
values.

The Phy Adapter field is returned by Card Servces, if the Log Socket field is valid. It is the Socket
Servces adapter value to address the logical socket. Physical adapters and physical sockets AElaptefS

are numbered starting at zeo (0) eRe (1) wlte seekets al'e RHRleefeEl stafliRg at eRe (1). The Phy
Socket field is returned by Card Servces, if the Log Socket field is valid. It is the Socket Servces
socket value to address the logical socket.

Note:
This function is not expected to be required for most clients of Card
Servces. It is intended to provide additional information to system
utilties which may require the abilty to map between logical and
physi~al resources.

i

Return Codes:

BAO_ARG_LENGTH

BAD_SOCKT

ArgLeng is not equal to for (4)

Socket is invalid
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
MapLogWindow (13H)

5.23 MapLogWindow (13H)
CardServices (MapLogWindow, WindowHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer) .
This function maps a Card Services WindowHandle passed in the Handle argument to its Soket
Services physical adapter and window.

Of Field Size Type Value Detaillcription

0 Phy Adapter 1 0 N Physical Adapter Number

1 Phy Window 1 0 N Physical Window Number

The Phy Adapter field is the Socket Services physical adapter number containing the window. Th
Phy Window field is the Socket Services physical window number. -

Note:
This function is' not expected to be required for most clients of Card
Services. It is intended to provide additional information to system
utilties which may require the abilty to map between logical and
physical resources.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH

BAD_HANDLE

ArgLength is not equal 10 two (2)

WindowHandle is invalid

.)

.'. .\ ~
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
MapMemPage (14H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

5.24 MapMemPage (14H)
CardServices (MapMemPage, WindowHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function selects the memory area on a PC Card into a page of a window allocated with the
RequestWindow function. The WindowHandle returned by RequestWindow is passed in the
Handle argument.

0f Field Size Type Value Deall/Dcrlptlon

0 Card Offset 4 I N Card Offset Address

4 Page 1 I N Page Number

TheCardOffset field is the absolute offset from the beginning of the PC Card to map into system
memory.
The Page field is the page number for the window. Ths page of the window in system memory
address space will be mappe to the requested area of the PC Card. If the Paged bit in the
Attibutes field for a window is not set, this value muat be zero (indicating the first and only page).

Return Codes:

BA_ARG_lENGTH Arglength is not equal to five (5)

BAD_HANDLE WindowHandle is invaid

BAD_OFFSET Ofset is invalid

BAD_PAGE Page is invaid

NO_CARD No card in soket

PCMCIA @ 199 5 -43
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
MapPhySocket (15H)

5.25 MapPhySocket (15H)

CardServices(MapPhySocket, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function maps Socket Servces physical adapter and socket values to a Card Servces logical
socket.

.)
Ofet Field SI Type V.lue Oeiall/D..crlptlon

0 Log Soket 2 0 N Logical Soket

2 Phy Adapter 1 I N Physicl Adapter Numbe

3 Phy Soket 1 I N Physical Socket Numbe

The Log Socket field is returned by Card Servces. It contains the logical socket representing the
Phy Adapter and Phy Socket provided. Physical adapters and physical sockets Aèartefs are
numbered starting at zero (0) eRe (1) wffe seel¡;ets aft Rl:IHeefeè staftiRg at eRe (1). The Phy
Adapter field and Phy Socket fields, if valid, are converted to a Log Socket value.
SUCCESS is returned if the Phy Adapter and Phy Socket fields are valid.

Note:
This function is not expected to be required for most clients of Card Seivices. It is intended

to provide additional information to system utilties which may require
the abilty to map between logical and physical resources.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to four (4)

BAD_ADAPTER Adapter is invalid

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

.¡

.'.....
i
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
MapphyWindow (16H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

5.26 MapPhyWindow (16H)

CardServices (MapPhyWindow, nuii/windowHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function maps Soket Services physical adapter and window values to a Card Services logical
WindowHandle.

Of Reid Size Type Value Dealllcriptlon

0 Phy Adapter 1 I N Physical Adapter Number

1 PhyWindow 1 I N Physical Window Number

SUCCESS is returned if the Phy Adapter and Phy Window fields are valid. BAD_ADAPTER or
BAD_WINDOW is returned if the corresponding value is invalid.

Note:
This function is not expected to be required for most clients of Card
Services. It is intended to provide additional inormation to system
utilties which may require the abilty to m-ap between logical and

physical resources.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to two (2)

BAD_ADAPTER Adapter is invaid

BAD,_WINDOW Wind is invalid

5 -45PCMCIA @ 1992
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ModifyConfiguration (27H)

5.27 ModlfyConfiguration (27H)

CardServices (ModifyConfiguration, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength,
ArgPointer)

This function alows a socket and PC Card confguration to be modified without a pai of Release/
RequestConfiguration functions. The ClentHandle originaly passed to RequestConfiguration is
passed in the Handle argument. This function can only modify a configuration requested via
RequestConfiguration.
10 addresses mapped and IRQ routing can only be changed by first using ReleaseConfiguration
and then using Release/RequestlO/lRQ followed by RequestConfiguration.

Ofii Field Siz Type Value Dell/Dacrlptlon

0 Soket 2 I N Logical Soket

2 Attibutes 2 I N Bit.mapp (define below)

4 Vee 1 I N Vee Settng

5 Vpp1 1 i N Vpp1 Settng

6 Vpp2 1 I N Vpp2 Settng

The Socket field must be the same value used in RequestConfiguration.
The Attibutes field is bit-mapped. The following bits are defined:

Bit 0 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

Bit 1 Enable IRO Steering (set = true)

Bit 2 IRO change valid (set = tru)

Bit 3 Vee chang valid (set = true)

Bit 4 Vpp1 change valid (set = tr)

BitS Vpp2 change valid (set = true)

Bits 6 .. 15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

Enable IRQ Steering is set to one to connect the PC Card IREQ to a previously selected system
interrpt. IRQ change valid is set to one to request the IRQ steering enable to be changed. The
Vcc/pplNpp2 change valid bits are set to one to request a change to the corresponding voltage
level for the PC Card.

The Vee, Vppl and Vpp2 fields all represent voltages expressed in tenths of a volt. Since these
fields are a byte wide, values from zero (0) to 25.5 volts may be set. To be vald, the exact voltage
must be available through the system's Socket Services. To be compliant with the PCMICA PC Card
Standard - Release 2.0, systems must always support 5.0 volts for both Vcc and Vpp.

WARNING:

Using this function to set Vee and/or Vpp to zero (0) volts may result
in the loss of a PC Card's state. Any client setting Vee or Vpp to zero
(0) volts is responsible for insuring the PC Card's state is restored
when power is re-applied to the card.

5 - 46 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
ModifyConfiguration (27H)

PCMCIA CAD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Releas 2.0

Ret Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGTH Arglgt Ii no 8q to ..\l (7

BA_ATIRIB IRQ iti C8 be cl or en

BA_HAE Cl1Hdl ci na ma owin dlet

BA_SO Sot II In'lid

BA_vee Rete VO( II na avla on lO

BA_VPP Rete Vpp II na lM on Io
NO_CARD No PC Cø In lO
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ModifyWindow (17H)

CardServices (ModifyWindow, WíndowHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Ths fuction moifes the attrbutes, or access spe of a window previously allocte with the
RequestWindow function. The WindowHandle returned by RequestWindow is pass in the

Handle arguent.

.......; !

0f fild Siz Type ValUl Delllrlptlo
0 Attul8 2 I N Wind Attibutes Field

2 AcSp 1 I N Wind Spe

The Attbutes field is bit-mappe. It is defined as follows:

Bit 0 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

Bit 1 Mery type (set - attbute)

Bit 2 Enale (set _ tr, reset _ disale)

BitS AcssSp valid (set _ b'ue)

Bits 4 "15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

NOTE
Accesspe valid is set to one when the Acces Spe field has a valid
value tht the client wants set for the widow. If Accespe valid is
reset to zero, the access speed for the window is not modüied.

e''iThe Access Speed field is bit-mappe as follows:

BitsO"2 Deviæ sp co, if spe mantissa is zero

BitsO"2 Spd expont. if sp mantiss is not zero

BitsS"6 Sp matiss
Bit 7 Wait (set - use waiL, if availabe)

The above bit defitions use the fonnt of the extended spe byte of the Device ID tuple. H the
mantiss is zero (noted as reserved in the PCMCIA PC Card Standard - Relea 2.0), the lower bits are
a bina code representing a spe from the followig table:

Co Sp
0 (Re . do not use)
1 25nsec

2 20ns
S 150ns
4 100ns

5 "7 (Reed. do no use)

The WindowHandle identifies the window for this request. It must be the value returned by theorigina RequestWindow request. .
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
ModifyWindow (17H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Note:
Only some of the window attbutes or the access speed field may be
modifed by this request. The MapMemage fuon is al used to set
the offset into PC Car memory to be mapped into system memory for
paged winows. The RequestleleaseWindow fucton must be used
to change the window base or size.

Ret Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGTH ArgLlh I. no equa to th (3)

NO_CARD No PC cad In ii

BA_ATIRI8 Atlut ar Inva or wi cat enbldillle

BA_HADLE W1nd II invaid

BAD_SPEED Spllinva
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
Open Memory (18H)

CardServices (OpenMernory, ClientHandle/MernoryHandle, null, ArqLength,
ArqPointer)

TIs fution opens an ara of a memory cad to alow use of th ReadIriteJCopyMemory and
the erase fuctons. It assciates an MT and an abslute cad offt with a MemoryHandle. Card
Servces will apply power to the sot ü the soket. was not bein use. The OientHdle
returned by Registerlient is pass in the Hadle argunt. The MemoryHadle retu in the
Handle arguent must be use in the ReadIritelCopyMemory and Eraseeue requests.

0f F11c Siz Type Value Delllptlon
0 Sol 2 I N Log Soet
2 Anrible 2 I N Allbu 01 mem area to be 8CS1ec

4 Ofl 4 I N Ca 0I11o Area to Op

The Socket field desbes the logical so contaning the desired card.

The Attbutes field is bit-mappe. It indicates the ty of memory tht is being opened as follows:

BIIO Me type (eei. anribute)
Bit 1 ExdUlWl (eei. tre)

Bits 2.' 15 RESERVED (Rei lI zer)

Bit 0 spes ~heth attbute or commn memory wi be acc. H attbute memory is being
acce, th clent must explicitly acces the memory corrtly. For PCMOA defied attbute
memory, ths me tlt only even bytes ca be relibly read and wrtten. Bit 1 alows a client to
gain exclusive acce to the memory area beng at th speed offst. Oter clients tht

attmpt to open the memory area begig at the sa offset wi receive an IN_USE retu code.

The Offset identies the byt off to the beginng of the porton of the card tht the client will
be acceing. Cad Servces uses ths inonntion to determe the corrt MemoryHadle to
return. Th offse is also saved by Cad Servce to adjust relative offse supplied by the
Readrite/CopyMemory an the erse fuctons to abslute offsts for MTD.

The MemoryHadle field is retued by ths reuest. It must be use for al subseuent red,
wrte, copy an eras reuests to th identied memory area. When al access have ben
peorm, th client must penorm a CloseMemory reuest with ths handle. Each Openemory
incements a us count mataed for each reon and each CloseMemory decements ths
counter.
Ony one Openemory nees to be peformed for all access to a specc area of a PC Card by a
single client.

5.50 PCMCIA @ 1992
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
Open Memory (18H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_lENGTH Arglength is not equal to eight (8)

BAD_HANDlE Invalid ClientHanle

BAD_OfFSET Ofset is invalid

BAD_SOCKET Soket is invaid

NO_CARD No PC Card in soket .

IN_USE Memory area is in-use, exclusively

-i,k
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReadMemory (19H) 5.31 RegisterClient (10H)

CardServices (ReadMemory, MemoryHandle, buffer, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This functon reads data from a PC Card via the speàfed MemoryHandle. An MI is used to
perform the actual read. The MemoryHandle returned by Open Memory is passed in the Handle
argument. The pointer to the system memory buffer that will receive the data read from the PC
Card is passed in the Pointer argument.

.5.30 ReadMemory (19H) &,31 RegisteFClieRt (19"')

Off..t Field Siz Type Valu. Dttalll..crlptlon

0 cardOfet 4 I N Card Sorce Ofet

4 Count 4 I N Number of bytes to transfer

fi'

The Card Offset is a relative offset from the physical offset provided to the Open Memory request
used to obtain the MemoryHandle. It is the first location on the PC Card where the data should be
read.
The Count field is the number of bytes to read from the PC Card.
If the MemoryHandle identifies common memory, all bytes requested are transferred. If the
MemoryHandle identifies attribute memory, the client must recognze that memory locations with
odd addresses may not have valid data. The client is expected to access the attribute memory in an
appropriate way.

When used in a processor mode that supports segmentation (e.g. Intel 80286 protected mode
operation), all bytes transferred are required to be contained within the segment referenced by the
system memory buffer pointer. This limits the count requested to be less than or equal to the
maxmum segment size. .
Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to eight (8)

BAD_HANDLE Invalid Memoryandle

BAD_OFFSET Invalid source offet

READfAILURE Unable to read media

BAD_SIZE Size of area to read is invalid

NO_CARD No PC Card in socket

.'
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RegisterClient (10H) 5.30 ReadMemory (19H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION,
Release 2.1

5.31 RegisterClient (10H) &,39 ReadMsfRery (19W)

CardServices (RegisterClient, null/ClientHandle, ClientEntry, ArgLength,
ArgPointer )

This function registers a clent with Card Servces. A REGISTRATION_COMPLETE event is
generated for the clent calback handler when registration processing for the client has been
completed by Card Servces. The ClientHandle returned in the Handle argument must be passed
to DeregisterClient when the clent terminates. The Client calback handler entry point is passed
in the Pointer argument.

Ot.t Field Siz Type V.lue Detlll/pllon
0 Attribues 2 I N Bit-mappe (define beow)

2 Event Mask 2 I N Event to notif Client

4 Client Data 8 I N Data fo th Client (binding spe)

12 Version 2 i N Card Servic Version this client exp

The Attibutes field is bit-mapped. It identifies the type of client registerig and what type of
artificial CARD_INSERTION notifications Card Servces should generate. The field is defied as
follows:

Bit 0 Memor cliet device driver (set = true)

Bit 1 Memor Tecnogy Driver (set = tr)

Bit 2 10 client devic driver (set = tr)

Bit 3 CARD INSERTION event fo sharable PC
Cards (set = true)

Bit 4 CARD-'NSERTION event fo cards being
exclusivly us (set = tr)

Bit 5 .. 15 RESERVED (reet to zero)

Bits 0, 1 and 2 are mutually exclusive, only one bit may be set to one, but one of the bits must be set
to one. If both bits 3 and 4 are reset to zero, the client wi not receive arcial CARD_INSERTION
notifications and also will not receive a REGISTRATION COMPLETE notification.
I/O client device drivers are notified of card insertions beore other clients. 10 clients are notified.
in LIFO order (i.e. the last 10 client to regiter is notified first) to ensure that the most recent, and
presumed up to date, client is the one that sets the interface for the PC Card and soket. Memory
Technology Drivers are notified of card insertions next in FIFO order (ie. the first MID to register
is notified first). Finally, memory client device drivers are notified in FIFO order. Memory client
device drivers are clients that use the Open! Close! Read! Write! Copy/ EraseMemory requests and
so must be notified after the MTD have associated with the memory regions that they wil support.
10 clients must use the RequestConfiguration function to set the soket and card interface type
before MTD and memory clients begin accessing the card.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RegisterEraseQueue (OFH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

5.32 RegisterEraseQueue (OFH)

CardServices (RegisterEraseQueue, ci ientHandle/EraseQueueHandie,
EraseQueueHeader, 0, null)

This function registers a client supplied erase queue with Card Services. The pointer to the
EraseQeueHeader is passe in the Pointer argument. The OientHandle returned by
RegisterClient is passe in the Handle argument. The EraseeueHandle for the Queue is
returned in the Handle argument.
The EraseQueueHeader has the following structure:

Of Reid Size Type Value Dealllscriptlon

0 OuueEntrylen 2 I N length in bytes 01 an erase queue entry.

2 OueueEntrynt 2 I N Number 01 entries in the erase queue.

4 OueueEntrArray N I N Array 01 Erase Queue Entries

The QueueEntiLen field specifies the size in bytes of each entr in the erase queue. The erase
queue entres start at offset 4 from the beginning of the EraseQueueHeader, i.e. immediately after
the QueueEntiCnt field of the erase queue EraseQueueHeader. The erase queue entries are
contiguous and form an array of entries.
The QueueEntiCnt field specifies the number of entries in the erase queue.
Each QueueEnti has the following structure:

Of Reid Size Type Value Dealllcription
0 Handle 2 I N MemoryHandle.

2 EntrState 1 VO N State 01 this eras queue entr

3 Size 1 I N Size 01 area to be ered (power 012)

4 'Ofset 4 I N Ofset 01 area to be erased

8 Optional N I N Additional bytes lor dien! use.

The Handle field contains the memory handle returned by an OpenMemory request for the
memory area to be erase by this erase request.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RegisterEraseQueue (OFH)

The EntryState field indicates the state of this queue entry. The following states are defined:

State O..crlptlon

IDLE (FFH) The erase queue entry has no valid information and should be ignored by Card Services.
Should only be set when Card Services is not procssing the request (as indicated by a
value other thn 01H-7FH).

OUEUEDfOR_ERASE (DO) Th client has queued this entry for erasure, The client must not modify this entr until Card
services indicates that the erase has ben procssed. Only set by the Client before a
ReglaterEra..aueue or CheckEra..aueue request.

ERASEJN_PROGRESS (01H-7FH) card Service ha started processing this entry. Only set by Card services when the
requet is being serviced.

ERASE_PASSED (EOH) Card Service ha completed processing this entr and th erase was succssfuL. The
client can moify this entry. Oniy set by Card services when the request ha ben serviced,

ERASEfAILED (E1H) Card Service has completed procesing this entry and th erase was unsuccsful, The
client can moify this entr. This entry coe is only set by Card Services when th indicated
block cold not be erased after appropriate retres. The client is expeed to treat the block
indicted by this entr as unusable. Only set by Card Service whe the request ha ben
service.

MEDIA_WRiTE_PROTECTED (B4H) Card Services has completed processing this entry and th erase was unsuccessful. The
MEDIA_NOT _ERASABLE (86H) client can moify this entry. These coes indicate a user induced failure that can be
MEDIA_MISSING (80H) corrected with appropriate user interaction. Only set by Card Services when the request

MEDIA_NOT_WRITABLE (87H) cannot be service. MEDIA_NOT _ERASABLE is returned whn an erase is attempted on
an SRAM card supported by the default Card Services SRAM MTD.

BAD_SOCKET (C3H) Card Services has completed processing this entry and the erase was not attempted. The

BAD_TECHNOLOGY (C2H) client can modify this entry. These codes indicate an error in the parameters of the entr.
BAD_OFFSET (C1H) Only set by Card Services when the request cannot be service,

BAD _ VCC (C4H)
BAD _ VPP (C5H)
BAD_SIZE (C6H)

The Size field specifies the size of the memory area to be erased. It must be the exponent for a
power of 2, e.g. a 64KB erase block request would specify a size of 16.
The Offset field specifies the offset to the memory area to be erased. It is a relative offset from the
physical offset provided to Open Memory when the MemoryHandle was obtained. The offset
must be the beginning of an erase block.
The Optional field is a byte array that can be used by the client and wil not be accessed by Card
Servces.
All entries in an erase queue may be idle when registered. A return code of SUCCESS indicates the
erase queue wil be serviced by Card Services.

See also DeregisterEraseQueue.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARGS OueueEntryCnt less than 1 or OueueEntryLen less than 8

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equa/to zero (0)

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle is invalid
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RegisterMTD (1 AH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

CardServices (ReqisterMTD, ClientHandle, null, ArqLenqth, ArqPointer)

TI fucton alows a Memory Teclog Drver to rester to hale acc for a regon by a
memory functon. The OientHdle retued by Registeillent is pass in th Hadle
arguent.

Of fild SI Type Value o.llllo
0 Sot 2 I N Lo So
2 AtI 2 I N Ati of Il tn.

4 0f 4 I N ca Olt fo Reio MI IUpo

8 UT Meia ID 2 I N Tok fo UT UI ., id meia

Th Socet identies the logca so contani the desired card.
The Attbutes field is bit-mappe. It indicate th ty of mery tht is being support by th
MTD as follows:

Bit 0 Me type (ut -1I1i)
Bl1-8 RESERVED (Re ., Z8)

BltaS"10 Wr..lnbl.:o . Wr wI E_
1 . Wr w1lh E..2. Re
3 . Wr w1lh Oiea Era

Bi 11 ! Writ w1lh Ver

Bi 12 Era Re8l SU
Bit13.'15 RESERVED (Re 10 Z8)

Write without Erase indicate no eras is done bere a wrte. Write with Eras indicate wrtes
tht are er bloc align an multiple eras bloc siz ar eras beore be wrtten Write
with Disleable Eras incate th WriteMemory attbute DisableEreBefmeWrite ca be
use to contrl u an er bere wrte is not done. Write with Ver is se to one u wrte ca be

verfied af wrtig. Th WriteMemory attbute Ver is us to reqest a vered wrte. Eras
Requests Suppord indicates tht era reqests vi an Eraseue ar supported for th
partion.
Th Offset field identies th mery reon for which th MT support acces. Th value must
be the beg addre of a reon.
Th MT Media ID is a value tht Cad Seces matans on beha of an MT. The MI use
ths value to inicate th ty of mery meda for th regon. Th value is pa to the MID
by Cad Servce whenver a red, wrte, or eras mery acce fuon is reqeste for th
regon.
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FUNCTIO REFERENCE
ReglsterM (1 AH)

R.et Codes:

BA_AA_LENG1l Atenlh ia na iilD li (10)

BA_HAE ciiHlllnle
BA_CFFSE 0I ia InId

BA_SO Sot IIlnvile

NO_CAR No PC cad In lO

5.58 PCMCIA @ 1992
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RegisterTimer (28H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.34 ReglsterTlmer (28H)

Cardservices(RegisterTimer, ClientHandle/TimerHandle, null, ArgLength,
ArgPointer)

This functon registers a calback structure with Card Servces. Based on a tick count provided,
Card Servces cals the client back when the tie period has elapsed and the Card Servces interface
is avaiable. The ClentHandle returned by RegisterCient is passed in the Handle argument. A
TimerHandle is returned in the Handle argument.

0l Fie Siz Type V.lue Detllllncr1pton

0 Wail 2 I N Numbe of tis to wait

The Wait field is the number of timer intervals Card Servces should wait before notifg the
clent. The tick interval is approxiately 1 ms. See waring below. If the Wait field is zero (0) on
entry, Card Servces notifes the client as soon as the Card Servces interface is present.
This function is intended for use by two tyes of clents. First, those who may be operatig in a
background thread of execution. Second, clents who need periodic wakeup calls.
Background thread of execution clients may require Card Servces to perform a task when the Card
Servces interface is busy with a foreground request. Since this function is always avaiable, even
when the Card Servces interface reports BUSY on all other requests, it allows a client to schedule
a later wakeup when Card Servces is avaiable to perform the delayed request.
This function may also serve as a method of receiving periodic wakeup notifications without a
client having to intercept the system tier tick. As noted above, a side effect is that when the clent
receives noti~ation the timer has expired, the Card Servces interface is guaranteed to be avaiable.
When the tier expires and the Card Servces interface is avaiable, Card Servces noties the clent
at the address specified when the clent was regitered with RegisterOient. Clients can use the
TimerHandle passed to their callback routine to determine which timer has expired.
A client may have more than one timer pending at a time Card Servces returns
OUT_OF _RESOURCE if it cannot accept the timer request.

WARNNG:

When Card Services is operating in some environments, timer
intervals may not be received by Card Services reliably. Many
environments (such as Microsoft Windos or systems running UM
emulators on Virtual-86 capable processors) may generate timer
intervals in bursts. The actual interval available on a system may not
be as little as 1 ms. This interval should only be vieed as advisory.
Other Operating System specific services should be used for reliable
timing.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equal to tw (2)

BAD_HANDLE Clientandle is invalid

OUT_OF _RESOURCE Timer requet Invalid
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Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReleaseConfiguration (1 EH)

5.35 ReleaseConfiguration (1 EH)

CardServices (ReleaseConf iguration, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength,
ArgPointer)

This function returns a PC Card and socket to a simple memory only interface and configuration
zero. Card Servces may remove power from the socket if no clients have indicated their usage of
the socket by an Open Memory or RequestWindow. Card Serices is prohibited from resetting the PC
Card and is not required to cycle poer through zeo (0) volts. The ClientHandle used in
RequestConfiguration is passed in the Handle argument.

Ot.li Field Siz Type Value o.talVDacrlptlon

0 Socket 2 I N Logical Socket

The Socket identifies the logical socket to release.
BAD., HANDLE is returned if the ClientHandle is not the one passed to RequestConfiguration.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equal to two (2)

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle does not match owning client or no configuratin to
release.

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReleaseExclusive (2DH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.36 ReleaseExclusive (2DH)

CardServices (ReleaseExclusive, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This functon releases the exclusive use of a card in a socket for a clent. The ClentHandle passed
to IlequestExclusive is passed in the Handle argument.

ot FIeld Siz Type Veil.. Dll/earlptlon
0 Soket 2 I N Logicl Soket

2 Attibu 2 I N Bil Mappe fild.

The Socket field identifies the logical socket that contains the desired PC Card.

The Attbutes field is bit-mapped. The following bits are defied:

I RESERVED (Rest to zero)I BilO"15

Card Servces returns to the client immediately. As soorì'as the Card Servces interface is avaiable,
Card Servces sends a CARD_REMOVAL event to the requesting client and then sends a
CARD_INSERTION event to all registered clients.

See also the RequestExclusive function.

Return Codes:

I

BAD ARG LENGTH ArLeng is not equal to for (4)- - i
BAD_HANDL Clleandle doe not match owning client or no cliet has exclusive

use of the PC Ct in the soet.

BAD_SOCKET Soket Is Invalid
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION

Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReleaselO (1 BH)

5.37 ReleaselO (1 BH)

CardServices (ReleaseIO, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function releases previously requested 1/ 0 addresses. Only the Card Servces database of
resources is adjusted by this functon. No changes are made to the socket adapter. ReleaselO
returns error code CONFIGURATION_LOCKED if RequestConfiguration has already been used
for this socket without a matching ReleaseConfiguration. The ClientHandle used in Request 10 is
passed in the Handle argument.

Ofaet Field Size Type Value OetalVOftcrlptlon

0 Socket 2 I N Logical Soket

2 Base Portl 2 I N Base po address for range 1

4 Num Portl 1 I N Number of contiguous port

5 Attibute 1 1 I N Bit-mappe

6 Base Port 2 i N Base port address fo range 2

8 Num Port2 1 I N Numbe of cotiguous port

9 Allributes2 1 I N Bit-mappe

10 IOAddrLines 1 I N Number of 10 address lines decded by PC Card

The Socket field identifies the logical socket containing the PC Card.
The Base Port fields descnbe the first port address assigned by a RequestIO request. It should
match the value returned by the RequestlO function exactly.
The Num Ports fields descnbe the number of contiguous ports assigned by a RequestIO flinction.
The Attibutes field is defined the same as for RequestIO and must have the same value returned
by RequestlO.
The IOAddrLines field is the number of 10 address lines decoded by the PC Card in the specified
socket. It is used by Card Services to determine whether any addresses outside the ranges specified
needed to be marked as in-use because the combination of Socket hardware and lines decoded
could result in PC Card accesses outside the specified ranges.
Releasing ports using different Base Port, Num Ports or Attibutes values then those used by the
corresponding RequestIO is not supported. Doing so may crash the host system or confuse
resource allocation.

SUCCESS is returned if the specified ports were in use and have been released.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not aqualto eleven (11)

BAD_ARGS I/O description doesn't match alloction

BAD_HANDLE ClienlHandle does not match owning client or no I/O ports to
release.

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

CONFIGURATION_LOCKED Confguration has not been released
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RéleaselRQ (1 CH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.38 ReleaselRQ (1 CH)
CardServices (ReleaseIRQ, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Thi functon releases a previously, requested interrpt request line. Only the Card Servces
database of resources is adjusted by this function. No changes are made to the socket adapter.
ReleaseIRQ returns error code CONFIGURATION_LOCKED if RequestConfiguration has
already been used for this socket without a matchig ReleaseConfiguration. The ClientHandle
used in RequestlRQ is passed in the Handle argument.

Otet Flek SID Type Velue o."III"crptlon
0 Socket 2 I N Logcal Soket

2 Attibues 2 I N Bit-mappe

4 AsignelRQ 1 i N IRQ Number Asigned by CS

The Socket field identifies the logical socket to disable IRQ steering.
The Attibutes field is bit-mapped and is defined the same as in RequestlRQ.The Assigned IRQ
field identifies the IRQ that was previously established by RequestlRQ.

Note:
Most systems have hardware support for interrpt reporting and an

interrpt handler vector üump) table. This function does not
manipulate any such motherboard specific hardware nor does it
manipulate the vector table. It is up to the client to perform these
actvities, if the IRQ is not shared before invoking this functon. No
adju~ent of the interrpt vectors in the interrpt table is made by this
request. It is up to the client to restore the original interrpt handler
after invoking this function.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equal to fie (5)

BAD_ATIIBUTE Attibut don' match alloction

BADJRQ AsignelAQ don' match allocti

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle doe not match owning client or no IRO to release,

BAD_SOCKET Soket is invalid

CONAGURATION_LOCKED Confiuratin has no been released
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Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReleaseSocketMask (2FH)

5.39 ReleaseSocketMask (2FH)

CardServices (ReleaseSocketMask, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function requests that the client no longer be notified of status changes for this socket. A client
~ll stil be notified of status changes for this socket if it has events enabled in its global event mask.
Tile ClientHandle passed to RequestSocketMask is passed in the Handle argument.

Ota.r Fied Size Type Value Detall/acrlptlon

0 Soket 2 I N Logical Soket

The Socket field describes the logical socket to stop notifg the client of status changes.

Return Codes:

I

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to tw (2)

BAD_HANDLE ClienlHandle doe not match owning client or no soket mask to
releae.

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReleaseWindow (1DH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.40 ReleaseWindow (1DH)

Cardservices (ReleaseWindow, WindowHandle, null, 0, null)

This functon releases a block of system memory space which was obtained previously by a
corresponding RequestWindow. The WindowHandle returned by RequestWindow is passed in
the Handle argument.
Card Serices assumes only the owning client wil make this request. For that reason, the owning client
handle is not provided as an argument. Card Serices maintains the owning client's handle in its interna
database to propely manage resources.

Retur Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGTH

BA_HANDL

ArgLengt Is no equal to ZIJO (0)

Windowanle is invalid
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestConfiguration (30H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

5.42 RequestConfiguration (30H)

Cl ien tHandle, null, ArgLength,CardServices (RequestConfiguration,
ArgPointer)

This function configures the PC Card and socket. Card Services will apply power to the socket if
the socket was not powered. This function must be use by clients that require an I/O interface to
their PC Card. The ClientHandle returned by RegisteiClient is passe in the Handle argument.

RequesUO and RequesURQ must be use before callng this function to speify the 10 and IRQ
requirements for the PC Card and socket. After finding an appropriate configuration,
RequestConfiguration establishes the configuration in the socket adapter and PC Card.

0f Field Size Type Velue Deelllcriptlon

0 Soket 2 I N Logica Socket

2 Attibutes 2 I N Bit-mappe (defined below)

4 Vee 1 I N VceSettng

5 Vpp1 1 I N Vpp1 Setting

6 Vpp2 1 I N Vpp2 Settng

7 IntType 1 I N Memory or Memory+VO Interlace

8 ConligBase 4 I N Card Base address 01 config registers

12 Status 1 I N Card Status register settng, il present

13 Pin 1 I N Card Pin register settng, if present

14 ¡Copy 1 I N Card Soket/Copy register selling, if preset

15 Configlndex 1 I N Card Option register settng, il present

16 Present 1 I N Card Configuration registers present
.

The Socket field identifies the logical socket for which to set the configuration.
The Attributes field is bit-mapped. It indicates whether the client wishes exclusive use of the
socket. The routing of the IRQ can also be enabled. The following bits are defined:

Bit 0 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

Bit 1 Enable IRQ steering (set = true)

Bits 2 "15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

Setting Bit 1 to one enables the IRQ steering as requested by RequesURQ. Resetting Bit 1 to zero
disables the IRQ steering.

The Vee, Vppl and Vpp2 fields all represent voltages expresse in tenths of a volt. Since these
fields are a byte wide, values from zero (0) to 25.5 volts may be set. To be valid, the exact voltage
must be available through the system's Socket Services. To be compliant with the PCMCIA PC Card
Standard - Release 2.0, systems must always support 5.0 volts for both Vee and Vpp.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 67
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestConfiguration (30H)

The ConfigBase field is the offset in attribute memory of the configuration registers. The Present
field identifies which, if any, of the configuration registers are present. If present, the
corresponding bit is set. This field is bit-mapped as follows:

.
Bit 0 Option

Bit 1 Status

Bit 2 Pin Replacement

Bit 3 Copy

Bits 4" 7 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

The IntType field is bit-mapped. It indicates how the socket should be configured. The following
bits are defined:

Bit 0 Memoi (set = tre)

Bit 1 Memory and I/O (set = tr)

Bits 2" 7 RESERVED (Reset to zero).

Only one client can be in control of the interface type at any time. Once an interface type other than
Memory has been set, a ReleaseConfiguration must be used to return the socket to a memory only
interface before another 10 interface configuration can be selected.
The Status, Pin and Copy fields represent the initial values that wf should be written to those
registers if they are present, as indicated by the Present field. The Pin field is also used to inform Card
Services which pins in the PC Card's Pin Replacement Register are valid, if any. Only those bits which ar-e
set are considered valid. This affects how status is r'eturned by the GetS 

ta tus function. If a particular signal
is valid in the Pin Replacement Register', both the mask bit and the change bit must be set in the Pin field.

The Configlndex field is the value written to the Option register for the configuration index
required by the PC Card. Only the least significant six bits ar-e significant, the upper' two (2) bits ar-e
ignored. The interrupt type is set by Card SerlJices based on the client's prior Request IRQ () r-equest and the
host hardware environment.

.,.,'

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLeng is not equal to seventeen (17)

BAD_ATTRIBUTE IRQ steering enable conflict

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle is invalid

BAD_TYPE I/O and memory interfce not supported

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

BAD_VCC Requested Vrx is not available on socket

BAD_VPP Requested Vpp is not available on socket

CONFIGURA nON_LOCKED Confguration already set

NO_CARD No PC Card in socket

IN_USE PC Card already being used .
5 - 68 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestExclusive (2CH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

5.43 RequestExclusive (2CH)

CardServices (RequestExclusive, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function requests the exclusive use of a PC Card in a socket for a client. Oients currently using
the PC Card in the socket can reject the request. The ClientHandle returned by RegisterClient is
passe in the Handle argument. This function returns without indicating whether the client
received exclusive access to the PC Card. The client is notified via its callback entr point whether
it has received exclusive access. Ths notification can happen before or after this function returns.

Of Reid Size Type V.lue Dell/Dcrlplion

0 Soket 2 I N logical Socket

2 Attributes 2 I N Bit-mappe field (defined below)

. The Socket field identifies the logical socket that contains the desired PC Card.

The Attrbutes field is bit-mappe. The following bits are defined:

I Bits,O" 15 I RESERVED (Reset to zero)

Card Services returns to the client immediately after noting the request. As soon as the Card
Services interface is available, Card Servces sends EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST events to registered
clients for this socket. If any client returns failure for the EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST event, Card
Services terminates notification processing. Card Services then notifies the requesting client that
the exclusive request failed via an EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE event with the Info argument set to
the return code set by the client that rejected the request.
Once all cdents have accepted the EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST event, Card Services sends
CARD_REMOVAL events to all clients registered and then sends a CARD_INSERTION event to
the requesting client. Finally, Card Services sends the EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE event to the
requesting client.

When the client is through using the PC Card in an exclusive fashion, it must use the
ReleaseExc1usive function to return the PC Card to normal use.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_lENGTH Arglength not equal to four (4)

BAD_HANDlE ClientHndle is invalid

BAD_SOKET Soket is invalid

IN_USE PC Card already in.use exdusively

NO_CARD No PC Card in soket
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestlO (1 FH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

The Atbbutes field is bit.mapped. The followig bits are defined:

Bit 0 Share (se "' tr)

Bit 1 First Shaed (set", tr)

Bit 2 Force Alias Acibilit

Bit 3 Data Path Wl for I/O Rang (reset to zero = 8 bit,
set to on . 16 bi)

Bi4"7 RESERVED (Rest to zer)

PCMCJA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5.70.8
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Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestlO (1 FH)

5.44 RequestiO (1 FH)
CardServices (RequestIO, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function requests I/O addresses for a socket. RequestIO and RequestIRQ must be called to
specify how a PC Card and socket configuration should be set. If a specific combination of 10 and
IRQ configuration is required, ReleaseIO/lRQ may need to be used to release a partial
configuration if the complete configuration cannot be achieved. Then RequestConfiguration must
be used to establish the configuration. RequestIO and RequestIRQ can be requested multiple
times until a successful complete configuration is found. RequestConfiguration only uses the last
configuration specified. RequestIO returns error code CONFIGURATION_LOCKED if
RequestConfiguration has already been used for this socket. RequestIO fails if it has already been
called without a corresponding ReleaseIO. The ClientHandle of the requesting client FeløFReEi ày
Registe.ClieRt is passed in the Handle argument.

Note:
RequestIO should be called once per socket.

Of.ii Field Size Type Value Oetall/Descrlptlon

0 Socket 2 I N Logical Socket

2 Base Port1 2 i/o N Base port address for range

4 Num Portl 1 I N Number of contiguous port

5 Attibutes 1 1 I N Bit-mappe

6 Base Port 2 110 N Base port address for range

8 Num Port2 1 I N Numbe 01 contiguous port

9 Attibutes2 1 I N Bit.mappe

10 10AddrLines 1 I N Number 0110 address lines deced

The Socket field identifies the logical socket that contains the desired PC Card.

Two I/O address ranges can be requested by RequestIO. Each I/O address range is specified by
the BasePort, NumPorts, and Attributes fields. If only a single I/O range is being requested, the
NumPorts2 field must be reset to zero.
The Base Port field is the first port address requested. If reset to zero (0), Card Servces returns an
I/O address based on the available I/O addresses and the number of contiguous ports requested.
When Base Port is zero, Card Services aligns the returned range in the host system's I/O address space on
a boundary that is a multple of the numbei" of contiguous ports requested rounded up to the nearest poei"
of two. For example, if a client requests two I/O ports, the returned Base Port value wil be a multiple of
two. If a client requests five contiguous I/O ports, the returned Base Port value wil be a multple of eight.
If multiple ranges are being requested, the Base Port field must be non-zero for all specified ranges.

The Num Ports field is the number of contiguous ports being requested.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestlO (1 FH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

Normally, each request dedicates the requested ports to the indicated socket, if they are avaiable.
However, for some applications and/ or cards, ports may be shared by cards in two or more
sokets. If the Shared bit is set, the ports requested may be shared with another socket. First
Shared is additionally set when a previously unshared 1/ 0 range is required that is intended to be
shared with subsequent clients using this same 1/ 0 range. If a previously unshared 1/ 0 range is
unavailable, the function fais and IN_USE is returned.
If a shared 1/ 0 range is requested, the client is responsible for deterining whethe the range may be
shared tke ClieRtHaRšie ef tke first shaRRg dieRt (wRiek Rlay Ret Be tke kaRšie fer tRis elieRt) Rll:st
ee passeš te tltis reEll:est.

A PC Card may decode less than the full set of possible 1/ 0 address lies. Doing so creates alased
addresses for the PC Card address range by using duferent values for the undecoded upper
address lies. Force Alias Accessibilty requests that the aliased address-ranges be configured so
that they can also be used to address the PC Card. This is used for compatibilty with similar
functionalty on existing ISA bus style add-in cards. If Card Servces can only satisfy this reques
by aliasing the requested 10 addresses with other 10 addresses and Force Alias is not set to one,
the BAD _ATTRIBUTE error wil be returned.

The Data Path Width for I/O Range is reset to zero to indicate that the 1/ 0 addresses are 8 bit
registers. The field is set to one for 16 bit registers.

NOTE:
This capabilty may not be available for all systems and clients should
not depend on being abl~ to request an address range with alias
accessibilty.

Shared ports fire managed internally by Card Servces with share counts. Once internal shar
counts reach zero (0), those ports may be reassigned for exclusive use. If share counts for 1/ 0 port
are non-zero, they may only be shared if requested by RequestlO. If socket hardware does not
support shared I/O ports for a shared request or is unable to satisfy a non-shared request, thi
function returns failure.

The 10AddrLines field is the number of 1/ 0 address lines decoded by the PC Card in the specified
soket. It is used by Card Services to determine whether any addresses outside the ranges specied
needed to be marked as in-use because the combination of socket hardware and lines decoded
could result in PC Card accesses outside the specified ranges.
SUCCESS is returned if the specified ports are avaiable.

Return Codes:

BAD ~RG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to eleven (11)

BAD _AITRIBUTE Sharing or alias requet invalid

BAD_BASE Base po addres is invalid

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle is invalid

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

CONFIGURATION_LOCKED Confuratin already set

IN_USE I/O po requested are already in-use or function has already beøn
sucfully invoked

NO_CARD No PC Card in.socet

OUT_OF _RESOURCE Internal data space exhausted
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestlRQ (20H)

5.45 RequestlRQ (20H)

CardServices (Request IRQ, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function requests an interrupt request line. RequestlO and RequestlRQ must be called to
specify how a PC Card and socket configuration should be set. If a specific combination of 10 and
IRQ configuraiton is required, ReleaseIO/IRQ may nee to be use to release a partial
configuration if the complete configuration cannot be achieved. Then RequestConfiguration must
be used to establish the configuration. RequestlO and RequestlQ can be requested multiple
times until a successful complete configuration is found. RequestConfiguration only uses the last
configuration speified. RequestlRQ returns error code CONFGURATION_LOCKED if
RequestConfiguration has already ben used for this soket. The ClientHandle returned by

RegisterClient is passed in the Handle argument.

.'

Oft Field Size Type Value Deaillcription
0 Sokel 2 I N logical Sockel

2 Anribules 2 110 N Bii-mappe (defined below)

4 AssignedlRQ 1 0 N IRQ Number Assigned by CS

5 IRQlnfo1 1 I N First PCMCIA IRQ Byte

6 IRQlnfo2 2 I N Optional PCMCIA IRQ byies

The Socket field identifies the logical socket containing the PC Card desired.

The Attibutes field is bit-mapped. It specifies details about the typ of IRQ desired by the client.

The following bits are defined in the Attributes field:
i)'1

BiIS..1 IRQ type:
0- Exdusive
1 - Time-Muliiplexed Sharing
2 - Dynamic Sharing
3 - RESERVED (Reset 10 zero)

Bil2 Force Pulse (sei = true)

Bil3 Firsl Shared (sei = irue)

Bi14"7 RESERVED (Reseiio zero)

BilS Pulse IRQ Allocated (set = lrue on relUm)

BilS9 "15 RESERVED (Reset to zero)

The IRQ typ field specifies the characteristics of the IRQ requested by the client. Exclusive
indicates that the system IRQ is dedicated to this PC Card.

Time-Multiplexed Sharing indicates the client shares the system IRQ with other PC Cards. This
client coordinates with other clients in using Modifyonfiguration to enable/ disable the IRQ from
each socket. This ensures that only one PC Card is connected to the system IRQ line at any time.
A time-multiplexed IRQ is only supported for interrupts that can be enabled and disabled at the
socket.

Dynamic Sharing indicates that this PC Card wil share the system IRQ simultaneously with other
PC Cards. The clients of the PC Cards use card features to identify the source of the interrupt.
Dyamic sharing is available via PC Card level interrupts in systems that support level mode
interrupts. Dyamic sharing is also available via PC Card pulse interrupts in systems that support .~''',',

pulse mode interrupts. Level mode interrupts are assigned if possible. ForcePulse is use to force
Card Services to use a pulse mode interrupt.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestlRQ (20H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

First Shared is set when a previously unshared IRQ is required that is intended to be shared with
subsequent clients using thi sae IRQ. If a previously unshared IRQ is unavaiable, th functon
fails and BAD_IRQ is returned. First Shared is only vald when Time Multiplexed Sharing or
Dynamic Sharng is specified for the IRQ type.

Pulse IRQ Allocated is vald only for dynamic shared IRQs. It indicates whether the PC Card wi
be configured for pulse or level operation.If a shared IRQ is requested, the ClentHandle of the
requestingmst sl\ariRg clent must be used for this request.

Card Servces maintains internal share counts for returned IRQ values that indicate sharig. These
counts are incremented as IRQ are assigned and decremented when released. If an IRQ internal
share count is zero, the IRQ may be exclusively assigned to a soket.

The AssignedIRQ field is returned by Card Servces if one of the requested IRQ levels is avaiable
and was assigned to the socket. It is a value from zero (0) to nineteen (19). Zero (0) through fifteen
(15) correspond to IRQ levels 0 through 15, respectively.

The IRQInfol field is bit-mapped. It indicates the capabilties of the PC Card in the socket. Its
structure is identical to the first PCMCIA Interrpt Description IRQ byte. The structure is:

if Bit 4 is reset to zero eR:

I 
BitO..3 ¡IRCN if Bit 4 is rllet to zero_

if Bit 4 is t=t to one ææ:

Bit 0 NMI

Bit 1 lOCK

Bit 2 BERR

Bit 3 VEND

I Bit I ::t if set to one, the IROInfo2 bytes are I

BitS Level

Bit 8 Pule

Bit 7 Share

The IRQInf02 field is bit-mapped. These two bytes have identical structure to the PCMCIA
Interrpt Description optional IRQ bytes. The structure is:

Bit 0 IROO

Bit 1 IRC1

Bit 2 IRC2

Bit 3 IRC3

Bit 4 IRC4

BitS IRCS

Bit 6 IRQ6

Bit 7 IRC7

BitS lACS

Bit 9 IRC9

Bit 10 IAC10

Bit 11 IAC11

Bit 12 IRC12

Bit 13 IAC13

Bit 14 IAC14

Bit LS IRC15

PCMClA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 5.73
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Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestlRQ (20H)

Multiple bits may be set in the IRQInfot and IRQInfo2 fields. At least one bit must be set in these
fields. How Card Servces selects one level over another when more than one level is currently
available is implementation-specic. '

Note:
Most systems have hardware support for interrpt reporting and an

interrpt handler vector (jump) table. This functon does not
manipulate any such motherboard specific hardware nor does it
manipulate the vector table. It is up to the client to perform these

actvities, if the IRQ is not shared before invoking this function. No
adjustment of the interrpt vector in the interrupt table is made by this
request. It is up to the client to set the interrupt handler before invoking
this function.

Clients MUST ensure that the PC Card does not generate an interrupt before the interrpt handler

is instaled by the client on the appropriate interrpt vector.
SUCCESS is returned if one of the specied IRQs is available with the sharing requested.
BAD_IRQ is returned if no IRQ satisfying the request can be found.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to eight (8)

BAD_ARGS IRO Info fields are invalid

BAD _ATIRIBUTE Sharing or pulse request invalid

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle is invalid

BADJRO IRO is invalid (returned by Socket Services)

BAD_SOCKET Socket is invalid

CONFIGURA nON_LOCKED Configuration already set

IN_USE IRO requested is already in-use or function has already ben
succfully invoked

NO_CARD No PC Card in soket

5 - 74 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestSocketMask (22H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

5.46 RequestSocketMask (22H)

CardServices (RequestSocketMask, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This functon requests that the clent be notied of status changes for this socket. If the client also
has events enabled in its global event mas~ it may be notifed more than once for each status
change for this socket. The ClientHandle is passed in the Handle argument. RequestSocketMask
must be used before a Get/SetEventMask request for this'socket wi succeed. I

Ofet Field Size Typ Value DetaVDscriplin

0 Soet 2 i N Logl Soket

2 Eventask 2 i N Bit-mapp (define beow)

The Socket field identifies the logical socket for which events should be enabled.
The Event Mask is a bit-mapped field. It represents the status calback events to notify the clent of
when they occur on this socket. The bits are defined as follows:

Bit 0 Write Protec

Bit 1 Card Lock Change

Bit 2 Ejecion Request

Bit 3 Inseron Request

Bit 4 Battery Dead 

BitS Batter Low 

Bit 6 Ready Change

Bit 7 Card Detect Change

Bit 8 PM Chang

Bit 9 Reset

Bit 10 SS Update

Bit 11 ..15 RESERVED (Resello zero)

BAD_SOCKET is returned if the Socket field is invalid.

Note:
Socket event masks must be released when a CARD REMOVAL
notification is received.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal lo four (4)

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle is invalid

BAD_SOCKET Soket is invalid

NO_CARD No PC Card in socket
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequestWindow (21 H)

CardServices (RequestWindow, ClientHandle/WindowHandle, null, ArgLength,
ArgPointer)

This function requests a block of system memory space be assigned to a memory region of a PC
Card in a socket. The ClientHandle of the requesting client i:hlfleà BY RegistefClieRt is passed in
the Handle argument. The Window Handle is returned in the Handle argument. This
WindowHandle must be passed to ReleaseWindow when the client is done using the window.

.'(,\! i5.47 RequestWindow (21 H)

Ofaii Field Size Type Velue Detall/Dacrlptlon

0 Soket 2 I N Logical Socket

2 Attibutes 2 110 N Memory Window Atribute Field

4 Base 4 110 N System Base Address

8 Size 4 I/O N Memor Window Size

12 AccessSpeed 1 I N Window Sped Field

The Socket field describes the logical socket to map into system memory address space.

The Attibutes field is bit-mapped. It is defined as follows:

Bit 0 RESERVED (Reset to 0)

Bill Memory type (set = attbue)

Bil2 Enabled (set = true. rese = disable)

Bil3 Data path width (res = 8-biset = l6-bit)

Bil4 Paged (set = tre)

BilS Shared (set = true)

Bil6 First Shared (set = tr)

Bit 7 Binding 5pEliliii~S~R'Æ9 lreeelie zerel

Bil8 Card offets are windw sized (set = true)

Bits 9..15 RESERVED (reset to zero)

.':J..~

The Enabled bit indicates whether the window hardware should be enabled. A client may alocate
multiple windows into the same system space as long as the client time-multiplexes them. Only
one PC Card may respond to accesses mto the shared system space at a time or hardware damage
may result.
If the Paged bit is set to one, the widow size must be a multiple of 16 kbytes. The first 16 kbytes
of system memory address space used to map PC Card memory into system memory is referred to
as page zero (0). The next 16 kbytes is page one (1), and so on. A 48 kbyte window has three (3)
pages numbered 0, 1, and 2. If the Paged bit is reset to zero, the window size is determined by the
Size field. In both cases, the PC Card memory offset for the window is set by MapMemPage.
Normally, each request dedicates the requested system memory address range to the indicated
socket, if it is available. However, for some applications and/ or cards, system memory address
space may be shared by cards in two or more sockets. If the Shared bit is set, the memory range
requested may be shared with another socket. First Shared is set when a previously unshared
system memory range is required that is intended to be shared with subsequent clients using this
same system memory range. If a previously unshared system memory range is unavailable, the .
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
RequøstWindow (21 H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Røløasø2.0

fucton fai an OUCOF _RESOURCE is. reted. The Shad bit may be us to alocte
multiple wiows mappin into the sa sytem addres spce. Ths prevents Cad Sece frm
faing the request beuse th system addr spce ha aldy be alocte to anot widow
tht was requeste with Shad 'se to one. PC Cas must enur tht multiple cads mapp to
th sa system addres don't al repond to mery acces.

Card offsets are widow sized is se by Ca Servce whe th cüent must spe ca offse tht
are a multiple of th wiow siz.
The Base field points to th physica loction in systm addr space to map cad mery. If re
to zeo (0) on entr, Cad Seces attmpts to locte an avaible ar of syste addre spe. H
successful, Cad Servce re the ba sytem addre in th field. Th Size fild is th by
siz of th mery widow reuesed. Size may be ze to inicate that tht Cad Sece shuld
provide th larget si avaible.

Size an Base are in bytes, but must be of a supported granulty an algnt. H a clent intends

to map multiple wiows into th sa syst memory, th fit reest shoud alow Ca
Seces to deter th widow ba. Subsuent reues for widows using th sa syst
meory MUST spe th ba addre re by th fi reest. Al windows should us the
sae siz value. Ony one reues may se th Enabled bit in the Attbute field.

The Access Speed field is bit-mappe as follows:

BItO-2 Dece sp co. if sp matl IsDI
BlO'.2 Sp exp If sp lI..ia noDI
Bl3..e Sp mada
BI 7 WiI (18. UH wit, If aVl)

Th above bit defitions us th fonnt of th exened ape bye of th Dece ID tuple. H the
matiss is zeo (noted as resrved ir th PCMCIA PC Oi,d Stt,d - Reea 2.0), th lower bits ar
a bin ,roe reresntig a sp frm th table below:

Co Sp
0 (fl . do no ua)

1 2S Il

2 2Oni
3 150 ni

4 100 I1

5"7 (fl - do no UI)

Th MapMemPage and ModifWinow futions use th values ret by ths funcon.

SUCCESS is re if a wiw ha be defne.
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FUNCTION REFEENCE
RequestWind (21 H)

Ret Codes:

BA_AAG_LENGTH Arglenglh Ia no ee to lhrt (13)

BA_ATTRIB 0l wi or pang Inv or Il co

BA_BASE SyIl me II Inv
BA_HAE CliH illnid
BA_SI Wind sie ',lnv

BA_SO Sot is invaid

BA_SPEED Sp no au
NO_CARD No PC Ca In aa

OU_OF _RESORC Inll da ~ II uhlI
IN_USE Wind rell ia In us

l

Ii
ii
!I

I:
11,

r
11
i

l

ii

III
1'1

I;

i

ii

1'1

iii

Ii
'i

I!i

I,;

1i
i: ¡

i' !
,I,

¡'

l.
i l
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
ResetCard (11 H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION. Release 2.0

5.48 ResetCard (11 H)
CardServices (ResetCard, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This function resets the PC Card in the spefied soket. The ClientHandle returned by
RegisterClient is passe in the Handle argument. The actual reset card processing is done in the
background asynchronously from the execution of this function. The client receives a
RESET_COMPLETE upon completion of this processing.

0l FJeld Size Type Value Detalllcrlption

0 Soket 2 I N Logical Socket

2 Anributes 2 I N Bit-mappe

The Socket field identifies the logical socket that contains the PC Card to be reset.
The Attibutes field is bit-mappe. The following bits are defined:

I Bits 0" 15 I RESERVED (Reset to zero).

Card Services returns to the client after noting the request. As soon as the Card Services intenace
is available, Card Services sends RESET_REQUEST events. If any client rejects the
RESET_REQUEST, Card Services terminates reset processing. Card Services then notifies the
requesting client via a RESET_COMPLETE event with the Info argument set to the return code set
by the client that rejected the request.
If no client rejects the reset request, Card Services sends a RESET_PHYSICAL to all clients that have
indicated their interest in Reset events so they may prepare for a hardware reset. When all clients
have ben notified, Card Services performs a hardware reset. Card Servces observes the
appropriate wait after reset hardware timing including monitoring the RDY /BSY signal from the
PC card. If a BSY /RDY transition occurs due to the reset, Card Services doesn't generate a
CARD_READY event. Then Card Serviçes sends a CARD_RESET notification to all registered
clients.

Finally, Card Services notifies the requesting client's callback handler of a RESET_COMPLETE
event. When control is returned from the background thread Card Services has ben performing,
the requesting client may continue processing.

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to four (4)

BAD_HANDLE ClientHandle does not match owning client

BAD_SOCKET Soket is invaid

NO_CARD No PC Card in soket

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 79
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Release 2.1

FUNCTION REFERENCE
ReturnSSEntry (23H)

CardServices (ReturnSSEntry, null, ssentry, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

This functon returns a pointer to an entry point that can be used to call Socket Seivices. The entry
point is returned in the Pointer argument. The entry point references code in Card Servces that
calls the correct Socket Servces entry point as required based on the physical adapter and socket
numbers provided by the Socket Servces client.

.5.49 ReturnSSEntry (23H)

Ofell Field Size Type Velue DetalllOeecrlptlon

0 Attributes 2 I N Infomation about the 5S entry pont

The Attibutes field specifies details about the Socket Servces entry point. It is defined the same as
the Atb'ibutes field in Add/eplaceSocketServices.

WARNING:

Direct access to Socket Seroices functions which modify hardware
state may cause the host system to crash. Clients should limit their
access to functions which only return state information.

Note:
Making a request of Socket Seroices through this function is considered
the same as a request through the Card Seroices interface. Subsequent
Socket and Card Seroices requests are blocked until the prior request is
complete. Card Seroices monitors requests made through this entry point
to avoid performing asynchronous callback notifications when 'the
interfaces are not available.

'l)

Return Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH ArgLength is not equal to tw (2)

UNSUPPORTED _FUNCTl ON Implementation does not support function

UNSUPPORTED_MODE Processor moe not supported

.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
SetEventMask (31 H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

CardServices (SetEventMask, ClientHandle, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Th fuon chage th evet mask for th clent. Th OientHdle ret by Registelient
or GetFirtIexlient is pa in the Hadle art.

0l FIld SI Ty.. v.. DMwopllo
0 AII 2 I N BI-m (define be

2 Eve 2 I N BI-m (clne belo)
4 Sol 2 I N loca lOt 

The Attbutes field is bit-mappe. It identies th ty of event mak to be chge. The field is
defi as follows:

Bit 0 Eve mi oIlh ii ~ (ii - lr)

RESERVED (Re D zer)BilS 1 "15

If Bit 0 is re the glob event ma is chage. If Bit 0 is se th evet mask for th soet is
chage. RequestSocetMk must have ben reqeste by th clent beore the event mak for
the sot can be set. BAD_SOT is retued ü th clent has not spcay rester for thssoet
The Event Mas field is bit-mappe. Ca Servæs perm event notication ba on ths field.
Th low-order eight bits sp events note by So Seces. The upp eight bits spe
events ge~ated by Cad Seces. Th field is def as follows:

\

BI 0 Wr Pr
Bit 1 C8 La Cl
Bit 2 Eje Ret i
Bit 3 Inrt Reqt

Bit 4 Bary Deet

BitS Bary L.

BIe' Re Chge

BI? C8 Dete Chan
Bit I PMChii
BitS Ret
BI 10 ssUp
Bill11 "15 RESERVED (18..t lD zer)

Se the Inrton calback setion for additiona informtion about hadlg events.

The Socket identies the logica soet when Attbutes Bit 0 is se

PCMCIA ~ 1992 5.81
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTIO REFERENCE
SetEvenMas (31 H)

Ret Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGlH Argt Ii no eqll to Ilx (8)

BA_HAE CliH IIInId
BA_SO Sot Ii Inv (1O relt, only) or Ih lO hu na beNqU8tø vi ReiitM
NO_CARD No PC c. In iit (lOet rees. only)
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
SetRegion (29H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Releas 2.0

CardServices (SetReqion, null, null, ArqLength, ArqPointer)

Th fun alows a clent to se a PC Ca reon's chctertics. It is inteed to alw reon
chacristics to be se when they are not availe in the Cad Inonntion Strct.

ot fild SI Type v.. Dllllptlo
0 Soi 2 I N Lo So
2 AI 2 I N BI-m (dene be)
.. C& 0I1 .. I N C& MI Re 0f
8 Re Size 4 I N Re Size

12 EfIe 4 I N Eru Bl Sie

18 Pihlpl 2 I N Pa Wil (E1' Blo units)

18 .EDECIO 2 I N Pa .EDEC Me 10 Coe

20 Bi 0I1 4 I -'N Ad.. Bl88 for MI

24 AcSp 1 I N Wind Spe F"ied

Th Socet field identies th logica so contag th PC Ca which ha an undefed or
incrry defi regon.

Th Attbutes field is bit-mappe. The following bits ar def:

810 Me type (88t -lIbu)
'.

811 Dee Reon (88t -tr)

Bi2"7 RESERVED (RellD Z8)

818 Vl Reio (se - tr)
Bi 12 "15 RESERVD (Ret to Z8)

Vir Region is se to one when th reon can only be acc vi an approprite MT, i.e. the

regon is not addrble siply by prenting addre to th PC Cad (e.g. vi a memoiy
widow). i
Delete Region is se to one when Cad Sece should remve th lat regon for th PC Cad's
memory ty from its intern regon table. If the regon sped is not the last regon for ths PC
Cad's memory ty, BAD_OFFET is reed. If an MID is cuently reere for th regon,
BAD_OFFET is reed.

Note:
If Delet Region is set to one, al fields af Reon Siz (offet 8) are
ignored.

The Card Offset thugh JEEC ID fields are th sa as defed in GetFirtPartion.

One all of the regons on a PC Cad reuing modfication are succesfuy update, the client
should isse a ResetCard reuest to noti regtered MT they should revaluate wheth th
wih to hadle any region on the cad.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 -83
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
SetRegion (29H)

The BiasOffset field is use by Cad Servce to compute the addres to pa to the supportg
MID. When a read, wrte, copy or erase request is made by a clent, Cad Sece subtrct ths ."

value frm th (relative) value pass by th client and adds the ba offse pa to
Openemory beore givi th reqest to the MT. Ths field should normy be zero for reons
tht ar not vial.

The value in the Card Offset field is use by Cad Servces durng Openemory reuests to
det th MT supportg acces to the memory.
A new regon may be added by using a reon number equa to th cuent numbe of regons on

the PC Cad.

Ret Codes:

BA_ARG_LENGTH ArLenglh I. not eqøl to twentyfive (25)

BA_ATTRIB Vi regio cano be Nt du to existig phsic regio

BAD_OFFSE Reion offset is invalid

BA_SI Re me Is lnvi

BAD_SO Sot is invaid

BAD_SPEED Sp Is not IUpp
NO_CARD No PC cad In lOt

.1

.L.'-j'~
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
VaJidateClS (2BH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATIN
Release 2.0

CardServices (ValidateCIS, null, null, ArgLength, ArgPointer)

Th fucton valdate the Cad Inonntion Strct on th PC Ca in the speed so.

oø FI SI Type Val.. DllllplIon
0 Sot 2 I N Lc Sot
2 Ch 2 0 N Nur of mains vat8

Th Socet field identies th logca soet tht cota th PC Cad.
Th Cha field re th num of vald tuple ch locted in th CI. H zeo (0) is reed,
the as is not vad.

Ret Codes:

BA_AR_LENGlH Ar~it Is no eqal tø fo (4)
BA_SO Sot II invaid

NO_CARD No PC C8 In lO
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
Vendor.pen~ (34H)

CardServices (VendorSpecific, nuii, null, ArqLenqth, ArqPointer)

Ths fucton is use to mae vendor spifc Cad Sece reuests.

0l FIld SID Typ Value ~ll/pllo
0 Infon 2 li N Lenth of relUme Infoon In packet

2 Vøn N Ii N Venor Spfi Data

Th WoLen spees the lengt of th vald porton of th VendorData pa and reted.

Th VendorData is a vendor spec strctue.

Retu Codes:

BAD_ARG_LENGTH
Arglength ¡sie than tw (2)

.Ven splles valid I8tum c:s.
. Vendo spli

PCMCIA @ 1992
5 - 86
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FUNCTION REFERENCE
Write Memory (24H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

CardServices (WriteMemory, MemoryHandle, buffer, ArgLength, ArqPointer)

Th. fucton wrte data to a PC Ca vi th speed MemoryHadl. Th MemryHae
return by Openemory is pa in the Hae art. Th pointer to th data bufer tht
contans the data to be wrtten to th PC Ca is pa in th Pointer arnt.

0I FIId SI Type Value DlllIptlo
0 C8Of 4 I N Ca DelIlln Adu
4 Co 4 I N Nu of ~ II lrf8
8 Allull 2 I N BI-M

Th Card Offet is a relative off frm the physca offse provided to th Openemory reues
use to obta th MemorHadle. It is the loction on th PC Cad wher th data should be
wrtten.
Th Count field is th numbr of bytes to wrte to the pc Cad.

Th Attbutes field is bit-mappe. The following bits ar def:

BitO.'1 RESERVED (re..t lD zer)

Bi 2 Die En (..i ID on -lr)

Bit 3 Ver
Bit4"15 RESERVED (re..1 II zer)

i

Disable EraS is se to one to reues tht th mery area not be era beore data is wrtt to

th PC Cad. Th er is only done for reqests tht ar eras bloc algn and a multiple of eras
blocks. Ver is se to one to reues tht th data wrtt be vered afer th wrte. If an MT
doe't support vercation, Cad Seces provides ths support. GetFirtIexartionlegion
can be u5 to detne the eras and ver capabilties of a mery ar.
If th MemorHadle identies attbute memory, th clent mus acces th attbute mery in
an approprite way. No sp proin is done, i.e. al by reqeste ar tranfe, not jut
even byes. Th wil tyicay me tht only sigle byes on even addre ca be succesfuy
wrtten
When use in a procr mo tht support setation (e.g. Inte 80 prote moe
opeation), al byt trfered ar req to be conta with th set reerce by the
pomter arnt. Ths limits the count requeste to be les th or equa to th maum seentsiz.

PCMCIA ~ 1992 5 -87
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Release 2.0

FUNCTION REFERENCE
WrieMemory (24H)

Ret Codes:

BA_AA_LENGlH Aten Is no eq8llD .. (10)

BA_HAE In in .. hlle
BA_OFFSE In cldna oIl8

BA_SI Sie of area ID wrte Ii Invaid

NO_CARD No PC Ca In eot

WRITE_FAu.URE Un lD wri me

WRIT_PROTECTED Mea Ii wrpite

5.88 PCMCIA @ 1992
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

APPENDIX-A

FUNCTION CODES

PCMCIA @ 1992 A .1
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FUNCTION CODES
Functon Codes

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

A.1 Function Codes

Funcion Cod
Client Sirvlcø Funcon.

GetCrdServslnfo OBH

RegsterCllent 10H

DereglsierCllenl 02H

GeIStatu OCH

ResetCrd 11H

SetEveask 31H

GetEventask 2EH

Riiorci Minagemint Functon.

RequeslIO 1FH

ReleaslO 1BH

RequesllRQ 20
RelaslRQ 1CH

RequestWndw 21H

RelaseWindow 1DH

Modlfndow 17H

MapMemPage 14H

RequeslSocketask 22H

RelaseSoetMask 2FH

RequatCnfguralin 30H

GetCuralinlnfo 04
Molffiurali 27H

ReleasguralIon 1Etl

Bulk Mimo SaMe.. Funcon.

OpeMemory 18H

ReadMemor 19H

WrieMemor 241

CopyMemory 01H

RegislerEraeOueue OFH

CheEraseQueue 26H

DeregisterEraseQueue 25H

CloseMemory COH

Cllint utilities Function.

GetFirstTuple 07H

GetNextTuple OAH

Function Cod
GetTupiData COH

GetFirlRegion 06H

GetNexlegion 09H

GetFirstPartlion 05
GetNextPartli 08

Adanell Cllint Sirvicei Funcon.

AeturnSSEnt 23H

MaplogSoket 12H

MapphySoet 15H

MapLogWlndow 13H

MapPhyWindow 16H

, RegisterMTD 1AH

RegisierTmer 28H

SetRegion 29H

ValidaleCIS 2BH

RequatExclusiv 2CH

ReleaseExclusive 2DH

GetFirstClient OEH

GetNextClient 2AH

GetClienlInfo 03H

AddSocetSrvice 32H

ReplaceSocketSrvices 33H

VendorSpeifi 34
AdjuslResourclnf 35

PCMCIA lO 1992 A.3
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
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EVENT CODES
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EVENT CODES
Event Codes

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

I)
B.1 Event Codes

t

Event Co Source Cllent(e) Reglateni By

PM_RESUME OBH Card Service Soket RequestSoket

PM_SUSPEND OCH card Service Soket RequestSocket

BATIERY_DEAO 01H Hardware Soket RequestSocket

BATIERY_LOW 02H Hardware Soket RequestSoket

CARD _INSERTION (AI 40H DeregisterMTD MTD RegisterClient

CARD_INSERTION 40H Hardware All RegisterClient

CARDJNSERTION (AI 40H RequestExclusive Requester RequestExclusive

CARD_INSERTION (AI 40H ReglsterClient Requester RegisterClient

CARD_INSERTION (AI 40H RequestExclusive All RegisterClient

CARD_LOCK 03H Hardware Socket RequestSocket

CARD_READY 04H Hardware Socket RequestSet

CARD_REMOVAL OSH Hardware Socket RequestSocet

CARD_REMOVAL (AI OSH ReleaseExcluslve Socket RequestSocket

CARD_R~SET llH Resetard Socket RequestSocket

CARD_UNLOCK 06H Hardware Soket RequestSocket

EJECTION_COMPLETE 07H Hardware Socket RequestSocket

EJECTION_REQUEST OSH Hardware Soket RequestSoket

ERASE_COMPLETE 81H Queued Erase Requestor RegisterEraseOueue

EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE ODH RequestExclusive Requester RequestExclusive

EXCLUSIVE_REOUEST OEH RequestExclusive Soket RequestSocket

INSERTION_COMPLETE 09H Hardware Soket RequestSocket

INSERTION_REQUEST OAH Hardware Socket RequestSocket

REGISTRATION_COMPLETE 82H RegisterClient Requester RegisterClient

RESET_COMPLETE SOH ResetCard Requester ResetCard

RESET_PHYSICAL OFH ResetCard Socket RegisterClient

RESET _ REOUEST 10H ResetCard Socket RegisterClient

MTD_REOUEST 12H Card Service MTD RegisterClient

CLIENT_INFO 14H GetClienUnlo Provider RegisterClient

TIMER_EXPIRED lSH Hardware Requester RegisterTimer

SS_UPDATED 16H Card Services All RegisterClient

WRITE_PROTECT 17H HardWare All RegisterClient

~'r
~ :

See the description of the table columns on the next page.t
PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 B-3
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RETURN CODES
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RETURN CODES PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

. C.1 Return Codes

r.

R.tumCod. V_lu. Deacrlptlon

SUCCESS DO Th request sued.

BAD_ADAPTER 01H Speed adater Is invlid

BAD_ATTIBUTE 02 Value ipeif for attbuti fild Is invalid

BA_BASE 03 Spe ba system me addre is invalid

BAD_EDC 04 Speed EDC generat Is Invalid

.Reser. 05 .Rese fo hisOlcsl purps.

BAJRQ 06 Spe IRQ leve is invid

BAD_OFFSET 07H Spe PC Car me aray offet is Invid

BAD_PAGE 08 Specif page Ii InvaUd

REA_FAILURE 09 Unabl to comple read reuest

BAD_SIZE OAH Spefied size Is invid

BAD_SOCT OBH Speci socet is invalid (lcal or physcal)

..ReS8. OC .Rese fo hJor purp.
BAD_TYE ODH Window or intece tye spe Is invalid

BA_VCC OEH Spe Vee po level Inx Is invalid

BAD_VPP OFH Speif Vpp1 or Vpp2 por le inx II invalid

..Røse1V. 10H .Rese fo hisor purps.
BAD_WINDOW 11H Spefi windw Is invalid

WRITE_FAILURE 12H Unabl to comple wre requet

.Res. 13H .Rese fo hior purpes.

NO_CARD 14H No PC card in socet

UNSUPPORTED_FUNCnON 15H Implmenttion do not supp funcon

UNSUPPORTED~MODE 16H Procer moe is no support

BAD_SPEED 17H Specl spe Is unavailable

BUSY 18H Una to proc reque at this time - retr later

GENERAL_FAILURE 19H An unefied err has ocrred

WRITE_PROTECTED 1AH Media is wrie-proteced

BAD_ARG_LENGTH 1BH ArgLength argument Is Invalid

BAD_ARGS 1CH Value in Argut Packet are invalid

CONAGURAnON_LOCKED 1DH A configuration ha already been locked

IN_USE 1EH Requeed resurc Is being used by a cliet

NO_MORE ITEMS 1FH There are no moe of the requeste Item

OU_OF_RESOURCE 20H Card seic has exhausted resource

BAD_HANDLE 21H Cllentandle il Invlid

ia..'.t.....~
Note:
Return Codes common to Socket Services use the same values. Italicized
entries are reserved for historical purposes and should not be used.
Return codes above 19" are unique to Card Services.

PCMCIA @ 1992 C-3
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PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Add/ReplaceSocketServices

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0

PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Five general arguments are defined for making Card Services requests:

. Function,

· Handle,

· Pointer,
. ArLength, and
. ArgPointer.

A Status argument returns information from a Card Services request.
For a given processr, speific registers are defined for these general Card Services arguments.
The method of requesting a Card Services function is also speific to a given processor and
operating system environment and is documented under each binding.

0.1 Add/ReplaceSocketServices

The definition of the Attributes field of the AddlReplaceSocketServices requests provides support
for Socket Services implementations for Intel 8086 compatible processors. The values defined for
the Attributes field is:

0 Real Moe

1 16:16 Protect Moe .

2 16:32 Protect Mode

3 0:32 Protect Moe (Flat Moel)

- Oter values are reserv.

Other values wil be defined for other processors as required.

0.2 Intel 8086 Real Mode DOS

Card Services argument binding:

(AL)
(OX)
(01) : (SI)
(CX)
(ES) : (aX)

= Function
= Handle
= Pointer, (01) is 16 bit segment, (S I) is 16 bit offset
= ArgLength
= ArgPointer, (ES) is 16 bit segment, (ax) is 16 bit offset

(AX)

(CF)
= Status
= reset to zero when request was successful, set to one when request failed

All entr registers are preserved unless the same register is used for a return value.
All calls and returns are FAR.

PCMCIA @ 1992 D -3
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Intel 8086 Real Mode DOS

All pointers are SEGMENT16:0FFSET16.

Card Servces is invoked by INT lAH with (AH) = AFH.
The RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field is defined to be:

.
Ofset Description

0 16 b~ data determined by clie

2 16 b~ segment for client data area

4 16 M offet determined by client

6 16 b~ Reserved (Reset to zero)

The SEGMENT:OFFSET pointer in Bytes 2-5 wil typically be set by the client to the client internal
data area. Since Card Services passes these values to a client callback, this gives the client
addressability to its internal data area on entry to the callback handler.

Callback handler arguments are:

(AL)
(CX)
(OX)
(OI)
(OS)
(SI)
(SS) : (BP)
(ES) : (BX)
(BX)

= Function
:: Socket
= Info
= first word of RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field
= second word of RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field
= third word of RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field
= MTDRequest
= Buffer
= Misc (when no buffer is specified)

')

(AX ) = Status on return to Card Ser.ices
(CF) = returned reset to zero when the callback completed successfully, set to one

if Status is not SUCCESS.

The address returned by ReturnSSEntryO must be invoked using a CALL FAR instruction. The client should
not assume this enti-y point is the same as that returned by the Socket Services GetSetSSAddrO function. It
may be the address of a routine located within Card Services.

.'
D - 4 July, 1993 PCMCIA (Ç 1992, 1993 -Kingston Exhibit 1009 - 455
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PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Intel 80286 Protec Mode (SAMPLE)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

0.3 Intel 80286 Protect Mode (SAMPLE)

Argument binding:

(AL)
(DX)
(DI): (51)

(CX)
(E5) : (BX)

(AX)
(CF)

= Function
= Handle
= Pointer, (D1) is 16 bit selector, (51) is 16 bit offset
= ArgLength
= ArgPointer, (E5) is 16 bit selector, (BX) is 16 bit offset

= Status

= reset to zero when request was successful, set to one when request faied

All calls and returns are FAR.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 0-4.8
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PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Intel 80386 Protec Mode (SAMPLE)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

The invocation of Card Servces in this mode is not defined in this release of Card Servces.
The callback binding is not defied in this release of Card Servces.

The RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field is defined to be:

Of" Depton
0 16 bi data deterne by clie

2 16 bi sele lo cliet data area

4 16 bit of determined by clie

6 16 bit Reserved (Reset to zero)

The address returned by ReturnSSEntry() must be invoked using a CALL FAR instruction. Th client should
not assume this entiy point is the same as that returned by the Socket Services GetSetSSAddl'() function. It
may be the address of a routine located within Card Services.

0.4 Intel 80386 Protect Mode (SAMPLE)

Argument binding:

(AL)
(EDX)
(EDI): (ESI)
(ECX)
(ES): (EBX)

= Function
= Handle
= Pointer, (EDI) is 16-bit selector, (ESI) is 32 bit offset
= ArgLength
= ArgPointer, (ES) is 16-bit selector, (EBX) is 32 bit offset

(EAX)
(CF)

= Status
= reset to zero when request was successful, set to one when request failed

All calls and returns are FAR.
The invocation of Card Servces in this mode is not defined in this release of Card Servces.
The callback binding is not defined in this release of Card Servces.

The RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field is defined to be:

Of." o.iiription

0 16.bit data determined by client

2 16.bilselecor for client data area

4 32.bil offet determine by client

The address returned by ReturnSSEntiy() must be invoked using a CALL FAR instruction. Th client should
not assume this entry point is the same as that retumed by the Socket Services GetSetSSAddr() function. It
may be the address of a routine located within Card St11Jices.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 D - 5
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PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Intel 80386 Flat Protect Mode (SAMPLE)

0.5 Intel 80386 Flat Protect Mode (SAMPLE)
Argument binding:

"e",
;;'\,"

" ')

(AL)
(EDX)
(ESI)
(ECX)
(EBX)

(EAX)
(CF)

= Function
= Handle
= Pointer, (ESI) is 32-bit offset
= ArgLength
= ArgPointer, (EBX) is 32-bit offset

= Status
= reset to zero when request was successful, set to one when request failed

All calls and returns are NEAR.
The invocation of Card Servces in this mode is not defined in this release of Card Servces.

The callback binding is not defined in this release of Card Services.
The RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field is defined to be:

Ofaet O.acrlptlon

0 16 bit data determined by client

2 16 bit Reserved (Reset to zero)

4 32 bit offet determined by client .
The address returned by ReturnSSEntryO must be invoked using a CALL NEAR instruction. The client
should not assume this enhy point is the same as that returned by the Socket Sel"ices GetSetSSAddr()

function. It may be the address of a mutine loated within Card Services.

D.6 Intel 80286 Protect Mode OS/2
Card Services argument binding:

(AL)
(DX)
(DI): (SI)
(CX)
(ES): (BX)

(AX)
(CF)

= Function

= Handle
= Pointer, (DI) is 16 bit selector, (SI) is 16 bit offset
= ArgLength
= ArgPoin tel', (ES) is 16 bit selector, ( BX) is 16 bit offset

= Status

= reset to zem when request was successful, set to one when request failed

All entiy registers are preserved unless the same register is used for a return value.

All calls and returns are FAR. fi
D - 6 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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PROCESSOR BINDINGS
Intel 80286 Protec Mode OS/2

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

All pointers are SELECTOR16:0FFSET16.

Card Serices is invoked via an Inter Devic Communications (IDC) interJace. A client device driver obtains
the IDC entry point address by invoking the AttachDD DevHlp Junction with the deice driver name
"PCMCIA$ " (PCMCIA$ Jollowd by a blank spae).

The Regis telien t ai-gment packet ClientData field is deJined to be:

Off.., Deeclplon

0 16 bit data detarmine by clie

2 16 bit seler fo clie data area

4 16 bit ofet determined by cliet

6 16 bit Reserved (Reset to zero)

The SELECTOR:OFFSET pointer in Bytes 2-5 wil typically be set by the client to the client internal data
ai"ea. Since Cai'd Services passes these values to a client callback, this gives the client addressability to its

internal data ai"ea on entry to the callback handler. .

Callback handler arguments are:

(AL)
(CX)
(DX)
(DI) ,
(DS)
(SI)
(55): (SP)

(ES): (SX)
(SX)

= Function

= Socket

= InJo

= first word oj RegisterClient ai"gument packet ClientData fild
= second word oj RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field
= third word oj RegisterClient argument packet ClientData field
= MTDRequest
= Buffei"

= Mise (when no buffei' is specified)

( AX) = Status on return to Card SeliJics
(CF) = retumed reset to zeo when the callback completed successfully, set to one if Status

is not SUCCESS.

The address retumed by RetumSSEntiyO must be invoked using a CALL FAR instruction. Th client should
not assume this entry point is the same as that returned by the Socket SeiiJices GetSetSSAddr() Junction. It
may be the address of a routine located within Cai'd SeiiJices.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 D-6.aJuly, 1993
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MTD HELPER FUNCTION REFERENCE
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MTD HELPER FUNCTION REFERENCE
MTDModifyWindow (OOH)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.1

MTD HELPER FUNCTION REFERENCE
These functions are defined for Intel 8086 compatible DOS and Intel 

80286 compatible OS/2 environments.

Address include SEGMENT16 values for Intel 8086 DOS environments and SELECTOR16 values for Intel
80286 OS/2 environments. Tkese ftRelisRS are sRly sefies ler aft ¡Rlel SQSfi eSfRpalièle DOS

ewÄrsftfReftl. OlRer prseesssr afts OS I:iRtlgS wil 13e asses as reEfires.

These functions are requested via the pointer in the Media Access Table passed to MTs. These
functions should only be used by an MI during its processing of a read, write, or erase request.
All MI Helper functions pass inormation in the following registers:

I

(AX 1 = MI Helper Entry Value
All Ml Helper functions return ( CF) rest to zero if the request was successfully processed.
1 CF) is set to one if the request was not completed for some reason. (AH) is returned with a value
that indicates more detailed information of the request success/ faiure. This release of the Card
Servces Interface Specification does not defie the values of the return codes.

MTDModifyWindow (OOH)

This function changes the mapping for the window descriptor to the currently specified values. The
values in the request packet for socket, window, system base address, and window size must not
be changed from the values origially passed to the MID by MTDRequestWindow.
Entry:

= OOH - MTModifyWindow

= WindowHandle, (returned by RequestWindow)
= Attributes

Bit 0

Bit 1

Bit 2.. 7

= Access Speed

Bit 0.. 2
Bit 0.. 2

Bit 3.. 6

Bit 7

= Card Offset

E.1

(AX)
(DX)
(BH)

(BL)

(DI 1 : (SI 1

Exit:

Reserved by Card Servces (ignored by MID)
Type of Memory (set = attribute, reset = common)
Reserved (reset to zero)

Dece Speed Code, if Speed Mantissa is zero
Speed Exponent, if Speed Mantissa is non-zero
Speed Mantissa

Use WAIT, if available

Returns (CF 1 reset to zero if function completed successfully. (CF 1 is set to one if the
changes to the window mapping could not be made.

The window must be released before the MT returns from Card Servces.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 E.3
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MTD HELPER FUNCTION REFERENCE
MTDReleaseWindow (01 H)

E.2 MTDReleaseWindow (01 H)
This function returns to Card Services a window descriptor that an MID had requested.

Entry:
(AX) = OlH-MTDReleaseWindow
(OX) = WindowHandle (returned by RequestWindow)

Exit:

Returns (CF) reset to zero if function completed successfully. (CF) is set to one if this
window had not ben previously requested.

The window descriptor is the same as for MTModifyWindow.

E.3 MTDRequestWindow (02H)

This function returns a window desciptor that an MID can use to control direct access to memory.

Entry:
(AX)
(BH)

= 02H - MTDRequestWindow
= Attributes

Bit 0

Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit 3.. 7

= Access Spe
Bit 0.. 2 Device Spe Code, if Sped Mantissa is zero

Bit 0.. 2 Spe Exponent, if Spe Mantissa is non-zero

Bit 3.. 6 Spe Mantissa
Bit 7 WAIT required

= Window size (in 4KB units), if zero, largest size available wil be returned
= Logical socket

Reserved by Card Services (ignored by MID)
Type of Memory (set = attribute, reset = common)
Card offset alignment on size boundary (output only)
Reserved (reset to zero)

(BL)

(CX)
(OX)

Exit:
= WindowHandle (returned by RequestWindow)
= System address for Window
= Window size
= Bit 2 indicates the PC Card offset alignment requirements for PC Card

mapping. If reset to zero, the PC Card offset can be any 4KB boundary. If
set to one, the PC Card offset must be a window size multiple.

Returns (CF) reset to zero if function completed successfully. (CF) is set to one if no
windows are available.

(OX)

(ES) : (OI)
(CX)
(BH)

The window descriptor is the same as for MTDModifyWindow.

E - 4 PCMCIA@ 1992
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MTD HELPER FUNCTION REFERENCE
MTDSetVpp (03H)

PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
Release 2.0
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E.4 MTDSetVpp (03H)

This function sets the Vpp levels for the socket to the requested values.

Entry:

Exit:

(AX) = 03H-MTSetVpp
(BL) = Vppi Voltage to set in O.IV increments (O.Ov - 25.5v)
(BH) = Vpp2 Voltage to set in 0.1 V increments (O.OV - 25.5v)
(DX) = Logical Socket

An MT must set Vppi and Vpp2 back to Vce after completing its request. Returns (CF)
reset to zero if the function completed successfully and the voltage is stable. (CF) is set to
one if the voltage could not be set.

E.5 MTDRDYMask (04H)

Th function enables and disables the RDY event mask to allow an MT to avoid generatig
extraneous RDY events in the system.

Entry:

Ext:

(AX) = 04H - MTRDYMask
( BL) = set to one to enable, reset to zero to disable

No exit parameters.

PCMCIA @ 1992 E-5
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PCMCIA CARD SERVICES SPECIFICATION
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MEDIA ACCESS FUNCTION
REFERENCE
F.1 CardSetAddress

These functions ai'e defined for Intel 8086 compatible DOS and Intel 80286 compatible OS/2 environments.
Add,'ess include SEGMENT16 values for Intel 8086 DOS ,environments and SELECTOR16 values for Intel
80286 OS/2 environments.

Entry:
(AX): (OX)

(B8)

(BL)
(ex)

Exit:
(DX)
(OS):(SI)

(ES):(OI)
(ex)

= PC Card absolute address
= bit mapped attnbutes
Bit 0 = attnbute memory (set to 1)

common memory (reset to 0)
= read requests (reset to 0)

wnte requests (set to 1)
, = reserved (reset to 0)

Bit 1

Bit 2.. 7

= access speed

= logical socket

= MAT transfer token value for use by read/wnte requests
= MAT transfer token value for use by read requests-or-
= MAT transfer token value for use by wnte requests
= maxmum number of bytes that can be transferred when using the

autoincrement addressing before another CardSetAddress is required

The processor direction flag is cleared whièh causes stnng instructions to increment system
addresses.
Autoincrement PC Card memory addressing is turned on.

CardSetAddress must be called before performing any PC Card memory access with the other
media access requests. CardSetAddress controls the adapter to allow access to PC Card memöry
via the other media access requests.

F.2 CardSetAutolnc

Entry:

Exit:

(AX) = reset to 0 turns off autoincrement, set to 1 turns on autoincrement

The processor direction flag is cleared which causes stnng instructions to increment system
addresses.

PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993 July, 1993 F .3
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MEDIA ACCESS FUNCTIONS FOR INTEL 8086 REFERENCE
CardSetAutolnc

CardSetAutoInc controls the adapter to tum on or off autoincrementing. If autoincrementing is ~

turned on, the Card requests with AI at the end requests must be used (see below). If ,

autoincrementig is turned off, the non Card requests without the AI at the end must be used.

F.3.a July, 1993 PCMCIA@ 1992.1993Kingston Exhibit 1009 - 466
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MEDIA ACCESS FUNCTIONS FOR INTEL 8086
CardReadByte

F.3 Card Read Byte

F.4 Card ReadWord

F.5 Card Read ByteAI

F.6 CardReadWordAI

Entry:
(DX)
(DS) : (SI)

Exit:
(AX)

(AL)
(DX)
(DS) : (SI)

= MAT transfer token value
= MAT transfer token value

= da ta read for ReadW ord-or-
= data read for ReadByte
= new MAT transfer token value
= new MAT transfer token value

These routines read a byte or word from PC Card memory. The CardRead routines with AI at the
end must be used if autoincrementing is turned on, and the CardRead routines without AI at the
end must be used if autoincrementing is turned off.

F.7 CardReadWords

F.B CardReadWordsAI

Entry:
(CX)
(DX)
(DS) : (SI)

(ES) : (DI)
Exit:

(ES)
(DI)
(CX)
(DX)
(DS) : (SI)

= number of words to transfer
= MAT transfer token value
= MAT transfer token value

= pointer to buffer for data read

= unchanged
= input (DI) + input (CX)

= number of bytes remaining
= new MAT transfer token value
= new MAT transfer token value

CardReadWords and CardReadWordsAI read words from PC Card memory into the supplied
buffer. The current PC Card memory address must be word aligned. CardReadWordsAI can only
be used if autoincrementing is turned on.

F - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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F.9 CardWriteByte

F.10 CardWriteWord

F .11 CardWriteByteAI

F.12 CardWriteWordAI

Entry:
(AX)

(AL)
(OX)
(ES): (01)

Ext:

= data to wnte for WriteWord-or-
= data to wnte for Write Byte
= MAT transfer token value
= MAT tranfer token value

( OX ) = new MAT transfer token value

(ES) : (01) = new MAT transfer token value

These routies wrte a byte or word to PC Card memory. The CardWrite routines followed by AI
must be used if autoincrementing is turned on, and the CardWrite without AI at the end must be
used if autoincrementing is turned off.

F.13 CardWriteWords

F.14 CardWriteWordsAI

Entry:
(CX)
(OX)
(ES) : (01 )
(OS) : (SI )

Exit:
(DS)
(SI)
(CX)
(OX)
(ES): (DI)

= number of words to write
= MAT transfer token value
= MAT transfer token value
= pointer to buffer for data to write

= unchanged
= input (SI) + input (CX)
= number of bytes remaining
= new MAT transfer token value
= new MAT transfer token value

CardWriteWords and CardWriteWordsAI writes words to PC Card memory. The current PC Card
memory address must be word aligned. CardWriteWordsAI can only be used if autoincrementing
is turned on.

PCMCIA @ 1992 F -5
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ARGUMENT USAGE REFERENCE
This table indicates which arguments are used for each Card Services request. The Handle
argument indicates input value followed by output value (input/output). If both values are the
same, one value is listed. A ti indicates that the argument is used for the listed request. No entry
for an argument indicates that the request does not use that argument. The value of the Status
argument is returned by Card Servces to the requesting client.

....."....

,"
g.
"

R8qUHt Function Handle Pointer ArgLen ArgPtr Statu.

AddSocketServs tI entr tI tI tI
AdlustAesourcelnfo tI tI tI tI
CheckEraseQu tI Queue tI tI
CloseMemory tI Meiory/- tI
CopyMem tI Memory tI tI tI
DeregisterClient tI Client/- tI
DerelsterEraeOueue tI Queuel- tI

GelCardServcelnfo tI tI tI tI
GelClientlnfo tI Client tI tI tI

GetCnfuratinlnfo tI -/Client tI tI tI
GelEventMask tI Client tI tI tI
GetFirslClient I tI -/Client tI tI tI
GetFirstPartio tI tI tI tI
GetFlrstAegion tI -/Client tI tI tI
GetFlrstTuple tI tI tI tI
GetNextlient tI Client/Client tI tI tI
GetNextarttin tI tI tI tI
GetNextegon tI -IClient tI tI tI
GetNextTuple tI tI tI tI
GetSlatu tI tI tI tI
GetTupleDala tI tI tI tI
MapLogSoet tI tI tI tI
MapLogWindow tI Window tI tI tI
MapMemPage tI Window tI tI tI
MapPhySoket tI tI tI tI
MapPhyWndow tI -(Window tI tI tI
Modifynfiguration tI Client tI tI tI
Modifyndow tI Window tI tI tI

OpnMemory tI Client/emory tI tI tI
ReadMemory tI Memory buffer tI tI tI

4...'
~ .~~
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Reque.t Function Handle Pointer ArgLen ArgPtr Status
RegisterClient '" -/Client entry .. .. ..
RegisterEraseQueue .. ClienVQueue queuehead ..
RegisterMTD .. Client .. '" '"
RegisterTinir '" ClientIimer '" '" '"
ReleaseConfiguration '" Client '" '" '"
ReleaseExclusive .. Client '" '" '"
ReleaselO '" Client '" '" '"
ReleaselRQ '" Client '" '" '"
ReleaseSocketMask '" Client '" '" '"
ReleaseWindow .. Window/- '"
ReplaceSocketServices '" entry '" '" '"
RequestConfiguration '" Client .. .. '"
RequestExclusive '" Client .. '" '"
RequestlO .. Client .. '" '"
RequestlRQ '" Client .. .. '"
RequestSocketMask .. Client '" .. '"
RequestWindow '" ClienVWindow '" '" '"
ResetCard .. Client .. .. ..
ReturnSSEntry '" -/entry .. .. '"
SetEventMask '" Client .. '" '"
SetRegion '" .. .. '"
WriteMemory '" Memory buffer .. '" '"
ValidateCIS '" .. '" '"

G.4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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CLIENT CALLBACK ARGUMENT USAGE
This table indicates which arguments are used for each Card Services callback procedure. The Mise
argument indicates input value followed by output value (input/output). If both values are the
same, one value is listed. A t/ indicates that the argument is used for the listed request. No entry
for an argument indicates that the request does not use that argument. The value of the Status
argument is returned by a client to Card Services.

Client MTD
Callback Function Soket Inlo Data Request Buner MI.e Sta"'.

Inserton ". ". . ". tI
ReglstrllnComplete ". ". tI
StalUsChange ". ". ". tI
EJecionnsenlon ". ". ". tI
Exclusive ". ". status ". tI
Reset ". ". status ". tI
Cllentlnformation ". ". ". tI
EraseCompietlon ". ". entr num ". Queue Handle tI
MTDRequest ". ". ". ". ". tI
Timer ". ". Timer Handle tI
NewSocetServIfs ". ". SSinto ". tI

C.llbak Event

Insern CARDJNSERTION

ReglslrallnCmplete REGISTRTION_COMPLETE

Status Chang BATIERY_LOW
CARD_LOCK
CARD_READY
BATIERY _DEAD
CARD_UNLOCK
CARD_REMOVAL

EJeclonnsenlon EJECTION_REQUEST
EJECTION_COMPLETE
INSERTION_REQUEST
INSERTION_COMPLETE

exclusive EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST
RESET_PHYSICAL
CARD_RESET
RESET_COMPLETE

Clientlnformsation CLIENT_INFO

EraseCompletion ERASE_COMPLETE

MTDRequest MTD_REQUEST

Timer TIMER_EXPIRED

NewSoketSrvlces SS_UPDATED

PCMCIA @ 1992 H -3
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OS CRITICAL SECTION HANDLING

Card Servces is designed with the intention that a client should never find a situation in which a
Card Servces call is faied because Card Services is not enterable. However, in a DOS system a TSR
or application which performs Card Servces cals can be in the middle of a Card Services cal and
the system can switch to another task because it is running under Windows, Task Swapper,
DesqView or a similar environment. The new task can then attempt to use the file system client
which in tum uses Card Servces. This causes a critical error (Abort, Retry, Ignore, Fai) or other
catastrophic error to be returned because the file system wil find Card Servces unenterable, since
the previous task is stil in Card Servces.
For clients such as file systems (block/ character device drivers, etc.), this is not a problem because
access to Card Servces is synchronized through MS-DOS's own critical section handling, and the
task.switching environments have al been designed to not switch away from a task durg the
middle of an MS-DOS function cal. However, TSR's and generalized applications do not have the
same synchronization, and it is therefore necessary for any TSR or application which makes Card
Servces cals to encapsulate ALL such calls within the Enter/Leave Critical Section APIs
appropriate to the detected task switching environment.
Clents in task-switching environments should use the Critical Section handler APls appropriate to
such environments around EVERY call to Card Services. Information about these APIs can be
found in following:

Windows: The Windows Device Development Kit (DDK), Virtual Device Adaptation
Guide, Appendix D - Windows INT 2F API.

MS-DOS Task: The MS-DOS 5.0 Programmer's Reference, Section 7.10, Task Swapper
Switcher Reference, and INT 2F Function 4Bxx.

DesqView: The DesqView User's Manual, Appendix J contains assembly code
fragments to allow the creation of DesqView aware applications,
including the necessary AP~ calls.

PCMCIA @ 1992
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PC CARD ATA SPECIFICATION
Release 1.01

INTRODUCTION

1.1

1.2

1.3

Purpose
This speåfication defines the standard method for incorporating an AT A mass storage protocol
peripheral on a PCMCIA PC Card. This specification supplements the definitions of an AT A mass
storage peripheral found in the AT A document and the definition of a PCMCIA PC Card found in
the PC Card document.
The PC Card ATA protocol described in this document is compatible with existing PCMCIA
defined socket hardware without any changes or additional pins. PC Card AT A mass storage cards
shal be implemented to operate as I/O devices in confomiance with Release 2.01 of the PC Card
docment. The cards are also permitted to provide a memory mapped configuration compatible
with soket hardware defined in Release 1.0 of the PC Card document.
This document describes the electrical and software interfaces for an AT A PC Card. The standard
address mappings for an AT A PC Card are also described.

Scope
This document is intended to be used together with the PC Card document and the AT A document.
It is intended to highlight those areas of implementation in which the PC Card document and the
AT A document confct. In addition, an indication is made of areas within the AT A document
which are modified for operation in a PC Card environment. Both mandatory and optional
specifications are presented.

In the event of a conflct between one of the base documents (PC Card document or ATA
document) ønd this document, the interpretation of this document shall prevail if and only if this
document specifies that a conflct exists between the documents.

Related Documents
There are. two documents upon which this document is based and which are required for
understanding and implementing a PC Card AT A mass storage peripheraL. The base documents
are as follows:

a) PCMCIA, PC Card Standai'd, Release 2.01, November 1992, Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association. This is referred to as the PCMCIA PC Card document.

b) CBEMA, ATA (AT Attachment) ANSI Draft Standard, Revision 3.1, August 15, 1992, Document
Number X3T9.2/90-143, Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturer's Association. This
is referred to as the AT A document.

Several additional documents may assist the reader in developing the hardware and software to
utilze an AT A PC Card within a compatible system. These supplementary documents are as
follows:

a) PCMCIA, Socket Sei-vices Inteiface Specification, Release 2.0, November, 1992, Personal Computer
Memory Card International Association.

b) PCMCIA, Card Sei-vices Inteiface Specification, Release 2.0, November, 1992, Personal Computer
Memory Card International Association.

1 - 3
PCMCIA @ 1992
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INTRODUCTION
Conventions

1.4 Conventions

This section is intended to give general descriptions of notational conventions used in this
document.
A glossary is provided in Appendix A of this document with an extensive set of definitions. In
many cases, more detailed information about these ternis may be found in the PCMCIA PC Card
document or the AT A document. These two documents should be consulted for more detailed and
precise definitions of terms.

1.4.1 Signal Naming

Signals which are asserted when a logic low is present have a "-" prefix to the signal name. Signals
which are asserted when a logic high is present have no "-" prefix. Signals which are not logic
signals, such as VCC, are also shown with no "-" prefix.
All signals, except for Ready / -Busy, are named with respect to their asserted state as follows:

a) Each signal which is not a logic signal, such as Vcc, has a name which does not begin with a"-"
character.

b) Each logic signal whose name does not begin with a" -" character has logic high as the asserted
state and logic low as the negated state.

c) Each logic signal whose name begins with a " _If character has logic low as the asserted state and
logic high as the negated state.

d) The Ready / -Busy signal shall be interpreted as being active in Busy state. Therefore, the signal
is asserted by a a logic low and negated by a logic high.

1.4.2 Numeric Representation

Numbers are expressed as follows:
a) Individual bits are expressed as "0" for zero, "1" for one, or "X" for Don't Care.

b) Groups of bits (fields) are expressed in hexadecimal number which begin with a decimal digit
and are followed by an "H." Each digit represents 4 bits and ranges from 0 to 9 and AH to FH
for 0 to 15 (decimal) with an "X" being used for Don't Care. The number of bits in the field
determines how many bits in the hexadecimal nuiiiber are significant.

1.4.3 Bit Action Representation

Bits of a register are said to be Set when they are made equal to "1" and to be Cleared when they
are made equal to "0."

1 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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. OVERVIEW

2.1
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2.2
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This document details the requirements and considerations in implementing an AT A protocol
mass storage peripheral within the PCMCIA environment.
The ATA protocol is followed except where the PCMCIA interface imposes conflcting constraints
to traditional AT A Host Bus Adapters. This document describes how the AT A Protocol maps onto
the PCMCIA interface. It resolves and clarifies the enhancements and restrictions which result from
the use of the PCMCIA interface with the AT A Protocol.

Mandatory support is provided for the AT BIOS standard ATA I/O registers at 1FOH-1F7,
3F6H-3F7H or 170H-177H, 376H-377H typically using IRQ14. These I/O port assignments are usable

with pre-existing AT BIOS Device Drivers. Mandatory support is also provided for locating the 1/ 0
ports in a contiguous I/O window of at least 16 bytes which is decoded for the card by the socket.
Cards can also be built that may be placed by the system in a 2 Kbyte host memory space by a
dedicated driver.
The use of a well known, dominant, standard interface in mobile computers will guarantee system
vendors an interface which can remain stable over the coming generations of silcon and rotatig

mass storage devices.

Feature Summary

a) The PC Card ATA protocol is based on the widely accepted and established ATA protocol
which is a dominant standard for disk drives in mobile computers. It is also based on the
PCMCIA interface standard which is the dominant emerging peripheral interface standard for
mobile cOfPuting.

b) The AT A protocol is very familar to both system designers and software developers.

c) Thi protocol allows AT A PC Cards to be "plug and play" in many existing systems and

applications.

d) Compatible with existing AT A software.

e) The protocol fits easily into the architecture of desktop PC's as well as mobile computers.

Differences Between PC Card AT 
A and ATA.

a) The Diagnostic command runs only on the card which is addressed by the Drive-Head regier
when the Diagnostic Command is issued. This is because PCMCIA card interface does not
provide for direct inter-drive communication (such as the AT A PDIAG and DASP signals).
Therefore, unlke AT A, it is not possible when using the PCMCIA interface for Drive 0 to report
status for both drives.

b) The PC Card ATA specification provides for two cards at a single address through the Twin
Card option in CIS (PC Card document Section 5.2.8.3.10) and card enumeration using the
Socket and Copy Register (PC Card document Section 4.15.4). The AT A specification provides
card enumeration using a jumper or cable strap. The AT A signals PDlAG and DASP are not
implemented in the PC Card AT A specification.

c) The PC Card AT A specification provides a Ready / -Busy signal which can be used to prevent
the host from accessing the card's registers before the card is available following card detected
power-on, hardware reset or PCMCIA soft reset. With an appropriate socket, this signal is also
used while a card is configured in the memory mapped mode to provide a socket generated
host interrpt on the Busy-to-Ready transition.

PCMCIA @ 1992
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Differences Between PC Card AT A and ATA.

d) The PC Card AT A specification provides an AT A Soft Reset protocol descnbed in section 6.1.

e) The implementation of the Index bit, IDX, in the Status Register and the Alternate Status
Register is optional. If implemented, it shall be implemented as defined in the AT A document.

f) I/O ports 3F7H and 377H in the Pnmary and Secondary I/O mapped modes have a potential
conflct with a floppy disk controller installed in the host. There is a potential problem with the
protocol descnbed in the AT A Document for shanng the Drive Address Register with a floppy
disk controller when either the AT A penpheral or the floppy disk controller are accessed
through the PCMCIA interface.

Refer to Appendix B for possible methods to avoid this problem.

g) The PCMCIA interface permits the host to access the AT A registers in more alternative ways
than the traditional AT A host bus adapter allows. These alternatives anse from the presence of
two card enable signals, -CE1 and -CE2, in addition to address line AO.

The PCMCIA allows accesses to registers at odd addresses with two different methods.
a) When address line AD is 1 (logic high), if -CE1 is asserted and -CE2 is negated dunng

the read or wnte cycle, then the byte of data at the odd address is transferred on
signals 07 through DO of the Data Bus.

b) Regardless of the state of address line AD and of the state of -CE1, if -CE2 is asserted
the byte of data at the odd address is transferred on signals 015 through DB of the
Data Bus. If -CE1 is also asserted, then a 16-bit word is accessed. If -CE1 is negated,
then only the byte at the odd address is accessed.

A sixteen bit word of data is accessed when both -CE1 and -CE2 are active, regardless of the
state of AD.

h) 1/ 0 accesses are constrained at the PCMCIA interface as follows:
a) The host shall perform all word (16-bit) I/O accesses with AD = D.

b) Dunng a host's word access attempt, if a card returns -101516 as active in response to
the address on the bus then the host system is permitted to transfer 16-bits of data to
the card in a single cycle, otherwise, the host system shall perform two B-bit cycles:
even byte then odd byte.

i) The AT A document specifies that the Data register is two bytes wide and is located at offset, or
relative address, D while the Error and Feature registers are one byte wide and are located at
offset 1 within the AT A registers. This results in an overlap of the address spaces between the
Data register and Error-Feature register combination.
To permit hosts whose architectures do not permit word and byte registers to overlap to access
all the registers of an AT A PC Card, the PC Card AT A specification provides a
non-overlapping, duplicate copy of each of these registers in the Memory Mapped and
Contiguous 1/ 0 mapped configurations. Within the 16 byte space occupied by the AT A
registers in these configurations, the duplicate data register is located at offset BH while the
duplicate Error and Feature registers are located at offset DOH.

Refer to section 4.2.13 for more information about the duplicate copies of these registers.

2 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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. ELECTRICAL INTERFACE

A mass storage AT A PC Card use the PCMCIA PC Card electrical interface. A subset of the entire
PCMCIA interface is sufficient for PC Card AT A implementation. Both mandatory and optional
signals are given in this secti,?n. Special consideration is given to some signals whose definition is
expanded when used in an AT A PC Card.

3.1 Pin Assignment Table

The following is the recommended pin assignment table for implementing AT A protocol
conforming to the PCMCIA Release 2.01. The mandatory Interface signals are required for using
the card in the mandatory Card Decoded and Host Deoded I/O spaces.

Table 3-1: PC Card ATA Signal Names and Pin Assignment

"

PCMCIA PCMCIA PC Card PC Card Notes
Pin Memory I/O AlA AlA
# Interface Interlace Mindatory Optional

Signal Signal Signal Signal 8

1 GNO GNO GNO

2 03 03 03

3 04 04 04

4 05 05 05

5 D6 D6 D6

6 07 07 07

7 -CEi -CE1 -CE1

8 A10 A10 A10 1

9 -QE -QE -QE

10 A11 A11 A11 2

11 A9 A9 A9

12 A8 A8 A8

13 A13 A13 A13 2

14 A14 A14 A14 2

15 -WE/PGM -WE/PGM -WE

16 ROY/-BSY -IREO ROY/-BSY 7

-IREO

17 Vee Vee Vce

18 Vpp1 Vpp1 Vpp1 or 3
No

Connect

19 A16 A16 A16 2

20 A15 A15 A15 2

21 A12 ,A12 A12 2

22 A7 A7 A7

23 A6 A6 A6

24 AS AS AS.

PCMCIA PCMCIA PC Card PC Card Notes
Pin Memory 1/0 AlA AlA
# Interlace Interlace Mindatory Optional

Signal Signal Signal Signal 8

35 GNO GNO GNO

36 -C01 -C01 -C01

37 011 011 011

38 012 012 012

39 013 013 013

40 014 014 014

41 015 015 015

42 -CE2 -CE2 -CE2

43 RFSH RFSH RFSH 6

44 -IORO -lORD

45 .IOWR -IOWR

46 A17 A17 A17 2

47 A18 A18 A18 2

48 A19 A19 A19 2

49 A20 A20 A20 2

50 A21 A21 A21 2

51 Vee Vee Vee

52 Vpp2 Vpp2 Vpp2 or 3
No

Connect

53 A22 A22 A22 2

54 A23 A23 A2 2

55 A24 A24 A24 2

56 A25 A25 A25 2

57 RFU RFU No
Connect

58 RESET RESET RESET

PCMCIA @ 1992 3 - 3
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ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
Pin Assignment Table

PCMCIA PCMCIA PC card PC card Not..
Pin Memory I/O ATA ATA
, Interface Interfece ..d.or Option"

Signal Signel Slgn.1 Slgl1l 8

25 A4 A4 A4

26 A3 A3 A3

27 A2 A2 A2

28 Al Al Al

29 AO AD AO

30 DO DO DO

31 01 01 01

33 02 02 02

34 WP -101516 WP
:

-101516

34 GNO GNO GNO

PCMCIA PCMCIA PCC.rd PCC.rd Not..
Pin Mem I/O ATA ATA
, Int.rflle Interface ..d8or Optional

51gl11 Slgn.1 Slgn.1 Slgl1l 8

59 .WAlT -WAlT -WAIT

60 .INPACK -INPACK

61 -REG -REG -REG

62 BVD2 .5PKR Logic BV02 4
High :

unles .SPKR
BVD2

:
-SPKR

63 BVDl -STSCHG Logic BVOl 54-
High :

unless -STSCHG
BVOl

:
-SPKR

64 08 08 08

64 09 09 D9

66 010 010 010

67 .C02 -CO2 -CO2

68 GNO GNO GNO

l))

t)i
General and specific notes for table 3.1 follow below.
Signal names in the PC Card AT A columns indicate dual function signals by listing the Memory
Interfaced function, followed by a colon (:), and then the I/O Interfaced function of the signaL.

Signals in the PC Card AT A Optional column may be mandatory for particular features which the
card vendor may choose to implement. The use of optional signals is described in the followig
numbered notes.
1. Address line AID is mandatory if Memory Mapped addressing is supported. Otherwise, AID

is permitted to be implemented at the discretion of the card vendor.

2. Address lines All through A25 are permitted to be implemented at the discretion of the card
vendor.

3. The use of the Vppl and Vpp2 supplies is optional. If they are used, it is recommended that the
card vendor select +12 Volts as the Vpp value. A card which does not require any Vpp supply,
shall leave both Vpp pins unconnected at the card.
The Vppl and Vpp2 supplies shall not be connected to each other on the card.
When only one supply is required, it is recommended that Vppl be used.
At power up, the host shall provide at least minimal current at +5 Volts on both Vpp1 and
Vpp2.

4. The -SPKR signal is optionaL. If the function is not implemented, this pin shall be held at logic
high (negated) by the drive.

5. The -STSCHG signal is optional, however it shall be implemented if both the Card
Configuration and Status Register and the Pin Replacement Register are implemented. If the
function is not implemented, this pin shall be held high (negated) by the drive. .:
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ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
Reset Conditons

PC CARD ATA SPECIFICATION
Release 1.01

6. Note that the use of the Refresh pin has not yet been fully defined. This pin is not required for
operation of the PC Card AT A peripheraL.

7. The asserted state of the Ready I-Busy signal shall be interpreted to be the Busy state of the
signal. See section 3.3 for additional information on the Ready I-Busy signaL.

8. All signals shown in the PC Card AT A mandatory column shall be implemented by all mass

storage AT A PC Cards.

3.2 Reset Conditions
There are four distinct reset conditions associated with an AT A PC Card. They are as follows:

a) Card detected Power-On Reset¡

b) Host generated PCMCIA Hardware Reset using the Reset signal¡
c) Host intiated PCMCIA Soft Reset using SRESET bit in the Configuration Option Register¡
d) AT A Soft Reset using the SRST bit in the AT A Device Control Register.

The host should always accompany a card Power-On event with a host generated hardware reset.

Power-On, PCMCIA Hardware Reset and PCMCIA Soft Reset all place the card into the memory
interfaced configuration (configuration index value of OH) and cause the card to perform the ATA
Hard Reset protocol.

The PCMCIA Soft Reset has the same effect as the Host generated hardware reset with the
exception that the PCMCIA Software Reset bit itself is not cleared by the assertion of Soft Reset.
The ATA soft reset does not affect the card's PCMCIA configuration, but does perform ATA Soft
Reset proces~ing as specified in the AT A document and modified in section 6.1 of this document.

3.3 Ready/-Busy Signal and RRdy/-Bsy bit
The Ready I-Busy signal is available while the card is configured to use the Memory Interface. Ths
signal is unavaiable and is replaced by the interrupt request signal, -IREQ, whie the card is
configured to use the I/O interface. The Ready I-Busy signal is asserted, logic low, when the card
is in the Busy condition.

If the Pin Replacement register is implemented on the card, the RRdy I -Bsy bit in the that register,
is cleared when the card is busy and set when the card is ready.

The card shall be Busy under the following conditions:
a) From Power-On until the card is ready to be accessed.

b) From PCMCIA Hardware Reset until the card is ready to be accessed.
c) From PCMCIA Soft Reset until the card is ready to be accessed.
d) If a card supports the PCMCIA Power-Down Request bit in the Configuration and Status

Register, then from a change in the PCMCIA Power-Down Request bit until the card has
completed the requested Power-Down or Power-Up operation.

e) While the card is in a Memory interfaced configuration, whenever the Busy bit in the ATA
Status Register is set.

3 -5
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ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
Interrupt Request: -IREO

3.4 Interrupt Request: -IREQ
The interrupt request signal from the card (-IREQ) is available only when the card is configured to
use the PCMCIA 1/ 0 interface. The handling of this signal is slightly different from the handling
of the AT A interrupt request signal, + IRQ.

The polarity of the PCMCIA -IREQ signal is opposite to that of the AT A + IRQ signaL. The PCMCIA
-IREQ signal has a mandatory PCMCIA level mode interrupt and an optional PCMCIA pulse mode
interrupt. The pulse mode interrupt is designed to allow sharing of interrupts in hosts which use
an ISA compatible system bus between the PCMCIA socket and the host's CPU. To take advantage
of a PCMCIA pulse mode interrupt, the host socket must be able to pass the interrupt request signal
without inversion from the Card to the internal ISA bus and to drive the ISA bus + IRQn signal with
an open collector driver.
When the nlEN bit in the A TA Device Control register is set, an AT A PC Card shall not assert the
-IREQ signaL. This is in contrast to the AT A document which specifies that the AT A interrupt
request signal, +IRQ, is placed in high impedance during these times.

3 - 6
PCMCIA @ 1992
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SECTION - 4

ATA 'SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS
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ATA SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS
PC Card ATA Drive register and protocol definitions

PC CARD ATA SPECIFICATION
Release 1.01

. ATA SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS

4.1 PC Card AlA Drive register and protocol definitions
AT A PC Cards can be configured as a high performance 110 device through standard 110 address
spaces: IFOH-1F7H, 3F6H-3F7H (primary); 170H-I77H, 376H-377H (secondary) and IREQ 14 or

anywhere in the I/O space or memory space requiring a dedicated driver. The communications to
and from the drive is performed using the AT A Command Block which provide all the necessary
control and status information. The PCMCIA interface connects peripherals to the host using four
register mapping methods. Table 4.1 is a description of these methods:

Table 4-1: Standard Configurations

'.

Adcl.. Mandatory or
Conflglncix 10 or Memory A1D-AO Drlva Number Socket i. Copy OptIonal Daptlon

Ot' Memor OH"(FH, 407FFH 0 XOOXX Optional Memor Mapped

1H' I/O XXOH-XXFH 0 XOOXX Mandatory I/O Map 16
Contiuous
Registers

2H' I/O 1FOH-1F7H. 0 XOOXXX Mandatory PrimaI/O
3F6H-3F7H Mapped Drive 0
----------

9FOH9F7H,
BF6HBF7H

2H' I/O 1FOH1F7H. 1 XOO1XX Optiona Primll I/O

3F6H-3F7H Map Drie 1
---------_..

9FOH.9F7H.
i BF6HBF7H
\

3H' I/O 170H-177H, 0 XOOXX Mandatory Secary I/O
376H-377H Mapped Drive 0
..----_.......

97OH-977H,
B76H.B77H

3H' I/O 170H-177H, 1 XOO 1 XXX Optional Seary I/O
376H-377H Mappe Drive 1
..-.---------

97OH977H.
B76H-B77H

'The configuration indices indicated here are for example only.
The host selects the card's register mapping configuration by writing the Configuration Index value
to the least significant 6 bits of the card's Configuration Option Register. The actual configuration
index values used by a card are vendor specific and are reported to the host using the Configuration
Table Entry tuples. However, configuration OH shall always select the PCMCIA Memory Only
interface.

.
4.2 AlA Registers

The AT A registers are the registers which are provided on the card specifically to implement the
AT A aspects of the PC Card AT A protocol. The first eight registers and duplicates are referred to
as the AT A Command Block.

In accordance with the PCMCIA specification each of the registers below which is located at an odd
address may be accessed using either data bus lines D15 through D8 or using data bus lines D7
through DO. Refer to items g) and h) in section 2.2 or to the PCMCIA PC Card document for more
information.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 - 3
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ATA SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS
AT A Registers

4.2.1 Data Register

The Data Register is a 16-bit register which is used to transfer data blocks between the card data
buffer and the Host. Data may be transferred by either a series of word accesses to the data register
or a series of byte accesses to the data register. The ATA document specification sections /16.3.5
DDO.DD15/1 and /19.21 Set Features" specify under what conditions word and byte accesses from

the host are appropriate to access this register.

-.......~.fIJl

Table 4-2: Data Register

015 I 014 I 013 I 012 I 011 I 010 I 09 I 08 I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 I 01 I DO

Data Word

I
Data Byte

Refer to the ATA document for detailed information about this register. Refer also to Section 4.2.13
for additional information about the Data register, the Duplicate Data registers, and the
interactions between the Data register and the Error or Feature register.

4.2.2 Error Register

This register contains additional information about the source of an error which has occurred in
processing of the preceding command. This register should be checked by the host when bit 0
(ERR) of the Status register is found to be set. This register cannot be written by the host.
The bits are labeled as follows:

Table 4-3: Error Register

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO

BBK UNC MC IDNF MeR ABRT TKNOF AMNF
ei)

All bits in this register are defined in the AT A document. Refer to the AT A document for a detailed
description of this register. Refer also to Section 4.2.13 for additional information about the Error
register, the Duplicate Error register, and the interactions between the Data register and the Error
register.

4.2.3 Feature Register

This register is written by the host to provide command specific information to the drive regarding
features of the drive which the host wishes to utilze. This register cannot be read by the host and
may be ignored by some drives.

Table 4-: Feature Register

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO

Feature Byte

Refer to the AT A document for a detailed description of this register. Refer also to Section 4.2.13 for
additional information about the Feature register, the Duplicate Feature register, and the
interactions between the Data registers and the Feature register.

-,...,'
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4.2.4 Sector Count Register

This register is written by the host with the number sectors or blocks to be processed in the
subsequent command. After the command is complete, the host may read this register to obtain the
count of sectors left unprocessed by the command.

Table 4-5: Sector Count Register

07 D6 05 04 03 02 D1 DO

Setor Count

Refer to the AT A document for a detailed description of this register.

4.2.5 Sector Number Register

This register is wrtten by the host with the starting sector number to be used in the subsequent
Cylinder-Head-Sector command. After the command is complete, the host may read the fil seor

number from this register. When logical block addressing is used, this register is written by the host
with bits 7 to 0 of the starting logical block number and contains bits 7 to 0 of the final logical block
number after the command is complete.

Table 4-: Sector Number Register
07 I 06

I
05

I
04 I 03

I
02

I
D1 I DO

Setor Number (CHS Addressing)

Logical Block Number bits A07-AOO (LBA Addressing)

Refer to the AT A document for a detailed description of this register for Cylinder-Head-Sector
commands.

4.2.6 Cylinder Low Register
Ths register is wrtten by the host with the low-order byte of the starting cylinder address to be
used in the subsequent Cylinder-Head-Sector command. After the command is complete, the host
may read the low-order byte of the final cylinder numtJer from this register. When logical block
addressing is used, this register is written by the host with bits 15 to 8 of the starting logical block
number and contains bits 15 to 8 of the final logical block number after the command is complete.

Table 4-7: Cylinder Low Register

07 I D6
I

05 I
D4 I

03
I

02 I 01 I DO

Cylinder Number Low Byte (CHS Addressing)

Logicl Blok Number bits A 15-A08 (LBA Addressing)

Refer to the AT A document for a detailed description of this register for Cylinder-Head-Sector
commands.

4.2.7 Cylinder High Register

This register is written by the host with the high-order byte of the starting cylinder address to be
used in the subsequent Cylinder-Head-Sector command. After the command is complete, the host
may read the high-order byte of the final cylinder number from this register. When logical block
addressing is used, this register is written by the host with bits 23 to 16 of the starting logical block
number and contains bits 23 to 16 of the final logical block number after the command is complete.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 -5
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ATA SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS
AT A Registers

Table 4-: Cylinder High Register

07 I
D6 I

05 I
04 I

03 I
02 I

01 I
00

Cylinder Number High Byte (CHS Addressing)

Logical Blok Number bits A23-A 16 (LBA Addressing)

Refer to the AT A document for a detailed description of this register for Cylinder-Head-Sector
commands.

4.2.8 Drive-Head Register

The Drve-Head register is used to specify the selected drive of pair of drives sharing a set of
registers. The bits are defined as follows:

Table 4-9: Drive-Head Register

07 D6 05 04 03 02 01 00

1 LBA(O) 1 DRV HS3 HS2 HS1 HSO

LBA(1) LBA27 LBA26 LBA25 LBA24

Bit 7

Bit 6

1

LBA

This bit is '1.
This bit is '0' for Cylinder-Head-Sector addressing and 'l for
Logical Block Addressing.

This bit is 'I'.

This bit is number of the drive which the host has selected. When
ORVis cleared, drive 0 (card 0) is selected. When DRV is set, drive
1 (card 1) is selected. The card is selected to be Card 0 or to be Card
1 using the "Copy" field of the PCMCIA "Socket and Copy"
configuration register, if present. If no Socket and Copy
configuration register is present on the card, or if the Card's CiS
indicates that it does not support twin-cards for the selected
configuration, then DRV shall be cleared by the host.
This is bit 3 of the head number in CHS addressing and bit 27 of
the Logical Block Number in LBA addressing.

This is bit 2 of the head number in CHS addressing and bit 26 of
the Logical Block Number in LBA addressing.

This is bit 1 of the head number in CHS addressing and bit 25 of
the Logical Block Number in LBA addressing.

This is bit 0 of the head number in CHS addressing and bit 24 of
the Logical Block Number in LBA addressing

Bit 5

Bit 4

1

DRV

Bit 3 HS3/LBA27

Bit 2 HS2/LBA26

Bit 1 HSI/LBA25

Bit 0 HSO/LBA24

4.2.9 Status Register

See the description of Alternate Status Register.

4.6 PCMCIA @ 1992
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AT A Registers
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4.2.10 Alternate Status Register

The Status register and the Alternate Status register return the card status when read by the host.
Reading the Status register clears a pending interrupt request while reading the Auxilary Status
register does not. The status bits are identified as follows:

Table 4-10: Status and Alternate Status Register

07 De 05 04 03 02 01 DO

BSY OROY OWF DSC ORO CORA LOX EAA

Refer to the AT A document for a descnption of the bits which are described in this register except
where the ATA document conflicts with the descriptions below.

Bit 1 lOX This bit is optional. If implemented it shall be implemented as
described in the AT A document.

This bit is used to indicate a drive write failure. Drives which
require Vpp for write operations should use this bit to signal if the
Vpp voltage is out of tolerance when a write is attempted.

Bit 5 DWF

4.2.11 Device Control Register

This register is used to control the card interrupt request and to issue a soft reset to the card. The
bits are defined as follows:

Table 4-11: Device Control Register
i

000103 02

SRST o
07

X

De

X

05

X

D4

X nlEN

Refer to the ATA document for the general description of the bits which are described in thi
register except where it conflcts with the descriptions noted below:

Bit 1 nIEN While the card is ope'rating in the memory mapped mode this bit
is permitted to be ignored; but see additional requirements in

Section 7.1 for cards which implement the Card Configuration
and Status Register.

While this bit is cleared, interrupts shall operate as described in
the PCMCIA PC Card document in response to the events
described in the AT A document.

While this bit is set, the interrupts on the card shall be disabled.
The -IREQ signal in the PCMCIA I/O interface shall be negated
unless the nIEN bit is set and an interrupt has been requested.
The Software Reset bit shall operate generally as described in the
AT A document with the following exceptions:

Sections of ATA specification which refer to the PDIAG and the
DASP signals are not applicable to PCMCIA implementations.
Section 6.1 of this document shall define the Soft Reset Function
and protocol.

Bit 2 SRST

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 -7
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ATA SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS
AT A Registers

4.2.12 Drive Address Register

This register is provided for compatibilty with the AT disk drive interface. The bits can be read by
the host and are defined as follows:

. "
j:

¡..~'f

Table 4-12: Drive Address Register

07 De DS D4 D3 02 D1 DO

X nWTG nHS3 nHS2 nHS1 nHSO nDS1 nDSO

Bit 6

This bit shall be ignored by the host. Please see Appendix B of this
document for a discussion of the considerations involving this bit.
This bit is cleared while a write operation is in progress,

otheiwise, it is set.
When the bit is cleared the host should not alter the Vpp or Vcc
supply voltages to the card.

Refer to AT A document for description of the bits which are described in this register except where
the AT A document conflicts with the descriptions provided above.

xBit 7

nWTG

4.2.13 Duplicate Data, Error and Feature Registers

The address space occupied by the Data register overlaps with space occupied by the Error and
Feature registers. The table below describes the combinations of Data register access and Error or
Feature register accesses. The table is provided here to assist in understanding the overlapped Data
register and Error or Feature register rather than to attempt to define general PCMCIA word and
byte access modes and operations. See the PCMCIA PC Card document for definitions of the Card
Accessing Modes for 1/ o and Memory cycles. These cycles are also summarized in section 2.2,
items g, h, and i.

.
Table 4-13: Duplicate Data Register

01S I D14 1 013 I D12 I D11 I D10 I ~ I De I M I De I ~ 1 ~ I 00 I ~ I ~ I
DO

Data Word 

Odd Data Byte Only I'
Even or Even-Odd Data Byte

Because of the overlapped registers, access to the Error or Feature register at lF1H, 17tH and offset
lh are not possible when word accesses are performed, i.e. with -CE2 and -CEl both asserted. The
duplicate registers at relative addresses 8H, 9H and ODH have no restrictions on the operations
which can be performed by the socket.

Table 4-14: Access to Data, Error and Feature Registers Including Duplicate Registers

Data Regl.ter .CE2 -CEl AO Off.et Data Bus

Word Data Register 0 0 0 OH.8H 015-00

Word Data Register 0 0 1 lH,9H 015-00

Even Byte Data Register 1 0 0 OH,8H 07-00

Odd Byte Data Register 1 0 1 9H 07-00

Odd Byte Data Register 0 1 X 8H.9H 015-08

Error I Feature Register 1 0 1 lH.ODH 07-00

Error I Feature Register 0 1 X OH,lH 015-08

Error I Feature Register 0 0 X OC,OOH 015-08
a,'fWI
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Notes:
1. The Data register at Oh is accessed with both -CE1 and -CE2 asserted as a word register on the

combined Odd Data Bus and Even Data Bus (DIS-DO). This register may also be accessed by a
pai of byte accesses to the offset OH with -CE1 asserted and .CE2 negated. Word accesses at
odd address N+ 1 is the same as a word access at address N, however, word accesses at odd
addresses are ilegal for II 0 accesses. Note that the address space of this word register overlaps
the address space of the Error and Feature byte-wide registers which are located at offset 1H.
When accessed twce as byte register with -CEl asserted, the first byte to be accessed is the Even
byte of the Word and the second byte accessed is the Odd byte of the equivalent Word access.
A byte access to register OH with -CE1 negated and .CE2 asserted accesses the Error (read) or
Feature (wnte) register.

2. The registers located at offsets 8H,9H and ODH are non-overlapping duplicates of the registers
at offsets 0 and 1.

Register 8H is equivalent to register OH, whie register 9H accesses only the Odd byte of the Data,
register. Therefore, if the registers are byte accessed in the order 9H then 8H the data wi be
transferred Odd byte then Even byte. Repeated byte accesses to register 8H or OH wil access
consecutive (even then odd) bytes from the data buffer. Repeated word accesses to register 8H,
9H or OH will access consecutive words from the data buffer. Repeated byte accesses to register

9H are not supported. However, repeated alternating byte accesses to registers 8H then 9H will
access consecutive (even then odd) bytes from the data buffer. Byte accesses to register 9H
, access only the odd byte of the data word.

3. Memory accesses to even addresses at offsets between 400H and 7FFH access register 8H.
Accesses to odd addresses at offsets between 400H and 7FFH access register 9H. This 1 Kbyte
memory window to the data register is provided so that hosts can perform memory to memory
block move\; to the data register when the register lies in memory space. Note that this entire
window accesses the Data Register FIFO and does not directly address the data buffer within
the card.

Some hosts, such as the 8Ox86 processors, increment both the source and destination addresses

when executing the memory to memory block move instruction. Some PCMCIA socket
adapters also have auto incrementing address logic embedded within them. Ths address
window alows these hosts and adapters to function effciently.

4.3 ATA Specific Register Mapping

4.3.1 I/O Mapped Addressing

The Pnmary I/O, Secondary I/O, and Contiguous I/O address maps are shown in Table 4-15.
The contiguous II 0 mapping mode requires that the system decode a contiguous block of at least
16 II 0 registers to uniquely select the card.

PCMCIA @ 1992 4 -9
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ATA SPECIFIC REGISTER DEFINITIONS
ATA Specific Register Mapping

Table 4-15: I/O Mapped Addressing

.REG
Prlmary Secondary Contiguous .IORD=O .IOWR =0 Not.
Aa-AO Aa-AO A3AO

0 1FOH 17Cl OM Even ReaCl Data Even Write Data 1.2

0 lF1H 171H lH Error Register Features 2

0 lF2H 172H 2H Sector Count Sector Count

0 lF3H 173H 3H Sector Number Sector Number

0 lF4H 174H 4H Cylinder Low Cylinder Low

0 lF5H 175H 5H Cylinder High Cylinder High

0 lF6H 176H 6H Drive/Head Driel Head

0 lF7H 177H 7H Status Command

0 ... .,. 8I Duplicate Duplicate 1.3
Even Read Data Even Write Data

0 ... ... 9H Duplicate Duplicate 3
Odd Read Data Odd Write Data

0 ... ... ODH Duplicate Error Duplicate Features 3

0 3F6H 376H OEH Alternate Status Device Control

0 3F7H 377H OFH Drive Address Reserved

Address lines which are not indicated in the decoding above are ignored by the card for accessing
these registers. The pnmary and secondary modes decode 10 address lines while the contiguous
decoding decodes only 4 address lines on the card.

Note 1: This register supports word or byte accesses. See the corresponding note for table 4-14.
Note 2: This register overlaps the address space of the Data Register. See the corresponding note

for table 4-14.

Note 3: This register address is a duplicate address assignment for another register. A duplicate
address is not available in the Pnmary 1/ 0 and Secondary I/O decodings. See the
corresponding note for table 4-14.

4.10 PCMCIA @ 1992
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. 4.3.2 Memory Mapped Addressing

When the card registers are accessed via memory references, the registers appear in the common
memory space window from 0-2K bytes as shown in Table 4-16.

Table 4-16: Memory Mapped Address Map

.'

-REG A10 Ae-A4 A3 A2 A1 AO -oE=O .WE=O Not..

1 0 X 0 0 0 0 Read Data Write Data 1

1 0 X 0 0 0 1 Error Features 2

1 0 X 0 0 1 0 Sector Count Sector Count

1 0 X 0 0 1 1 Sector Number Sector Number

1 0 X 0 1 0 0 Cylindr Low Cylinder Low

1 0 X 0 1 0 1 Cylinder High Cylinder High

1 0 X 0 1 1 0 Selec Card /Head Select Cardlead

1 0 X 0 1 1 1 Status Command

1 0 X 1 0 0 0 Duplicte Even Duplicate Even 2
Read Data Write Data

1 0 X 1 0 0 1 Duplicate Odd Duplicate Odd 2
Read Data Write Data 

1 0 X 1 1 0 1 Duplicate Error Duplicate Features 2

1 0 X 1 1 1 0 Alt Status Device CU

1 0 X 1 1 1 1 Drive Address Reserved

1 1 X X X X 0 Even Read Data Even Write Data 3

1 1 i
X X X X 1 , Odd Read Data Odd Write Data 3

Notes: 1,2,3 See the corresponding note for Table 4-14.
If memory mapped mode is supported, the card shall be implemented so that the card wil respond
at the addresses indicated withi the ranges of OH-OFH and 400H-7FFH from the start of the address

space alocated to the PC Card AT A ,memory mapped registers as indicated by the ciS Device ID
and JEDEC ID tuples. Additional decoding is pemiitted to be provided at the discretion of the card
manufacturer.
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t SOFTWARE INTERFACE

This section defines the software requirements and the commands the host sends to the Storage
System. The controller executes the commands and reports the results to the host using the Status
byte.

5.1 ATA Command Block

The AT A command block is the group of seven registers which are used to issue commands using
the AT A command protocol. The interpretation of the contents of these registers is a functon of the
addressing mode which is used to address the media in the card. A Cylinder-Head-Sector

addressing method of addressing and a new Logical Block addressing mode are supported.

5.1.1 ATA Command Block for Cyllnder-Head-Sector Addressing

To perform a function the host writes up to seven bytes to the card. These bytes, called the AT A

Command Block, specifies the command to be executed and its associated parameters. The
following figure shows the general content of the AT A command block. Refer to specific
commands in the AT A document for the bytes required by each command.

Table 5-1: Commands with Cyllnder-Head-Sector encoding:
BIt--

(Byte offet) 1

2I 3

4

5

6

7

I

7 8 5 4 3 2 o

Features

Sector Count

Sector Number

Cylinder Low

Cylinder High

1 I LBA=O I
1

I
DRV

I
Head

Command

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 3
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5.1.2 ATA Command Block for Logical Block Addressing
To perform a function using Logic Block Addressing, the host writes to the same seven registers as
for Cylinder-Head-Sector addressing. However, the LBA bit is Set and the Sector Number,
Cylinder Low, Cylinder High and Head fields of the command block provide a starting logical
block address on the card. They are interpreted as follows:

", \\
)¡::.-."

"~'

b~(,;

Table 5-2: Commands with Logical Block Address encoding

Bit .. 7 6 5 4 3 2 o

5

6

Features

Sector Count

Logical Block Number A7-AO

Logical Block Number A15-A8

Logical Block Number A23-A16

1 T LBA:1 1
1

I
DRV

I
Logical Block Number A27-A24

Command

(Byte offet) 1

2

3

4

7

CHS to LBA translation formula: LBA = (C .. HpC + H) .. SpH + 5- 1

LBA to CHS translation formulas: C = LBA / (HpC .. SpH)
H = (LBA / SpH) mod HpC
S= (LBA mod SpH) + 1

where LBA
C
H
S
HpC
SpH

is Logical Block Address
is Cylinder Number
s Head Number
is Sector Number
is Heads per Cylinder
is Sectors per Head (Track)

.
5.2 Command Descriptions

The AT A document should be consulted for detailed tables and descriptions of the commands.

Command descriptions are presented in the AT A document utilzing Cylinder-Head-Sector
parameters.

')
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INTERFACE PROTOCOL
Refer to secton 7 in the AT A document for Logical Interface descriptions with the followig
exceptions:

a. All references to the PDIAG and the DASP signals shall be ignored.
b. Port addressing given in the ATA Document in Table 7-1 is replaced by sections 

4.3.1 and 4.3.2

of this document.

c. The high impedance state of INTRQ is replaced by the interrupts disabled state as described in
section 3.4 of this document.

d. Support for the Index bit (IDX) in the status registers is optionaL.

e. The host provides drive number configuration of each card by writing bit 4 of the Card's Socket
and Copy register with the value 0 for drive 0 or with the value 1 for drive 1.

f. Within the protocol overvew provided in section 10 of the AT A document, Sections 10.5

through 10.5.3 do not apply because DMA is not supported by the PCMCIA interface.
g. Withi section 11 of the ATA Document describing timing protocols, only sections 11.1

through 11.3 apply to ATA PC Cards. Section 11.4, Data transfer timing, is replaced by the
corresponding information from the PCMCIA PC Card Document.

6.1 ATA Soft Reset
This bit is set to 1 in the Device Control register to force the card to perform an AT Disk Controller
hard reset operation. This reset does not change the configuration of the card interface as would
either a PCMC:IA hardware reset or a PCMCIA Soft Reset.

When drive 0 is ready drive 1 is not necessarily ready. Therefore, an attempt to access drive 1 will
fail, because PCMCIA specification does not allow inter-drive communication, and attempt to read
Status register on drive 1 wil fail because the drive bit cannot be written while the drive is busy. In
order to avoid a potential problem the following protocol comparable to section A.2 of the A TA
docment should be used:

6.1.1 ATA Soft Reset Timing Definitions

Definitons: tB Drve 0 is the time from AT A Soft Reset cleared until drive 0 clears BSY
when Drive 1 may be present. It is specified as a minimum.

tB Drive 1 is the time from AT A Soft Reset cleared until drive 1 clears BSY. It
is specified as a maximum.

tN is the time from AT A Soft Resèt set until the drive sets BSY. It is
specified as a maximum.

tV is the time from the posting of Drive Ready and Diagnostic
Resùlts until the drive clears BSY. It is specified as a minimum.

6.1.2 Softare Reset One Drive

This protocol applies only when the drive is configured so that it is the only drive which can be
present at an address. This is the case when an I/O Mapped Configuration without Twin Cards
support or the memory mapped configuration is used.
1. Host sets SRST=1 in the Device Control Register.

PCMCIA @ 1992 6 -3
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2. Drve 0 sets BSY within 400 nsec after SRST is set to 1.
3. Drve 0 begins hardware initialization.
4. Drve 0 may revert to its default condition.
5. Drve 0 posts diagnostic results to the Error Register.
6. Drve 0 clears BSY when ready to accept commands.

.
6.1.3 Software Reset Two Drives

This protocol applies whenever the drive is in a configuration which supports more than one drive
at a single address whether or not more than one drive is actually present at that address in the
system.

1. Host sets SRST=1 in the Device Control Register.

2. Drve 0 and Drve 1 each set BSY within 400 nsec after SRST is set.
3. Drive 0 and Drve 1 begin hardware initialization.

4. Drve 0 and Drve 1 may revert to their default condition.
Drive 1

5. Drve 1 performs initialization and diagnostics which wil complete within tB Drve
1 after Soft Reset is cleared.

6. With adequate time remaining to complete steps 7 through 9 before tB Drive 1 has
expired, Drive 1 determines whether it has completed diagnostics and is ready to
execute a command.

7. If the diagnostic results are uncertain at this time, then the drive wil report the I___~.
diagnostics as having passed. The drive shall place the value 1I01H" (passed
diagnostic) in the Error Register.
If the diagnostic results are available at this time, then the drive shall place the
diagnostic result in the Error register.

8. If the drive is ready to execute a command then the drive shall set the DRDY bit in
the Status register otherwse the drive shall clear the DRDY bit in the Status register.

9. The drive clears BSY in the Status register.

Drve 0
5. Drve 0 shall perform and complete initialization and diagnostics.
6. Drive 0 shall delay until tB Drive 0 has expired.
7. Drve shall place the diagnostic result in the Error register with the assumption that

drive 1 has passed diagnostics.
8. If the drive is ready to execute a command then the drive shall set the DRDY bit in

the Status register otherwse the drive shall clear the DRDY bit in the Status register.

9. The drive clears BSY in the Status register.

I
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Table 6-1: Soft Reset Timing Diagram

SRST / \
i

!

BSY Drive 0 / \
i-- tN~ :4 tB Drive 0 

~,
, , I

I

DRDY, Result Drive 0

- __ - - ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -~ ï- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - --"
A
I \

-- - -- -r - --- - -- -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - --~~~~ - ---- - --- - -----i -. :+tU! . .
BSY Drie 1 / \

~I
,

i

:.. tB Drive 1

,

-+ tN:+

DRDY, Result Drive 1

_ _ _ _ - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ~ -r - - - --- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --- - - - - --\I
AI \

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ ~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
-+: l+tU

Labe V.lue UnIts Conditions

tN 40 nsee Max All

tB Drie 0 0 msee Min Single Drive Configuration

tB Drie 0 100 msee Min Multi Drive Configuration

tB Drive 1 50 msee Max Multi Drive Configuration

tU 0 osee Min All

6 - 5
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PCMCIA SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
Card Configuration Registers

+:

PCMCIA SPECIFIC -CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

~

Card Configuration Registers
The PCMCIA Card Configuration Registers are descnbed in the PCMCIA PC Card Standard
Release 2.01 section 4.15. When only some of the bits in a register are required by a card, the

unsupported bits may be ignored when wntten and should return stable data (typically 0) when
read.
The Configuration Option Regíster is the only register which is mandatory for all AT A PC Cards.
This register is used to speciy the addressing mode of the card, the interrupt mode (Level or
Pulsed) and to assert PCMCIA Soft Reset.

The Card Configuration and Status Register is required to be implemented on the card only if the
card supports the PCMCIA power-down, audio, or Signal on Change features, none of which are
mandatory. If PCMCIA power-down is supported, it is recommended that this place the dnve in
the lowest power state available from which the dnve can recover by restonng the PCMCIA Power
Down Bit to O. The Signal on Change feature also requires that the Pin Replacement Register be
implemented.
If the Card Configuration and Status Register is implemented on the card the Interrpt Request bit
in the register shall be controlled as follows: The bit shall be set when the dnve has an interrpt
request pending and the Interrpt Enable bit in the AT A Device Control Register is set to permit
interrpts. While a dnve is configured for the memory-only interface, the behavior of the Interrpt

Request bit in the Card Configuration and Status Register is the same as if an I/O interface were
configured, although the Hardware Interrupt Request signal wil not be available from the card.
The IOisSbit in t~e Card Configuration and Status Register is set by the host to inform the card

whether the host will perform al I/O to the card as 8-bit I/O transferred on the Even Data Bus. This
bit should not be interpreted as controllng the width of data accesses to the card.
The Pin Replacement Register is required to be implemented on the card only if the card is designed
to return Ready/Busy, Wnte Protect or Battery Status while the card is using the I/O interface.
The Socket and Copy Register, bit 4, is required to be implemented on the card if the card is
designed to be host selectable as either dnve 0 or as dnve 1. A card indicates this capabilty with
the Twin Cards field in the Configuration Entry Tuple of the Card Information Structure. The dnve
number selection is performed by clearing bit 4 of the Socket and Copy Register to 0 for dnve 0 or
setting the bit to 1 for dnve 1. The twin card operation is intended for use in the AT Priary and
AT Secondary 1/ 0 mapped addressing Configurations.

...I....,.'':....'f.'..'.....

f" '.::;:

7.2 Card Removal, Insertion and Change Detection

The AT A Card insertion and removal shall be detected by having the socket monitor the Card
Detect pins of the card and notify the client dnver when there is a change in their status. The
Identi dnve command can be used (Model and Serial Number) to determine whether a drive
which is inserted into a socket is already mounted by the system. Be aware, however, that the data
on the PC card may have been altered on another system between the time it is removed from and
then replaced back into the first system.

PCMCIA @ 1992
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. GLOSSARY
Ths secton is intended to give general descptions of terms used in this document. In many cases,
more detaied information about these terms may be found in the PCMCIA PC Card Document or
the AT A Document.

." "

Address Space .............................. An address space is a collection of registers and storage locations
contained on a PC Card which are distinguished from each other
by the value of the Address Lines applied to the Card. There are
three, separate, address spaces possible for a card. These are the
Common Memory space, the Attribute Memory space and the
I/O space.

Asserted......................................... A signal is asserted when it is in the state which is indicated by the
name of the signaL. See the Conventions section. Opposite of
Negated.

AT................................................... Acronym for Advanced Technology. Refers to a 16 bit Personal
Computer architecture using the 80x86 processor famiy which
formed the basis for the ISA Bus definition.

AT A................................................ An acronym for A T Attachment. Refers to the interface and
protocol used to access a hard disk in AT compatible computers.
Disk drives adhering to the AT A protocol are commonly referred
to as IDE interfaced drives for PC compatible computers.

AT A Command Block................. See Command Block Registers.
i

ATA Document............................ The latest draft of the ANSI X3.T9 subcommittee AT Attachment
document. See the related documents section.

AT A Registers .............................. These registers are accessed by a host to implement the AT A
protocol for transferrng data, control and status information to
and from the PC Card. They are defined in the AT A Document.
These registers include the Cylinder High, Cylinder Low, Sector
Number, Sector Count, Drve-Head, Drive Address, Device
Control, Error, Feature, Status and Data registers. The 1/ 0 and
memory address decoding options for these registers are defined
within this specification.

AT A Soft Reset ............................. The condition of the AT A PC Card when the SRST bit in the
Device Control Register is set. This condition directly affects only
the AT A Registers and protocol. Except for reflecting the state of
the Ready/-Busy function, the Configuration Regiters are
unaffected.

Attribute Memory Space............. One of the three address spaces available on a PCMCIA PC Card.
This address space is accessed by memory read and memory write
operations which occur while the -REG signal is asserted. Thi
address space is defined only for bytes located on even byte
addresses. This space is the primary location for the Card

Information Structure and for the Configuration Registers on the
card.

."n,/"
'.l~
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Block............................................... A block is the basic 512 byte region of storage into which the .'
storage media is divided. Addressing in the AT A protocol is ',;')

performed on block boundaries. Each block of data represents one r#
sector of data using the AT A Cylinder-Head-Sector address

protocol. The Logical Block Address protocol uses sequential

block addresses to access the media.

BSY (AT A Busy bit) ..................... A bit in the AT A Status Register which is used by the AT A
protocol to indicate that the AT A registers on the card are not
available for use by the host.

Card Configuration and Status
Register .......................................... This Configuration Register is located 2 bytes above the

Configuration Option Register. It provides the host control for the
following functions: Status Changed Signal, Audio Signal, and
Power Down Request. It provides status information about Status
Changed State, Interrupt Request State. In addition it can be used
to advise the card that all 1/ 0 to the card wil be eight bits wide.
Refer to the PC Card document for detailed information about this
register.

Card Enumeration ....................... The process performed by the host to provide a unique card
identification number to each drive when the Twin Cards option
is used. The host writes a unique number to the Copy field in the
Socket and Copy register of each card sharing the sae
configuration.

Card Information Structure........ A data structure which is stored on a PCMCIA PC Card in a
standard manner which contains information about the
capabilties of the card as well as the formatting and organization
of data on the card.

CHS................................................ An acronym for Cylinder-Head-Sector addressing.

CIS .................................................. CIS is an acronym for the Card Information Structure.

Clear (a bit) ................................... A bit is Cleared when its value is set to "D."

Command Block Registers ......... The AT A Command Block Registers include the following AT A
registers: Data Register(s), Error Register, Feature Register, Sector
Count Register, Sector Number Register, Cylinder Low Register,
Drve-Head Register, Command Register, and Status Register, but
not the Alternate Status Register. Seven of the Command Block
Registers are written by the host to provide a command and its
parameters. These registers are: Feature Register, Sector Count
Register, Sector Number Register, Cylinder Low Register,
Cylinder High Register, Drive-Head Register and Command
Register.

Common Memory Space ............ This, 16 bit wide, memory space is one of the three address spaces
available on the PC Card. This address space is accessed by

memory read and memory write operations which occur while
the -REG signal is negated. This address space is defined only for
both bytes located at even and odd byte addresses. A PCMCIA
bus multiplexing protocol is used to ensure that the odd bytes of
this space can b~ accessed by both eight and 16 bit hosts. The AT A
registers are located in this space when Memory'Mapped ATA
registers are supported.

A-4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Confguration ............................... Confguration is a process by which a host initializes or alters its
socket operation and the Configuration Registers on a PC card to
match the PC Card's capabilties to the host's capabilties and
avaiable system resources.

Confguration Option Register.. Ths register is the first of the Card Configuration Registers

located in the Attribute Memory Space of a PC Card. It is used by
the host to control the Card's Confguration Index in bits 5 to 0, its
Interrpt Mode in bit 6 (Pulsed = 0 or Level =1) and the PCMCIA
Soft Reset in bit 7 (Soft Reset asserted = 1).

Confguration Registers .............. A set of registers, defined by the PCMCIA PC Card Standard,
which are usd by the host to control the operational
configuration of the card.

Contiguous II 0 Addresses ........ An II 0 address decoding in which the Card decodes address
lies A3 through AO, while the Socket is responsible for decoding

al other address lines to produce the Card Enable signals for II 0
cycles to the card.

-

Cylider-Head-Sector
Address ......................................... A method for specifying the location of a block of data on a mass

storage device. This is the traditional method for addressing a
block of data on rotating media using the AT A protocol. This
method parttions an address into a cylinder portion, one or more
heads within each cylinder and one or sectors of one block each
within each cylinder-head combination.

Edge Sensitive Interrpt ............. A host system interrupt which causes at most one interrpt for
I each transition of the interrpt request signal to the asserted state.

Commonly used in ISA Bus machines.

EISA Bus........................................ Acronym for Extended Industry Standard Architecture. An
internal host Bus which is available in some hosts and can be used
to connect PCMCIA sockets to the host CPU. Whle servg the
same basic purose as a Micro Channel bus or an ISA bus some
bus protocols and signals are different. An EISA bus can program
each interrpt request line for either positive-true, edge sensitive,
interrpts (+IRQn) or negative-true, level sensitive, interrpts
(-IRQn).

Field ............................................... A collection of bits in a register or a tuple which have an effect or
meaning based the value represented by entire collection of bits.
The values of fields are expressed as hexadecimal values as

indicated by an "H" which follows the value.

Hardware Reset............................ See PCMCIA Hardware Reset.

High (Logic Level) ...................... A signal is in the high logic state when it is above approximately
2.5 volts. See the PCMCIA PC Card Document for the precise
electrical definition.

Host................................................ A computer system or other equipment which contains hardware
(a Socket) and software for utilzing a PC Card.

1/0 ................................................ An abbreviation for Input I Output.

~u
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1/ 0 Address Space ...................... The 1/ 0 address space is one of the three address spaces available
on a PC Card. The 1/ 0 address space is accessed by assertg the

1/ 0 Read signal, -lORD, or the 1/ 0 Write signal, -IOWR, whie the
Attribute Memory Select Signal, -REG, and at least one Card
Enable, -tEl or -CE2 is asserted.

I/O Cycle ...................................... An I/O cycle is an Input (I/O Read) operation or Output (I/O
Write) operation which accesses the PC Card's 1/ 0 address space.

I/O Interface................................. The I/O Interface is an interface supporting both memory cycles
and 1/ 0 cycles. This interface is not active at power up or
following a PCMCIA reset. This interface is permitted to be
enabled when both the PCMCIA socket and PC Card installed in
the socket support the I/O interface. The host configures a PC

Card for the I/O interface using the Configuration Option

Register. PC Cards which support the I/O interface must indicate
their support in the CIS on the card.

I/O Mapped ................................. A storage location or register is I/O mapped when it is available
to be accessed using I/O cycles. The register or storage location
might also be accessible using memory cycles, in which case it
would also be memory mapped.

-IREQ ............................................. The Interrupt Request signal between a PC Card and a socket
when the I/O interface is active.

IRQn............................................... One of the Interrupt Request Signals between a socket and the
host's CPU. Selection of the specific Interrupt Request Signal
which is used to carry an Interrupt Request from a PC Card to the
Host's CPU is controlled by hardware associated with the socket.
Depending upon the host system implementation the IRQn signal
may be either +IRQn or -IRQn.

ISA Bus ......................................... An acronym for Industry Standard Architecture Bus. An internal
host Bus which is available in some hosts and can be used to
connect PCMCIA sockets to the host CPU. While serving the same
basic purpose as a Micro Channel bus or an EISA bus some bus
protocols and signals are different. An ISA bus uses positive-tre,
edge sensitive, interrupt request lines (+IRQn).

LBA ................................................ An Acronym for Logical Block Address. See Logical Black
Address.

LSB ................................................. An acronym for Least Significant Bit and Least Significant Byte.
That portion of a number, address or field which occurs rightmost
when its value is written as a single number in conventional
hexadecimal or binary notation. The portion of the number
having the least weight in a mathematical calculation using the

value.
Level Mode Interrpt .................. A method of transmitting an Interrupt Request from a PC Card to

a soçket using the -IREQ signaL. In this mode, the -IREQ signal is
asserted when the Card initiates an interrupt and is negated when
the Host acknowledges to the PC Card that the interrpt has been
serviced. The method of acknowledgment is specific to devices on
the PC Card. In the case of an AT A PC Card, acknowledgment
takes place when the AT A Status Register is read.

A.6 PCMCIA @ 1992
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The socket must use an open. collector non-inverting driver when
driving a Micro Channel -IRQn signal from the PC Card's Level
Mode -IREQ signaL. The socket must use an inverting driver when
driving an ¡SA +IRQn signal from the PC Card's Level Mode
-IREQ signaL.

LBA ............................................... See Logical Block Address.

Level Sensitive Interrpt............ A host system interrpt which causes repeated interrpts as long
as the interrpt request signal is in the asserted state and the

interrupt request is not disabled. Used in Micro Channel
Architecture bus hosts and available in EISA bus hosts.

Logical Block Address................. A logical block address is a sequential address for accessing the
blocks on the storage media. The first block of the media is
addressed as block 0 and succeeding blocks are numbered

sequentially until the last block is encountered. This is the
traditional method for accessing peripherals on a SCSI interface
bus.

Low (Logic Level) ........................ A signal is in the low logic level when it is below approximately
0.5 volts. See the PCMCIA PC Card Document for the precise
electrical definition.

Mandatory .................................... A characteristic or feature which must be present in every
implementation of the standard.
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Micro Channel
Architecture Bus........................... An internal host Bus which is available in some hosts and can be

used to connect PCMCIA sockets to the host CPU. Whie servng
the same basic purpose as an ISA bus or an EISA bus some bus
protocols and signals are different. A Micro Channel Bus uses
negative-true, level sensitive, interrupt request lines (-IRQn).

Memory Cycle .............................. A memory cycle is a memory read (using Output Enable)
operation or memory write (using Write Enable / Program)

operation which accesses the PC Card's common memory or
attribute memory addr.ess space.

Memory Interface......................... The memory interface is the default interface after power up,
PCMCIA Hard Reset and PCMCIA Soft Reset for both PCMCIA
cards and sockets. This interface supports memory operations
only. Contrast with I/O interface.

Memory Mapped ......................... A storage location or register is memory mapped when it is
available to be accessed using memory cycles. The register or
storage location might also be accessible using 1/ 0 cycles, in
which case it would also be I/O mapped.

MSB ................................................ An acronym for Most Significant Bit and Most Significant Byte.
That portion of a number, address or field which occurs leftmost
when its value is written as a single number in conventional
hexadecimal or binary notation. The portion of the number
having the most weight in a mathematical calculation using the
value.

Negated ......................................... A signal is negated when it is in the state opposed to that which is
indicated by the name of the signaL. See the Conventions section.
Opposite of Asserted.
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OffseL............................................ The offset of a port or a memory location is the difference between
the address of the specific port or memory address and the
address of the first port or memory address within a contiguous
group of ports or a memory window. This term is used when
identifying the locations of registers located with respect to the
base address of the 16 contiguous I/O ports. It is also used when
identifying the location of memory mapped registers with respect
to the base address of the memory window.

Optional......................................... A characteristic or feature which is not mandatory, but is
specifically permitted. If an optional characteristic or feature is
present, it must be implemented as described in this specification.
Optional characteristics or features are specifically identified in
this document.

PC ................................................... An acronym for Personal Computer. Often used to refer to an
8Ox86 based computer system.

PC Card ......................................... A PC Card is a card which conforms to the PCMCIA PC Card
standard as described in the PCMCIA PC Card Document.

PCMCIA ........................................ An acronym for the Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association. This is the body which publishes this
document and the PCMCIA PC Card Document.

PCMCIA PC Card Document .... The PCMCIA PC Card Standard. The applicable revision is given
in the Related Documents section.

PCMCIA Hardware Reset .......... PCMCIA Hardware Reset is caused when the socket asserts the
Reset signal to the PC Card. The PCMCIA Hardware Reset causes e" " .'~,
the PCMCIA interface to be made the Memory Only Interface and y
the Configuration Option Register to be made DOH. Other
configuration registers and the Ready / -Busy signal are also

affected as detailed in the PCMCIA PC Card Document.

PCMCIA Soft Reset.................... PCMCIA Soft Reset is caused when the host sets bit 7 of a PC
Card's Configuration Option Register. PCMCIA Soft Reset is
asserted while bit 7 of Configuration Option Register is set. The
effect of PCMCIA Soft Reset is identical to the effect of PCMCIA
Hardware Reset except that bit 7 of the Configuration Option
Register is not cleared by the reset condition. Because the other
bits of the Configuration Option are written at the same time as
the PCMCIA Soft Reset bit, it is recommended that the PCMCIA
Soft Reset bit be cleared by writing a DOH to the Configuration
Option Register.

Pin Replacement Register ........... The Pin Replacement Register is the third Card Configuration
Register. It is used to retrieve status information from the PC Card
about Battery, Busy and Write Protect status while the card has
the I/O interface active.

Primary I/O Addresses .............. The Primary I/O Address for a PCMCIA Card is the set of
addresses 1FOH-1F7H and 3F6H-3F7H at which the first fied disk

controller is located in a PC/ AT computer system. Use of these
addresses allows emulation of the first AT A or IDE disk controller
at its standard addresses.

A-8 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Pulse Mode Interrpt .................. A method of transmitting an Interrupt Request from a PC Card to
a socket using the -IREQ signaL. In this mode, the -IREQ signal is
asserted momentarily when the Card ilUtiates an interrpt and is
then negated regardless of whether or not the interrpt is

acknowledged. The method of acknowledgment is specic to

devices on the PC Card. In the case of an AT A PC Card,
acknowledgment takes place when the AT A Status Register is
read. The pulse mode interrupt is designed to be used with the
ISA bus (and the EISA bus when ISA bus interrpt emulation is

being performed.) The host socket must use an "open-collector"
non-invertig output to drive the ISA bus + IRQn signal when it is

expectig to share pulse mode interrupts from the PC Card.

Ready I -Busy................................. The Ready / -Busy signal is used by a PC Card to indicate that it is
busy with an internal operation and access to the card may be
restricted. Refer to Section 3.3 in this document about the
Ready I -Busy signal and RRdy I -Bsy bit as well as the PCMOA
PC Card document for detailed infomiation about this signal.

RRdy I -Bsy ................................... The Registered Ready / -Busy Status Bit, RRdy I -Bsy, is located in
the Pin Replacement Register if that register is present on the PC
Card. The bit is provided to indicate the state of the Ready / -Busy
function while the Ready / -Busy signal is unavailable because the
Memory Only Interface is not currently configured on the card.

Secondary 1/ 0 Addresses .......... The Secondary 1/ 0 Address for an AT A PC Card is the set of
addresses 170H-177H and 376H-377H at which the second fied

disk controller is located in a PCI AT computer system. Use of
these addresses allows emulation of the second AT A or IDE disk
controller at its standard addresses.

Set (a bit)........................................ A bit is set when its value is set to "1."

Socket..........~.................................. The socket is the hardware in the host which is responsible for
acceptig a PC Card into the host and mapping the host's internal
bus signals to the PCMCIA interface signals.

Socket and Copy Register ........... The Soket and Copy Register is the fourth Card Confguration
Regiter located on a PC Card. This Configuration Register allows

the host to configure an AT A PC Card to respond as either Drve
o or Drive 1.

SRST (Soft Reset Bit) .................... The AT A Soft Reset Bit, SRST, is located in the Device Control
- register of a PCMCIA -AT A peripheral. This bit provides the AT A

Soft Reset Function but does not cause the PCMCIA interface to
perform PCMCIA Reset processing.

PCMCIA @ 1992 A-9

Status Changed Signal
-STSCHG ....................................... The Status Changed Signal is present at the PC Card interface only

when the 110 Interface is enabled. It is asserted when any of the
four Changed Status bits in the Pin Replacement Register are set
while the Enable Status Changed bit is set in the Card

Configuration and Status Register. This signal replaces the BVD1
signal of the Memory Only interface when the 1/ 0 Interface is
configured.
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Task File Registers ....................... Obsolete version of the AT A document referred to the AT A
Command Block registers as the Task File. See Command Block ....

Registers.

Tuple .............................................. A tuple is an element of a Card Information Structure. Each tuple
has a tuple code which identifies the type of tuple which is
present, a tuple length which specifies the amount of space
occupied by the tuple and an information area which contains the
content of the tuple. Tuples located in the cis of a PC Card are
examined by host software to determine the capabilties the card.

Twi Cards ................................... An optional field in a Configuration Entry tuple which permts
configurations to be descnbed in which several cards share the
same system resources such as II 0 ports. The cards are uniquely
labelled by the host using the Copy Number field of the Socket
and Copy Register. This feature is used to permit a Dnve 0 and a
Drve i to coexist at the same Pnmary or Secondary I/O
addresses. Support for the Twin Cards Option is optional in AT A
PC Cards.

.

."'"'.:'
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I IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

.

B.1 Special Handling of I/O Ports 3F7H and 377H

The standard, AT -BIOS compatible, address for the Dnve Address Register at its pnmary location
is shared with bit 7, the Disk Change bit, of the Floppy Disk Controller at its standard pnmary
location.

A non-PCMCIA, AT A host adapter prevents a bus conflct between the Floppy Disk Controller and
the AT A penpheral by keeping data bit 7 in high-impedance at the system bus while the register is
read.
When an AT A host bus adapter is used, the Floppy disk controller and the AT A Drve are
connected to the same physical wires on the data bus, so that when the Dnve Address register is
accessed, the floppy disk controller places D6-DO in the high impedance state while the AT A dnve
places D7 in the high impedance state. Thi action prevents a bus conflct.

A PCMCIA socket in a host is likely to include a bus transceiver between the card's data pins and
the host's system data bus. Unless the socket has been custom designed to resolve this problem, the
bus transceiver is unable to generate a high-impedance output on the system data bus signal D7 in
response to a high impedance input from the D7 data line on the PCMCIA socket. Therefore, the
traditional AT A solution to the 3F7H register is not directly usable in the PCMCIA interface.

Therefore, an ATA PC Card configured to operate at the Pnmary (or Secondary) I/O addresses,
conflcts with a floppy disk controller which resides in the system and also uses port 3F7H (or 377H).

. A conflct also occurs if the bus width supported by the AT A PC Card and the floppy disk
controller are not equal.
The followig are methods to avoid this condition in PCMCIA implementations. The selection of
the best mechanism for a particular system wil depend upon the charactenstics of the host's socket,
the host's dnver software and AT A PC Card installed in the socket.

1. Locate the AT A PC Card at a non-conflcting address. In hosts where a Floppy Disk Controller

is potentially present at 3F7H in the AT A PC Card's Pnmary 1/ 0 address range, the AT A PC
Card would not be configured to use its Pnmary I/O address range. Either a contiguous I/O
space decoded by the socket at a in a non-conflcting area of the I/O space or the PC Card
ATA's Secondary address range, 170H to 177H with 376H to 377H, would be configured by the

host.
This method wil work with any socket and AT A PC Card but requires that the software which
accesses the card be aware of the location of the 1/ 0 ports for the card.

2. Hosts in which it is impossible for a Floppy Disk Controller and a AT A PC Card to reside in

the system at the same time are not subject to this problem.
This method wil work only in systems where it is not possible to install both devices at the
same time. For example, a system with a single PCMCIA socket, no embedded Floppy Disk
Controller and no 1/ 0 expansion bus.

3. Avoid enabling the ATA PC Card's Drve Address register. There are two conditions to allow
this method. 1) The software used to access the AT A PC Card must not use this register. 2) The
port on the AT A PC Card must be prevented by socket or card hardware from responding. This
may be accomplished in two ways.

'",:lld,:",
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a) If byte granularity of 1/ 0 port address decoding is supported by the socket, the
socket would be programmed to enable the AT A PC Card only for 1/ 0 addresse 1FO f'"
through 1F7H and 3F6H for a Primary address conflct. For a Secondar address
conflct, the socket would be programmed to enable only 1/ 0 addresses 170H
through 177H and 376H to the card.

b) If the ATA PC Card provides an additional Primary or Secondary configuration of
the card which does not respond to accesses to 1/ 0 locations 3F7H or 377H, that
configuration should be selected in preference to the configuration which also
includes 3F7H or 377H.

This method requires that either the socket or the AT A PC Card have the abilty to selectvely
disable port 3F7H or 377H while keeping the other addresses in the Primary or Secondary
address range active. This method also requires that the host software shall not attempt to use
information in the Drive Address Register.

4. If socket hardware tn the system is designed specifically to avoid this conflct then it shall be
able to selectively force the socket's system data bus signal D7 to be in high impedance and the
PC Card's -IOIS16 signal (-IOCS16 on the host ISA or EISA bus) to treated as negated during
accesses to 1/ 0 address 3F7H or 377H. This feature would be used when an A TA card is
installed. If a floppy disk controller PC Card is pemlitted to be installed in the system, then
each socket must also have the abilty to force the socket's system data bus signal lines D6
through DO to be in high impedance and the card's -IOCS16 signal to treated as negated during
accesses to I/O address 3F7H or 377H.

This method requires special socket hardware. This method does not require any special
treatment or modifications to exi!ing software accessing the drive at the primary addresses.

.
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I. CARD INFORMATION STRUCTURE
C.l

!e

C.2
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Card Information Structure
A Card Information Structure shal be present on the card. The minmum required tuples for the
card are not necessariy in order of appearance:
a) Required: Device ID Tuple, CISTPL_DEVICE, tuple code 01H. This tuple must be the fist tuple

on the card. If the card supports the memory mapped PC Card AT A mode, a Device ID tuple
shall be present which identifies the region of memory space occupied by the AT A registers as
having a device type ~H; Function Specific region. In PCMCIA Release 1.0 and 2.0

nomenclature, this device type was named "II 0" .
b) Required: Configuration Tuple, CISTPL_ CONFIG, tuple code 1AH. This tuple identifes the

location and presence of the Card Configuration regiters in the attribute memory space of the
card. In PCMCIA Release 2.0 nomenclature, this tuple was labelled "CISTPL_CONF".

c) Required: Configuration Entry Tuples, CISTPL_CFGTABLE_ENTRY, tuple code 1BH. One of
these tuples shal be present for each Configuration Index value which is supported by the
card. In Release 2.0 nomenclature, this tuple was labelled" CISTPL _ CE".

d) Required: Card Function ID Tuple, CISTPL_FUNCID, tuple code 21H, with a function ID value
of 04H for disk function. This tuple alows Card Servces clients to quickly determne the class
of card which is present in the soket. See section C,2.

e) Required: Disk Function Extension Tuple, CISTPL_FUNCE, tuple code 22, Type 1, Disk

Interface with an interface il value of 01, PC Card AT A interface. This tuple identifies the card
as being 'pC Card AT A. See section C,3.

f) Recommended: Disk Function Extension Tuple, CISTPL_FUNCE, tuple code 22; Type 2, PC
Card AT A Features. This optional tuple identifies optional features of the PC Card AT A
protocol which are implemented on the card. See secton C,4.

g) Recommended: JEDEC ID Tuple, CISTPL.JEDEC C, tuple code ISH. It is recommended that
cards which support the memory mapped AT A registers descrbed in this document identi
the region of memory space containing the registers with a JEDEC ID code indicating PC Card'
AT A protocol support. Use of a standardized iu from section C.S is recommended, although a
vendor specific JEDEC il codes is permitted. If a vendor specific JEDEC ID is used, the

interoperabilty of the card wil be limited to those host systems which recognize vendots
unique ID.

Function ID Tuple for Disk Function
This tuple specifies that the card supports disk device functionality. This tuple is followed by one
or more Function Extension Tuples which further specify the disk function which is supported. The
PC Card ATA CiS shall include thi tuple and a Function extension tuple describing the disk
interface protocol as PC Card AT A. Additional Function Extension tuples describing the disk
function on the card are also permitted.

on.. cis Tuple Commentl Field.

OOH 21H cistpUuncid e Funct 10 tuple Tuple Co

02H 02H link this tupl has 2 inf bytes Link Lengt

04H 04H tplfd _functon Disk Devic Funct tuple Functon Type

06 XXH tplfd _ sysinit System Inialization Flags Initialization Optins

July, 1993 C- 3PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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Disk Device Interface Function Extension Tuple

C.3 Disk Device Interface Function Exension Tuple
This tuple speåfies the device interface protocol used in the disk function descbed in the Function
il tuple of secton C.2. This tuple shal follow the Function il tuple for Disk Function described in
secton C.2 without any other intervenig Functon il tuples.

oret CiS Tupl Commenta Flelda

DO 22H cistpUunc (Disk) Func Exenion tuple Tuple Co

02H 02H link this tuple ha 2 inf bytes Link Lengt

04 01H tplf_ly Disk Device Intece tue Exnsion Typ

06H 01H lplf_data PC card ATA Intrfce Interfce Type

C.4 PC Card AT A Features Function Exension Tuple
This functon extension tuple species the PC Card AT A related features of the disk functon
described in the Function il tuple of secton C.2. This tuple is optional, but when present, shal
follow the Function il tuple for Disk Functon described in section C.2 without any other
intervenig Function il tuples.
oret CIS Tuple Commenta Bit FI.lda

OOH 22H clstpUunce lATA Funcon Extension tuple Tuple Co

02H 03H link this tuple has 3 inf bytes Link Lengt

04 02H tplfe_ty Baic PC Card Extension tuple PC Card ATA Basic Features

06H XXH tplle_data PC Card ATA Features Byte 1 A A R A U IS IV

OSH XXH lplf_data PC Card ATA Features Byte 2 A I E N P
,

Nime D..crlptlon Value
V Vpp Power o No Aequired

1 Required for Media Modifcatin Accesses
2 Reuired for all Media Accesses
3 Required Continuously

S Silicon o Rotating Devi
1 Silicon Device '

U Unique Drive Identifier o Ident Drive Modell Serial Number may not be unique

1 Ident Drive Modell Serial Number is guarantee unique

A Aeserved This field is reserved for Mure standardizatio. This bit shall be o.

P Low Power Mod.. Bit 3: 0 Low Power Mode Use Aequired to Minimize Power
Odie, Standby, Sleep) Bit 3: 1 Drive Automatically Minimizes Powr.

No ne for host to actvely power manage.
Bit 2: 0 Idle Mode Not Supported
Bit 2: 1 Idle Mode Supported
Bit 1: 0 Standby Mode Not Supported
Bit 1: 1 Standby Mode Supported
Bit 0: 0 Sleep Mode Not Suppoed
Bit 0: 1 Sleep Mode Supported

N 3F7/377 Aegister Inhibit Available o All Primary and Secodary 1/0 Addressing Modes incude port 3F7 or 377.
1 Some Primary or Secondary I/O Addresing Modes exclude 3F7 and I or 377
fo floppy interferenc avoidance.

E Index Emulated o Index Bit is Not Emulated
1 Index Bit is Supported or Emulated

I IOis16 on Twin Card o -IOis16 use is Unspeifed on Twin.Card Configuratins
1 -10is16 is asserted only lor Data Aegister on Twin-Card Configuratins

A Reserved This field is reserved lor Mure standardization. This bit shall be o.

C- 4 July, 1993 PCMCIA @ 1992, 1993
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C.s PC Card AlA JEOEC 10's

The PCMCIA PC Card Specifcation, Release 2.01 and previous releases, provide for the use of JEDEC
Identifiers to specif the access algorithm for regions of memory space on a PC Card. PCMCIA has
adopted specific JEDEC 10 codes to indicate regions of memory space which contain the memory
mapped PC Card AT A registers as described in this document. These identifiers use the JEDEC
Manufacturer ID of 95 decimal of DFH, which has been assigned to PCMCIA by JEDEC. The
followig two byte JEDEC ID's are used for PC Card ATA regions. The JEDEC lO'S for PC Card
AT A identify both the access protocol, PC Card AT A, and the handling of the Vpp supply within
the PC Card AT A protocol.

The JEDEC ID's for PC Card AT A are defined as follows:

Firat Byte Second Byte De.crlptlon

DFH 01H PC Card ATA with no Vpp required for any operation.

DFH 02H PC Card ATA wi Vpp required for media modification operations only.

DFH 04 PC Card ATA with Vpp required for all media access.

DFH 08 PC Card ATA with Vpp required continuously.

PCMCIA @ 1992 C-5
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OVERVIEW
Ths section speåfies an AIMS (Auto Indexing Mass Storage) Card standard for storing large data
sets such as image and multimedia data fies. It describes a standard card interface for an electronic
camera or other portable devices, and also accessible by a variety of computer platforms. The
protocol uses the existing PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.01 defined pinout without any
changes or additional pins. Additionally, the protocol is backward compatible and can be accessed
with PCMCIA Release 1.0 sockets.

The card is architected as a block oriented mass storage device with a view to implementation with
Flash EEPROM technology. Access is through a set of registers which contain the parameters
necessary to read, write and erase data from the card. The card can be configured to operate as
either an II 0 or a memory device.

1.1 Advantages
1. Interface is accessible to consumer electronics type hosts. Only requires support of an 8-bit data

bus, 7 address lines and control signals.
2. Access is in either memory mapped (polled program control) or 110 mapped (interrpt driven

control) operation.
3. Memory technology is isolated - various memory technologies all have a common interface.

This is partcularly important for Flash EEPROM's.

4. Supports an erase ahead mode to enable a fast write with Flash EEPROM.
5. Completely Release 1.0, 2.0 and 2.01 compatible.

i

~
1.2 Requirements

1. Requires a separate device driver for this card function.

~

PCMCIA @ 1992 1 .3
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. PIN ASSIGNMENTS
2.1 Pin Assignments

Table 2-1: AIMS Card Pin Assignments

Pin Signal I/O Function

1 GND I Ground

2 03 I/O Data bit 3 

3 D4 I/O Data bit 4

4 05 I/O Data bit 5 

5 D6 I/O Data bit 6 

6 07 I/O Data bit 7 

7 -CE1 I Card Enble 

8 NC No Cone 

9 -OE I Output Enable

10 NC No Connect 

11 NC No Conect 

12 NC No Cone 

13 NC No Conect 

14 NC No Conect 

15 .WEI-PGM I Write
Enable/Program

16 RDY/-~SY. 0 ReadlBusy
(-IREQ (Interrt Request)

17 Vee I +5 volt 

18 Vpp1 I Program voltage

19 NC No Conect

20 NC No Cone

21 NC No Connect 

22 A7 I Address bit 7

23 A6 I Address bit 6 

24 AS I Address bit 5

25 A4 I Address bit 4

2G A3 I Address bit 3 

27 A2 I Address bit 2 

28 A1 I Address bit 1

29 NC No Conect 

30 DO I/O Data bit 0 

31 01 I/O Data bit 1

32 02 I/O Data bit 2 

33 NC No Connect 

34 GND Ground

Pin Signal I/O Function

35 GND Ground

36 .CD1 0 card Detect

37 NC No Connect

38 NC No Cone 

39 NC No Conne 

40 NC No Connect 

41 NC No Connec

42 NC No Conne 

43 NC No Cone 

44 -lORD I I/O Read 

45 .IOWR I I/O Wrie

46 NC No Conne 

47 NC No Connec 

48 NC No Conne 

49 NC No Conect

50 NC NoConne '

51 NC No Cone

52 NC NoConeet
53 NC No Cone 

54 NC No Cone

55 NC NoConneet

56 NC No Cone 

57 NC No Conneet 

58 RESET I Card Reset

59 ,WAIT 0 Bus Cycle Wai

60 -INPACK 0 Input Port
Acknowledge

61 .REG I Register Sele

62 NC No Conne 

63 -STSCHG 0 Card Status Change

64 NC No Cone 

65 NC No Connec 

66 NC No Conne 

67 -CO2 0 Card Detec

68 GND , Ground

Notes:
1. I-Input to card, 0 - Output from card, I/O - BidirectionaL.

*2. Pin 16 becomes IREQ in I/O mode.

3. Pins indicated as NC may actually be connected in accordance with thcPCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.01

either on the card side or the host side or both.

PCMCIA@ 1992 2 - 3
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REGISTER SET
Register Set Definition
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REGISTER SET
3.1 Register Set Definition

The mai memory on the AIMS Card is accessed through the card registers. The AIMS Card defines
five registers, in addition to the two required by PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.01 (Pin
Replacement Register and Configuration Option Register). They are:

Address Register set
Data Register
Command Register
Mode Register
Block Count Register set

4 bytes (32-bits) contains REGO, REG1, REG2, REG3

1 byte (8-bits)
1 byte (8-bits)
1 byte (B-bits)
2 bytes (16-bits) contains COUNT LOW, COUNT HIGH

The host accesses the card registers through the following control modes,

AIMS Card specific
Read/Write Address
Read/Write Data
Read/Write Mode
Write Command
Write Block Count

PCMCIA PC Card Standard Release 2.01
Read/Write Configuration Option
Read/Write Pin Replacement

Read Attribute Memory (does not use registers)

The general procedure for executing a card function is to set up the Address Register, load the
Command Register, check the Ready /Busy state for completion, and check the Mode Register for
status.
To the host, the registers on the card may reside in either memory space or 1/ 0 space. Memory
mapped modes use the Output Enable (OE-) and Write Enable (WE-) lines, while I/O mapped
modes use the 1/ 0 Read (IORD-) and 1/ 0 Write (IOWR-) lines. It is the responsibilty of the host to
assign the registers in the host space; for a PC host, 

it is Socket Servces that assigns the registers to

the host space.
Note that the same Ready /Busy function appears in three places. These are the RDY /BSY pin, ai bit
in the Mode Register, and a bit in the Pin Replacement Register. The information is provided
redundantly for ease of use under different host access protocols.
The PCMCIA standard combines mapping mode and access protocol, so that memory mapped
mode uses the Ready/Busy access protocol, and I/O mapped mode uses interrpt requests. In
memory mapped mode, the Ready/Busy function is available on the RDY /BSY pin and in the
Mode Register, while in I/O mode the Ready/Busy function is available in the Pin Replacement
Register and the Mode Register.

The Pin Replacement and Configuration Option Registers are used in the I/O mode and operate as
descrbed in the PCMCIA PC CaJ-dStandard , Release 2.01, Section 4.15. Since all control functoons
may be accessed with the card registers in memory mapped mode, the AIMS Card can be read by
a Release 1.0 socket.

It is recommended that the AIMS Card not rely on the WAIT signal, for compatibilty with a
PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 1.0 socket. A Release 1.0 socket may not be able to access the
card at normal card timing, so extended delay timing or special protocols may be required.

PCMCIA @ 1992
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3.2 Register Set Functions

3.2.1 Addressing the Card Memory (ReadlWrite Address Register)

The memory of the card is addressed by the 32-bit Address Register set on the card. This register is
loaded through the data bus 8-bits at a time. The full address points to the data byte available on
the data bus when Read Data or Write Data is initiated.
The Address Register set automatically increments in conjunction with each main memory read or
write operation. This Register is valid following an EORD or EOWR command, but not necessarily
valid during operations when it does internal sequencing. The auto increment feature allows a
block of data to be transferred without rewriting the Address Register.
On Reset, it is recommended tl1at tile Add7"ess Register Set be initialized to zelO.

3.2.2 Main Memory Read Function (Read Data Register)

This register is used to transfer data bytes from the card to the host. The data byte addressed by the
Address Register set is then available to the host after one access time. The card may assert the Wait
or Ready /Busy lines as needed for access time considerations. Additional data bytes in sequence
are available with each additional Read Data Register cycle without rewriting the Address Register
set, because of the autoincrement feature. The size of a read block is specified in the cis format
tuple in TPLFMT_RBSZ.

3.2.3 Main Memory Write Function (Write Data Register)

This register is used to transfer data bytes from the host to the card. The data byte is written to the
card at the address specified by the contents of the Address Register set. The card may assert the
Wait and Ready/Busy lines as needed for access time considerations, and during this time the
signals to the card must be held constant. Additional data bytes wil be written in sequence with
each additional Write Data Register cycle without rewriting the Address Register set, because of
the auto increment feature. The size of a write block is specified in the cis fomiat tuple in

TPLFMT WBSZ.

3.2.4 Read Attribute Memory Function

Attribute memory is read directly through lines A 1 - A7, without using registers. The number of
address lines limits the amount of attribute memory that can be read to 128 bytes.

3.2.5 Erase Function (Write Block Count Register)

The main memory is erased by loading the Address Register with the starting address of the
memory to be erased, loading the Block Count Register set (Low and High) with the number of
consecutive blocks to be erased, and then issuing an erase command to the Command Register. The
size of an erase block is specified in the cis format tuple in TPLFMT_EBSZ.

3.2.6 Status and Control Functions (Mode Register)

The mode register gives the status of card functions and controls operation of the card control
circuitry. The definitions of the 8-bits of the Mode Register are shown in Table 3-1.
Error bits are cleared at the beginning of each command and are valid at the end of each command.
When cleared, the contents of ECO - EC3 are undefined.

3 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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Table 3.1: Mode Register Bit Definitions
07 D8 05 04 D3 02 01 DO

RDY/BSY IRQACK lEN ERR DET EC3 EC2 EC1 ECO

ECn
ERRDET

lEN

IRQACK

RDY/BSY

Error codes 0-3. Read only bits. Vendor specific.
Error detect. Read only bit.
Error = 1, no error (successful operation) = O.

Interrupt enable. Read/write bit.
Enable =1, no interrupt enable = O.

Interrpt request acknowledge. Read/write bit.
On read, = 1 for interrupt request pending.
On wrte, =1 for interrupt request acknowledge (IRQ ACK)
Ready / Busy. Same as Pin Configuration Register.

Read only bit. Ready = 1, Busy = O.

BSY (Busy) is cleared whenever the card has access to the Command
Block Registers. The host should not access the Command Block
Registers when Busy=O.

3.2.7 Error Handling

Five bits in the mode register are used to signal error conditions. Bit D4 is used as an error detect
bit for software routines (l=set, error has occurred; 0= clear, no error). The remaining four bits,
D3-DO, are used to designate tyes of error conditions, as shown in Table 3-2. A given error

condition may cause multiple bits to be set.
All fatal errors wil issue an interrpt to the host, if in I/O mode.

!

Table 3.2: Error Bit Definitions
Bit Number Error Type 

DO Data Error

01 Command Error

02 Accss Error

03 Controller Error

!,ttr\JW

PCMCIA @ 1992 3.5
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Table 3-3: Error Codes

e'Errr Cod Description

OO No error 

01H Read error

02 Wrie error

03H Erase error

04 Wrie verify error

05 Erase verif error

06 Verify error

07H Uncrrecble data error

08H Correced data

09 Bad data

OAH Invalid addres

OBH No program voltge

OCH Invalid command

OOH Timeut

OEH End of addres range

OFH Wrie protec error

10H -7FH Reserved for fuure use (RFU)

SO - FFH Venor unique coes

3.3 Control Modes
Control modes for the two regiters required for compatibilty with PCMCIA PC Card Standard,
Release 2.01, the Configuration Option Register and the Pin Replacement Register, are described in
Table 3-4. These two registers are used in 110 mode but reside in attribute memory; therefore this
table does not descrbe any I/O mapping. The Read Attribute Memory value in line 5 means the
value at the address location specified by address lines A 1 through A7, which wil be greater than
or equal to zero, and less than TPCC_RADR. Not~ that the address offset TPCC_RADR is fied, at
a value of EO hex, for the purpose of saving space in the CIS.

The control modes for the registers specific to the AIMS Card are given in Table 3-5. The read
portion of wrte-only registers (e.g. Command, Count) and write portion of read-only registers are
reserved.

.

Table 3-4: PCMCIA I/O Card Register Control Modes, Attribute Memory

Function Mod .REG -CE .OE .WE Addr... Ofset

from TPCC_RADR

Write Configuratin Option Register L L H L OOH

Read Cofiguration Option Register L L L H OOH

Write Pin Replacement Register L L H L 04H

Read Pin Replacement Register L L L H 04H

Read Attibute Memory L L L H IiriAl-A7

.
3.6 PCMCIA @ 1992
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4.1 Command Codes

D

4.2
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Table 4-1: Command Codes

Typ Cond Cod
0 Wrie Blos (wiut erase) 38
0 Read Blocks 40H

C Erase Blos COH

C Exece Diagnosti SO

C End of Write (EOWR) 4FH

C End of Read (EORO) 3FH

C Enter Diagnotic Mode 88
C Retu Internl Error Coe 9AH

D Wrie Veri Blo (optonal) 3Ct

Venr Unique FOH - FFH

Note 1: The block size is defined in the CiS for read, write and erase. Each case is 2n bytes.
Note 2: Type C runs to a known completion point.

Type D runs until Stop command (e.g., EOWR, EORD) is issued or error occur.
Note 3: The "Erase Blocks" command means the block is prepared for writing.

This stanqard does not specify the state of the contents of the block after execution of the Erase Blocks
command~

Note 4: The descption of command codes includes the timing diagrams and logic protocols in Figures 5-1
through 5-6.

Note 5: All command codes not specifically designated above are reserved for future use.

Overview of Command Set Definition
This section defines the commands used to control the AIMS Card operation. The command codes
are given in Table 4-1. The commands are based on those used for hard disk storage but are adapted
for solid state storage, partcularly for Flash EEPROM. One of the added command set features is
the Erase command, which allows a given segment of memory to be pre-erased and then wrtten

to at a later time. This 'erase ahead' feature substantially increases system write speed for
implementations using Flash EEPROM.

There are two types of commands, designated" C" and "0". Type" C" commands run to a defined
end state. These commands execute a specific action such as erasing a number of blocks. Type "0"
commands execute repetitively until stopped or error occur. For example, when the Read Blocks
command is loaded into the Command Register, a byte is placed on the data bus with every access.
These bytes are read from sequential addresses starting at the base address loaded into the Address
Register.

All memory addresses must start on block boundaries or else the card wil generate an error status
in the Mode Register. The only legal command accepted after a Read/Write Type "0" command is
the corresponding EORD/EOWR command. Read and Write commands are mutually exclusive
and can be used only sequentially, not both at the same time. After each block is transferred or after
each command is complete, the status register may be checked for error conditions.
Following is a detailed description of each command, its effect, and the registers used.

4 -3PCMCIA @ 1992
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4.3 Command Set Definition

4.3.1 Write Blocks

Regiters Used: Address 0-3, Command, Status, Data

.
Type=D Code=38H

Purpose: Write a number of blocks.

This command assumes that the area to be written to has been II pre-erased ", if required by the
particular memory technology being implemented. This allows the card to be operated in the 'erase
ahead' mode discussed above.

Before issuing this command, the first address to be written to is loaded into the Address Regiters
0-3. Then the Write Bloc code (38H) is loaded into the Command Register (Address OCH). On
execution of this command, each byte written to the Data Register (Address 10H) wil be wrtten to
the on-card memory at sequential addresses, starting at the base address in Address Registers 0-3.
It is the responsibilty of the host to address on whole block boundaries and to wrte only to
'pre-erased' blocks if that is appropriate.

On write operation, if no error occurs, the Address Register Set points to the next available block to
be wrtten. However, if error occurs, the Address Register Set wil point to the error block.
This command is not allowed to wrap addresses, from high values back to zero, as the address is
automaticaly incremented. However, because this is a low level command, the card is capable of
writig past the end of a partition and into the next partition (as defined by a Layer 2 format tuple

in the CIS).

4.3.2 End of Write (EOWR)

Registers Use~: Command, Status Type=C Code=4FH .""
Purpse: Terminate the Write Blocks or Write Verify Blocks command.

When in the Write Blocks mode, the card continues to write data to the on-board memory each time
the Data Register is written to. To terminate the Write Blocks mode, an EOWR command code (4FH)
is wrtten to ,the Command Register (Address OCH). On receiving this command, the card should
write any remaing data from the card buffers to the current block and terminate the write
operation. Partal blocks may be filed with padded data, but the value of such padded data is not
specified by this standard. '
It is the responsibilty of the card to notify the host of completion of the EOWR cycle by either 1)
assertng the RDY /BSY line if in memory mode, 2) asserting the IREQ line if in 1/ 0 mode or 3)
settig the appropriate bit in the Mode Register, in either mode. Error conditions are reported by
setting the appropriate bits in the Mode Register.

4.3.3 Read Blocks

Registers Used: Address 0-3, Command, Status, Data Type=D Code=40H
Purpose: Read a number of blocks.

Before issuing this command, the fist address to be read from is loaded into the Address Registers
0-3. Then the Read Blocks code (40H) is loaded into the Command Register (Address OCH). On
execution of this command, each byte read from the Data Register (Address lOH) wil be accessed
from the on-card memory at sequential addresses, starting at the base address in Address Regiters
0-3. It is the responsibilty of the host to start reading on block boundaries.

On read operation, if no error occurs, the Address Register Set points to the next available block to
be read. However, if error occurs, the Address Register Set wil point to the error block. I)¡

4 - 4 PCMCIA @ 1992
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4.3.4

4.3.5

)

This command is not alowed to wrap addresses, from high values back to zero, as the address is
automaticaly incremented. However, because this is a low level command, the card is capable of
wrtig past the end of a partion and into the next partition (as defined by a Layer 2 format tuple

in the CIS).

End of Read (EORD)

Regiters Used: Command, Status Type=C Code=3FH
Purpse: Terminate the Read Blocks command.

When in the Read Blocks mode, the card continues to read data from on-board memory each tie
the data regiter is read from. To terminate the Read Blocks mode, an EORD command code (3FH)
is wrtten to the Command Register (Address OCH). On execution of the command, the card will
terminate the read operation.
It is the responsibilty of the card to notify the host of completion of the EORD cycle by either 1)
assertng the RDY IBSY lie if in memory mode, 2) asserting the IREQ line if in I/O mode or 3)
settg the appropriate bit in the Mode Register. Error conditions should be reported by settig the

approprite bits in the Mode Register.

Erase Blocks

Regitei's Used: Address 0-3, Block Count High, Block Count Low, Command, Status
Type=C Code=COH

Purpose: Erase a number of blocks.

Before issuig this command, the fist address to be erased is loaded into the Address Registers 0-3.
It is the responsib~ty of the host system to ensure this occurs on a block boundary. The number of
sequenti blocks to be erased is then loaded into the registers Block Count Low (Address 08H) and
Block Count High (Address OAH). Then the Erase Blocks code (COH) is loaded into the Command
Register (Address OCH). On execution of this command, the number of blocks of memory specied
in the Block Count Low I High Registers wil be placed in an "erased" state, starting at the base
address in Address Registers 0-3. An erased state is defined to mean that the memory block are now
ready to be wrtten to without further processing.
On erase operation, if no error occurs, the Address Register Set points to the next available block to
be erased. However, if error occurs, the Address Register Set wil point to the error block.
It is the responsibilty of the card to notify the host of completion of the erase cycle by either 1)
assertg the RDY IBSY lie if in memory mode, 2) asserting the IREQ line if in 1/0 mode or 3)
settg the appropriate bit in the Mode Register. Error conditions should be reported by setting the

appropriate bits in the Mode Register.
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4.3.6 Execute Diagnostic

Regiters Used: Command, Status Type=C Code=90H
PUJpose: Execute a vendor specic diagnostic routine for the card.

The Execute Diagnostic code (90H) is written to the Command Register (Address OCH), to begin
routie diagnostics of the card. It is the responsibilty of the card to notify the host of completion of
the diagnostic cycle by either 1) assertig the RDY I BSY line if in memory mode, 2) asserting the
IREQ line if in I/O mode or 3) setting the appropriate bit in the Mode Register. Error conditions
should be reported by settig the appropriate bits in the Mode Register.

J
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CONTROL MODE PROTOCOLS
Figures 5-1 through 5-3 show the timing diagrams for read, write and erase functions. Figures 5-4
through 5-6 show the corresponding logical flow protocols for the read, write and erase functions.
The assumptions for these card control protocols are,
1. The minimum read, write, and erase block sizes are defined by the cis.
2. Before writing begins, a block is assumed to be ready to be written to, (i.e., pre-erased for

EEPROM). The purpose of separating the erase and write functions is to speed write operations
for EEPROM devices.

3. Data within the card is allowed to be fragmented, so that data can be written to a

non-contiguous fie. It is the responsibilty of the fie system (CiS Level 3) to determine how
fragmentation wil be handled.

4. Host should check Ready/Busy line (or status of BUSY in the Mode Register) after every
command lie and after every block transfer, in order to provide for exception handling.

5. The maximum address offset used here is lOH, out of a possible available 110 address space
size of 3FH. The base address of the AIMS Card in the host 1/ 0 space is determined by the host.

PCMCIA @ 1992 5 - 3
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Figure 5-1. Read Command Timing Diagram
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Figure 5-3. Erase Command Timing Diagram
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Figure 5-5. Write Function Logic Protocol
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RECOMMENDED EXENSIONS
Card Physical Package Outline Additions

PCMCIA RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS
Release 1.00

RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS
)

1.1 Card Physical Package Outline Additions

The Card Physical Committee and the Board of Directors has adopted three new Card Physica PC
Card outlies. The three new outlnes are:

Type I Extended
Type II Extended

· Type II

These three outlines exhibit some unique features designed to assist the PC Card designer in the
design and implementation of PC Cards with added features.

The Type I and II Extended PC Card outlines were primariy specified so that Designers and
Manufactrers of 1/ 0 PC Cards may encase their electrical and magnetic isolation devices withi the
shielded PC Card enclosure. It should be noted that the Type I and II Extended PC Card outlies are
identical to the Type I and II PC Card outlnes except for the extended portion. The extended porton
extends 10 mm past the standard PC Card length of 85.6 mm before the height may be increased in
the bubble area. It should be noted that in the' extended bubble portion the thickness from the
centerlie of the connector to the bottom of the PC Card is the same thickness for the entire length.
The centerlie of the connector to the top of the bubble is 8.0 mm recommended. This wi alow a
thicker bubble but the designer and manufacturers must consider the ramifications of a thicker than
normal bubble (wil the card bubble interfere with other devices or covers and will the end user have
usage problems). It was noted during the discussion before passage of the Type I and II Extended PC
Card Outlie that some connectors (RJ-ll and RJ-45) wil not fit within the recommended thickness.
Therefore the Card Physical Committee specified the thickness such that the centerline of the
connector to the bottom of the PC Card is 2.5 mm max. The height from the socket centerline to the
top of the bubble ¡is 8.0 mOl recommended. This recommended height wil allow the designer to
increase the total thickness of the bubble in order to accommodate the RJ-ll and RJ-45 connectors.

The Type II PC Card was specified by the Card Physical Committee in order to accommodate thicker
devices. It was noted by the Committee that some of the uses for PC Cards may require a body
thckness greater,han 5.0 mm. Some of the uses discussed were LAN, Fax/Modem, Specialty I/O
and Smal Form Factor Hard Drives. It should be noted that the original discussions for the Type II
PC Card did not include the Small Form Factor Hard Drives. The Type II PC Card Outline appears
to be popular for numerous PC Card applications. The Type II PC Card Outline also specifies the PC
Card thickIess from the centerline to the bottom which is identical to the Type II PC Card (2.5 mOl
max). The centerline of the connector to the bottom of all P C Card outlines is 2.5 mOl max in the
substrate area. All PC Card outlnes specify 1.65 mOl from the centerline to the top or bottom of the
PC Card in the interconnect area. By specifyng al PC Cards from the centerline of the connector to
the bottom and in the interconnect area the same it allows the same Host Connector to be used for all
PC Cards specified by PCMCIA. It should be noted that the Type II PC Card outlne specifies the
thickness from the connector to the top of the substrate area to be 8.0 mOl +0/-0.5 mOl. The thickness
of the substrate area of the Type II PC Card is the thickness of two Type II PC Cards with '0.5 mOl
clearance between the two PC Cards. It should also be noted that the bubble area on a Type II PC
Card is 51 mOl max wide and the Type II PC Card bubble are is 48 mOl max. When specifying the
Host Connector for the PC Cards it is very important to specify to the connector vendor whether a
Type II PC Card wil be inserted. With the Type II PC Card substrate area width specified at 51 mOl
max, the guide rails on the Host Connector must be 51 mm wide. It should be noted also that a Host
Connector designed to accommodate a Type II PC Card wil also accommodate a Type I and II PC
Card. A potential misalignment of the PC Card during initial insertion is present, but this Card
connector area may allow this misalignment, but the polarization keys on the PC Card are 10 mOl
long. Once the PC Card is inserted into the Host Connector farther than the polarization key length
then this potential misalignment problem wil no longer exist.
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RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS
Card Physical Package Outlne Additions

.
Figure 1-1. TYPE I Extended PC Card Package Dimensions
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RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS
Card Physical Package Outline Additions

I)ì
Figure 1.3. TYPE II Extended PC Card Package Dimensions
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RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS 
Card Physical Package Outline Additions 

Figure 1-S. TYPE Ill PC Card Package Dimensions 
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